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OPSOMMING 

Tussen die tydperk 1974 en 1994, terwyl blanke heerskappy in suidelike Afrika stelselmatig 

beeindig is en die blanke regering van Suid-Afrika die laaste domino in die reeks was wat 

geval het, het die regering die media en alle publikasies doelbewus gemanipuleer en sensuur 

toegepas om te voorkom dat die bevolking hul veggees verloor en om die indruk te wek dat die 

regering staande sou bly. 

Die regering het andersdenkendes, gebalanseerde verslaggewing en kritiek as 'n bedreiging 

ervaar, aangesien dit wel deeglik daarvan bewus was dat dit nie die steun van die meerderheid 

van die bevolking gehad het nie. Die Afrikaanse pers en die Suid-Afrikaanse Uitsaaikorporasie, 

wat onder regeringsbeheer was, het horn oorwegend gesteun, maar die Engelstalige, swart, 

buitelandse en altematiewe pers was almal teenstanders of vyandig. Uiteindelik het sommige 

van die Afrikaanse media ook krities geraak. 

Vryheid van spraak word as die lewensbloed van die demokrasie beskou, aangesien dit 

verseker dat regerings verantwoording aan die samelewing doen. Suid Afrika het daarop 

aanspraak gemaak dat dit die "vryste pers in Afrika" gehad het. In werklikheid was dit slegs 'n 

gedeeltelike demokrasie wat staande gehou is deur verskeie selfverdedigingsmeganismes 

soos die beleid van apartheid en die skepping van "tuislande" waar die stemlose swart burgers 

by hul plekke van oorsprong gestem het en nie in die blank-gedomineerde Parlement nie. In 

werklikheid het die Suid-Afrikaanse regering die uitwerking van die media op 'n verdeelde 

samelewing gevrees. Die rasse moes 'n vreedsame naasbestaan voer. Daar is erken dat dit 

die grondslag van wet en orde gevorm het. As dit nie verwesenlik kon word nie, sou 'n 

uitdelgingsoorlog of 'n gewelddadige rewolusie gelei deur vryheidsbewegings soos die ANC, 

kon uitbreek. Die blankes het die mag gehad maar was in die minderheid. 

Alhoewel die regering heelwat bestee het om stabiliteit en mag te behou, het sekere elemente 

en gebeurtenisse die mag verweer. Gebeurtenisse soos die lnligtingskandaal, die Angolese 

oorlog, militere diensplig en die hoe koste verbonde aan die behoud van die ou bedeling, het 

ontnugtering in die hand gewerk. 

Ook was daar die alomteenwoordige bedreiging van die vryheidsbewegings wat gewag het om 

mag oor te neem en in die proses daarin geslaag het om Suid-Afrika kultureel, ekonomies en 

polities te isoleer. Dit het die regering verswak totdat dit genoop is om krisisbestuur toe te pas 
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terwyl 'n lae-intensiteit, senutergende oorlog voortdurend gevoer moes word, wat senutergend 

was. 

Uiteindelik het te veel landsburgers begin besef die apartheidsbeleid het misluk en dat 

voortbestaan afgehang het van 'n onderhandelde oorgang wat aan demokratiese eise sou 

voldoen. Na die vasberade stelling wat deur leiers soos BJ Vorster en PW Botha ingeneem is, 

het die laaste blanke president van Suid-Afrika, FW de Klerk, die bevrydingsproses aan die 

gang gesit, wat die ontbanning van die ANC, die vrystelling van politieke gevangenes en die 

beeindiging van die noodtoestand meegebring het. In 1993 het 'n nuwe Grondwet die van 

1983 vervang. Dit het beteken dat die pers vryer geword het en daar weer 'n reg op inligting 

sou wees soos die Menseregtehandves sou verorden. 

Totdat die FW de Klerk-era aangebreek het, was die media onder toenemende druk om 

gebeurtenisse weer te gee soos dit die regering gepas het. Beperkende wetgewing is opgele 

met die doel om staatsveiligheid te handhaaf en 'n gunstiger beeld na buite te projekteer, 

asook om sogenaamde rewolusionere anti-Suid-Afrikaanse verslaggewing en propaganda te 

keer. Die Weermag en Polisie en regeringsinstansies soos die Buro vir lnligting en die hele 

Nasionale Veiligheidstelsel het dit toegepas. 

Die vernaamste meganisme waardeur die pers gemuilband is, veral die ondersoekende 

buitelandse pers, was die aankondiging van opeenvolgende noodtoestande toe die aanslag 

teen die ou bedeling op sy felste was. 

Ten spyte van die moedeloosheid van sommige mediapraktisyns en die verbete pogings tot 

geheimhouding van regeringskant, is nuus oor Suid-Afrika steeds die wereld ingestuur. In 'n 

era van hoetegnologie-kommunikasie en satelliete kan feite nie meer verberg word nie. Mense 

met die waagmoed om ondersoek in te stel na, en die waarheid bloat te le oar die interne en 

eksterne reperkussies vir Suid-Afrika terwyl die blanke regering ten gronde gegaan en 'n nuwe 

bedeling vorm aangeneem het, kon eenvoudig nie die swye opgele word nie. 
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SUMMARY 

During the period 197 4 to 1994, when the demise of white rule took place in Southern Africa, 

ending with the white regime of South Africa, the last of a series of falling dominoes, the 

government of the latter deliberately manipulated and censored the media and all publications 

to prevent a breakdown in the morale of the country and to appear indestructible. 

The government perceived dissidence, balanced reporting and criticism as a threat, knowing 

that it did not have the support of the majority of the people. It had support from the Afrikaans 

press and the South African Broadcasting Corporation, which was under its control, but the 

English-language, black, foreign and alternative press were strongly oppositional and 

adversarial. Finally, some of the Afrikaans media also became critical of its policies. 

Freedom of speech is considered to be the life-blood of democracy, because it makes 

governments accountable to the people. It was claimed that South Africa had the "freest press 

in Africa", but South Africa was only a partial democracy, achieved through various self

defence policies such as apartheid and the creation of "homelands" where the disenfranchised 

black citizens could vote at their places of origin and not for the white-dominated parliament. In 

fact, the South African government greatly feared the effects of the media on a divided society. 

Peaceful coexistence had to be maintained between the races. This was admitted to form the 

basis of law and order. If this could not be achieved, a war of attrition or a bloody revolution led 

by liberation movements such as the ANC could break out. The whites were in power but were 

in the minority. 

While the government went to great and costly lengths to maintain stability and hold onto 

power, certain elements and occurrences eroded its power. Disillusionment with government 

was brought about by the Information Department scandal, the Angolan war, disruptive military 

service and the high costs attached to maintaining the old order. 

There was also the looming threat of liberation movements which wanted to seize power. In 

the process they succeeded in isolating South Africa culturally, economically and politically. 

This caused the regime to weaken. It was forced to apply crisis management in a low-key, 

unending war, which also became a war of nerves. 

Finally, many citizens began to realise that the apartheid policy had failed and that survival 

depended on a negotiated transition accommodating democratic demands. After the grim 
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determination to hold onto power displayed by leaders such as BJ Vorster and PW Botha, the 

last white president of South Africa, FW de Klerk, was the person to start the liberalisation 

process, including the unbanning of the ANC, the release of political prisoners and the lifting of 

the state of emergency. In 1993 a new Constitution replaced the 1983 Constitution. This meant 

a freer press and guaranteed the right to information as stipulated in the Bill of Rights that had 

yet to be enacted. 

Until the FW de Klerk era dawned, the media were increasingly under severe pressure to 

portray events in the way government viewed the political situation. For the sake of state 

security and the projection of a more favourable image to the outside world and ultimately to 

withstand revolutionary anti-South African reportage and propaganda, restrictive legislation 

was imposed; the armed and police forces and government bodies such as the Bureau for 

Information and the whole National Security Management System served this purpose. 

The ultimate control mechanism to muzzle the press, especially the probing foreign press, was 

to declare successive states of emergency during the era when the onslaught against the old 

order was at its height. 

Nevertheless, despite the despair of the media practitioners and the efforts of the government, 

news about South Africa was still disseminated to the outside world. In an era of high 

technology communication facts could no longer be suppressed. It was impossible to silence 

those who investigated, probed, ferreted and dared to tell the truth about the internal and 

external repercussions confronting South Africa, and how the demise of the white government 

was taking place while a more liberated order was taking shape. 
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1.1 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1994 South Africa became the last of the states in Southern Africa where white rule was 

ended. This process began with the collapse of Portuguese power in Angola and 

Mozambique in 1974 and 1975, followed by the end of white rule in Rhodesia/Zimbabwe in 

1980 and South-West Africa/Namibia in 1990. These were major news events in Southern 

Africa in which the public had a great interest. 

Throughout this time, South Africa's white government intended to maintain and project an 

image of strength and to ensure the world at large that it was not going to be overthrown. 

The process of the suppression of information in South Africa through censorship and other 

means, to manipulate opinion about these events, has been investigated through careful 

analysis of relevant information. For example, in the case of the Information scandal the 

authorities went to great lengths to project a favourable image of South Africa. Simultaneously 

and subsequently, the military and security forces ensured the country's defence and 

maintained law and order but endeavoured throughout to conceal facts that could present a 

negative picture or u.ndermine morale. 

Yet the fact remains that the increasing external pressure, international isolation and internal 

unrest inevitably undermined white rule until there was no way of avoiding the dismantling of 

apartheid in South Africa. 

Censorship regulations and incidences of government policies and actions have been well 

researched and recorded but have never been evaluated in the context of the demise of white 

rule in the region. The colonial "dominoes" fell and this was fatal to South Africa's white 

government, but it used desperate means to counter the impression that white rule could be 

coming to an end or that it was foreseen in South Africa. 

The object of this study is to describe and evaluate the ways in which an authoritarian South 

African government manipulated the means and methods at its disposal - military, social, 

information and communication related (censorship) - to try to avert the inevitability of the 

demise of white rule and the democratisation bf South Africa. 
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The government failed to suppress all the facts. The foreign media also succeeded in 

revealing to the outside world much of the truth of what was happening in South Africa 

despite severe restrictions. 

This study attempts to deal with the subject from different angles and to provide an extensive 

overview of the period, the policies, legislative and security measures in force and the effect 

that enforced censorship had at a crucial phase of history. 

Frans Esterhuyse, political correspondent of the Weekend Argus (1994-04-09: 20), 

maintained the following: 

"Towards the end of the 1980s the writing was on the wall for apartheid rule. It was 

then clear for all to see that iron-fisted dictatorial rule by successive National Party 

governments was futile against the rising tide of political change in Africa and in the 

world. 

"The National Party rulers had doggedly adhered to their policies in the face of 

worldwide condemnation. Oppressive apartheid government (sic) became weak and 

helpless as economic realities unfolded. Sanctions and other factors arising from their 

own actions brought them to their knees. Finally admissions came from within the 

government that apartheid had failed ... This brought us (in 1994) to the ... moment when 

South Africa (was) poised precariously on the threshold of a new non-racial democracy 

under a new government..." 

South Africa was not a full democracy during the period under review as there was no 

universal franchise. Until 1983 it was governed by whites and from 1983 to the election of 

1994 there was a Tricameral Parliament with the electorate consisting of whites, coloureds 

and Indians, with the whites in a dominant position. In 1993 a new Constitution which 

guaranteed the fundamental rights of the citizens, replaced the 1983 Constitution. 

During the time under review South Africa's white government was cornered by forces 

insisting on change and by demands from the black masses without the franchise. This 

caused it to become more rigid, more on the defensive and therefore more prescriptive in 

order to quash the rising dissent. The South African problem was basically a racial one. 
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Democracy is supposed to guarantee the citizen's right to information. As far back as the late 

seventies, Mathews ( 1978: 1) was of the opinion that: 

"South Africa has a political system in which the democratic elements are severely 

limited by white hegemonic rule and liberal elements barely exist at all. Yet the political 

rulers in South Africa if not the less fortunate of their subjects, insist that the 

government system is in the Western democratic tradition." 

Mathews ( 1978: 8) added that: 

"The denial of a popular right to information is a feature of all systems that are 

autocratic, authoritarian or totalitarian. 11 

South Africa possessed aspects of all these systems but it was mostly authoritarian. 

Mathews ( 1978: 16-17) went on to say: 

"One of the historic functions of the press is to provide the public with authentic and 

accurate information about the management of public affairs. 11 

But he also pointed out that bureaucracies 

"have developed the art of news management to a fine degree ... there is little doubt that 

the right to authentic and accurate information is seriously jeopardized when the 

communications media are forced to rely on official handouts or upon 'unofficial' 

briefings and leaks by officers of government. As the controller of information the 

government is in the prime position to promote a certain point of view by releasing 

some secrets and not others." 

Sissela Bok (1982: 198) threw light on the practice of keeping secrets: 

"And the appeal to national security offers a handy reason to avoid scrutiny of neglect, 

mistakes and abuses. As the number of secrets grows bureaucracies and executives 

seek the stamp of secrecy to protect themselves, not just the nation ... Military secrecy 

can therefore expand not only in that it conceals more and more secrets, it can come to 

be used for purposes of power play within a society by keeping secrets from additional 

categories of enemies. This transition from foreign to domestic enemies as persons 
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from whom secrets must be kept is a tempting one for any beleaguered government. In 

police states this is rarely one made in the first place; internal enemies of the regime 

are assumed to be conspiring with foreign ones. Personal foes, rivals, dissidents, all fall 

into this category." 

In 1976 Strauss et al ( 1976: v) said in the preface to Die Suid-Afrikaanse Persreg that those 

in power had tried to muzzle the press in a great number of countries. In other countries, 

where freedom of the press was recognised in principle - and this included South Africa - the 

media were still regulated by the government. 

Strauss (1976: 55) strongly advocated freedom of the press and in fact stressed that a free 

and responsible press was one of the greatest assets of any society. He went as far as saying 

that "in the legal state the press was the artery through which the lifeblood of democracy 

flows." 

The press is the medium through which information is supplied about daily affairs; through 

which the expression of opinion is made possible to all citizens, from the highest to the 

humblest. It is through the press that the endless debate takes place about what is essential 

for sound opinion forming; through which the government may be subjected to criticism and 

called on to be responsible. The press can awaken the spirit of a nation and its conscience. It 

can spur on the slow to action and the reckless to caution. 

In the machine of democracy the press is supposed to be a safety valve. The law limits 

freedom. In the regulation of the press, on the one hand, publications may be issued 

according to the right provided by authorisation by the authorities. On the other hand, that 

publication may take place freely without authorisation by the authorities, except in so far as 

restrictions are imposed by law on certain subjects. 

Obviously freedom of the press could not exist where individual restrictions were so severe -

notwithstanding the freedom of the press in principle - that no publisher dared to publish 

without obtaining the prior consent of the authorities. 

One of the ways in which the South African government attempted to keep change at bay was 

by manipulating opinion and applying censorship to hide the fact that the political situation 
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was deteriorating and that the foundations were crumbling beneath the feet of the white 

regime. 

Yet, as Hennessy (1975: 287) maintained: 

"Alert journalists can usually find ways to discover the facts in local, state and national 

news. Acting as the agents of 'the people's right to know', a role in which they like to 

cast themselves, they can ordinarily ferret out all the facts that the people need to know 

about domestic public policy, even if such information is withheld by government 

officials who feel themselves threatened by such exposure." 

SCOPE 

South Africa had an authoritarian system during the time under review. This meant that the 

state attempted to control mass communication. However, the media are, as McQuail 

maintained, "not easy to manipulate" (McQuail 1983: 218). Therefore the following will be 

illustrated: 

• Censorship is ultimately futile as the suppression of facts cannot be achieved 

successfully for an indefinite period. 

• It was impossible for the authoritarian government of South Africa to avert the 

inevitable process of democratisation by attempting to inhibit the forces of 

democratisation, especially since the termination of white rule in neighbouring states 

made South Africa seem vulnerable from insurgency and liberation movement 

(especially ANC) points of view. 

• Enterprising and investigative media practitioners usually managed to discover and 

disclose what censorship sought to hide. 

1.3 METHODOLOGY AND RESEARCH PROCEDURE 

1.3.1 Qualitative Analysis 

The qualitative approach is used in this study. It has the aim, as Berelson (1952: 122) 

described it, of focussing 
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"on the intentions of a communicator or the effects on the audience ... first upon the 

straight description of the content itself ... the interpretations (i.e. inferences about intent 

or effect) are more often made as part of the analytic process whereas in quantitative 

analysis the interpretations are more likely to follow the analytic procedure." 

Qualitative analysis, Berelson pointed out (1952: 123), 

"is relatively less concerned with the content as such than with content as a 'reflection' 

of 'deeper' phenomena." 

Furthermore the qualitative approach (Berelson, 1952: 125) "employs less formalized 

categorization than quantitative analysis. n 

Subsequently the following were studied: 

• Restrictions through censorship, i.e. techniques of manipulation, e.g. registration of 

media, excessive secrecy about sensitive developments in the security spheres, and 

so forth. 

• The legislation applied to curb the press, albeit in the established newspaper groups 

or the so-called "alternative" press. This has been done in a focussed way, i.e. with 

concentration on how an authoritarian government manipulated public opinion with 

regard to white rule and its undesirable alternative. 

• Contents of published material (which include the printed media such as newspapers, 

magazines, periodicals and documents) to illustrate allegations and/or views. An 

important observation by Bailey (1978: 267) was that the use of printed media 

containing views of respondents is acceptable as a method of research as this 

information is reliable and well-expressed because written with care. 

• Whether the coercion and suppression of opponents became a veritable siege of the 

media. 

• Consequences of restrictions such as the persecution of journalists, including foreign 

correspondents. 

• The self-defence mechanisms and struggle for survival of the media. 

' 
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• Questionnaires sent to and personal interviews with people affected by censorship. 

1.3.2 Data Collection 

Data have been collected with regard to the following: 

• The extensive legislation on censorship and other restrictive practices, press reports, 

interviews, Publications Appeal Board material, literature dealing with historical and political 

facts in chronology as related to the manipulation of public opinion during the demise of 

white rule in Southern Africa from 1974 to 1994. 

• The references also include relevant South African and non-South African but applicable 

publications, newspapers and periodicals, magazines, books, theses/dissertations, and 

reports such as those of commissions of inquiry, etc. Publications of institutes serve as good 

sources and were used extensively. 

• Data was processed and compiled in a proper order given the problems investigated in this 

study. 

1.3.3 Empirical-Historical Research and Chronology 

This study is not a theoretical explanation for the demise of white rule. It therefore does not 

call for any paradigmatic explanation for either theories on censorship or for the loss of 

political power in situations such as those that will be described. Study material will be dealt 

with from an empirical-historical perspective. The position in South Africa at the time is 

evaluated against appropriate legislation, policy directions and other regulatory means of 

organising censorship and manipulating the media. 

Given its nature this study is furthermore mainly a literature survey of primary as well as 

secondary sources. The primary sources include legislation, reports of commissions of 

inquiry, defence and police agreements with the media and original statements and 

publications issued by role players. Comprehensive use was made of press reportage, which 

is a secondary source, as this is a study of cause and effect with regard to journalism. 

Personal interviews were also conducted with a view to historical and descriptive analysis and 

perspective. 
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The legislative and policy frameworks as well as the secondary material proved adequate for 

the purposes of this project. 

The study is set out chronologically as it covers a historical period of twenty years, during 

which freedom of the press and expression were increasingly curtailed. This serves to 

illustrate how severe the clampdown became under successive Prime Ministers/Presidents, 

until control was finally relaxed in the nineties. 

The period under review is the two decades from 197 4 to 1994. The sequence of chapters 

cover the following: 

Chapter 1 is introductory and states how and why the study was undertaken and what it 

intends to illustrate. Certain concepts that feature throughout are defined. 

Chapter 2 sets out the role and function of the media in society, their perceived power and 

effects and why an authoritarian government would fear their influence. 

Chapter 3 deals with the South African media and the relations which the various groupings 

had with the authorities. Different stances were assumed with regard to government policies. 

Some were subservient and others virulently anti-government. Some were establishment and 

others non-establishment. 

Chapter 4 deals with the machinations of the Department of Information to "sell" apartheid 

and South Africa to the world and the subsequent revelations of corruption and dishonesty 

that brought the Vorster era to an end and ushered in the Botha era. 

Chapter 5 deals with the press freedom eroding legislation and the application and effects of 

publications control. 

Chapter 6 introduces the threat psychosis which was intensified by the Angolan war and the 

secrecy enforced by the authorities and press reaction to this. 

Chapter 7 describes the emergence of the "securocracy", the dominance of the military and 

the policies of "total onslaught" and "total strategy." The hostile intentions of the liberation 

movements are illustrated by statements quoted from the African National Congress (ANC) 

mouthpiece, Sechaba. 
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Chapter 8 deals with three commissions of inquiry, the first and second Steyn Commissions 

and the Rabie Commission, whose aim was to tighten security legislation and limit press 

reportage with regard to sensitive issues. Press reaction and the consequences of these 

reports are extensively illustrated. The commissions of inquiry were another means by which 

an authoritarian government sought to extend its control over state security and the mass 

media. 

Chapter 9 describes how the supposedly reformist government under PW Botha drew the ire 

of the world after he had made his "Rubicon" speech, warning that the white South African 

government would not be pushed into capitulation. Increased internal unrest and the constant 

threat of insurgency brought about increased control of the press by the security network. 

Chapter 10 deals with the successive states of emergency, the filtering of news by security, 

military and bureaucratic bodies and the self-defence reactions by the media. The 

deterioration of the regime is also described. 

Chapter 11 is about the final demise of white rule. The advent of the FW de Klerk era brought 

back freedom of speech and a new dispensation commenced. 

Chapter 12 concludes the study. 

CONCEPTS 

Certain concepts in the study need to be explained. Much research has been done by political 

scientists, sociologists and communication theorists and they have developed definitions that 

illustrate these phenomena. 

1.4.1 Authoritarian Control 

The government of South Africa was authoritarian throughout the period under review. 

Chapter 2 will deal with the normative theories of the press and throughout the study, the 

government's authoritarian control will be illustrated. 

This "system for organizing society" Siebert et al ( 1956: 17) wrote, assigned a "specific role" to 

the mass media, which were "subjected to controls in order not to interfere with the 

achievement of ultimate ends through the state ." 

D'. \ . 
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Siebert et al (1956: 19) also pointed out that the "major problem in most authoritarian 

societies" was their ability or not to establish "effective restraints and controls over the 

privately operated media." In other words, they attempted to manipulate thought and public 

opinion. 

Social control included the control of the press through a system of principles and organised 

society was controlled through the institution of government. 

Siebert et al ( 1956 : 11) postulated that the authoritarian approach demanded that there be 

unity in a state in order to permit it to "operate successfully for the good of all." Realists 

realised that "such unity of thought could in most circumstances be attained only through 

constant surveillance and control." 

They (Siebert et al, 1956: 19) remarked, however, that the ''western nations tried numerous 

methods with varying degrees of success and it can be said that no single method of control 

was successful over any period of time." 

The South African government apparently acted according to a right expounded by the British 

writer, Samuel Johnson (Siebert et al, 1956: 36), who said: 

"Every society has a right to preserve public peace and order, and therefore has a right 

to prohibit the propagation of opinions which have a dangerous tendency." 

Severin & Tankard ( 1992: 285) said of the authoritarian system that the press was regarded 

as "an instrument for furthering government policy" no matter whether it was publicly or 

privately owned. 

Merrill et al (1990: 329) wrote than even today 

"Muzzling the press is still a vital step in the creation of a totalitarian state ... If there is an 

item of importance that the national leader feels the people should be told, the media 

must make these things public. If, by contrast, the leader wishes to deny other 

information to the public at large, the media must keep the information secret. Media 

will have only as much freedom as the national leadership will permit them to have." 
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Defleur and Ball-Rockeach (1989: 126) wrote that in an authoritarian society the media were 

challenged to survive as 

"the government operates the media for purposes of controlling the flow of information, 

shaping public opinion and providing approved collective interpretations. Such societies 

need their media to maintain the compliance and support of their populations." 

This "need" to "maintain the compliance and support" of the South African media and which 

was not always forthcoming, will be illustrated in the study. 

1.4.2 Political Thought Manipulation and Public Opinion 

According to Zukin (Nimmo & Sanders, 1981: 359) "the mass media and public opinion are 

inextricably wed ." 

Truman (1966: 29) describes opinion "in the simplest terms as the expression of an attitude 

on an issue or proposition ... group affiliations of various sorts are the source of attitude

forming influences." 

Truman (1966: 260) also says that no organised groups dare be indifferent to public opinion. 

Albig (1939: 5) describes opinion as 

"an expression about a controversial point ... opinions emerge at controversial points, 

when the old, accepted patterns break down, when doubt has risen, when the tenets of 

any group are questioned, when there is an awareness of discrepancy, the situation is 

defined, solutions are presented and opinions are formed." 

Meehan et al (1966: 104) write: 

"The difference between influencing opinion in democracies and in authoritarian 

societies lies in the purposes and not in the instruments, for the same instruments of 

mass communication that make public enlightenment possible in a democracy make 

totalitarian control possible in a dictatorship.· 

Meehan et al (1966: 8) also maintain that what public opinion consists of will usually depend 

on the nature of the ideology of that society and how it views the issues of the day. Ideology 
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apparently originates with a minority where leaders are important in the opinion-making 

process. Different alternatives as solutions to particular issues as well as attitudes and beliefs 

are selected or rejected by articulate minorities and seldom by the general public. 

The same authors (Meehan et al, 1966: 91) feel that each culture has central values and own 

patterns of enforced behaviour. They (Meehan et al, 1966: 98) also say that as far as sources 

of public opinion are concerned, the Press in any literate society is an excellent medium for 

communicating information about public policy: 

"The newspaper is still the predominant instrument for opinion formation, even on 

national affairs, in both democracies and authoritarian societies ... a free press is one of 

democracy's most prized possessions ... Its role is clearly both informative and critical." 

Radio and television are both said to play a significant part in opinion forming and general 

communication of information. The principal political problem that arises in broadcasting, on 

both radio and television, according to Meehan et al, (1966: 101) 

"centers in making facilities available to all political contenders. As far as politics are 

concerned, television is said to have the latent capacity, quite literally to transform the 

political system, depending on the manner in which it is used." 

The reason for this is that television increases the political importance of those in office and 

who receive network publicity. In South Africa the South African Broadcasting Corporation 

was government-controlled and dominated until virtually the end of National Party rule. 

As far as the other mass media are concerned, Meehan et al (1966: 104) recognise that the 

cinema can certainly have political purposes, and that government and educators, as well as 

political parties, make use of it. 

Regarding literature, the opinion (Meehan et al, 1966: 105) is that 

"a powerful novel can produce a powerful response ... professional journals like Foreign 

Affairs Magazine which reach a limited but influential clientele, have a considerable 

influence on government practice." 
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If magazines, books, and other printed media influence the thinking of opinion formers which 

include editors and political figures, then it may be surmised that they could indirectly 

influence public opinion as well. Hence the severity of censorship in South Africa as imposed 

in terms of the Publications Act 42 of 197 4. 

McQuail (1983: 114) pointed out that there was a "risk of assimilation of news media to the 

purposes of others, despite the notional and valued independence of the media and their 

commitment to disinterested reporting" if the reporter had to depend on sources such as 

politicians, officials, the police, and so forth, as happened increasingly in South Africa. He 

(McQuail, 1983: 114) added that "it might well conflict with expectations of critical 

independence from the media and lend itself to the suppression or manipulation of 

information." 

Gamble & Gamble (1989: 396) maintained: 

"Since public officials have little power to regulate the press, they must concentrate 

their efforts on manipulating it. Politicians and the members of the media are both 

adversaries and partners .. . Both staffers and politicians have found that one of the best 

ways to influence the media is to provide them with inside information, or leaks. n 

This described the American situation, but it applied to South Africa as well. Furthermore, they 

wrote (Gamble & Gamble, 1989: 398): 

"Because the media are assumed to be so crucial to political life and death, public 

officials try mightily to influence journalists and their employers. Surprisingly, however, 

there is very little evidence that the press really does have the power that nearly all 

politicians think that it has. n 

It will be illustrated in the study that the South African Defence Force, Police Force and state 

departments attempted to manipulate the publication of news. Gamble & Gamble (1989: 409) 

explained this as follows: 

"While bureaucrats themselves may not be interested in dealing with the press, most 

bureaucratic agencies see some need to attempt to manage the news. No agency 

wants to be known as corrupt or inefficient, since public dissatisfaction might result in 
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budget cuts or administrative shake-ups. Thus the agencies have press offices which 

hold news briefings, hand out press releases, arrange press tours, and otherwise try to 

accommodate reporters, especially if they seem likely to write stories favourable to the 

agency." 

Noelle-Neumann (1984: 265) spoke of the "spiral of silence" which occurs when people who 

hold opinions that seem to be unpopular, refrain from expressing them. If you cannot "run with 

the pack" at least avoid opposing them. This affects public opinion, which is "an 

understanding on the part of the people in an ongoing community concerning some affect- or 

value-laden question which individuals as well as government have to respect by compromise 

in their overt behaviour under the threat of being excluded or losing ... standing in society" 

(Noelle-Neumann, 1984: 179). 

Tan ( 1981: 280) maintained that 

"we learn political opinions, values and behaviors in the same way that we learn other 

social behaviors - either by direct experience or by observational learning. According to 

social learning theory we learn political responses from models that are frequently 

encountered and when we are regarded, extrinsically or intrinsically, for imitating the 

model. Adequate exposure to the political contents of the mass media occurs 

throughout a person's life ... Some political contents of the media are positively 

reinforcing; others are negatively reinforcing." 

On the positive side, Tan (1981: 281) writes, media contents may lead to "political trust, 

efficacy, support, and political activity. On the negative side, media contents may lead to 

"distrust, political cynicism, and erosion of support." 

One may surmise that this is how the authoritarian South African state also viewed the matter, 

hence the manipulation of public opinion. 

1.4.3 Propaganda 

Propaganda is the deliberate influencing and changing of the way people think. Experts have 

attempted to explain the phenomenon. 
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Merrill et al (1990: 32) write that "mass communicators who deal in propaganda may include 

journalists and nonjournalists alike ... The propagandist is intentionally persuasive." 

Truman (1966: 223) defines propaganda as follows: 

"Any attempt, by the manipulation of words and word substitutes, to control the 

attitudes and consequently the behaviour of a number of individuals concerning a 

controversial matter." 

Hiebert et al (1979: 400-401) define propaganda as 

"the communication of facts, ideas, and opinions, not for the audience's sake but for 

the benefit of the communicator, to further the communicator's purposes, whatever they 

might be. Propaganda ... comes from the Latin propagare, meaning the gardener's 

practice of pinning fresh roots of a plant into the earth in order to reproduce new 

plants .. . People's minds are changed by both education and propaganda; the difference 

between the two often lies with the purpose of the communicator." 

Propaganda is effected by employing certain tactics and using certain convenient means. 

According to Truman (1966: 223-224): 

"It is the technology of the mass communication media, with their broad coverage, their 

elaborate organisation, and their susceptibility to monopolistic control, which primarily 

distinguishes the propaganda of the twentieth century from that of earlier periods." 

Brown (1963: 25) is another expert who discusses the mechanisms employed in propaganda, 

one of which is: 

"Suggestion, which may be defined as the attempt to induce in others the acceptance 

of a specific belief without giving any self-evident or logical ground for its acceptance, 

whether this exists or not." 

Brown (1963: 27) had closely studied the phenomena of Nazi and anti- or pro-MarxisURussian 

propaganda mechanisms in which, for example, names were substituted so as to be 

derogatory: 
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"The propagandist frequently tries to influence his audience by substituting favourable 

or unfavourable tenns, with an emotional connotation, for neutral ones unsuitable to his 

purpose. Hence 'Reds' instead of 'Communist' or 'Russian', 'Union bosses' for 

presidents of the unions, 'Huns' or 'Boches' for Germans. " 

The ANC mouthpiece Sechaba, which was banned in South Africa as an anti-government and 

subversive publication, provides a good example of this technique, for example, consistently 

referring to the "fascist racist regime" instead of the government of South Africa. 

Repetition is another technique and so is the use of slogans and recognisable tenns, and this 

was used extensively in a publication such as Sechaba. 

The enemy is also, to use Brown's word, "pinpointed ." In South Africa it was said that the real 

enemy was the "communists. " 

Truman (1966: 244) describes military propaganda as 

"'psychological warfare' ... employed against an enemy as a supplement to other 

weapons designed to weaken his will to resist." 

1.4.4 Censorship 

Truman (1966: 242) is of the opinion that a process occurs in censorship whereby certain 

elements are withheld in a situation either by the propagandist "or someone under his 

influence who can control a medium of communication ." 

The "disadvantageous symbols" are omitted in order to avoid the danger of having the 

propaganda fail if the full evidence is revealed. A related device is distortion, that is, the 

shifting of relative emphasis among elements of a "full" account. 

Of the same type is fabrication, either by the invention of a situation or by the embellishment 

of a "real" one "with convenient but fanciful addition. " 

Censorship and related techniques will fail according to Truman (1966: 242-243), quoting 

Lippmann, unless they provide a barrier between the Public and the event. 

Albig (1939: 238) stresses that: 
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"The achievement of individual liberty in any field is dependent upon freedom of 

thought and discussion. Freedom of assembly, speech, writing and all the forms of 

communication underlies individual liberty. Censorship is the restriction of the content 

of any means of communication ... Censorship is the process of deleting or limiting the 

content of any of the media of communication." 

Al big ( 1939: 238) also feels that there is quite a simple explanation for the defence of formal 

censorship by authority. The newspaper readers are supposed to be protected from 

"subversive minorities" (majority in the case of South Africa) ; from alien influences; from their 

own fears in wartime (e.g. the Angolan War); from morally debasing and obscene material; 

from intrusion into the personal lives of others; and in general 

"from their own fallible thinking in whatever field authority decrees them to be peculiarly 

subject to error. Authority assumes a greater wisdom." 

1.4.5 Democracy and Press Freedom 

The "free press theory" or "libertarian" theory was originally formulated by Siebert et al ( 1956) 

as one of the so-called normative theories which express how the media ought to, or can be 

expected to, operate under a certain set of conditions and values obtaining during a set of 

political-economic circumstances. 

Basically, free press means that an individual should be free to publish what he or she sees 

fit. Other rights are included, such as holding opinions freely, expressing them, and 

assembling and organising with others. 

In South Africa, the libertarian or free press theory did not apply as the state was 

authoritarian. Siebert et al (1956: 28) explained the difference as follows: 

"The authoritarian system differs most from the libertarian doctrines of freedom of the 

press. The entire philosophical basis for a free exchange of ideas is foreign to 

authoritarian thinking. Since authority rests in the state and since the responsibility for 

the solution of public issues follows authority, the first duty of the press is to avoid 

interference with the objectives of the state. These objectives are determined by a ruler 

or by an elite rather than in the 'market place of ideas' as predicated by the libertarians. 
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The idea that the press constitutes a check on the government does not make sense to 

the authoritarian who asks the question - who checks the press? ... Radio was always a 

state monopoly under modem totalitarian governments." 

McQuail ( 1983: 87), in discussing the theories of the press, said of the libertarian theory: 

"The underlying principles and values are thus identical to those of the liberal 

democratic state, a belief in the supremacy of the individual, in reason, truth and 

progress, and, ultimately the sovereignty of the popular will ... A free press has thus 

been seen as an essential component of a free and rational society. The nearest 

approximation to truth will emerge from the competitive exposure of alternative 

viewpoints and progress for society will depend on the choice of 'right' over 'wrong' 

solutions." 

McQuail (1983: 89-90) further explained the notion of a free press according to the following 

principles (which were not adhered to in South Africa): 

• "Publication should be free from any prior censorship by any third party. 

• The act of publication and distribution should be open to a person or group without 

permit or licence. 

• Attack on any government, official or political party (as distinct from attacks on private 

individuals or treason and breaches of security) should not be punishable, even after 

the event. 

• There should be no compulsion to publish anything. 

• Publication of 'error' is protected equally with that of truth, in matters of opinion and 

belief. 

• No restriction should be placed on the collection, by legal means ... of information for 

publication. 

• There should be no restriction on export or import or sending or receiving 'messages' 

across national frontiers." 
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1.4.6 The Media and Mass Communication 

Mass communication was descibed by Hiebert et al (1979: 4) as "one of the important 

subsystems of society together with the political, economic, cultural and other subsystems" 

and therefore it "operates in a social context - it influences society and society influences the 

media." 

Littlejohn (1989: 254) said that the media were "at the heart of communication." He (Littlejohn, 

1989: 260) also maintained that 

"the media are perceived as powerful tools of the dominant ideology. In addition, they 

have the potential of raising the consciousness of the population about issues of class, 

power and domination ... the dominant ideology is involved in a hegemony against that 

of powerless groups." 

Littlejohn ( 1989: 262) also stated that although media portrayed the dominant ideology they 

did not silence "opposing forces" as these are always present "as part of the dialectical 

struggle among forces in a society ... the irony of media, especially television, is that they 

present the illusion of diversity and objectivity, when in fact they are clear instruments of the 

dominant order. n 

Siebert et al ( 1956: 10) postulated that any theory of the relationship of "the mass media of 

communication to the organized society of which it is a part is determined by certain basic 

philosophical assumptions (or conclusions ... ) about man and the state" and added: "For our 

purposes these areas of assumption can be identified as follows: (1) the nature of man, (2) 

the nature of society and of the state, (3) the relation of man to the state, and (4) the basic 

philosophical problem, the nature of knowledge and of the truth. n 

According to Hiebert et al (1979: 4, 5): 

"The powerful forces we call mass media are the means of public communication that 

surround us. Newspapers are one medium. Together with magazines and books they 

make up the print media. Radio is an electronic medium, as is television. The motion 

picture is an audiovisual medium. The phonograph recording is an oral medium. In a 

democratic society the mass media play a central role. Since nothing in democracy can 
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succeed without the will of the people, informing and shaping that will be a major 

undertaking. " 

The mass communication function of the media consists of many elements, namely the 

message, the message sender, the message receiver or audience, and the effects of the 

process. These will be discussed in Chapter 2. 

RELEVANCE 

Any study of this nature calls into question the relevance of the research. This lies in the 

demonstration of how media manipulation formed part of the authoritarian system in South 

Africa and of the "total onslaught" and "total strategy" thinking that evolved. The era of total 

onslaught has been adequately covered by analysts in South Africa and further afield, for 

instance the National Security Management System, the states of emergency, the 

militarisation of public institutions, the design of counter-revolutionary strategies, the 

escalation of military expenditure, the expansion of national service (even to sending Defence 

Force troops into the townships), the development of the armaments industry, the policy of 

regional destabilisation, the conclusion of non-aggression pacts such as the Nkomati Accord. 

However, one dimension lacking was attention to the interaction between media policy and 

the broader political strategies of an authoritarian regime. This study hopes to fill that void . 

' 
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CHAPTER2 

THE ROLE AND FUNCTION OF THE MEDIA IN SOCIETY 

INTRODUCTION 

The media have a role in society. They are perceived differently by all sections of the 

community and are expected to have certain influences or effects on people's (i.e. the 

so-called audience's) political thinking. 

Mass communication research is not an independent field. Communication is dependent on 

inputs from other disciplines for successful study (Jacobs, 1990: 15, cf Gouws, 1984: 26). 

Experts from other disciplines such as sociology and political science have provided some 

insight into and attempts to explain human behaviour and reaction to the media. 

Throughout South Africa's history, the authorities in South Africa have often been concerned 

about the effects of the media on society. Although the media disseminate political 

information, their manipulatory power is usually perceived as strong or immediate by those in 

power. 

The consequences of the concern have been that many restrictions were placed on the media 

in South Africa and information was withheld from the public. Legislation has provided the 

most binding restriction of the press to ensure state security and to reduce criticism of 

government actions. The government also preferred to have only the official version of events 

published. 

De Beer (1993: 16) maintained: 

"In South Africa, National Party rule from 1948 up to the political reforms of 1990-1992 

had a tremendous influence in shaping the media system of the country." 

South Africa had an authoritarian government which attempted to control the media as part of 

its overall social control. What authoritarianism entailed was introduced in Chapter 1 and will 

be elaborated upon in 2.4 when the theories of the role of mass media in society are dealt 

with. 
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FEAR OF CONFLICT 

Clutterbuck (1983: 159), a student of the political effects of conflict, pointed out the 

relationship between political conflict and the media: 

"Racial conflict is the other issue most commonly exploited for political demonstrations. 

Because of the intensity of feeling on both sides in areas with a large immigrant 

population, this provides an explosive mixture, easy to ignite. Again the media should 

show responsibility and avoid exacerbating the conflict. They must also beware of 

being used as a tool in malicious attempts to poison the inevitably tense relationship 

between the police and young people for political aims." 

Clutterbuck (1983: 159) was adamant, however, that: 

"The public have a right to know about violent demonstrations and riots and to judge 

them for themselves. If the media do not report them rumours will exaggerate them or 

the instigators may be attempted to escalate the violence to attract the publicity they 

want. The exposure of violence usually reacts against those who use it but 

irresponsible reporting , especially of looting, burning and the bombardment of 

policemen with petrol bombs, may encourage 'copycat' violence ... the totalitarian 

alternative of total censorship of reports of civil unrest is far more unhealthy." 

In his argument (Clutterbuck, 1983: 161) whether there had to be voluntary control or 

legislation he emphasised: 

"The best answer to this kind of irresponsible or anti-social misuse of the power of the 

media lies in the hands of the journalistic profession itself. The Press Council...all have 

certain codes which their members are obliged to observe at pain of expulsion. These 

should be strengthened and enforced ... Total freedom is anarchy; total order is tyranny. 

Any form of restraint, voluntary or statutory, by definition restrains unbridled freedom. 

The trouble with statutory restraint is that it can be (and therefore inevitably sometimes 

would be) used to inhibit journalistic freedom to investigate and disclose the abuse of 

power." 

He (Clutterbuck, 1983: 164) goes on to defend freedom of choice: 
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"The most important freedom of all to protect, however, is editorial freedom, to publish 

or not to publish, under the guidance of the public's free choice." 

2.3 MEDIA FUNCTIONS IN SOCIETY 

The media fulfil certain functions in society. They exist to meet certain needs and therefore 

the term "function" denotes what McQuail (1983: 75) refers to as task which also has 

"purpose, value, utility or end." 

He ( 1983: 79-80) sets out "five basic ideas about media purpose for society": 

• "I Information 

• providing information about events and conditions in society and the world 

• indicating relations of power 

• facilitating innovation, adaptation or progress 

• 11 Correlation 

• explaining, interpreting and commenting on the meaning of events and information 

• provid ing support for established authority and norms 

• socializing 

• coordinating separate activities 

• consensus building 

• setting orders of priority and signalling relative status 

• Ill Continuity 

• expressing the dominant culture and recognizing subcultures and new cultural 

developments 

• forging and maintaining commonality of values 
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• IV Entertainment 

• providing amusement, diversion, the means of relaxation 

• reducing social tension 

• V Mobilization 

• campaigning for societal objectives in the sphere of politics, war, economic 

development, work and sometimes religion." 

Brown (1963: 14) divides mass communication into four main functional categories: (1) the  surveillance of the environment, or supplying the news; 2) the commentaries on current 

issues or news, which take the form of ed itorial or propagandist activities; (3) the transmission 

of the social heritage or education, whether in the sense of formal education or the provision 

of social norms; (4) entertainment. 

2.4 THEORIES ON THE ROLE OF THE MASS MEDIA IN SOCIETY 

The so-called normative theories of mass media in society refer to how the media should 

react to a given set of circumstances. Four theories were postulated in 1956 by Siebert, 

Peterson and Schramm in their important work, Four Theories of the Press. These were the 

authoritarian and libertarian theories (already touched upon in Chapter 1) and the social 

responsibility and Soviet Communist (Marxist) theories. 

Siebert et al ( 1956: 9) maintained that "of the four theories of the relation of the press to 

society or to government, the authoritarian has been most pervasive both historically and 

geographically" and that "the libertarian doctrines are frequently mere window dressing behind 

which governments follow authoritarian practices" (Siebert et al, 1956:30). 

They (Siebert et al, 1956: 27) also pointed out that the authoritarian and Marxist-Soviet 

theories had much in common regarding subjection of the individual and private will to the will 

of the state, collectively. 

The authoritarian and a subsequently developed social responsibility theory had some 

elements in common (Siebert et al, 1956: 28-29): 
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"Both agree that the press should not be permitted to degrade the culture of a nation, 

and both postulate that when definite goals for society are determined (by different 

methods, however) the mass media should not be permitted to interfere irresponsibly 

with the accomplishment of these objectives." 

Social responsibility meant that the media had to fulfil certain obligations to society, setting 

standards of truth and objectivity. The media had to be self-regulating and were not supposed 

to encourage negative behaviour in society. 

According to the Marxist theory, the media should not be privately owned. In fact it plays the 

role of furthering communism and forming society. The state considers censorship and 

punishment for offences justified as the media are expected to regulate themselves. This 

applied in the USSR before the fall of communism. 

McQuail ( 1983: 84-98) distinguished between the original four theories of Siebert et al ( 1956) 

and added two more. Of these, only the second applies to a degree to the South African 

situation. 

• He (1983: 97) stated that the "democratic-participant media theory" is mainly found in 

developed liberal societies. An example would be the United States of America. 

• The "development media theory," he (McQuail, 1983: 95) says, is generally found in 

developing countries. Here the media should "carry out positive development tasks", 

adhere to policy and local needs, give precedence to own culture. The state has a 

right to exercise authority and control over the media, for the sake of development. 

This could also apply to South Africa. 

The "authoritarian theory", McQuail ( 1983: 85) says, refers to subordination of the media by 

the state or the authorities. It also refers to other "arrangements" where "neutrality" may be 

expected from the press in respect of government and state or where the press is deliberately 

and directly used to aid state repression. 

Authoritarian theory is applied where there is a lack of any true independence for journalists 

and they may even be subordinated by force to government authority. This theory justifies 

self-censorship and punishment for deviating from set guidelines which are especially likely to 
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apply to political subjects or any with "clear ideological implications." Forms of enforcement 

include (McQuail, 1983: 86) "legislation, enforceable codes of conduct; use of taxation and 

other kinds of economic sanction; controlled import of foreign media; government right of 

appointment of editorial staff." 

In "pre-democratic" or repressive societies but not necessarily totalitarian, "press freedom 

may conflict with some interests of the state or society in general, for instance under 

conditions of terrorist insurgency or threat of war (McQuail, 1983: 86)." 

McQuail (1983: 84-85) summarises the main principles of the authoritarian theory as follows: 

Media should -

• "not undermine established authority; 

• be subordinate to established authority; 

• not give offence to majority, or dominant, moral and political values. 

• Censorship can be justified to enforce these principles. 

• Unacceptable attacks on authority, deviations from official policy or offences against moral 

codes should be criminal offences." 

South African media practitioners were expected, during the time under review, to be 

responsible, to support development, to apply self-censorship, to display social responsibility 

and not to encourage racial ill-feeling. South Africa was a prime example of the authoritarian 

theory, and to a lesser extent of the social responsibility and development media theories. 

The South African press was told to appreciate being "the freest press in Africa" although 

South Africa could not be called a full democracy. 

Martin (Nimmo & Sanders, 1981: 445) said that "government and mass media in modern 

society are linked to the public in a classic triangle of interrelationships." 

He (Martin in Nimmo & Sanders, 1981 : 446) also maintained that "although the role of the 

press varies according to the political ideology in all cases the relationship is symbiotic." 
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By giving or withholding access to news and news sources, politicians can control the 

activities of the press. 

NEWS AND THE "GATEKEEPERS" 

The journalist is supposed to regard news as something for which people are prepared to 

pay. As this costs a certain amount to read or hear or watch, they should be getting value for 

money. News must therefore possess some intrinsic value. 

It is not mere information. It is something that a disinterested journalist selects to use in the 

news media with a view to interesting people. So the journalist is the judge of what constitutes 

news. 

Consequently journalists are called the news media gatekeepers who determine the 

newsworthiness of events. Hiebert et al ( 1979: 252) maintained that: 

"The gatekeepers select and evaluate facts, ideas and events that make up the news. 

Selection and evaluation depend on many factors, not the least of which is the nature 

of the group to which the journalist is reporting." 

Hiebert et al (1979: 23) explained that what constitutes news is "timely and important facts 

that have consequences in our daily lives ... events in the society." 

McQuail ( 1983: 138) described the newspaper as "the archetype as well as the prototype of 

all modem mass media ... the central ingredient of the newspaper and of those media 

modelled upon it, radio and television, is what we call news." 

He (McQuail, 1983: 139) referred to Robert Park (1940), a "second early commentator on 

news" (besides Walter Lippmann of 1922), who described news as "timely- about very recent 

or recurrent events, as unsystematic ... unrelated happenings, as perishable" because they are 

current and will be replaced, and as "unusual or at least unexpected and attention-drawing." 

As far as news and human interest are concerned, McQuail (1983: 141) said: 

"In practice, it seems hard to separate the two and both have been elements in the 

newspaper since its earliest appearance." 
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Some students of communication phenomena do not believe that media reporting can lead to 

events taking place so as to constitute news. Hiebert et al ( 1979: 251) are of the opinion that 

media merely record rather than cause news, or express opinions about them. It is the 

political, economic, sociological and personal forces in society that they believe cause events 

to happen. The media merely react to those events. They maintain: 

"As human beings acquire greater control over their environment, they can also 

exercise greater control over communication by manipulating people, events, and 

environment to make news." 

The media are not simply passive agents manipulated by other agencies. They do perform 

significant functions (Hiebert et al, 1979: 251 ): 

"By making judgements about what is newsworthy, about what is important and 

unimportant, about what is true and false, reporters and editors in the mass media play 

a key role in shaping the course of events." 

The purpose of providing news is to inform people about vital events and information. This 

knowledge is essential to the citizens of a democratic society. It is the "basic tenet of free 

men ... objectivity is enhanced by proper attribution of facts and opinions." 

News must also be correctly reported, therefore, be balanced and fair in order to be of a high 

standard. Both sides of the story must be told and all viewpoints provided. News must be 

timely and of human interest. 

Investigative reporters (Hiebert et al, 1979: 253-254) "often make news by going beneath the 

surface situation to find the real cause or purpose." 

The investigations into the Information scandal of the seventies in South Africa are a fine 

example of this kind of reporting - uncovering the truth, sleuthing secrets, holding clandestine 

meetings to obtain scraps of information. The investigative reporters involved went to great 

lengths to report the truth as they saw it. 

White (1950: 386) maintained that the gatekeeper who controls the gathering, the processing 

and dissemination of news can at times be quite subjective or biased. Editorial policy and 

relations with political parties have a decided influence on the gatekeeper. 
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Martin (Nimmo & Sanders, 1981:458) said with regard to the press impact on government: 

"While every branch of the government attempts to get the best possible press 

coverage for itself, if necessary by 'controlling' or 'managing' the output or access to 

news, the press does not deny serving as a 'gatekeeper', determining what the public 

will read ... News is also 'managed' when the editor decides how much of it to print, 

when to print it and where, what headline to give it and what to put in the lead 

paragraph, whether to use a picture with it and, of course, whether to comment on it in 

an editorial." 

Nimmo and Sanders quoted Cutlip (1954: 434) who said that 

"foreign news stories are cut more drastically at every stage in the writing and editing 

process than is local news. Thus the press exercises a strong gatekeeping function not 

only over what the public is told about world events but also what government officials 

themselves know about the world, especially those parts of the world for which they 

have no direct responsibility." 

Kenneth Starck (Professor and Director of the School of Journalism and Mass 

Communication at the University of Iowa) and Estela Villanueva (then an honours 

undergraduate student) (1993: 3-35) researched about the "cultural framing" done by 

foreign correspondents. They do not always understand the culture of the foreign 

country, the writers maintained. They are "important gatekeepers in the flow and 

formation of international news .. . (who) present and shape our ideas of other cultures 

and societies" (Starcke & Villanueva, 1993: 5). 

Starck and Villanueva (1993: 5) admitted that: 

"The task of understanding an event rooted in the complexity of one culture and telling 

about it in the context of another is no simple matter." 

They (Starck and Villanueva, 1993: 4) quoted columnist William Pfaff (1993: 3): 

"Current press practice shifts correspondeEJts from country to country so they won't 'go 

native' and will always see things through American eyes, a practice which 

institutionalizes ignorance and guarantees the perpetuation of stereotype. Americans 
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look at the world through tourists' eyes because the professional observers have all but 

abdicated." 

Bums ( 1990: 156) also stated that: 

"The developing world alleges that the West is guilty of political and cultural 

imperialism, and that this policy of imperialism is evident in the field of communication ." 

The foreign correspondents also at times reported on South Africa in the eighties with pre

conceived ideas on what was right and decent and who the heroes or villains in the "struggle" 

were and the way in which they influenced opinions abroad. 

Much resentment was generated by what was seen by the government as misplaced 

sympathy. This transpired from, for instance, the media treatment of the black activist Steve 

Biko (see Chapter 3) whose spreading of the ideology of Black Consciousness led to major 

unrest in the country. Another example is the way in which the former Department of 

Information resented the kind of coverage provided by the English-language and foreign 

press, which was alleged to be distorted (see Chapter 4). 

2.6 

Mass communicators, Merrill et al (1990: 27) maintained, regard themselves as 

"'gatekeepers', agenda setters, 'watchdogs' for the public, and power brokers ... They are the 

basic shapers of public concern ... They are, at least to some degree, guardians of the public 

interest, keeping an eye on the excesses of government and wrongdoing of other social 

institutions." This will be illustrated throughout, a prime example being the Information 

scandal, where the mass communicators kept an eye on the excesses and corrupt practices 

that had taken place. 

THE MEDIA AUDIENCE 

Zukin (Nimmo & Sanders, 1981: 377-378) divided the media audience or the "mass public" 

into four groupings, viz the "attentives" who are "aware", the "latent public" which does not 

seek information but which is activated when receiving it, the "inadvertent public" who are 

"largely uninterested in the world of politics" and the "apathetic public" who have "no interest 

in the world of politics and would make little use of the media for informational purposes." 
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McQuail (1983: 150-153) saw the audience variants as an "aggregate of spectators, readers, 

listeners, viewers", as a "mass", as a "public or social group" and as a "market." 

Hiebert et al (1979: 27) maintained that: 

"Mass media audiences are isolated and fluid. They normally cannot be defined 

according to the standard parameters of time and space ... All of us remain individual 

human beings while being audience members." 

Brown (1963: 317) was of the opinion that the mass media per se are not good or bad, but 

simply 

"a tool for communication to be used towards ends which are ultimately determined by 

the audiences themselves rather than by the producers, who merely reflect the 

audiences' changing tastes." 

THE POWER AND EFFECTS OF THE MEDIA 

McQuail (1983: 67) maintained that despite 

"the enormous attention paid to media effects and the long pedigree of an approach 

that frames the central question about the media as one of effect, there is no unified 

body of effect theory." 

It is not a foregone conclusion that the media do have immediate and decisive effects 

although they can promote change. 

McQuail (1983: 175-176) was of the opinion that 

"the entire study of mass communication is based on the premise that there are effects 

from the media. Yet it seems to be the issue on which there is least certainty and least 

agreement...The development of thinking about media effects may be said to 

have .. . been strongly shaped by the circumstances of time and place and influenced by 

several 'environmental' factors: the interests of governments and lawmakers; the needs 

of industry; the activities of pressure groups; the purposes of commercial and political 

propagandists; the current concern of public opinion; the fashions of social science. " 
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He mentioned that propaganda during the two World Wars made it seem as if it could be 

"immensely powerful." There had to be a distinction between effects that were cognitive, 

affectual and behavioural. 

Hiebert et al (1979: 464) described the effects as "cognition and comprehension", effects on 

"attitude and value change" and on "behavioural change." 

McQuail (1983: 179) mentioned another differentiation by J. Klapper in The Effects of Mass 

Communication written in 1960, who 

"distinguished between 'conversion', 'minor change' and 'reinforcement' - respectively; 

change according to the intention. of the communicator; change in form or intensity; 

confirmation by the receiver of his or her own existing beliefs and opinions. This 

three-fold distinction needs to be widened to include other possibilities, especially at the 

supra-individual level, leading to the following: 

Media may: 

• cause intended change (conversion) 

• cause unintended change 

• cause minor change (form or intensity) 

• facilitate change (intended or not) 

• reinforce what exists (no change) 

• prevent change 

The categories are mainly self-explanatory, but the facilitation of change refers to the 

mediating role of media in wider processes of change in society." 

Collective reaction to media messages that are alarming, misleading or incomplete may have 

the panic response of "anxiety, fear and uncertainty", according to McQuail ( 1983: 189) who 

said that 
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"Because of the threat to the established order, non-institutionalized and violent 

collective behaviour have been extensively studied and the media have been 

implicated in the search for causes of such behaviour. It has been suggested that the 

media, variously, can provoke a riot, create a culture of rioting, provide lessons on 'how 

to riot', spread a disturbance from place to place." 

He referred to Singer ( 1970: 236) who gave evidence of the fact that 

"the media can contribute by simply signalling the occurrence and location of a riot 

event by publicizing incidents which are themselves causes of riot behaviour, or by 

giving advance publicity to the likely occurrence of rioting ." 

There are opinions that the power of the press should not be overestimated. Yet, the National 

Party was extremely defensive with regard to the effects on South African society that could 

be generated by the media, as will be discussed in later chapters. 

McQuail (1983: 225) wrote about media autonomy: 

"How much freedom should media have in political matters - as reporter, advocate, 

channel? ... how should access to, and control over, the media as a political power 

resource be allocated? ... the actuality of political control and of the myth, insofar as it is 

one, of media potency has more to do with what those with power fear for, or dream of, 

than with what the media can do or actually achieve." 

Martin (Nimmo & Sanders, 1981 : 461) also stated that 

"the power of the press to persuade people to take a particular stand in political matters 

has never been demonstrated." 

Control of the media is supposed to minimise their power and how they impact on 

opinion-forming, yet Hartmann and Husband (Cohen & Young (Eds.), 1973: 276) who are of 

the same persuasion, emphasised that 

"the influence of the mass media on attitudes and opinions ... social attitudes, including 

prejudice, are relatively resistant to influence through the media. What effects have 

been demonstrated have typically been of a limited kind." 
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Two characteristics constitute newsworthiness. Firstly, what they point out as "confiict, threat, 

and deviancy" as this information is important to society, and "because for various reasons, 

people enjoy hearing about them. n 

The second characteristic is 

2.7 

"their ability to be interpreted within a familiar framework or in terms of existing images, 

stereotypes and expectations ... The way events are reported helps structure 

expectations of how coloured people will behave and how race relations situations 

develop. Subsequent events that conform to the expectation stand a better chance of 

making the news than those who do not." 

Emotions are not generated from nowhere, however. They originate from a social 

environment and the attitudes acquired. Brown ( 1963: 23) was of the opinion that 

"the propagandist is limited to evoking and stimulating those attitudes suited to his 

purpose out of the total spectrum existing in his audience." 

The power of the media may be said by the experts quoted, to be limited, but propaganda 

applied with a view to stimulating negative emotions, fears, racial tension and resentments in 

society that are already present under the surface and surfacing, is expected to affect the 

malcontented sectors of society. 

CONCLUSION 

There appear to be differences of opinion regarding the effects generated by the press. Some 

communication experts believe the effects to be substantial, while others believe the opposite. 

Lee (Van Zyl & Tomaselli (Eds), 1977: 49) said: 

"The new media have been traditionally characterised by the thesis of change. 

Research has pointed to two opposing effects of the media on society. On the one 

hand the media are capable of a positive contribution to the decision-making 

mechanisms of society and on the other of abetting manipulation, distortion, confusion 

and control." 
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When humanistic ethics are applied to the media environment, there is change for the better. 

Media campaigning for better conditions, clarity and fairness in society, must ultimately bring 

about improvement and democratisation no matter what restraints are brought to bear. 

Unfortunately the media can be used for less honourable ends, and this usually entails 

practices that are less transparent and less honourable. They are also pursued with certain 

motivations, goals and effects in mind. For South Africa this was the survival through many 

vicissitudes, of the white regime at all costs. 

The effect of what Lee (Van Zyl & Tomaselli (Eds.), 1977: 49) described as "abetting 

manipulation, distortion, confusion and control" was selective ignorance among the general 

public of the true state of affairs in South Africa, the reality of the threat and ultimate 

invincibility of black nationalism, a blind trust in the benevolence and will to survive of the 

Nationalist government and deep division and distrust among races. 

An authoritarian government, predicting and expecting that media opposition to its rule and 

policies would detrimentally affect national security, became hypersensitive to criticism. It 

expected that the media would whip up mass protest and it tried to curb this perceived power 

by all the means at its disposal. 

As Siebert et al (1956: 22, 26) stated, the authoritarians regarded it as treason to try to 

overthrow the state, and the publisher of a newspaper or other publication which "attacked the 

government" could be accused of activities intended to "overthrow the state". Any overt 

attempt to "unseat" the authorities could not be tolerated. 

The media played their role to influence public thinking, disclosing as much as they could, 

some even courting closure and persecution. All parties involved, fought a protracted battle of 

wills. 

Nevertheless, the truth has filtered through, as seen in the revelations of the irregularities 

perpetrated by the defunct Department of Information, the casualties of the Angolan war, the 

case of the death in custody of the Black Consciousness activist, Steve Biko, and details of 

unrest situations at first kept out of the media and ostensibly kept in check by states of 

emergency. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THESOUTHAF~CANMED~ 

INTRODUCTION 

In the period 197 4 - 1994, the media, through a goal of objective reporting and criticism, 

indicated the strength of, and support for, the the government of the day. To be at variance 

with the media and to experience their denigration, distrust or hostility, could be experienced 

as a threat, especially by a government which already knew that it did not have the support of 

the majority of the people in South Africa 

It could reason that too much adverse criticism made its position all the more precarious, as 

media coverage influenced and/or hardened attitudes. For these reasons, it is necessary to 

study the kind of media in South Africa and their attitudes to the government. 

In order to maintain political domination of the white minority and the disenfranchised majority 

of people other than white, successive National Party governments tried, since 1948, to 

control public communication. This mainly affected the print media, for in democratic 

countries, or countries that claim to be democracies, this is usually the vehicle for expressing 

political opposition and dissent. 

Radio and television broadcasting in South Africa were mostly controlled by governmenUthe 

state throughout the period under review. 

Criticism of the political system and the government was equated with subversion and even 

treason. Expressions of black political aspirations were discouraged and forbidden, black 

journalists and black newspapers bearing the brunt of the persecution. 

From the outset Afrikaans and English newspapers pursued different objectives. The 

Afrikaans press started out by promoting Afrikaner nationalism, language and culture. The 

English press had British roots and was profit-making. In time all the press would become 

profit-making (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: xi-xii). 

The South African Press Association (SAPA) was formed in 1938 and has, ever since, 

distributed national news on a non-profit-making basis to all daily and Sunday newspapers. 
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International news agencies kept operating in South Africa under National Party rule after 

1948 and these included United Press International, Associated Press, Agence-France 

Presse and Tass. Yet foreign correspondents were subjected to suspicion and disapproval 

from government side. 

THE IDEOLOGY THAT DETERMINED RELATIONS BETWEEN STATE AND 

MEDIA 

The National Party had instituted apartheid in its endeavour to divide and rule the various 

peoples of South Africa. The Afrikaner establishment had assumed control and did not intend 

to relinquish it. Mathews (1978: 228) quoted the eminent Afrikaans author, WA de Klerk, in 

order to explain the dominant ideology and what followed from it: 

"The ideology (or ideologies) that are associated with the rise of Afrikaner nationalism 

was essentially a moral justification for what is basically the will to power." 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: iiv) also stressed that the South African government had taken 

measures to retain control over 

"its mass media and the efforts of its journalists and others to express their 

views ... Essentially the media have been - and are being - subjected to two kinds of 

government controls: coercive and manipulative." 

Coercion included legislation to determine who may publish and what may be published so 

that those in power were not unduly discomfited. There were other measures as well, such as 

"intimidating the press into self-censorship" (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: iiv). 

Manipulation included using the state machinery to suppress unfavourable information and to 

aggressively promote a positive image of official policies internally and externally. As far as 

the latter measure is concerned, this was brought about by the Department of Information 

whose overt and covert efforts to show South Africa in a favourable light, are dealt with in 

Chapter 4. 

Mathews (1978: 228) referred to Afrikaans academic Andre du Tait who explained the 

information manipulation of the government in a lecture delivered at Natal University in 

November 1977: 
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"If anything, the relation between power and information is more decisive in South 

Africa. The burgeoning will to power virtually guarantees that whatever sources of 

independent information remain are destined to systematic obliteration ... the shift from 

ideology to an emphasis on strategy and procedures which an acute commentator on 

South African policies has discerned is not necessarily inconsistent with the thesis that 

current South African politics is predominated by the extension and consolidation of 

state power." 

Mathews ( 1979: 229) maintained that the real and secret power in South Africa originated 

from the Broederbond which was 

"a clandestine organization of influential Afrikaners that was in considerable measure 

responsible for the political breakthrough of Afrikaner nationalism. Power and secrecy 

were fused in the crucible of Afrikaner politics ... Because laws restricting access to 

information are part of the underpinnings of White power in South Africa ... they seem to 

favour the electorate and the government which rules in its name." 

Back in 197 4 the Deputy Minister of Justice gave reasons for the introduction of the Affected 

Organizations Act 31 of 197 4 following the Prohibition of Political Interference Act of 1968. At 

the time Mathews said (SARRS, 1974: 26) that foreign donors 

"provided not only ideological guidance and foreign propaganda, but also financial 

assistance ... to various South African organizations ... people who supported armed 

terrorist aggression against South Africa with the one hand, and with the other, brought 

ideological and financial influence to bear on South Africa's internal political scene. The 

Republic defended its borders against political aggression. It must also prevent foreign 

financial interference in its domestic political affairs." 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: xv-xvi) maintained that to justify its ideology: 

"The National Party has also drawn on the full resources of its government to influence 

opinion at home as well as abroad and to counter what it considers hostile and 

distorted news and information about South Africa's system of apartheid .. . covert and 

often illegal propaganda efforts were revealed by the opposition English-language 

press in the Information scandals of 1978-79 ... some South African journalists believe 
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that the indistinct line between meaningful press freedom and unacceptable 

government control has already been crossed. The general election of April 1981 

revealed the strong hold that the most reactionary and intransigent elements of the 

Afrikaner elite hold over the National Party ... For the beleaguered Afrikaners, survival is 

first and foremost... White South Africa, in its unswerving maintenance of its 'way of life', 

has been evolving into a militaristic state, with totalitarian overtones." 

As long ago as 1960, when Dr Hendrik Verwoerd was Prime Minister of South Africa, Alex 

Hepple (1960: 5) had the foresight to issue the following warning: 

"The extension of censorship is something to be carefully watched especially in view of 

the present government's declared mission to discipline the nation and its avidity for 

legislative control over the morals of the people." 

He ( 1960: 7) also foresaw in the increasing intolerance that 

"the tightening up or extension of censorship laws can well be an instrument to silence 

all opposition to the party in power ... It must be related to the long, ceaseless Nationalist 

campaign against the 'English' press, critical newspaper correspondents, church 

leaders, political opponents and others, who are accused of 'besmirching the good 

name of South Africa' ... We are threatened with political censorship." 

The South African government's racial policies created incidents of great news value, 

provoking interest throughout the world in the problems of maintaining white supremacy in 

South Africa. The government made direct and indirect threats that if the press did not 

eliminate hostile comment, some form of censorship or press control would be imposed. 

Realising that it was generally unpopular, the Nationalist government in fact began to resent 

all criticism. 

Tomaselli and Lauw ( 1991: 29-30) quoted the academic, Les Switzer of Rhodes University, as 

saying on 8 June 1982 that in the 1980s: 

"The state's response to growing pressure from different quarters was the total 

strategy ... a term coined by a particular group within the State; it refers to the manner in 

which the dominant and most powerful fraction of the ruling class is attempting to 
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re!\.ucture t..ttrtain fundamental reiationships - between and ~thin classes. between 

classes and the state. bet'M!en the state and the economy, and within the state itse~f. 

Its aim, as portrayed by ltJ fonnulators, is to defend 'South Africa' from outside attack 

(especially that of 'Marxism') and to ensure the survival of the 'fMe enterprise' system 

nt the 'nation ..• 

T otll straeegy mt emerged es e unified concept in the Defence 'Mllte Paper of 19n and its 

origin WIS mitary. Moss (1980: 62} emphasised that it WIS the 

"illensralon of polticll and mllary conflict {and) the realisation of the Stale that the 

old 'brulHDrce' r.ctlc9 were lkuited k> the contemporwy context and that a r. more 

tophlllic .-d ....,._, in\IOMng the 'winning of the helfts and minds of the people' 

(WHAM) (hid lo be punsued).9 

3.3 THE AFllKAAN8 PREIS: FROli SOBSEIMENCE TO INOEPiNOENCE 

NllkM'* Pll'S fou.idld De Bl#glr In 1915. The edlor ._. Dr OF Mellrl, the fubn Prime 

ainllllf, Ind S. newepeper w i'lllrlded to be 1 Nllionll Plrty moulhpilce (Muller. 1990: 

179). In 19221 blcMll Oil Bwgwn lhe lqulgl cfllngld from Dl*:t'I to A**-. 

Or Mlllrt II It'll joi'9d 0.... Hlltzog nt Snl* lo form ... Unlld Ptrty but. being 

..... ol br 9ong ~In Dlt 8wsJer, he Ill nf fanned htl own pMy in 1934 (VIII 

Yltt. 1983). The Hlltzog group no longer hid ht IUPPOfi " Nlllol'* Pers but ttl 

Thi~ codilDft d GcnitW Hertzog Ind SnUS ca..t tl11io-W Pers lo form the 

nM CDftlPlnY VOOftrelcUrplll (Muller, 1990: 490) and mt CM TtwWlltt, the edlb' of . . . . 

'1lHctl .. or HF Vlf'M>ll'd, ..... approech, 90COfdlng lo Yvonne Bums (1990: 25) .CIUlld 

a .... d ttcion blh·••n W. Tl'lnMll end C..,. Nltionaleb, which llllecl for eome ...... 
The Ctpe tl1IO.,•ts lien lltlbhhld the Sunday newlPIP8f' Die BHld In the TntnlVlll in 

1985 delpll oppoeiliorl from Tl'WVIOI NelionlY!tl. The MW1P8PMS Die 8"/d, i)f¢reelc 
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and Landstem subsequently merged to become the Sunday lidWSpaper Rapport. joint!; 

owned and controlled by Naslonale Pers and Perskor. 

Bums (1990: 25) pointed out. ho-wever. that the entire Aii~~~cms :iress promoted Afrikaner 

nationalism Md that ·desp.ite the friction between north and south, it is recognised that 

Nasionlle Pers and Voortrekkerpers played a major role in promoting the Nationalist Party 

ideoiogy.• 

Afrik1m1se Pers end VOOftrekkerpers merged to form Die Perskorpm&Sie van Suid·Afrika 

Bepeft (Pefskof) (Beukes, 1992: 257). establishing Hoofstad (an afternoon p;.~~;ar) and 

Ogotndblad (• morning Pll*). both in Pretoria. Prior later became joint publisher of 

RlfJPOlf. It lllo D* a.er the pubic:ation of The Clizen after the Information scaidal and 

fonnld Rtpublttinte Pm. the mapzile subsidiary v.ilich pubbhed Scope end R':'Oi Rose. 

fl11IDMI Plfl' momi1g PIPlf' Seeld (ettlbllhed in 1974) became dominant if'! tM 

~ Mgiorl v;tlle HoolRd and Ogotndblad were closed e p·. :l of 111 agr.:err.Jnt 

blttw1n Nlliorllit Pera Ind Per11cor. Die Tremvtll« turned ~ lf'I afternoon Plli8t' and 

moved lo Pllbtl lftlt' hiving mlfged wllh C#e Vaderlnl in 1988 {Bools 1990: 26). It 

':'~ dolld doMt in 1993. 

HlctMn & Glflrd (1984: 179) *> rnliutlined M tho Afrikan praas w mt Ind foremost 

• NllcwMll Pllty moulhpiecl: 

-n.. ~ore. w a crllliot1 of Alrbner-=- llpillons. lltlbllhed by the 

tllll~ PMy lo rJl8ld b m1111ge Ind .....,., b powlf' blle ... ~ • 1i1Q1e 

NllD1ill1t PIP"' blglrl MI~ **"8. They w. i*lldld lo .. not news 
80 much .. ,. plr1y lne ... b prtll - IUbllrvin lo .,. ,.. of the petty, the 

c:flfth, .. IChools n lw culLnl ex~ M bmld til bn:tllion ... The 

pipll"a. n mt. Wll'I ......,.. lo bmg 111 Nlllcnll1ta lo power, tnd once having 

IChilwd .... to ktep them 111m.· 

Thi c:holcl of ldbl PfOYld lhk, they R'Med. Senior A,,._ newsman were cf""9n for 

Mr lbily lo provide -=- lelderlhlp. There wn delr' links bltt·111n church, joumallsm 

and pollci. Or OF Mllln, ht llflr P111M MlnUtlr, w a DuEh Reformed Cl:'iureh milter, 

• Wiil • ldlor of 0. 8utger. simllrty, Or AP Trunicht t>ecmne tht editor of Hoofstad, 
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after a stint as Dutch Reformed minister. In 197 4 he also entered politics as a National Party 

MP. 

Hach ten & Giffard ( 1984: 180) maintain that: 

"From 1948 until 1967, every Nationalist prime minister had close links with either or 

both of the major Afrikaans press companies .. . the boards remained under firm control 

of Nationalist cabinet members." 

It was only in 1978, in the uproar over the Information Department scandal, that Prime 

Minister PW Botha felt obliged to forbid cabinet members to hold newspaper directorships 

(Hachten & Giffard 1984: 180). 

By the mid 1960s there was a growing rift between the enlightened (verligte) Nationalists, and 

the conservative (verkrampte) Nationalists (the latter mostly associated with the Transvaal) 

(Hachten & Giffard 1984: 184). 

Die Beeld, published by Nasionale Pers in Johannesburg and distributed to other provinces, 

scorned slavish obedience to the party and Willem Wepener, last editor of the paper and later 

editor of the daily Beeld, stressed that Die Beeld represented the verligtes who argued that 

the country's survival depended on reaching an accommodation with black states (Hachten & 

Giffard 1984: 185). 

The Afrikaans newspapers backed the government's early attempts to curb the newspapers, 
'--

for they regarded the English-language press as the common enemy. In fact, they had ---backed the Newspaper Press Union in setting up its Press Council (Hachten & Giffard 1984: 

188). 

Outrage from the English were seen as a reaction to punishment they had brought upon 

themselves while they were tarnishing the country's image abroad (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 

189). 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 190) alleged that Afrikaans newsmen and their employers always 

tended to negotiate and be subservient, to the point of accepting a more draconian press 

council and when their interests were threatened, they had access to private talks with 

government leaders. 
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When John Vorster threatened in 1973 that legislation would be introduced to ban any 

newspaper (Hachten & Giffard 1984: 189) "that persisted in inciting racial hatred" and the 

NPU had to introduce a more stringent press code, the Afrikaans press thought that this 

would prevent direct government control of the press. 

The more enlightened Afrikaans editors found conservative Nationalists denouncing them for 

trying to get their readers to accept long-resisted political changes. A newspaper such as 

Beeld saw fit to advocate the extension of freedom to the black press. 

Willem de Klerk, editor of Die Transvaler, (Ecquid Novi, 1980 1 (2): 117) said in Die Vaderfand 

( 1980-10-09) that the Afrikaner did not understand the role of the press and democracy and 

would therefore be satisfied with a Pravda press, His Master's Voice, a press that never 

questioned or reasoned. He pointed out that the Afrikaner had to understand that the press 

had an important role to play in ~he political debate of the day. 

3.4 THE ENGLISH-LANGUAGE PRESS 

It was mining finance and interests that brought about the establishment of The Argus Printing 

and Publishing Company in 1886. The era of managerial newspapers as opposed to privately 

owned newspapers had commenced and so The Star, Sunday Star, Argus and Cape Argus 

came into being. 

In 1955 the South African Associated Newspapers Limited (SAAN) was formed and later 

renamed Times Media Limited. This company publishes The Financial Mail, Business Day, 

Sunday Times and published the now defunct Rand Daily Mail. 

Alexander Hepple (1964: 6) was of the opinion that: 

"The chief difficulty is that South Africa's English-language newspapers are far more 

influential than the pro-government Afrikaans newspapers. This is a factor which 

probably provokes the government to see the English-language Press as the culprits 

responsible for every upsurge of black resistance to white authority and for every 

unkind word said against apartheid in the councils of the world. It can be assumed, 

therefore, that whatever measures are taken against the press, the main target will be 

the English-language sector." 
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LES de Villiers (1980: 180), Deputy Director of the erstwhile Department of Information, 

echoed the view of the authorities (such as Prime Minister John Vorster and Minister of 

Information Connie Mulder) with regard to the English-language press in the 1970s when he 

said: 

"And in our times, the Press decides who the villains and the heroes are - despite the 

facts ... " 

He ( 1980: 117) also maintained that: 

"In the unabated stream of abuse heaped on the white government by the 

English-language Press, the Afrikaner detects more than simply an effort to replace 

these rulers ·with a party of his choice. He sees in this negative approach of South 

Africa's 'opposition ' Press, a modem-day version of the war launched against Paul 

Kruger by the Jingo Press ... lf the world viewed South Africa unsympathetically through 

dark, distorted glasses it must be the fault of the English-language Press. Who 

else ... provided the basic material...with its regular expose of 'hardships', 'oppression' 

and 'tyranny' in South Africa. Those who speak and write in English have the eager 

ears of the world and its media." 

Barry Rubin, a fellow at Georgetown University Centre for Strategic and International Studies, 

said in 1981 (IPI Report, January: 9) that the readership of the English-language press had 

become increasingly black and that 

"it thus provides the only uncontrolled source of news and information for those 

unenfranchised millions. Many NP leaders and supporters believe it provokes them to 

opposition and even to riot. Consequently there is constant pressure for increased 

limitations on the press. As one government official put it: 'We can't see ourselves 

governing this country as long as some newspapers go on as they do.'" 

3.5 THE BLACK PRESS 

According to Bums (1990: 26) the black press, which consists of periodicals and newspapers, 

and book publishing, "has been run mostl b white ublishers em lo ing black journalists." 
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lmvo Zabantsundu was the first black newspaper, published in King William's Town in 1884. 

John Tengo Jabavu, the first black journalist in South Africa, was the editor. The newspaper 

still exists today (De Beer, 1993: 74). 

In 1933 Bantu Press Limited was founded. It published Bantu World which by 1948 had a 

circulation of 24 000 copies. African Drum was established in 1951 and Golden City Post in 

1953. Their circulation figures rose tremendously. World was established as a daily in 1962 

and in 1976 Percy Qoboza became the editor of World and Weekend World, before they were 

banned the following year (see 3.5.4). 

In the seventies township editions of English and Afrikaans papers were established, as well 

as "extra" editions of the Sunday Times. Post, following in the footsteps of the banned World, 

failed to comply with the statutory registration requirements and so the Sowetan was 

established as a daily paper (Bums 1990: 26). 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 144) were adamant that: 

"The 'separateness' of the African press was of course a result of South Africa's racial 

compartmentalization, which long predated the National party dominance. White 

newspapers quite simply ignored the non-European majority ... Under such 

circumstances, separate publications to serve the African, Coloured, and Asian 

communities were a necessity." 

The black newspapers created a reading public and most of the early African writers were 

connected with them, e.g. Sol Plaatje, John Dube, Can Themba and Ezekiel Mphahlele. 

It was the black press which, Hachten & Giffard (1984: 133) pointed out, contributed to the 

struggle against white domination. They (1984: 134) maintained that the 

"government's policies toward black joumalism ... seem at times to be dictated by the 

most paranoid and ruthless elements of the security forces. For in recent years, even 

the most routine reporting in black newspapers .. . that would be easily tolerated in 

democratic Western nations has been viewed as seditious by the South African 

government. From the beginning, black journalists and their publications have been 

much more vulnerable than white publications to the legal fetters on free expression ... " 
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3.5.1 The Soweto Riots and Rebellion 

John Kane-Berman (19{8: 47) believed that the unrest known as the Soweto Riots of 1976 

was an indication that: 

"Black youth was in revolt against not only specific aspects of policy, but apartheid in all 

its manifestations, and therefore the country's political system itself." 

Between June 1976 and June 1981, Kane-Berman says (1 €tJ 135), about fifty black 

journalists were detained without trial for periods of up to five hundred days. After 1976 black 

reporters were arrested because they had reported the events: 

"Fifteen or more reporters covering Soweto disappeared into custody, including Peter 

Magubane, Nat Serache, Jan Tugwana and Willie Nkosi of the Rand Daily Mail, Joe 

Thloloe of Drum, and Duma Nklovu of the World. Many were arrested under the 

Terrorism Act. Example: photojournalist Peter Magubane who worked for Drum and 

Rand Daily Mail was banned for five years, imprisoned several times for a total of two 

years with 586 days in solitary confinement. Yet Magubane has never been convicted 

of any crime." 

3.5.2 The Cillie Commission of Inquiry into the Riots at Soweto and Elsewhere 

The riots took place from 16 June 1976 to 28 February 1977. State President Nico Diederichs 

appointed the one-man Gillie Commission on 24 June 1976 to report on these events. This 

was notified for general information in Government Gazette No 1187 (2 July 1976: 2) as 

follows: 

"The Commission shall consist of the Honourable Mr Justice Petrus Malan Gillie, Judge 

President of the Transvaal Provincial Division of the Supreme Court of South Africa, as 

chairman and sole member." 

On page 548 it was stated that the riots had received wide publicity: 

"Newspapers published detailed reports on the riots in all parts of the country. The 

radio and television services also provided .wide coverage. Speeches were made about 

the riots, and opinions expressed and articles written about them." 
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On page 550 it was reported that: 

"Evidence was submitted to the Commission that scholars and other youths were 

influenced so much by the publicity given to demonstrations and riots that they began 

to riot themselves. There is no doubt that scholars and students showed great interest 

in reports on the riots ... There is evidence of cases where newspapers and reports on 

riots were used by organizers and others to promote rioting. In one case, the court 

found that inciters had incited scholars to violence by showing them newspaper reports 

and photographs of riots." 

More examples were provided under "Inflammatory Reporting" on page 632: 

"The Transkei consul, Mr HT Mpunzi, was reported in the Daily Dispatch of 26 January 

as saying that 'Bantu education was designed to keep the Blacks the slaves of the 

Whites ... The urban blacks should demand full equality with the Whites; Blacks should 

not commit acts of violence against one another but should stand together against their 

common enemy, the white oppressor'; if Blacks presented their grievances, they were 

shot by the Whites; their leaders were detained on Robben Island, and he implied that 

detainees were murdered in their cells." 

Under "Excessive use of the press" on page 633 the indirect role of the press in the riots was 

emphasised: 

"There is no doubt that black youths made excessive use of the press to bring their 

grievances, actions and aspirations to the notice of the public." 

Under "Denigration of certain institutions" on page 633 the press was directly criticised: 

"Some newspapers so persistently criticised two bodies in particular, namely Bantu 

education and the Police Force, that they damaged the images of the education system 

and of the policeman." 

Despite these negative references to the press, Cillie found 

"no evidence that any actions on the part of the press or of individual newspapers were 

directly responsible for the riots" (page 634 under the heading "Findings"). 
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Nevertheless the damning accusation was made that: 

"The publicity given to the riots and related matters by the press and the radio 

impressed some readers and listeners to such an extent that they were liable to start 

rioting at the slightest provocation." 

The government, finding its fears of the destructive power and effects of the press realized, 

took steps to check it. (See 3.5.4.) 

3.5.3 Steve Biko and Black Consciousness 

Steve Biko was a Black Consciousness (BC) activist whose denunciation of the government 

and its ideology became a thorn in the side of the authorities. He was one of the foremost 

black university activists who had formed SASO (South African Students' Organization) in 

1969. 

In 1973 the government detained SASO leaders for the first time, including Biko, then a 

medical student. From then on he was marked, consistently persecuted by the authorities. 

Tomaselli and Lauw ( 1991: 27) described the ideology of Black Consciousness as a 

"breakaway by politicised black students from the non-racial National Union of South 

African Students (NUSAS), to form the South African Students' Organisation (SASO). 

The rhetoric of this ideology showed strong parallels to that of the PAC before its 

banning ... BC stood for black liberation and no more slavishness." 

Tomaselli and Lauw (1991: 28) described its origin when the SASO Newsletter was founded 

in Durban in 1970. It played an important role in spreading the BC ideology: 

"It was an aggressive publication, forcing racial issues to the foreground of the black 

political agenda, and set the tone for the emergence of similar communication 

channels. Black Review was launched in Durban in 1972 by the Black Communities 

Programme (BCP) ... followed by Black Viewpoint, formed as a companion to Review, 

and edited by Steve Biko." 
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By 1977, however, BC (which had played a role in the Soweto unrest of 1976) had incurred 

the wrath of the state. Its organizations, publications and leadership were banned, but by then 

its momentum had become unstoppable. 

John Kane-Berman ( 1979: 103) called BC the first psychological liberation of blacks from 

whites who had always 

"preached their own superiority and controlled all political, economic and social 

institutions ... Blacks developed feelings of inferiority ... Bantu education as conceived by 

Verwoerd, with its emphasis on preparing Blacks mainly for manual labour and denying 

them equality, was also calculated to reinforce these feelings of inferiority." 

On 17 October 1977, the black press was caught up in the nationwide crackdown against a 

variety of political dissenters, especially those associated with the Black Consciousness 

movement of Steve Biko. He had, by then, died in police custody on 18 August 1977. When 

the truth of how he had been beaten to death eventually emerged, this was to cause major 

embarrassment for the South African government. 

How the foreign press reacted to the sensational story of Biko, while he was largely unknown 

in South Africa, emerges quite clearly in an article by Trevor Brown in Journalism Quarterly 

(1980, 57(1): 31-38). Brown quotes Bernard C Cohen (The Press and Foreign Policy, 

Princeton: Princeton University Press: 241 , 242) as saying that: 

"The foreign press correspondents ... have only a limited freedom to move ... the biggest 

play is likely to be given to the dramatic, the controversial, the contentious, the personal 

element..." 

The death of Steve Biko from injuries received during his detention under the Terrorism Act 

83 of 1967, provoked intense reaction. Brown (1980: 32) emphasised: 

"In their reports of Biko's death, reporters and editorial writers on a sample of major 

American newspapers, news magazines and wire services certainly asserted Biko's 

stature and significance." 

Yet, he says (1980: 33): 
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"If Biko and his movement were so important and influential that his death commanded 

prominent play in major American newspapers and apparently contributed to U.S. 

action against South Africa, were Americans informed of Biko and his movement before 

his death? ... Biko was the 20th black to die in police detention in South Africa in 18 

months. None of the other 19 deaths received comparable coverage." 

In August 1977 the police had arrested Biko "on charges of distributing subversive literature, 

and on Sept. 13, 1977, Minister of Police Jimmy Kruger reported that Biko had died in 

Pretoria Central Prison after a hunger strike." 

The protest at home and abroad and the revelations that Biko had been beaten to death by 

the police, kept his name in the news for the next two months (Brown 1980: 34). 

In 1976 The New York Times called him a radical and a year later a moderate (Brown 1980: 

35). White South African liberals like Nadine Gordimer and Alan Paton did not even mention 

Biko, although they had access to the Times. Gordimer did not mention his influence when 

referring to the 1976 Soweto Riots (Brown 1980: 35). Of course, being banned and detained 

meant that he was effectively silenced and could not be quoted in South Africa. 

The Washington Post (Brown 1980: 36): 

"seems to have carried only one article on Biko before his death. On Sept. 27, 1976, 

the Post printed excerpts from a eulogy of Biko by his friend Donald Woods." 

Brown (1980: 37) quoted Ross of the Post as saying that perhaps Biko "had emerged greater 

in death than in life." 

Neverthless, his importance was alleged by various reporters. He was also a stick with which 

the South African government could be beaten. He personified the persecution of black 

liberationists by the white regime and was portrayed as such. Censorship tried to hide the 

truth about him, but it eventually emerged to horrify South Africa and the world. 

3.5.4 Crackdown 

As mentioned previously, the World and Weekend World, the largest and most influential 

newspapers speaking to blacks, were closed down in 1977 by John Vorster's government for 
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subversive reporting . This was done in terms of the Internal Security Amendment Act 79 of 

1976 in terms of which the State President was empowered ( SARRS, 1976: 44-45) 

"to prohibit the printing, publication or dissemination of any periodical or other 

publication if he was satisfied that it was promoting the spread of communism ... (or) if 

he is satisfied that it serves, inter alia, as a means for expressing views or conveying 

information the publication of which is calculated to endanger the security of the State 

or the maintenance of public order." 

Their editors, Percy Qoboza and Aggrey Klaaste, were arrested. Justice Minister Jimmy 

Kruger had issued several warnings to Qoboza, but to no avail. 

The World was white-controlled but to the black readers its masthead proclaimed that it was 

"Our Own, Our only Newspaper." It was their voice against oppression. 

When the Argus Company replaced the World by the Post, Qoboza was editor after months in 

custody. His staff came from the World. 

In January 1981, in the supposedly more enlightened era of PW Botha, the Post was closed 

as well, although more for technical reasons. Hachten & Giffard (1984: 137) maintained that 

this caused 

"widespread disbelief, confusion, and condemnation of the Botha government. Even 

some supporters of Botha and the National Party felt that the actions were 

self-wounding and unnecessary particularly in light of the new prime minister's promise 

to South Africa and the world that many aspects of apartheid, especially certain 'petty 

apartheid' laws, would be rescinded. The South African government had been 

obviously trying to improve its image in the world. But actions against the Post and 

black journalists did much to dispel the optimism that accompanied Botha's promises to 

ease up on controls of black activities and somehow present apartheid in a more 

humane light.• 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 138) also quipped that: 
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"A well circulated jibe, even among loyal Afrikaners, has it that in Pretoria there are two 

secret agencies, the Department of Bad Timing and the Department of Dumb Mistakes; 

although supersecret, the two work very closely together." 

In the October 1977 press crackdown, the 150-member Union of Black Journalists was 

among the numerous organizations banned. The government obviously perceived the UBJ as 

a Black Consciousness movement and therefore subversive. 

The Writers' Association of South Africa (WASA) was formed a year later. Whites were 

officially and explicitly excluded. The union decided to open its membership to all workers in 

the communications media and the name was changed to Media Workers Association of 

South Africa (MWASA) (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 139). 

The union went on strike and as Tomaselli & Lauw (1991 : 40) pointed out, it 

"showed dramatically then that blacks basically made no distinctions between the 

actions of the racist Afrikaners and the liberal English ... The strike also illuminated the 

growing differences between black journalists and the majority of white journalists ... " 

The two-month strike ended before Christmas 1980. MWASA was recognised by the Argus 

and SAAN papers but soon after this the government started to act against the MWASA 

leadership. On 28 December 1980, MWASA president, Zwelakhe Sisulu, then news editor of 

the Sunday Post, and Marimuthu Subramoney, a BBC correspondent and national 

vice-president of MWASA, were banned for three years and placed under house arrest in 

terms of the Internal Security Act 44 of 1950. 

The crackdown widened, for then came the closing of the Post newspapers. This merely led 

to greater alienation between white and black journalists working on the same newspapers. 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 143) stated the grievances: 

"Black reporters resent the way their stories are handled and often rewritten by white 

subeditors, who freg!!ently tone down or sharply edit black-written or repertecl-items -

~en to conform to the harsh and complex laws restricting what the press can report." 

THE ALTERNATIVE PRESS 
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In the 1980s the so-called "alternative press" came into being with the intention of conveying 

to the general public the realities of the political situation in South Africa. The alternative press 

did not belong to the established newspaper groups. 

In 1988 Vrye Weekblad was established as an independent paper published by Wending 

Publikasies Beperk of Johannesburg. It lasted until 2 February 1994 when it was closed 

down. Weekly Mail is another of a number of alternative press publications (see paragraph 

3.9: CATEGORIES OF SA MEDIA.) 

Tomaselli and Lauw (1991: 24) defined the concept of an alternative press as being: 

• "'non-commercial', in the sense that the profit motive is not the primary criterion for its 

establishment. This clearly excludes publications under the control of the monopoly press 

groups; 

• That its raison d'etre is the fulfilment of a role within resistance in South Africa. This category 

is sufficiently broad to include a wide range of publications, all bound by the common 

purpose of providing explicit or implicit political, social and economic alternatives to the 

status quo. In single terms, they are 'advocacy' journals; 

• That it sees the established commercial media as not fulfilling needs or reflecting the 

aspirations of the majority of South Africans; 

• That it is aimed at an audience of which a significant proportion is black." 

3.7 

The alternative press mushroomed in the 1980s. The State President accused this press of 

deliberate propaganda. The government tried to induce the Media Council that was formed in 

1983 to police the activities of the alternative press but met with resistance. 

In 1988 the Media Council would still refuse to deal with the alternative press enumerated in 

paragraph 3.9 (Tomaselli & Lauw 1991: 85). 

THE FOREIGN PRESS 

The foreign press and the way it operated in South Africa have been touched upon in Chapter 

2 and with regard to the activist Steve Biko (3.5.3). C. Anthony Giffard, a professor, and Lisa 

Cohen, a student in the School of Communication, University of Washington in Seattle, 
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maintained (1989: 3) that South Africa had a large number of foreign correspondents for the 

following reasons: 

"The South African government has long had an uneasy relationship with the media, 

especially the foreign press. It wants to be accepted as an upholder of Western 

democratic values, including a free press, to distinguish it from one-party states to the 

north and help justify white rule. The government seems to believe also that if people 

abroad were to get objective coverage of South Africa's problems, they would better 

understand the country's policies." 

Giffard and Cohen (1989: 4) set the number of accredited foreign media representatives at 

170 in January 1987. These included 

"correspondents for the major news agencies, newspapers, news magazines and TV 

networks. In addition, scores of South African journalists serve as stringers for 

overseas media." 

This took place despite increasing racial violence that made the government censorship of the 

media more stringent as far as domestic and foreign news media were concerned. But, as 

Giffard & Cohen (1989: 4) wrote: 

"In the case of the domestic media, the aim has been to prevent the spread of violence 

and preserve a semblance of normality. In the case of the foreign media, the curbs are 

intended to force news of the conflict off the front pages of the world's newspapers and 

from its television screens." 

They ( 1989: 10) were of the opinion that the only way in which a country could "black out" 

news about its internal affairs, was to 

"exclude foreign correspondents completely. Allowing correspondents in, then trying to 

control what they report .. . is doomed to failure." 

Correspondents will always find a way of revealing to the outside world what the host country 

would like to conceal, for they are after the dramatic and sensational news. South Africa 

provided enough of this over the two decades under review. In fact, Giffard and Cohen (1989: 

7) found that 
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"only 3% of the themes dealt with what the government would regard as positive news, 

that is steps to move away from apartheid, such as the repeal of laws ... Yet they were 

seldom mentioned, and when they were, it was usually followed by an interview with an 

opponent of the government who declared that the changes were merely cosmetic." 

BROADCASTING 

Broadcasting in South Africa was controlled by the South African Broadcasting Corporation 

(SABC) during the period under review. It only became independent after the Independent 

Broadcasting Authority Bill was tabled in Parliament on 21 September 1993 and passed soon 

after. 

Television (SATV) was introduced in 1976 on a national basis after a report had been 

submitted to the government by the Commission of Inquiry into Matters Relating to Television 

in 1971. 

In the annual report of the SABC tabled in Parliament in April 1977, it was stated (SARRS, 

1977: 180-181) that the television seivice 

"made the point of stressing the need for spiritual, economic and military 

preparedness .. . (and) of promoting understanding and co-operation between the 

various national groups and of stimulating a spirit of optimism and belief in the future of 

the country'. The report stated that the country's unrest obliged radio and television to 

adopt new approaches to keep people informed without being an instrument 'for 

promoting unrest and panic.'" 

White readership of dailies declined but this was compensated for by a huge increase in black 

readership. Relatively few blacks had access to television which was expensive and many 

black households did not have electricity. Growing black affluence was expected to change 

this and a television channel for blacks was envisaged. Radio listening, which was 

widespread, was expected to increase. 

The new medium affected circulation and readership. Newspaper circulation was expected to 

drop but in fact it rose in 1976, the first year of television. However, this was caused by a 
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major news event - the racial unrest that began in Soweto and spread to other parts of the 

country. 

Giffard (1980: 221) pointed out that the SABC's radio and television services 

"deliberately underplayed the story. The corporation's annual report for 1976, 

discussing the radio services for black listeners, says: 'Every effort was made to place 

the disturbances in the black townships in proper perspective, and to control passions.' 

The annual report for 1977 says: 'Television news, in reflecting the sporadic unrest in 

various parts of the country accepted from the start that its information function 

demanded precise reporting, but that coverage had to be sober and unemotional, in 

order to avoid the internationally recognized risk of television only inciting excitement 

and unrest.' The consequence of this policy was that anxious South Africans, assured 

by the SABC that all was quiet, had to read their morning papers to discover that all hell 

had broken loose that night. n 

Joel Mervis, former editor of The Sunday Times, voiced the misgivings of many when he 

stated in the Financial Mail of 7 October 1977 (quoted in SARRS, 1977: 181) that the SABC's 

"'abuse of its trust by promoting the sectional interest of the Nationalist Party and the 

extent to which the public are becoming incapable of recognizing .SABC propaganda 

when they see it,' were matters for grave concern ." 

Those were early days, but the National Party was manipulating the media already and would 

try to do it until the early 1990s. 

3.9 CATEGORIES OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN PRESS IN THE EIGHTIES AND 

NINETIES 

Keyan Tomaselli and Eric Louw (1991 : 5, 6) defined certain categories of the press in the 

1980s: 

• "Firstly there was the conservative Afrikaans press that was "linked" to the National 

Party and supportive of a "reformed" apartheid, i.e. Die Burger, Rapport, Beeld, Die 
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Transvaler, Die Volksblad and Oosterlig, owned by Perskor and Nasionale Pers 

groups. 

• The conservative English-language Press "linked" to the National Party and 

supportive of apartheid. The Citizen was owned by Perskor but it was originally 

established by the government as part of the Information Department scam. 

• The English anti-apartheid conservative-liberal press. One sub-category was linked to 

monopoly mining-finance capital, for instance The Star, The Argus, Daily News, 

Pretoria News, Eastern Province Herald, Evening Post, Business Day, Sunday Times 

and Sunday Tribune. These newspapers were owned by two groups, namely the 

Argus Company and Times Media Ltd (previously known as SA Associated 

Newspapers (SAAN)). 

• The second sub-category was publications not directly owned by companies 

controlled by monopoly capital. Examples were the Natal Witness, Daily Dispatch and 

the Natal Mercury until it was bought out by Argus in 1987. 

• The big newspaper groups had regional "knock-and-drops" or "free sheets" and 

Rockhaven Press produced these in Zulu for Natal. There were also rural examples 

such as the Graaff-Reinet Advertiser. 

• The social-democrat independent press such as Weekly Mail, Vrye Weekblad, 

Indicator, and the bi-monthly Die Suid-Afrikaan. 

• The progressive-alternative community press, such as Grassroots, Saamstaan, lzwi 

Lase Rini, Ukasa and The Eye. Anti-conscription newspapers like The Objector and 

At Ease served the End Conscription Campaign. 

• The left-commercial press, such as South, New Nation and New African. 

• The nee-fascist pro-apartheid (right-alternative) press served the right-wing sectors 

through Die Afrikaner, Die Patriot and Die Stem. These were complemented by 

English-language publications like Aida Parker Newsletter and Veterans for Victory 

(later calling itself Stand To). 
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• The press directly linked to the Bantustan infrastructures, for example lnkatha's 

llanga. 

• The student presses. Radical English-language university newspapers were affiliated 

to the SA Newspaper Press Union. Afrikaans-language universities produced 

publications similar in tone to that of the Afrikaans Press. 

• Newspapers aimed at black readers but owned by white capital (i.e. The Argus group: 

Sowetan; Nasionale Pers: City Press; and Perskor: lmvo Zabantsundu). Argus also 

owned Post, aimed at Indian readers in Natal. These anti-apartheid newspapers 

created a tension between the interests of the owners and the 'demands' of the 

'market'. The result was a press which had mixed messages: some supportive, some 

critical of the existing order." 

By 1991 registered newspapers in South Africa included The Argus, Business Day, Cape 

Times, Daily Dispatch, Diamond Fields Advertiser, Eastern Province Herald, Evening Post, 

Natal Mercury, Natal Witness, Post Natal, Sunday Star, Sunday Times, Sunday Tribune, 

Pretoria News, City Press, Beeld, Die Burger, Oosterlig, Rapport, Die Volksblad, Die 

Transvaler, Vrye Weekblad, Weekly Mail and many others. 

3.10 THE NEWSPAPER PRESS UNION (NPU) AND SOUTH AFRICAN PRESS 

COUNCIL 

The Newspaper Press Union (NPU) was established in 1882 as an organization of employers 

in the press industry and most of the major newspapers belong to it. In the industry there are 

also the Magazine Publishers' Association of South Africa, the SA Typographical Union, the 

South African Printing and Allied Industrial Federation, the Conference of Editors, the SA 

Society of Journalists and the Media Workers' Association of South Africa. 

The Print Media Association of Southern Africa was established in 1994 and consists of: ( 1) 

the NPU, (2) the Magazine Publishers' Association, (3) the Provincial Press Association and 

(4) the Specialist Press Association. 

Bums (1990: 28) wrote that as a result of repeated reprimands from the government over the 

years, 
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"the newspaper press ... adhered to a form of voluntary internal control via a Press 

Council for a long period. This council was replaced by the Media Council in 1983 ... " 

Kelsey Stuart ( 1986: 20) maintained that it was intended to 

"ensure the achievement and maintenance of the highest standards of conduct in the 

newspaper industry .. . and so the South African Press Board of Reference was 

established, the name of which was changed to the South African Press Council." 

(For the South African Media Council's Code of Conduct see Appendix A and for the Rules of 

Procedure see Appendix B.) 

In fact the then Prime Minister, Dr HF Verwoerd, threatened in 1962 that legislation would be 

introduced to curb the press subsequent to the first incidence of Soweto Riots. 

Threats of this nature were renewed by BJ Vorster when he announced in September 1973 

that he intended to introduce legislation containing a clause that would prevent a newspaper 

from appearing on the streets for one or more days if it published material which promoted 

racial incitement. 

He was giving the English-language press until January 197 4 "to put its house in order." It 

was subsequently reported in the Rand Daily Mail of 5 August 197 4 that on 23 July the 

executive of the Newspaper Press Union "had decided to amend its Press Code" (SARRS, 

1974: 82). 

Subsequent to a commission of inquiry under the chairmanship of Justice MT Steyn into the 

Mass Media in 1981 and 1982 and the release of a report to Parliament in February 1982, the 

Press Council was, in collaboration with the Conference of Editors, replaced by the Media 

Council in 1983. 

According to Harvey Tyson in Editors under Fire (1993: 214) the 

"Press Council system (was) the subject of much criticism from journalists. It has also 

been attacked for being exclusive to newspapers and thus letting all other, less 

powerful publications, fend for themselves. It irritated all of us by indiscriminately 

bogging us down with complaints from government departments which had much time 
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at their disposal and seemingly endless legal and monetary resources. And it was held 

in deep suspicion by some, including the SA Society of Journalists, because it 

negotiated with the government to avoid direct state censorship. But this has always 

been the role of press councils everywhere. The government cry: 'If newspapers do not 

put their house in order there may have to be legislation', has echoed down the 

ages ... The pattern has been the same in South Africa, as elsewhere in the world -

though here the starker relationships between a would-be free press and an 

authoritarian government have made the issues and the threats far greater. n 

Before 23 July 197 4 the Code had contained the following clause: 

"While the Press retains its traditional right of criticism, comment should take 

cognisance of the complex racial problems of South Africa, the general good and safety 

of the country and its peoples." 

Some editors and journalists feared that this would curb press freedom and only accepted it 

under protest. 

The amended Code contained the further clause (SARRS, 1974: 82): 

"Insofar as both news and comment are concerned, it is further accepted that the 

standards applying to South African publications exact from them due care and 

responsibility concerning matters which can have the effect of stirring up feelings of 

hostility between different racial, ethnic, or religious or cultural groups in South Africa, 

or which can affect the safety and defence of the country and its peoples." 

The first Code provided for a Board of Reference with two managerial nominees under the 

chairmanship of a retired judge. lnfringers of the code could be reprimanded by the Board and 

this would then be published in other papers. Heavy fines could, however, be imposed by the 

amended Board, up to R10 000. 

Certain newspaper editors were resentful of not having been consulted before the amended 

Code was submitted to Prime Minister Vorster. On 12 August 1974 the Rand Daily Mail 

reported (as quoted in the SARRS, 1974: 83) that nine newspapers had rejected it: 
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"Mr Joel Mervis, editor of the Sunday Times said that race policies and race relations 

were the most crucial , decisive factors in determining the future of S.A. and were 

continually under discussion. There was no objective yardstick in the Code as to what 

matters might have the effect of stirring up feelings of racial hostility ... lt would be 

impossible ... for a journalist to comply with the Code while at the same time keeping the 

public fully informed about crucial issues of current debate." 

The South African Society of Journalists (SASJ) whose members were mostly employed by 

the English Press resented not having been consulted by the NPU, after which the President 

of the body was compelled to apologise (SARRS, 1974: 83). 
. ' 

The Minister of the Interior did not include the press in the new Publications Bill reading in 

September, but in order to (SARRS, 1974: 83) 

"avoid the need for any action by the Government, and in the interests of Press 

freedom, he appealed to the Press to act responsibly." 

Raymond Lauw, editor of the Rand Daily Mail at the time when the Code was revised in 1975, 

warned (Pogrund, 1976: 15) of the futility of trying to "buy off" Mr Vorster and said: "Those 

who feed the crocodile risk being eaten by it." 

3.11 THE NEWSPAPER REGISTRATION BILL 

The first major confrontation between the Afrikaans press and the government began with the 

publication in March 1977 of the Newspaper Bill. 

It was intended to oblige newspapers to be members of the Newspaper Press Union (NPU) 

and abide by the Code of Conduct. 

Non-members were The Citizen, secretly funded by the Information Department to oppose the 

liberal English press (and which joined the Perskor group after the scandal); Die Afrikaner (a 

weekly paper that refused to join the NPU and supported the Herstigte Nasionale Party); and 

Die Patriot which had been established in 1982 by the newly formed Conservative Party that 

(The Star, 1982-05-01) 
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"split from the National Party over Botha's intention of sharing the whites-only 

Parliament with ... Coloureds and lndians ... Andries Treurnicht, former Nationalist cabinet 

minister that split from Botha said that Die Patriot would 'fight for the right of our 

Afrikaner people to govern itself through its own representatives and not be dominated 

by other peoples.'" 

Within a month after the announcement of the launching of The Citizen the government 

introduced the bill. 

According to Hachten & Giffard (1984: 195): 

"It preserved the Newspaper Press Union's Press Council, but stipulated that all papers 

would have to submit themselves to the council's discipline. Those refusing would have 

their registration cancelled, and in effect be banned. This struck at the roots of the 

concept of a voluntary press council, introducing an element of statutory control that the 

newspapers had long fought to avoid. Both English and Afrikaans papers were 

unanimous in their denunciation of the bill. The NPU, representing the proprietors, and 

the Conference of Editors, comprising editors of both English and Afrikaans papers, 

issued a joint statement announcing that they would establish their own voluntary 

media council. The council would refuse to serve as a basis for government decisions 

on whether or not the registration of a newspaper should be withdrawn." 

The dilemma of the Afrikaans press, Hachten & Giffard (1984: 199) added, was that they had 

to 

"maintain their influence on the Afrikaner elite. Being too outspokenly critical, or getting 

too far ahead of the party ideology, would entail the risk of severing their links with the 

establishment that has nurtured them." 

Die Vader/and called it war between the press and government. There would be no appeal to 

the courts. Dirk Richard, editor of Die Vader/and, protested that this was muzzling the press 

so that it could not fulfil its normal function (11 March 1977). 

On 15 March 1977 Richard said in a column that legislation would lead to ever more drastic 

steps, until "individual freedom was so restricted that South Africa became a spiritual prison. " 
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These were harsh words to a government to which the Afrikaans press had always been 

subservient (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 199). 

Andrew Silk, a Thomas J Watson Foundation Fellow who did research at the University of 

Cape Town and acted as visiting reporter on the Pretoria News and Rand Daily Mail, pointed 

out in an article titled "Vorster bullies the press" (1977: 618) that there already were seventy

five laws affecting the South African press at that time and that the bill, had it gone through, 

would have dispelled the illusion 

"that the press does have some real freedom. Military news, no matter how innocuous, 

goes through an official censor. Prison conditions cannot be exposed, except in reports 

of trial proceedings. Hundreds of 'banned' men and women cannot be quoted at all. 

Nothing is supposed to be written that might cause friction between the races. There 

are enough laws, both hopelessly vague and astonishingly precise, to bring any paper 

to its knees - if the state really tried ... But whereas all prior legislation affects the 

reporting of specific stories, the new law would subvert the institution of journalism 

itself. For to operate under the new code would make implicit the sanction of the state, 

and would go far to destroy the credibility of all journalists." 

Silk (1977: 620) explained the motivation or justification of the bill not only as a means to 

force public and press to support the government, but, as then Defence Minister Magnus 

Malan put it, as a defence mechanism in South Africa's 

"transition from a prosperous society into one of survival, where certain principles of 

democracy could no longer be afforded. Strategies were .. . being formed ... which would enable 

South Africa to live indefinitely in a 'total wa~ of low intensity." 

Ben Schoeman, chairman of the board of Perskor and a former Nationalist Cabinet Minister, 

said in Rapport that the bill was aimed at establishing press censorship and that it would 

damage the press in South Africa. According to Silk (1977: 620) he 

"simply called the law unnecessary. 'You do not use a sledgehammer to kill a flea,' he 

said somewhat tritely. What deeply troubled the Afrikaans press was the international 

damage the bill might do ... Though whites here talk a lot of the need for their own 
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identity, they desperately want to feel part of the West, and are not yet ready to 

concede that the rupture is complete." 

Die Transvaler called it a "vicious law." The Afrikaans papers pointed out that even without the 

bill, newspapers in South Africa were not as free to criticise the government as their 

counterparts abroad were able to do (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 199). 

Die Vader/and claimed that South African papers could not have exposed such affairs as 

Watergate or Britain's Profumo scandal. Yet the time would come when they would participate 

in the exposure of the Information Department scandal (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 199). 

"The Nationalist government was faced with a revolt by its own party press and so 

Vorster shelved the bill. He gave the Newspaper Press Union a year in which to 

discipline its own members" (Hachten & Giffard (1984: 193). 

But, as Silk (1977: 618) emphasised: 

"In its place a government press secretariat has been established to jawbone 

publishers and editors." 

The government introduced its Police Amendment Bill in March 1979, requiring newspapers 

to clear all reports concerning the police with a press-liaison unit before publication - under 

penalty of five years in jail or a R10 000 fine. Hachten & Giffard (1984: 194) quoted a report in 

Bee/d of 20 March 1979 which pointed out that 

"the new practice could smother frankness and openness in the machinery of the state. 

And we should have more of that rather than less." 

Joel Mervis (1979: 13), who was also the International Press lnstitute's official observer in 

South Africa, spoke of the "nightmarish world" of South Africa's journalists when he delivered 

the keynote address at a conference on Survival of the Press at the the journalism 

department of Rhodes University. He mentioned that press freedom was "already partially 

disabled" (in 1979) and that the interests of the entire press, English and Afrikaans, were at 

risk. 
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He referred to the Advocate General Bill, which had been avoided and the Police Act and 

Inquest Act which had not. The Police Act would 

"give the police a licence to operate, of not in secret, then at any rate free from the 

sanction of public scrutiny or surveillance." 

He (1979: 13) quoted Harvey Tyson, editor of The Star, who commented on the front page 

leader that "This appalling Police Act belongs in a totalitarian state." 

At this time, however, the era of the securocrats was commencing, the time of the "total 

onslaught" which was said to be concentrated on South Africa, and which had to be withstood 

by a "total strategy. n 

3.12 CONCLUSION 

Machiavelli and the English philosopher of authoritarianism, Hobbes, both maintained that this 

kind of government was characterised by a will to acquire and maintain power, which made it 

necessary to confine public discussion if this threatened the security of the state. It is seen in 

the treatment meted out to the black, English and foreign press, in the crackdowns on certain 

representatives of the media and in the supposed necessity of a Cillie Commission to 

examine the reportage of the Soweto Riots, that public discussion and press freedom were 

being confined. The attempts to establish effective restraints on negative reportage are 

illustrated, the exception being the Afrikaans press, which mostly toed the government line. 

It is also shown that South Africa was no exception among authoritarian states which "have 

established complete state monopolies of broadcasting. The operation and programming of 

both radio and television rest with an official government agency which is responsible for 

carrying out government objectives" (Siebert et al, 1956: 35). 

Its is also shown in this chapter that, as McQuail (1983: 217, 218) said, the "media are not 

easy to manipulate" and also that media could be "either socially fragmenting or unifying." The 

Afrikaans press and the SABC tried to be unifying, in other words "nation-building" and 

mobilising to achieve certain state ends but the dissident press was fragmenting. The 

government tried control of the press by such means as the Newspaper Registration Bill, 
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while compelling the media to apply self-control through the Newspaper Press Union and the 

South African Press Council. 

The defensive gov~ment of the National Party had a partisan press in the Afrikaans 

newspapers. It badly needed this support in its beleaguered state. The real opposition came 

from the English-langJage press, the newspapers for blacks and the progressive/alternative 

press, the hostility) which it tried to oppose and curb by censorship and legislation. It 

refused to admit weakness or the possibility of downfall. 

The Nationalist editors had a different political philosophy to the English editors. Restricting 

the freedom of the individual was acceptable to a certain extent if this was deemed necessary 

for constitutional freedom and the interests of national security (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 

181 ). They backed the government, believing that their salvation lay there. 

The Afrikaans press in time wanted to convey the impression that they were not simply 

kowtowing to the government. Ebbe Dommisse (Munger (Ed.), 1979: 101), quoted Piet Cillie, 

editor of Die Burger (and in whose footsteps he was to follow in due course) in an article titled 

"The Changing Role of the Afrikaans Press." Cillie maintained that if Nationalist newsmen did 

kowtow to the government, they would become a bunch of parrots and 

"hurrah-pamphleteers": 

"They will go down as certain as the sun sets, followed by the government and the 

National party and the Afrikaners." 

For many years Nationalist attempts to muzzle the press were mainly aimed at the 

English-language opposition newspapers. But once the Afrikaans newspapers ceased to be 

quite so subservient to the ruling Nationalist Party, they became more critical. Consequently 

they joined the English-language press in calling for sweeping changes such as the 

dismantling of apartheid and local autonomy for urban blacks. 

Afrikaans editors began to insist that they were not mere propagandists for the government, 

but watchdogs over the implementation of government policy. Their newspapers could 

represent a forum for exploring alternatives to apartheid. They could teach their compatriots 

that the country's problems could not be solved solely within the context of white politics. 
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The English-language press, and especially the alternative press, were consistently critical of 

the government and its policies. 

The dichotomy of press views in South Africa was described by Pogrund (1976: 10) who 

observed that this press was not easy to label or pigeonhole, for in fact it was 

"a press choked by restrictions imposed by the Afrikaner Nationalist government yet it 

enjoys an extraordinary degree of freedom. It is often a courageous press; it is also 

often cowardly ... it consists of two divided parts separated by language - English and 

Afrikaans - and political outlook - anti-Nationalist and pro-Nationalist. They do not only 

compete but are often actively hostile towards each other." 

Broadcasting in South Africa was controlled by the South African Broadcasting Corporation 

(SABC) and therefore only limited displays of friction between national groups were allowed, if 

at all. The SABC attempted to generate a spirit of optimism and belief in the future of the 

country. In fact it toed the Nationalist line until the change of government came about in 1994, 

when the Nationalists were ousted from power in the first truly democratic general election 

held in South Africa. 

Ruth Tomaselli (1989: 52) wrote of the black press protected by the white publishing 

companies, that it was "virulently anti-apartheid but not necessarily anti-capitalist." 

This the government viewed as subversive, hence the closures, crackdowns and bannings, 

causing a veritable onslaught against black journalists. The black press was persecuted 

nationwide together with political dissenters, especially those associated with the Black 

Consciousness movement of Steve Biko. The voice of militant black protest had to be 

silenced so as not to break down the morale of the whites. 

The foreign press correspondents tended to dramatise and show the controversial and the 

contentious. The government did its best to curb the foreign media so as to keep the 

escalating conflict in South Africa out of the world's newspapers and from its television 

screens. The only way in which a country could black out news about its internal affairs, would 

be to get rid of interfering foreign correspondents who tended to say that the changes in 

South Africa were merely cosmetic (Claassen, 1992: 13). 
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The so-called "alternative" or "progressive" press that emerged in the 1980s clearly intended 

to convey to the general public the realities of the political situation in South Africa. 

The alternative press did not belong to the established newspaper groups and tended to be 

advocacy journals, outside the pale of the established commercial media and therefore not 

subject to the rules laid down by the Media Council. The alternative press viewed the 

established press as not fulfilling the needs or reflecting the aspirations of the majority of 

South Africans, namely the blacks. Their temerity drew the ire of the government. 

This chapter is a preliminary description of the South African media during the time under 

review and it attempts to give a foretaste of the persecution and manipulation to which the 

media were subjected. The increasing pressure and restrictions will unfold as subsequent 

chapters deal with the proliferation of legislation in the course of time. 
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CHAPTER4 

THE DEPARTMENT OF INFORMATION: SELLING APARTHEID 

INTRODUCTION 

In its stand against the disenfranchised and demanding majority and the pressure from 

overseas, the National Party government appeared to be prepared to go to any lengths to 

maintain white supremacy or to seem to be coping very well on all fronts. Image building was 

of prime importance to the government and it was prepared to delve into its (then) 

considerable assets to have this accomplished convincingly. 

South Africa's struggle to maintain security rested on two legs, military defence and the 

winning of hearts and minds to gain Western support. The marketing of South Africa's image 

abroad by the Department of Information ran parallel to military manoeuvres to ensure safety 

internally and on the borders. 

The military actions included fighting in the Angolan War to keep out the "Marxists" and to 

prevent the South West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) from gaining a proper 

foothold in Namibia. 

On the other hand, South Africa's policies had to be justified. Special Correspondent of Africa, 

Shelley Pitterman (1978: 71-73), wrote about the "selling" of apartheid by means of a secret 

propaganda and lobbying campaign. She maintained: 

"The stability and permanence of White rule in South Africa depends, at this time, less 

on its ability to militarily defend its borders than on its ability to win the propaganda war 

that was being waged in the West." 

A desperate South Africa feared Soviet penetration southwards and sought the support of the 

USA. It was prepared to pay a lot to gain influence and foreign investment. The result was 

that the budget allocated to the Department of Information, which was 'selling' South Africa, 

increased from approximately R500 000 in 1960 to approximately R10,5 million in 1974. By 

1977-78 it was purportecUo_amount te R15·million-(Pitterman 1976: 71). 
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The influence of Third World countries in international councils brought about isolation for 

South Africa and expulsion from United Nations' agencies. South African goods were 

boycotted abroad. Sports tours were cancelled. South Africans were expelled from 

international organizations. The Department of Information intended to counteract this 

negative state of affairs. 

Access to the media was also bought, to influence opinion-forming. Many journalists were 

invited on subsidised trips to create a favourable impression. 

All was done, as Pitterman put it (1976: 73) "for the further entrenchment of White minority 

rule - albeit with a newer face." 

Allister Sparks (1980: xiii), former editor of the Rand Daily Mail, said in his Foreword to the 

book Muldergate by investigative reporters, Chris Day and Mervyn Rees, that it was the press 

who had revealed all the evils of the Department of Information, which, despite the efforts at 

secrecy 

"had reckoned without one thing. What Harold Evans, distinguished editor of the 

London Sunday Times has called the most formidable investigator of them all - 'the 

plodding reporter with simple truth as his guide'. Muldergate, then, like Watergate, is 

the David-and-Goliath story of these indefatigable reporters who won against the odds 

and exposed the wrongdoings of men in an all-powerful government who did everything 

they could to cover up their activities. It is the story of the triumph of two great 

institutions of democracy which still survive, albeit in somewhat truncated form, in a 

country that is suffering from a creeping authoritarianism, a free Press and an 

independent judiciary." 

Sparks (1980: xiii) was convinced, and so were many others, that the Information revelations 

"shattered the image of leadership in the eyes of the traditionally patriarchal Afrikaner 

Nationalist volk. The fall of the father figure John Vorster and his heir apparent, Connie 

Mulder; the discovery that some respected figures lied and others cheated; the 

shattering of the self-image of a stern, upright, incorruptible people, have all added up 

to a national trauma ... the old monolithic unity has been shaken up. There are new 

tensions and new cracks appearing." 
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He ( 1980: viii) then uttered prophetic words, which at the time seemed far from being realized : 

"Surely in a country where the Press and the judiciary can still beat the odds to expose 

a massive government scandal and bring down the most powerful political figures, 

there must still be hope for the forces of peaceful change." 

THE STRATEGY IN CONTEXT 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 230-231) described and placed in context the development of the 

Information Department: 

"From the earliest years of the Nationalist government, spokesmen have fulminated 

against foreign correspondents who sent 'irresponsible' and 'slanderous' reports abroad 

and against the 'unpatriotic' or even 'treasonous' local newspapers and journalists ... In 

1961 after South Africa had withdrawn from the British Commonwealth 'the government 

decided to create a full-fledged department of information' ... the new minister of 

Information, Frank Waring, told Parliament he would strive for 'better understanding' 

between the government and the press and hoped that the English-language press 

would 'do some soul-searching."' 

At the time Waring declared that the 1960 eruption of unrest in Sharpeville had been 

"regrettable" but he maintained that this had been blown up out of all proportion. He was 

· quoted by Hachten & Giffard (1984: 232) as saying in the London Times of 26 January 1962 

that what had really been important, had in fact been the millions spent on 

"social services and housing for the non-whites .. . there should be a basis of 

reasonableness with regard to the dissemination of news from our country." 

Waring's suggestions that media should focus on positive rather than on negative reports 

contained the seeds of what germinated into the Information scandal. 

A Press Commission report released (Hachten & Giffard 1984: 233) in two parts in 1962 and 

1964 

"complained that many foreign correspondents, apart from making untrue statements, 

failed on account of the problems the government faced in restoring law and order; 
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gave undue prominence to statements by opponents of the government; and played 

down government statements." 

South Africa's secret propaganda war began in earnest in 1972 when the Minister of the 

Interior and Information, Connie Mulder, appointed Eschel Rhoodie as Secretary for 

Information. In this he was supported by powerful men, including Prime Minister John Vorster, 

and General Hendrik van den Bergh, head of the Bureau of State Security and Vorster's 

friend and confidant. 

The Department of Information was created to rectify the so-called imbalances. It began by 

publishing news digests and feature magazines in several languages for distribution abroad, 

as well as for domestic circulation, especially to blacks. 

It also made educational films and distributed books and pamphlets. Opinion formers and 

foreign journalists were invited to visit South Africa, to see the "true" state of affairs. 

The department's message after the 1960 Sharpeville debacle was that the country had to be 

portrayed as a stable environment for investment and a desirable place for skilled European 

immigrants. South Africa guarded the strategic sea route around the Cape; it possessed 

strategic minerals; and of course it was the bastion of Western civilization at the southernmost 

tip of Africa. South Africa had sound economic growth in the sixties, despite political clouds. 

In the interim report of the Erasmus Commission (1979: V1934) the then Minister of Finance, 

Senator Owen Horwood, justified the activities of the Department of Information by saying: 

"All I can tell you there is what Dr Diederichs told me on the 21 of February 1975, 

shortly after I became Minister of Finance, when he explained to me that it had been 

decided earlier between him and the then Prime Minister, and the Minister of 

Information, Dr Mulder, that it was necessary to foster this culture campaign against the 

attacks on South Africa and that this would then be done in order to keep it secret, 

through Defence, where money would be earmarked to that special account... I think he 

called it a 'teen-aanslag. '" 

To which he added that the Prime Minister had stressed that the "selling" campaign was "in 

the national interest." 
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4.3 MOTIVATION 

Eschel Rhoodie (Rees & Day, 1979: 22-23), Secretary of the Department of Information, 

spelled out his duty as he saw it in the following words: 

"After my appointment in 1972, counter-action to the propaganda war was vastly 

stepped up by me ... ln his report the Auditor-General (Barrie) referred to 'irregularities' 

and described them as unique in civil service history. This is correct, only in the sense 

that the country has never yet been fighting an equally no-holds-barred propaganda 

war against its enemies in which normal rules and applications cannot be applied." 

Rhoodie said that the basic idea was to break away from the old policy line and forget the 

aspect of race. South Africa was a plurality of peoples working towards structuring several 

democracies under a federal system of government. 

On 8 May 1978 the Prime Minister, John Vorster (Rees & Day, 1979: 27), justified the 

activities of the department and its supporters to Parliament: 

"It was decided to canalise funds allocated for combating the psychological and 

propaganda onslaught against the Republic of South Africa through other Departments 

which could use the funds for this purpose ... The purpose was to withstand the 

subversion of our country's good image and stability." 

Eschel Rhoodie's (1969: xv) justification in the Preface to his book The Paper Curtain was 

that: 

"The time demands of us that we must tell the world what we have achieved." 

This book was to become the basis and blueprint of South Africa's world-wide secret 

propaganda war where Rhoodie made the rules and planned the deceptions. Rhoodie (1969:--

16-17) also stated that: 

"South Africans generally are vaguely aware of the new winds of change but they have 

not read beyond the headlines in the press. For the first time White South Africa is 

rubbing shoulders with independent Black states ... The face of southern Africa is 
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changing . ..let us at least take note of the years of change and prepare ourselves for 

our role as the leading state in Southern Africa." 

He was convinced, he said, that South Africa, Angola and Rhodesia were being isolated from 

the world by deliberate misrepresentations overseas. He ( 1969: 87) described it thus: 

"However, since in ninety per cent of cases, access to these views is gained through 

the printed word (the newspapers, magazines and books), a better definition 

undoubtedly is the 'Paper Curtain.'" 

Rhoodie ( 1969: 108) clearly believed that in Africa black nationalism and black imperialism 

were "at war" against the white communities. Truth, as always in war, was the first casualty, 

for at the United Nations the Afro-Asian group were calling for the ending of white rule in 

Rhodesia, the Portuguese provinces and South Africa. This group was said to be supported 

by Soviet Russia with her satellites who wanted to end the "stabilizing influence of White 

people in Africa." 

Rhoodie (1969: 123) pointed out that editorials in the Russian papers Pravda and Izvestia, 

and the official Communist Party statements, clearly stated their objective of destroying the 

white government in South Africa. 

LES de Villiers (1980: 117), Rhoodie's deputy, made it quite plain that the English-language 

press was 

"internally destructive, attempting at all times to prevent moderate blacks, Coloureds 

and Indians from corning to a reasonable agreement with the white, predominantly 

Afrikaner, governrnent...those who speak and write in English have the eager ears of 

the world and its media.• 

He ( 1980: 117) also described the 

"unabated stream of abuse heaped on the white government by the English-language 

Press ... lf the world viewed South Africa unsympathetically through dark, distorted 

glasses it must be the fault of the English-language Press." 
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Rhoodie (Rees & Day, 1979: 18) actually said of John Vorster, to whose good intentions the 

world ascribed the detente exercise, that he: 

"was standing on top of Table Mountain looking into Southern Africa - failing to see 

South Africa's race problems evolving at a tremendous rate right under his nose ... We 

called him the 'cork in the bottle'. He was stopping the flow of development." 

Hachten & Giffard ( 1984 :229) explained the motivation: 

"Political warfare involves two basic strategies: censorship and propaganda. 

Confronted with growing hostility abroad and increasing unrest at home, South 

Africa .. . made use of various forms of censorship. It also has used propaganda. South 

Africa's major propaganda offensive has come come to be known as Muldergate (in the 

USA) after the senior cabinet minister who promoted it and for its resemblance to the 

Watergate debacle in the United States." 

Rhoodie (1980: 169) told Rees & Day: 

"(Vorster's) actions as Minister of Justice in the 1960s ... the detention-without trial 

legislation he piloted through Parliament was hardly an indication of the respect for the 

rule of law; many legal men said that he had little regard for the courts - if they stood in 

the way of what he believed was in the national interest. In this cause no rules applied: 

the ends justified the means. If it was necessary to fool the world, and the South 

African taxpayer, by bribing politicians, secretly owning newspapers, allowing a Cabinet 

Minister to lie to Parliament then so be it." 

4.4 OVERT AND COVERT ACTIVITIES DURING THE RHOODIE ERA 

4.4.1 The Search for Sympathetic Publications 

Connie Mulder tried to justify to the Erasmus Commission his attempts to take over South 

African Associated Newspapers (SAAN) and establish a pro-government paper called The 

Citizen. He referred to a letter that John Vorster had written in December 1973 to the 

Ministers of Finance, Defence, Foreign Affairs, Bantu Administration, Economic Affairs, 

Police, Mines, Immigration and Sport and Recreation regarding the responsibilities and duties 

of the Department of Information overseas (Erasmus I, 1979: 54-55): 
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"In die lig van toenemende politieke en propaganda-aanslae teen die Republiek, beide 

in intensiteit en omvang, asook die onortodokse en gesofistikeerde vorme wat dit 

aanneem, het dit noodsaaklik geword om die funksie van die Departement van lnligting 

in die bevordering van landsbelang in die algemeen en nasionale veiligheid in 

besonder aan te pas ... ln die Staatspresident se aankondiging vervat in 

Regeringskennisgewing nr 1142 van 1.12.1961 word die verskaffing van inligting oor 

die bevolkingsgroepe van Suid-Afrika en Suidwes-Afrika, en van hulle ontwikkeling, 

aan die bevolkings van Suid-Afrika en van ander lande aan die Departement van 

lnligting toevertrou ... asook die koordinasie, binne- en buitelands, van alle 

staatspublikasiedienste ... die uitvoering van alle bykomende dienste en die 

gebruikmaking van alle media om waar dit noodsaaklik mag wees, inligting oor alle 

aspekte van die leefwyse en aktiwiteite van Suid-Afrika en Suidwes-Afrika te 

versprei. .. die metodiek wat aangewend word, asook die finansiering van alle aksies, 

maak deel uit van die portefeuljeverantwoordelikheid van die Minister van lnligting in 

oorleg met die Minister van Buitelandse Sake ... hetsy openbaar of geheim." 

4.4.1 .1 "To the Point" 

Dr Esche! Rhoodie had been in the lnfonnation service since 1956 and in 1971 he returned 

as deputy editor of a new weekly news magazine, To the Point. This was one of the 

department's secret projects, launched with the help of Herbert Jussen, a director of the 

Dutch publication Elseviers. The managing director of the magazine was Dr Jan van Zyl 

Alberts. 

Jussen was a political conservative who was given secret funds. Ultimately R17 million was 

channelled into To the Point, which was also distributed abroad. 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 235) pointed out that in evidence later given before the Erasmus 

Commission, it transpired that To the Point had been supposed to give 

"an objective picture of South Africa; it would not engage in party politics, and it had to 

be critical of the government.• 

According to Hachten & Giffard (1984: 235) it was launched in South Africa, with an 

international edition based in Antwerp in 197 4, but: 
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"Its international edition was abandoned in 1977, after British journalists working on it 

walked out in protest against taking instructions from Johannesburg." 

The South African version carried on for two years after the revelation of its links with the 

government and closed in 1980. Hachten & Giffard (1984: 236) quoted the Rand Daily Mail as 

saying in 1980 that the publication had been "born in sin and with a lie nailed to its 

masthead." 

The tenner Deputy Secretary of lnfonnation, LES de Villiers (1980: 159), subsequently 

admitted that the secret operations that had proliferated and reached enormous proportions, 

could not be kept up, especially when the press was probing: 

"It was clear early in 1978 that the whole edifice of lies on which we had tried to launch 

South Africa back into the world was in imminent danger of being demolished by the 

Press." 

4.4.1 .2 Control of South African Associated Newspapers (SAAN) 

The SAAN newspapers were the most outspoken against the government. They were the 

Rand Daily Mail, Cape Times and Sunday Times. The Afrikaner millionaire, Louis Luyt, who 

controlled the fertilizer market, was purported to have said that SAAN publications had 

damaged South Africa's reputation abroad through their reporting of events that received 

publicity overseas. As he wanted moderation, he was prepared to bid for the entire issue 

share capital of SAAN. 

Although he denied having any political intentions, the English papers denounced it as a 

National party takeover. The Rand Daily Mail was the real target of Luyt's offer. Journalists on 

the SAAN papers were convinced that the takeover could spell the end of a sector of the 

South African press that had been in opposition to the threat of a totalitarian state (Hachten & 

Giffard, 1984: 239). 

Die Burger ( 197 5-11-4) called the SAAN papers 

"a negative factor in our affairs. Any change of control that would bring an improvement 

here would be in the national interest." 
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Luyt merely increased his offer and stated that he would be supported by "two foreign 

newspaper moguls." They were John McGoff, American publisher of conservative Midwestern 

papers and Axel Springer, controversial West German Publisher. 

Sir De Villiers Graaff (Weekend Argus, 1975-11-01), the then leader of the opposition United 

Party, offered that one of the companies he directed would join in the bid for he wanted to 

"guarantee press freedom in the best sense of the term and ensure that the group 

would not be taken over by one political party." 

The offers were rejected by GK Lindsay, chairman of administrators of the Abe Bailey estate 

which had a 40% control of SAAN. A group of businessmen set up a trust to buy 20% and 

Argus bought 33% holding. Luyt's takeover was foiled. 

4.4.1.3 "The Citizen" 

Luyt then announced that he had started a new English paper in Johannesburg, a morning 

daily edited by Martin Spring and printed by Perskor. This was The Cftizen which first 

appeared in September 1976. After two weeks Spring was replaced by MA Johnson. 

According to Hachten & Giffard (1984: 241) it "read like an English translation of the 

progovernment Afrikaans newspapers." 

The editorial charter read as follows (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 245): 

"the paper would not publish anything that would endanger the political, social, or 

economic position of the white population, or publish anything that would endanger the 

constitutionally chosen government, and would strive for the preservation of the identity 

and political authority of the whites." 

The Citizen claimed circulation of 70 000 copies daily. Raymond Louw, then editor of the 

Rand Daily Mail, queried this figure and sent a team of reporters to follow the distribution 

trucks. Tyson ( 1993: 241) retold what "probing" Rand Daily Mail journalist, Mervyn Rees, had 

told him: 

"'How do you prove a newspaper is cooking its books? For nights on end, we sat in a 

hired kombi counting bundles coming off the press. We used to live and sleep in that 
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kombi. The figures just didn't add up.' A fleet of cars followed the delivery trucks and 

finally, paydirt! One of the trucks was followed to a Klerksdorp farm, where newspapers 

were dumped into an enormous hole." 

They discovered up to 30 000 dumped at the wastepaper depot. 

SAAN's Sunday Times and Sunday Express also dug but with due care for the Official 

Secrets Act. In 197 4 the Afrikaans paper Rapport had alleged that there were links between 

The Citizen and the Department of Information. The newspapers Beeld and the Sunday 

Express came to the same conclusion but Eschel Rhoodie reported them to the Press 

Council. They were found guilty of contravening the Code of Conduct and given heavy fines. 

In addition, they were forced to print retractions and apologies. Yet Vorster and Mulder knew 

that the allegations were true. 

The first Erasmus Commission report (1979: 25) under the chapter "Discovery of the Secret 

Irregularities" threw light on the establishment of The Citizen: 

"According to the evidence which was released, Luyt had also testified before Mr 

Justice Mostert, stating inter alia that Dr Mulder, Dr Rhoodie, General van den 

Bergh ... Mr Fourie du Preez ... Mr Van Zyl Alberts and he himself had been present when 

the establishment of a new newspaper had been discussed at the home of Mr L.E.S. 

de Villiers on 4 December 1975, and how it had eventually been decided that he could 

invest the sum of R12 000 000 at 12,5 per cent interest in his firm Triompf (sic)." 

4.4.1.4 The "Natal Mercury" 

The Department also covertly tried to buy the family controlled Natal Mercury for R7 million. 

One Lawrence Morgan made the offer, ostensibly "acting on behalf of a group of English 

businessmen." 

Later Rhoodie admitted that he, General Hendrik van den Bergh, head of the Bureau of State 

Security, and cabinet minister Piet Koomhof had been behind it (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 

376). 

4.4.1.5 Publishing Houses 
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The Department of Information used businessmen Stuart Pegg and David Abramson to buy 

major shareholding in the British publishing house, Morgan Grampian Ltd. According to the 

second Erasmus Report (1979: 42) this was done 

"to enable the Department to use the company's publications as opinion-formers to 

advance South Africa's interests." 

The transactions were done in the name of a front company called Alpane Limited, of which 

Pegg and Abramson were the directors. 

In the meantime, Abramson considered buying shares in the South African company Hortors 

Ltd, with the idea of having this taken over by Morgan Grampian so that the latter's shares 

could be acquired "in exchange for Hortors shares." However, before the plan could come to 

fruition, Trafalgar House Limited, a British Company, made an offer to Alpane Limited "for 

their entire shareholding in Morgan Grampian" (Erasmus II, 1979: 42-43): 

"The offer was of such a nature that Abramson immediately discussed it with Dr 

Rhoodie and Dr Mulder. It was decided to accept the offer." 

According to Weekend Post (1979-02-03: 11) the businessmen: 

"made R 1 million profit each plus R2 million for the department. Information front men 

then took over Hortors printing group ... lt was intended that Morgan Grampian would 

form the foundation of a world-wide publishing empire favourable to South Africa. Also 

that through clever manipulation the two men would end up in complete control of both 

Morgan Grampian and Hortors." 

The second Erasmus Commission report (1979: 44) stated that Rhoodie used the profits for 

The Cftizen. It also found that 

"the Department made a bona fide effort to gain a foothold in foreign media with the 

object of promoting South Africa's interests .. ." 

4.4.1.6 Enter John McGoff 

John McGoff, an influential American, who was invited to South Africa by LES de Villiers in 

1968, was referred to (Erasmus II, 1979: 44) as 
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"a publisher of about 40 medium-sized newspapers in Michigan and a friend of several 

American politicians." 

He apparently "discovered an affinity" with South Africa. De Villiers testified to the Erasmus 

Commission that when the Information Department wanted to get a message across to 

Americans, McGoff would send the article to his editors and tell them to publish it (Erasmus II, 

1979: 44). 

The RSA then decided to buy the Washington Star and shares, at McGoff's recommendation. 

In this way influence could be bought and according to De Villiers (Erasmus II, 1979: 45): 

"For understandable reasons such a newspaper, in the heart of Washington could .. . do 

a great deal for South Africa if it had a positive attitude towards the Republic ... the 

influence of the Washington Star was not confined to Washington, but extended 

countrywide ." 

The Washington Star was intended to counteract the negativity of the Washington Post and 

The New York Times towards South Africa. The sale was discussed right up to Vorster and 

Diederichs. Although Mr Vorster admitted knowing of the transfer of $10 000 he denied 

having anything to do with it. Yet Mr Gerald Browne (Erasmus II, 1979: 45), the then 

Secretary for Finance 

"testified that Dr Diederichs had told him that the project had been initiated by Mr 

Vorster and Dr Diederichs. " 

The sensitivity of the matter was such that an agent (Thesaurus) was to handle the transfer. 

McGoff would pretend that the "loan had come from Switzerland and not the RSA. The deal 

fell through when a Texas banker bought the newspaper." McGoff sued, but lost, and 

according to the second Erasmus Commission report (1979: 46) the RSA lost even more as 

"the costs ... were met from the $10 000." 

McGoff then bought the Sacramento Union for $6 million after a verbal agreement with 

Rhoodie. This also came from the $10 million. 
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Meanwhile another $1 350 000 had been made available to McGoff through Thesaurus 

(Erasmus II, 1979: 46) to "buy a controlling share in United Press International and Television 

Network (UPITV)." 

The agency was said to "serve about 110 countries" with television news material. The RSA 

had provided the money, but McGoff bought the Paramount Films' 50 per cent share for 

himself, professing as LES de Villiers (Erasmus II, 1979: 46) put it, to represent South Africa 

in that company. 

As the Information men were dissatisfied, they decided that McGoff had to sell the 

Sacramento Union. McGoff claimed to need time for this, but in the end, De Villiers (Erasmus 

II, 1979: 46) testified that "R5 380 000 of the debt was written off." 

This friendship had been costly, and in the end McGoff, fearful of having the existence of this 

sensitive foreign loan revealed, because it could "destroy him politically if it became 

known .. . wanted to sever his financial ties with the RSA" (Erasmus II, 1979: 46). 

After the disclosures of the Erasmus Commission the United States Justice Department and 

the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) began to look into the newspaper tycoon's 

dealings with South Africa. The SEC was concerned with allegations that McGoff had failed to 

disclose that the South African Government had helped him to finance his media acquisitions 

(Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 257). 

According to Karen Rothmeyer (1980: 455): 

"In late 1983 he was, however, still being investigated by a federal grand jury that was 

looking into allegations that he had acted illegally as an unregistered agent of the 

South African government." 

4.4.1.7 Other Publications 

As the second Erasmus Commission reported (1979: 48): 

"For the attainment of its objects, the Department published or bought and distributed 

books and periodicals. Use was made of local as well as foreign publications. The 
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expenditure was sometimes defrayed from the so-called open account and sometimes 

from the secret fund ." 

4.4.2 Secrecy and Special Accounts 

In a top secret letter from Minister of Information, Connie Mulder, dated 12 May 1978 to and 

approved by Minister of Finance Horwood (Erasmus I, Annexure D), there is a brief 

enumeration of what secret funds were said to be for. In terms of section 2(iii) of the Secret 

Services Account (1978) Horwood is requested to make R7 850 500,00 available for: 

"Uitgewers en publikasies, konferensies, front-organisasies, medewerkers, 

advertensies, skakeldienste, lobbyists, institute en stigtings, nuus- en fotodienste, 

rolprentproduksie en -verspreiding, ekonomiese aksies, gaste, reise en ander 

aangeleenthede wat hiermee in verband staan." 

The funds for the Department of Information's secret operations came from the Special 

Defence Services Account and secrecy was ensured by the Defence Special Account Act. 

Prime Minister Vorster was powerful enough to authorise the irregular transfer of the money, 

without reference to the Treasury or Parliament. 

The Defence Act, which prevents publication of certain information relating to defence matters 

without ministerial permission, also afforded some protection. Later a special Secret Services 

Account was created by an act of Parliament, effectively preventing public scrutiny. 

As the conspirators included the formidable General Hendrik van den Bergh, Vorster's 

right-hand man and head of the Bureau of State Security (the so-called BOSS) they were 

under the impression that their activities would be protected under the Official Secrets Act. 

Mathews (1978: 233) pointed out that: 

"The Minister of Finance introduced the secret services Account Bill which was passed 

by Parliament as the Secret Services Account Act 56 of 1978, 'for the appropriation by 

Parliament of moneys to the account and for transfer, by agreement between the 

Minister of Finance and any minister of state, of moneys from the account to a 

department of state to be utilized for services of a secret nature ... subject to audit by 

the Auditor-General only to the extent determined by the Minister of Finance after 
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consultation with the minister whose department is involved and the Auditor-General 

himself (section 3)." 

Mathews (1978: 233) then pointed out the "irony" that 

"Parliament was willing to authorize a secret fund in any department of state is certainly 

surprising, not the least because it appears thereby to have diminished its own powers 

to scrutinize the executive branch for maladministration and to restrain such activities." 

Prior to the enactment there were the Defence Special Account Act 6 of 1974, the Foreign 

Affairs Special Account Act 38 of 1967 and the Bureau for State Security (Security Services 

Special Account) Act, Act 81of1969. 

Mathews (1978: 234) showed that 

"there has been no effective scrutiny by Parliament (or its committees) of the 'dark' side 

of the department's affairs." 

The increasing allocation of funds to the Department of Information were reported by the 

Erasmus Commission (I, 1979: 8): 

1973-1974: R793 000,00 

1974-1975: R13 638 621,28 

1975-1976: R18 419 494,00 

1976-1977: R14 210 963,94 

1977-1978: R17 060 620,63 

The total came to R64 122 699,85, acquired from public funds. 

According to the Erasmus report (I, 1979: 15): 

"The purpose of the secret fund had all the attraction of a lovely fresh apple, but the 

germ which could cause complete rot to set in was already there at the flowering stage 

because of the lack of clarity in the existing statutory control. n 
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Apart from the approval of a number of projects by the Minister of Information, control of the 

secret funds was entirely in the hands of Esche! Rhoodie, but (Erasmus I, 1979: 15): 

"As the projects increased, he was not able to cope with everything on his own and he 

delegated his powers to obtain payments from the Special Account kept by the Bureau 

on behalf of the Department to two senior officers .. ." 

They were his brother, Denys Rhoodie who was Deputy Secretary (General), and LES de 

Villiers, Deputy Secretary (Planning). 

It was said in the report (1979: 19) that: 

"The strong chain that had to draw the Republic through the troubled waters and rough 

seas of hostile world opinion unfortunately had three loose links. They were Fourie (Mr 

Braam Fourie, internal accountant of the secret fund performing the functions as 

auditor), Dr Rhoodie and Dr Mulder. One did not always know what the others were 

doing." 

Fourie testified before the Erasmus Commission that officers involved in secret projects "were 

advanced substantial sums." This led to irregular behaviour and Fourie received no proof that 

the claims were correct. He was simply unable to exercise efficient control (Erasmus I, 1979: 

21 ). 

4.4.3 Other Deceptions 

4.4.3.1 The Grand Prix 

General Van den Bergh testified before the Interim Erasmus Commission (30 March 1979: 

19) that Louis Luyt was purported to have sponsored the 1976 Grand Prix (ostensibly 

sponsored by The Cftizen), at the request of Dr Piet Koornhof, the then Minister of Sport and 

Recreation, who later testified that state money was in fact used but "he did not want to lose 

the Grand Prix for the RSA." 

4.4.3.2 The Foreign Affairs Association and the Institute for the Study of Plural 

Societies 
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The Foreign Affairs Association was one of the front organisations for Information and existed 

from 1975 to 1978. As stated in the Erasmus Commission report (II , 1979: 16): 

"The main idea was that it was to represent itself as an academic body doing research, 

which was to be independent of the State and the Department." 

It published books, invited Americans to the RSA to "get a better picture", organised 

conferences in the RSA and abroad and drafted speeches for the Minister of Information. 

Corruption, bad management by the director, Cas de Villiers, and conflict with his researchers 

soon took place. As the Erasmus Commission reported (II, 1979: 16), this front organisation 

"like the Department...soon headed for a fiasco." 

The Institute for the Study of Plural Societies, under the aegis of the Department of Sociology 

of the University of Pretoria was headed by Prof Nie Rhoodie, brother of Eschel and Denys. 

This was another front organisation designed to influence opinion and (Erasmus II, 1979: 20): 

"The lnstitute's main functions were to do research for publications and to arrange 

conferences, all of which was aimed at boosting and projecting the image of the RSA." 

The Erasmus Commission found that it had done good work, but that Prof Nie Rhoodie had 

been involved in dubious money dealings with his brothers. 

4.4.4 Lobbying and Public Relations 

The public relations firm, Sydney Barron, also worked for the Department of Information in 

New York. It was later joined by LES de Villiers. According to Zuid-Afrika (1978-08-07: 107), 

Information concluded a contract with the New York public relations bureau Sydney Barron at 

a cost of more than half a million rand per annum and bought the services of the American 

Donald de Kieffer to persuade members of Congress and other politicians in Washington to 

be favourably inclined to South Africa's policies. Later, diplomatic missions were added, 

financed from secret funds. Rhoodie's view was that information consisted of more than 

printed material as he argued that there was 

"een wereldwijde propaganda-campagne tegen Zuid-Afrika aan de gang en verweer 

daartegen vereist dat gebruik wordt gemaakt van methoden, die ook de tegenstanders 

toepassen." 
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De Kieffer, acting as lobbyist for South Africa, was quoted in Die Burger ( 1978-10-16: 7) as 

saying that a country such as South Africa needed to use unconventional methods and secret 

projects to state its case overseas. 

The Sunday Times (1978-10-22) mentioned that his salary had been R150 000 a year and 

called him the 

"secret agent Dr Eschel Rhoodie recruited as point-man for the Information 

department's massive American 'back-door diplomacy' campaign." 

When Rhoodie went, his job was in danger, a job that according to the Sunday Times (1978-

10-23) De Kieffer described as "low profilen to "underground." It was also said that Foreign 

Affairs had resented his "unorthodox methods" at the behest of Dr Rhoodie, which had not 

always been successful and had in fact caused embarrassment to South African diplomatic 

staff. 

The so-called "Club of Ten" which operated from London and ran a pro-South African 

advertising campaign, was ostensibly headed by a secretary, 'Judge' Gerald Sparrow. He was 

76 years old when he was recruited and served from 1973 to 1975 until (Zuid-Afrika, 1978-08-

7: 107): 

"Sparrow trad af na een conflict met het departement over het apartheidsbeleid. Zijn 

Thailandse vrouw voelde zich bij een bezoek aan Zuid-Afrika niet naar behoren 

behandeld en dat zette Sparrow kwaad bloed." 

The name of the "club" had been conceived by Eschel Rhoodie. The Dutch publication Zuid

Afrika (1978-08-7: 107) said : 

"Als leden van de Club zijn onder andere genoemd d~ welgestelde Zuid-Afrikaanse 

zakenlieden Lampas Nichas, Werner Ackermann en Louis Luyt." 

Sparrow turned and revealed all the deception to the Rand Daily Mail. 

4.5 THE SCANDAL BREAKS 

4.5.1 Auditor-General Barrie's Report 
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It was an audit on spending by state auditor-general Gerald Barrie that opened Information's 

can of worms, despite the perceived protection of the Official Secrets Act. 

On 29 July 1977 Barrie sent a copy of his secret report to Vorster. On 1 August he wrote a 

further report and also sent a copy of this to Mr Vorster. According to the Erasmus 

Commission Report (I, 1979: 24) these reports, which were eventually handed to the 

Commission as exhibits, disclosed "alarming information" about "uncontrolled" use of funds. 

Among others he reported that officials of the Department of Information had been taking 

many unnecessary and extravagant trips abroad. 

Kitt Katzin of the Sunday Express started a process of investigation when he obtained the 

secret report to the prime minister from auditor-general Barrie, in which he criticised 

"irregularities" in the spending of the Department. He showed it to Minister Mulder who 

requested a week's delay before publication and warned Esche! Rhoodie of impending trouble 

(Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 243) so that he had a chance to issue 

"a statement accusing the auditor general (sic) of destroying secret operations financed 

by the department. The propaganda war, he said, was overseen by a three-man 

cabinet committee who approved secret projects, it was 'a no-holds-barred propaganda 

war against its enemies in which normal rules cannot be applied.'" 

The Citizen (1978-02-07: 1) mentioned that Eschel Rhoodie had refused to comment on the 

report submitted by Barrie regarding the the department's unauthorised expenditure of R396 

560 during three financial years. 

Oggendblad reported ( 1978-09-29: 3) that Rhoodie had launched a tirade against the English

language press, saying 

"geen koerant het snuf in die neus gekry oar die bestaan van geheime fondse nie. Die 

inligting is deur 'n verraaier in die kantoor van die Ouditeur-generaal op 'n skinkbord 

aan die Engelstalige pers aangebied." 

Vorster (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 243) was obliged to reveal to Parliament the use of funds 

for the purpose of combating what he called the "psychological and propaganda onslaughts 

against the Republic ... to withstand the subversion of our country's good image and stability." 
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4.5.2 The Reynders Report 

The "retiring" General Van den Bergh was appointed by the Prime Minister to evaluate the 

Department's secret projects, using a BOSS auditor, Load Reynders. He issued a report that 

he had found "no evidence of improper expenditure" (SARRS, 1978: 4). 

It would later become evident when Reynders reported to the Erasmus Commission that he 

had in fact been aware of irregularities, but that he had been forced to make his report as 

General Van den Bergh required. 

General Van den Bergh was, as the newspaper Zuid-Afrika (1979-01-31: 6) put it, quoting the 

Erasmus Commission report, 

"een grijze eminentie, een arrogante man die achter de schermen manipuleerde en 

pogingen deed de onregelmatigheden te bedekken." 

According to the Dutch newspaper, ( 1979-01-31: 6) Load Reynders had been under 

enormous pressure, even fearing for his life and so he had issued a false report. The 

pressure had come from Mulder en Van den Bergh. He had feared that the general would 

destroy ("vergruis") him if he objected. His conscience had smarted, however, and so he had 

leaked the report to Die Transvaler. 

Weekend Post (1979-01-27: 10) wrote of General Van den Bergh that he had been described 

in Parliament as being "like a big, black spider sitting in the middle of a web of intrigue." 

4.5.3 The Mostert Commission Report 

Subsequently a Supreme Court Judge, Anton Mostert, was appointed as a one-man 

commission to investigate the violations of the country's foreign exchange control regulations. 

On 27 September 1978, Advocate Retief van Rooyen gave evidence before the Mostert 

Commission and testified that he had been a "conduit" of the Department, and a director of 

one of the Department's front organisations in the Republic, viz Thor. His co-directors had 

been Oscar Hurwitz and Andre Pieterse. 
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Further evidence before Justice Mostert disclosed that Louis Luyt, Mulder, Esche! Rhoodie, 

General Van den Bergh, Fourie du Preez, Van Zyl Alberts, Van Rooyen and LES de Villiers 

had all been present at the establishment of The Citizen. 

He revealed the renting of a public box at the rugby stadium Loftus Versfeld by the Rhoodies, 

Thor's donation of R825 000 to Pieterse for a film, the buying of flats in Clifton, a jaunt to the 

Seychelles for a whole group of Rhoodie associates, the buying of a half-share in a Luyt 

aircraft and, finally, the financing of The Citizen. 

Justice Mostert released Van Rooyen's and other evidence to the press at the beginning of 

November 1978 despite Vorster's successor as Prime Minister, PW Botha's, urgent requests 

that Mostert should not give the information to the press. 

The comments of the press were reported by the Erasmus Commission (Report I, 1979: 26): 

Beeld of 3 November 1978 called it "ans eie Watergate" and said that those responsible for 

the disgrace on the national life had to pay for what they had done. 

Die Transvaler called it: 

"verstommende magsvergryping ... Daar moet met 'n ysterhand afgereken word met 

diegene wat regerings- en patriotiese vertroue op so 'n laakbare wyse misbruik het." 

The Rand Daily Mail wrote on 3 November 1978: "It's All True" and it also called for 

"swift action to prosecute all those who, on the evidence, may have been guilty of 

criminal conversion of public money. The deceitful enterprises which were launched as 

a fraud upon the public must be closed down and removed from the scene. The 

taxpayers' money must be paid back." 

The Cape Times wrote on 3 November 1978: 

"It is now up to Mr PW Botha to rise to his responsibilities at the helm of this nation ... at 

the very least, he should appoint a fullscale judicial inquiry ... " 

The Erasmus Commission Report (I, 1979: 26) also mentioned the reaction of the other 

papers to the Mostert press conference: 
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"The Natal Mercury, Die Burger, and practically all the newspapers exploded with deep 

indignation and rightly aired their views." 

Gradually, the "irregular and dishonest" use of funds (Erasmus Report I, 1979: 34) was 

revealed in lurid detail. Subsistence and travel allowances were claimed fraudulently and 

huge sums of money paid into bank accounts of collaborators ("medewerkers"). 

Investments in various fixed properties took place. According to the Erasmus Report (I, 1979: 

48): 

"During the years 1974 to 1978 an amount of R934 901 was utilised for this purpose." 

Louis Luyt was compelled to reveal all and he implicated John Vorster and Hendrik van den 

Bergh (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 244). 

Soon after Mostert's press conference the prime minister warned editors through the South 

African Press Association that in terms of the Commission Act the evidence could not be 

published. Mostert disagreed. Every major newspaper in the country, English and Afrikaans, 

ignored Botha and revealed what they could. 

The SABC did mention Mostert's press conference in the afternoon but it had nothing on the 

evening news bulletin. 

4.5.4 The Erasmus Commission Reports 

By law state presidents are shielded from criticism. So, pleading illness, Vorster announced 

(Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 245) in September 1978 that he would step down as prime minister 

after twelve years in office but that he would be available for election to the "largely 

ceremonial post of state president." 

In November 1978 Minister of Information Mulder was forced to resign from cabinet and later 

from his Transvaal leadership of the party. The Nationalist caucus had earlier rejected him 

when Minister of Defence and leader of the Cape Nationalists, PW Botha, was elected to 

replace Prime Minister Vorster. 

Botha promised clean and honest administration and so he lost no time in appointing a 

three-man commission consisting of Justice Rudolf Erasmus and Advocates Braam Lategan 
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and George Smallberger to investigate the allegations of irregularities and report to 

Parliament. Mostert had wanted to take more testimony but was dismissed by Botha for 

allegedly exceeding authority and duplicating investigation. 

Eschel Rhoodie (1983: 490-491) described the ousting of Connie Mulder as a contestant for 

Prime Ministership. Retief van Rooyen had allegedly told Load Reynders that 

"Dr Mulder was going to be called before Mostert and that an amount of R2 million was 

involved which Mulder had allegedly transferred to Switzerland illegally ... this story was 

being repeated across the length and breadth of the country - to Members of 

Parliament - by MPs of the Transvaal supporting P.W. Botha ... One hour before the 

caucus met to vote for the new Prime Minister, the lie was being spread in the lobby of 

the House of Parliament ... when Mulder prepared to go into the caucus room of the 

National Party a member of this group came up to him and said that all was lost... these 

rumours and other half-baked stories about certain Information projects, which were 

spread by the P.W. Botha, Chris Heunis and Pik Botha camp 48 hours before the 

meeting in the caucus room of the National Party on Wednesday, September 27, 1978 

led to the defeat of Connie Mulder in his bid to become Prime Minister of South Africa." 

The PW Botha faction had gone all out to eliminate Mulder from government. To his shock 

and detriment, the Erasmus Commission was appointed to investigate him and the 

Information affairs. As Rhoodie (1983: 492-493) wrote: 

"The greatest shock of his life, however, came on November 7, 1978. Even before the 

Cabinet meeting was formally opened, P.W. Botha instructed Mulder to submit his letter 

of resignation that same afternoon. If Mulder did not comply, Botha said, he would ask 

the State President (Vorster) to unseat him." 

Botha found him guilty before the Erasmus Commission findings were published. His motive, 

Rhoodie (1983: 494) alleged, could have been that: 

"In Africa the tradition in politics is that no strong leader tolerates another strong leader 

in one government.. .Botha may have had the idea that Mulder would always be a 

threat to him. Since he intended bringing about sudden and far reaching, progressive 
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changes in established and approved National Party politics ... a strong conservative 

politician such as Mulder would never stand for it." 

In December 1978 Erasmus submitted the first report to Parliament and it confirmed the 

misuse of public funds. Rhoodie had drawn large cash sums to pay anonymous collaborators. 

Mulder, Rhoodie and Van den Bergh were most to blame. 

In June 1979 the Department was disbanded and Esche! Rhoodie retired. According to the 

South African Race Relations Survey (1978: 4) a "new Bureau for National and International 

Communications" was formed, which subsequently fell under the Department of Foreign 

Affairs. 

At first the commission recommended that Rhoodie and his brother, Denys, who had served 

as his deputy in the department, be investigated on charges of fraud and theft. Vorster and 

Botha were absolved and Vorster's integrity was said to be "unblemished" (Erasmus I: 68-74). 

Esche! Rhoodie fled overseas. 

. 
The Erasmus Commission brought an urgent night application against SAAN and the Rand 

Daily Mail to prevent further Rhoodie disclosures from being published. The application was 

refused by Mr Justice Coetzee in the Rand Supreme Court. 

Vorster called a press conference, maintaining that Esche! Rhoodie had been telling lies and 

that he had threatened to bring down the government. He contradicted himself when stating 

when he had first heard about The Cftizen. This led the Opposition to call for his impeachment 

as State President. 

The subsequent Erasmus Commission of Inquiry into the irregularities reported that Mulder 

and Rhoodie had believed that either press censorship or the establishment of an 

English-language paper could counter bad publicity and that Mulder (Erasmus I, 1978: 152) 

had said that 

"the eventual cost to the state of The Citizen was in a sense the price South Africa had 

to pay to avoid press censorship." 

This was only the beginning. As the irregularities were revealed, a Supplementary Report was 

found necessary. The final Erasmus Commission Report was published in May 1979 after the 
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Interim Report which had been completed on 30 March 1979 and submitted to the State 

President. The report (Erasmus II: 2) pointed out that "improper, disparaging and hindering 

action in regard to the Commission" had occurred. 

It was after the bomb of the supplementary report had burst in June 1979, that (Hachten & 

Giffard, 1984: 249) 

"Botha told a stunned Parliament that Vorster had resigned as state president. The 

commission, reversing its earlier finding, accused Vorster of giving false evidence 

before it and of complicity in covering up misspending of the secret funds." 

Eschel Rhoodie (1983: 535) commented years later with regard to the Vorster resignation 

debacle: 

"Vorster's weakness in handling the Information drama finally destroyed him. He could 

not contain the forces he himself had released ... the entire Cabinet, armed with the 

Erasmus Commission's final supplementary report, trooped out to Vorster's residence 

and confronted him with the 'evidence' of the Commission which Vorster himself had 

appointed ... Had he acted during the Info drama with South Africa in mind, and not John 

Vorster, politician, he would have saved himself and saved South Africa a lot of 

international embarrassment." 

On 4 June 1979 Vorster resigned as State President. The projects detailed had mostly been 

reported piecemeal in the press. 

The media were censured for various things. Firstly they had made "dramatic reports" that 

General Van den Bergh had called the Commission a "farce." There were "attempts, evident 

from newspapers, to cast doubt on the Commission's findings", "Suspicion-mongering, again 

according to newspaper reports", "attempts, revealed in newspapers, to gain access to the 

Commission's inquiry" and finally (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 249) 

"hindering of the Commission's activities by the publication of party-political 

propaganda stories in a section of the English-language press instead of placing 

information of importance at the disposal of the Commission." 
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Rhoodie, speaking in June 1979 from self-imposed exile in France, said that the whole secret 

programme of the Department of Information could not have been all bad because the new 

Botha administration had decided to continue with more than half of the original one hundred 

and fifty projects. 

In August 1979 Rhoodie was arrested in France and extradited (SARRS, 1979: 10): 

"He was convicted on five counts of fraud and sentenced to twelve years, some of 

which were to run concurrently, making the sentence effectively six years. He was 

given leave to appeal and freed on bail." 

In the next year's South African Race Relations Survey (1980: 14) it was said that his appeal 

against his sentence had "re-opened" the scandal. The Appeal Court set aside his conviction 

and sentence on the supposition that his evidence could have been true. After this: 

"Dr Rhoodie said that he was in possession of information which would ruin the political 

careers of various politicians in SA and that he rejected totally 'the Erasmus 

Commission's whitewash of those ministers.' Dr Rhoodie's allegations that he had been 

made a scapegoat to distract attention from other prominent government ministers 

were supported by the disgraced former State President, Mr BJ Vorster." 

Investigations were re-opened and Dr Rhoodie's passport was withdrawn but returned in 

December. The South African Race Relations Survey (1980: 14) maintained that there was 

evidence of a cover-up revealed by the Rand Daily Mail "towards the end of November" when 

it published 

"extracts from the annotated and amended draft report of the Erasmus Commission. 

The extracts allegedly showed that the Commission's report had been heavily 

annotated and changed in some places ... the changes softened the effects of the 

findings in respect of Mr BJ Vorster ... The report also suggested that the cabinet had 

knowledge of the Department of Information's actions ... Mr PW Botha vehemently 

denied that he had been responsible for any formulation or reformulation of the 

Erasmus Commission's report." 
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The Rand Daily Mail had further revelations to make (SARRS, 1980: 15) at the beginning of 

December 1980 and 

"published a letter, apparently signed by the Prime Minister, Mr PW Botha, which 

acknowledged receipt of a rough draft of the Erasmus Commission's Report. Mr Botha 

declined to comment on the letter." 

4.6 THE PROBING PRESS 

Starting in 1978, there were revelations in the press, and in subsequent commissions of 

inquiry, that the South African Department of Information had been conducting a secret 

propaganda war to "sell" apartheid to the world, using public funds for six years, without the 

knowledge of Parliament. 

The campaign had involved influencing the media, politicians, and opinion makers in the USA, 

Europe, and Africa. Exposure came first in the English-language press, then in the Afrikaans 

press and in the reports of investigating commissions. The revelations stunned the nation. 

The probing of the newsDapers and an independent judiciary opened the scandal. Efforts at 

concealment, including threats against the press, were of no avail. The truth trickled and then 

poured out. 

4.6.1 Africa, Europe and the USA 

According to Hachten & Giffard (1984: 253): 

"The disclosures in the South African press and the Erasmus Commission reports 

spurred extensive digging into the Information Department's activities in Africa, Europe 

and the United States. Top investigative reporters on newspapers and magazines like 

Newsweek, New York Times, New Nation, Columbia Journalism Review, the Guardian, 

the Observer and Le Canard Enchaine discovered that the department's tentacles had 

penetrated dozens of countries. The United States seems to have been a priority 

target." 

4.6.2 The South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) 
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The links of the Department of Information with the South African Broadcasting Corporation 

had gone beyond using it for propaganda activities. In 1981 Kitt Katzin, the Sunday Express 

reporter who broke many of the Information stories, revealed that the SABC had received 

secret state funds over a period of several years. The Minister of Information who had 

succeeded Connie Mulder, Pik (RF) Botha, admitted it in Parliament. The money, the SABC 

said, was used to provide · audio news and magazine programmes to foreign radio 

organisations. 

Some of the money was used to fund a secret project involving the Departments of 

Information, Defence, and the SABC. This involved setting up a counterinformation radio 

station that operated from a South African navy ship off the coast of Namibia. Purporting to be 

a voice of the South West Africa People's organization (SWAPO), it sought to demoralize 

South Africa's enemies. 

4.6.3 Press Reactions 

As the suspicions to which the English-language press gave vent, appeared to be confirmed, 

a newspaper like the Daily Dispatch (1978-02-14: 1) expressed the hope that: 

"There may be swift retribution for officials of the Department of Information if the select 

committee on public accounts finds there has been any misconduct or negligence in 

the handling of the department's financial affairs.• 

A reporter of the Afrikaans Sunday paper Rapport ( 1978-02-12: 13) said that many people 

were keen to have large amounts spent on information work abroad to improve South Africa's 

poor reputation and people in the know were worried about the damage done to the country 

by the Biko case. The reporter did not agree with this attitude, however, and pointed out that if 

internal affairs did not improve, no amount of money or work overseas could promote South 

Africa's cause. 

Die Vader/and (1978-02-14: 8) reported under "Voorslag se" that Eschel Rhoodie had claimed 

that his offices in America and Britain had supplied facts and background about the Biko case 

which newspapers would normally not have obtained from their correspondents. 
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The Minister of Justice, Jimmy Kruger, tried to stop South African newspapers, including the 

Rand Daily Mail, from publishing Rhoodie's claims and comments about his involvement. The 

Rand Daily Mail was forced to leave blank spaces on its front page during the terms of an 

interim order granted against it - an order that was later rescinded by the Judge President of 

the Cape. 

The Erasmus Commission did not stop rumours and investigations. Rhoodie threatened to 

reveal all he knew. After he had fled the country and gone into hiding, Mervyn Rees and Chris 

Day of the Rand Daily Mail eventually tracked him down in South America. According to 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 248): 

"Rhoodie asserted that Vorster had known all along about the Citizen and other secret 

schemes, and had formed an official three-man committee with Mulder and Finance 

Minister Owen Horwood to finance the operations." 

Late in the day of the Information scandal, Oggendblad (1979-01-29: 6) could still talk about 

"Herstel Vertroue", suggesting that complete disclosure ("oopkaarte") could perhaps still do 

away with the impression that a "Watergate" situation had developed, for only if the man in 

the street had heard the full story, would trust be re-established . 

The Rand Daily Mail never faltered in its criticism and at the same time (1979-01-27: 1) it 

spoke of mounting evidence that: 

"Government is trying to push some appalling new skeleton back into its cupboard ... a 

cover-up of what? What is this dynamite that must be even more explosive in its 

implications for the Nationalist Government than the shocking things that have already 

been disclosed?" 

The Sunday Times (1979-01-28: 13, 14) was scathing: 

"The Government shields, as Dr Mulder and Dr Rhoodie did, behind the argument that 

it is not in the national interest for the truth to be known .. . Power corrupts, insidiously 

and inevitably, and the first sign of corruption is the notion that leaders are not publicly 

accountable ... The truth must out. " 
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The Sunday Express never let up on its attacks, digging out the facts of To the Point and The 

Citizen, and the front organisations. It pointed out (1979-02-10: 18) with regard to the history 

of the scandal: 

"The job of uncovering it was begun not by the Government - which must have been in 

the best position to do so - but by opposition newspapers and a judge who was 

promptly relieved of his job. Until recently Dr Mulder and Dr Eschel Rhoodie confidently 

believed that some of their dark secrets would never be exposed. They are known to 

have boasted that no one would dare reveal them. Well, they were proved wrong." 

In 1979 the editor of the Rand Daily Mail wrote about "Political Dynamite for PW Botha" and 

revealed how Mail reporter, Mervyn Rees, (1979-03-9: 1) had been interviewing Eschel 

Rhoodie in his "hideout in Quito, Ecuador ... the first man to trace Rhoodie in exile." He said: 

"The story Dr Rhoodie told the 'Mail' is a startling one, containing political dynamite for 

the PW Botha administration - and the previous government of Mr John Vorster." 

Dr Rhoodie implicated all the people who were proven guilty and said with bitterness that he 

would never return to South Africa because the Government had "destroyed the idealism 

which had driven him to work so hard for his country for so many years." 

Rapport called the Prime Minister "furious" about the Rhoodie stories and headed an article 

(1979-03-11 : 1) with: 

"Dit is plofpunt! Kwaai klappe vir Connie." 

Embarrassed ministers were said to be in a furore of denial: 

"Onder Nasionaliste heers kommer, indien nie groat irritasie nie. Daar is konsensus dat 

die huidige drama, waarin die Opposisiepers 'wilde beweringe' maak wat kart daarna 

kategories ontken word, nie langer kan voortduur nie." 

Die Burger (1979-03-14: 12) expressed the disquiet and justification of the government and 

people thus: 

"Suid-Afrikaners sal soms vuisvoos voel as gevolg van die stortvloed beweringe en 

gerugte wat op hulle neerstort. Hulle sal koelkop meet bly in die besef dat Suid-Afrika 'n 
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ernstige bestaanskrisis beleef waarin hy oak die bykomende teistering die hoof meet 

bied." 

Piet Bothma (1979-03-16:14) of Beeld wrote scathingly of how the SAAN newspapers had 

reported on the Information scandal. He admitted that the SAAN newspaper reports had 

contributed to greater clarity but he added: 

"Die SAAN-dagblaaie is gebruik om 'n klomp smeerstories die wereld in te stuur, en 

hulle waster wille. Die bedenklike aard van die joemalistiek wat hier beoefen word, wek 

kommer ... Hierdie joemaliste meet maar pas op dat hulle in hul ywer om 'n tweede 

Brad lee te word, nie soet koek as feite voorsit om kom wat wil, 'n Watergate at te dwing 

nie." 

Connie Mulder, who had been blamed for much of the debacle, was reported by the Rand 

Daily Mail (1980-05-15: 7) as saying with regard to the Erasmus Commission: 

"There is such a bulk of evidence that a large amount of it will probably be ignored, 

especially by the Afrikaans newspapers which support the National Party." 

The Evening Post (1980-05-16: 8) accused the Government of not making a "clean breast" 

but on the contrary: 

"It did its best to save itself by covering up the scandal. It failed, and Info will endure as 

an indelible black mark against the Nationalist administration." 

Die Transvaler (1979-10-10): 

"This country will in future demand and is in fact already doing so that crudeness and 

inefficiency of its leaders be exposed. We will never again allow ourselves to be 

misguided by great visions while the actual task is being incapably carried out. " 

Stephen Mulholland of the Sunday Times wrote in the Wall Street Journal of January 16 

1979: 

"If South Africa can let it all hang out this way, it can rightly claim that it is not, racial 

matters aside, a totalitarian state even if it is an authoritarian one." 
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CONSEQUENCES OF PRESS REVELATIONS: THE ADVOCATE-GENERAL 

("PRESS GAG") BILL OF 1979 

The Information scandal shook confidence in the leadership of South Africa. This 

disillusionment convinced the press that they had to fulfil a watchdog function. So well was 

this function fulfilled that it had dire consequences for the "watchdogs." 

The severely shaken government tried to prevent any further publication of allegations of 

state corruption and maladministration. Consequently, in May 1979 the government 

introduced into Parliament its Advocate-General Bill which proposed to create the post of 

advocate-general who was to (SARRS, 1979: 161) 

"investigate the misapplication or maladministration of State moneys defined as any 

moneys received by or accruing to the State.• 

It was also said in the draft bill (SAR RS, 1980: 162) that 

"no person shall, except with the written permission of the Advocate-General, and 

subject to such conditions as he may determine, publish or cause to be published in a 

newspaper (which included periodicals, pamphlets, placards, books, handbills or 

posters) any report relating to any matter concerning State moneys which had been 

referred to the Advocate-General until such time as he had submitted his report to the 

House of Assembly. Newspapers would be able to report on court proceedings. The 

penalties prescribed for this offence were a fine not exceeding RS 000 or imprisonment 

for a period not exceeding 12 months or to both such fine and such imprisonment." 

This would have prevented newspapers from reporting allegations of bribery and corruption 

and so it was excluded from the Act. 

The Afrikaans newspaper Hoofstad ( 1979-5-20) wrote that it could not 

"be interpreted as anything less than obstructive to the role of the press as watchdog 

over the country's administration. And there is no denying that the press has a major 

function in this respect." 

Rapport ( 1979-05-13) called the proposed bill 
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"undeniably a drastic reduction of press freedom which has already been pruned and 

will therefore mean a reduction in the freedom of the individual. " 

Beeld ( 1979-05-20) reported : 

"Since the Information scandal the public is assessing state action in terms of new 

norms. One of these is a greater vigilance in the matter of personal freedom." 

The Sunday Express (1979-01-22: 22) reported: 

"If the Prime Minister goes ahead with a law to restrain newspapers in this way it will 

not only be a grave blow at Press freedom but it will effectively hamper, and possibly 

even sabotage, future exposes. n 

The "Press Gag Bill" as it came to be known, had set off such a storm of protest in the press, 

both Afrikaans and English, that the government was alarmed. Faced with the reaction of the 

traditionally supportive Afrikaans press and the united opposition, it decided to drop the most 

contentious clauses of the bill. 

Nevertheless, Prime Minister Botha warned journalists to make sure that their reports were 

accurate, or he would take steps to discipline them (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 261). 

As far as the SABC was concerned, conflict erupted in May 1980 when the President of the 

Staff Association, Pat Rogers (SARRS, 1980: 172): 

"sent a telegram to the Prime Minister protesting against the Advocate General (sic) 

Bill. The Chairman, Mr Piet Meyer, and the Director-General, Mr Jan Swanepoel, sent 

telegrams dissociating themselves from the sentiments of the staff association and 

asserting loyalty to the Government. Mr Rogers was subsequently prohibited from 

programmes involving politics .. . Mr Brian Page (NRP) commented that this action 

proved that the SABC was nothing more than an agency of the National Party (Rand 

Daily Mail, 17 July 1980)." 

When the Advocate-General Act 118 of 1979 was passed, it empowered the State President 

to appoint the Advocate-General (SARRS, 1980: 161): 
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"to investigate suspicions that are laid before him regarding the dishonest use of State 

moneys .. . He would also investigate suspicions of a person directly or indirectly being 

enriched or receiving any advantage in an unlawful or improper manner ... " 

For protection of the government, the following would apply: 

"It shall be an offence to disclose the contents of any document in the possession of 

the Advocate-General." 

Helen Suzman (Tyson, 1993: 408), veteran Progressive Federal Party MP, expressed the 

following view: 

"To their credit, Government-supporting newspapers joined with the opposition papers 

when the Government attempted to pass a bill entitled 'The Advocate General (sic) Bill' 

which would have put an end to any form of investigative journalism in South Africa. On 

this issue the National Press Union representing the boards of al the newspapers and 

various other important associations also rallied to protect the freedom of the press. As 

a result the controversial clauses affecting the press were dropped, but the measure 

which was finally passed, nevertheless severely affected the public's right to know." 

Stellenbosch academic, Erwin Schwella (1988: 37), wrote in a special edition on "Press 

Freedom in South Africa" in Ecquid Novi that newspapers had a public responsibility: 

"This right of criticism of possible power abuse serves to safeguard the public against 

public authorities abusing their power ... The right to free comment serves as an 

essential check upon governmental authorities that tend to assume increasing 

authority." 

Schwella (1988: 44) came to the conclusion that: 

"In the case of the now defunct Department of Information, it was found that the Press 

made a substantial contribution to the eventual maintenance of public 

responsibility .. . From the outset the English newspapers were of the opinion that they 

should publish in the general interest and that the authorities were using official 

pressure to cover up malpractices." 
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Allister Sparks, then editor of the Rand Daily Mail, and Rex Gibson, then editor of the Sunday 

Express, both achieved awards as "International Editor of the Year" from the overseas Press 

Club in the United States. 

Kitt Katzin of the Sunday Express won South Africa's top journalism award. It was presented 

to him by Ben Bradlee, the American journalist who had investigated and reported on 

Watergate. 

CONCLUSION 

It could be argued, with regard to the Information scandal, that the authoritarians held the 

opinion that "the press should not be permitted to degrade the culture of a nation" and that the 

mass media should not be permitted to "interfere irresponsibly" with the achievement of the 

state's objectives (Siebert et al, 1956: 29). 

It has been shown that the authoritarian control system of the government cau·sed units of 

communication to "support and advance the policies of the government in power so that this 

government...(could) achieve its objectives" (Siebert et al, 1956: 18). Unfortunately the efforts 

to obtain support for the government and its policies were so extreme that corruption ensued 

and the media ferreted out the unsavoury details. 

The Advocate-General Bill was a supreme example of the state's coercion of the media so 

that they would not assume "a duty which is reserved for the central authority" (Siebert et al, 

1956: 29) by deciding for themselves what to reveal to the public, without prior permission 

from the authorities. In this way they could also coerce the previously loyal and subsequently 

questioning Afrikaans press. As far as radio and television coverage went, the state held the 

monopoly, as the case invariably is in authoritarian or totalitarian societies, hence their careful 

handling of the Information affair and their silencing of dissenting voices such as that of Pat 

Rogers, President of the Staff Association of the SABC. 

The scandal that erupted as a result of the irregular use of state funds or public money in an 

attempt to improve South Africa's polecat image in the West, was revealed piecemeal as a 

result of aggressive probing by the press, much of it by the opposition English-language 

newspapers. 
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The main protagonists, Eschel Rhoodie and Connie Mulder, John Vorster and Hendrik van 

den Bergh, actually believed in the beginning that they could get away with deception on a 

grand and costly scale. They greatly underestimated the Fourth Estate and one exposed 

irregularity inevitably led to a search for another, and yet another, until the truth came out, 

albeit over a period of years. 

The Afrikaans press also played a significant role in investigating and exposing the story and 

showed a sense of betrayal throughout. 

The scandal was also an issue in the struggle for power between the Transvaal and Cape 

wings of the National Party, supported respectively by the Perskor newspapers and the 

Nasionale Pers papers. Connie Mulder was party leader in the Transvaal and his main 

opponent and rival for the premiership was PW Botha, Minister of Defence and leader of the 

party in the Cape (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 259). 

Colin Eglin, leader of the Opposition, pointed out that the Government knew that the press in 

South Africa and the Mostert Commission had exposed the corruption and attempts at 

manipulation of public opinion in South Africa and abroad. Eglin (Rees & Day, 1979: 140) 

predicted that the Government would strike back at the press by a form of press censorship. 

Schwella ( 1988: 45) was of the opinion that the public authorities had already started in 1978 

to plug the loopholes which made publishing of the true facts possible. He argued that the 

combination of the Secret Services Account Act 56 of 1978, the Information Service of South 

Africa Special Account Act 108 of 1979, read with the relevant sections of the Exchequer and 

Audit Act of 1975 and the Protection of Information Act 84 of 1982, had this effect. 

LES de Villiers (1980: 90), erstwhile Deputy Secretary of the defunct Department of 

Information, admitted that they had been defeated by investigative journalism: 

"As a former journalist I am fully aware of the immense power of the Press. Anyone 

who thinks he can shout above the clap of thunder, should try taking on the Fourth 

Estate. Those who control the presses in a democracy always speak loudest and last. 

And if South Africa has to be judged in terms of the free abandon (sic) with which some 

of its newspapers conduct their business of criticising and vilifying, it is indeed the very 

model of modem democracy.• 
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It appeared as if the South African government regarded the bad publicity that reflected on its 

honour, rather than the irregularities revealed, as the real evil. It was secrecy and covering up 

that really caused the Information debacle. 

An additional contributory factor to the downfall of men who thought that their influence could 

be extended by manipulation and conspiracy, was greed. It came to the fore when they found 

it within their power and means to fly higher. In the end it all redounded to the detriment of the 

State and the National Party. 

South Africa's policies had to be justified. Apartheid was "sold" by means of a secret 

propaganda and lobbying campaign. The stability and permanence of white rule in South 

Africa supposedly depended not only on military defence but also on taking a stand against 

the propaganda war directed against South Africa. 

A desperate South Africa also feared Soviet penetration southwards. It needed the support of 

the USA and it was prepared to pay for influence and foreign investment. 
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CHAPTERS 

THE GRADUAL EMASCULATION OF FREEDOM OF SPEECH IN SOUTH AFRICA 

INTRODUCTION 

Newspapermen constantly experienced new curbs and restraints during the period 197 4 to 

1994. The Nationalist government felt threatened by the rising militancy of the voteless black 

masses who were supported by the outside world. To withstand this formidable opposition, 

the government was convinced that it needed a "responsible" press, meaning a press which 

would present apartheid in a favourable light so as to reduce discontent at home and make 

the world more positively inclined towards it. 

South Africa's English-language newspapers were more influential than the pro-government 

Afrikaans newspapers and were held responsible by the government for black resistance to 

white authority as well as censure in the councils of the world. Censorship measures therefore 

mostly targeted the English-language sector (Hepple, 197 4: 6). 

The white-controlled newspapers really only had freedom of comment and very little freedom 

of speech. Comment was mainly on party politics and parliamentary proceedings. The 

National Party leaders assumed that this maintained a facade of democracy in South Africa 

(Hachten & Giffard, 1980: 105). 

Elaine Potter (1975: 102) maintained: 

"The English press operates within an entirely white framework ... but they are providing 

some opposition - virtually the only mass circulation opposition - and are helping to 

record what is happening in South Africa." 

Political criticism and dissent was expressed in other publications or potential publications and 

the authorities increased their defensiveness in all areas, including fiction. 

LEGAL RESTRAINTS ON THE PRESS: LEGISLATION, PRESS UNION AND 

CENSORSHIP 

Ursula Barnett (1975: 78) stated that censorship in South Africa was going "from bad to 

worse" as the Publications and Entertainment Act 42 of 1974 had increased the powers of 
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the Censorship Board (sic) "far beyond the normal functions of an administrative body under 

ostensibly democratic rule." 

What was more, she (1975: 79) stressed: 

"Already, before the new amendment, the Board of Censors consisted only of 

Government nominees, often totally unrepresentative even of the white population of 

South Africa. Almost all members were Afrikaans-speaking, although about 40% of the 

white population are primarily English-speaking; certainly by far the larger number of 

books to be considered by the Board would be in English. Black people were totally 

unrepresented." 

At the start of the eighties, legislative restraints, especially with regard to newspapers, were 

being tightened more and more under the PW Botha regime. Duff (1980: 128) remarked: 

"Newspapers face an awesome array of laws. These range from the trivial...to the 

severe (up to 15 years under the Official Secrets Act). Newspapers (not journalists) are 

also subject to a Press Council and an industrial code of conduct. The council had 

disciplinary powers ... over the past three decades, many other laws which severely 

restrict South African journalists have been passed." 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 102) wrote: 

"The South African press is fettered by over a hundred laws that severely limit access 

to news of major public importance; further editors and journalists are subjected to 

harassment by police and to intimidation and threats from the highest levels of 

government. Moreover South African journalists and legal experts say that press 

freedom is in rapid decline and may soon disappear altogether." 

The newspapers which were members of the Newspaper Press Union were exempted from 

the Publications Act 42 of 197 4 in terms of which books, motion pictures, periodicals and all 

other publications including those of university origin were censored. 

The government closed newspapers, e.g. Weekend World and World in 1977 and Post and 

Sunday Post in 1981. It also required that a new newspaper had to register and deposit R40 

000 which could be forfeited if the publication "erred." Journalists were banned when their 
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stories or activities displeased government officials. Those particularly persecuted were black 

journalists associated with MWASA, the black journalists' trade union (Hachten & Giffard, 

1984: 103). 

Detention could be expected, especially if Section 6 of the Terrorism Act 83 of 1967 was 

invoked. Black reporters were arrested, fined and detained while covering the Soweto uprising 

in 1975 and 1976 (SARRS, 1976: 151). 

Journalists were subject to prosecution, among others under the Official Secrets Act 65 of 

1965, Terrorism Act 83of1967, Prisons Act 8of1959, Defence Act 44of1957 and Police Act 

7 of 1958. Reporters needed ministerial permission to publish any story in these important 

areas (Mathews, 1981-01-04: 1). 

Mathews (1981-01-04: 1) maintained that freedom existed for whites only but few whites 

"advocate one man, one vote or real power sharing with blacks; those that do risk 

banning and jail." 

He (1978: 227) alleged that 

"government-appointed agencies in South Africa decide on the reliability and accuracy 

of information about public affairs and proscribe allegedly distorted information in order 

to protect the authorities from embarrassment and to deny advantages to its political 

enemies ... regular bannings under the Publications Act ... (are) now emerging as a 

censorship instrument of frightening dimensions. Acting under,:its provisions the police 
(J " · 

regularly engage in 'search and seizure' operations against various organizations 

involved in publication especially student organizations. Material may be seized prior to 

publication and submitted to a committee operating in terms of the Act for a finding on 

its desirability . ..ln October 1977 the government banned eighteen organizations and a 

number of persons and newspapers, and detained numerous people under the Internal 

Security Act." 

FREEDOM ERODING LEGISLATION 

Duff (1980: 128) pointed out at the beginning of the worst era of censorship, the eighties, that 

not many South Africans were aware 
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"that at a time when the Government is placing yet further curbs on the Press, there are 

more than 90 laws which affect the Press in some way or other." 

A veritable web of legislation was spun over the years. The most important are subsequently 

listed. 

5.3.1 Corruption 

The Advocate-General Act 118 of 1979 (see Chapter 4) provided the following in section 

6(3): 

"Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in any law no person shall without 

the permission of the Advocate-General disclose to any other person the contents of 

any document in the p_ossession of the Advocate-General or of an assistant to or a 

member of the staff of the Advocate-General, or the record of any evidence given 

before the Advocate-General or an assistant to the Advocate-General during an 

inquiry." 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 120, 121) commented that this included journalists and that it 

empowered the state president 

"to make regulations providing for the secrecy in connection with matters being dealt 

with by the advocate general.. .in practice government members of Parliament may, 

when confronted with alleged corruption, merely refer the accuser to the advocate 

general." 

5.3.2 Internal Security 

The Suppression of Communism Act 44 of 1950 amended by Act 76 of 1962 (section 5) 

was repealed in 1982 by the Internal Security Act 74 of 1982, leaving out section 1(1)(d), 

"hostilities between European and non-European races." 

Duff ( 1980: 132) wrote of this Act: 

"This makes it an offence to publish anything said or written by a person listed under 

the Act or whose name appears on any list of office bearers or declared unlawful 

organisations or a person prohibited from attending gatherings. 
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"It is an offence to advocate, advise, defend or encourage the achievement of any 

object of communism. 

· "The State President may prohibit the printing, publication or dissemination of a 

newspaper or publication." 

The Explosives Act 26 of 1956 (sub-section (1A) inserted by section 2 of Act 101 of 1977) 

prohibited scares. 

Section 27(1A) contains the following: 

"Any person who in any manner -

(a) threatens or falsely alleges, knowing it to be false, that any other person intends to 

cause an explosion whereby life and property is or may be endangered or in order to 

intimidate any person; 

(b) communicates false information, knowing it to be false, regarding any explosion or 

alleged explosion or any attempt or alleged attempt thereto, 

shall be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to imprisonment without the option 

of a fine for a period of not less than three and not more than fifteen years." 

The Security Intelligence and State Security Council Act 64 of 1972: Bums (1990: 129 

footnote 57) explained that in section 3(b): 

"Security matter includes any matter which is dealt with by the National Intelligence 

Service (previously known as BOSS) or which relates to the functions of that Service or 

to the relationship existing between any person or that Service." 

The Riotous Assemblies Act 17 of 1956, 30 of 1974 (SARRS, 1974: 62) (most of it 

repealed by the Internal Security Act 74of1982). Duff (1980: 135) concluded: 

"It is an offence to convene, encourage or promote prohibited assemblies; record or 

reproduce speeches of people prohibited from attending gatherings; engender feelings 

of hostility between the races; or incite people to public violence." 
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The 1956 act deals with "hostility" between the races first addressed in the Black 

Administration Act 38of1927, and provided in section 62: 

"Any person who utters words or performs any other act with intent to cause, 

encourage or foment feelings of hostility between different population groups or parts of 

population groups in the Republic, shall be guilty to an offence and liable on conviction 

to a fine not exceeding two thousand rand or to imprisonment for a period not 

exceeding two years, or to both such fine and such imprisonment.• 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 116-117), who referred to the Black Administration Act 38 of 1927 

by its former name, the Bantu Administration Act, alleged that such laws 

"have the drawback of preventing the press from reporting many legitimate grievances 

of blacks struggling to gain political rights." 

The Unlawful Organisations Act 34 of 1960 (completely repealed by the Internal Security 

Act 74of1982), was, according to Hachten & Giffard (1984: 116), 

"enacted in 1960 to ban the two activist opposition organizations, the African National 

Congress and the Pan-Africanist Congress, both now operating in exile. This act 

proscribes newspapers from publishing ANG or PAC views whether spoken abroad or 

printed in underground pamphlets ... The state president is empowered to declare any 

body organization or group of persons an unlawful organization. The policies or 

utterances of any such listed persons may not be published." 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 115) called the Terrorism Act 83 of 1967 (section 6,)(2(1)(a), 

(completely repealed by the Internal Security Act 74of1982 except for section 7) 

"Perhaps the most feared law ... which allows for indefinite, incommunicado detention 

without habeas corpus. Though designed to deal with terrorism the act places an 

unusually wide interpretation on the meaning of terrorism which could include press 

comment and reporting. Essentially the act regards terrorism as any action which would 

endanger the maintenance of law and order or would have the effect of encouraging 

forcible resistance to the government.• 

The Internal Security Amendment Act 79of1976 amended 5 other acts: 
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the Suppression of Communism Act 44of1950 as amended 

the Parliamentary Internal Security Commission Act 67of1976 

the Civil Defence Act 67 of 1977 

the Police Amendment Act 90of1977 

the Police Amendment Act 64 of 1979 

The Internal Security Act 74 of 1982 consolidated security legislation after the Rabie 

Commission's report (1981) on security reporting. It repealed the Suppression of 

Communism Act 44 of 1950 amended by Act 76 of 1962, which silenced banned and listed 

people, who furthered "communism" (newspapers were prohibited from quoting them), as well 

as the various General Law Amendment Acts regarding security. It also tightened up the 

Official Secrets Act 65 of 1965. Newspapers had to have official clearance to report on, for 

instance, detentions. 

The Internal Security Act 7 4 of 1982 was amended by Internal Security Amendment Act 

87of1986. 

The National Key Points Act 102 of 1980, according to Hachten & Giffard (1984: 122), 

permitted the government 

"to designate certain crisis areas, such as the scene of a terrorist bombing, as off limits 

to the press ... The 1980 act was greeted with considerable outrage by both the press 

and legal authorities." 

Journalists had to be careful with regard to the Gatherings and Demonstrations Act 52 of 

1973 for as section 57(1) provided: 

"Any person who after the prohibition under section 46( 1 )(i) or (3) of a gathering -

(a) convenes it or encourages, promotes or by means of threats causes the attendance 

thereof, or presides thereat or addresses it; 
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(b) prints, publishes, distributes or in any manner circulates a notice convening it, or 

advertises it or in any other manner makes it known; or 

(c) attends it 

shall be guilty of an offence ... " 

Duff ( 1980: 131) also mentioned that this Act made it an offence to publish a notice or make 

known in any manner a gathering or demonstration prohibited in terms of the Act. 

5.3.3 Products and Resources 

In the Armaments Development and Production Act 57of1968 section 11A provided: 

"(1) No person shall disclose to any person any information in relation to the 

acquisition, supply, marketing, importation, export, development, manufacture, 

maintenance or repair of or research in connection with armaments by, for, on behalf of 

or for the benefit of the corporation or a subsidiary company, except on the written 

authority of the Minister of a person authorized thereto by the Minister .. ." 

Stuart ( 1990: 149) said that this made the section 

"wide enough to cover reports and articles contained in any of the news media, as the 

disclosure of information by one person to another is included within the act of 

publication." 

Duff ( 1980: 13) added that in the Act: 

"Stiff penalties are provided for any person (including a newspaper) who in any way 

instigates a strike among employees involved in armaments development and 

production, or incites employees to take part in or continue a strike." 

The Atomic Energy Act 90of1967, according to Hachten & Giffard (1984: 123), imposed 

"severe penalties for unauthorized publication of information about uranium or thorium 

nuclear research and many activities of the Atomic Energy Board." 
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The Nuclear Energy Act 92 of 1982 provided that, regarding "classified" information relating 

to nuclear energy, under section 68(A) 

"it is an offence to communicate, transmit or make known to any person, whether in or 

outside the Republic, or use or publish, any of the information ... " 

"or not to safeguard such information, or to endanger the secrecy" (Bell, Dewar & Hall, 

1990: 159). 

The Hazardous Substances Act 15 of 1973, section 18, made it (Hachten & Giffard 1984: 

123, 124) 

"an offense for anyone including a journalist to refuse to give information about such 

material to an inspector who demands the information or an explanation. Broadly 

speaking a hazardous substance is one which has toxic corrosive irritant radioactive or 

flammable properties or is an electric product." 

The Central Energy Fund Act 38 of 1977 was formerly called the State Oil Fund Act. 

Section 1 B provided: 

"Any person who -

(d) discloses to any unauthorized person any information in respect of a levy imposed 

under section 1A, or who allows the publication of any such information to any 

unauthorized person, 

shall be guilty of an offence .. ." 

The Petroleum Products Act 120 of 1977 and the Petroleum Products Amendment Act 

72of1978 was described by Hachten & Giffard (1984: 122) as 

"another Botha administration law restricting press coverage ... publishing without 

ministerial permission information about the source, manufacture, or storage of any 

petroleum products acquired for or in South Africa." 

Section 4A of the Act was amended in 1985 to provide that: 
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"The Minister may by regulation or by notice in writing served on any person, whether 

personally or by post, and any person authorized thereto by the Minister may by such 

notice so served, regulate in such a manner as he may deem fit, or prohibit, the 

publication, releasing, announcement, disclosure or conveyance to any person of 

information or the making of comment regarding -

(a) the source, manufacture, transportation, destination, storage, consumption, quantity 

or stock level of any petroleum product acquired or manufactured or being acquired or 

manufactured for or in the Republic; 

(b) the taking place and particulars of negotiations in respect of the acquisition of 

petroleum products for the Republic and the transportation or consumption thereof, or 

of any other business transaction in connection with some petroleum product.• 

This came after the notorious "Salem affair" which Schwella (1989: 45) described as follows: 

"When the Salem sank in 1979 off the African coast after having secretly disposed of 

her cargo of crude oil, owned by Shell and destined for Europe, speculation in Durban 

was rife that South Africa was officially involved in the fraudulent oil transaction and the 

subsequent scuttling of the tanker. Shortly after the first reports in this regard were 

published in South African newspapers, all reference to the matter was officially 

prohibited by the relevant authorities under the Petroleum Products Act, 1977. A 

meeting was also held with representatives of the Conference of Editors and an 

informal agreement was reached to stop all further publication. During this time, 

however, the incident and speculation about it received wide attention in the 

international press. Government spokesmen said among others, that the allegations 

published in the international press were not necessarily true and that the publication of 

these 'lies' were not to be allowed in South Africa." 

In addition, the Minister promulgated regulations under Government Notice R1614 of 19 July 

1985 which further limited publication and disclosure (Bell, Dewar & Hall, 1990: 157). 

The National Supplies Procurement Act 89of1970 contains secrecy provisions: 
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"BA. Prohibition of disclosure of certain information. (1) No person shall disclose to any 

person any information in relation to any goods or any service referred to in an 

arrangement or order made or issued urider section 2 or 3(1 ), or any statement, 

comment or rumour calculated directly or indirectly to convey such information or 

anything purporting to be such information, except -

(a) on the written authority of the Minister or of a controller acting subject to the 

directions of the Minister .. ." 

Duff (1980: 133) pointed out that: 

"The Minister of Industries, Commerce and Consumer Affairs may, whenever he deems 

it necessary or expedient for the security of the Republic, publish a notice in the 

Government Gazette prohibiting the disclosure of any information in relation to any 

goods or services." 

5.3.4 Broadcasting 

The Radio Act 3 of 1952 provided under section 19(1)(g) that it was an offence for any 

person to intercept 

"any radio communication other than that which he is authorised to receive, or which is 

capable of being received by means of a sound radio set, or, where such radio 

communication is involuntarily received, reproduces or communicates it to any other 

person or uses it for any other purpose whatsoever .. ." 

(Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 124) commented in this regard that: 

"In many Western nations news reporters monitor ambulance police and fire 

department signals to pick up news tips. This is not permitted in South Africa." 

The Broadcasting Act 73 of 1976 was the most significant amendment to the Radio Act. 

According to Yvonne Bums (1990: 359): 

"This Act consolidates and amends the law relating to the South African Broadcasting 

Corporation (SABC) and the control of broadcasting in the Republic ... broadcasting in 
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the Republic falls under the control of the corporation. The affairs of the corporation are 

managed and controlled by the board of the South African Broadcasting Corporation." 

Prior to 1984 the majority of programmes, excluding feature films, were not state censored as 

the SABC had its own code of conduct but as Yvonne Bums (1990: 153) pointed out 

"it is apparent that the Corporation does censor material it regards as unacceptable." 

She (1990: 352, 353) also said: 

"Freedom of expression in the field of broadcasting is limited by statutory and common

law restrictions similar to those imposed on the press and other media, namely 

restrictions in the interest of the state and the individual. For example, radio and 

television stations may not quote a person whose name appears on the consolidated 

list which is drawn up in terms of the Internal Security Act 74 of 1982. The SABC, the 

independent broadcasting stations and M-Net are liable for damages for defamatory 

statements broadcast by them, and must observe copyright provisions ... joumalists 

employed by the corporations are apparently required to adhere to a 'news code' and 

certain other regulations." 

As early as 1982 in fact, Chris Freimond reported in the Rand Daily Mail (1982-06-16: 1) that 

the Registration of Newspapers Amendment Bill withdrew the SABC's exemption from the 

terms of the Publications Act 42 of 197 4: 

"The SABC will have to submit all pre-recorded television programmes - including film 

for news broadcasts - to Government censors in terms of legislation which passed 

through Parliament last week. " 

5.3.5 Public Safety 

The Public Safety Act 3 of 1953 was amended in 1986. Yvonne Bums (1990: 88-89) said 

that this Act which 

"regulates the safety of the public and the maintenance of public order in cases of 

emergency and internal arrest, has in the past few years provided the legislative basis 

for the promulgation of a vast number of regulations pertaining to internal security 
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matters, including arrest and detention without trial and the restriction of media 

reporting of unrest activity. 

The State President may declare a state of emergency in any area where he is of the 

opinion that any action or threatened action by any person or body of persons in the 

Republic is of such a nature and extent that the safety of the public and the 

maintenance of public order is seriously threatened thereby; or that circumstances 

have arisen which seriously threaten the safety of the Republic or the maintenance of 

public order, and that the ordinary law of the land is inadequate to enable government 

to ensure the safety of the public or the maintenance of public order.• 

Three decades previously, Strauss ( 1964 : 182) had already observed that it appeared that the 

state president or minister of justice could also promulgate regulations in terms of which 

newspapers, periodicals and publications could be prohibited or censored. 

The Intimidation Act 72of1982. According to Bums (1990: 116): 

"Any person who without lawful reason, and with the intent to compel or induce a 

particular person to do or refrain from doing any act, or to assume or abandon a 

particular standpoint, and who assaults or injures or causes damage to such person, or 

threatens to kill, assault or injure or cause damage to such person or any other person, 

is guilty of an offence .. . Although the provisions of the Act do not affect the freedom of 

the media in the broad sense, they may affect the freedom of the individual journalist in 

certain instances. Where, for example, a journalist publishes an article relating to a 

public person or official, the provisions of the Act may apply to him where the article 

compels or induces that person or official to perform or abstain from performing a 

particular act. The effect is therefore that journalists may have to impose self

censorship to avoid contravening the provisions of the Act." 

5.3.6 Racial Hostility 

The Black Administration Act 38 of 1927 as amended by section 29(1) provided that 

(Strauss, 1964: 127): 
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"iemand wat woorde uiter of enige handeling verrig of ding doen met die doel om 

vyandige gevoelens tussen Bantoes en Blankes te bevorder, aan 'n misdryf skuldig en 

by veroordeling strafbaar (is) met gevangenisstraf van hoogstens een jaar, of 'n boete 

van hoogstens R200." 

The same type of statement is found in the Second General Law Amendment Act 94 of 

1974. 

5.3.7 General Law 

There were a number of General Law amendment acts regarding security. The first was the 

General Law Amendment Act 68 of 1957, followed by the Second General Law 

Amendment Act 94of1974. Duff (1980: 132) said that this 

"stipulates that any person who utters any words or performs any other act with intent 

to cause, encourage or foment feelings of hostility between different population groups 

shall be guilty of an offence." 

These laws also deal with sabotage (which is also covered by the Official Secrets Act 65 of 

1965) and according to Hachten & Giffard (1984: 115) this 

"requires that care must be taken to ensure that a news report, article, or story cannot 

be construed as incitement, instigation, or aid to endanger, among other things, the 

maintenance of public law and order." 

5.3.8 Organisations and Political Interference 

The Prohibition of Foreign Financing of Political Parties Act 5 of 1968 (which Duff called 

the Prohibition of Political Interference Act 5of1968) prohibited political parties from receiving 

money for political purposes - pertaining to organisations active in the extra-parliamentary 

field in co-operation with foreign organisations. They were to be prevented from receiving 

financial aid for foreign propaganda or ideological guidance or to finance armed aggression 

against the RSA. 

This is followed by the Affected Organisations Act 31 of 1974. Duff (1980: 129) explains 

that: 
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"This makes it an offence to ask for or canvass foreign money for or on behalf of an 

organisation declared 'affected.'" 

5.3.9 Criminal Procedure and Law 

Duff (1980:130) said with regard to the Criminal Law Amendment Act 8of1953 that 

"newspapers must examine all campaigns against laws very carefully before becoming 

associated with them in any way. It is an offence to perform unlawful acts in the course 

of such campaigns. For example: it would be an offence to comment sympathetically 

on a speech which a court found to be inflammatory.• 

The Criminal Procedure Act 56 of 1955 as amended by Act 51 of 1977 by section 205 

(revelation of sources), amended by the General Law Sixth Amendment Bill (W216B-93) 

(sections 17 and 83). 

Duff (1980: 130) says: 

"Section 83 of this Act provides for a witness to be subpoenaed to answer questions 

from a magistrate. Several journalists have been jailed under this section for refusing to 

identify their informants on the grounds that to do so would be a serious breach of their 

code of ethics as journalists." 

The Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 (section 205) was amended by the General Law 

Sixth Amendment Bill (W216B-93). 

The principle that a journalist should protect confidential sources of information was regarded 

by many journalists as "sacrosanct" (Bell, Dewar & Hall, 1990: 263). Nevertheless, in section 

205( 1) this Act provides: 

"A magistrate may, upon the request of a public prosecutor, require the attendance 

before him or any other magistrate, for examination by the public prosecutor, of any 

person who is likely to give material or relevant information as to any alleged offence, 

whether or not it is known by whom the offence was committed." 

Stuart (1990: 263) maintained that journalists often felt that section 205 was used by the 

authorities "for ulterior purposes." 
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The Steyn Commission of Enquiry into the Mass Media also admitted that it could be abused 

(Report of the Commission of Enquiry into the Mass Media Vol 1111043): 

"In our opinion a Section 205 subpoena should be applied as a last resort, and only if 

all other methods have failed." 

Stuart (1990: 264) alleged that journalists were 

"almost defenceless against any investigation into their sources under section 205." 

As they often came into possession of information or visual material that could constitute an 

offence, they were open to prosecution under a number of acts, inlcuding the emergency 

regulations. According to section 20 the State could seize anything (Bell, Dewar & Hall, 1990: 

265). 

Under section 25( 1) and (3) the police had the power to 

"enter premises in connection with State security or any offence. - (1) If it appears to a 

magistrate or justice from information on oath that there are reasonable grounds for 

believing -

(a) that the internal order of the Republic or the maintenance of law and order is likely 

to be endangered .. ." 

As journalists were subject to search and arrest in terms of the wide powers of the authorities, 

it was fairly easy, especially under the emergency regulations, to summarily deport foreign 

correspondents who had come into possession of sensitive information, on the grounds that 

they had contravened the law (Bell, Dewar & Hall, 1990: 272). 

5.3.10 The Police 

The Police Act 7of1958. Section 27B was introduced in 1979 and provides: 

"( 1) Any person who publishes any untrue matter in relation to any action by the Force 

or any part of the Force, or any member of the Force in relation to the performance of 

his functions as a member, without having reasonable grounds (the onus of proof of 
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which shall rest on such person) for believing that a statement is true, shall be guilty of 

an offence ... " 

The term "member of the Force" is defined in the Act as 

"any commissioned officer, warrant officer, non-commissioned officer or constable 

serving the South African Police in accordance with this Act and includes, except for 

the purposes of any provision of this Act in respect of which the Commissioner may 

subject to the discretion of the Minister or otherwise prescribe, any member of the 

Police reserve or the Reserve Police Force while serving in the Force and any 

temporary member while employed in the Force." 

Duff (1980: 133) wrote that the Act laid down stiff penalties - a fine of up to R10 000 and-or 

imprisonment for up to five years and that this 

"places crippling restraints on Press reportage of police irregularities. A particular 

problem is alleged police maltreatment of detainees. Any act committed in connection 

with detainees is unlikely to be observed by anybody other than policemen and it is 

inherently unlikely that they will admit to maltreatment. 

Allegations of such ill-treatment of detainees can only be published if a newspaper has 

reasonable grounds for believing what it has been told by a detainee - and he may 

have a good reason for misleading the newspaper." 

Section 27A(1) of the Act provides: 

"(1) Any person who, without the written authority of the Commissioner -

(a) makes a sketch or takes a photograph of any person who is, with a view to criminal 

proceedings, detained in lawful custody, or who is a fugitive after he has escaped from 

such custody; or 

(b) in any manner publishes or causes to be published any sketch or photograph of any 

person referred to in paragraph (a) 

... shall be guilty of an offence." 
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Joel Mervis (1979: 12) mentioned in his column Opinion in the IPI Report that Harvey Tyson, 

editor of the Johannesburg Star, had commented in a front page leader that this act belonged 

in a totalitarian state. Mervis himself said that it was 

"calculated to undermine not only the freedom of the press but also the whole structure 

of civil liberties." 

The Police Amendment Act 64of1979 (clause 9) provided that any untrue information was 

the responsibility of the individual reporter and a liaison unit was to be established for 

press-police relations. 

Further amendments came with the promulgation of, inter a/ia, the Police Amendment Act 

50of1980 and the Second Police Amendment Act 82of1980. 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 119) wrote that it provided that there could be 

"no publishing (or by radio) of any information on the police force in any action for the 

prevention of terrorist activities as referred to in section 2 of the Terrorism Act. 

"After PW Botha became prime minister in 1979, legislation restricting the press 

continued to come out of Parliament. Most oppressive was the Second Police 

Amendment Act of 1979 which extends the criteria of the Prisons Act to the reporting of 

police affairs. It makes it an offense to publish 'any untrue matte( .. the onus of proof is 

on the newspaper ... Journalists believe this law places crippling restraints on press 

reporting of police irregularities ... A particular problem is coverage of alleged police 

maltreatment of detainees, a very real issue as the Steve Biko affair demonstrated." 

5.3.11 The Railway Police 

The South African Transport Services Act 65 of 1981, as amended in 1985, contains the 

same prohibitions (Bell, Dewar & Hall, 1990: 172): 

"(i) in section 45(8), provisions in regard to the Railway Police identical to those 

contained in section 27B of the Police Act regarding publication of untrue matter; 

(ii) in section 47(7), provisions relating to photographs and sketches of prisoners 

identical to those contained in section 27 A of the Police Act except that in the 1985 
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extended definitions of "photograph', 'take' and 'publish' have not yet been incorporated 

in the South African Transport Services Act. The 'Commissioner' referred to in the latter 

Act is, presumably, the Commissioner of the South African Railways Police Force and 

not the Commissioner of the South African Police." 

5.3.12 Inquests 

The Inquests Act 58 of 1959 amended by the Inquests Amendment Act 67 of 1979. 

Section 10 of the Inquests Act 58 of 1959 provides: 

"Unless the giving of oral evidence is dispensed with under this Act, an inquest shall be 

held in public: Provided that the magistrate holding the inquest may in his discretion 

exclude from the place where the inquest is held any person whose presence thereat 

is, in his opinion, not necessary or desirable." 

If any person, in terms of section 20 of the Act, "prejudices, influences or anticipates the 

proceedings", he is guilty of an offence. 

Duff (1980: 132) remarked: 

"When this law was debated in Parliament, there were accusations from some 

Opposition MPs that it was being introduced because of Press reports about the death 

of the Black Consciousness leader, Steve Biko, which severely embarrassed the 

Government." 

5.3.13 Prisons and Prisoners 

The Prisons Act 8of1959 and Act 75of1965: 

Section 44( 1 )(n of Act 8 of 1959 provides that no "false information" is to be published about 

a prisoner. In 1985 the Act was amended to include a new definition of "photograph" as 

"any picture, image, visually perceptible depiction or any other similar representation." 

To ensure that the development of technology was taken into account, "publishing" and 

"taking" photographs were also amended to: 
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"'publish', in relation to a photograph, includes to exhibit, show, televise, represent or 

reproduce. 

"'take', in relation to a photograph, includes to perform any act which by itself or as part 

of a process or as one of a sequence of acts renders possible the production of a 

photograph." 

According to Hachten & Giffard (1984: 118): 

"The key section of this law affecting the press prohibits publication of any false 

information about the experiences in prison of any prisoner or ex-prisoner or the 

administration of any prison 'knowing this to be false' or without taking reasonable 

steps to verify such information. The burden of proving that reasonable steps were 

taken is on the accused." 

Duff ( 1980: 134) says that the Act 

"also places curbs on making a sketch or taking a photograph, without permission, of a 

prison or a prisoner or the burial of an executed person." 

5.3.14 Official Secrets 

The Official Secrets Act 16 of 1956 and amendments (Official Secrets Amendment Bill in 

1974) were repealed and replaced by the Protection of Information Act 84of1982, section 

1 (1) (a) to (c), section 3(2)(b). This includes police matters and security matters (also the 

Bureau of State Security). Of special significance to journalists are sections 1, 3, 4 and 5(2) of 

Act 84 of 1982. 

Mathews ( 1975: 357) said with regard to the Bureau of State Security that it was 

"itself blanketed in secrecy ... if security covers any conceivable thing relating to security 

and police matter covers every conceivable thing relating to the maintenance of law 

and order, it will be a simple, mechanical matter to prove that the accused knew or 

should have known that he was communicating police or security information." 

Mathews (1975: 359) therefore alleged that: 
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"If applied to the letter, the Official Secrets Act, and other laws enforcing secrecy, would 

make possible what has been achieved in some totalitarian societies - the propagation 

of an official ideology in a vacuum of information." 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 117) remarked that the Official Secrets Act 16of1956 

"proscribes the communication of anything relating to munitions of war or any military, 

police, or security matter to any persons or for any purpose prejudicial to the safety or 

interests of the Republic. Penalties are severe, up to fifteen years' 

imprisonment...severe restraints on reporting anything to do with security .. .in 

conjunction with the Defence Act of 1957, (it) drops a curtain of secrecy over all military 

and naval movements in South Africa, a curtain that cannot be drawn without the 

permission of the minister of defence or some authorized deputy ... Newspapers also 

cannot publish stories which might 'alarm or depress' the public." 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 121 , 122) then pointed out that the Protection of Information Act 

84of1982 took the secrecy even further and 

"provided for several wide restrictions on the public's right to information ... (and) restricts 

the ability of the press to report security arrests ... The government's first application of 

the new law involved the news reports that South Africa's secret service was involved 

in the aborted attempt to overthrow the Seychelles government in 1981." 

The Defence Act 44 of 1957 (see Chapter 6) had specific secrecy clauses and Duff (1980: 

131) remarked the following: 

"This virtually drops a curtain of secrecy over all military and naval movements in South 

Africa, a curtain which cannot be lifted without the permission of the Minister of 

Defence or some authorised deputy. 

"Section 118 of the Act also forbids the publication, without permission, of any 

statement, comment or rumour in relation to any member of the South African Defence 

Force or any force of a foreign country, calculated to prejudice or embarrass the 

Government in its foreign relations or to alarm or depress members of the public." 

5.3.15 Newspapers 
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The Newspaper and Imprint Registration Act 63of1971: 

In terms of section 15 of the Internal Security Act 7 4 of 1982: 

"( 1) No newspaper shall be registered under the Newspaper and Imprint Registration 

Act, 1971 (Act No. 63of1971)-

(a) unless a period of twenty-one days has expired after the date on which the 

application for such registration was received by the Director-General: Internal Affairs; 

and 

(b) unless the proprietor of such newspaper deposits with the Minister of Internal Affairs 

such amount not exceeding forty thousand rand as the Minister may within the said 

period determine whenever he is not satisfied that a prohibition under section 5 will not 

at any time become necessary in respect of such a newspaper." 

Vrye Weekblad, an alternative newspaper, was required to deposit R30 000 in 1988, whereas 

The New African deposited R2 000 in 1989 (Bell, Dewar & Hall, 1990: 14). 

According to Bums (1990: 340): 

"Although the Newspaper Imprint and Registration Act does not place any undue 

burdens on newspapers which have already been registered, the requirement of 

payment of a substantial deposit prior to publication of a newspaper could place a 

heavy burden on the proprietor, particularly with regard to the forfeiture of the deposit. 

"The deposit ensures that the newspaper is published for a bona fide purpose and that 

the minister's standards with regard to any 'threat' to the security of the state are 

complied with, under threat of forfeiture." 

Bums commented (1990: 285) with regard to the Registration of Newspapers Amendment 

Act 98of1982 that it would, if it came into operation, 

"have serious consequences for the newspaper industry, in that the provisions of the 

Act require all newspapers to submit to disciplinary control - either via internal 

disciplinary control acceptable to government or via the Publications Act...control via 
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the Publications Act could entail serious consequences for newspapers, since the Act 

prohibits the publication of 'undesirable matter', which is a very wide term." 

She (1990: 344) continued: 

"This amendment Act will thus force the newspaper to submit to internal censorship (as 

well as a measure of self-censorship) to avoid de-registration." 

5.3.16 The Post Office 

In terms of the Post Office Act 44 of 1958 and of section 7 of the Radio Act 3 of 1952, the 

South African Broadcasting Corporation (Bums, 1990: 362) 

"may not, by virtue of the powers conferred upon it by the Broadcasting Act, do 

anything for which a licence is required ... unless it has obtained the licence in question 

and complies with the conditions." 

5.3.17 Parliament 

The Powers and Privileges of Parliament Act 91 of 1963, section 2, provided that (also 

described by Bums (1990: 214 fn 53)): 

"There shall be freedom of speech and debate on proceedings in or before Parliament 

and any committee, and such freedom shall not be liable to be impeached or 

questioned in any court or place outside Parliament." 

The Parliamentary Internal Security Commission Act 67 of 1976 (see 5.3.2 - Internal 

Security). 

Bums (1990: 159-160) remarked with regard to the Powers and Privileges of the 

President's Council Act 103of1981: 

"In terms of Act 91 of 1963 (the Powers and Privileges of Parliament) the statements by 

members of the three Houses of Parliament are absolutely privileged and they cannot 

be held liable for their statements made in Parliament. Section 2 of the Powers and 

Privileges of the President's Council Act 103 of 1981 extends this privilege to the 

President's Council." 
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5.3.18 Publications 

The Publications Act 42 of 1974 (amended by 79 of 1977, 109 of 1978 and 44 of 1979). 

Duff (1980: 134) pointed out: 

"Newspapers which are members of the Newspaper Press Union are largely excluded 

from the restrictions imposed by this Act. But it would be an offence for them to publish 

a frame from a sequence in a film which has been declared undesirable or a film which 

has not been approved yet by a Directorate of Publications committee. 

"In terms of this Act, publications which are not Newspaper Press Union members face 

prohibitions on the publication of undesirable material." 

This Act is dealt with in detail in paragraph 5.4. 

5.3.19 Electoral Matters 

The Electoral Act 45 of 1979 amended the Electoral Consolidation Act of 1946. According to 

Burns (1990: 313): 

"In terms of section 141 of the Electoral Act 45 of 1979, every bill, placard, poster, 

pamphlet, circular or other printed matter referring to an election must bear on the face 

of it the name and address of the printer and publisher, and no person shall print, 

publish or post or cause to be printed, published or posted any such printed matter, in 

the absence of the name and address of the printer and publisher. 

"Section 141 (3) is directly relevant to the newspaper industry since the proprietor and 

publisher of every newspaper must print the word 'advertisement' as a headline to each 

article or paragraph in the newspaper containing electoral matter, where the insertion is 

to be paid for or for which any reward or compensation or promise of reward or 

compensation is or is to be made. 

"Every report, letter, article, bill, placard, poster, pamphlet, circular, cartoon, or other 

printed matter which on the face of it, is intended or calculated to affect the result of an 

election, is inserted in any newspaper or otherwise produced and is published in the 

Republic, on or after the date of commencement of such election, must carry the full 
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name and address of the person by whom such newspaper article was written or 

produced (s 141(5))." 

Alteration by the editor had to be signed by the editor and where two or more people reported 

on a public meeting, their names and addresses had to be provided. 

Duff (1980: 131) said that the Act prohibited 

"the conducting of opinion polls after nomination day in an election to the House of 

Assembly or a provincial council, or the publishing after nomination day of the results of 

any opinion poll conducted beforehand." 

The Referendums Act 108 of 1983. According to Bums (1990: 315) section 10 of the 

Referendums Act 108 of 1983 provides that the name and address of the printer and 

publisher shall be on any printed matter and that the 

"proprietor and publisher of every newspaper shall cause the word 'advertisement' to 

be printed as a headline to each article or paragraph in his newspaper containing 

referendum matter the insertion of which is or is to be paid for or for which any reward 

or compensation or promise of reward or compensation is to be made. 

"Full names and addresses of any writer/s of newspaper articles must be provided, 

together with a statement that they were responsible for the article in the issue." 

5.3.20 Commissions 

The Commissions Act 8of1947, which, according to Duff (1980: 130) 

"provides for regulations which can place wide-ranging curbs on Press coverage of the 

work of commissions. Among the regulations are those which relate to the right to 

attend sittings of commissions, access to records of commissions, the preservation of 

secrecy, the prevention of disclosure of the identity of witnesses and the prevention of 

proceedings or findings of a commission being prejudiced, influenced or anticipated." 

5.3.21 Emergency Regulations Pertaining to the Media 

(See Appendices D to G) 
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REGULATIONS IN TERMS OF THE PUBLIC SAFETY ACT 3of1953: 

These regulations are set out in Appendices D to G. 

APPENDIX D: Proclamation R.208, 1986: Government Gazette 10004, dated 2 November 

1985. 

APPENDIX E: Proclamation R.109, 1986: Government Gazette 10280, dated 12 June 1986. 

APPENDIX F: Proclamation R.224, 1986: Government Gazette 10541, dated 11 December 

1986. 

APPENDIX G: Proclamation R.97, 1987: Government Gazette 10772, dated 11June1987 

(In 1993 there would be the Abolition of Restrictions of Free Political Activity Bill 

(W2178-93). The Abolition Act would remove some restrictions on the media, also three key 

sections of the Publications Act.) 

5.3.22 The Sub Judice Rule 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 124) said that the term sub judice also inhibited press 

coverage: "Once a case comes before a judge, the press cannot comment on it. After 

the death of Steve Biko in police custody, inquests were ruled to be also sub judice." 

5.4 EFFECTS OF PUBLICATIONS CONTROL 

5.4.1 Censorship and Control of Publications 

State control of the arts and freedom of expression have always been in conflict but this 

conflict has existed since authority was first vested in the state. 

In 1963 a national statutory control body was created in South Africa under the Publications 

and Entertainments Act 26 of 1963, providing a legislative framework for judging the merits 

and demerits of material. This Act was repealed and replaced by the Publications Act 42 of 

1974. 

There are three autonomous controlling bodies under the Publications Act, viz. the Directorate 

of Publications, which forms the administrative arm, publications committees, which decide on 
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the first level, and the Publications Appeal Board (PAS) which, according to Van Rooyen 

(1987: 6-7) 

"decides matters which are brought on appeal against decisions of the committees. No 

avenue for appeal to the Supreme Court exists, and reviews of the PAS must be heard 

by three judges of the Supreme Court .. . The Minister of Home Affairs, who is the 

minister responsible for the Publications Act, has no powers in regard to the 

adjudication process itself ... the fourteen members of the PAS are appointed by the 

State President. The chairman of the Soard ... must be a judge or an experienced 

lawyer ... Generally there is no pre-censorship on publications. When, however, the 

Director receives a complaint he must, once he has been convinced that the publication 

is not exempt from the Publications Act, refer it to a committee ... When a committee 

finds material undesirable the person who has submitted the material, or financially 

interested parties in a publication or public entertainment, or the directorate may appeal 

to the PAS against the committee's decision." 

Various amendments of the Publications Act 42 of 1974 have taken place. It would be 

amended by 79of1977, 109of1978 and 44of1979. 

Strauss (1979: 118) was of the opinion that no other single measure in the country had a 

greater direct influence on the freedom of publication than the Publications Act 42 of 197 4. 

Mathews ( 1980: 23) mentioned that other laws relating to official secrets and such referred to 

official information, but the Publications Act had achieved 

"an enormous extension of the censorship of information (by controlling) privately 

generated as well as official information ... the authorities have closed the net entirely 

and all factual material is potentially subject to control. n 

Although the Publications Act 42 of 197 4 and its amendments as well as decisions of the 

Publications Appeal Board up to the end of 1986 controlled censorship, it was also to be 

found in other Acts, such as the Internal Security Act 44 of 1950 and the Emergency 

Regulations. 

Hachten & Giffard (1985: 27) maintained: 
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"The censorship of literature, films, and various forms of creative expression has long 

since been an integral part of the maintenance first of white domination and then 

apartheid and of the failing attempt to promulgate the morality of the Afrikaner brand of 

Christianity. " 

Novelist Nadine Gordimer (1981: 27) wrote: 

"We shall not be rid of censorship until we are rid of apartheid. Censorship is the arm of 

mind control and as necessary to maintain a racist regime as that other arm of internal 

repression, the secret police." 

A student of censorship, Dorothy Driver (1980: 10) had similar views: 

"Censorship in South Africa is part of apartheid; it is an authoritarian strategy that 

imposes on the public an ideology that is Calvinist, capitalist, racist and increasingly 

militaristic." 

According to South Africa's best known and most prolific Afrikaans writer, Andre P. Brink 

(1980: 16) 

"the history of censorship in South Africa upholds the belief that it is primarily a political 

weapon." 

In South Africa the framework of control is to be found in the wording of the Publications Act 

42of1974 (Van Rooyen, 1987: 3). 

5.4.1.1 Forms of control 

In 1980 JH (Lammie) Snyman stepped down as Chairman of the Appeal Board and was 

succeeded by JWC (Kobus) van Rooyen, Professor of Criminal Law at the University of 

Pretoria. Van Rooyen is the author of two books on the South African censorship system: 

Pub/ikasiebeheer in Suid-Afrika ( 1978) and Censorship in South Africa ( 1987). 

Under Snyman the Appeal Board had (Bums, 1990: 152) 

"adopted a strict and rather conservative approach towards the regulation of 

'undesirable' matter .. . a more tolerant approach to the control of material began to 
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emerge after 1978. This tolerance may be attributed to a number of factors including 

the amendment to the Act in 1978 which specifically recognised literary value, and the 

fact that Professor Kobus van Rooyen was appointed Chairman of the Appeal Board. 

The more liberal approach adopted by Van Rooyen was already noticeable in the 

1970s when he acted as Vice-Chairman." 

The author, JM Coetzee (1990: 1), said of Van Rooyen that he was 

"by no means an ideologue but rather a lawyer and civil servant concerned that the law 

should be rationally and consistently interpreted and equitably applied. If we wish to 

study the South African system of publication control...there is no better place to start 

than with Van Rooyen's exposition of its workings." 

Van Rooyen (1987: 4) set out the forms of control as 

"self-control, direct control by criminal law, and administrative control backed up by 

criminal law; 

"self-control within professions with their own disciplinary codes in regard to matters 

such as the standards of fair reporting, moral and religious issues, works well...ln South 

Africa the Newspaper Press Union has its own media council...in South Africa not all 

newspapers are members of the press union, and foreign press and magazine 

companies are naturally not members. Newspapers produced by press union members 

do not fall within the ambit of the Publications Act. Up until 1 May 1984 the television 

service of the SABC was not subject to the Publications Act. In the light of the SABC's 

own strict code of conduct the Director of Publications has, however, exempted most 

SABC programmes from the Act.. .The SABC also has its own board of governors which 

is appointed by the State President, and although it reports to Parliament, it is by law 

an independent organization ... (they) come under heavy criticism from time to time in 

regard to their alleged association with the government of the day." 

Van Rooyen (1987: 5-6) wrote that direct control by way of criminal law which can ban a 

publication by way of administrative process works well "when applied properly." He also 

pointed out that 
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"administrative bodies have been accused of bias and of being part of the 

government's machinery to suppress criticism . ..ln the field of state security and 

strategic information a number of statutes exist which prohibit publication, under 

sanction of criminal law. Although these statutes have been the target of heavy 

criticism from the press and from lawyers, the matter has often been resolved by 

agreement with the press and the police, military and prisons departments, all of which 

have liaison officers. Although this arrangement serves to ease the tension, the matter 

remains controversial, especially in those instances where absolute prohibitions exist, 

for example where persons listed under the Internal Security Act of 1982 may not be 

quoted without the permission of the Minister of Law and Order. In addition certain 

powers in regard to foreign journalists are vested in the Minister of Home Affairs 

(section 8 of the Aliens Act 1937)." 

5.4.1.2 Criteria for Censorship 

The criteria and guidelines set out in Section 47(2) of the Publications Act 42 of 1974 

provide that when 

"a publication or object, film or public entertainment, or any part thereof 

(a) is indecent or obscene or offensive or harmful to public morals; 

(b) is blasphemous or is offensive to the religious convictions or feelings of any section 

of the inhabitants of the Republic; 

(c) brings any section of the inhabitants of the Republic into ridicule or contempt; 

(d) is harmful to the relations between any sections of the inhabitants of the Republic; 

(e) is prejudicial to the safety of the state, the general welfare or the peace and good 

order; 

(~ discloses with reference to any judicial proceedings 

(i) any matter which is indecent or obscene or is offensive or harmful to public morals; 
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(ii) any indecent or obscene medical, surgical or physiological details, the disclosure 

of which is likely to be offensive or harmful to public morals, 

it is deemed to be undesirable." 

Van Rooyen (1987: 8) described the Publications Appeal Board as "hierarchically the highest 

body within the Publications Act" which had to interpret the meaning so as to give effect to the 

intention of the legislature. 

He quoted the dictum of Justice JA Rumpff in the case of Heinemann 1965 (4) SA 137 (A): 

"The freedom of speech - which includes the freedom to print - is a facet of civilisation 

which always presents two wellknown inherent traits. The one consists of the constant 

desire of some to abuse it. The other is the inclination of those who want to protect it to 

repress more than is necessary." 

Van Rooyen (1987: 8) was of the opinion that the Act also had to be interpreted in the light of 

the common law which "recognizes freedom of expression and religion ." 

By 1987 he (Van Rooyen, 1987: 11) could come to the conclusion that control in the field of 

state security had become more realistic as a consequence of the realisation that the Act is 

applicable 

"only when the potential harm is real; much has been learnt from the American 'clear 

and present danger' doctrine. The board has also realized - as has been substantiated 

by various reports by experts - that an absolutist approach in this field is 

counterproductive, so that the expression of grievances often acts as a safety valve for 

pent-up feelings." 

In the seventies there was little political dialogue with blacks, but this increased until it 

became a regular occurrence. In the eighties a new set of guidelines was laid down with 

regard to protest literature by black authors. Van Rooyen (1987: 16) wrote: 

"A new policy allowing for strong protest in novels and films has been adopted, and this 

is based on the philosophy that it is often in the interests of state security to permit the 

expression of pent-up feelings and grievances." 
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5.4.1 .3 Public Safety and Pre-Censorship 

Van Rooyen (1987: 19) mentioned that although the commissioner of police was so 

empowered by the Emergency Regulations promulgated under the Public Safety Act in 1985, 

he did not institute pre-censorship, 

"instead he made a appeal to the press to act responsibly. When it appeared, however, 

that the mere presence of TV cameras in some instances acted as a catalyst for 

violence, cameras were prohibited from the areas in which a state of emergency was 

declared." 

In September 1985 a Newsweek reporter's work permit was cancelled by the Minister of 

Home Affairs and this decision was said to be based on "one-sided articles" on the state of 

emergency. 

With the 12 June 1986 declaration of a state of emergency some limitations were imposed on 

the press. These limitations consisted of direct control by way of criminal law of subversive 

statements, as defined by the regulations, which also authorised the Minister of Law and 

Order to seize and prohibit publications which, in his opinion, contained subversive material. 

These powers of the Minister were invalidated by the Natal Supreme Court (Natal 

Newspapers (Pty) Ltd v The State President and another 1986 ( 4) SA 1109 (N) ) on grounds 

of their being ultra vires the authorising Public Safety Act. 

On 11 December 1986 pre-censorship was, however, imposed by way of regulations under 

the same Act in regard to a number of subjects concerning the safety of the public and the 

maintenance of law and order. Van Rooyen (1987: 20) pointed out that permission for 

publication had be granted by a minister, deputy-minister, a member of the minister's council 

or a spokesman for the government: 

"The Minister of Home Affairs is also authorized to prohibit for a maximum period of 

three months the publishing of a publication which has contravened the said 

regulations, further publishing of which, in his opinion, endangers the safety of the 

public or the maintenance of law and order. The regulation does not apply to the 

reporting of parliamentary debates or the dissemination of material by bona fide 

libraries." 
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Under the Publications Act 42 of 1974 as amended, the Terms of Office, according to Van 

Rooyen (1987: 21) were as follows: 

"The Directorate of Publications ... is appointed by the Minister of Home Affairs (s 2). 

The members of the publications committees are appointed for the adjudication of a 

specific case by the directorate from a list designated by the minister (s 4). The 

chairman of the PAB is appointed by the State President for a term of five years (s 35). 

The PAS is appointed from a list of thirteen members designated by the State 

President (s 35), and their term of office is determined by him. The PAS is advised by a 

committee of experts on the literary, dramatic and artistic merits of a work (s 35). The 

term of office of the directorate is determined by the minister and the term of 

committees and the committee of experts is three years. " 

As far as complaints and applications were concerned, Van Rooyen (1987: 22) explained that 

"once the directorate is satisfied that a publication or object is not exempt from the 

Act...it has no further discretion and is bound to refer without delay to a committee 

which it appoints from the list designated by the minister (s 11 (1) (b)." 

The Act defines "publication or object" and excludes from this category newspapers published 

by a Press Union member (section 47 (1 )). In section 28 the directorate is said to be "the 

custodian of all films." 

Van Rooyen (1987: 30) quoted section 9 (2): 

"When a committee finds a periodical published in the Republic to be undesirable it 

may prohibit its future distribution except under the authority of a permit, and may at 

any time withdraw this prohibition. This prohibition may only be reinstated if a further 

edition is found to be undesirable." 

He said that the PAB had held that committees may impose this kind of restriction only in a 

time of war or martial law (Saspu National 105/83). A state of emergency declared under the 

Public Safety Act (3 of 1953) would probably also justify such pre-censorship. He (1987:30) 

added: 
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"But since pre-censorship smacks of dictatorial rule this power should, even in the 

circumstances described above, be the last resort after all other remedies have been 

exhausted. n 

As from 1987 committees (section 9 (4A)) were also authorised to impose conditions on the 

distribution of a publication or object. Before, only the PAB could do this. 

5.4.1.4 Contempt, Race Relations and Security 

Paragraphs (c), (d) and (e) of section 47(2) deal with state security. With regard to these, Van 

Rooyen (1987: 99) wrote: 

"The PAB has indicated that the underlying intention in these paragraphs is the public 

interest, in so far as security or related matters are concerned . ..ln so far as paragraph 

(e) is concerned, the very nature of the freedom of the press as a means of 

communication and as a safety valve for pent-up feelings has obviously led to this 

provision which limits matter that 'is' prejudicial to the safety of the state only. This 

means that the mere publication of unacceptable or alien ideology would be insufficient 

for a finding of undesirability and that the strongest forms of criticism against the 

government of the day are legal even if such criticism might bring down the 

government. There is, however, the proviso that such criticism should not make out an 

effective case for the overthrow of the government or the existing order by way of 

extra-constitutional means such as violence, sabotage, terrorism, high treason, and the 

like, neither should it contribute to this cause." 

The Act deals with "bringing a section into ridicule or contempt" and Van Rooyen (1987: 90) 

declared that the PAB applied the standard of the average adult member. 

As far as paragraph (e) is concerned, Van Rooyen (1987: 100) said that 

"the PAB has held that the legislature, the government and the Cabinet, the police, 

psychiatrists, the Broederbond and the Rapportryers are not 'sections.'" 

He wrote that the meanings of the terms "ridiculing" or "bringing into contempt" were 

circumscribed and that "ordinary scorn or political criticism" was not sufficient for a finding of 

undesirability: 
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"The material must be degrading, humiliating or ignominious for such a finding." 

Before 1980 some cuts were made in films and some books were found to be undesirable on 

these grounds. Van Rooyen (1987: 117-118) mentioned the instances, saying that 

"all had a bearing on derogatory language used against either blacks or whites. Not all 

these instances would at present be regarded as undesirable, however, not because 

less respect exists for each section but simply because freedom of speech among 

groups and public understanding of literary conventions have increased." 

Nadine Gordimer's banned novel, Burger's Daughter, was said to have "anti-white 

sentiments." Rumours of Rain and A Dry White Season by Andre P. Brink were criticised for 

being critical of the Afrikaner and his politics. Van Rooyen (1987: 101) wrote of the television 

series Roots that it was found to be undesirable 

"because the PAS was of the view that this series, which dealt with the history of 

slavery in the United States, would in circumstances of unrest engender animosity on 

the part of blacks towards whites; the Board reasoned that South African blacks would 

be likely to identify with the American slaves who were according to the film at times 

subjected to torture. Some scenes also brought whites into contempt...(yet) ... ln 

1986 ... on resubmission Roots was found not to be undesirable." 

Van Rooyen (1987: 102) explained the interpretation of black/white issues by the PAS: 

"Few people would deny that relations between sections of the population, especially 

between black and white, are at the very basis of South African politics. The legislature 

has over the years enacted laws which make it an offence to harm these relations. The 

problem is - as has in recent years been acknowledged by various government 

spokesmen - that the legislature has through some of its own legislation and the 

application thereof given cause for deterioration in these relations. The government is 

at present attempting to erase as many discriminatory measures as it deems fit. All 

these laws have, however, given rise to a multitude of publications, whether by way of 

novels, monographs, or pamphlets, in which the laws themselves and the government's 

policy in regard to blacks are attacked. Films have also, either directly by way of 

propaganda based on selected material or by way of docu-drama or fiction, dealt with 
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matters such as forced removals, detention without trial, racial prejudice and the 

injustices caused by the now repealed s 16 of the Immorality Act which criminalized sex 

across the colour bar.• 

He (1987: 102, 103) also emphasised that freedom of expression was rooted in common law 

and that it had been strengthened by western democratic thinking during the last two 

centuries. Consequently 

"the PAB has ... held that since the term 'harmfulness' in s 47(2)(d) is rather vague it 

should be interpreted in the light of the common law and obvious practical necessity, 

which makes the communication of grievances - political or otherwise - even though 

these may be one-sided, the very life-line of a heterogeneous, multiracial 

society-in-transition such as our own. Before a publication may be found to be 

undesirable ... it must be clear that it is likely to engender or contribute to animosity 

between sections ... 

"The animosity generated must be of such a nature that it is likely to erupt into or 

contribute towards hostilities, thus affecting public order, the consideration which 

underlies this paragraph (Pace 191/83)." 

As far as state security is· concerned, section 47(2)(e) of the Publications Act provides that 

matter is deemed to be undesirable if it is prejudicial to the safety of the state, general 

welfare, or peace and good order. Van Rooyen (1987: 105) maintained that 

"criticism has justifiably been levelled at the PAB for not having conclusively defined 

any of these terms." 

He (1987: 105) referred to Pretorius's (1986: 279) doctoral thesis titled Die begrip openbare 

be/ang en burgervryheidsbeperking (UOFS) and said that 

"on the other hand it is clear from various judgements of the PAB that all of these terms 

must be understood to relate to the overall political system as distinct from the policy of 

the government of the day and that of other political parties." 

A publication was supposed (Van Rooyen 1987: 105-106) to 
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"pose a real threat. A real threat will be found to exist only if a substantial number of 

likely readers are likely to be more predisposed to violence than they would have been 

prior to having read a particular publication .' It would seem that the interests protected 

by this paragraph are related to a society which is free of political violence. Thus if a 

publication demonstrably promotes political violence the said interests are violated. At 

times, of course, the violation may take the form of an indirect promotion of violence. 

This would, for example, be the case where a call to protest by way of a gathering is 

deemed likely to lead to violence. It goes without saying that an adjudicator must be 

wary of coming to the latter conclusion in the light of the opposing interests of freedom 

of movement and freedom of expression as well as the obvious difficulties which arise 

in establishing whether the likelihood of violence does indeed exist." 

He (1987: 106) maintained that, to establish whether material is prejudicial, it is necessary to 

take the following aspects into account which may have a bearing on freedom of speech or on 

the question of the interpretation and reaction of the likely reader: 

"The airing of pent-up frustrations acts as a safety valve and at times as a means of 

communication with the authorities. Over-reaction by adjudicators may itself pose a 

threat to security. Harsh and derogatory language is a feature of the political arena. 

The security of the state is not so fragile that the slightest ripple in the sea of political 

debate and rhetoric will be prejudicial to it. A free market-place of ideas is a typical 

feature of democracy." 

Huntington (1973: 53) was of the opinion that economically developed countries were more 

stable and had "higher rates of growth than economically less developed countries." 

Therefore a society which was undergoing change and development was more vulnerable 

than a stable, developed society. 

South Africa is a developing country, with attendant instability. In times of war or a similar 

situation the law does not change, but those interests protected by the law may be regarded 

as being more vulnerable than usual and the likely reader as being more impressionable. 

At such times, Van Rooyen (1987: 106) wrote, the State President could also institute stricter 

forms of control under the Public Safety Act 3 of 1953 and he did so during the state of 

emergency declared in June 1986. Van Rooyen added: 
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"The publications committees and the Publications Appeal Board are arbiters whose 

function is not to restore order or to defend the country, but to strike a balance between 

the opposing interests." 

5.4.2 Guidelines of the Late Eighties 

Van Rooyen (1987: 107-110) emphasised in his setting out of the guidelines taken into 

account in censorship that the motives of the writer, producer or distributor or the reader of a 

book may not be taken into account. It is the book and its effect on the likely reader that must 

be judged. 

The mere fact that anti-government emotions are voiced is not sufficient for a finding of 

undesirability. "Mere sympathy with socialism, communism or prohibited organizations is not 

sufficient." However, the emergency regulations of January 1987 would be applicable in the 

latter case. 

One-sidedness as such is not sufficient. 

Mere reference to or sympathy with the Freedom Charter is not sufficient. 

The "clenched fist sign" is not undesirable as such because it has "lost its inciting effect." 

Blacks had few political platforms and therefore it was of the utmost importance that they 

should have had a means of communication. Mere criticism of the military or the police was 

insufficient. Even if the criticism was false or one-sided it was not undesirable as such. The 

Police Act 7 of 1958, however, requires the existence of reasonable grounds for believing that 

statements concerning the police are true. 

The use of "emotionally loaded words within the context of revolution", such as "suffer", 

"oppressed", "struggle", is an aggravating factor, but such use is not undesirable per se. The 

"excessive use" of such words may, however, in certain contexts, lead to a finding of 

undesirability. 

Neither reference to nor the quoting of listed persons is undesirable. To quote a listed person 

is, of course, a contravention of the Internal Security Act 7 4 of 1982. According to the 11 
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December 1986 emergency regulations this Act has its own sphere of application in that 

persons being detained without trial may also not be quoted without prior consent. 

The "mere call for a boycott or a strike - even an unlawful strike" - is not undesirable in terms 

of the Publications Act, but the emergency regulations of 12 June 1986 and of 11 December 

1986 will be applicable. (However, see regulation 10 of the state of emergency regulations 

promulgated on 12 June 1986 which forbids incitement to a boycott, disinvestment, a strike 

and certain other activities.) 

The mere fact that people could petition for the release of a prisoner such as Nelson Mandela 

is not undesirable, but it may amount to a contravention of the 11 December 1986 regulations 

as amplified in January 1987. 

The plea that political objections to military service should be allowed by Parliament is not 

undesirable as such; the emergency regulations of 12 June 1986 and 11 December 1986 

may be applicable, however. 

Mere speculation about a future black government which may take over by means of violence 

at some future date is not undesirable as such; the emergency regulations of 11 December 

1986 as amplified in January 1987 may, however, be applicable. 

The reporting of illegal acts, such as riots, is not undesirable as such even if the reporting is 

one-sided. The one-sidedness could, however, be an aggravating circumstance; the 

emergency regulations of 11 December 1986 prohibit the presence of journalists at, the taking 

of photographs, etc. and the making of sound-recordings of unrest. 

The mere call for one man, one vote within a unitary state is not undesirable. 

The fact that material may be familiar as a result of earlier press or radio coverage is a factor 

which must be taken into consideration when ascertaining what the reaction of the likely 

reader might be. If material has had a fair amount of public exposure it is unlikely that such 

material will have a great deal of influence on the likely reader. 

The expression of grievances is of utmost importance. This was recognized by the Supreme 

Court in S v Buthelezi & others (unreported Durban case no CC 165/82): 
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"That the black people of this country have real and legitimate grievances may 

sometimes be expressed in a violent way ... Leading South Africans of all communities 

and shades of opinion, South Africans holding responsible office, have said as much 

time and again." 

5.4.3 Fighting Corruption in South Africa 

Dr Andries Treumicht who broke away from the National Party in the early eighties, told a 

Dutch Reformed Church congress in Pretoria in 1970 that the corruption of South Africa with 

filth was tantamount to "handing South Africa to the communists" (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 

156). 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 156) also wrote that censorship 

"of books, motion pictures, plays and live performances, and various publications (as 

well as postpublication censorship) has in recent years been authorized by two statutes 

- the Publications and Entertainments Act of 1963 and its revision, the Publications Act 

of 1974 - and applied by an elaborate bureaucracy ... newspapers and publications in 

general have long been subjected to censorship in the broad sense through numerous 

laws, particularly the Internal Security Act of 1950, which was designed to control 

political writings but has also been used to suppress a good deal of creative writing and 

to censor by banning both publications and writers. n 

There was to be an increased intolerance of "dissident" political expression (Hachten & 

Giffard, 1984: 157) 

"especially as it may relate to black nationalism or any expression of black political 

aims. Two recognised experts of censorship, John Dugard and Anthony Mathews, both 

respected law professors, have noted a clear trend of increasing political censorship. 

Unquestionably, the apparatus of censorship is still very much intact and the ruling 

Afrikaner elite would not hesitate to suppress any ideas deemed threatening to its 

continued dominance." 

Dugard is quoted (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 158) as saying: 
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"In order to ensure isolation from the views and lifestyles of the modem world there is a 

comprehensive system of censorship covering both literary works and entertainment. In 

other words, the purpose of censorship is tb retard social change and to maintain the 

status quo, but the gradual secularization and detribalization of the Afrikaner has, to 

some extent, led to an easing of these controls." 

In 1980 Dugard pointed out that there had since 1978 been a dramatic increase in the 

number of works declared "undesirable" on political grounds under the 197 4 revision. 

Newspapers, particularly student newspapers, were increasingly being banned, as were other 

publications, foreign and local (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 158): 

"'In this way,' Dugard said, 'South Africans are being denied access to the writings of 

persons propagating views radically opposed to the status quo. Without such 

information, however, there can be no real debate in South Africa, and no effective 

planning for the future.'" 

Mathews (1980: 22-23) saw an ominous trend developing from the 1974 censorship revision: 

"There has been a decided expansion of censorship ... into the social and political 

arena ... The other laws, such as those relating to official secrets, defence, prisons, and 

police, refer in the main (but not exclusively) to official information - information, that is, 

held by or emanating from an official source .. . By extending control to private 

information, the authorities have closed the net entirely and all factual information is 

potentially subject to control. " 

Andre Brink's Kennis van die Aand won an award for the best Afrikaans novel in 1973 but it 

dealt with interracial sex and police brutality and was banned in 197 4. The banning created 

an uproar in Afrikaans literary circles. 

Hach ten & Giffard ( 1984: 168-169) wrote with regard to political censorship that Dugard 

detected 

"some subtle and significant changes in matters relating to race relations and the safety 

of the state. Historically, the state has not hesitated to crack down on literary works 
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sharply critical of police and security forces or the whole apartheid apparatus ... or that 

contained any sympathetic portrayals of black nationalism or black activists." 

By the late 1970s the Appeal Board had changed its approach. Driver (1980: 11) called 

Chairman of the Appeal Board, Kobus van Rooyen, who had taken over in 1978, "apparently 

more lenient." In 1979 the banning of Nadine Gordimer's Burger's Daughter and Andre Brink's 

Rumours of Rain and A Dry White Season were overturned on appeals. The Appeal Board 

had decided that (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 169) 

"political criticism formed part of South African political life and that the reasonable 

reader was aware of this and would read the books in that light." 

Driver ( 1980: 11) maintained that at this time censorship was 

"being carefully honed to minimize the amount of criticism from articulate and well

established spokesmen and to maximize the possibility of a value system shared by all 

who live in South Africa and their commitment to share a common political ideology." 

5.4.4 The Effects on Writers 

Black writers experienced a lot of difficulty. Barnett (1975: 79) alleged that 

"black South African literature in English is virtually dead. Here the works of its authors 

are banned under another law, the Amendment to the Suppression of Communism Act, 

which prevents the publication of utterances of banned persons. Most of the leading 

black writers were banned under this Act, and thus none of their writing may be 

distributed in South Africa. Among them are Dennis Brutus, Ezekiel Mphahlele and 

Alex la Guma, all of whom have been published in Britain or the States and who live in 

self-imposed exile ... Black South African writers in the vernacular are not banned, but 

their only outlets are publishing houses controlled by pro-Government organizations 

and Government education departments. Their choice is thus between self-censorship 

with survival or, once again, a desk-drawer literature." 

Sybelle Albrecht reported in Die Vader/and (1980-04-23: 2) on the first censorship conference 

which had commenced at the University of Cape Town on 22 April 1980 that both black and 
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white writers were accusing the government of using censorship laws to repress the blacks 

and trying to make all literature "white." 

She quoted author Richard Rive as saying that all black literature had become critical towards 

the government, that there were more than 40 laws governing the fate of the black man. The 

Censorship Act was only one of these and they wanted the Act scrapped. 

Libraries simply stopped purchasing banned literature, albeit academic. Afrikaans literature 

would also die "before it has properly come to life," Barnett (1975: 79) wrote. 

According to Hachten & Giffard (1984: 171-172): 

"Black writers, whether journalists or creative writers, have long been harassed and 

frustrated in their efforts to communicate their views and feelings through the written 

word ... through the Internal Security Act and the earlier Suppression of Communism Act 

most black writers were banned and their writings prohibited from distribution in South 

Africa. Among them were Dennis Brutus, Ezekiel Mphahlele and Alex La Guma, all of 

whom have been published in America and Britain. Nonetheless the Publications Act 

poses special problems for the black writer. n 

The South African Society of Journalists said in a memorandum submitted to the Steyn 

Commission of Inquiry into the Mass Media (1981 : 148): 

"With regular but never diminishing harshness, committees set up under the 

Publications Act ban magazines, journals, reviews, and anthologies which can be 

described as authentic products of black society. Black people who have the energy 

and creative ability to strive for communication have in common a bitter resentment of 

the political dispensation under which they live ... committees set up under the 

Publications Act hold that such expression of bitterness or frustration must be 

suppressed in the interests of state security or the maintenance of sound relations 

between different population groups." 

Although most publishers would take no chances with black writers who were mostly banned, 

there were exceptions such as Ravan Press, the director of which was Michael Kirkwood who 

remarked in South of April 1981 that he was "publishing under siege." 
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Books were also featured in Staffriderwhich was periodically banned. 

Incongruous things happened. Miriam Tlali's novel Muriel at the Metropolitan was banned in 

1979, four years after having been published in South Africa. 

White writers who were published by Ravan Press were Nadine Gordimer (July's People), 

John Coetzee (Waffing for the Barbarians), Wessel Ebersohn (Store up the Anger) and 

Christopher Hope (A Separate Development). 

Blacks felt it was their own fight and that white liberals were of no use to them. Ampie 

Coetzee said: "This is all a symptom of apartheid . Everybody's moving into their own little 

ethnic or ideological group" (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 174)(quoted from an interview with 

Coetzee in Johannesburg, January 1981 ). 

Greater exposure for Afrikaans writing came from Taurus Press, a modest publishing 

operation started by Coetzee, John Miles and Ernst Lindenberg, three lecturers in Afrikaans 

literature at the University of the Witwatersrand. 

The dilemma for Afrikaans writers, according to Hachten & Giffard (1984: 176) was that the 

"Afrikaner community itself has not escaped the deep and acrimonious cleavages and 

stresses created by the censorship of literary expression ... and in recent years some 

outstanding creative writing in Afrikaans has been produced by novelists such as JM 

Coetzee (sic), Wessel Ebersohn (sic), Andre Brink, John Miles, Etienne le Roux (sic) 

and others ... But the problem for the Afrikaner ruling elite is that these are writers of 

anguished protest highly critical of what has been happening in South Africa. These 

talented and articulate Afrikaners have been writing about...'taboo' subjects ... This has 

put (them) in direct conflict with other Afrikaners who control the censorship apparatus. 

The Afrikaner censors are in a quandary: suppressing these 'subversive' books means 

suppressing some of the finest expression of Afrikaans writing, but yet such writing may 

contribute to the dismantling of the Afrikaner power structure." 

Van Rooyen had been called more enlightened and there was fear that he could be replaced, 

for (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 176) 
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"political and artistic expression were controlled by the Afrikaner dominant minority that 

controlled the legislative and executive branches of government. The Publications Act 

was, after all, one of numerous laws that could deal with opposition to the government. 

Freedom of speech or press existed at the behest of the ruling elite." 

Andre Brink's novel Kennis van die Aand was the first Afrikaans novel to be banned, after the 

Reverend J Swarts of the Nederdufts Gereformeerde Kerk had decried it as blasphemous and 

sexually explicit. Even leading Afrikaans academics attested to its literary merit and according 

the Ursula Barnett (1975: 79): 

"A writers' fund was inaugurated to fight the banning and the South African P.E.N. 

Centre protested officially." 

She quoted Brink's reply to the banning order that was published in the Cape Town Afrikaans 

morning newspaper Die Burger(August 21 , 1974): 

"We, to whom writing is a sincere matter, will just carry on writing - not according to the 

inhibitions and criterion of an autocratic law, but according to the directive of our 

conscience ... lf confrontation is unavoidable, we shall cross these bridges as we reach 

them ... We shall certainly ... not lie down to be tramped upon ... We shall do what our 

hands find to do and write what our spirit finds to write .. ." 

Brink also made it clear that Kennis van die Aand and his other books Lobo/a vir die Lewe 

(1962) and Die Ambassadeur (1963) had intended to explore moral, sexual and religious 

taboos but Kennis involved a Coloured man and the colour bar. He (Driver 1980: 12) also 

pointed out: 

"Nine of Etienne Leroux's novels were passed by the censors; the only one to have a 

more or less explicit political theme, Magersfontein, 0 Magersfontein! (1976) was 

banned. In the case of Nadine Gordimer even a black-white love relationship was 

regarded as acceptable in Occasion for Loving - but not the political dimension of The 

Late Bourgeois World or Burger's Daughter. 
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The Rand Daily Mail (1980-07-31: 3) reported that Andre Brink, academic and prize-winning 

Afrikaans novelist had warned in the latest issue of Critical Arts that many writers were 

resorting to publishing their work clandestinely. He had expressed the view that: 

"Censorship in South Africa reserved a special category for dissenting Afrikaans writers 

because of the threat they posed to the 'monolithic structure of power politics' in the 

country." 

He warned, however that "the main thrust was aimed against black writers who lived 'in direct 

danger of life and liberty.'" 

Whatever seemed subversive was prejudicial to the safety of the State, the general welfare or 

the peace and good order. Brink's A Dry White Season showed the police in an unfavourable, 

brutal light and so did Gordimer's Burger's Daughter. The latter was banned by the South 

African Directorate of Publications on 11 July 1979 as a threat to state security. There was an 

international outcry and (Gordimer, 1981 : 4) 

"the Director of Publications on 1 August 1979 appealed against the decision of his 

own censorship committee to the Publications Appeal Board." 

There was no hearing, but soon after the book was simply released and so was A Dry White 

Season. Nadine Gordimer ( 1981 : 5) questioned this tum of events caused by Kobus van 

Rooyen's "rippling intellectual musculature" which had apparently caused the "philosophy and 

psychology" of censorship to change, although the whole system of censorship was still 

intact. She (Gordimer, 1981 : 8) pointed out what she believed had caused the turnabout: 

'Why may white writers deal with inflammables? 

Is it because the new censorship dispensation has understood something important to 

censorship as an arm of repression - while white writings are predominantly critical and 

protesting in mood, black writings are inspirational, and that is why the government 

fears them?" 

5.5 LAWYERS' OPINIONS OF CENSORSHIP 
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Censorship laws proliferated throughout the period under review, causing many problems and 

great disquiet among lawyers with regard to legislation governing the media and publications. 

This is seen in the forewords to editions · of the lawyer Kelsey Stuart's book The 

Newspaperman's Guide to the Law that was first published in 1968 and Yvonne Bums' Media 

Law first published in 1990. 

In the foreword to the first edition of Stuart (1968: v) the Hon Mr Justice HC Nicolas wrote: 

"The path of the newspaperman is beset with perils. Without a knowledge of the law 

relating to his craft, he is liable to stumble into one of the many pitfalls created by the 

common law and the numerous statutes that bear on the Press." 

Strauss (1979: 117) said in his review of the second edition of Stuart's book that if one 

compared the legal position in South Africa to that of other leading, orderly countries with 

Western traditions, it was difficult to avoid drawing the conclusion that the point of acceptable 

press control which is reconcilable with press freedom, had long since been passed, for new 

prohibitions occurred regularly year after year. 

In the foreword to the third edition dated 1 October (1981: vii-viii) Sidney Kentridge wrote that 

"since the last edition was published still more laws have been passed by the South 

African Parliament restricting the freedom of the Press to disseminate news including 

news of public importance." 

In the foreword to the fourth edition dated December 1985 ( 1985: ix-x) the Honourable 0 

Galgut, Acting Judge of the Appeal Court of the RSA, chairman of the Advertising Standards 

Authority and former Chairman of the SA Press Council, said: 

"The problems confronting our country have never been more complex to assess. 

Inflation, unemployment, unrest and violence have reached proportions which greatly 

concern all members of the public. The various political parties vehemently proclaim 

their respective views as to the reasons for our problems and the steps which should 

be taken by the government and the public sector to overcome them .. . to enable the 

public to bring proper judgment to bear, it has to be fully informed. This information it 

can only obtain from a free Press." 
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He also quoted then Prime Minister PW Botha who had said in a speech in Paarl on 20 April 

1979: 

"Al ans owerhede ... het die dure verpligting om oop kaarte te speel met die publiek, en 

daarom oak met die pers as vemame inligtingskanaal, saver as wat dit verenigbaar is 

met die gewone reels van vertroulikheid en met die veiligheid en orde van die staat." 

By this time the Internal Security Act 7 of 1982 was in force and it had aspects of 

considerable importance to the media. It was another attempt at stemming the tide of 

democratisation and brought about enforced concealment of the true state of events. 

In the preface to Stuart's Fourth Edition and edited by William Lane, David Hoffe, David Dison 

and Clare Tatham, the editors write that the appearance of the third edition 

"was followed almost immediately by a spate of legislation, which made substantial 

portions obsolete ... lt has become imperative however that those portions of the work 

affected by new legislation such as the Internal Security Act, 1982, and the Protection 

of Information Act, 1982, be rewritten. Other developments have also necessitated 

changes in the structure of the work .. . The variety of statutes which can apply to the 

press is vast ... when our work was well advanced the authorities declared a state of 

emergency in certain districts of the Republic. The effect of such declaration is to give 

extensive powers to members of the police force, the military and the prison services." 

(Appendices D, E, F and G of this study contain severely restricting proclamations in 

Government Gazettes placed on the media by the Emergency Regulations proclaimed by the 

State President as from 1985). 

In 1990 the fifth edition of Stuart's book, edited by Bell, Dewar and Hall, stated that the press 

was still "embattled", notwithstanding FW de Klerk's announcements on 2 February 1990. 

These events nevertheless pointed to "hopeful signs of reconciliation." The transition to liberty 

and democracy was approaching. By then the emergency regulations had been scrapped and 

there was hope for greater freedom of expression in the country. 

Yvonne Burns (1990: v) wrote in the preface to her book Media Law. 
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"The writing of a book on Media Law is, given the width of the topic, a difficult task in 

most countries. The problem is exacerbated in South Africa by the continuous 

promulgation and then repeal of a wide variety of statutes and regulations limiting and 

then restoring freedom of speech. It could be said that the period 1988 to 1989 will long 

rank as the strictest period of censorship in the history of the South African media ... a 

veritable minefield of censorship laws." 

With regard to the Emergency Regulations she (1990: vii) said that after De Klerk had 

unbanned organisations and lifted restrictions imposed under the Internal Security Act 74 of 

1982 and the Media Emergency Regulations were repealed "freedom of speech and freedom 

of expression (were) .. . restored to the media and the general populace." The media could 

once again "provide the community with news of unrest activity, security action and other 

politically sensitive issues." 

She (1990: 154) expressed the opinion that censorship of political matters 

"via a statutory body is unfortunate. As a general rule the public tends to be critical of 

censorship, and when that censorship is extended to include political commentary and 

expression, the criticism becomes even more stringent, since the censoring bodies may 

be seen as no more than an extension and implementation of government policy." 

CONCLUSION 

South Africa's media system had clearly developed towards strong authoritarianism and at 

times it even showed glimpses of the development media theory (McQuail, 1983: 94-96). 

It has been shown in this chapter to what extent control was exercised over free expression. 

In the words of Siebert et al (1956: 28) the "entire philosophical basis for a free exchange of 

ideas is foreign to authoritarian thinking ." Radio and television were under state control, laws 

restricted publishing of information. Under authoritarian principles, as Siebert et al (1956: 34) 

set out, books, magazines, newspapers, the motion picture all had to reflect the objectives of 

the state and should in fact, contribute to same. Authoritarian governments set up official 

bodies to supervise and censor these forms of communication, as seen in the case of South 

Africa. 
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Messages from across the borders, by radio, television, books, newspapers and films, were 

intercepted and "inspected for objectionable content" (Siebert et al, 1956: 36). 

It is seen that "restraints and controls" (Siebert et al, 1956: 19) over the media that were as 

effective as possible, were established in all areas of society, covering a wide spectrum from 

police and military control to the censorship of fiction. 

The legislation discussed in this chapter and the censorship imposed under the Publications 

Act 42 of 197 4 clearly show how all loopholes for criticism of the National Party government 

and its ideology were plugged. Journalists were increasingly silenced by legislation and 

writers by censorship under the Publications Act, leading to intense frustration and the 

smothering of a great deal of talented, creative writing. 

The basic motive for all of this was avoidance of racial confrontation in a racially divided 

country. The eminent author, JM Coetzee (1990:13), also alleged that the censorship laws 

were "an expression of total onslaught thinking" even before the advent of the "total 

onslaught" era. 

The Publications Appeal Board censored political matter all the more when political instability 

had reached such a stage that emergency regulations were promulgated by a defensive 

government. During the 1980s and especially the second half of the decade, the 

dissemination of news and the free flow of information were under extreme pressure. Official 

consent was mostly required for the publication of sensitive material. 

These regulations affected the collection and dissemination of information because reporters 

worked under constant threat of arrest and detention. The media regulations further stifled the 

publication of news by prohibiting the presence of journalists, correspondents, photographers, 

television crews and any recordings in unrest areas. In addition, the Minister of Law and 

Order acquired increasingly wide powers to prohibit or prevent "subversive propaganda." 

A vast bureaucracy of censorship had always scrutinised every publication as well as the 

visual arts in a paranoid effort to eliminate subversiveness. However, the excessive control 

diminished over the years as new incumbents were appointed to chair the Publications 

Appeal Board. In April 1990 the enlightened Kobus van Rooyen was succeeded as chairman 

by Louis Pienaar, the ex-Administrator-General of South-West Africa and after he went to the 
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Cabinet, Piet Oosthuizen took over in a temporary capacity until he was succeeded by Dan 

Markel of the University of the Orange Free State's law faculty. 

After State President FW de Klerk had made his radical unbanning speech in 1990, many 

political publications emanating from the then unbanned African National Congress and South 

African Communist Party, were released. 

Novelist Nadine Gordimer (Burns, 1990: 155) was of the opinion that this caused "information 

and ideas dammed up for at least three decades" to flow again. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THREAT PSYCHOSIS 

INTRODUCTION 

For years white South Africans had been protected from black Africa by a so-called cordon 

sanitaire composed of white-controlled buffer states (i.e. Rhodesia/Zimbabwe, South-West 

Africa/Namibia, Mocambique and Angola). 

The winds of change blew south and the Portuguese military were so badly mauled in their 

colonial wars against liberation movements that they were ultimately forced to set dates for 

independence: June 1975 for Mocambique and November 1975 for Angola. These two buffer 

states turned into Marxist-orientated opposition states, against South Africa. 

In 1975 South Africa was regarded as one of the more powerful African countries. As far back 

as 1971 Heribert Adam (1971 : 1-2) wrote that 

"the economic and military power of the developed south occupies such a position of 

dominance as compared with the underdeveloped north, that South Africa has already 

succeeded in surrounding herself with a ring of more or less dependent satellite 

countries in spite of the almost universal ideological opposition against her internal 

political system ... The country's hegemonic group, therefore, cannot follow the example 

of the European nations in granting full independence to the conquered territory as a 

whole. South Africa's colonisers ... are as much indigenous inhabitants as the subject 

population with whom they persistently refuse to share civil rights .... this settler 

domination is maintained by a complex system of interwoven coercive, economic and 

ideological controls, which has been labelled domestic or internal colonialism.• 

He (1971: 4) also maintained that the nondemocratic regime of South Africa was dominated 

by a privileged minority and that it was 

"the only one in the world officially based on color. In an era marking the end of political 

colonialism and the beginning of the emancipation of subject peoples all over the world, 

a white minority has set out to rule an economically interdependent industrialized 
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society. Hence, almost all critical analysts of South Africa have predicted that the 

apartheid endeavor would inevitably fail." 

Adam (1971: 124) described the South African army as specially trained and equipped for 

guerrilla warfare, and alleged that it co-operated with the armies of Rhodesia and Portugal. 

The political analyst Breytenbach (1971: 126) was of the opinion, at that same time, that the 

major fear of the whites of South Africa and their continued survival if they were to give up 

their power, was a crucial political factor in southern Africa. He maintained: 

"South Africa's military situation will depend in the future on how successful the 

liberation movements in Rhodesia, Mocambique and Angola will be." 

The so-called "April revolution" of 197 4 in Lisbon, Portugal, led to a turning point in southern 

African events. It was initiated by young army officers who were disillusioned by the way their 

endless colonial wars were progressing against increasingly belligerent liberation movements. 

General Antonio de Spinola (1974: 20-21) had written a book stating Portugal's case and 

future hopes and had said, with regard to the protracted colonial wars: 

"We can, therefore, come to the conclusion that, in any war of this type, a purely 

military victory is not possible. To the armed forces therefore only belongs the duty of 

creating and maintaining for the necessary length of time - naturally not very long -

those conditions of security which will allow of finding those political and social 

solutions which are the only ones which can put an end to the conflict. The forces of 

law and order can always lose a subversive war, but they will never win one, for the 

simple reason that the construction of victory does not lie in their sphere ... we will, in a 

very short time, reach the limit of our resources." 

The book had great impact in Portugal. It seems that the South African Prime Minister of the 

seventies, John Vorster, also took De Spinola's views to heart and when he made a speech in 

the Senate on 23 October 197 4 he echoed his thoughts (Venter, 1977: 30): 

"I believe that South Africa has come to the crossroads. I believe that Southern Africa 

has to make a choice. I think that that choice lies between peace on the one hand and 

an escalation of strife on the other. The consequences of an escalation are easily 
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foreseeable. The toll of a major confrontation will be high. I will go so far as to say it will 

be too high for Southern Africa to pay." 

By the mid-seventies the political situation of southern Africa was undergoing a change so 

radical that South Africa was forced to reposition itself and look to its defences. The 

Nationalists' plan for the ultimate future of southern Africa, so as to check internal and 

external threats, was the formation of a "power bloc" of sovereign states that would be 

politically independent but economically interdependent ( SARRS, 197 4: 1-2): 

"The National Party is encouraging the development within the Republic of separate 

'nations': a White, a coloured, and Indian, and nine or ten distinctive African nations. 

Each of the African nations has been or is to be allocated a homeland which may 

eventually possibly become an independent state ... Africans in the towns and White 

farming areas ... will continue to exercise political rights only in the homelands allocated 

to members of their own ethnic groups, and it is solely in these areas that they are 

promised unrestricted rights to economic and social advancement...The rest of the 

country (about 87% of the whole) is to remain one state, under White control. The 

coloured and Asian 'nations' will continue to be subject to a White parliament." 

Breytenbach (Swilling (Ed), 1990: 307) pointed out that the "bottom line remained white 

survival", especially at a time when the homeland policy started to produce independent 

states. He stated that the days of Prime Minister John Vorster's detente policy covered the 

period from 197 4 to 1978 but said that this 

"also floundered for reasons of the rejection of apartheid ... The Dar es Salaam 

Declaration of 1975 reaffirmed OAU (Organisation of African Unity) support for 

transitions of power in Zimbabwe, Namibia, and explicitly, in South Africa. The 

Declaration was, predictably, rejected by South Africa." 

In the mid-seventies Colin Legum maintained that the beginning of the end of white rule came 

(1976: 3) when the 1976 riots took place in Soweto and the Transkei gained independence: 

"Southern Africa is disintegrating visibly and rapidly; already the long debate about 

whether the old system of white supremacy can endure, or whether violence is 

avoidable, belongs to the past. The region's affairs have now reached a new plateau 
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where the relevant question is no longer when but how soon the old regimes will yield, 

and what will come after them ... A quarter of a century of predictions about the 

inevitability of change and the basic instability of the old system are shown to have 

been correct as one familiar bastion after the other collapses before the onslaught of 

political movements which were once peaceful but which are now armed; which were 

once conciliatory, but which are now filled with bitterness; which were once 

demoralized, but which are now fortified by the certainty of approaching victory ... the 

once confidently assertive White Power ... has become much less confident of its future 

both in theory and practice. Its anxiety is not necessarily the best hope for sensible 

compromise or for firm, positive leadership." 

The Angolan War dealt with in 6.3, lasted from 1975 to 1976, but in fact this was only a small 

part of an ongoing conflict. A low-key war continued in southern Angola and Namibia, until 

Namibia gained independence in 1990; in Angola even until after 1994. There was conflict in 

Mocambique as well. 

A significant development in 1974 was that the (SARRS, 1974: 119) 

6.2 

"UN special political comittee granted observer status to the African National Congress 

and the Pan Africanist Congress, while the African group at the UN launched a move to 

challenge SA's credentials." 

The liberation movements were tipping the scales of world opinion in their favour. 

South Africa attempted to help Rhodesia's white regime in the escalating bush war against 

the liberation movements ZANU and ZAPU. Cross-border conflict was the order of the day for 

many years, with lightning strikes into neighbouring countries to counteract insurgency. This 

protracted struggle is also dealt with in subsequent chapters. 

RHODESIA/ZIMBABWE AND DeTENTE 

South Africa at first assisted Rhodesia in its struggle against the liberation movements that 

threatened to overwhelm it and wrest power from the Smith (Rhodesian Front) government. 

However, having taken into account the hopelessness of Rhodesian resistance against 

overwhelming odds and sanctions and with due regard for detente with other African 
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countries, South Africa began to back away. The Sunday Times of 3 August 1975 (SARRS: 

320) reported that: 

"Mr Vorster had warned Mr Smith (the Prime Minister of Rhodesia) that SA would not 

allow herself to become embroiled in any intensified guerrilla war." 

In fact, the South African Race Relations Survey (1976: 321) quoted The Star of 2 August 

1975 conveying the announcement made from Salisbury, that 

"the remaining SA policemen, on standby in Rhodesia, would be back in the Republic 

by the end of the month. The Acting Commissioner of Police confirmed this 

announcement, adding that his Minister had said that the policemen had been sent to 

stop SA terrorists from crossing the Zambesi River on their way to SA. No such 

infiltrations had, however, taken place for some time." 

The Pretoria Agreement was signed on 9 August with a view to holding a conference and 

consequently, on 26 August 1975, coaches from the ceremonial South African White Train 

occupied the disused bridge across the Victoria Falls gorge on the border between Rhodesia 

and Zambia. Prime Minister of Rhodesia, Ian Smith, together with Bishop Abel Muzorewa, 

Rev Ndabaningi Sithole, Joshua Nkomo, SA Prime Minister John Vorster and Zambian 

President Kenneth Kaunda, were on board, discussing the independence of Rhodesia, which 

was to have a ripple effect on the white south. 

This conference, Legum wrote (1976: 25) 

"marked the highest point of optimism reached in the diplomacy to bring peace to Southern 

Africa. Three major factors produced the disastrous failure of this promising enterprise, the 

inability of Ian Smith and his supporters to be able to change .. . the bitter rivalries in the ranks 

of the black nationalist leadership at that critical moment...the timebomb of Angola ticking 

away towards civil war and international involvement that was to explode after the Portuguese 

withdrawal on 11 November ( 1975)." 

Although warned by Vorster and Kaunda, as well as by Western leaders, that Joshua Nkomo 

offered them their very last chance of avoiding violence, white Rhodesia was deaf and blind to 

these warnings. 
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Legum (1976: 4) was of the opinion that Rhodesia was then "already doomed" and that 

Namibia's independence was inevitable, which would leave South Africa standing alone and 

isolated and yet 

"the official response to the urban black revolt has been to blame it on local and foreign 

subversive elements; to meet the violence of anger with the full violence of the army and 

police; and to propose a few tepid reforms which hardly touch on the fundamental causes of 

alienation and violent protest.• 

At this crucial time in colonial history, South African Foreign Minister Hilgard Muller, looking to 

his own and seeing the erstwhile Portuguese colonies taken over by black governments, 

attempted to sound a note of optimism in these troubling circumstances (Legum 1976: 29): 

"Normalisation of our relations with black Africa will come more easily as our internal policies 

evolve and as we move away from discriminatory practices ... the government is committed to 

move away from the discrimination based on race or colour." 

Venter (1977: 346) also sounded a note of optimism when he quoted what an Owambo from 

Namibia had told him: 

"Africa is like a zebra. It has black and white stripes. One cannot eliminate the one without 

killing the beast itself." 

During the Rhodesian Emergency, regulations were announced banning anything but the 

official version of guerilla war that had commenced five years previously. The country's 

leaders realized that they were losing the fight against the liberation movements, i.e. the 

Patriotic Front, a combination of the ZAPU and ZANU movements led by Robert Mugabe and 

Joshua Nkomo, but they refused to yield or permit public morale to be lowered. 

The end of UDI (Unilateral Declaration of Independence of 1965) came in 1980, when 

Rhodesia became Zimbabwe under President Robert Mugabe. South Africa looked to its own 

survival and declared its intention to live in peace with its neighbours, albeit with new 

governments. 

South Africa's ambassador to the United Nations, RF ("Pik") Botha, made a speech of intent 

to the Security Council on behalf of Prime Minister John Vorster on 24 October 1974. He 
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stated that Southern Africa was at a "crossroads" where a choice had to be made between 

peace and conflict. South Africa was prepared to give other African countries technological 

and monetary assistance, it would not intervene in the affairs of others and was even 

prepared to sign non-aggression pacts with neighbours (SARRS, 1974: 120). 

Nonetheless, South Africa was suspended from General Assembly proceedings for the 

current year's session and consequently refused to pay its annual contribution. The 

ambassador was recalled for consultation. 

The South African Minister of Defence, PW Botha, foresaw that change would be inevitable 

but hoped to manage this change cleverly so that it would be orderly and not too precipitate. 

As Legum (1976: 36) pointed out, it was necessary to face the reality 

"that the world was in a time of revolutionary change with the old order disappearing and a 

new one coming to the fore." 

With a view to adjusting to changed circumstances and times, the then State President, Dr 

Nico Diederichs, was quoted by Legum (1976: 36) as calling South African whites 

'"Afrikalanders' who could live in Africa only if they lived in peace and co-operation with 

Africa." 

6.3 THE ANGOLAN WAR (1975to1976) 

The Caetano government in Portugal fell in a coup that took place on 25 April 1974. The 

Governor General and district governors were deposed and replaced by a military junta. In 

Angola, as in Mocambique, a number of political parties emerged. 

On the border between Angola and South-West Africa/Namibia, the clash between South 

African troops and the South-West Africa People's Organisation's (SWAPO) guerrillas 

intensified. South Africa, in cross-border operations, became involved in the civil war that had 

broken out in Angola. 

Robin Hallett (1978: 347) of the University of Cape Town and previously at the Institute of 

Commonwealth Studies at the University of Oxford, said of South Africa's intervention in 

Angola: 
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"Over the whole operation there hung at the time - and to some extent there still hangs - an 

official smoke screen, a deliberately created miasma, the product partly of a stringent 

censorship, partly of government denials - or, · to put the matter more bluntly and starkly, 

simple lies - about actions well authenticated by reliable observers, so that in time there 

developed an extraordinary situation, in which, as The Guardian pointed out in an editorial on 

27 January 1976, 'the British newspaper still knows far more about the South African 

involvement in Angola than do the South African families whose men have been fighting 

there." 

Highly significant was the adoption of the Defence Amendment Act 1 of 1976 (SARRS, 1976: 

418): 

"It provided, inter alia, that a member of the SA Defence Force might in time of war be 

required to perform service against an enemy at any place outside the Republic. Service for 

the prevention or suppression of terrorism or of any armed conflict outside the Republic would 

be deemed to be service in time of war against an enemy .. . The new provisions were made 

retrospective to 9 August 1975. (Some of the Citizen Force men who had served in Angola 

between then and the date of legislation, having agreed in writing to do so, were minors in 

age.)" 

There were, on both sides, what Hallett (1978: 347) called "evasions, lies, propaganda, 

ideological rhetoric. n 

He pointed out that Luanda (the MPLA, i.e. the Popular Movement for the Liberation of 

Angola) had described their Cuban allies in Angola as "advisers" whereas these troops 

poured in from Cuba until they numbered several thousands. He stressed that despite this 

"obfuscation", there were many press reports and informants from whom information could be 

drawn and this made it possible to present a fairly accurate picture of the true state of events. 

He ( 1978: 348, footnote 3) enumerated his sources: 

"I have found particularly useful the reports of Jane Bergerol from Luanda (The Financial 

Times), Bruce Loudon from Lusaka (The Daily Telegraph), and Stanley Uys from Cape Town 

(The Guardian and the Observer), all three of whom had the advantage of retaining the same 

base for a long time. But I have also gained many insights from the reports of a wide range of 

roving correspondents, among them Nicholas Ashford of The Times, James MacManus of 
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The Guardian, A.J. Macllroy of the Daily Telegraph, Will Ellisworth Jones of the Sunday 

Times and David Martin, Tony Hodges and Colin Legum of the Observer. For broadcasts, the 

BBC's Summary of World Broadcasts ... efficient press cuttings services ... files kept by the SA 

Labour and Development Research Unit...of the University of Cape Town, by the Cape Times 

(and) .. . the Institute of Commonwealth Studies at Oxford University .. ." 

Those who commented on the South Africa-Angola situation used these sources. Hallett 

mentioned that three detailed accounts of the war were published in 1977, one of which was a 

series of articles published in the Sunday Telegraph and then in the South African press by 

Robert Moss, an Australian journalist based in London. This series compelled the SADF to 

publish a detailed official statement. Although these articles were propagandistic, they still 

contained "a good deal of factual information which had not previously been available" 

(Hallett, 1978: 348). 

Angola's strategic importance was great, as it had, what Hallett (1978: 350) called 

"a long common border with that most vulnerable part of Pretoria's domain, the disputed 

territory of South-West Africa/Namibia." 

There were also the Ruacana and Calueque hydro-electric projects on the Cunene River 

which Lisbon and Pretoria had initiated. The South-West Africa People's Organisation 

(SWAPO) had its base in southern Angola and was supported by the Owambo people on 

both sides of the border. SWAPO was internal as well as external to Namibia, and militant. 

Hallett (1978: 352) quoted Prime Minister Vorster as saying in Parliament on 30 January 1976 

that SWAPO had been "conceived and born in communist sin. n 

According to Addison (1980: 38): 

"It has never been revealed who in the South African Cabinet backed the decision to 

intervene. From early August 1975 until February 1977 the details of South Africa's 

involvement in Angola were concealed from the South African public by the simple device of 

applying a blanket of secrecy under the Defence Act and the Official Secrets Act. " 

In Angola the rival factions UNITA (the National Union for the Total Independence of Angola, 

led by Jonas Savimbi), the MPLA (Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola, led by 
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Agostinho Neto) and the FNLA (Front for the Liberation of Angola, led by Holden Roberto) 

fought for control. Al Venter (1977: 188-189), military correspondent and Africa commentator, 

was of the opinion that: 

"Once South African forces had become involved in what was primarily an internecine stuggle 

with strong tribal overtones, the decline began ... South Africa's involvement in Angola can be 

regarded as nothing less than a blunder ... South Africa did not commit its substantial 

mechanised and air forces to battle so the springboks fought well below their true strength. 

Consequently, what should have resulted in a brilliant military and political coup, developed 

instead into a strategic loss of face, a loss of influence and confidence among South Africa's 

many black friends; and an imbroglio which all but buried the concept of detente so 

assiduously fostered by the South African Premier, John Vorster ... South Africa's involvement 

in Angola negated Mr Vorster's credit for putting pressure on Rhodesia, staying out of 

Mocambique and coming to terms with Black Africa. And the country is now seen abroad as 

'an aggressive military expansionist power', which South Africa is not." 

Venter (1977: 190) also said that, to add insult to injury: 

"A well co-ordinated propaganda programme, initiated by the Soviet-backed MPLA in Angola, 

added thrust to the anti-South African campaign ... professionally handled compared with 

Pretoria's jumbled efforts." 

Venter (1977: 194) was of the opinion that: 

"Had the objective of taking Luanda been achieved as intended, South Africa's public role in 

the Angola war might never have been 'officially' known. The plan then, once the target had 

been taken, was to hand the entire city and the conquered regions over to a joint FNLA and 

Unita command and pull back, without anyone being able to prove South African participation 

in the war. This was one of the reasons for the total clampdown of news from Angola ... The 

motivation behind this somewhat na'ive and dubious ploy was, no doubt, that Mr Vorster 

believed that it would have been easier for South Africa to treat with more amenable and less 

radical Angolan leaders such as Dr Jonas Savimbi of Unita or FNLA's mercurial Holden 

Roberto." 

A "well-disposed" Angola would then allegedly have minimised the SWAPO threat. 
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The Angolan operation was supposed to have been brief. In addition, American sources had 

led South Africa to believe that she would be supported, if only with equipment. In the end the 

USA "reneged", obviously not wanting to be associated with what Venter (1977: 199) called "a 

regime that practises racial discrimination. n 

For the USA it was also too soon after the Vietnam war to be involved in another major 

conflict. Venter quoted the South African correspondent in Washington, Ken Owen, who 

blamed the American Foreign secretary in the Star for the debacle, saying that 

"perhaps Angola was merely a pawn in Dr Kissinger's endless manoeuvres against his 

bureaucratic opponents in Washington." 

South Africa's military intervention in Angola was supported by some African governments, 

especially in Francophone Africa. Legum (1976: 36) maintained that it was not South Africa's 

role in Angola that had brought about the failure of Vorster's detente strategy. This was due to 

military action against the liberation movement, the South-West Africa People's Organisation 

(SWAPO), which wanted a settlement in Namibia on terms acceptable to the Organisation of 

African Unity (OAU). 

The Angolan War broke out in July/August 1975 but the Foreign Minister, Dr Hilgard Muller, 

denied involvement. It was only on 18 November 1975 that a first official admission of 

involvement was made. 

On 21 July 1975 Die Burger wrote (Hallett, 1978: 357): 

"What is looming then, is a spreading war by proxy between China and Russia in Africa, in 

which two Red powers, not ready for the long predicted day of reckoning on the Asiatic 

borders, are skirmishing, as did Hitler and Stalin in Spain, for imperialist advantages." 

On 18 August 1975 Die Burger(Hallett, 1978: 357) wrote of 

"the tremendous struggle between the forces of order and chaos in Southern Africa." 

The South African military were on the move. The MPLA reported troop strengths of 800 to 1 

000, armoured cars and helicopters. Portuguese reconnaissance planes took photographs of 
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the damaged town of Pereira d'Eca which was 100 miles from the Cunene Dam. The South 

African (Hallett, 1978: 357) 

"military spokesmen stated that the invading force was 'certainly smaller' than the figure of 

800 given by the MPLA. The SADF ... does refer, without specifying date or place to a 'hot 

pursuit operation' in which the 'Defence Force came across Cuban ammunition dumps.'" 

On 30 January 1977 Prime Minister Vorster (Hallett, 1978: 362) made a statement to 

Parliament that there had been "consultation" with other countries on South Africa's 

involvement in Angola and that Defence Minister Botha had asserted in Parliament a week 

later 

"that South Africa's action had the blessing of several African countries as well as at least one 

'free world' power." 

Hallet (1978: 362) quoted from the SADF's official narrative published in February 1977 which 

said that at the commencement of hostilities "he communists were occupying the UNITA 

traditional area in southern Angola" and that UNITA and the FNLA had appealed to South 

Africa for help. It was also stated: 

"Dr Savimbi had full confidence that if he could maintain his authority in his traditional area, 

the MPLA would agree to a peaceful change of government in which all three movements 

would be represented .. . the South African army sent an officer to Silva Porto to help plan an 

operation to stop the MPLA march on Nova Lisboa. The officer was to advise UNITA on 

training and reorganization to hold Nova Lisboa at all costs ... (and he was joined by) a team of 

18 advisers." 

In "mid-October" a squadron of armoured cars and crews were sent to Silva Porto; "the 

Foxbat combat crew was then formed." 

The Guardian of 13 January 1976 quoted John Vorster (Hallett, 1978: 364) as saying with 

regard to Angola: 

"Not only is a country wih a vast potential slowly dying, but thanks to Leftist intrigues and 

blatant Communist intervention thousands of people have been senselessly killed and many 

more thousands will probably be killed unless this crude attempt by Russia and Cuba to force 
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a Marxist state on a resisting and unwilling people can be stopped, and only bigger Western 

involvement, not only in the diplomatic but in all other fields, can do this." 

This made it apparent that there was a threatening Cuban presence in Angola and that the 

South Africans were preparing to meet it head on. The intervention of Russian/Cuban, i.e. 

Marxist forces, were perceived as such a threat to South Africa that (Hallett, 1978: 366): 

"The Prime Minister immediately began an extensive series of secret discussions with his 

closest advisers who included the Minister of Defence (Mr PW Botha), the Secretary of 

Foreign Affairs, and his intelligence adviser (General H van den Bergh). The group was 

assisted by the intermittent participation of military and military intelligence staff ... After several 

intensive discussions, a majority of the advisers advocated military action and after some 

hesitation Mr Vorster decided to intervene militarily and set in motion the necessary activities 

to implement this decision. 

"At this stage neither the Cabinet, caucus, Parliament, or the public were informed of this 

decision ... the entire operation, including decisions and implementations, was monitored by a 

small group surrounding the Prime Minister." 

These insights were gained from a study made by Robert Schrire (Hallett, 1978: 366) of how 

policy was formulated in South Africa. 

Arrie van Rensburg (Hallett, 1978: 366) of Pretoria University completed a study in which he 

alleged that General Van den Bergh (head of the Bureau of State Security) had not backed 

PW Botha regarding the intervention in Angola. Botha was quoted by The Cape Times (1977-

06-22) as saying that, with regard to this disagreement, "gossip" was being spread "aimed at 

breaking down the authority of the state. n 

A strike force was formed and code-named "Zulu", led by a man whom the Australian reporter 

Moss (Hallett, 1978: 368) described as "a stocky colonel in his early forties" whose column 

advanced so rapidly that he was nicknamed "Rommel." 

"Zulu" was reinforced and by 31 October the Financial Times reported on the "300 English

speaking South Africans" of the invading force. Other publications also reported this presence 
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of troops, and more. "Zulu's" objective was to recapture southern Angolan towns and this was 

done "with remarkable speed and success" (Hallett, 1978: 369). 

The invasion escalated. Cuban and Soviet aid to the MPLA also escalated. By December 

1975 the war had (Hallett, 1978: 378) 

"rapidly escalated into a crisis of continental - and even indeed of global - dimensions." 

Most African countries condemned the FNLA's and UNITA's pact with the devil of Pretoria. 

The Chinese stopped their aid to the FNLA. Hallett (1978: 379) added that "Western 

European powers felt an embarrassment not dissimilar to that of the Chinese." At the NATO 

Foreign Ministers' meeting in Brussels, Mr James Callaghan made it plain that Britain 

(supported by Canada, Norway and the Netherlands) could not be seen by Africans to 

support Vorster and his regime. 

The South African government was wary of reactions at home. Hallett (1978: 380) mentioned 

that South Africans were 

"stunned according to Stanley Uys's report in The Guardian of 19 December, to learn of the 

capture of four of their soldiers in Angola. And Uys went on to speak of the mounting disquiet 

over the recent steady trickle of news of casualties in the 'operational area.'" 

Hallett ( 1978: 381) also pointed out that in an editorial in 

"the influential and well-informed Nationalist paper, Die Burger, on 17 December (it was 

indicated) ... that Pretoria was now feeling distinctly warm towards Savimbi. .. while Savimbi's 

forces were 'performing strongly', he was 'not shouting murder and bloodshed and total 

victory' but advocating 'dialogue and consultation' between the liberation movements with a 

view to re-establishing a united government." 

Hallett (1978: 381) quoted the apology expressed by Die Burger of 20 December: 

"At least a friendly or neutral southern Angola is absolutely vital in South Africa's interests." 

In Parliament, on 6 May 1976, PW Botha admitted (The Times: 1976-5-7, quoted by Hallett, 

1978: 372) 
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"that the South Africans could have gone on to Luanda, but that the US government had 

'pleaded' with Pretoria not to do so." 

On 22 January 1976 The Guardian's Lusaka correspondent described the "debate" around 

involvement in Angola (Hallett, 1978: 383): 

"Boss (the Bureau of State Security) is reliably said to have argued for withdrawal on the 

grounds that South Africa cannot face what it sees as the military might of the Marxist world 

fighting on behalf of the MPLA. The South African army, many of whose soldiers have been 

killed or wounded in Angola, naturally wishes to redeem these losses. Pretoria's military 

commanders also seem to think that a Popular Movement victory in Angola would precipitate 

a Cuban-backed guerilla invasion of Namibia." 

At the same time The Daily Telegraph of 22 January 1976 (Hallett, 1978: 383) reported that 

Mr Vorster was hoping for 

"a greater and more open military commitment to the anti-Marxist forces from American and 

other western powers ... (or else) South Africa would order the estimated 2,000 troops assisting 

the FNLA/UNITA alliance to fall back on defensive positions on the northern frontier." 

But, Hallett (1978: 383) said, the South African troops had already started the evacuation, to 

be out by 23 January 1976. The new parliamentary session commenced and Hallett (1978: 

383) quoted Rapport of 25 January 1976 as reporting that "the shadow of Angola" hung over 

it. He added that: 

"Among Nationalist MPs the mood was particularly bitter: the West in general and the US and 

France in particular had left South Africa, so Stanley Uys (The Guardian 1976-01-26) reported 

them as saying, 'scandalously in the lurch.'" 

The MPLA and Cubans took the evacuated areas again, promising not to interfere with 

Ruacana and Calueque. Hallett (1978: 384) maintained: 

"Certainly intervention had been a failure. South African forces may not have suffered a 

decisive defeat at the hands of the Cubans; they may indeed, as Mr Botha implied in his 

speech to Parliament on 26 January, have won most of their engagements. But clearly, if only 

through strength of numbers and equipment the Cubans had gained the upper hand. The 
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implications of such a reverse were profound. As a French correspondent visiting Cape Town 

wrote in Le Monde on 5 February ' for the first time the economic-military basis of apartheid 

no longer seems invulnerable' .. . nor had the South Africans succeeded in scotching the threat 

presented by SWAPO. Indeed, although the Namibian movements had obviously suffered 

grievously from South African attacks, it was now in a position to receive a much greater 

volume of support than ever before.• 

In the South African Sunday Times (1976-02-01) JD van der Vyver, Professor of Law at 

Potchefstroom University, was quoted (Hallett, 1978: 384, footnote 63) as saying: 

"South Africa's escapade in Angola would probably prove to be the blunder of the century." 

Hallett (1978: 386) also takes a "preposterous" quotation from the Rand Daily Mail (1977-02-

04) which came from a South African commanding officer at the press conference held to 

mark the publication of the official SADF statement on the war, to the effect that 

"had the South Africans been allowed one more month on the battlefield, they would have 

taken Luanda ... The South Africans, supported by UNITA and FNLA troops, could have taken 

the whole of Angola if they had been ordered." 

6.4 INTERNAL THREAT 

A decade and a half after the outbreak of the Angolan war, Breytenbach (Swilling, 1990: 308-

309) discussed South Africa's reaction to it as follows: 

"Even before the final demise of Rhodesia under Smith and Musorewa, the new PW Botha 

government launched the 'constellation of states' policy. It was characterised by the 

ascendancy of security considerations linked to a vision of South Africa being surrounded by 

a well-disposed constellation of states .. . But with the collapse of the Musorewa factor in 1980 

(when Mr Robert Mugabe won a landslide victory) the constellation ideals had shrunk ... in 

1988 the RSA-TBVC (Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda, Ciskei) states formed the Economic 

Community of Southern Africa. " 

It was Mark Swilling's (1990: 1) opinion that the writing had been seen on the wall for South 

Africa by the end of the 1980s: 
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"It was obvious that South African politics had changed fundamentally during the preceding 

decade. Apartheid was noticeably crumbling . The governing party had begun to accept the 

inevitable end of white rule, a National State of Emergency was in force that subordinated 

state decisionmaking to executive decree, mass-based popular movements dominated civil 

society and the state's traditional white power base was breaking up. The state was militarily 

interventionist in the subcontinental region and internationally isolated." 

Breytenbach was convinced (Swilling, 1990: 316) that South Africa 

"for reasons of interdependence, will not escape the legacies of its own environment, despite 

the obvious weaknesses of its neighbours. There is no way of avoiding the dismantling of 

apartheid - however painful and protracted it may prove to be - and Africa played no 

insignificant role in its demise." 

As far as black liberation and anti-government movements were concerned, the African 

National Congress (ANC) and SA Communist Party (SACP) were said by Breytenbach 

(Swilling, 1990: 309) to have embarked "on a much more aggressive anti-RSA campaign." 

The reason was that the 1976 riots in Soweto and elsewhere in South Africa, plus the 

collapse of the Portuguese presence in Africa and the sudden political changes in Rhodesia 

brought about a new era in which white rule in South Africa must have seemed more 

vulnerable. 

Other liberation movements that emerged over the years were the Pan-Africanist Congress 

(PAC), the Azanian People's Organisation (Azapo), the United Democratic Front (UDF) and 

the Mass Democratic Movement (MDM). The ANC remained the strongest and the main 

contender to take over power, but this was not due to a military victory. It only became the 

main contender after its unbanning, and once FW de Klerk had taken over from PW Botha. 

Traditionalists, including the right-wingers and conservatives, believed throughout that racial 

concessions to any of these movements would inevitably lead to racial integration and had to 

be resisted at all costs. 

Saul & Gelb wrote at the beginning of the eighties about a prevailing "crisis" in South Africa 

(1981: 1): 
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"The strikes by African workers first erupting in Durban in 1972 ... the outbursts sparked by 

students in Soweto and elsewhere from 1976 ... the actions undertaken by the African National 

Congress guerrillas on the ground ... have been dear signs that the tide has at last begun to 

tum against South Africa's apartheid system." 

Another indication of crisis to them was the warning that PW Botha issued in 1979 after he 

had Prime Minister, that South Africans had to "adapt or die" and that this "blunt statement" 

( 1981 : 35) meant that 

"Botha's reformist stance has its origins not only in his political base among Afrikaner capital 

but also in his long-standing links with the military: he was Minister of Defence for many 

years .. . the military, for good reason, has been more aware than most of the seriousness of 

the African challenge, both regional and domestic, and of the fact that the crisis in South 

Africa is indeed organic. (Or, to put it in the jargon the military itself has come to use, that the 

challenge to 'survival' is 'total', economic, political, and ideological)." 

Certain strategies were developed for survival, Saul & Gelb said (1981 : 45) and listed the 

policies of "separate development", the community councils for urban blacks, the President's 

Council (with whites, coloureds and Indians but no blacks). All the strategies were ultimately 

of no avail, and as Hachten & Giffard (1984: vii) wrote: 

"After deadly riots and demonstrations, South Africa in the 1980s has been marked by a rising 

level of urban terrorism and violence. Bombs have exploded in the busy centres of Pretoria 

and Bloemfontein, and South African Defense Forces have carried out punitive raids in 

neighbouring Mocambique and Lesotho against suspected bases of the African National 

Congress, the exiled arm of black opposition. This low-level war of majority blacks against 

entrenched whites has been watched with increasing dismay by the outside world . ..ln this 

nation under stress ... press and mass communication in general are caught up in events." 

Nothing, not even the introduction of a Tricameral Parliament in 1983, would stem the tide of 

opposition that threatened to overwhelm white South Africa. 

6.5 DEFENCE LEGISLATION 
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The Defence Act 44 of 1957 as amended in 1967 (section 118), was constantly amended, by 

42 of 1974, the Defence Further Amendment Act 83 of 1974, 1 of 1976, 35 of 1977, 68 of 

1977, 49of1978, 77of1980, 44of1982, 34of1983 and two amendments in 1993. 

Section 118 ( 1) was the most important provision in the Defence Act from the journalists' point 

of view (Stuart 1986: 129): 

"No person shall publish in any newspaper, magazine, book or pamphlet or by radio or any 

other means -

a) any information relating to the composition, movements or dispositions of: 

i) the South African Defence Force or any auxiliary or voluntary nursing service established 

under this Act, or any force of a country which is allied to the Republic; 

ii) any South African or allied ships or aircraft used for or military naval purposes; or 

iii) any engines, rolling stock, vehicles, vessels or aircraft of any railway, road, inland water or 

sea transport system or air service over which an officer of the South African Defence Force 

has assumed control in terms of section 102(1), or anything which has been supplied on 

requisition by the Minister in terms of section 102(2), or any statement, comment or rumour 

calculated directly or indirectly to convey such information, except where the information has 

been furnished or the publication thereof has been authorized by the Minister or under his 

authority; or 

b) any statement, comment or rumour relating to any member of the South African Defence 

Force or any activity of the South African Defence Force or any force of a foreign country 

calculated to prejudice or embarrass the Government in its foreign relations or to alarm or 

depress members of the public, except where publication thereof has been authorized by the 

Minister or under his authority." 

Section 118(91)8(a) was amended by section 57 of Act 85of1967. Before amendment the 

section referred to information during wartime, but after amendment it also applied to peace 

time. 

Section 119(1) provided: 
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"(1) No person shall unless authorized thereto by the Minister or on his authority -

(a) take any photograph or make any sketch, plan, model or note of any military camp, 

barracks, dockyard, installation or other premises or any land or area of water used for 

military or defence purposes or which is under military control, or of any part thereof or any 

object therein; or 

(b) have in his possession in or on such camp, barracks, dockyard, installation, premises, 

land or area any camera or other apparatus which may be used for the taking of 

photographs." 

In 1977 alone, three acts were passed regarding defence, viz the Civil Defence Act 67 of 

1977, the Defence Amendment Act 35 of 1977 and the Second Defence Amendment Act 68 

of 1977. The amendments were indicative of crisis. The estimated expenditure on defence 

from the State Revenue Account for 1977-78 constituted 18, 1 % of the total budget ( SARRS, 

1977: 83) and 

"the government promoted the sale of defence savings bonds to provide revenue for 

defence." 

In addition, the Armaments Development and Production Amendment Act 5 of 1978 

transferred the responsibility for the procurement of arms to Armscor. It was stated in the 

Defence White Paper (SARRS, 1977: 86) that although an arms embargo had been instituted 

against South Africa, the country was making itself self-sufficient in respect of armaments for 

''internal protection." 

South Africa's nuclear warfare capability was also causing disquiet in the world at large. 

According to the South African Race Relations Survey (1977: 87): 

"The Washington Post (1977-02-10) quoted American and British sources who believed that 

S.A. was close to producing an atomic bomb. In response to the speculation, Mr (sic) C 

Mulder, Minister of Information and of the Interior, said that S.A. would use all the means at its 

disposal 'whatever they may be' if it was attacked, .. S.A. had never signed the nuclear non

proliferation treaty." 

The Defence Amendment Act 35of1977 extended (SARRS, 1977: 87) 
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"powers granted to the Government in time of war to apply in situations defined as 'operations 

in defence of the Republic or for the prevention or suppression of internal disorder in the 

Republic'. Powers granted by this broader definition include powers conferred on the State 

President regarding the security of harbours and aerodromes, the power to commandeer and 

to authorise the use and control of any transport systems by the Defence Force.• 

An important aspect of this amendment was ( SARRS, 1977: 88) that: 

"In the principal Act powers of censorship were conferred on the State President only 'in time 

of war'. In terms of the Amendment Act he was granted this power 'during operations in 

defence of the Republic or for the prevention or suppression of terrorism or for the prevention 

or suppression of internal disorder in the Republic."' 

Section 5 of the Inquests Act provides that if it appears to a magistrate that death is not due 

to "natural causes", an inquest should be instituted, but in the Defence Amendment Act 35 of 

1977 (SARRS, 1977: 88) a section was inserted to the effect that Section 5 above does not 

apply 

"in respect of any death in respect of which the Minister issues a certificate stating that such 

death was caused in this manner, i.e. in the combating of terrorism or to suppress disorder." 

The section applying to prohibitions of taking photographs or making sketches of military 

premises or installations was widened to include (SARRS, 1977: 88) 

"any military camp, barracks, dockyard, installation or other premises or any land or area of 

water used for military or defence purposes or which is under military control, or any part 

thereof ... " 

In Parliament the Minister of Defence justified this as necessary (SARRS, 1977: 88 quoting 

Hansard 5 Col. 1882) "mainly as a result of the present political and military situation" as 

South Africa was experiencing "circumstances which, by different names, are sometimes 

fraught with dangers similar to those of war. n 

The Second Defence Amendment Act 68 of 1977 extended the period in the Citizen Force 

and Commandos from 12 to 24 months, with effect from January 1978 (SARRS, 1977: 89) 

and: 
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"The Minister of Defence was empowered to establish auxiliary forces to perform 'such 

functions as he may determine.'" 

The Defence White Paper tabled in Parliament, emphasised the dangers facing South Africa. 

It was quoted in the South African Race Relations Survey (1977: 89) and Hansard (5 Col. 

1882) to the effect that there was a need for a total strategy 

"applicable at all levels and to all functions of the state structure ... a comprehensive plan to 

utilise all the means available to a state according to an integrated pattern in order to achieve 

the national aims within the framework of the specific policies'. The White Paper referred to 

the policymaking role of the State Security Council, a statutory body with the function of 

advising the Government regarding the formulation of national policy and strategy in 

connection with the security of the Republic. It consists of the Prime Minister, senior Cabinet 

Ministers, the Chiefs of the Defence Force, the Police and the Bureau for State Security and 

other top officials." 

Government spokesmen made it clear that South Africa was in a state of undeclared war. The 

Sunday Times of 13 March quoted General Magnus Malan, Chief of the Defence Force, 

( SARRS, 1977: 90) as saying that the "requirements of a total strategy and a democratic 

system of government conflicted." 

The Rand Daily Mail quoted him on 9 September as saying (SARRS, 1977: 90): 

"If we do not understand that we are in a struggle for survival, we will not be able to make the 

sacrifices which are necessary.'" 

In terms of the Civil Defence Act 67 of 1977 the Minister of Defence was empowered to 

(SARRS, 1977: 90) 

"proclaim an immediate three-month 'state of disaster' within an area if he considers 

'extraordinary measures are necessary to assist and protect the Republic and to combat civil 

disruption ... " 

In the Act "disaster" is defined to include 
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"an act of God, the influx of refugees into the Republic or any consequences arising out of 

terrorism as defined in the Terrorism Act, 1967." 

Any civil defence units formed would be regarded as police reservists. The country was being 

prepared for a state of siege. 

6.6 NEWS PERMISSION AND SELECTIVE RELEASE 

6.6.1 Defence Force Liaison with the Media: Agreement between the Minister of 

Defence and the NPU 

6.6.1.1 SADF-NPU Agreements of 1967 and 1980 

A Defence Agreement had been concluded on 11 January 1967 between the press and 

Brigadier Cyrus Smith, Director of Public Relations of the SADF, on behalf of the Minister of 

Defence. It was in force from 1969 to 1976 and was subsequently amended from time to time. 

(See Appendix C, 12.3.) 

Strauss (1964: 181-182) quoted the original Defence Force guidelines for use by the press. 

Kelsey Stuart (1986: 159) followed this up by setting out the agreement which came into force 

on 17September1980 (see Appendix C). This agreement was concluded in Pretoria between 

HJ Coetsee, Minister of Defence, and RWJ Opperman, President of the Newspaper Press 

Union of South Africa. 

6.6.1.2 SADF-NPU Agreement of 1986 

• 

In the second half of the eighties and in the nineties the agreement in force was that of 3 

December 1986. Burns (1990: 125) said that it provided for 

"the establishment of a joint Newspaper Press Union/SADF/Armscor Liaison Committee ... 

News liaison is based on the following guidelines: 

News liaison between the SADF and the press takes place via the Media Liaison 

Section and accredited military correspondents. 
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Similarly, news liaison between Armscor and the press takes place through 

Armscor's Media Liaison Section and accredited military correspondence. 

News liaison between the ministry and the media takes place through the 

Communications Division. 

The Newspaper Press Union must ensure that correspondents are 

knowledgeable, able and well-equipped persons. 

The SADF shall call regular news conferences for accredited military 

correspondents and editors. 

Editors must refer matters of policy or principle to the Newspaper Press Union representatives 

who raise matters with the SADF and Armscor. Specific items of detail are referred directly to 

full-time liaison officers. 

The agreement provides that the dissemination of news, notices and directives via the South 

African Press Association (SAPA) and other news channels will continue and the Newspaper 

Press Union will receive copies of news items, notices and directives issued to these bodies." 

6.6.2 Truth vs Rumour During the Angolan War 

Secrecy was strictly enforced after South African troops had crossed over to Angola in 1975 

but secrecy generates rumours, and these proliferated. While the foreign press reported the 

South African presence, the South African media were kept in the dark. 

Although the South African media reported on the refugees fleeing from the former 

Portuguese provinces, the blackout on news concerning South African involvement 

commenced on 11 August 1975 when PW Botha, Minister of Defence, banned (Addison 

1980: 209) 

"reports or speculation concering South African military movements and activities on the 

Namibia-Angola border particularly at Ruacana." 

Harvey Tyson (1993: 175), ex-editor of the Star, wrote in his book Editors under Fire: 
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"It was only when the army began to be deployed in internal operations against South 

Africans; when President PW Botha's concept of 'Total Onslaught' became a political device 

embracing even the armed forces; when they attacked neighbouring states; and when Military 

Intelligence was used as a weapon against some of its own citizens, that relationships 

between the press and the SADF fused into mutual hostility. In the early days of apartheid 

rule newspapermen still identified with (those) ... with whom many of them had served proudly 

in World War 2." 

However, he (Tyson, 1993: 175) made it clear that the Defence Act 44 of 1957 and 

amendments had always caused a great deal of trouble for journalists: 

"Indeed the Act was so encompassing that it needed an agreement to circumvent it if the 

SADF were to have any reasonable communication with the white civilian population who 

supplied 80 to 90 percent of the armed forces on a part-time basis .. .The SADF agreement 

was useful to both sides, but the moment it was really put to the test it failed . ..ln 1975 

Portugal's revolution led to the sudden withdrawal of its entire administrative structures from 

Angola and Mocambique and signalled the dramatic end to colonialism in Africa. It left the 

people of the two vast territories quite unprepared for instant independence and led inevitably 

to civil war. By 197 4 the South African Prime Minister, John Vorster, was trying to reach out to 

Africa over the heads of these two vast, inadequately governed territories. On March 1975 he 

gave a confidential briefing to political correspondents which told us a great deal about his 

perspectives." 

With regard to Angola, Tyson (1993: 176-177) said: 

"Vorster put the chances of civil war breaking out at 50-50 in March 1975, but rising steadily. 

He indicated that South Africa was not as involved in Angola as in Mocambique .. . But a few 

months later, with South African reservists still supporting Smith in Rhodesia and with the 

SADF and police heavily involved in holding down Swapo in South-West Africa, the situation 

on Angola's border was tense. 

"On 18 July 1975 Chris van Gass, on secondment to the Argus Africa News Service (AANS) 

was the first South African to interview the then MPLA leader and first president of Angola, 

Augustina (sic) Neto .. . Dr Neto told of ... clashes between South African troops and the 
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Angolans inside his country. He also spoke of South Africa to occupy the southern half of 

Angola and set up a separate 'ethnic region' (sic). 

"On 9 August 1975 South African military units invaded Angola near the Ruacana Falls on the 

South-West Africa border. They pushed about 35 km into the neighbouring country without 

declaring war and without their own Parliament having even a hint of what was happening. 

Parliament and the South African electorate were soon piecing together information from 

rumours from their own sons on the border, and from rumours and oblique messages in the 

press ... Yet no-one spoke out; no-one was prepared to provide evidence .... The government 

deliberately delayed confirmation of the invasion, although the United States, through its 

Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), helped co-ordinate the illegal strike ... 

." .. The Star ... picked up rumours of our troops' violation of the border. It did seem incredible 

and we could get no confirmation of it. Nor could we publish an 'unconfirmed report' - such as 

the BBC broadcast later - for the Defence Act not only forbids all reports of troop movements, 

it specifically bans the reporting of 'any statement, comment or rumour (concerning the SADF 

or its allies) calculated to prejudice or embarrass the government in its foreign relations or to 

alarm or depress members of the public ... ' 

"On 11 August, two days after the invasion, PW Botha, as Minister of Defence, banned 

'reports or speculation concerning South African military movements and activities on the 

South-West Africa/Angola border or on any border posts, in particular at Ruacana ... Such 

reports and speculation only cause unnecessary confusion,' he decreed ." 

The Rand Daily Mail (ROM) protested against the censorship by carrying blank spaces on its 

front page. This was in protest against news breaks to The Star to which unfairness the ROM 

objected. It also protested because foreign media had obtained news and photographs which 

were denied to the national media (Addison 1980: 183). 

The first blank space appeared in the Rand Daily Mail on Saturday 15 November. There was 

a main story about Russia backing the MPLA in Angola and Addison (1980: 183) says: 

"In a small white box below the main story ... the newspaper reported that an item 'which would 

have occupied this space has not been published because permission which is required in 
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terms of the law for such publication has not been granted'. The item concerned the report on 

British Independent Television showing South African troops and armoured cars in Angola." 

When the first soldier, Chris Robin, was killed, his parents had to put a notice in the paper to 

the effect that he had died in an accident. But, Tyson (1993: 177) said: 

"Raymond Lauw, editor of the Rand Daily Mail, lifted the advertisement out of the classified 

columns and placed it on Page One, immediately below the SADF denial that South African 

soldiers were at war in Angola." 

With regard to this, Addison (1980: 183) said: 

"The front page lead, headed: 'More servicemen killed in action' began with a 15 cm double

column blank space in which appeared the following paragraph in small type: 

"For reasons totally unrelated to military considerations or the security of the state, an 

announcement of the death in action last Thursday of South African servicemen has been 

delayed by the Defence authorities. This information, of vital concern to the country, will only 

be released officially for publication this afternoon, although the Minister of Defence approved 

it for publication yesterday." 

This made the Minister of Defence re-issue his ban. In September he sent a confidential 

message to editors explaining his motives - that negotiations were still on with the Portuguese 

and thereby, Tyson (1993: 178) said 

"he confirmed that South Africa was at war - without Parliament or even a parliamentary 

committee knowing about this grave step. n 

The press found a loophole in the act and reported on "South African elements" or "South 

African mercenaries" or "guerrillas" deep in Angola. Tyson (1993: 178) said that this 

"charade lasted until Botha acknowledged on 6 September the SADF's official involvement in 

the war." 

In fact, for years to come, the SADF remained actively involved (Tyson, 1993: 178), 
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"until the collapse of the USSR. The local press battle against censorship continued 

throughout that time." 

Schwella (1989: 42-43) commented on the secrecy surrounding the increase of hostilities into 

war as follows: 

"South African forces were already involved in a civil war in Angola - a foreign country - during 

1975 and 1976. This involvement had serious national implications for South Africa. Despite 

the obvious interest of the general South African public in the availability of information for the 

maintenance of public responsibility, a blanket prohibition was placed on the publication of 

any information regarding South African involvement in the war. This prohibition not only 

covered strategic military information, but also applied to the reasons for the policy decision to 

get involved and the evaluation of the effectivenes and efficiency of the involvement. This 

prohibition was also strictly enforced in South Africa, irrespective of the fact that even 

strategic information on South African involvement was published widely in foreign 

publications. The prohibition was effectively enforced, and information on South African 

involvement was only made available to the extent that such exposure was officially allowed. 

When the government was eventually challenged on this issue, its spokesmen contended that 

the public had been sufficiently informed and that the right to know did not include the right to 

know everything. It was also argued that restrictions were justified for security purposes ... The 

English newspapers that were studied in this case were of the opinion that the Press had 

been muzzled unnecessarily and unjustifiably .. . (and) were critical about the prohibition to 

publish on the political and administrative implications of involvement in a civil war in another 

country ... The Afrikaans papers that were studied accepted that the authorities had the right to 

restrict publication. These restrictions could be justified in the light of the threat posed by 

communist anti-democratic forces .... lt was further found that control measures were 

afterwards tightened to ensure even stricter control. This was done by the emergency 

regulations and agreements between the Department of Defence and newspapers enforced 

by the SA Media Council." 

Venter (1977: 220-221) cited examples of reports on the Angolan war in overseas 

newspapers and said: 
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"South African forces having been spotted in places as far afield as Silva Porto and Lobito; 

pictures were shown on American and European television networks of young men who by 

their speech and mannerisms were obviously South African. But the South African 

Government remained silent. The damage - mostly psychological and economic - which 

resulted was inevitable. The most incredible stories were being circulated after the first month: 

South African forces fighting Russians; boys being killed by the score; Voortrekkerhoogte 

Military Hospital filled to overflowing with the most terrible casualties. There were conflicting 

reports of successes, followed by other stories of major military disasters. Parents with sons 

on the border had no way of checking the veracity of this hearsay. The matter developed an 

urgent note once official details of casualties were published and the issue was further 

aggravated by the unusual number of men killed in accidents in the operational area. 

Eventually no one knew what to believe." 

Tony Hodges (Venter, 1977: 221) of the London Observer reported on 16 November 1975 

that he had seen 50 uniformed South African troops in Benguela "aged between 18 and 20, 

too young to be mercenaries." 

He said that they spoke in South African accents and that he was not permitted to photograph 

them. Venter (1977: 221) confirmed that this "was not allowed to be published in South Africa 

at the time." 

Fred Bridgland of Reuter wrote in the Los Angeles Times of 16 November 1975 that he had 

spoken to South African troops as far as 425 miles north of the border between South-West 

Africa and Angola, in Benguela and Lobito. They were in places from which the MPLA had 

retreated. Venter (1977 221) confirmed that this was also not allowed to be reported in South 

Africa: 

"Despite such eyewitness accounts - and the fact that South African troops were captured by 

the MPLA and presented to the Press - Pretoria continued to issue official denials that its 

forces were involved in the civil war. However, South African newspapers, which are barred 

from printing unauthorised articles on military movements, began leaking information of 

Pretoria's role in Angola. Newspapers in Johannesburg carried reports on November 16, 1975 

of the existence of an airlift between the Rand airport, near Johannesburg, and Sa da 
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Bandeira, flying into Angola 'mercenaries', mainly of Portuguese nationality, but also South 

Africans and 'veteran mercenaries from the Congo.'" 

On 27 November 1975 it was "widely reported" (Addison, 1980: 215) in South Africa that the 

Minister of Defence had said upon his return from the No 1 military zone that 

"certain South African news media were contravening the Defence Act by publishing 'panic 

reports', especially from communist sources. SA, he said, would be wise to pay attention only 

to official and authoritative statements on Defence matters issued by DHQ Pretoria. Any 

report aimed at giving the impression that the South African Defence Force was not in full 

control of the border operation was 'Malicious and devoid of all truth.'" 

Addison (1980: 216) pointed out that South African afternoon papers carried 

"the first reports of SA's admission of her role in Angola. The information is attributed to 

'authoritative sources.'" 

Venter (1977: 222) mentioned that the 29 November 1975 issue of Die Burger revealed the 

presence of South African "advisers" in Angola and quoted the newspaper as saying that it 

had become 

"a sort of conventional war of rapidly moving vehicle columns, artillery and projectiles. This 

requires know-how, leadership and planning on a level which is not readily available among 

Angola's Black population." 

Addison (1980: 186) commented on the kind of media input provided by the military and 

pointed out: 

"The one-sidedness of military news coverage emerged with unprecedented clarity at the end 

of November 1975 when the Minister of Defence and top SADF officers briefed the press on 

what was happening in Angola. The author does not know what was said at the confidential 

briefings but the published reports said mainly that South Africa was providing 'advice and 

logistical support' for the Unita/FNLA alliance - a claim which fell far short of the full truth." 

The South African Defence Force and the Minister of Defence briefed foreign journalists in 

Pretoria on 27 November 1975. They subsequently briefed South African journalists on 1 
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December 1976. From 2 tot 4 December foreign journalists were taken on (Addison, 1980: 

216) 

"a 24-hour tour of South African bases in southern Angola where they see how SA troops are 

protecting the Calueque scheme and also guarding the refugee camps. The tour included 

journalists of the BBC and London newspapers, American press agencies and newspapers, 

and Australian, German, Swiss and French correspondents. There were no SA 

correspondents on the tour ... once again the foreign media get preferential treatment." 

Venter (1977: 223) quoted David Binder as stating in the 12December1975 issue of the New 

York Times that United States intelligence reports estimated that there were 1 000 South 

African troops in Angola, but The Washington Post reporter David Ottaway cited sources in 

Lusaka as saying that the number was anything up to 6 000. They were fighting against 

Cubans, MPLA and SWAPO. Defence Minister Botha claimed that troops were protecting the 

Cunene hydro-electric scheme and the borders. But, Venter (1977: 223) wrote, "It was clear 

to any thinking person that the nation had been misled, n for a report, substantiated by the 

military, revealed that six South African soldiers had been captured by the MPLA-Cuban 

forces at Cela, 1 000 km from the South-West Africa border post at Oshikango. This was clear 

proof of the South African involvement. 

On 17 December 1975 the MPLA paraded four captured South African soldiers before a 

press conference in Lagos, and this was (Addison, 1980: 217) 

"prominently reported in world media and in SA press." 

The Minister of Defence admitted that four SA Technical Services Corps men were missing. 

Although he (Addison, 1980: 217) maintained that they were only used for "logistical duties 

and were sent out to fetch an unserviceable vehicle", this incident confirmed the South African 

involvement in Angola. 

It was only on 18 December 1975 that South African defence correspondents were permitted 

to visit Calueque where the men had been captured. It was their first official visit to the front in 

Angola. 
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Rumours abounded, fuelled by the foreign press. South Africa was not merely fighting against 

what it termed "communist aggression", now it was itself an aggressor, fighting on foreign soil. 

Foreign investors received an off-putting message. Pretoria had not been honest and would 

reap the whirlwind. 

Bums (1990: 128) stated that the media were 

"in an invidious position with regard to defence reporting since they are dependent upon 

official information. The agreement concluded with the Defence Force is not of much value 

since officialdom regulates the information which is passed on to the press.• 

Addison (1980: 219) mentioned the note that PW Botha sent to editors on 6 January 1976, to 

which request they adhered: 

"During the next few days, a flood of propaganda will reach our media emanating from pro

Marxist sources on the Angolan issue. The object will be to influence the discussion at the 

OAU conference. An urgent appeal is made to all news media not to help the enemies of 

South Africa and the West in the psychological warfare. Among others an appeal is made not 

to blow up reports re MPLA successes based on flimsy information, thus giving them a 

diplomatic advantage at the OAU conference. Responsible and careful reporting is called for. 

Defeatist reporting can only damage our own interests." 

The South African press could not print what was being printed all over the free world. The 

same applied to Mocambique. Tyson (1993: 179) remarked: 

"It soon became clear that, while our situation had improved a great deal in terms of military 

censorship, the situation remained unsatisfactory. But it was not nearly as unsatisfactory as 

press reporting in Mozambique, where whole communities were annihilated in a civil war 

without the world being informed. The savagery in Mozambique continued into the 1990s and 

resulted in millions of innocents dying ... The war in Mozambique is probably the most 

successfully hidden, least-reported war of modem times. Angola, preceding it, was almost as 

bad." 
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Jonas Savimbi of UNITA was a great source of information, Tyson (1993: 181) said, as he 

gave the South African press more information than any South African general, "though 

occasionally our correspondents would get a special in-depth briefing." 

Most of the South African Defence Force information was "off the record." The newspapers 

had to print something and glean information somehow. Tyson (1993: 182) explained: 

"Each newspaper tackled the problem in its own way. Some submitted all their military stories 

to Defence Headquarters in the likelihood of getting at least 80 percent of the material 

approved. Others thought up legal loopholes and printed anyway. Even newspapers within 

one publishing group which shared the same news reports acted differently, some hedging 

their bets; others sticking their necks out." 

Colonel Riaan Lauw of the South African Defence Force (1984-1990, unfinished thesis) was 

of the opinion that South African military correspondents were, because of their accreditation 

and therefore loyalty to the South African Defence Force, more limited than the foreign 

correspondents who did not need to adhere to rules: 

"Dit bring mee dat .. . beriggewing meer terughoudend is en daarom in baie gevalle as 

ongeloofwaardig binne sy eie medium en daarbuite ervaar word." 

He also alleged that the accredited military correspondents were lazy and expected to be 

spoonfed by the military: 

"Dit wil voorkom of hulle op die Weermag sit en wag om inligting aan hulle te verskaf, geriewe 

beskikbaar te maak en om in die algemeen vir hulle werk op te toor. • 

Then, on the other hand, Lauw (1984-1990) mentioned that some correspondents were 

difficult, often not understanding the military (many were women): 

"Daarbenewens is dit ook algemeen dat van hierdie verslaggewers uiters aggressief en selfs 

vyandig teenoor mediaskakeloffisiere reageer wanneer die antwoorde op persnavrae nie is 

wat hulle verwag het of nie inpas by die berig wat hulle beplan om te skryf nie. Hierdie 

optrede is beslis nie in die gees van die bepalings van die ooreenkoms tussen die Minister 

van Verdediging en die NPU nie." 
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The writer and military correspondent, Willem Steenkamp, was on campaign in southern 

Angola and wrote about his experiences and his observation of the effects of civil war. He 

was there from January to March 1976, and described (1976: 137) it as a "simple, 

straightforward communist land-grab" by the MPLA. He (1976: 139) also expressed this 

opinion: 

"There is one point on which nearly all South Africans seem to feel united: That the 

Government did too little by way of telling them what was going on. While I agree that military 

security must be maintained at almost any costs in order to protect operations in the field, 

there can be little doubt that the general public was much too ill-informed at times when more 

could have been said, and that the Defence Act's wide powers of prohibition could have been 

more judiciously applied when it came to publication of military news (as matters stand, 

publication of just about any item of military interest concerning the activities of South African 

forces or forces allied to South Africa can be suppressed)." 

6.6.3 Winning over the Media 

By 1976 the South African Defence Force had realized that the media had to be "won over" to 

their side. The Force expanded its public relations arm, making it more amenable and 

sophisticated. Journalists were recruited as press officers under Colonel Kobus Bosman to 

deal with the military correspondents of newspapers and the South African Broadcasting 

Corporation. 

A Defence Committee, consisting of representatives of the NPU and the military, with a 

general as chairperson, controlled publication of military news. As Addison remarked (1980: 

61 ): 

"The existence of the Defence Committee meant that the NPU had at last become fully co

opted into the official system of authorising news on the basis of security considerations. The 

South African Defence Force, in collaboration with the editors of print and broadcast news 

media, drew up a list of accredited defence correspondents who had the sole right to 

approach military PRO's and other top personnel for news releases. All these changes made 

for more harmonious press-military relations." 
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The Defence Force became more ''forthright about its engagements in the border war zones." 

The White Paper on Defence of 1977 (Section IX: 35) referred to the South African Defence 

Fare's co-operation with the media: 

"As far as military reporting and commentary are concerned, news media remain an essential 

link in the total national strategy, because of the great influencing role they can play in proper 

co-operation." 

What this amounted to was news manipulation, which Siebert et al (1956) attributed to an 

authoritarian system. 

One could also argue that the development media theory also applied: "Media should accept 

and carry out positive development tasks in line with nationally established policy" (McQuail, 

1983: 94-95). 

6.6.4 Manipulation in Practice 

During the 1975-76 Angolan war, the son of Johannes Grosskopf (editor of Bee/d, a 

Nasionale Pers newspaper based in Johannesburg, and later head of the Department of 

Journalism at the University of Stellenbosch) was involved as a national serviceman, but as 

Grosskopf said (interview 1994 ): 

"Hulle was baie streng tydens die Angolese oorlog. As redakteur het ek dinge gehoor wat ek 

nie aan die lesers kon se nie. Ek het geweet my seun was by Luanda maar John Vorster het 

dit net 'n 'hakkejag' genoem. Die Veredigingswet was so streng. Vergunnings aan joernaliste 

kon ingetrek word. Ons mag nooit geweet het van Suid-Afrikaanse gewondes nie, selfs nie 

gesneuweldes nie. Daar was altyd vae redes. Dit het gewissel volgens militere 

verteenwoordigers. Party was meer genaakbaar as ander." 

Ebbe Dommisse, editor of Die Burger, made similar observations in an interview on 14 July 

1994: 

"Daar was twee gevalle waar daar troepebewegings was waaroor ans nie mag berig het nie 

en daarna was die noodtoestand geweldig streng op die koerante. Met die Angolese oorlog 

was daar natuurlik pogings om alle nuus te sensor, te beheer, ensovoorts. Ek dink daar was 

allerhande onderhandelinge met die Amerikaanse regering, dat hulle nie betrokke was nie en 
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ans aangemoedig het om in te gaan op 'n klandestiene wyse. Ons het Angola gevat. Schalk 

Pienaar het dit 'n 'ligte mistykie' genoem .. . miskien was dit. Ons het verby die Verdedigingswet 

gekom deur alles te beskryf wat daar gebeur het, maar ans het dit 'geallieerde magte' 

genoem." 

Jonathan Hobday, editor of the Weekend Argus, interviewed in 1994, said: 

"Yes, there was harassment throughout the period. Vorster in his heyday and PW Botha in his 

heyday both threatened the press, but I would say that PW Botha was worse. By nature he 

was more dictatorial and militaristic. The political pressures had grown, the isolation, and with 

it the paranoia, the anger and the lashing back had grown. 

"The Angolan war was an example of how censorship and totalitarian control stopped the free 

flow of information. We, in our very superficial reports, very skimpy, spoke of people dying in 

the operational area. By any definition the operational area would be something like the 

border of South-West Africa and Angola. At the time we were writing it was 30 km from 

Luanda. So the SA public reading the SA newspapers had absolutely no idea of what was 

going on. 

"If they read the English newspapers or followed the Yugoslav press agency, then they knew 

what was going on. Some of the information did come out. We were censored to the point in 

which essentially it was a perversion of the truth. In the case of the Angolan war, censorship 

and the totalitarian state setup was almost complete. Such were the Defence regulations, the 

political conspiracy not to speak, not even to follow it. It was only years later that they began 

telling us about 'Brug 14'. Some of the information began to leak out, so that the true picture 

began to be told in the English language or South African press, but that was years later. At 

the time it was very successfully withheld from the South African public." 

Andrew Drysdale, then editor of The Argus, interviewed on 7 December 1994, who had also 

served a stint in London's Fleet Street and in the Argus Africa Bureau, said of the Angolan 

war: 

"We knew what was going on, but we could not publish. It was so frustrating. Obituaries for 

sons appeared in the newspapers and so people began to know. When the Government at 

last wanted to come clean, it had lost its credibility. We called the soldiers 'men in uniform with 
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Afrikaans accents'. We had to break the law sometimes. We were always contacting legal 

advisers. This cost a lot but The Argus was in the forefront of action, anti-apartheid rather 

than anti-government. But one cannot be irresponsible. Jobs could be lost when newspapers 

close down.'" 

Addison (1980: 152-190) interviewed journalists soon after the Angolan war. He reported 

John Patten, then political correspondent of The Star, as saying: 

"The military correspondents were passing on messages that the Government wanted us to 

hear. They said it was in the public interest... we felt that we were possibly withholding news in 

the national interest." 

Again the argument of "national interest" used by the government of PW Botha reflects a 

combination of McQuail's authoritarian and development media theories ( 1983: 85-86; 94-96). 

Ebbe Dommisse (Addison, 1980: 154), then assistant-editor of Beeld, said: 

"We always operate within the law, and there is a very specific law about Defence Force 

reporting. As far as the Angolan war was concerned, we knew that there were South African 

troops involved but the law prohibited us and other newspapers from publishing anything 

about it, except with the permission of the South African Defence Force." 

Carel Birkby (Addison, 1980: 162) of To the Point, was "exasperated by the censorship" and 

said : 

"I don't think there was anything in the Angolan adventure that needed to be suppressed at 

all. As far as I know there were no colossal defeats that had to be hushed up ... there was 

nothing in that campaign that couldn't very fairly have been published." 

Addison (1980: 4) called the type of propaganda practised by the South African government 

and military during the Angolan war "surface" propaganda which used the state propaganda 

resources to obtain support. In other words, this 

"involves agencies which are conspicuously devoted to winning support for themselves and 

their doctrines." 
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Although the government professed to be pursuing a "total strategy" against a "total 

onslaught", this merely amounted to what Addison (1980: 30, 31) described as 

"centralised control by Government or the agencies of public opinion ... an attack on the 

autonomy of private enterprise. The authorities would dictate the criteria of news selection 

and would draw the boundaries of permissible criticism .. . the Angolan war marked a 

watershed in press-Government relations in South Africa." 

The authoritarian control of the media in South Africa during the Angolan war and the eighties 

after that, resembles McQuail's (1983: 86) description of this type of media system: "There 

are cases and occasions when authoritarianism expresses the popular will and, in all 

societies, there are situations where press freedom may conflict with some interests of the 

state or society in general, for instance under conditions of terrorist insurgency or threat of 

war." 

In fact, PW Botha said in a speech in August 1979 at a congress of the National Party in Natal 

(quoted from Addison, 1980: 29): 

"If a country faces a total onslaught then it is not only the politicians that must be disciplined. 

The same applies to other institutions, including the press." 

An example of one of the newspapers which pertinently and constantly reminded the public of 

the censorship strictures that were being applied during the Angolan war, was the Cape 

Times. Addison (1980: 190) reported that the newspaper provided 

"footnoted censored reports to the effect that they had been cut, wrote editorials on defence 

censorship and speculated in leader-page articles on the reasons for censorship." 

General Jannie Geldenhuys (1993: 43), former Chief of the South African Defence Force, 

admitted: 

"Met die wysheid van terugblik uit 'n suiwer militere oogpunt gesien, kon dit vir ons voordelig 

gewees het indien die media beter ingelig was. Maar ek bedoel nie om politici vir dit of dat te 

verkwalik nie ... Hulle het hulle oorwegings - en militere doelwitte is altyd ondergeskik aan die 

oorhoofse politieke strategie." 
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In an unfinished thesis Riaan Lauw (1984-1990) (who was interviewed on 25 August 1995) 

remarked that there was more than one side to to the right to know: 

"Maar anders as beriggewing oar enige ander gebeure, kan foutiewe militere beriggewing .. .'n 

drastiese invloed he op wie oorleef of sterf en op wie in vryheid of in verskeie vorme van 

slawerny moet leef. Dit is dus logies dat die militer alle middele tot sy beskikking - wetgewing 

en sensuur, toegang tot konflikte en beheer oar logistieke en kommunikasievermoens - sal 

gebruik om dit wat hy as veiligheids- of nasionale belang beskou, te beskerm. Die media, 

daarteenoor, sal op sy beurt gebruik maak van politieke druk, openbare mening en alle 

denkbare kommunikasiemiddele en -tegnieke om hierdie inligting openbaar gemaak te kry. 

Wat vir die een party 'heilig' is, is vir 'n ander roem en sensasie." 

CONCLUSION 

This chapter shows that, as Siebert et al (1956: 18) postulated, all units of communication, 

which included the Defence Force of South Africa had to "support and advance the policies 

of the government in power so that this government can achieve its objectives." By revealing 

anything about the war, the media risked interfering with or opposing government policies. 

The total strategy developed as a response to threats to white rule. The military would fight 

but then the country had to stand behind them. An authoritarian government and pro

govemment media regarded this as essential for the survival of the white minority in control. 

The result was an increasing militarisation of society which progressively developed a threat 

psychosis. 

It is seen here, as Dr Samuel Johnson said (quoted by Siebert et al, 1956: 36) that the state 

believed that it had "the right to preserve public peace and order" and that this justified 

anything that threatened white hegemony and control, which included revealing anything that 

was damaging to the forces defending the state. 

It is also shown, as seen in Gamble & Gamble (1989: 409), that in an attempt to "manage" the 

news, bureaucratic agencies, such as the South African Defence Force public relations 

department, provided their own press releases, arranged their own press tours, and 

attempted to convince reporters to report favourably, and not to cause alarm. It is also shown 

that the view expressed by Bok (1982: 198) applied here, namely that military secrecy was 
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also used for "power play" and that it was tempting for a "beleaguered government" to 

increase its secrecy internally and externally, encompassing foreign as well as "domestic" 

enemies. A critical press, local or foreign, could be, and were, viewed as the enemy, rather 

than allies. They were seen as conspiring with enemies if they were dissident or adversarial. 

This is seen as an ongoing process, which culminated in the emergence of the securocracy. 

The Minister of Defence at the time of the Angolan War, PW Botha, was adamant that the 

inevitable change in South Africa had to be controlled by the government. This was essential 

to prevent the overthrow of white domination. 

Apartheid had to be maintained at all costs to ensure this domination. Despite the failure of 

Vorster's detente peace initiatives, the majority of white South Africans refused to heed the 

warning signs as the African revolution moved down to South Africa's borders, nor would they 

admit the possibility of the failure of apartheid. 

The government was severely criticised because the war had not been sanctioned by 

Parliament and because the "nation" was kept in the dark, which led to much suspicion in the 

press and among the Opposition. 

On the one hand the Government legislated against the press to curb its freedom and yet it 

also attempted to gain the support of this same coerced press. The media which act as 

"gatekeepers" of information were in this case merely secondary gatekeepers, their 

manipulation of news carrying "more weight than others" as news "suppliers" (McQuail, 1983: 

114). The military and authorities were the primary gatekeepers. They constituted a 

bureaucracy which tried to exercise complete control over what was being reported in the 

media so that it would not be detrimental to the government. 

After the Angolan war the future seemed bleaker, more threatening to white rule. Venter 

(1977: 315) aptly described what constituted this threat: 

"Without doubt, anti-White feeling among South Africa's Blacks runs deep. Suddenly, 

having seen White people evicted easily from places such as Mocambique and Angola, 

(and the demise of White rule soon to follow in Rhodesia and South-West Africa), the 

spectre of Black Power has reached South Africa. It has taken a long time, but South 
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Africans are finally facing the reality of a form of inverted racism which has already 

claimed lives elsewhere in Africa, in Europe, in Britain, and the United States. The only 

difference for South Africa is that... Blacks outnumber Whites in South Africa about five 

or six to one, depending on whether Coloureds and Asians are included in the category 

of 'Blacks.'" 

(Note: Writers had different spellings of Mocambique/Mozambique.) 
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CHAPTER 7 

EMERGENCE OF THE SECUROCRACY (1980) 

INTRODUCTION 

State security acquired such enormous importance as the eighties dawned that under PW 

Botha a whole so-called securocracy took over the government of the country. The country 

was told that it faced a total onslaught and that it had to defend itself by means of a total 

strategy. 

The apex of this system was the State Security Council (SSC) which PW Botha chaired and 

which consisted of senior members of the South African Defence Force, the South African 

Police, and the Departments of Foreign Affairs and Internal Affairs. A network of working 

committees and regional functionaries operated under the auspices of the SSC. 

The functions of the securocracy were to formulate foreign policy with regard to the 

neighbouring countries, to guarantee South African control of Namibia by applying a so-called 

destabilisation policy, and to ensure the maintenance of law and order through the 

proclamation of states of emergency from 1984 until 1990. 

Pottinger (1988: x) mentioned that political analyst Willie Breytenbach was the first to use the 

term "securocracy" in an article in 1987. Pottinger's definition follows: 

"Essentially it refers to a technical and bureaucratic response to the problems of a 

modernising society in which a preponderant emphasis is placed on security considerations." 

In other words, securocracy referred to the security system functionaries, the bureaucrats who 

administered the total strategy with regard to the total onslaught. 

Botha seemed to make verfigte (enlightened) overtures when he came to power. To withstand 

insurgency, the black majority had to be won over. At the same time, South Africans were 

being mobilised to face an uncertain future. Pro-government ideology had to be the bulwark 

against social disintegration and the government was doing its utmost to secure and stabilise 

its power. Subversion of any kind had to be rooted out. 
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Censorship and news manipulation would control thought in this time of "warfare." Inevitably 

this was repressive and brought with it the prosecution of dissidents. On the other hand, big 

business and the press had to be co-opted into a national strategy to withstand the onslaught 

from all quarters, as McQuail (1983: 96) defined with regard to the development media theory: 

"In the interest of development ends, the state has a right to intervene in, or restrict, 

media operations and devices of censorship, subsidy and direct control can be 

justified." 

Pottinger (1988: 59) described PW Botha's apparently liberal stance as concluded from the 

twelve-point plan he had announced at a Natal National Party Congress in Durban in August 

1979. This plan 

"contained the view that the party policy should provide for 'removal of hurtful and 

unnecessary discrimination' and 'maintenance of a free enterprise system as a basis of 

economic and financial policy.'" 

Constitutional changes that seemed to be an improvement were being planned and would be 

brought to fruition in 1983 by means of the new RSA constitution and the Tricameral 

Parliament. 

Pottinger (1988: 62) maintained that as early as 1980, however, 

"Botha's command of the civil and military bureaucracy and his capture of the key organs of 

the National Party was all but complete." 

A number of influential and consequential Commissions of Inquiry were appointed to look into 

how the security situation was reflected in the media, what harm was being done to the 

security and image of the country and Afrikaner hegemony and how this could be controlled. 

It was important to have mutual trust between the authorities and the media and this could not 

merely be enforced by legislation. 

7.2 TOTAL ONSLAUGHT AND TOTAL STRATEGY 

In the new government that came to power in 1978, the emergence of security priorities and 

of a ruling securocracy came to the fore. 
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The South African government was fighting for survival. According to Tomaselli and Lauw 

(1991: 77) 

"the crisis of the 1980s saw greater government curtailment of the flow of information and 

moves towards the registration of journalists, newspapers and news agencies. This had as its 

aim the co-optation of the Press into the State's 'national communication policy', which in tum 

seemed to be derived from militaristic assumptions found in Andre Beaufre's writings on 

propaganda and war. (Beaufre 1965 in Graaff (Ed) 1989) ... The 1980s was the time of the 

securocrats. During this decade the State believed that it was engaged in an (internal) war 

and that it was justified in expecting the 'mainstream' media to support its 'total strategy'. 

Those not 'voluntarily' complying, were - in terms of the government's 'us-them' binary 

opposition - seen as identifying with the 'total onslaught.'" 

Tyson (1993: 188) told of changing attitudes and said that in October 1979 

"military correspondents were allowed to eavesdrop on a significant briefing of the military 

establishment by the Chief of Defence, General Magnus Malan, and his top generals. The 

correspondents were seeing the first shots fired in Botha's 'Total Strategy' to meet a 'Total 

Onslaught'. 

"Initially the military men were probably the most enlightened in government service, in that 

they believed in the 'hearts-and-minds' theory and in the unpopular view that South Africa's 

solution was a political one, involving the socio-economic upgrading of black South Africans 

and their inclusion in the political process, rather than a military one of suppression. It was a 

radical idea in white South Africa of the 1970s and a delicate one that had little chance of 

lasting. When PW Botha, 'their' Minister, became political El Supremo, the generals began to 

concede that the Vietnam policy was better: 'Get 'em by the balls and the hearts and minds 

will follow'. That was a favourite phrase in 1979, the year in which officers were informed that 

1980 and 1981 would determine the survival or otherwise of white South Africa and that 'all 

should put personal interests below that of the state.'" 

In their annual Survey, the South African Race Relations Institute ( 1979: 1) summed up the 

new power system as follows: 
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"Fundamental to new government thinking was a comprehensive 'national strategy', designed 

to unite white and black 'moderates' in a combined military and socio-economic assault on a 

common enemy: 'Marxism'. The Prime Minister and Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Police 

perceived a threat of revolution from within and foreign intervention from without in the form of 

sanctions and guerrilla warfare, and warned that security could not lie solely in the hands of 

the military and police." 

Furthermore, the lack of complete political power-sharing was compensated for by (SARRS, 

1979: 3) 

"the policy of separate development or power division ... termed 'good neighbourliness' which 

encompassed mutual respect, the acknowledgement of each other's rights, self-determination 

and consultation over matters of common concern." 

The new management style aimed at "overall co-ordination of policy-making and its 

implementation" (SARRS, 1979: 5) and 

"two dozen cabinet committees had been reduced to six. These were concerned with state 

security, finance, economics, legislation and parliamentary affairs, internal affairs and welfare. 

Co-ordinating the work of the committees was an innovation - a cabinet secretariat, the 

secretary of which was the secretary of the Department of the Prime Minister. The various 

security services, DONS, the police and military intelligence, were co-ordinated and the State 

Security Council, responsible for co-ordinating defence and social, economic and 

constitutional matters (the 'total national strategy') was invigorated and placed at the core of 

the system. The military were also reported to be more closely involved in inter-departmental 

planning." 

Tyson (1993: 189), from the editor/journalist's point of view, described the new system as 

consisting 

"of the State Security Council, comprising the Ministers and\or officials of the Departments of 

Foreign Affairs, Police, Intelligence and Defence, with the Prime Minister in the chair. Below 

the State Security Council came an executive committee of bureaucrats to carry out its 

orders. The third tier was a secretariat which would be the nerve centre of the whole system 

in which all staff work on a national strategy would be done. Then came 15 interdepartmental 
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committees for planning purposes. And finally there would be a network of joint management 

centres working under each territorial military command, apparently with the purpose of 

sharpening up government services to, and encouraging co-operation with, black South 

Africans." 

Tyson ( 1993: 198, footnote 3) obtained his detailed information in a briefing from Hugh 

Leggatt who was taking over political correspondentship of The Star, which proved how firm 

PW Botha's hand was going to be on the tiller. Tyson (1993: 198, footnote 4) also commented 

that The Argus would, in December 1986, call the joint management centres 

"a political and insidious system of bureaucratic control answerable only to the state 

intelligence machinery." 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 8) maintained that when Minister of Defence PW Botha became 

Prime Minister in 1978 during the Information scandal 

"something new and threatening was added both to politics and to press/government 

relationships .. . the influence on government policies of the military and its perceptions became 

more apparent." 

General Magnus Malan became Minister of Defence and he (Hachten & Giffard 1984: 8) 

"had earlier interpreted the rolling tide of black nationalism and decolonization in southern 

Africa as a Soviet-inspired 'total onslaught' seeking by all available means to spread Marxist 

influence through the neighbouring black countries with the ultimate purpose of attaining 

Soviet dominance over South Africa and its strategic minerals. The South African response, 

he argued repeatedly, had to be a 'total strategy' that would meet the threat in the political, 

economic, and psychological spheres as well as the military one ... The message was 

apocalyptic since it suggested that the white man's very existence in South Africa was 

threatened ." 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 3) wrote that the government of Prime Minister PW Botha had 

invoked new "catchwords" to describe the tensions: 

"South Africa, Botha has asserted, is in peril from a 'total onslaught' by its enemies foreign 

and domestic; to survive, the nation must adopt a counterattacking 'total strategy'. 'Total 
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strategy' requires, among other measures, a supporting and conforming press; for the ruling 

Nationalists, critical and carping newspapers have become part of 'the enemy.'" 

The historian, Davenport (1991: 557), maintained: 

"The notion of 'total onslaught' by the Soviet Union and its surrogates, with some help from 

the west, has generally been discounted by the best informed commentators of international 

affairs and carried no credibility at all by 1989, but it nevertheless became an excuse for the 

growing militarisation of the South African state." 

Laurie Nathan (Minnaar et al (Eds.), 1994: 378) enumerated what he regarded as the state's 

objectives with regard to the stepped-up security system: 

"The overriding objective was to maintain minority rule and prevent the 

realisation of democracy. 

The objects whose security was sought were largely confined to the racially 

exclusive state and the white community. 

Despite the discourse about a 'communist onslaught', the immediate threats to 

security were perceived to be the liberation movements and internal opposition 

groups. The targets of state repression included large sections of the black 

community and the civilian populations of Namibia, Angola and Mozambique." 

After all the denial that there ever really was a total onslaught and the possibility of a 

communist takeover, a post-cold war revelation was made in 1995 by General Oleg Kalugin 

who headed the KGB's foreign counter-intelligence section, the "First Directorate" and the 

opposite number of General Hendrik van den Bergh, former head of the Bureau for State 

Security (BOSS). 

On a visit to South Africa as the guest of Spectrum, the investigative unit of Independent 

Newspapers, he conceded that General Van den Bergh had been able to prevent a 

communist takeover, and that this had indeed been the intention of the KGB. 

In an interview with The Argus (1995-9-22: 19) he said: 
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"Apartheid did more to advance the cause of communism in South Africa than anything 

else ... The communist cause was further advanced by the South African Communist Party as 

well as the African National Congress (ANC) which General Kalugin said had beeen targeted 

'for penetration, subversion', and final 'takeover' by the Russians. 'Relations between the 

Soviets and the ANC were close' .. . He claimed that the ultimate aim of the South African 

communists was to use the ANC as a means to gain power. 'They wanted to put a finger in 

the big pie. They would have tried gradually to capture the leadership (of the ANC),' he said. 

This subjugation would have been achieved through 'deception' as well as 'financial' 

means ... 'The ANC was just another liberation movement exploited by the Soviets. 

"Had communism still been alive today, and had it still been conducting revolutionary wars, 

the chances of South Africa being overtaken by the Russians would have been very strong." 

This statement echoed the beliefs of the securocracy era, seeming to confirm that the 

propaganda which the authorities had wanted the public to believe about the "Red threat" had 

in fact been true. General Kalugin's "confirmation" was hardly in line with general post

securocracy thinking . 

It was reported in The Argus (1979-11-15: 2) at the commencement of the PW Botha era that 

Deputy Minister of Defence and of National Security, Kobie Coetsee, said at the passing-out 

parade of students of the Military Academy at Saldanha, that a multidimensional war could 

only be warded off by using all the means at the state's disposal, and that the onslaught 

originated from 

"four regions and institutions: 

The United Nations, which was being used to engineer international action 

against South Africa. 

The Organisation of African Unity, which had tirelessly campaigned for the 

isolation of South Africa. 

The Communist powers, especially Russia . 
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The Western powers which exercised diplomatic, economical and psychological 

pressure .. ." 

Whatever happened, Coetsee said, the "basic ideals" were still self-determination for the 

different population groups and the "preservation of democracy." 

Members of the Government would persist in calling it a democracy, although it was at most a 

limited one. But "democracy" was also a catchword to inspire loyalty. 

The Evening Post ( 1979-11-02: 6) described what it perceived as the "real threat": 

"What form does this onslaught take? Mr Botha and his Government do not speak in 

specifics, but presumably they mean the physical attacks by terrorist groups mainly in South 

West Africa, coupled with the Marxist threat through Zimbabwe Rhodesia, the worldwide 

movement from the Left to isolate South Africa economically and culturally, and internal 

subversion. 

"Repeated references to an 'onslaught' and the need for a 'total strategy' to combat it give the 

impression that all South Africa's problems stem from the evils of a foreign communism which 

is so overwhelming that every able-bodied person should be rushing to bolster the country's 

defences .. . we submit that the Government has still to face up to the real danger to South 

Africa - internal discontent .. . The truth is that the National Party cannot offer a solution to 

South Africa's problems because there is no possibility that black South Africans will ever 

compromise with its racial policies. Until these are changed, it has no choice but to dwell on 

the external threat in its appeal to the emotions of white voters." 

These were very daring words, which could be taken for dissidence if not outright treason. 

Gene Lauw (The Argus 1979: 11-07: 7), Administrator of the Cape, spoke at a civil defence 

seminar, of "an evil force which is seeking to destroy us and our country.• 

Tyson (1979-12-08: 6), then editor of The Star, wrote in his column Undercurrent Affairs that 

the panic sown by allegations of sinister plots being hatched, were bound to lead to 

"censorship, suspicion, and hysteria ... the natural responses to 'total onslaughts.'" 
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In fact, the newspapers contained these threats and warnings to an increasing degree, with 

military people issuing dire warnings. Major-General JFJ van Rensburg, Chief of Army Staff 

Logistics (The Friend 1979-12-15: 8), also warned at Tempe near Bloemfontein that South 

Africa 

"was an important target for the communist forces in the race for world domination." 

In Namibia the threat was perceived to be on the doorstep. Die Suidwester (1980-01-22: 4) 

reported: 

"Kommerwekkend is berigte dat Rusland 'n toenemende belangstelling in die Suidwes

aangeleentheid op die internasionale vlak toon." 

It maintained that this interest could be s.een in developments around and north of the borders 

of South-West Africa. An important factor was the process taking place in Rhodesia where the 

population would vote within a month. There never was any doubt about the Russian threat to 

Southern Africa and it added: 

'"n Hemieude belangstelling deur Moskau in hierdie stadium is angswekkend." 

The Afrikaans newspapers generally condemned the "Marxist onslaught." The liberal English

language press was inclined to be more sceptical. The Daily News (1980-01-29: 24) was 

scathing about the so-called "red peril", denying that it was as perilous as the "nation reared 

on tales about Reds under the bed" was made to believe. 

7.3 PRESS REACTION TO LOW-LEVEL GUERRILLA WARFARE 

Officially South Africa was believed to be facing a total onslaught from the Soviet Union which 

wished to expand its influence by means of indirect warfare. The Soviet Union supported the 

ANC, one of its "urrogate agents" and used it to wage this "low-intensity warfare" against 

South Africa (Selfe in Minnaar et al, 1994: 104-105). Consequently the ANC, which was 

banned 

"began to be typecast as 'the enemy', against whom maximum force could, in accordance 

with the conventions of war, legitimately be employed ... military and political decision-makers 
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increasingly regarded themselves as being under siege, and a garrison-state mentality took 

hold." 

Military incursions into neighbouring territory were so regular that this began to assume the 

aspect of actual war. Hachten & Giffard (1984: 10) described this ominous development and 

maintained that 

"low-level guerrilla war for Namibian independence ... gave a distinctly military cast to the 

Botha govemment...ln all of these cross-border incursions, information to the press was 

carefully controlled and orchestrated, with the South African public finding out well after the 

fact and then only from official sources." 

On the occasion of the retirement of Lieutenant-General Bob Rogers, chief of the South 

African Air Force, he also emphasised the total onslaught (Pretoria News, 1979-12-01 ): 

"During the past four or five years South Africa had to fight not only against terrorists on the 

borders, but also against the total onslaught launched by the communist block, sometimes 

aided and abetted by former Western allies .. . During this period, the Defence Force had 

played a vital and distinguished role and it had been among its greatest years." 

General Jannie Geldenhuys, former Chief of the South African Defence Force (1993: 69-70), 

elaborated on the military operations that were undertaken over the years. He said that two 

types of cross-border actions took place, viz "specific operations" and "general operations." 

The former were preplanned operations taking place from Plan bases, such as pre-emptive 

operations before a new incursion. The latter were the same as the operations south of the 

border in order to dominate an area and to eliminate insurgents. 

Operations took place from west to east, from the Atlantic Ocean to Mpalela Island where the 

borders of South-West Africa, Botswana, Zambia en Zimbabwe met, and from south to north 

from the Red Line (foot and mouth disease border) to a line 45 kilometers north of the border. 

There were also isolated actions outside this area. General Geldenhuys's description 

illustrated the vast area covered by the Defence Force and showed how so-called terrorists 

had been stopped from entering South Africa in every way possible. 
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That most of South Africa's newspapers were very effectively taken in by the total onslaught 

phraseology, can be seen from numerous examples from the press in the early eighties. 

The Natal Mercury (1980-02-21 :14) reported that South Africa would not refrain from 

retaliating against any onslaught, to 

"destroy terrorism at its source . ..ln a strong note to the Frelimo Government, South Africa has 

pointed to conclusive evidence that terrorists are being harboured in Mozambique. Important 

lessons have been learned from terrorist wars in southern Africa. One is that conflicts of this 

kind cannot be won in scattered skirmishes in the bush. The most effective way to deal with 

terrorist forces is to destroy them at their bases, together with their lines of 

communication .. . South Africans are fast losing patience with neighbouring states which loudly 

proclaim their support for liberation onslaughts on this country, yet feign ignorance when 

terrorists cross from their borders to carry out their murderous deeds." 

Oggendb/ad (1980-01-28: 6) warned: "Ons durf nie toegee." 

Hoof st ad ( 1980-02-23: 8) spoke of the 

"oorlewingstryd .. . waarin die vyand van alle middele tot sy beskikking gebruik maak om die 

huidige staatsbestel omver te werp en wat daarop moet uitloop om chaos in die land te skep 

en 'n Marxistiese diktatuur hier tot stand te bring . ..ln sy aanslag maak die land se vyande nie 

slegs van tradisionele metodes van oorlogvoering gebruik nie." 

The fall of white Rhodesia had, for years, loomed like a spectre of terror, where, if Marxism 

took over, the onslaught against South Africa would increase in intensity. Hoofstad (1980-02-

23: 8) called it a struggle against the forces of evil. 

Beeld (1980-02-01 : 16) maintained that bands of terrorists had infiltrated South Africa after 

the Soweto riots of 1976. It was fortunate, it said, that successful police action against 

terrorists kept morale high: 

"Die suksesvolle optrede van die polisie teen die terroriste wat op Silverton en Soekmekaar 

bedrywig was, kom terwyl die skote op Silverton nog vars in die geheue klink. Dit is sulke 

optrede wat voorkom dat terreurgroepe daarin slaag om vertwyfeling en paniek te saai." 
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Oosterlig (1980-05-02: 8) rejoiced in the strength of the Defence Force, but its strength also 

lay in public support. Undermining of morale had to be fought tooth and nail. 

Die Volksblad (1980-05-02: 12) called for unity behind the Defence Force: 

"Die aanslag op die Weermag geskied dikwels heel subtiel onder 'n priesterlike dekmantel wat 

besware teen diensplig aanblaas, of onder die kleed van moralistiese liberalisme wat op 

kampusse en selfs by skole opduik met die argument dat verdediging van die land met sy wet 

en orde, godsdiens- en persvryheid, welvaart en ontwikkeling, eintlik verdediging van 'n 

onregverdigbare stelsel is." 

It can be seen that Nasionale Pers newspapers spoke of the onslaught as something real, to 

be withstood. On the other hand, The Star (1980-05-07: 20), representing the Argus Group, 

pointed out the "pitfalls of 'total strategy'" and alleged that the concept seemed to be 

"related to Mr Botha's military cast of mind and perhaps also, more disturbingly, to the idea of 

the fully controlled or totalitarian state ... the so-called onslaught should be no excuse for 

cutting down civil liberties such as the rule of law and the freedom of information; still less for 

inflicting minority racist prejudices on a whole country." 

Die Burger (1980-05-26: 8) claimed that: 

"lnsurgensie en terrorisme eis nie net blanke lewens nie; in die voormalige Rhodesie was dit 

byvoorbeeld hoofsaaklik swartes wat soms op die wreedaardigste denkbare wyse omgekom 

het." 

Therefore blacks also needed to be trained, in 

"swart streekeenhede ... Die mate waarin die hele bevolking betrek word by pogings om die 

aanslag teen Suid-Afrika af te slaan, sal deurslaggewend vir uiteindelike welslae wees." 

Hoofstad (1980-05-26: 8) reiterated this, stating that: 

"In die aanslag teen Suid-Afrika is dit nie net die blanke belange wat bedreig word nie. Die 

handhawing van vrede en die behoud van 'n klimaat van stabiliteit, is in die belang van elke 

volksgroep. Daarom is dit onbillik om van die blankes alleen te verwag om die 

verdedigingstaak te verrig ." 
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Die Suidwester (1980-06-05: 4) was of the opinion that: 

"Die patroon wat nou in Suid-Afrika ontwikkel, dui op georganiseerde stedelike terreur. 

Hiervan was die aanslag op Booysens en die jongste gruwel van Sasol die beste getuienis. 

Waar dit in Suidwes-Afrika veral boere in grensgebiede is wat hul huise en eiendom teen 

aanslae beskerm ... het (dit) die afgelope weke duidelik geword dat die ANG se 

terroristebendes op georganiseerde grondslag in Suid-Afrika optree. Terwyl bendes togte 

soos die na Sasol beplan, word ander onrus by skole aangeblaas om 'n algemene gevoel van 

onsekerheid te skep. 

"Daarbenewens word dit toenemend duidelik dat van die Kommuniste se heel beste 

beplanners agter die aanslag teen Suid-Afrika sit." 

Oosterlig ( 1980-06-03: 6) said that South Africa needed a counter strategy against the 

cunning enemy threatening on all fronts. The sabotage at places such as Sasolburg, 

indicative of the onslaught about which Minister Louis le Grange, Deputy Minister Kobie 

Coetzee and the new head of National Intelligence, Dr Neil Barnard, had repeatedly warned, 

showed that the enemy was a many-headed dragon with masters in the Kremlin, Lusaka and 

Maputo: 

"As daar nag Suid-Afrikaners is wat glo dat Suid-Afrika steeds die land van weleer is met die 

witman in 'n ewigdurende heersersposisie en bang vir niemand nie omdat 'n sterk Weermag 

Suid-Afrika beskerm, dan het die vlamme op Sasolburg hopelik oak die skille van hul oe laat 

val." 

Sabotage, as part of the low-level guerrilla war, received a vast amount of indignant media 

coverage, especially in the pro-Nationalist and Afrikaans press. 

The Rand Daily Mail ( 1980-06-03: 8) pointed out that the sabotage at the Sasol refinery held 

a lesson and that South Africa had to face the truth. Doing this had to 

"lead one to conclude that this country is now in a state of revolutionary war ... After the 

overthrow of white power in Zimbabwe, outsiders took it for granted South Africa would be the 

next target. Initially white South Africa seemed also to appreciate that a critical moment had 

arrived, and there were some concerned murmurings that perhaps it was tiome (sic) the 
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Government began talking to the real black leaders. But the perception of reality quickly 

faded. In no time we were slipping back into complacency, drawing attention to the fact that 

numerically, militarily and industrially white South Africa was altogether a different proposition 

from white Rhodesia; while the Prime Minister, who a year ago had been warning that we 

should reform to avoid a revolution, suddenly began backtracking as though the revolutionary 

threat had somehow receded ... insurgent action has reached a new level of 

sophistication ... and a skill in execution that contrasts sharply with the crude guerrilla attacks 

we have experienced until now .... Maybe we are the strongest military and industrial power on 

the continent, and maybe we are more determined than any other white group in Africa has 

been, but let us realize that despite this our resources may become sorely stretched ... The 

police are stretched already, and the army is committed to an indefinite war in South West 

Africa .. . we must recognise that there can be no military solution in a revolutionary war." 

7.4 

It was believed in various quarters that if there was no political settlement, the insurgent 

movement would become uncontrollable and those in power would be in a weaker bargaining 

position. 

General Magnus Malan was appointed Minister of Defence at the beginning of September 

1980. Another hawk, General Constand Viljoen, became Chief of the Defence Force. At a 

parade at Voortrekkerhoogte on 26 November 1980, he maintained that the Defence Force 

was capable of achieving victory over the country's enemies and of withstanding a terrorist 

onslaught (Hoofstad, 1980-11-27, /NEG clipping, no page number given). 

STATED INTENTIONS OF THE LIBERATION MOVEMENTS 

While the military operations and the activities of the security police were carried on, Military 

Intelligence and National Intelligence were aware of the clearly and unequivocally stated 

goals of the liberation movements. 

South African intelligence authorities were able to intercept and study publications such as 

the ANC's official organ/propaganda publication Sechaba. They were also able to listen to 

broadcasts across the borders from Radio Freedom. In other words, they could not mistake 

the hostile intentions of the liberation movements towards white-ruled South Africa. 
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Although they warned of the total onslaught, they deliberately concealed facts from the 

general South African public by banning publications such as Sechaba so as not to break 

down white morale on the one hand and strengthen the hopes of the discontented on the 

other hand. 

Meanwhile, although this became increasingly difficult, Botha's government intended to 

withstand this onslaught. The perusal of issues of Sechaba, provides insight into the ultimate 

futility of this defence. 

In the issue of January 1975 (volume 9 no 1: 2) there is a "Tribute to Frelimo" which contains 

"Our Perspectives" by Alfred Nzo (then Secretary-General of the ANC). Here are extracts 

from his speech delivered at the plenary session of the International Conference of 

Non-Governmental Organisations Against Apartheid and Racial Discrimination (words that 

could not be quoted in the South African press because Nzo's party was banned): 

"The successes of the liberation struggle in Southern Africa have precipitated a deep running 

internal crisis within the centres of white power. Systems of exploitation entrenched over the 

centuries are in retreat...we welcome with great joy the investiture of the transitional 

government under the tried and trusted leadership of Frelimo in Mocambique and look 

forward to June 25, 1975, when Mocambique will be totally independent...There can be no 

denying that the victories scored by our brother liberation movements in the Portuguese 

colonies were the decisive force behind the overthrow of the fascist government in 

Portugal...An advantage in one area is an advantage in the region as a whole. A victory for 

one movement is a victory for all...South Africa is the bastion of imperialist intrigue and 

manoeuvre in Africa and above all in the South. It seeks to protect its own system of 

domination. It seeks to extend its control and exploitation to neighbouring territories. It tries to 

use nearby countries as buffer zones and a springboard from which to launch attacks on 

independent African states. Above all at this time South Africa will be the centre of attempts to 

ferment the counter-revolution against liberation victories on her borders ... We continue to 

analyse South Africa as a system in which a white minority perpetuates its oppressive rule 

over a majority of black oppressed by a system of race tyranny unparalelled in the 

contemporary world. Our organisation is committed to the dismantling of this state and to its 

fundamental restructuring .. . this change will come only as a result of the total overthrow of the 

apartheid system ... 
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"Apartheid is an economic system that generates exceptionally high rates of profit precisely 

because the black oppressed is submitted to this process of super-exploitation. The other 

side of the process is the super-exploitation of the African peasantry, denied enough land for 

subsistence so that it is propelled into the labour market at cut-throat wages, and then, when 

it is considered redundant, expelled back into the rural areas, the Bantustans ... 

"In the nature of the political system in South Africa, the exclusion from power of the African 

majority makes impossible any meaningful reform within the system ... 

"Under these conditions every wage demand and every strike is a confrontation with the state 

as a whole. In the same way every political act by the African people is treated as subversion 

and treason, and generations of political prisoners in the trials of South Africa testify to the 

powers of the state and the continued resistance of our people .. . 

"We continue to work for the armed overthrow of this system ... all possible resources and 

methods of resistance must be mobilised. But our perspectives tell us that without the armed 

defence of the people's struggles local resistance will be beaten back time and time again, 

that government reprisals will grow increasingly more savage and that the struggle will be 

prevented from escalating to higher levels ... 

"South Africa's threat to peace in Southern Africa operates on many fronts: 

• There is her continued illegal occupation of the international territory of Namibia, and her 

prosecution of open war against its people. 

• There is her illegal intervention in Rhodesia: an armed intervention. 

• There are her military, paramilitary and intelligence interventions in Angola and 

Mozambique (sic). 

• Above all, there is the evidence of South Africa's use as a base for counter-revolutionary 

plots against the liberation movements of the Portuguese territories. 

The situation calls for the tight relentless operation of mandatory international sanctions ... the 

need to blockade the danger of South African intervention." 
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Everything in Sechaba was inflammatory, anti-South African government, and this 

propaganda onslaught never ceased. 

A letter addressed to the Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the OAU at the 24th session 

written by Alfred Nzo (Volume 9 No 4, April 1975: 3) was sent to the administrative secretary 

and heads of all delegations participating in the meeting and contained the following: 

"Fighting Talk: Don't be Duped by Vorster 

"It is of course true that, panic-stricken over the revolutionary developments in Southern 

Africa which the fascist regime and its supporters were incapable of stopping, Johannes 

Vorster and some of the Chieftains of Apartheid have lately made statements designed to 

hoodwink world public opinion into accepting the possibility of progressive changes inside 

South Africa ... clothing the reactionary Bantustan policies with a certain amount of 

respectability .. . 

"The counter-revolutionary aims of Vorster's Bantustan programmes are directed at, inter alia 

• placating both national and international public opinion; 

• isolating the Liberation Movement; 

• legalising the balkanisation of our country through recognition of tribal so-called states 

and consequently 'vietnamising' the problem and dividing the Organisation of African 

Unity. 

The oppressed people of South Africa will at no stage be duped into accepting these 

manoeuvres." 

Sechaba (Volume 9 No 4, April 1975: 3) was scathing about Vorster's so-called 

pronouncements on his policy of "detente and peace" in Southern Africa: 

"The euphoria amongst sections of white South Africans is almost total.. .. The author of the 

90-day and later 180-day detention in solitary confinement law ... has seen the writing on the 

wall...so he plays for time." 
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On page 19 ( Sechaba, Volume 9 No 4, April 1975) President Diederichs was called a "fascist" 

and the liberal Rand Daily Mail received its share of contumely: 

"For the Rand Daily Mail to suggest that he is liked even loved by all communities of South 

Africa is so fantastic as to be laughable. It tells more about that paper as the leading organ of 

the interests of Western-oriented mining-and-finance capital than it does about Diederichs." 

On page 21 there was a "Declaration for a new South Africa. Report on Black Renaissance 

Convention": 

• "We, the Black people of South Africa meeting at the Black Renaissance Convention in 

December 197 4 declare that: 

• We condemn and so reject the policy of separate development and all its institutions. 

• We reject all forms of racism and discrimination. 

We dedicate ourselves towards striving for: 

• A totally united and democratic South Africa, free from all forms of oppression and 

exploitation. 

• A society in which all people participate fully in the government of the country through the 

medium of one man, one vote. 

• A society in which there is an equitable distribution of wealth. 

• An anti-racist society. 

• We call upon all our people and all our organisations to organise their efforts towards 

securing the release of all political prisoners, detainees and banned people." 

One of the Resolutions was: 

'This Convention 
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Declares that legalised racism in South Africa is a threat to world peace and therefore call 

upon all the countries of the world to withdraw cultural, educational, economic, manpower and 

military support to the existing racist government and all its racist institutions." 

In a Special Issue (Volume 9 No 5, May 1975: 2) under "Fighting Talk Forward to Victory", 

Sechaba maked the following observation: 

"A close study of the situation inside South Africa today shows a growing revolutionary mood 

among all the oppressed sections of the South African population, a sharpening of the 

contradictions between the oppressed masses of our country and the white oppressing clique 

with the initiative shifting from the hands of the oppressor into the hands of the oppressed. 

This revolutionary upsurge has manifested itself in the spate of worker's (sic) strikes that hit 

practically all the main branches of the apartheid economy and struck fear and panic among 

the ranks of the industrial bosses and the ruling circles of the country. These workers' strikes 

have been reinforced by similar actions among other sections of the South African 

population ... Our brothers in arms in Mozambique, Angola, and elsewhere have exploded the 

myth of the invincibility of white rule and white oppressor armies ... Caetano is gone and the 

Smith regime is on the verge of crumbling under the sturdy blows delivered by the National 

Liberation Movement of Zimbabwe. Our brothers across the borders have done it, and so 

shall we." 

On page 4 ( Sechaba, Special Issue, Volume 9 No 5, May 1975) it said with regard to Vorster 

that he had 

"initiated 'dialogue' and is exchanging diplomatic visits with African states - to the total 

exclusion of the National Liberation Movement inside the country. Whilst these negotiations 

are taking place, repression, persecution, beatings, shootings and hangings are continuing in 

South Africa. No changes have been introduced and we expect no changes from the Vorster 

regime." 

The ANC held an extraordinary meeting of its National Executive Committee to which it invited 

representatives of all its units, international missions and members of its Revolutionary 

Council. It was attended by 52 representatives and the outcome was outlined as follows 

(Sechaba, Special Issue, Volume 9 No 5, May 1975): 
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• "plans to intensify our work inside South Africa; 

• decisions to increase political activity and propaganda internally and externally; 

• adoption of a plan to mobilise even further all democratic and anti-facist forces inside 

South Africa and throughout the world to further isolate the apartheid regime; 

• to expose and totally reject Bantustans and other apartheid institutions foisted on the 

people by the Vorster regime; 

• to make war on Vorster's fraudulent policy of detente; 

• to prepare our people for the armed struggle ... " 

A war cry that was repeated again and again was: 

"Forward to national liberation and majority rule! FORWARD TO VICTORY! AMANDLA!" 

The ANC (SA) Executive Committee held an important meeting at Morogoro from 17 to 19 

March 1975 and isssued this Declaration (Sechaba, Special Issue, Volume 9 No 5, May 1975: 

13): 

"We call on the OAU and the international community to:-

Re-affirm the recognition of the legitimacy of the armed struggle and call on all Member 

States to spare no effort to help increase the striking power of our Liberation Movement in 

pursuit of the struggle for the seizure of power in South Africa. 

Declare the Pretoria regime a product of colonial conquest whose independence sovereignty 

and United Nations membership constitutes a violation of the principles enshrined in the 

Charter of the United Nations ... THE AFRICAN NATIONAL CONGRESS DECLARES ITS 

FIRM RESOLVE TO PURSUE THE ARMED STRUGGLE UNTIL FINAL VICTORY." 

On page 15 (Sechaba, Special Issue, Volume 9 No 5, May 1975) it was quoted from a report 

by Alfred Nzo that detente was: 

"The most dangerous and carefully planned diversionary strategy and tactic ever conceived 

by racist circles in South Africa supported by international imperialism ... South African and 
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imperialist news-media were prepared to sink to the lowest depths in an effort to confuse 

world public opinion and the oppressed masses of our people into accepting the success of 

the 'detente' maneuver (sic). How else can we explain the blatant lies that Nelson Mandela 

and the other leaders of the ANC have accepted 'detente'? These disgraGeful lies are 

intended to isolate the ANC and its leadership from the masses of the people who ... will never 

accept Vorster's bloodstained hand of 'friendship.'" 

In Volume 9 no 11/12, Nov/Dec 1975, there was an editorial: 

"Mandela - 60 Years old (sic): 

Nelson is a noble son of our people who grew up to be a living embodiment of the ideals and 

aspirations of the black people; a leader of all genuine revolutionary forces in South Africa, 

black and white. By the time he was arrested in 1962 he had become a legendary figure in 

South Africa and abroad ... His greatest contribution to our movement was the leading role he 

played in the formation of Umkhonto we Sizwe ... He became the first Commander-in-Chief of 

our military wing ... a man of action; a master in underground work who has taught our 

movement the new tactic of operating underground without being detected by the enemy." 

On page 25 (Sechaba, Volume 9 No 11/12, Nov/Dec 1975) it said: 

"Television has proved to be a highly successful means for indoctrinating Whites. Brigadiers 

with rows of medals on their chests and sincere voices often loom large on the screen and 

say how proud South Africa should be of its boys on the border and how God is on their side 

etc. The general picture presented of the rest of Africa is of millions of bloodthirsty savages. 

Which, at heart, is how most white South Africans see their fellow black citizens ... South Africa 

is gearing itself to deal with a large-scale internal guerrilla war. White South Africans are 

preparing to fight their black countrymen and virtually the entire white population is involved. 

"But what the racists do not realise, is that history is on the side of the oppressed, the Blacks, 

and no matter how much they strengthen the 'unity of the white race', the black man's march 

to freedom cannot be stopped." 

On page 27-28 (Sechaba, Volume 9 no 11/12, Nov/Dec 1975) Oliver Tambe is quoted as 

saying: 
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"We, the people of South Africa, under the leadership of the ANG, as the front-line soldiers, 

the spearhead of the democratic and anti-fascist forces, accept it as an obligation we owe to 

Africa and to all progressive mankind to crush the fascist monster in our country, to expunge 

from the face of the earth this forward base of Nazism ... the path that the apartheid regime has 

traversed over the last 30 years is in essence no different from that pursued by Nazis up to 

1939. It is inevitable that like its predecessor, the South African reich will seek to impose a 

world order characterised by national and colonial . oppression, extreme exploitation, rabid 

racism and fascist repression." 

And it is continued on page 30 (Sechaba, Volume 9 No 11/12, Nov/Dec 1975): 

" ... the peoples of Africa, united in the OAU, stand with us in our struggle to destroy the 

apartheid regime, and liberate our country. The socialist countries are ever a bed-rock which 

assures us the material and political support to counter the preponderant assistance which 

the powerful military and political establishment of the leading imperialist countries accords to 

fascism in South Africa. 

"Ever increasing numbers of peoples and governments in Asia, Latin America and Western 

Europe are also joining hands with us in the struggle. We must again pay tribute to Nordic 

countries, Holland and Canada for the more responsive positions they are taking to our 

demand for concrete action to isolate the Vorster regime. 

"Much has been done throughout the world by voluntary anti-apartheid groups, by democratic 

political parties and the international trade union movement, and by the United Nations 

itself...Yet...in spite of the actions by the rest of mankind in support of our struggle, the reality 

is that the Vorster regime remains uncowed." 

A statement delivered by Alfred Nzo (Sechaba, Volume 9 No 11 /12, Nov/Dec 1975: 31) at the 

Conference of the Continuation Committee of the Lisbon International Conference in support 

of the Peoples of Southern Africa in London, that took place from 21 to 23 March, 1978, 

throws further light on the counter-propaganda of the ANG: 

"There has been a steady growth of the strength and combat capacity of the underground 

African National Congress and its military wing, Umkhonto we Sizwe. The evidence of our 

growing strength of our revolutionary movement has been testified to by the increasing 
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number of sabotage actions that have taken place in various parts of the country, the 

overwhelming majority of which have not been reported in the South African press. The 

activity of the urban combat units of our military wing have increased to such an extent that 

even some other leaders of the fascist regime have joined James Kruger, the Minister of 

Police, in soberly assessing the impossibility of crushing and destroying the African National 

Congress ... The underground actions of the ANC and her revolutionary allies are accompanied 

by a steady stream of propaganda both through underground leaflets and also through radio 

broadcasts." 

In Sechaba, January 1979, Volume 13 No 1, an editorial stated: 

"We are starting a monthly issue of Sechaba! This is due to the fact that events in Southern 

Africa are moving at a fast rate. A revolutionary situation is emerging in Southern Africa. The 

masses of our people have decided to take the racial bull by its horns and in this confrontation 

no power can halt the march of our people to freedom." 

Sechaba (October 1983: 1) writes on the establishment of the United Democratic Front: 

"The United Democratic Front (UDF) was launched in Cape Town on August 20th. More than 

12 000 people were present. Since then, much has happened. The UDF has either been 

portrayed as a directionlessless (sic) blind rejection of apartheid, or 'another ANC front 

organisation' which is manipulated by the invisible hand of the ANC. 

"The racists are forcing constitutional proposals on the people, the tri-cameral or tri-racial 

constitution for whites, Indians and Coloureds. The constitution of South Africa, says the UDF, 

must be written by all the peoples of South Africa - it must be totally democratic in its 

conception and implementation." 

The article continued (page 2): 

"The emergence of the UDF was a reaction to the disastrous policies of the regime. The 

whole talk about 'power-sharing' in South Africa is nothing but a journalistic catchphrase. 

"In the Western press there is much confusion about Botha's 'reforms'. These have been 

portrayed as 'benevolence' or the opposite of apartheid. The ruthlessness and violence with 

which apartheid is being enforced hardly justify the use of the term 'reforms'. 
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"The UDF is a united front in which all organisations will keep their identity and independence, 

but co-operate in opposing the President's Council, the new parliament and Koomhofs 

plans." 

A speech by Thomas Nkobi, Treasurer-General of the ANC at the Second World Conference 

to Combat Racism and Racial Discrimination, organised by the United Nations in Geneva, 

spelled out the AN C's strategy ( Sechaba, October 1983: 10): 

"To help in achieving the eradication of the apartheid system, the African National Congress 

calls on the international community to: 

• Increase political, diplomatic, material and other assistance to the People of Namibia, 

through SWAPO, their sole and authentic representative, and to demand the 

immediate and unconditional implementation of the UN Plan, in accordance with UN 

Security Council Resolution 435 and other resolutions 

• Accelerate the campaigns for the release of all South African and Namibian political 

prisoners 

• Demand that the apartheid regime treats captured freedom fighters as prisoners of 

war under the Geneva Conventions of 12 August 1949, and Additional Protocol One 

thereof, in accordance with Paragraph 17 of the UN General Assembly Resolution 37 

I 69A of December 1982 

• Fight for the implementation of comprehensive, mandatory sanctions under Chapter 

VII of the Charter of the United Nations 

• Demand the cessation of all collaboration with South Africa in the nuclear field, in 

particular by certain western states and Zionist Israel 

• Prohibit all technological assistance or collaboration with the apartheid regime in the 

manufacture of arms and military supplies, and ensure the maintenance of an 

effective, mandatory arms embargo 

• Prohibit all loans to and investments in apartheid South Africa, and the termination of 

all trade with the regime 
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• Impose a mandatory oil embargo, especially in the countries in which are based the 

transnationals and shippers who supply and deliver oil and oil products to the 

apartheid regime, to render the oil embargo effective 

• Strengthen and render effective a comprehensive sport and cultural boycott of South 

Africa 

• Expose and denounce as widely as possible the acts of aggression, subversion and 

economic sabotage through which the apartheid regime seeks to destabilise the Front 

Line, Indian ocean and other neighbouring states 

• Secure the immediate and unconditional withdrawal of the apartheid regime's armed 

forces and bandits from those parts of Southern Angola which they continue to 

occupy 

• Stop the apartheid regime from recruiting, training, equipping, financing and rendering 

intelligence, logistical and other support to armed bandits and mercenaries, especially 

from western countries 

• Mobilise all countries to condemn apartheid as a crime against humanity 

• Increase political and material assistance to the African National Congress the 

vanguard movement of the oppressed people of South Africa and recognised as such 

by the OAU 

• Pledge all round support for the African National Congress in its fight for the 

elimination of apartheid and the establishment of a free and democratic South Africa 

by all means possible, including that of armed struggle." 

In an interview Comrade Joe Madise (page 12) (first printed in Mayibuye No 4 & 5 of 1983) 

said : 

"We have taken a decision to liberate ourselves .. . The armed struggle in our country is 

widespread. It covers the four provinces .. . at Mochaneng in the Western Transvaal our forces 

had a skirmish with the enemy forces, and the enemy lost ten of its men ... At 

Voortrekkerhoogte, the HQ of the South African Defence Force our men used heavy artillery. 
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Five rockets were fired .. . more than fifty enemy soldiers died. This we know, even though the 

enemy put a news blackout over the operation ... (At) Komatipoort an enemy 

encampment...which held more than 40 enemy personnel, was flattened. As usual, the enemy 

tried to suppress this information, and said only two policemen were injured. In Soweto and 

elsewhere, scores of policemen have been injured and killed by our daring combatants ... the 

flames of Sasol were not only seen in South Africa but televised throughout the world . ..ln 

Paulpietersburg, Mkhuze and Hectorspruit, large petrol storage tanks were destroyed by our 

heroic cadres. The people still remember those flames with jubilation ... Koeberg Nuclear 

Power station ... is a top secret plant. It is a place where the enemy has organised his security 

to such an extent that he feels that nothing could ever enter the place ... it was possible for us 

to penetrate ... Four explosions rocked the place ... The power of those explosions leaves us in 

no doubt that a crack must have occurred in the casing ... activating this power station ... will be 

a hazard to that part of the country. 

"Today, young people of our country identify openly with Umkhonto we Sizwe. The colours of 

our organisation are worn openly, and slogans of the ANC are chanted openly, in defiance of 

the regime ... operations that I have enumerated were not confined to military and economic 

targets. They have gone beyond that ... In future we are going to increase the frequency of the 

assault on these military installations and economic targets, and to add to that, we are also 

going to increase the assault on enemy personnel...We are going to make it a point that 

South Africa becomes unsafe for those who are bent on oppressing our people. 

"We have reached a stage where we have taken a decision to liberate ourselves, and no 

force on earth can stop us from obtaining that objective ... not far from now we are going to 

capture some of their people. Our attitude and treatment will be determined by what the 

enemy does to our people. We do have the capacity to capture their people." 

Much of what was threatened, was actually carried out, although the results may have been 

exaggerated. In the issue of January 1983: 1, there was an editorial, "Armed Struggle 

Escalates": 

"The fact that the news of the occurrence of some of the attacks only leaked out two or three 

years after they happened (in the course of trial evidence) suggests that the authorities 

sometimes conceal the less publicly obvious cases of violence. As a result of the 
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recommendations of the Steyn Commission on the Media, journalists have been instructed by 

the government to report guerilla activity in an 'unsensational' manner - this too leads to 

various forms of censorship. Some trials go unreported in the press. It is difficult to assess the 

extent of concealment. The authorities even present alternative explanations to certain acts 

which could be sabotage ... For example an 'accidental cause' or 'technical fault' was attributed 

to a fire at the Koeberg nuclear power station: official concealment takes place wherever 

possible especially with reference to incidents involving soldiers or defence installations, and 

attacks occurring in deserted or remote parts of the countryside. 

"All the same we know that between January 1977 and October 1982 Umkhonto we Sizwe 

attacks concentrated on sabotage of railway communications - 33 incidents ... industrial 

installations - 25 incidents ... assassinations and attacks on individuals - 35 

"The authorities have admitted 19 incidents of clashes between the ANC guerillas and police 

or army units ... Reportage of such incidents is restricted by the defence legislation. 

"Also reported have been 15 incidents of bombs in city centres, shopping areas, public 

buildings and places of entertainment...14 incidents of attacks on government offices .. . since 

1979 the police stations have been the focus of guerilla assaults ... 13 incidents ... police 

stations are fortified with sandbags and bullet proof screens, especially in the countryside. 

"These acts of military and political confrontation are a result of 70 years of experience and 

struggle." 

The aforementioned examples, random quotations taken over a period that lasted from the 

Vorster to the Botha era, prove ttiat the intentions of the liberation movements never wavered 

and that their acts of hostility and sabotage, increased. 

DEALING WITH DISSIDENCE 

Dissidence of any kind, which included criticism of government policy, was a form of treason 

to the state and it had to be curtailed if not rooted out, especially from black quarters. 

Tomaselli et al (1987: 33) made the point that: 
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"Racial capitalism as a social order in the South Africa of the 1980s is unable to withstand 

major critical disturbances either from within or without the system .. . To minimise the impact of 

such infringements, the state has had to strengthen its mechanisms of control ... the 

coincidence of laws curtailing the freedom of the press should be seen as a secondary 

extension of legislation curbing black dissident activity. Such legislation is not aimed at 

silencing the English press per se ... but rather to eliminate opposition, particularly black 

opposition." 

PW Botha warned South Africans to "adapt or die." Hachten & Giffard (1984: 9) also 

maintained that: 

"It soon became apparent that 'total strategy' also meant that opponents and dissidents were 

expected to get 'on side' and support uncritically the policies and actions of the national 

party .. . All elements of society, Botha argued - business, working people, the churches, 

various political groups, and especially the press - must work together for the national interest 

of withstanding the Soviet threat and maintaining white control. Consequently, 'total strategy' 

has brought with it an accelerating official intolerance of much criticism and reporting." 

The Prime Minister and his colleagues demanded uncritical support for Nationalist policies. 

The public would not be informed of all that happened behind the scenes to implement the 

"total strategy." South Africa would undertake armed conflict and raids beyond its borders and 

this was not to be criticised. 

Dissidence of the press received the treatment set out by Hachten & Giffard (1984: 3): 

"The press, reflecting as it does the clashing views and political differences within the 

Republic, becomes inextricably enmeshed in the news and comments it reports and, in so 

doing, becomes the target of repressive efforts designed to resist change. For as the South 

African government comes under increasing pressures from opponents of apartheid at home 

and abroad, so does freedom of expression within South Africa diminish." 

A series of events had rocked South Africa by this time, causing the government's attitudes 

towards its critics and dissenters to harden. This inevitably led to more repression. The 

Soweto riots of June 1976 had sent shock waves through the country. Unfortunately this had 
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had the effect of making the authorities feel that this challenged the stability and continuity of 

white rule. They had suspected the press of fomenting riots in a dangerous situation. 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 5) stated that the new SABC television service and the radio which 

was under government control 

"deliberately underplayed the Soweto events .. .foreign broadcasters had to rely on carefully 

edited film provided by the SABC ... (yet these) had a powerful impact and contributed 

significantly to world reaction to the uprising ... (and) set off racial tremors that have rumbled 

through South Africa ever since." 

In 1977 Soweto schools closed after students had walked out. The Black Consciousness 

leader, Steve Biko, died in police custody, causing more revolt. The dissidence proliferated. 

Eighteen organisations were banned under the Internal Security Act. Forty-seven black 

leaders were banned, including Percy Qoboza, editor of World. Seven whites were banned, 

including Dr Beyers Naude, Director of the Christian Institute, and Donald Woods, editor of 

the Daily Dispatch of East London. (The latter was a friend of Steve Biko's and fought for a 

proper inquest into Biko's death.) 

Weekend World editor, Aggrey Klaaste, was also arrested as a subversive element, and his 

newspaper closed. 

Then there was the Information scandal. The revelations of 1978, mainly in the English press, 

the Rand Daily Mail and Sunday Express, of the expenditure of vast sums of government 

monies (Hachten & Giffard 1984: 6) 

"to win friends and punish the enemies of South Africa both at home and abroad ... went right 

to the uppermost seats of power." 

The reaction of the government to the Information revelations was the institution of legislative 

steps to restrict future reporting of government scandals (see Chapter 4, 4.7). This was 

ominous to the press. Angola had shown how impotent the press could be made by enforced 

secrecy. The public had a right to know but only a restricted right. 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 11) maintained that dissidence was to become extreme in the 

1980s: 
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"Unquestionably, black militancy rose sharply in the first years of the new decade as 

manifested by continued school boycotts, labor unrest and strikes, and deadly acts of urban 

terrorism. Some National party leaders felt that the newspapers, by merely reporting these 

news events, were provoking the blacks to even more opposition and violence." 

Inevitably, this would lead to more and more restrictive legislation to ward off the threat of 

collapse. 

Marais Steyn, Minister of Coloured and Indian Affairs, was another member of the Cabinet 

who maintained that the English-language papers printed "propaganda" and that they 

exaggerated the extent of, for instance, the 1980 school boycott, thereby encouraging more 

students to join in. Hachten & Giffard (1984: 12) quoted him as saying (also reported in the 

Rand Daily Mail 1980-11-20: 4) that newspapers had to 

"decide whether they were on the side of law and order or whether they were on the side of 

those attempting to bring about change by force." 

In Parliament the prime minister ("World Press Freedom," IP/ Report, 1980-12-13) said that 

he would curb the press if newspapers continued to give prominence to "activities of 

subversive or revolutionary elements" and he would order the SABC TV to avoid these as 

well. He also inferred that the banned ANC was infiltrating the mass media. 

In June 1980 unrest followed the commemoration of the victims of Soweto 1976 and police 

banned journalists from entering townships and other so-called "operational areas" where 

police and security forces were enforcing law and order. They could only enter with 

permission and an escort. 

Foreign journalists were also barred as the police accused foreign television crews of inciting 

people to riot. At strikes in Uitenhage, the area was declared an operational area. 

Black and white journalists were harassed and some even refused passports. Hachten & 

Giffard (1984: 13) wrote that the government, 

"although already armed with numerous laws to restrict press coverage, indicated that further 

restrictive legislation was in the offing." 
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An example was the Second Police Amendment Act 45 of 1982, which 

"prohibited publication of stories about police movements and methods of combating 

terrorism." 

The press could not report anything that was not cleared by government authorities. Control 

of information was increased by the Protection of Information Act of June 1982 which, 

according to Hachten & Giffard (1984: 14): 

"provided jail sentences of up to ten years for the unauthorized disclosure of information 

about a security matter involving terrorists." 

In 1981 the Post Transvaal and Weekend Post were suspended from publication after 

MWASA (Media Workers' Association of South Africa) had called for a national strike of its 

members in support of claims for higher pay. These newspapers had ceased operations for 

some weeks and lost their registration in terms of the provisions of the Newspaper and Imprint 

Act of 1962. The Minister of Internal Affairs refused re-registration ( SARRS, 1991: 98). (The 

SARRS spoke of Post Transvaal and Weekend Post, whereas Hachten & Giffard (1984: 15) 

call the papers Post and Sunday Post.) 

Leading black journalists such as Zwelakhe Sisulu, president of MWASA, Marimuthu 

Subramoney, the Union's Natal vice-president, and other Post reporters who were members 

of MWASA, were served with banning orders by the security police. What followed was 

worldwide protest, even from the Afrikaans papers. 

Minister of Justice, Kobie Coetsee (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 15), 

"said the government was convinced that the actions of the Post and Sunday Post were 

'aimed at creating a revolutionary climate in South Africa' as the editorial offices he claimed, 

'were used as a venue for the final briefing of prospective terrorists before they left South 

Africa.' The Post newspapers had provided much propaganda for the African National 

Congress and had become vehicles of activism, militancy, radicalism and subversion." 

This was reported in and quoted from The Star(1981-01-24: 4). 
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The government received harsh condemnation at home and abroad but it went through with 

the suppression of black political expression. 

PW Botha always supposed that if the media were responsible they would support the total 

strategy and they were irresponsible if they did not. So they would be forced into the right 

direction by legislation and military censorship. Press freedom was constantly undergoing a 

process of curtailment as the seriousness of the onslaught of which the authorities were more 

aware than the public, intensified. 

Tyson (1993: 189) described how The Star issued warnings with regard to the 'Total Strategy' 

policy and the dire effects it would have on press freedom and abuse of power 

"under such headlines as 'Manipulating news - and the nation' and 'The pitfalls of Total 

Strategy', repeatedly calling attention to the Defence Department's dangerous move into 

politics." 

He (1993: 189) added that there had been another "ominous" briefing to the Pretoria News in 

1979, by the 

"Chief of Staff Intelligence, Major General van der Westhuizen, who was one who believed 

that in the event of Rhodesia falling , the Defence Force would be compelled to carry out 

regular pre-emptive strikes against Botswana, Mozambique, and the 'new' Rhodesia as well 

as Angola." 

Tyson (1993: 190) admitted that the new security system was "properly reported" but he 

pointed out: 

"The events across South Africa's borders were reported in the same way as they were 

overseas, for these could not be censored under the Defence Act. But the South African 

Defence Force's internal operations and Military Intelligence's 'dirty tricks' were state secrets -

and unknown to us. In any event, they were kept well away from normal defence activities, 

and Military Intelligence reported directly to the State Security Council, to which the press and 

public had no access and which in many ways superseded Parliament under Botha's military

style rule." 
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CONCLUSION 

It was shown in this chapter how the state expected the "subordination" of the media and how 

they were expected to maintain "neutrality", if not actually to "aid state repression" (McQuail, 

1983: 95). Dissident journalists, such as the members of MWASA, among others, were 

forcibly dealth with. The state applied prohibitive legislation, closed dissident newspapers, and 

expected neutrality if not outright support, especially from the Afrikaans press and the South 

African Broadcasting Corporation. It did not tolerate undermining of established authority or 

offence to political values. The values which the state tried hard to inculcate into the general 

population were those of a total defensive strategy against a total onslaught by enemies that 

sought to bring about its downfall. 

As Siebert et al ( 1956: 17) put it, in this system the "mass media were assigned a specific role 

and were subjected to controls in order not to interfere with the achievements of ultimate ends 

through the state." An authoritarian system would not tolerate "an overt attempt to unseat the 

authorities themselves" (Siebert et al, 1956: 26). 

Although some warned against the exaggeration of the "red peril" and the "Reds under the 

bed" syndrome, the fact was that the liberation movements had military and logistical support. 

They admitted as much in their publications and broadcasts, e.g. Sechaba, which the security 

forces and National and Military Intelligence monitored, while these were banned to keep the 

public ignorant. 

The public, although constantly reminded of the total onslaught, were also constantly assured 

of the strength of the military and their just cause. They were constantly bombarded with dire 

threats of perdition should the government fall before an enemy that was perceived as evil 

and monstrous, with tentacles that would reach into every comer and crevice of society. 

Morale had to be shored up, dissidence and criticism eliminated so as not to imperil the 

shoring-up process. It amounted to a desperate defence by beleaguered forces, to a siege 

that would not be terminated until capitulation of some kind had taken place. 

The media were expected not to tum against the defenders of the Government. Nevertheless, 

restrictive measures such as the Defence Force and press agreements were ball-and-chain 

restrictions to journalists. 
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Journalists have a professional pride, but in the total onslaught era the state exercised a 

preponderating influence on the news coverage. PW Botha and his colleagues revealed what 

the media perceived as a paranoid and exaggerated fear of free expression. They, and with 

them the people of South Africa, became captives of the fears and suspicions of the police 

and security advisers who believed in the media's power to sway opinions, which could lead 

to the downfall of the government. 
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CHAPTERS 

THE RABIE AND FIRST AND SECOND STEYN COMMISSIONS 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the securocracy era it was constantly reiterated that the government wanted the opposition press 

to stop promoting black nationalism and to join the "total strategy" to defend the country against the 

"total onslaught". This was to be a recurrent theme in the commissions of inquiry, which all dealt with 

press performance. All the reports dealt with the Communist/Marxist threat, the liberation 

movements and the dire threat to security and survival of the regime. 

Commissions of inquiry were appointed in the total onslaught era to restrict the interests of press 

freedom on the one hand and to enhance secrecy in order to maintain national security in a conflict 

situation, on the other hand. 

The Commission of Inquiry into Security Legislation (PR 90/1981) led by Justice Pieter Rabie was 

appointed on 29 August 1979 by the State President. 

The Commission of Inquiry into the Reporting of Security News from the South African Defence 

Force and Police (PR 52/1980) led by Justice MT Steyn, was appointed on 14December1979. 

In fact, two Commissions of Inquiry led by Justice MT Steyn, were appointed to institute inquiries 

parallel and supplementary to the Rabie Commission. The second one was the Commission of 

Inquiry into the Mass Media (PR 89/1981). 

8.2 COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE REPORTING OF SECURITY NEWS FROM 

THE SOUTH AFRICAN DEFENCE FORCE AND POLICE (PR 52/1980) (FIRST 

STEYN COMMISSION) 

8.2.1 The Task of the SA Defence Force and Police 

The task of the South African Defence Force (SADF) as a national defence force was said to be the 

defence of the whole of South Africa against the onslaught from outside so that the internal 

development of the country could be completed successfully (Theart, 1980 1 (2): 108). 

The Police and Railway Police had the task of maintaining law and order in order to provide 

protection against the internal onslaught. Tyson (1993: 225) maintained that the first Steyn 

Commission's findings were used by the government 
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" ... to motivate the notorious Section 27(c) of the Police Act which allowed another form of 

imprisonment without trial. The first Commission had also been interpreted by some politicians 

and pressmen as proposing that the media should be harnessed in a total strategy for survival 

of the State." 

Theart (1980 1(2): 108) described the crux of the whole issue as follows: 

"Weens die noue verbondenheid van die Weermag en Polisie met die burgery, is dit 

noodsaaklik in volks- en staatsvolksoorlewing dat die volksmoreel en die van 

veiligheidsmagte hooggehou (sic) word. Daarvoor is begrip deur die bevolking van die aard 

en omvang van die bedreiging, en noodsaaklikheid vir behoud van sy wil om dit teen te staan 

en die interne en vreedsame ontwikkelingsaksie met welslae deur te voer, onontbeerlik. 

"Volgens die Kommissie is effektiewe deelname in landsake deur die burgery ewe onmisbaar. 

Die pers is die hoofmiddel vir die oordra van inligting wat noodsaaklik is om bogenoemde 

doelstellings te verwesenlik. Die Kommissie kom tot die gevolgtrekking dat persvryheid 'n 

geordende wetsbeheerde vryheid is wat nie absoluut is nie. Dieselfde geld oak vir die reg van 

die individu. Wanneer omstandighede dit verg, moet albei wyk voor die belange van 

nasionale veiligheid want behoud en oorlewing van die staat is die hoogste reg." 

In order to outline and set limits to the interests of the media, the Commission recommended in 

paragraphs 488 and 502 that only unauthorised reporting that was detrimental to the security of the 

State and the efficiency and defensive capacity of the armed forces should be prohibited (Theart, 

1980 1 (2): 109). 

The Commission recommended that the Police Act of 1958 be amended in order to prevent 

unauthorised disclosure of information with regard to the control of terrorism. 

Theart (1980 1 (2): 110) objected to the Commission's erroneous assumption that the South African 

state was a democratic one and said that this assumption simply did not correspond with the reality 

of the situation. Obviously in such a situation it would be a conflict of interests to have a totally free 

press. 

Stuart (1980 1(2): 98-99) in his criticism of the Commission in an article in Ecquid Novi titled "The 

press in a South African democracy or oligarchy?", also remarked that 

"the Commission had erred in regarding the Republic of South Africa as a democracy ... South 

Africa is not a state or community in which the government is vested in the people as a 
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whole ... I believe that a more correct description of the South African state is that of an 

oligarchy - government by the few; a form of government in which the power is confined to a 

few persons. This being the position, a tremendous responsibility rests on those few to have 

regard to the wishes and aspirations of those who do not have the right to vote. They must be 

kept informed, listened to, read and encouraged to communicate. And the best method of 

achieving this is by means of the media. If they are kept in ignorance ... then I believe a 

situation will arise which is far more dangerous for the State of South Africa than any 

onslaught from beyond its borders." 

He (1980: 99) does laud the Commission for making the following recommendation in paragraph 

176: 

"The SADF and the SAP ought to make available as much information as possible and not as 

little as possible." 

8.2.2 Constitution and Aims of the Commission 

The first Steyn Commission consisted of Justice MT Steyn, Dirk ("Das") Herbst, director of the 

Southern African Forum; Klaus von Lieres und Wilkau, then deputy attorney-general of the 

Transvaal; Neil Norman Webster, Leslie Clifford Masterson and Keith Harper Fisher. They were 

appointed in terms of Proclamation 302of14 December 1979. 

The report was 217 pages long. In terms of Proclamation 29 of 1980 the terms of reference were 

extended 

"to include reporting concerning those activities of the South African Police related to the 

maintenance of National Security." 

This interest of the Police emanated from the provisions of section 5 of the Police Act in terms of 

which newsworthy yet sensitive information was to be withheld. 

The terms of reference (Steyn I, 1980: 2) were as follows: 

'To inquire into and make recommendations on: 

(a) The delimitation of on the one hand the interests of the news media in informing the 

public and the latter's right to be informed on affairs of state, and on the other hand the 

interests of the state and of its citizens as entrenched by section 118 and other 
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provisions of the Defence Act, 1957 (Act No 44 of 1957) and the general security 

interests of the SA Defence Force and the Armaments supply industry as well as the 

national security interest of the South African Police emanating from the provisions of 

section 5 of the Police Act, 1958 which require that newsworthy information should 

sometimes not be made known. In the delimitation the former set of interests are to be 

weighed up against the latter set of interests; 

(b) The way in which these various interests may be reconciled in practice without 

detriment to the security interest of the state; 

( c) The effectiveness of the Police Act, 1958, and of section 118 and any other provision of 

the Defence Act to prevent and/or control the publication or dissemination of 

information, intelligence or secrets that conflict with the security interests of the state 

which also include the security interests of the SA Defence Force and the South African 

Armaments Manufacturing Industry and the Armaments Trade and the South African 

Police. 

(d) The necessity and equitability, should existing legislation be found to be ineffective/ of 

amending or substituting such legislation to effectively protect the security interests of 

the state; 

(e) The formulation of proposed amendments, if any, to the Defence Act, 1957 and/or the 

Police Act, 1958." 

It was stated (Steyn I, 1980: 3) that: 

"In terms of Section 4 of the Commissions Act, 1947, the hearing of evidence, representations 

and submissions took place in public, with the exception of those aspects which the chairman 

determined were to take place behind closed doors owing to the confidential and sensitive 

nature thereof." 

8.2.3 The Media and the Imminent Danger 

In the General Scope it was said that "freedom of speech and disclosure of information on the one 

hand, and national security and the keeping secret of confidential facts on the other hand, is in 
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essence a value judgement and can only be made against the background of the political nature of 

the community concerned". The delimitation concerned "the effective handling of the conflict 

situation in which the Republic of South Africa at present finds itself and with which it will probably 

be concerned during the current decade of this century." 

This development would occur in the eighties and during this time the news media would play a role 

in either encouraging or countering the imminent danger facing the country and its peoples. 

In Part I (Steyn I, 1980: 7, par 11~ it is said: 

"The public media must enjoy the right to make public any irregularities on the part of officials 

or politicians." 

There were limits to the freedom of s·peech, however, and in this regard the report (Steyn I, 1980: 

11) stated: 

"Like other civic rights, the right of free speech and reporting is not absolute or 

self-contained." 

To substantiate this, the report quotes from Strauss et al (1976: 55): 

"Hoag soos dit geag word, is die persvryheid slegs 'n belang van die gemeenskap, wat 

afgeweeg word teen ander maatskaplike belange soos veiligheid van die staat." 

The report (Steyn I, 1980: 55) states that in a democracy, the process of government is supported 

and strengthened by the participation of a properly informed and therefore competent public. The 

Commission quotes from the second edition of The Newspaperman's Guide to the Law (Stuart, 

1977: ix): 

"The reporters who gather the news are, therefore, the eyes and ears of the reading public, 

for it is they who must cover the multifarious activities of the people (knowledge of which they 

need) ... to govern themselves." 

The situation was unstable, which called for extreme care. Frequent threats endangered national 

security as a result of (Steyn I, 1980: 14): 

" ... clashes of interest... encountered both from outside the country and from within ... These 

must be resisted with determination in order to protect and maintain ... the existing system of 

government." 
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The government by the white minority was to be secured at all costs. For this sound morale was also 

required, for (Steyn I, 1980: 21): 

"When a community of people, and more specifically a particular nation, loses confidence and 

pride in its own spiritual values, way of life, traditions and social morals and values, it lacks 

the motive or incentive to gird its loins in defence thereof." 

In order to protect this morale and security, a strong and loyal defence force was needed (Steyn I, 

1980: 23), so that the SADF was described as a people's force even though it mainly conscripted 

whites. To ensure that the people would support this defence force, there had to be (Steyn I, 1980: 

24) 

"frankness towards the public ... well-reasoned reporting in the media, is of great importance 

for the maintenance of involvement and confidence in the Defence Force on the part of the 

public, and excessive secrecy on the part of the Defence Force will be counterproductive." 

The basic fear for a Marxist takeover such as in the former Portuguese colonies and a violent 

transformation, were expressed (Steyn I, 1980: 24). South Africa needed time, for it was in a 

process of change, but for peaceful transition to take place, there had to be order and security. It is 

obvious from the report that the government, speaking through the Commission, knew that time had 

to be bought at all costs. The report stated (Steyn I, 1980: 25): 

"Within South Africa and South-West Africa there are at present dynamic forces at work within 

our midst aimed at the development of the internal order into a multiracial symbiosis modelled 

on the fundamental values, conduct and world-view of the true religiously-orientated and 

democratically inclined civilizations. This domestic dynamism will be able to succeed only if a 

common destiny can be created and permanently established among the peoples of South 

Africa ... for that, at least a decade is necessary." 

The Defence Force was supposed to act "outwards" while the South African Police had to act within 

the country (Steyn I, 1980: 28). Attempts from outside were evoking an internal response in certain 

hostile groups which made "urgent counteraction .. . on two fronts" necessary (Steyn I, 1980: 36). 

What was behind all this, was an attempt to impose a (Steyn I, 1980: 35) 

"foreign constitutional order on South and Southern Africa." 

The agents causing the conflict were professedly identified and their motivation spelled out. The 

causative factors involved an (Steyn I, 1980: 47) 
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"East-West Power Struggle. Arising from the duel between the West and the East as 

represented by the two giant states, the USA and the USSR, each with its allies, henchmen 

and followers, attempts have been made for years by both sides, each in furtherance of its 

own interests to replace the existing South African order, through various 

'change-operations' .. . (that had) intensified noticeably during the Seventies and have already 

resulted in Angola and Mozambique being dragged into the Marxist garrison community." 

The Commission identified the objectives against the RSA as including the removal of its 

constitutional form of government, to be replaced by (Steyn I, 1980: 47) 

"a form of government subservient or conducive to the sponsoring ideology and utilising the 

emotive political concepts of 'Black majority rule', 'Black Power', 'liberation from racist 

oppression,' etc. Another common factor is that the foreign strategic objectives entail various 

forms of action within and outside the borders of the Republic. These actions range over the 

full spectrum of human endeavour in the political, economic, military, psychological and 

sociological fields and employ a comprehensive variety of persuasive, coercive and punitive 

measures ... a multi-dimensional conflict..." 

Chief among the country's enemies were (par 66d: 49-50) the ANC and the SACP (with their internal 

and external "fronts") which conducted "agitprop" campaigns orchestrated by agents provocateurs of 

front organizations to cause widespread disturbance. 

The Commission alleged that the United States, for instance, (par 67c: 51) had the "political 

objective of promoting Black majority rule, and attempting to ensure its influence over any Black 

majority rule government". 

As far as Namibia was concerned, the Commission warned (par 70: 55): 

"The Mugabe technique of 'peace only if you vote for me' will no doubt also be considered by 

SWAPO." 

In South Africa the ANC regarded itself as the "only real liberation movement" and in this it was 

supported by various foreign pressure groups. Also, the ANC-SACP combination had a very strong 

influence on a number of organizations. The main aim of these groups was civil disobedience with 

regard to the white-dominated government while the state machinery for the maintenance of law and 

order was to be made to seem immoral. This attitude would break down the morale of the people 

and create a situation in which law and order collapsed (Steyn I, 1980: 59). 
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The ANC was recruiting from inside the RSA and the Black exodus after the Soweto unrest in 1976 

greatly contributed to the strength of the liberation movements. The Commission (Steyn I, 1980: 59) 

stated that 

"the assumption of power by erstwhile illegal organizations in Angola, Mozambique and 

Rhodesia has led to the development of a particular psychological climate in the RSA and 

SWA/Namibia. This reinforces the activities of internal subversive and revolutionary 

elements." 

The Commission expected the onslaught to continue and an escalation of the conflict to take place. 

Consequently rural and urban terrorism were expected to increase. Local grievances would be 

exploited and the propaganda war would escalate. Pressure from outside was also expected. 

In par 88 the Commission (Steyn I, 1980: 59) stated that 

"the 1980s will see an increase in pressure and terrorism in varying degrees. The Republic 

faces the possibility of further economic, political and military isolation and sanctions. Military 

and security responsibilities will increase." 

Government action would take place under the control of a State Security Council (Steyn I, 1980: 

69). 

As far as the South African Police were concerned, the Commission stated (Steyn I, 1980: 71): 

"The offensive spirit demanded by the terrorist struggle, requires of the policeman involved 

therein a fundamental deviation from the basic conventional approach to his normal task 

which demands the application of minimum force ... Just as the low-intensity 

counter-insurgency role places a high demand on the resilience of the SADF, so does the 

urban terror problem test the SA Police." 

The Commission pointed out that the public were not really aware of the fact that they were "in the 

midst of a conflict of considerable import". The reason for this ignorance was attributed to "the lack 

of information from official channels as to the nature and implications of the revolutionary attack and 

process." The Commission pointed out that a similar situation had existed in Portugal in 197 4 "which 

resulted in the total confusion and manipulatability of the masses when the regime cracked." 

The role of the media was set out in Part Ill: par 113c: 88: 
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"Applied to the South African situation the actuality of news should never come before 

national security and the interests of the country. In other words, the newspaper's need, its 

attempt to be first with the news, should never be placed above national security or the 

interests of the country." 

The Commission (Steyn I, 1980: 95) did point out, however, that: 

"What cannot be doubted is that the state has the right to protect itself...it would of course at 

the same time constitute a danger if the citizen were to be totally surprised by events; the 

media ought to be used to prepare the public for what might happen in the South African 

situation." 

The Commission (Steyn I, 1980: 96) acknowledged that the media had a right to criticise but that it 

could not 

"be confused with the right to revolutionary or instigatory behaviour. It is in the public interest 

that the notion of loyal criticism (lojale verset) should always be recognised and maintained. It 

is a necessary element in the watchdog function of the press that it should enter into debate 

with the government in a critical and investigatory manner ... lt is essential that the media be 

given maximum access to information which ought to be passed on to the citizen. It is in the 

interest of the country that a basis of mutual trust between government and media be 

established as well as a soundly organised community policy or plan to give direction to the 

utilization of the media." 

Newspapers played a role (Steyn I, 1980: 97) and, on account of the heterogeneity of South African 

society, they caused certain results, such as 

"divergent meanings being attached to terms such as 'nationalism' and 'patriotism' ... the press 

should bear in mind that the ruling out of alternatives and the working towards radical, 

untimely and hasty changes could cost it its freedom and economic right to survival. 

Self-interest, often pursued by those in control of the press under the guise of 'press freedom', 

and placed above national interest, can in fact threaten the ultimate survival of a truly free 

press as well as the society in which it functions. In this connection it is important to note that 

there has been more and more talk of the desirability of press control even in the Western 

democracies since the fifties." 
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The Commission (Steyn I, 1980: 98) mentioned that the Press Council's Code of Conduct had been 

effective and that the SABC has its own written policy code 

"which lays down that 'the corporation does not broadcast programmes which could incite 

public opinion, or could result in a breach of the law, unrest or panic. Programmes are 

presented in such a way that they will preserve order in the country, promote the security of 

the country and its people, and in no way damage the international position of the country.• 

Frank Theart (1980 1(2): 109), lecturer in Law at the Rand Afrikaans University and an advocate of 

the Supreme Court of South Africa, said in his criticism of the findings of the Commission that the 

state had to recognise that the media needed to be independent and to express criticism in order to 

have credibility, to protect the public and to ensure effective government. He (1980: 106-107) 

echoed the sentiments of various other experts mentioned in this study when he stated: 

"Een van die grootste bates van enige gemeenskap is 'n vrye verantwoordelike pers ... Die 

pers is by uitstek die medium waardeur inligting aan die publiek deurgegee word - inligting 

waarsonder gesonde openbare meningsvorming onmoontlik is en waarsonder die 

demokratiese proses ondenkbaar is ... Die grense tussen persvryheid en ander belange is nie 

vas en onveranderlik nie .. .Dit is by uitstek die funksie van die reg om so ver moontlik 

ooreenkomstig die gemeenskapsopvatting aan die hand van regsnorme die grense tussen 

botsende belange te le ... ln die Suid-Afrikaanse reg word as uitgangspunt aanvaar dat die 

pers die vryheid het om alles te doen wat hy wil, behalwe as die vryheid in besonder deur 'n 

regreel beperk word ... Hoewel die pers in beginsel vry is, spreek dit vanself dat van 

persvryheid nie sprake kan wees indien die betrokke beperkinge as geheel so beswarend is 

dat geen uitgewer dit sou waag om sander voorafgaande verlof van die owerheid te publiseer 

nie. Doeltreffende persvryheid sou verydel word indien 'n regsnorm wat 'n belang beskerm of 

'n euwel bekamp so wyd geformuleer is dat dit publikasie afskrik." 

8.2.4 Legal Controls in Force 

The Commission (Steyn I, 1980: 100) was convinced that: 

"Measured against Western standards the media situation in South Africa does merit the 

description 'free'. A simple test is to ask whether press and media freedom is openly debated 

in this country. In South Africa this debate is continuous and heated. " 
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Tension had built up between the government and the press on the issues of security and 

suggested press control, especially with regard to the Information debacle and the Advocate

General's Bill. The Minister of Defence and the NPU had concluded an agreement on 11 January 

1967, with later amendments, to create a work and liaison mechanism between the Directorate for 

Public Relations of the SADF and the Press Union. 

A liaison committee discussed issues to "to temper the strict nature of the legislation". 

An agreement had been signed between the South African Police (SAP) and NPU on 21 August 

1976. It (Steyn I, 1980: 101) included the following: 

"Apart from stipulation regarding press identity cards for journalists, there is also the 

stipulation in clause 8 of the Agreement that:.. .'The Police realize that the Press has a duty to 

inform the public fully, precisely and as speedily as possible of newsworthy occurrences and 

the press realizes that in the performance of its duty, the administration of justice may not be 

prejudiced and the police impeded in their investigations.• 

The Commission (Steyn I, 1980: 105) found scant evidence of 

"instigatory reporting ... lt is true that reporting that could affect delicate relations between 

peoples did appear, especially in the case of 'Post', but in general there were no signs of 

sustained mischievous or malicious attempts to endanger the security of the country ... Those 

who propagate lawlessness and recklessness irrespective of whether they speak, write or 

publish, ought not to be allowed to get away with it. The RSA has enough machinery in its 

existing legislation to deal with them." 

8.2.5 Image Creation by the Media 

The Commission (Steyn I, 1980: 118-119) pointed out: 

"The SADF and SAP are largely dependent on the media for the creation of their image, and 

therefore for the public relations. This work cannot be undertaken by persons who do not 
I~ 

have insight into it and who do not have any experience of how .one one ,, ught to deal with 

hardened or inexperienced journalists." 

The kind of newspaper reporting was analysed by the Commission. 

In its findings the Commission (Steyn I, 1980: 121) maintained that 
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"of the total content of the media (27 newspapers) 20% was positive, 72% was neutral and 

8% negative with regard to the South African Defence Force ... A further analysis of the 8% 

negative reports showed that they concerned · mainly negative events, (for example, heat 

exhaustion), difficulties (such as pay and postal delays) and mischievous discrediting of the 

SADF." 

Brig George Wassenaar's (Steyn I, 1980: 121) analysis for January 1980 was that 

"a favourable picture was in general painted of the South African Defence Force. At the same 

time, however, there are clear signs of an increase in negative reporting, especially with 

regard to ideological and conscientious objections, which indicate in tum a growing attack on 

the national service system and the SADF in general." 

There was a less fortunate relationship between the police and the press corps (Steyn I, 1980: 125): 

"There is a general feeling that the SABC received preferential treatment over the press. 

Liaison between the Police Directorate of Public Relations and the press is seen as weak." 

The Commission was of the opinion that "the information industry should be harnessed to combat 

the psychological onslaught against South Africa" so as to place events and developments "in 

correct perspective". As far as the so-called psychological onslaught was concerned, the 

Commission (Steyn I, 1980: 128) did not deem legislation effective. Steps to bring them into line 

could include, besides existing legislation, "counter-propaganda". 

The image of the South African Defence Force and the South African Police was damaged by so

called "harmful publications" which, in the view of the Commission, included group media and Black 

orientated newspapers. Examples mentioned were Omkeer and Post (Steyn I, 1980: 128-129). 

The Commission maintained that foreign journalists did their share of harm (Steyn I, 1980: 129) but 

a 

"system of registration that will call them to account is recommended. Information that they 

send out of South Africa seldom constitutes a true picture of the situation here, since it is 

generally based on selected radical sources, as was intimated in a lecture delivered in 

Pretoria on 17 March 1980 by Professor JC Merrill of the University of Maryland. The danger 

inherent in such one-sided reporting is that foreign powers may base their policy towards the 

RSA partly on such reporting." 
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There were so-called "loyal" and "disloyal" media in South Africa. The Commission (Steyn I, 1980: 

129) proposed that "sufficient circumspection" be employed as it regarded the 

"motive behind such reporting and comment...(as) questionable. What must be borne in mind 

is that any possible destruction of the present orderly dispensation in the RSA, will also result 

in the destruction of the free press that is managed within a free economy." 

8.2.6 Recommendations 

The Commission (Steyn I, 1980: 212) recommended that the Official Secrets Act of 1956 be "revised 

so as to restrict its ambit". 

The Defence Act of 1957, section 104(5), had to be revised 

"to blunt the spearpoint of possible enemy propaganda based upon unpunished misdeeds 

which become unpunishable due to miscreants leaving the security forces ... (that) 104(5) be 

amended ... to enable the jurisdiction of the Military Discipline Code to be extended to cover 

those instances." 

Section 118 had to be revised in toto so as to 

"engender more clarity and precision whilst simultaneously preserving and protecting that 

basic information requiring protection." 

Section 121(c) had to be redrafted to read (Steyn I, 1980: 187): 

"Any person who 

(c) commits any act or encourages, aids, incites, instigates, suggests or attempts to cause 

any person or a category of persons to refuse or fail to render any service to which 

such person or category of persons is or are liable or may become liable in terms of 

this Act shall be guilty of an offence." 

The Armaments Development and Production Act, 1968, had to be amended as follows (Steyn I, 

1980: 189): 

"11A Unlawful disclosure of information 
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(1) No person shall publish in any manner whatsoever any information relating to the 

assembly, production or procurement of armaments or any activity of the Armaments 

Development and Production Corporation or its subsidiary companies or its contractors 

or subcontractors, except where the information has been furnished or the publication 

authorised by the Minister or under his authority. 

(2) Any person convicted of contravening section 11A may be sentenced to a maximum 

fine of R 15 000 or 8 years imprisonment or to both such fine and imprisonment." 

The Police Act of 1958 had to be amended. Section 278 (Steyn I, 1980: 213) was to 

"prohibit the unauthorised disclosure of information relating to the combatting of terrorism." 

A similar provision had to apply to the Railway Police (Steyn I, 1980: 213) with regard to propaganda 

and information activities. Legislation had to 

"be introduced enabling Government to monitor propaganda and information activities 

conducted on behalf of foreign principals ... Such legislation should require public disclosure of 

all propaganda and 'information' activitities conducted internally for or on behalf of foreign 

governments, foreign institutes and foundations, foreign political parties and foreign principals 

so that both Government and the people can be informed of the sources, origin and identity of 

such persons' operation locally on behalf of their principals abroad and of the nature and 

purpose of their propaganda and 'information' activities. Such legislation should include the 

activities of foreign news correspondents as well." 

The Commission concluded (Steyn I, 1980: 174): 

"Therefore wilful misconduct by the media should consequently not be suffered and should be 

restrained by statutory sanctions. Such wilful misuse in respect of the security of the state 

testifies not only of a faulty perception of affairs of State and of solutions for these problems, 

but is also very dangerous because it can seriously prejudice or even destroy mutual good 

relations amongst the peoples. Only an irresponsible authority would suffer such conduct. " 

Another conclusion was (Steyn I, 1980: 216): 

"It must be emphasized and repeated that the image of operational efficiency and fighting 

spirit of the SA fighting forces must, more than ever before, be maintained and strengthened. 
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This requires of the authorities, the forces, the politicians, the media and the public that 

measure of joint action necessary for the creation and retention of the requisite attitudes. In 

this regard the media and especially press reporting can play a cardinal role. But then the 

message must be clearly conveyed to the public. Therefore matters affecting the security 

forces must be handled by the press with the necessary circumspection and understanding." 

8.2.7 Press Card System 

In 1980 the "professionalisation" of journalism was suggested by AS de Beer, then of the 

Department of Communication at the Rand Afrikaans University (Tomaselli & Lauw, 1991: 81) 

"in which the development of knowledge attributes (such as journalism theory, education and 

training, research and literature) should be seen as preceding the development and 

compulsory application of organisational attributes (such as union forming and registration)." 

The first Steyn Commission recommended a two-tier press card system. The press supposed that 

the government was worried about the publication of truth. 

Tomaselli & Lauw (1991 : 81-82) remarked that on 12 August 1981 , after the Steyn Commission 

report had been published, an agreement was indeed signed between the NPU and the Police (see 

Appendix C), subsequent to which two types of cards would be issued: 

"1 . General NPU cards issued by editors 'at their discretion' 

2. Accredited Police cards issued by the Commissioner of Police to 'senior journalists' 

whose names have been submitted to the Police by the NPU. Only these accredited 

journalists have access to the Commissioner or officers appointed by him for 

discussions of a 'confidential or sensitive' nature." 

Tomaselli & Lauw (1991: 82) condemned this as a capitulation on the part of the press and accused 

the NPU of formally conceding 

"the right of the Police to choose the journalist with whom they will discuss 'confidential and 

sensitive' information. The NPU and editors are being subtly co-opted as 'functionaries' of the 

state's machinery for 'monitoring' journalists. This is the first formal step towards creating the 

machinery for a State registration of journalists. " 
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8.2.8 Press Reaction 

The South African Race Relations Survey (1980: 288) came to the conclusion that "some sections" 

of the press had reacted to the Commission's report in a "guarded, sceptical" way and mentioned 

that the editor of the Rand Daily Mail had said on 16 April 1980 that the report was 

"a curious mixture of good and bad, of enlightened judgement and unsubstantiated 

tendentiousness.• 

The "good" points of the report were (SARRS, 1980: 288) 

"the role of the press as a watchdog of government; the importance of keeping the public as 

fully informed as possible especially in a situation of escalating conflict; that the authorities 

were wrong in holding the view that they should make available as little information as 

possible; that only information that genuinely affected the basic security of the state should be 

kept secret; that the authorities were sometimes oversensitive to press reporting so that they 

withheld information which in fact had nothing to do with national security; and that the 

principle that restrictive legislation be kept to a minimum and that the authorities rely on co

operation with the press to control sensitive information be endorsed. 

"What was considered to be 'bad' was the proposed system whereby news was to be 

'managed' by the authorities." 

There had to be "accredited correspondents", but a major newspaper of the Argus group, The Star, 

did not appoint one. Tyson (1993: 196) remarked: 

"The signal that the SADF was irretrievably politicised came in 1981 when newspapers, 

English and Afrikaans, were presented with an official list from Military Intelligence of 

'Manifestations of Irresponsible Reporting' - diligently listed in nine categories ranging from 

'reports with a sympathetic angle in favour of victims of the RSA (Republic of South Africa)' to 

'Wedge-driving (wigindrwywing) (sic) by blaming the government for bad social conditions.'" 

Nevertheless, the media would always be seeking for news, despite the control. As Addison (1980: 

192) wrote 

"the manipulators will doubtless continue to manipulate, and the journalists to write; of 

broader interest is the direction the body politic is taking under largescale official 

indoctrination through every news medium ... Meanwhile the generals in Pretoria wait in the 
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wings and chart the escalation of violent conflict in South Africa and along its borders; the 

time may come when the Generals are called to the political stage for the ultimate defence of 

white domination." 

The press was expected to regard the system of accredited correspondents as meaningful and 

necessary to guard state security. They were not, as Addison (1984: 193) pointed out, supposed to 

"regard defence and police reporting as 'just another beat' ... The whole of South Africa had to 

be involved in the development and in internal security, which involved the influential news 

media. Hot news about war could be presented very superficially if journalists are not 

professional and knowledgeable. " 

8.3 THE RABIE COMMISSION AND SECOND STEYN COMMISSION 

The Rabie Commission and second Steyn Commission were appointed to investigate and eliminate 

areas of weakness. Both reports were tabled in Parliament during February 1982 and they evoked 

simultaneous comment from a number of newspapers. 

The Rabie Commission report did not receive as much media coverage as the Steyn Commission's 

report, which drew an enormous amount of comment from the media, as its findings pertained 

directly to their activities and proposed to limit their freedom of speech. The Rabie Commission 

refuted and denied most of the objections of the Newspaper Press Union to its findings, which were 

hardly reported in the media, contrary to the reaction evoked by the second Steyn Commission 

report. 

Leader (1982-02-19: 10) reported: 

"The findings of two statutory commissions, bearing tidings of awesome new controls and 

more stringent laws in both areas covered by the inquiries - the mass media and security 

legislation - were tabled in Parliament last week. 

"The Steyn Commission proposed a 12-man general council of journalist registration; a new 

code of conduct and the creation of a moderate Black press. 

"The Rabie Commission report tabled the next day proposed a tightening of terrorism laws -

longer sentences and the division of security legislation into terrorism, sabotage and 

subversion offences. 
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"But the thrust of both these commission's (sic) reports would be lost if cognisance is not 

taken of their emphasis on the role of Black Consciousness and liberation theology - and the 

threats these are seen to pose to Afrikaner supremacy." 

Tomaselli & Louw (1991 : 80) maintained that the reason for the appointment of the first Steyn 

Commission was that the Minister of the Interior had called for 

"a statutory Press Council with powers to fine and ban journalists." 

This had caused the NPU to object so strongly that the state had "retaliated" by setting up the 

second Steyn Commission. 

Indications were that the state wanted "an even stricter application of the social responsibility model 

by the Press". 

The Pretoria News (1979-07-25: 4) reported in advance that the Rabie inquiry would take place 

"behind closed doors, according to the Government Gazette. The regulations also prevent the 

publication of the names of commission witnesses, proceedings or information." 

The Rand Daily Mail (1979-12-28: 5) commented on the "stirring appeal" by Professor Johan van 

der Vyver, that the Rabie Commission should 

"thoroughly investigate the added security laws to outline clearly the activities, not beliefs, 

which are considered prejudicial to the safety of the Government... The professor stated 

further 'that Organisations are often banned without even knowing they are being investigated 

- in other words banned on the strength of one-sided reports. ' 

"It has often been stated that people held under the Terrorism Act are isolated indefinitely, 

denied any protection under law, and left entirely in the hands of the people who locked them 

away." 

Prof Van der Vyver called this "incidental injustice". The writer of the report, Vernon Bosch, 

expressed the hope that "at long last justice will prevail ". 

Prof Van der Vyver had been professor of Legal Philosophy at Potchefstroom University for 

Christian Higher Education until his resignation in October 1978. He subsequently went to join the 

more liberal University of the Witwatersrand (Merrett, 1995: 102). 
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Beeld ( 1982-02-15: 8) reported that both the Steyn and Rabie Commissions had important 

messages for the country: 

"Die Rabie-kommissie wend horn spesifiek tot veiligheidsaspekte socs dit die regsprosesse raak en 

die kommissie (II) van regter Steyn het die media se rol ondersoek." 

The newspaper pointed out that the country was ideologically divided, also with regard to the right to 

protest, to express opinions and the freedom of speech. The effective security measures of the 

Police and Defence Force kept the real threat and the terrorists at bay. 

The Rabie report had stated the cause of onslaught to be the absence of political rights for non

whites and that unorthodox security legislation was essential for survival. If this was not applied, 

South Africa would play straight into the hands of the Communist bloc. 

The second Steyn Commission report, i.e. on the Mass Media (Beeld, 1982-02-15: 8), mainly 

concerned the citizen's single most important right, namely to protest. This assumed various forms. 

The free press had to walk a tightrope between a nationalism injected with Marxism and one that 

proposed to keep whites in power and not capitulate to the Kremlin: 

"Daar sal net verloorders wees, and laat ans dit se, geen swart wenners nie ... Die mediawese 

van Suid-Afrika sal egter aan die hand van die Steyn-aanbevelings sy kant meet bring sodat 

ans grater balans kan kry in die hantering van die oorheersende kwessies random kleur en 

ongelyke gemeenskappe gesien die al hoe vernuftiger aanslag van die Kommunisme en sy 

meelopers. Koerante wat hierdie gevaar afskiet as onsin - en dit het sommige Engelstalige 

media gedoen - speel met vuur wat hulle vryheid om te kritiseer, kan verteer." 

8.4 THE COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO SECURITY LEGISLATION (PR 90/1981) 

(RABIE COMMISSION) 

The members of the Commission were Justice Pieter Jacobus Rabie (Chair), Professor Lucas 

Daniel Barnard, Advocate Johan Phillipus Jacobus Coetzer, SC, Advocate Sydney William 

McCreath, SC, Professor Pieter Oosthuizen and Mr Schalk Willem van der Merwe. 

Their terms of reference were: "To inquire into, and to report and make recommendations on, the 

necessity, adequacy, fairness, and efficacy of legislation pertaining to the internal security of the 

Republic of South Africa" (Rabie, 1981: 1 ). 

Professor Barnard resigned and was replaced by Professor CF Nieuwoudt, Dean of the Faculty of 

Economics and Political Science at the University of Pretoria. What was significant to note was that 
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the chairperson and a member were recommended to visit the trouble spots of Northern Ireland, 

Israel and England to collect information pertaining to their legislation. 

The then Minister of Justice, AL Schlebusch, said in a statement to the Press that there were 

(Rabie, 1981: 5): 

"constantly changing threats to the internal security of the Republic ... the mere number of 

security measures has become handy anti-South African propaganda material. Some of the 

measures resulted from emergency and were therefore drafted in haste.• 

8.4.1 The Threat Perceived by the South African Authorities 

The international community was maintaining an arms boycott against the RSA, there were 

increased trade sanctions and, according to the Commission's report (Rabie, 1981: 51-78) attempts 

were 

"constantly being made by some countries and organisations to isolate the Republic in all 

spheres from the rest of the world community." 

Three organisations had been declared unlawful, namely the African National Congress (ANC) and 

the Pan Africanist Congress (PAC) in 1960, and the South African Communist Party (SACP) (1950). 

Their intentions were deduced from their publications: 

• SACP: The African Communist (a quarterly published in London). 

• lnku/uleko-Freedom (a monthly prepared clandestinely in the RSA from material sent from 

abroad). 

• ANC: Sechaba (three-monthly and then subsequently monthly, printed in East Germany). 

• Mayibuye (sent monthly to the ANC from abroad). 

• Jana Shakti (sent to the RSA monthly from abroad and directed at Indian readers). 

• PAC: Azania News (published quarterly in Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania. The issues were far fewer 

than the other publications mentioned). 

The abovementioned organisations clandestinely distributed pamphlets, although most were 

intercepted. 

The Police submitted information to the Rabie Commission which had been withheld from the public. 
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8.4.1.1 The Liberation Movements 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 52) conveyed basically the same information on the intentions and 

constitution of the various liberation movements that had featured in the first Steyn Commission 

report. 

The Commission quoted from the SABC Report of 11 April 1980: 

"The expansion of communism, which ... was foreseen by the Government in South Africa, 

continued in certain nearby countries in Southern Africa, and since that time black communist 

regimes have taken over in Angola and Mozambique. The present Prime Minister of 

Zimbabwe (previously Rhodesia) has, according to reports, on more than one occasion 

openly stated that he is a Marxist.:." 

It was stressed (Rabie, 1981 : 52) that these facts were significant to the survival of white-ruled 

South Africa because: 

"Angola accommodates camps where ANC members and supporters receive military training 

and from where they are sent out to commit sabotage and acts of terrorism in the 

Republic .. . There is much evidence that shows that, since the end of 1979, there has been a 

considerable increase in ANC and SACP activities against the Republic from Maputo." 

The African Communist and lnkululeko-Freedom were both called "propagandist" with the consistent 

theme that the political situation in South Africa was (Rabie, 1981: 52) 

"the legacy of capitalism and colonialism ... that a minority group is maintaining its authority in 

the country by arms, and that it must be resisted with violence and overthrown." 

The two publications also reported that the SACP and ANC collaborated and that they were 

"engaged in the same struggle". 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981 : 53) quoted from The African Communist, 1979, 4th quarter, that the 

youth were 

"given instructions on how to organise and mobilise their 'colleagues'" and they had to "teach 

people the simple art of manufacturing home-made bombs". 

The SACP was said to be part of the world communist movement. Their stated objectives were 

quoted from a 1972 issue of lnkululeko-Freedom (Rabie, 1981 : 53): 
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"We organize for revolution, for a seizing of power from the hands of the ruling class, and for 

placing power in the hands of the working class." 

The Rabie Commission report (1981: 54) mentioned that in The South African Communist (No 84, 

1st quarter of 1981: 55) Umkhonto we Sizwe called itself a "liberation army" and also quoted from 

Sechaba for December 1971 - January 1972 (Rabie, 1981: 55): 

"The ANC has established an external mission to prepare training places for its cadres. These 

cadres were to be infiltrated into the country on completing their training and to impart the 

military skills acquired to the Umkhonto units inside the country.• 

The aims and objectives of the ANC according to its constitution (Rabie, 1981: 55) were as follows: 

"(a) To unite the African people in a powerful and effective instrument to secure their own 

complete liberation from all forms of discrimination and national oppression. 

(b) To promote and protect the interests of the African people in all matters affecting them. 

(c) To strive for the attainment of universal adult suffrage and the creation of a united 

democratic South Africa on the principles outlined in the Freedom Charter. 

(d) To support the cause of national liberation and the right to independence of nations in 

Africa and the rest of the world." 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 56) pointed out that: 

"In an undated document entitled 'Current tasks in our struggle', which was apparently 

published around 1968, it is said: 'The principal strategic aim of our struggle is the forcible 

capture of power from the white minority regime by the combined revolutionary forces of the 

black majority and all other democratic forces in the country.'" 

The Commission quoted from Sechaba, Vol 10, 3rd Quarter of 1976, with regard to the intentions of 

the liberation movements that they would 

"use all forms of struggle including revolutionary armed struggle to overthrow the white state." 

The ANC had a huge and well-established organisation overseas, as the Commission (Rabie, 1981: 

57) reported. It was said to be represented in 32 countries. The headquarters of the ANC were in 
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Lusaka, Zambia, and the "most important overseas office is in London. Representatives are also in 

East Germany and Cuba . ..In Sechaba of January 1979 it is said that Russia and Cuba are the 

'natural allies' of the 'revolutionary movement of the people.'" 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 58) reported that at some stage, just after the mass exodus of 

1976/1977, about 500 ANC members and supporters were receiving military training simultaneously 

in a camp in Angola and that 

"according to Police estimates, on average about 20 men leave the Republic every month to 

receive military training elsewhere - mainly in Angola." 

Angola was considered very important, whereas Maputo in Mozambique was a "forward assault 

base (where) ANC men receive instructions on the sabotaging of targets in South Africa." In Zambia 

ANC recruits were trained in two camps together with Joshua Nkomo's Zipra forces. 

Another problem was that although the ANC recruited black youth, it had begun to state that efforts 

had to be made to "recruit young White men who have completed their military training." 

Sabotage and acts of terrorism were said by the Commission (Rabie, 1981: 59) to be perpetrated by 

Umkhonto and the ANC. The ANC was reported to have boasted in the May 1979 issue of Sechaba 

that: 

"According to reports in the white press our freedom fighters are displaying a high level of 

training and sophistication. The Rand Daily Mail, for example, has reported that there have 

been 30 'known bombing attacks since 1977.' These have been concentrated against the 

communication systems, especially railways, Police stations and Bantu Administration 

Boards.'' 

Several newspapers were said to have reported that "terrorists" had been encountered in the 

Transvaal and Northern Natal (Rabie, 1981: 59) and that Police had found "underground hiding 

places and places where explosives and arms were hidden presumably by ANC infiltrators." The 

Commission said that the weapons used by the terrorists were of Russian origin (Rabie, 1981 : 59). 

The ANC claimed responsibility for the sabotage of two Sasol plants and the Commission report 

(Rabie, 1981: 59) mentioned that a newspaper (Rand Daily Mail, 1981-07-21) had reported a 

statement made in Dar-es-Salaam in Tanzania to the effect that there would be further attacks in the 

future "as part of the organisation's campaign to overthrow the Government." 

On 27 May 1981 the recruiting office of the SADF in Durban was bombed. According to a press 

report (Die Transva/er 1981-05-28) the ANC claimed from Lusaka 
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"that its 'military machine' was in top gear and that urban terrorism would shortly be 

considerably expanded." 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981 : 60) quoted 

Sechaba, 1976, Third Quarter, to the effect that no reforms would bring about majority rule and 

therefore the ANC opposed 

"the window-dressing reforms as preached by the white ruling class ... (the) energy and 

enthusiasm of the youth must be directed in efforts to destroy the one and only source 

of... misery and oppression, namely white domination." 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981 : 60) quoted from a tape recording distributed in the Republic to 

illustrate the hostility: 

"The African National Congress calls you to be ready- to be ready for war. You will learn soon 

how to make a petrol bomb. You will also learn how to shoot a gun ... we fight a guerilla war. A 

guerilla war is not a war of big armies ... we organise ourselves into small groups. We attack 

the enemy suddenly when he is not expecting us. We kill them and take their guns and 

disappear .. . We organise ourselves into small groups, we carry guns, suddenly we attack the 

enemy, we kill them and take their weapons and hide away ... we must prepare to rise against 

the white oppressor. Nelson Mandela said he was prepared to die for our people." 

The Commission also warned about another grave danger, the intimidation and murdering of state 

witnesses and policemen as threatened in the January 1979 issue of Sechaba: 

"In the recent period several black members of the police force and informers have been 

eliminated, and there is evidence of the growing skill of the underground as well as of the 

support of the people." In the May 1979 issue of Sechaba (Rabie, 1981 : 60) the eliminations 

are called "just reprisals against the traitors of our people's cause." 

The Rabie Commission report echoed the first Steyn report in saying that the ANC intended to 

recruit white conscripts. It (Rabie, 1981: 60) also mentioned that the ANC had an Internal 

Reconstruction and Development Department (IRDD) 

"whose purpose is, inter alia, to recruit students and lecturers at educational institutions in the 

Republic for the ANC cause and to infiltrate the executives of all sorts of bodies (for example 
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students' and church organisations) with ANC supporters and then to use such bodies for the 

dissemination of ANC propaganda." 

This Information and Research Department, with headquarters in Lusaka and headed by "one Frene 

Ginwala", collected 

"technological information, and to this end it tries to get in touch with scientists and 

researchers at Universities and scientific institutions in the Republic.• 

The ANC was said to enjoy the support of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) and it constantly 

appealed to governments and organisations in other countries to boycott and apply sanctions 

against South Africa "in all fields" (Rabie, 1981: 62). 

8.4.1.2 The Media Workers' Association of South Africa (MWASA) 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 68) said with regard to the establishment and aims of the Writers' 

Association of South Africa (Wasa) which became the Media Workers' Association of South Africa 

(MWASA) in October 1980, that membership was "extended to all Black workers in the 'publication 

industry'". 

WASA was called the information and propaganda wing of the Black Consciousness Movement 

(BCM), and the report said that it was to be expected that MWASA would fulfil the same function. It 

was apparently hopeless to ban organisations as they were simply replaced by others with the same 

functions, so relentless was the groundswell of discontent. 

The Rabie report could mention that publication of Post and Sunday Post had ceased at the 

beginning of 1981, and since then publication of the Sowetan had begun in their place. The reasons 

were clearly stated (Rabie, 1981: 68): 

"Some of MWASA's members hold positions with newspapers that cater for Black readers, 

where they are naturally in a position to influence opinion in the Black communities. As 

regards Post and Sunday Post, the following serve as examples: Zwelakhe Sisulu, who was 

president of MWASA, was the news editor of Sunday Post; a member of MWASA's National 

Executive, Joe Thloloe, was a Post reporter; the regional secretary of the Southern Transvaal 

region of MWASA, Godfrey M. Tsedu, was a journalist with Post; and the assistant treasurer 

of MWASA, Willie Bokala, was a Post reporter. At present Post reporters also hold positions 

with the Sowetan." 
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The MWASA journalists had performed certain tasks with regard to the Black community (Rabie, 

1981 : 68): 

"Sisulu ... declared that members of the BCM who are journalists are propagandists. In the 

South African situation, he says, Black journalists have no option but to be propagandists; the 

only question is, he says, whether a journalist is a 'collaborationist propagandist' or a 

'revolutionary propagandist'. Because MWASA is striving for a radical change in the existing 

situation, he states, journalists must necessarily be 'propagandists for change'." 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 68) condemned the reporting done by Post and Sunday Post which 

were said to have "featured what were seen as inequities and injustices in the lives of the Blacks" 

and added that 

"there were few days when attention was not drawn to what was seen as a particular problem 

or grievance in Black community life, for example, educational facilities, labour matters, local 

transport, local government, housing, influx control, Police actions, and security laws. Very 

often the reporting and comment on such matters were couched in language so strong, 

exaggerated, militant and emotional that there could hardly be any doubt about the intention 

to engender among readers a spirit of discontent, or resistance, or even rebelliousness." 

The Sowetan was considered by the Commission as "less exaggerated and militant" in its language. 

To aggravate the tense situation, there were also constant calls for the release of Nelson Mandela, 

the ANC leader (Rabie, 1981 : 68): 

"In the Republic such voices have also been raised in the past and during 1980 requests, and 

demands, for Mandela's release began to assume the character of a campaign when 

'Release Mandela' committees were set up in various parts of the country ... Over a period of 

29 weeks Sunday Post every Sunday published a picture of a thermometer showing how 

many people had signed a petition for Mandela's release, and every issue of the newspaper 

contained a form on which readers who wanted to support the campaign could enter their 

names ... at the end ... Post stated that 75 080 people had signed the petition." 

8.4.2 Predictions and warnings of violence 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981 : 71-72) warned about the growing inclination towards violence: 
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"During the past year or two there have often been statements by leading figures in the Black 

community and in editorial comment in newspapers catering mainly for Black readers that 

there is little time left to restrain the Black people and other Non-White population groups in 

the country from the politics of violence and from violence unless, as a matter or urgency, a 

start is made now in introducing meaningful changes as regards the political rights of the 

Non-White population groups ... expressions such as bloodshed, bloodbath, generalised 

slaughter, and revolution are often used .. will inevitably follow if 'white intransigence' 

continues. If statements of this kind are to be seen as honest and reliable views of the 

situation as regards the danger of violence in the future, they must, judged from a security 

point of view, be regarded as ominous ... the statements often come from persons who 

consider themselves moderate leaders and who are also often referred to as moderate 

leaders in the press ... Many people believe, it is said, that violence is the only alternative. This 

view can be illustrated by a few references to statements in the press." 

The schools boycott started in April 1980 at certain Coloured schools in the Cape Peninsula and 

then spread to Coloured schools, to Black schools, to Indian schools, causing students to join in. It 

had spread to workers in other parts of the country so that (Rabie, 1981: 73) 

"on 28 May it was reported in the press that...more than 150 people had been detained by the 

Police, mainly under the provisions of section 2 of the General Law Amendment Act." 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 74) stated that they had evidence that children told their parents that 

they had achieved more with violence than their "parents had been able to achieve after long 

discussions and negotiations". 

8.4.3 Security Legislation Affected 

In the Commission's report (Rabie, 1981: 5, 6) the acts involved to counter the threat were 

enumerated. There were 26 relevant to the inquiry. There were nine acts where only certain 

provisions were applicable (Rabie, 1981: 6). 

"Certain statutory provisions also received attention, namely sections 153, 154, 185 and 189 

of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977." 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 7) also pointed out that the conditions of unrest would 
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"continue until that root cause has been removed ... that the Non-White population groups 

have no part in the decision-making processes in this country. It is also said that many 

members of the Non-White population groups have already abandoned all hope of a peaceful 

solution to the problem of their political aspirations and they believe that confrontation with the 

ruling white population group and violence are the only means left to them to secure equal 

treatment." 

The Acts directly involved in the inquiry were, as the Commission (Rabie, 1981: 9) reported, mostly 

passed 

"against the background of the activities of certain organisations which were declared 

unlawful." 

8.4.4 Criticism by the Newspaper Press Union (NPU) 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 44) set out the criticism that the Newspaper Press Union (NPU) had 

submitted to the Commission in a memorandum, as supplemented by oral representations. 

8.4.4.1 Restrictions of Press Freedom 

The NPU (Rabie, 1981: 44-45) said in its memorandum that it was 

"an employer organisation and that all the urban daily and weekly papers (except The Citizen 

and Die Afrikaner) - a total of 36 - about 90 per cent of all country newspapers (91 altogether), 

and a considerable number of periodicals are members of the Press Union. It is also said that 

the memorandum is being submitted to the Commission on behalf of all the members of the 

Press Union. 

"5.46 The Press Union has a Code of Conduct to which all its members must adhere. It 

contends that this code serves as a guarantee that newspapers will act responsibly in their 

reporting and comment on facts, and that the Press deplores the fact that the State imposes 

so many restrictions on free reporting, rather than leaving it to the good judgement and sense 

of responsibility of the newspapers themselves to decide what may be published without 

prejudicing the interests or security of the State. This view expressed by the Press Union is 

illustrated clearly by, inter alia, its attitude regarding statutory provisions which amount to a 

prohibition of the publication of information on certain matters unless the prior permission of 
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the Minister responsible has first been obtained. The Press Union finds such provisions 

repugnant, describing them as 'repugnant to all free thinking people'. 

"5.47 The Press Union says that it accepts that the State has the right and duty to secure 

itself and to maintain an effective security network for this purpose, but it alleges that quite a 

number of the existing Laws 'while intended to curb or eliminate forces which could destroy or 

harm the established order have also had the unfortunate and undesirable effect of limiting 

the free flow of information. This has made serious inroads on the freedom of the Press and 

restricted it in its task of informing the public'. It is said that measures that result in important 

information being withheld from the public may have harmful effects. 

"5.48 The Press Union refers in ·its memorandum to a number of statutory provisions and 

says, with reference thereto that the danger to newspapers and journalists lies in the fact that 

they may commit offences without realising that they are doing so, or without knowing that a 

'State authority on whom there is no check' is of opinion that they are transgressing. An 

analysis of the Press Union's views on the statutory provisions shows, however, that its 

objection goes considerably further than the alleged fear that newspapers may unwittingly 

contravene Laws. It seems to us that the nature of the criticism will emerge more clearly if it is 

set forth under a number of heads ... " 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981 : 106) reported with regard to the criticism that the freedom of the 

press was being prejudiced that it wanted to make it clear from the outset that it accepted 

"as a general premise that there should be as little encroachment as possible on what is 

usually referred to as the freedom of the press. For its knowledge of what is happening in the 

Republic, and also elsewhere in the world, society is almost entirely dependent on information 

supplied to it by the public news media, and it is often said that a free press is a sine qua non 

for the continued existence of a democratic society ... (but) .. . information may at times be of 

such a nature that disclosure, or untimely disclosure, may be prejudicial to the State and 

society ... care should at the same time be taken to ensure that the restriction is not wider than 

warranted by the relevant security considerations." 

8.4.4.2 Unwittingly Committing an Offence 

There was a danger that a reporter could unwittingly commit an offence (Rabie, 1981: 45). The NPU 

pointed out certain pitfalls in the Acts: 
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• Internal Security Act 44 of 1950: 

• "It is alleged that the definition of 'communism' is very wide, that some of the objects of 

communism 'happen to coincide with perfectly legitimate aspirations of conventional Western 

democratic communities or their civil or religious institutions' and that a newspaper frequently 

runs the risk of prosecution if it reports on such 'aspirations'. 

Section 3(1 )(a)(iii) and (iv): 

In terms of these provisions no person shall 

(iii) contribute or solicit anything as a subscription or otherwise, to be used directly or indirectly 

for the benefit of the unlawful organization; or 

(iv) in any way take part in any activity of the unlawful organization, or carry on in the direct or 

indirect interest of the unlawful organization, any activity in which it was or could have 

engaged at the said date;'" 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 46) also reported: 

'The Press Union alleges that these provisions place an onerous and sometimes impossible 

burden on a newspaper, i.e. that it publishes no letters, news reports or articles which could 

indirectly benefit an organization which has been declared unlawful, and also that it does not 

publicise the aims or objects of any such organization, even if those aims or objects coincide 

with those of a legitimate organisation." 

But the Commission (Rabie, 1981: 106) answered that 

"there sometimes seems to be the idea that a person may unwittingly commit an offence, 

while the relevant provisions clearly show that dolus is a requirement for the Commission of 

the offence .... there must be mens rea in the form of dolus or culpa on the part of an accused 

before it can be found that he committed the offence. n 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 108) also wrote: 

"It is unlikely, in our opinion, that lt was within the intention of the legislature that a person 

might take part in or carry on the activities of an unlawful organization without doing so 

knowingly, or intentionally ... we none the less consider that a reasonably careful newspaper 
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would be able to determine without too much difficulty whether the contents of a letter, report 

or article are such that the paper, by publishing it, may be said to be taking part in or carrying 

on, the activities of an unlawful organisation ... these provisions are essential if organisations 

that have been declared unlawful are to be prevented from carrying on their activities. The 

Commission does not think that any amendments of the provisions are justified." 

With regard to section 11(a) and (b) the Commission (Rabie, 1981: 46) commented that 

"it is an offence to perform any act which furthers the achievement of any of the objects of 

communism, or to advocate, advise, defend or encourage the achievement of any such 

object. The Press Union's objection is that these provisions are so wide that any report on the 

objects of a legal organisation may be taken to be a report on the objects of an organization 

that has been declared unlawful." 

Section 11 (b) bis provided that it was an offence for any person who is or was resident in the 

Republic to advocate, advise, defend or encourage the achievement of any of the objects of 

communism at any place outside the Republic. 

The Press Union raised the objection that newspapers circulating abroad might be construed to be 

guilty of an offence if they publicised an object of communism which coincided with an object of a 

lawful organisation. 

The Commission's (Rabie, 1981: 106) answer was that this 

"objection is unfounded . ..lt should further be noted that an offence, in the circumstances 

mentioned by the Press Union, is committed only if an object of communism is advocated, 

advised, defended or encouraged' or if it "involves 'bringing about any political, industrial, 

social or economic change' within the Republic and for which violence is employed." 

Section 11 ( e) bis provided that it was an offence to be in possession of any publication prohibited 

under Section 6 of the Act without the consent of the Minister. The NPU's objection was that 

"prohibited publications often arrive on journalists' desks and that they may lie there for days 

before they are opened." 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 108) answered that 
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"it should be provided that a person cannot be convicted of the offence in question if he 

satisfies the court that, as soon as possible after becoming aware of his possession of the 

prohibited publication, he took reasonable steps to inform the Police of such possession or to 

hand over the prohibited publication to the Police." 

Section 11 (g) referred to a prohibited gathering and the Press Union raised the objection 

"that a newspaper may unwittingly contravene this provision by, for example, publishing a 

letter or a news report on such a gathering." 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 109) answered that 

"no person may be convicted of an offence under section 11 (g) if he satisfies the court that at 

the time the offence was committed, he had no knowledge of the prohibition concerned, 

unless at the said time the prohibition or particulars thereof had been notified in the 

Government Gazette. It should be noted further that the section imposes a prohibition on the 

printing, publication or circulation of a 'notice', convening a prohibited gathering, and from the 

provisions of section 12 (2)( a) it would appear that a notice convening a gathering is a notice 

'inviting the public, or any member of the public, to assemble at a specified time and place'. A 

letter, or report, about a gathering, is therefore not necessarily a notice as contemplated in 

section 11 (g) ." 

From section 11 (e) of the Act it would be deduced that 

"not only the journalist who writes something about a prohibited gathering but also the printers 

and publishers of newspapers, and even those who sell or deliver newspapers, may commit 

an offence." 

The NPU said with regard to Section 11 (g) bis: 

"It is not always possible to know which persons are subject to prohibitive provisions ... the 

words of such persons may unwittingly be quoted." 

The NPU also said that this applied not only to 

"speeches, etc. which may be prejudicial from a security point of view but to all statements -

i.e also those that are quite innocuous - by persons to whom the section applies." 
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Referring to section 10 which dealth with the restriction of persons, the NPU said that it prohibited 

(Rabie, 1981: 109) "any person .. .from communication with other persons or from receiving visitors" 

and this meant that a reporter who tried to interview such a person could "possibly be charged with 

inciting that person to commit a crime". 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 109) commented that 

"a reporter who tries to interview such a person might be charged with inciting him to commit 

an offence. It has to be accepted, we consider, that if a reporter's actions are tantamount to 

inciting a restricted person on whom a prohibition ... has been imposed to have an interview 

with him and thus to infringe the prohibition, the reporter also commits an offence." 

The Commission reported that the Press Union said in general 

"that they have the effect of newspaper writers watering down their reports, rather than run 

the risk of prosecution. The result is, it is said, that the public does not hear the whole truth." 

• The Police Act 7of1958: 

There was (Rabie, 1981: 46) a proposed further provision inserted by Section 9 of the Police 

Amendment Act, 1979 (Act 64 of 1979): 

"(1) any person who publishes any untrue matter in relation to any action by the Force, or 

any part of the Force, or any member of the Force in relation to the performance of his 

functions as such a member, without having reasonable grounds (the onus of proof of 

which shall rest on such person) for believing that that statement is true, shall be guilty 

of an offence and on conviction liable to a fine not exceeding R10 000 or to 

imprisonment for a period not exceeding five years or to both such fine and such 

imprisonment. 

2) no prosecution shall be instituted in respect of an offence referred to in subsection (1) 

except upon the written authority of the Attorney-General concerned." 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 46) commented: 

"The Press Union rightly says that section 278 does not relate to security matters only, but it 

argues that it may well have a bearing on such matters and that the Commission should 
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therefore consider it...The Press Union alleges that this measure is potentially the most 

damaging of all the laws affecting Press Freedom, since the actions of the Police pervade 

every section of society. A newspaper runs the risk of prosecution, it is said, if, for example, it 

publishes a report on a complaint about the Police, unless it has made sure beforehand that, 

in a case where a dispute arises, it can prove the correctness of its report. To obtain such 

proof will not always be possible, it is said, and this section will therefore so inhibit reporting 

on Police matters that, in effect, it will draw a veil of secrecy over all Police activities. It is 

argued that the South African laws of defamation and the provisions of the Press Code are 

adequate to deal with inaccurate reporting, that the Police do not need such protection as 

they are given in the section, and that the section will ultimately be to the detriment of the 

South African Police." 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 109) answered that it could not 

"accept this argument...the section was not passed for security considerations, and the 

possibility of its being applied in a case where Police action under a security law is involved 

does not mean that it can be regarded as security legislation." 

The Commission declined to discuss it any further. 

Section 27C of the Police Act 7 of 1958, inserted by section 1 of the Second Police Amendment Act, 

82of1980, read as follows: 

"(1) Subject to the provisions of subsection (2) no person shall publish in any newspaper, 

magazine, book or pamphlet or by radio any information in relation to -

a) the constitution, movements, deployment or methods of any member of part of the 

Force concerned in any action for the prevention or combating of terroristic activities as 

referred to in section 2 of the Terrorism Act, 1967 (Act 83 of 1967); 

b) any person against whom or group of persons against which any action referred to in 

paragraph (a) is directed, or in relation to any action by such person or group of persons; 

c) any action referred to in paragraph (a) by any member of part of the Force together with 

any member of part of the South African Defence Force or the South African Railways 

Police Force. 
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(2) The Provisions of subsection (1) shall not prohibit the publication of information 

released for publication by the Minister or the Commissioner or by a person authorized 

thereto by the Minister or the Commissioner. 

(3) Any person who contravenes the provisions of subsection ( 1) shall be guilty of an 

offence and liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding R15 000 or to imprisonment for 

a period not exceeding eight years or to both such fine and such imprisonment." 

The Minister of Police said in the House of Assembly that a further provision would be referred to the 

Commission for consideration 

"subject to the provisions of subclause (2), no person shall publish in any newspaper, 

magazine, book or pamphlet or by radio any information in relation to the fact that any 

particular person has been arrested or is being detained in terms of the provisions of section 

22 (1) of the General Law Amendment Act, 1966 (Act 62 of 1966), or section 6(1) of the 

Terrorism Act, 1967, or anything purporting to be information concerning such arrest or 

detention." 

The NPU (Rabie, 1981 : 46-47) submitted a second memorandum and made "oral representations", 

mainly concerning the further provision to the effect that 

"the prohibition which would thereby be imposed on the disclosure of the identity of any 

person detained under the statutory provisions concerned will have the result that the Press 

will be unable to inform the public about the detention of such person, and this may give rise 

to malpractices by the Police, and that it would be possible for detainees to disappear without 

trace." 

The following quotation from the memorandum illustrated the nature of the criticism: 

"This provision, used in conjunction with the detaining Acts, would give the Police the power 

to cause people to 'disappear' indefinitely, theoretically forever. It will recreate the classic 

'The Man in the Iron Mask' situation in which a prisoner is locked up and his identity 

concealed behind an iron mask. With access to the courts effectively denied to detainees or 

their representatives, press publicity remained as the only continuous safeguard (protests in 

Parliament being limited to certain times of the year). If the safeguard of press publicity is to 

be removed it would theoretically be possible for people to disappear without trace. It is highly 
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dangerous to give any authority, and especially a police force, such total control over the 

individual. It is open to abuse and misuse and could lead to the establishment of a police 

tyranny - as has been forcibly illustrated in other parts of the world ... . People could be jailed 

on the whim of a police officer or merely because they incurred the wrath of a police officer.'" 

It is also said in the memorandum (Rabie, 1981 : 47) that the 'weird' situation could be created that 

"a husband would not be able to tell his wife that their son is being detained, and that the 

Police themselves would not be able to tell the detainee's relations that he has been 

detained." 

According to the Commission (Rabie, 1981: 110) Section 27C 

"originated from a recommendation by the Commission of Inquiry into reporting of Security 

Matters regarding the South African Defence Force and the South African Police." 

A member of the Security Branch of the South African Police, Brigadier JA du Preez, gave evidence 

before the Commission and requested it to recommend an Act that would prohibit the publication of 

certain "aspects of police activities during operations against terrorism." 

(Cf paragraph 421 of Steyn Commission I Report). 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981 : 112) quoted from the Pretoria News (1980-05-19): 

"Mr Le Grange said about the ban on reporting detentions that it had never been the intention 

to place a total restriction (on) publishing details, but a temporary one to assist the Police in 

follow-up operations." 

The Commission also quoted from Oggendblad (1980-05-19): 

"The object of the bill is not to prevent people from being informed orally about detentions; the 

object is simply to prevent the media from publishing such information. His only aim is to 

enable the Police to carry out certain extremely sensitive operations and duties without the 

particulars being disclosed." 

An example was a trained terrorist who had come from beyond the country's borders and been 

arrested. Information about this in the press would warn his comrades, who would then escape. 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981 : 113) held that 
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"the disclosure of information which should be made punishable because it may obstruct the 

Police in their task of preventing and combating terroristic activities can be subsumed under 

the provisions of clause 4 ( 1) of the Commission's above-mentioned proposed Protection of 

Certain Information Bill....any person who knows or reasonably ought to know that a particular 

person has been arrested or is being detained under the provisions of section 22( 1) of the 

General Law Amendment Act, 1966, or section 6(1) of the Terrorism Act, 1967, commits an 

offence if he publishes or uses such information in a manner or for any purpose which is or 

may be prejudicial to the security or interests of the Republic." 

It was therefore not necessary to "go into the criticism". 

• General Law Amendment Act 761962: 

According to the Commission (Rabie, 1981 : 113) section 21 created the offence of sabotage and 

"the Press Union states ... that the offence may inter alia be committed if one person incites, 

instigates, aids, advises, encourages or procures any other person to commit any act, as 

specified in the section and that a newspaper accordingly has to exercise great caution in 

reporting on sabotage. A newspaper must make sure, it is stated, that its reports, or its 

comments, on sabotage cannot be regarded as incitement or encouragement of such 

sabotage." 

To this the Commission (Rabie, 1981: 113) answered: 

"It is true that the said section 21 provides that the offence of sabotage is committed also by 

the person who incites .. . to commit any act by which one of the consequences referred to in 

paragraphs (a)-(g) of subsection (1) of the section are brought about, and it is therefore true 

that a reporter will have to take care that what he writes does not amount to incitement to, or 

encouragement of, sabotage. The Commission finds it difficult, however, to understand why 

this is objected to. No person - and this applies to everybody - may incite another person to 

commit an offence and it is not clear why it is seen as unjust, or unfair, that a journalist should 

exercise caution." 

• The Terrorism Act 83of1967: 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 4 7) remarked that this Act, when it came into operation 
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"marked the beginning of a period of sabotage and, in due course, also acts of terrorism. 

"In the mid-sixties the unrest entered a new phase when militarily trained members of the 

South-West Africa People's Organization (S.W.A.P.O infiltrated South-West Africa from the 

north. Whites were attacked for the first time ... at Oshikango during the night of 27 September 

1967. The Government was alive to the fact that infiltration of this kind across the Republic's 

borders, mainly by supporters of the African National Congress who had left the Republic in 

the early sixties, might follow. On 1 June 1967, when the Act was debated in Parliament, the 

then Minister of Justice said the following, inter alia, in this connection: (House of Assembly 

Debates, Hansard, 1967, Column 7024) 

'One must form an opinion of this measure against the entire background of the domestic 

onslaughts which have been made against law and order in our country since 1960. These 

terrorists who are returning now are to a great extent the fruits of the undermining activities of 

the A.N.C., the P.A.C., S.W.A.P.O. and the communists. It is for the most part their so-called 

trained freedom fighters who are now returning" (Hansard abbreviations with full-stops). 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981 : 47) also reported that 

"on 8 September 1967 the then Prime Minister stated that members of the South African 

Police were fighting in Rhodesia against terrorists who had originally come from South Africa 

and who might return here to commit acts of terrorism." 

Members of Umkhonto we Sizwe (MK) had fought alongside ZAPU (Zimbabwe African People's 

Union) forces (see Sechaba Vol 1, No 10, October 1967). 

The Press Union (Rabie, 1981: 47) pointed out the wide definition of the crime of participation in 

terrorist activities (section 2) and it said that 

"newspapers have to exercise great caution to ensure that reports, letters to the editor, 

articles, etc., cannot be construed as incitement or encouragement to commit any of the Acts 

specified in section 2 of the Act. A newspaper, it is said, may not always be able to discharge 

the onus which section 2 places on the accused." 

Section 2(1) (Rabie, 1981 : 29) made "participation in terrorist activities" an offence. This was the 

commission of acts such as those 
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"(a) to hamper or to deter any person from assisting in the maintenance of law and order; 

(b) to promote, by intimidation, the achievement of any object; 

c) to cause or promote general dislocation, disturbance or disorder; 

(d) to cripple or prejudice any industry or undertaking generally or the production or 

distribution of commodities or foodstuffs in any place; 

(e) to cause, encourage or further an insurrection or forcible resistance to the Government 

or the administration of the territory; 

(D to further or encourage the achievement of any political aim, including the bringing 

about of any social or economic change, by violence or forcible means or by the 

intervention of or in accordance with the direction or under the guidance of or in 

co-operation with or with the assistance of any foreign government or any foreign or 

international body or institution; 

(g) to cause serious bodily injury to or endanger the safety of any person; 

(h) to cause substantial financial loss to any person or the State; 

(I) to cause, encourage or further feelings of hostility between the white and other 

inhabitants of the Republic; 

U) to damage, destroy, endanger, interrupt, render useless or unserviceable or put out of 

action the supply or distribution at any place of light, power, fuel, foodstuffs, or water, or 

of sanitary, medical, fire extinguishing, postal, telephone or telegraph services or 

installation, or radio transmitting, broadcasting or receiving services or installations; 

(k) to obstruct or endanger the free movement of any traffic on land, at sea or in the air; 

(I) to embarrass the administration of the affairs of the State." 
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The offence was also committed if any person in the Republic or elsewhere underwent or caused 

another person in any way whatsoever to undergo training (section 2(1)(b) "to endanger the 

maintenance of law and order". 

The offence (Rabie, 1981: 30) was to possess "any explosives, ammunition, firearm or weapon" and 

not to be able to prove non-intention of the "results" in (a) to m above. 

Then there is the "dreaded" section 6 concerning detention for interrogation where a person (Rabie, 

1981:30) 

"of or above the rank of Lieutenant-Colonel may, if he has reason to believe that any person 

who happens to be at any place in the Republic, is a terrorist or is withholding from the South 

African Police any information relating to terrorists or to offences under the Act in question, 

arrest such person or cause him to be arrested, and - subject to the directions by the Minister 

of Justice - cause him to be detained for interrogation at any place and subject to such 

conditions as the Commissioner of Police may from time to time determine" 

until the Commissioner or Minister ordered his release. 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 31) said that no 

"court of law may pronounce upon the validity of any action taken under this section, or order 

the release of any detainee. (subsection (5) ... 0nly the Minister or an officer in the service of 

the State acting in the performance of his official duties, has access to a detainee, or is 

entitled to official information relating to or obtained from a detainee (Subsection (6))." 

The Commission's (Rabie, 1981: 114) view was that no valid objection could be raised to Section 2 

of the Act. 

• Criminal Law Amendment Act 8of1953: 

In the Commission's report (Rabie, 1981: 47) the Press Union pointed out section 2 of the Act, which 

made it an offence for any person in any manner to advise, encourage, incite, command, aid or 

procure any person, or to use any words calculated to cause any person or persons in general, to 

commit an offense by way of protest against a law or in support of a campaign against any law. 

The objection is raised that a newspaper report, or comment in a newspaper, or protests against a 

law might be regarded as encouragement or incitement of its readers to commit offences in support 

of a campaign against a law. A sympathetic comment on an inflammatory speech, it was said, might 

be construed as an encouragement to commit an offence in terms of the Act. 
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The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 114) responded: 

"There appears to be no doubt that the provisions of paragraph (a) of section 2 are 

contravened only if the person has the object, or intent, to encourage any other person to 

commit an offence." 

In paragraph 8.7.1.67 it is said that a person had to have mens rea in the form of culpa (negligence): 

"It would therefore be correct to say that when a journalist reports on protests against a law, 

he should exercise reasonable care and avoid using language that may have the effect of 

causing his readers to commit an offence by way of protest against the law." 

It was recommended that the provisions in question be retained. 

• Riotous Assemblies Act 17of1956: 

Section 2 (Rabie, 1981 : 47) dealt with 

"the convening, encouragement or promotion of prohibited gatherings (section 2(6)) and the 

recording or reproduction of, inter alia, the speeches of persons who are prohibited from 

attending gatherings (section 2(7))". 

The NPU commented: 

"As regards the offence to prohibited gatherings, it is said that a newspaper report about such 

gathering may be construed as an encouragement to attend such a gathering. With regard to 

the recording of speeches of persons prohibited from attending gatherings, the same 

objections are raised as in the case of section 11 (g) bis of the Internal Security Act, 1950." 

To which the Commission (Rabie, 1981 : 114) responded: 

"There appears to be no doubt that the provisions of paragraph (a) of section 2 are 

contravened only if the person has the object, or intent, to encourage any other person to 

commit an offence." 

Again the person had to have mens rea in the form of culpa (negligence): 
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"It would therefore be correct to say that when a journalist reports on protests against a law, 

he should exercise reasonable care and avoid using language that may have the effect of 

causing his readers to commit an offence by way of protest against the law." 

It was recommended that the provisions in question be retained. 

• Official Secrets Act 16 of 1956: 

The N PU (Rabie, 1981 : 4 7) referred to 

"offences created in sections 2 and 3 of the Act and to the wide definition of the expressions 

'prohibited place' which occurs in section 2, and the expression 'security matter' and 'police 

matter', which occur in section 3." 

In regard to section 2, which, inter alia, makes it an offence for any person "for any purpose 

prejudicial to the safety or interests" of the Republic to publish information "which is likely to be 

directly or indirectly useful to an enemy", it was argued that the provisions of the section were so 

wide that almost anything a newspaper publishes would in some indirect way be useful to an enemy, 

and it was further contended that section 8 created a presumption 

"that such a publication is a purpose prejudicial to the safety or interests of the Republic." 

Consequently, it was said, it could easily happen that a newspaper contravened section 2. 

As regards section 3, the NPU said that the provisions of the section effectively prevented them from 

investigating and reporting on police and security matters. The Commission (Rabie, 1981 : 115) 

referred to the recommendations of the Steyn Commission that this Act be amended and it proposed 

a Bill to replace it (p 185 Draft Bill Annexure C). 

• Armaments Development and Production Act 57of1968: 

The criticism was levelled against section 8G(1) of the Act which read as follows (Rabie, 1981: 48): 

"No employee or other person shall instigate a strike or incite any employee to take part in or 

continue a strike, and no employee shall take part in a strike or the continuation of a strike." 

The NPU objected that a newspaper reporting a strike ran the risk of its report being taken to be 

incitement to strike. The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 115) answered that this objection had no merit 

as it was hard to see why it is thought that a journalist writing a report on a strike might not be able 

to judge whether his report would be an incitement. 
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• Gatherings and Demonstrations Act 52of1973: 

This Act prohibited certain kinds of open-air gatherings in an area in Cape Town defined by the Act 

and made it an offence for any person to advertise or make known a prohibited gathering. The NPU 

objected that a report could be construed as an advertisement (Rabie, 1981: 48). 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981 : 116) answered that the provisions of section 3(b) made it a 'clear 

and unambiguous warning' that the mere making known of this was an offence: 

"A journalist could hardly say that the Act leaves him in any doubt as to when he would be 

contravening 3(b)." 

8.4.4.3 Unnecessary Restrictio_n of the Publication of Information 

The NPU objected to the unnecessary restrictions imposed by the next seven Acts on press 

reporting (Rabie, 1981 : 48): 

• Railways and Harbours Control and Management (Consolidation) Act 70 of 1957, and 

regulations: The NPU said that in times of unrest this Act empowered Railways authorities to 

keep reporters away from, say, scenes of sabotage. This was an undesirable kind of 

censorship. 

The Commission rejected this objection. 

• Defence Act 44 of 1957, section 118: The NPU protested that they would be totally prohibited 

from reporting on matters referred to in the Act. Despite the liaison committee consisting of 

Press and Defence Force members, giving freedom to report on otherwise prohibited matters, 

this was not satisfactory. Some information ought not to be withheld from the public. It was too 

wide to say that publication of information could "alarm" or "depress" the public. 

The Commission declined to answer to this, saying that the Steyn Commission had submitted 

recommendations "on the same matter to the State President" and that no final decision on 

the matter was known (Rabie, 1981: 117). 

• Inquests Act 58 of 1959: The NPU objected to section 20(3), inserted by section 2 of the 

Inquests Amendment Act, 1979 and in terms of which any person "who prejudices, influences or 

anticipates the proceedings or findings at an inquest" was guilty of an offence, did not relate to 

security matters only and could "prevent the press from discussing a person's death -

particularly a person who died in detention" and that this provision could "give rise to 

undesirable secrecy and malpractices" (Rabie, 1981: 48). 
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The Commission would not accept this argument (Rabie, 19B 1: 116). 

• The NPU objected to section 30 of the Atomic.Energy Act, 1967, sections BA, B8 and BC of the 

National Supplies Procurement Act, sections 4A and 48 of the Petroleum Products Act and 

section 1 B(d) of the State Oil Fund Act. 

The Commission (Rabie, 19B 1: 117) answered that the Atomics Energy Board was best able 

to judge about secrecy, knowing which disclosures would endanger or prejudice the interests 

of the RSA. The Commission (Rabie, 19B 1: 11 B) also stated that there was a need for a 

restriction on the disclosure of oil supplies. The same applied to the procurement of national 

supplies. If information were disclosed on levies, the disclosure of the oil price that South 

Africa paid "may adversely affect the supply". 

B.4.4.4 The Prohibition of Publications 

The NPU objected that section 6 of the Internal Security Act 44 of 1950, gave the government power 

of life and death over newspapers deemed to further the objects of communism and referred to the 

prohibition placed on the newspapers World and Weekend World in October 1977. The NPU 

maintained that this had not been justified and that reasons had never been given. 

The Commission (Rabie, 19B1: 119) disagreed and quoted from an English court decision (The 

Zamora 1916 A.C. 177): 

"Those who are responsible for the national security must be the sole judges of what the 

national security requires." 

The NPU also objected to section 3 of the Riotous Assemblies Act 17 of 1956, which dealt with the 

prohibition of any publication engendering hostility between black and white groups. The 

Commission had no doubt that it had to be retained and lauded the extension to various population 

groups in clause 5(1 )(D of the Draft Bill. 

B.4.4.5 Intimidation of the Press 

The NPU objected to a number of measures perceived to be instruments for the intimidation of 

newspapers and journalists. This criticism related specifically to section 6 of the Terrorism Act B3 of 

1967 which authorised the detention of persons for purposes of interrogation and sections 10(1)(a) 

and 10(1 )(a) bis of the Internal Security Act 44 of 1950, which provided respectively for restriction of 

movements and preventive detention (Rabie, 19B1 : 119). 
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These measures could be and were indeed used against journalists and newspapers (Rabie, 1981: 

49). 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 119-120) was of the opinion that a procedure such as that described 

in section 6 of the Terrorism Act 83 of 1967, was essential and had to be retained: 

"The Press Union says that journalists have been detained under the above-mentioned 

provisions and that they are sceptical of official statements that these actions were not related 

to their professional activities. This would seem to suggest that the above-mentioned 

provisions are, or have been, used against journalists in an improper, or dishonest, 

manner ... an abuse of ... powers ... it is disquieting to hear that the Press Union, which says that 

it is making its representations t~ the Commission on behalf of all its members, seems to 

believe that the ... powers ... are being used by the Government .. . not for the protection of the 

State or for the maintenance of public order as laid down in the relevant statutory provisions 

but 'as a method of dealing with political opponents'. Perhaps allowance should be made here 

for some degree of exaggeration since comments made in newspapers show that 

exaggerated and emotional language is sometimes used in discussing the restriction or 

detention of persons. 

"(8.7.4.7) In support of its allegation that the above-mentioned powers are being used by the 

Government as a method of muzzling its political opponents, the Press Union says ... that a 

number of people have been detained - the reference here seems to be to section 6 of the 

Terrorism Act, 1967, and have been released without being charged with any offence, and 

that this gives rise to the suspicion that there was no case against the persons involved that 

could have been proved in a court of law." 

The Commission answered that the Act provided for detention for interrogation purposes and "not 

necessarily for prosecution". 

8.4.4.6 Invasion of the Individual's Privacy 

The NPU objected to section 118A of the Post Office Act 44 of 1958, inserted in the Act by section 1 

of the Post Office Amendment Act, 1972, which provided for interception of postal articles and 

communication by telephone for security reasons. It argued (Rabie, 1981: 49) 
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"that some other procedures should be devised in order to limit to a minimum the invasion of 

the individual's privacy." 

The Commission (Rabie, 1981: 197) answered that 

"it is essential in the interests of the security of the Republic to permit interception." 

In fact it advised that this could be extended. It also proposed that the State Security Council 

designate a person to request interception in writing and that the request had to contain the 

following (Rabie, 1981: 193): 

"(I) the grounds upon which he believes that the interception requested is necessary for 

the maintenance of the security of the Republic; 

(ii) the period in respect of which the interception is required; 

(iii) sufficient particulars to identify any postal article, telegram or communication involved, 

including particulars of the name, address and telephone number of the person, body, 

or organisation in respect of whom or which the interception is being requested.· 

8.5 COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE MASS MEDIA (PR 89/1981)(THE SECOND 

STEYN COMMISSION) 

In June 1980, on completion of the investigation of reporting on security affairs with regard to the 

Defence Force and Police, Justice Steyn was again appointed chairman of a commission of inquiry, 

this time into the mass media. It was a mirror of the other commissions. 

The other members were DAS Herbst (Director of the Southern African Forum), Advocate Klaus PC 

von Lieres und Wilkau (deputy chair and then deputy attorney-general of the Transvaal), James 

Hopkins (a Natal educator and vice-chair of the SABC Board) and Basil Landau (executive director 

of the Union Corporation Mining House). No journalists were prepared to serve on the commission. 

Three of the commissioners were the same as in the first Steyn Commission, namely Justice Steyn, 

Das Herbst and Klaus von Lieres und Wilkau. The analysis and some of the recommendations were 

also similar (SARRS, 1982: 268). The final 1 367-page report was tabled in Parliament on 1 

February 1982. 

The terms of reference spelled out by Alwyn Schlebusch, Minister of the Interior, in Ecquid Novi 

(1980: 137) and reported in the Pretoria News (1980-06-26) were: 
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"To inquire into and report on the question of whether the conduct of, and the handling of, 

matters by the mass media meet the needs and interests of the South African community and 

the demands of the times, and, if not, how they can be improved." 

The Pretoria News (1980-06-26) reported that 'from its inception, the commission was 

controversial". 

This commission was regarded by some as PW Botha's "lever" to control the press without actually 

imposing overt censorship on the supposedly freest press in Africa. There were differing views about 

the duties, rights and role of the press. Hachten & Giffard (1984: 77) maintained: 

"The government used these hearings as a sounding board to express its unhappiness with 

the press and to lay the groundwork for further legal restraint on newspapers. In a very real 

sense the work of the commission was a continuation of the process of harassment and 

intimidation that had begun in 1950 soon after the Nationalists took control." 

8.5.1 Summary of Findings and Recommendations 

The "major findings" of the Commission were well summarised in the SA Race Relations Survey 

(1982: 268). It was said that South Africa was "a dynamic, expanding democracy" and 

"that a SA community does in fact exist; 

that the SA people are being subjected to a total onslaught both internal and external; 

that this onslaught emanates mainly from the Soviet Union, its allies, proxies and fellow 

travellers and also from the Third World and certain western circles; 

that improper 'climate setting' is an ingredient of SA journalism; 

that since the introduction of television in 1975 newspapers have brought into play a 

magazine type of journalism to a greater extent than before; 

that English and Afrikaans language newspapers are highly politicised and group-oriented 

and propagate certain irreconcilable and divergent ideologies. 'Reality' is often perceived from 

vastly different perspectives; 
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that this type of journalism mostly challenges the establishment. Many young journalists 

dream of revealing scandals such as the Watergate and Muldergate affairs; 

that the global situation is dangerously unstable, and this is exacerbated by a growing Third

World-First World (poor south-rich north) tension." 

Consequently the recommendations were as follows (SARRS, 1982: 268): 

"that all practising journalists in South Africa, including foreign journalists, be registered; 

that a council to control the enrolment of journalists be established by the government; 

that the council have 12 members, nine of them to be journalists and three others to be 

appointed by the Minister of Internal Affairs; 

that the council have powers to reprimand, fine, suspend or bar journalists found guilty of 

improper conduct; 

that only registered journalists be employed by newspapers or other media organisations for 

the purpose of writing or broadcasting; that individual shareholding in newspaper companies 

be limited to one percent in public companies and ten percent in private companies; 

that crossholding of shares between companies such as the Argus Group and South African 

Associated Newspapers (SAAN) be prohibited; 

that the SABC's status be elevated and its autonomy increased." 

8.5.2 Perceptions of Authorities 

AllNyn Schlebusch, then Minister of the Interior, outlined the Commission's brief in Ecquid Novi 

(1980: 136), a publication that was widely read by those in media and to which they contributed 

articles. While the commission was still conducting its investigation, he said: 

"For a considerable time and on various occasions, discussions have been held between the 

Government and the Press Union of South Africa on matters concerning the Press. 

"On these occasions the Government stressed, among other things, that members of the 

public and organisations were constantly lodging serious complaints about the way in which 
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information was being handled by the Press, and that the Government also had cause to 

complain about this." 

He mentioned that he had made certain suggestions at a Congress of the Press Union at Skukuza 

on 18 September 1979. On 21 February 1980 he had held an interview with members of the NPU 

but 

"it became clear that no consensus could be reached between us on important and decisive 

issues." 

The General Manager of the NPU had, in a letter of 27 March 1980, stated the NPU's view and Mr 

Schlebusch answered on 18 April 1980, to give the Government's point of view. He said that 

differences on certain issues appeared to be "unbridgeable" and that "future action" and "further 

steps" would be taken. There was "no response" from the NPU and consequently the Government 

decided to appoint the Commission of Inquiry into the Mass Media. 

Johan Eysen, press officer of the Department of Cooperation and Development was quoted in The 

Star (1980-12-03) (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 78) as saying that there had to be 

"a statutory monitoring body with power to act against reporters, editors, and 'people who 

expressed opinions, who were irresponsible and disrupted community relations.'" 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 78) commented that Eysen meant "stirred up the blacks" but that he 

insisted that he was opposed to statutory censorship of the press. 

Vlok Delport of the Department of Foreign Affairs and Information (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 78) said 

that South African papers 

"formed part of the 'psychological onslaught' against it, particularly as providers of 'negative 

information' for the overseas press. n 

JL Scheepers of the Department of Manpower Utilization (Rand Daily Mail 1980-12-03: 16) said that 

"newspaper reporting on labour matters did great damage to the economy ... as though blacks 

were being treated unfairly by their employers." 

Brigadier George Wassenaar (Rand Daily Mail, 1980-11-26), who appeared before the Commission 

for the Defence Force, suggested that 
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"a statutory council be established to discipline journalists by striking them from a professional 

register which should be established ." 

Brigadier Johan Coetzee, chief of the Security Police was reported by The Star ( 1980-12-06: 2) to 

have said that the media 

"were not responsible enough in the face of the 'onslaught' against the country and criticized 

those who, he said, reported that South Africa was sliding into a revolutionary war ... Coetzee 

urged that journalists who identified themselves with political groups and so compromised 

their objectivity be barred from writing." 

It was reported in the Rand Daily Mail (1980-11-28: 1) that Brigadier Gerard van Rooy of the SA 

Defence Force said that 

"journalism could possibly be raised to a professional status and journalists registered in the 

same way as doctors. A minimum qualification to enter the profession could be established, 

and journalists who contravened statutory regulations governing the profession could be 

disciplined or disqualified from practising." 

The above examples were also quoted by Hachten & Giffard (1984: 78-80) and they remarked 

(1984: 80): 

"While there was no evidence that the submissions of the various departments had been 

orchestrated, they all followed the official line enunciated by former Minister of the Interior and 

Justice, Alwyn Schlebusch and by Prime Minister PW Botha in various public 

statements ... Botha said (Bloemfontein, September 1980): 'We cannot afford to confuse our 

people in these times.'" 

8.5.3 Objections Before Submission of Report to Parliament 

The NPU Memorandum to the Commission, reported in the Rand Daily Mail (1981-01-22: 2) inter 

alia said : 

"For it is in times like these - whenever they occur in the world - that those in authority tend to 

increase their power, and in so doing, upset the delicate balance in communication between 

the rulers and the people ... The principle should be the free flow of information whenever 

possible." 
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Hachten & Giffard (1984: 82) wrote with regard to the submission in January 1981 by the Southern 

African Society of Journalists (SASJ), who were mainly English-speaking, that they 

"agreed on the dangers of a register of journalists. The SASJ submission rejected any moves 

to 'professionalize' journalism and establish a statutory body similar to the medical 

council...journalism would be irreparably altered." 

Joel Mervis (Rand Daily Mail 1980-10-25:3), former editor of the Sunday Times and observer for the 

International Press Institute, objected: 

"I repeat my warning that the government sees in this register a subtle means to subdue the 

press ... (and) control press freedom ... When you have a majority with no democratic or political 

rights and not represented in the ·decision-making of the country, then it is the honourable 

duty of any newspaper to act as the voice of those unrepresented millions." 

Harvey Tyson (Rand Daily Mail, 1980:12-06: 3), editor of The Star, complained that restrictive 

measures had already reached "critical proportions". 

Allister Sparks, editor of the Rand Daily Mail, was quoted by the Eastern Province Herald (1981-03-

20: 11) as saying: 

"I am satisfied that this was the Government's motive in appointing this commission - it hopes 

it will find something in the commission's report that it can use as an apparent judicial 

justification for introducing new restrictive legislation." 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 82) quoted the objections of the Afrikaans editors from newspaper reports: 

Harald Pakendorff (The Star 1980-12-0-13: 1) of Die Vader/and said that further curbs on press 

freedom could turn the country into one in which "civilized, democratic" people would not want to 

live. 

Willem de Klerk (The Star, 1981-02-28: 13), editor of Die Transvaler, said that the state had to be 

very careful not to restrict the freedom of the press by any further legislation. 

Ton Vosloo (Rand Daily Mail, 1981-01-16: 3), editor of Beeld, maintained that the Steyn 

Commission would be 

"the medium to recommend to authorities a revision of existing statutory restraints on the 

press." 
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8.5.4 Storm of Protest by the Press after Tabling of Report in Parliament (1982) 

When the report was tabled in Parliament, the protestations of the press were clear (Hachten & 

Giffard, 1984: 82): 

"Despite accurate forecasts as to its contents and general recommendations, publication of 

the bulky report set off a storm of protest in the South African press. For if the report's 

recommendations were to be carried out, the press faced still stricter controls." 

8.5.4.1 Reaction from the Press 

The lnstituut vir Eietydse Geskiedenis (/NEG) (Institute of Contemporary History) at the University of 

the Orange Free State compiled a report of some magnitude with approximately 800 clippings from 

a wide spectrum of publications. Although comprehensive, it was by no means the entire bulk of 

what was written about the Steyn Commission. Some quotations from newspapers are taken from 

this compilation. 

In the preface, the Institution set out the reason for the compilation: 

"Die verslag ... het, nadat dit in Februarie 1982 in die Volksraad ter tafel gele is, groat 

openbare opspraak verwek wat die media lank oorheers het. Hierdie toedrag van sake dui 

onteenseglik op die aktualiteit van die rol van die media in Suid-Afrika." 

The following examples give an indication of the type of reaction the report elicited from members of 

the press. 

Patrick Laurence of the Rand Daily Mail (1982-02-02: 11) saw the report as evoking 

"an impelling, some would say chilling, sense of deja vu. Its two main 

recommendations ... were anticipated 18 years ago by an earlier commission of inquiry into the 

Press." 

The editor of the Rand Daily Mail ( 1982-02-03: 8) also called the Steyn commission report 

"revealing of Afrikaner Nationalist attitudes and of determination to hold onto power, come 

what may. This is what is conveyed in the report and its recommendations: the remnant of 

Press freedom must be destroyed because it is viewed as a threat to the survival of narrow 

interest." 

Helen Zille wrote in SA Outlook (1982-04-30: 58): 
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"Not since Dr Connie Mulder's notorious press gag bill of 1977 has public opposition to press 

censorship reached the level evoked by the Steyn report .. . the Government passed 

censorship measures in bits and pieces, slipping press gag clauses into legislation covering a 

wide variety of 'sensitive issues'. 

"The impact of creeping censorship was thus diminished by dilution ... the Steyn report and its 

recommendations for a tighter system of press control seem more like a logical conclusion 

than a strange aberration." 

Editorial comment in SA Outlook (1982-04-30: 50) also concluded: 

"The bulk of the three-volume ... report is devoted to the first-ever comprehensive exposition of 

the 'total onslaught' philosophy that is fast becoming the all-encompassing justification for any 

action the Government cares to take ... Newspapers attempting to function under any 

derivative of the Steyn system will be forced to reflect an ever diminishing picture of the South 

African reality. Omission soon falsifies reality, reassuring people instead of challenging them 

to face the conflicts, issues and demands of their time." 

(In fact, the first Steyn and Rabie Commission reports were also comprehensive in dealing with the 

total onslaught, much of which the second Steyn report repeated.) 

State security could be equated with the survival of white Nationalist rule in South Africa, The Argus 

(1982-02-08: 10) pointed out in an editorial: 

'The Steyn Commission's recommendations for curbing the Press have followed a ceaseless 

Government-inspired campaign against the South African Press. The raison d'etre of the 

campaign, of the Steyn proposals, is the threat, both real and supposed, to State 

security ... They flow inevitably from the politics and policies of a Government that rules without 

the consent of the majority of the people. To rule, the Govenment must clash with the 

principles of a free Press and of just legal procedures." 

In a subsequent editorial, The Argus (1982-02-15: 12) pointed out that the Steyn report had attacked 

newspapers for doing what they were supposed to do, namely inform the public: 

"The Government and it supporters should ask themselves today how the country can be 

made safer by making its people ignorant." 

The Cape Times (1982-02-03: 10) was simply scathing about the Steyn report recommendations: 
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"There will be few of South Africa's 30 million people who will not interpret the Steyn 

commission's preposterous scheme for the licensing of journalists as a device to give the 

government effective control of newspapers and of the supply of information to the public and 

the expression of political opinion ... There is the parade of tired slogans invoked to cloak 

South African reality, the total onslaught, the Russian menace, the unfriendly and ignorant 

world, the communists and the radicals and the liberals ... The commission can come to the 

finding that South Africa is a 'dynamic, developing democracy'. What is a copybook illustration 

of the classical revolutionary situation: A tiny white oligarchy enjoying the highest and most 

privileged standard of living in the entire world, dominating more than 20 million voteless, 

underprivileged, mostly poverty-stricken, blacks on whom the ruling minority is dependent for 

economic survival." 

Another newspaper that referred in an editorial to the fears of the white government was The Daily 

News (1982-02-03: 16): 

"The Government must be feeling smug over the Steyn Commission's report, as must any 

narrow, chauvinistic white South African who fears the necessary changes which free thought 

and speech will lead to." 

The Daily News (1982-02-16: 12) declared itself to be appalled by the attitude which Minister of 

Internal Affairs, Mr Chris Heunis, displayed in parliamentary debate on the Steyn Commission. He 

dealt with a free society and the 

"measures needed to preserve its freedom in the face of terrorist attacks." 

He had sneeringly referred to the "blood brothers" in Zimbabwe of the local Press. The Daily News 

(1982-02-16: 12) posed the question: 

"Does he not realise that a concerned Rhodesian Press campaigned for reform many years 

ago, hoping to avoid precisely what did happen in the end? Or that, as it was systematically 

muzzled, it was unable finally to warn Rhodesians of the impending calamity?" 

The Eastern Province Herald (1982-02-02: 1) maintained that the Commission was not doing 

journalism a favour: 

"It will do the opposite - deal a disastrous, quite possibly fatal, blow to Press freedom." 
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The editor of the Evening Post (1982-02-02: 1) saw in the report an "Ominous threat of a muzzled 

Press" and said: 

"One of the last vestiges of a democratic society will be knocked from under us and this 

country will move rapidly towards a fully totalitarian society. Virtually every totalitarian state 

has a muzzled Press, and that's what is hanging over us now." 

The editor of the Sowetan ( 1982-02-02: 4) wrote that the introduction of "professionalism" in 

journalism and a new media council, 

"Stripped of all the verbiage ... simply means that the Government believes it is time for a 

clampdown ... lt would be a sad day for the Press generally, and the black Press in particular, if 

these recommendations are to be accepted by the Government." 

The editor of the Sowetan (1982-02-03: 4) also quoted the Steyn Commission in his editorial as 

saying: 

"The Afrikaner will continue to curb the Press for as long as he has political power, and for as 

long as he anticipates that by curbing the Press - or manipulating it to his advantage - it will 

be an instrument for maintaining his power. n 

To this he responded: 

"The Sowetan and Die Afrikaner have one thing in common: We are both opposed to the 

Government, albeit for different reasons. We believe that the black people have as much right 

as anybody else in this country. Die Afrikaner believes that blacks have no room here, but 

does not believe the Government is going the right way to achieve this goal... If we agree with 

the Government, we are friends and allies. If we disagree, we are surrogates of communist 

countries. But not the so-called white press ... But press freedom is indivisible ... ! am convinced 

that nobody will be able to run a black newspaper which serves as a mirror of society, without 

threats from the Government." 

The editor of The Star called the Steyn report "a hammer blow to free speech" ( 1982-02-02: 20) and 

"A threat to everyone" (1982-02-02: 1) and said under the latter heading: 

"Regrettably the Steyn Commission, even if unwittingly, has transgressed the thin but only 

line between freedom of information and authoritarianism." 
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The editor of the Sunday Times (1982-02-07: 22) posed the question whether South Africans could 

have confidence in the kind of news they were getting if journalists were licensed by the state. 

In an editorial the Sunday Tribune (1982-02-07: 22) totally rejected the Steyn Commission 

proposals: 

"Singly and together they spell disaster for free communication and a properly informed 

public ... a grave threat has been introduced to the right to be properly informed." 

Some of the Afrikaans newspapers were rather more careful and not so condemnatory, others 

condemned the report outright. 

Beeld (1982-02-02: 16), for instance, said that the essence of the Steyn report was that the media 

had to be careful as state security in South Africa was being threatened by a Marxist-inspired 

onslaught: 

"Die staat bestaan vir sy burgers en hy moet die burgery se veiligheid beskerm. Daaroor kan 

nie gekibbel word nie. In so 'n opset moet die media hulle plek ken." 

Deurbraak (1982-02-28: 4) took the prediction of doom slightly further: 

"The report and recommendations by the Steyn Commission should be seen as further proof 

that the present system is collapsing. 

"Faced with this collapse the Government has responded two-fold. Firstly it has announced its 

intentions to act against the press and/or to intimidate it to the extent that it will not report this 

collapse or - heavens behold! - contribute to its collapse. 

"Secondly it has discovered the 'total onslaught' as a very handy smokescreen behind which it 

can hide all South Africa's ills." 

The editor of Hoofstad (1982-02-03: 12) acknowledged believing in the total onslaught idea, but he 

warned: 

"Oordrewe geheimhouding van owerheidskant, die neiging om inligting van koerante te 

weerhou, is egter nie 'n strafmaatreel teen die koerante nie. Dit is 'n weerhouding van nuus 

aan die algemene publiek wat 'n geil teelaarde vir spanning, verwarring en skinderstories 

skep." 

Oggendblad (1982-02-03: 12) viewed the Steyn report in a very serious light: 
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"Reaksie op die verslag en aanbevelings van die Steyn-kommissie oar die pers stroom nag 

van alle kante af in en soos verwag kon word, is daar feitlik deurgaans ernstige kommer in 

media-kringe oar die moontlike uitwerking daar\ian ... Ons kan met vele van die Kommissie se 

bevindinge oar sekere dele van die pers wat slegs afbrekend is, saamgaan, maar ans meen 

oak dat die skuld hiervoor nie geheel en al voor die deur van 'n anti-Regeringshouding gele 

kan word nie. Deels is dit oak toe te skryf aan die swak kommunikasie van die kant van die 

regering en in sommige gevalle selfs pogings om dinge te verswyg of toe te smeer." 

An editorial in Woord en Daad ( 1982-03-31: 2) dealt with the importance of both the Rabie and 

Steyn Commission reports and said regarding the latter: 

"Oor een van die kernaanbevelings in die Steyn-verslag - wat die professionalisering van die 

pers voorstel - is persmense nie juis positief opgewonde nie. Dit wil voorkom of veral die 

voorgestelde prosedure krap. Tog behoort die pers die beginsel van professionalisering - op 

'n manier wat die aard van die persberoep getrou sal wees - ernstig te oorweeg ... Dat perslui 

self die persprofessie behoort te beheer, staan vas." 

Willem de Klerk of Die Transvaler (1982-02-02: 6) said in his column Perspektiet. 

"Die gevaarlike rol wat sekere koerante in Suid-Afrika speel, is oortuigend aangetoon; dat 

daar iets met die pers wat op swartes gerig is, gedoen moet word, sodat die gematigde swart 

filosofie oak 'n stem kry; die agtergrondstudie oar die aanslag teen ans, en dat die media 

gemeenskapsverantwoordelikheid skerper moet toepas, is 'n goue draad in die verslag -

daarom ja vir die aanbevelings oor publisiteit aan terrorisme, om maar een van die 

'voorskrifte' wat aan die pers gegee word, uit te lig ... " 

But, he points out: 

"Die kernprobleem is die bevinding en aanbeveling dat die joernalistiek geprofessionaliseer 

moet word ... Dis emosie, prates, vryheid van spraak, verontwaardiging en bevordering van 

sake waaroor daar baie uiteenlopende menings gehuldig kan word, waaruit die joemalistieke 

beroep bestaan. Dis nie klinies soos die mediese professie nie, of eksakt soos die 

prokureursberoep nie, of metodologies soos die onderwys nie." 

Sam Mabe of the Sowetan (1982-02-24: 3), representing the black opinion, quoted his editor, Joe 

Latakgomo, who said at a Wits University meeting to discuss the Steyn Commission report, that the 

commission had 
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"singled out the black Press and accused it of bias and distortion ... 'Our rights as a people are 

gradually being whittled away' ... He said the Government was suffering from insecurity and 

that the total onslaught propagandised 'is nothing of the proportions the Government wants us 

to believe'. A crisis point had been reached and ... the Government was incapable or unwilling 

to face the problems of the day and find pragmatic solutions." 

Percy Qoboza, former editor of the banned World, was reported by Joshua Raboroko in the 

Sowetan (1982-02-11: 6) to have said that the Steyn report was "an embarrassment and disgrace". 

Raboroko ( Sowetan, 1982-02-05: 7) also reported on the "mass of comment" that the Steyn Report 

evoked and mentioned that The Media Workers' Association of South Africa (Mwasa) dismissed the 

report as 

"baseless and biased and condemned it as 'part and parcel' of the Government's 'assault' on 

the entire trade union movement." 

Gideon Samet of The Star ( 1982-05-20: 10) compared the perception of threat in South Africa and 

Israel and remarked: 

"But the upshot in both countries is the same: the threatening, mythical situation - almost a 

state of mind - where a feeling of siege may become a justification for everything - the call for 

strict discipline, paranoia, even suicide." 

The president of the Newspaper Press Union, Peter Mclean, (The Argus, 1982-02-02: 15) was 

reported to have said : 

"The dreadful prospect of journalism coming under statutory control seems imminent." 

He strongly advised discussions between press and government before legislation. 

Die Transvaler (1982-02-02: 4) also quoted Mr Mclean, pointing out that he had said that legislation 

would mean the end of press freedom, making everybody losers, "die land, die mense en die pers". 

Beeld (1982-02-04: 1) reported that the executive committee of the NPU unanimously rejected the 

registration of journalists and the conditions of ownership of newspapers. It added: 

"Die unie het egter die Eerste Minister, mnr P.W. Botha, se verklaring Maandag in die 

Parlement, dat die regering bereid is om samesprekinge met die Persunie te hou, 

verwelkom ... Die Persunie het 'n komitee saamgestel uit lede van die unie en die komitee van 

Engelse redakteurs wat...die Steyn-verslag volledig (sal) bestudeer en aanbevelinge doen." 
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The committee was representative of a spectrum of press people: Peter Mclean, chairman of the 

Press Union; Advocate David de Villiers, Managing Director of Nasionale Pers; Rudolph Opperman 

of Perskor; Clive Kinsley, Managing Director of SAAN; Hal Miller, Managing Director of the Argus 

Group; Schalk Hoogenboezem, chairman of the NPU's provincial press division; Harvey Tyson, 

editor of The Star, Tertius Myburgh, editor of the Sunday Times; Ton Vosloo, editor of Beeld; Ed 

Linington, editor of Sapa; and Harald Pakendorf, editor of Die Vader/and. 

William Saunderson-Meyer of the Sunday Tribune (1982-02-07: 1) maintained: 

"Social scientists have slated the research used by the Steyn Commission as the basis of its 

controversial report on the media as unscientific, politically biased and a propaganda 

exercise. The confidential research was conducted by the Broederbond-dominated Human 

Sciences Research Council at the request of the Steyn Commission towards the end of 

1980." 

8.5.4.2 General Reaction 

Prof JJ Roelofse of the University of South Africa (Unisa) remarked in the preface to his publication 

Towards Rational Discourse: An analysis of the Steyn Commission of Inquiry into the Media ( 1982) 

that 

"it has scientific value in that a proper analysis of its contents will show, I believe, that the 

commissioners themselves were victims of the integration propaganda which characterizes 

white hegemonic control in South Africa and which made it impossible for them to distinguish 

between the need for order and for legitimate order, the need for communication and for 

honest communication, the need for education and for elucidation." 

Prof Andre du Toit (SA Outlook 1982-04-30: 51), then of the Department of Political Philosophy at 

the University of Stellenbosch, said that in order to "make sense" of the Steyn report, it had to be 

viewed as 

"an attempted legitimation of the 'total onslaught' model of the South African political 

situation." 

Prof Gavin Stewart (South African International, 1982-04-30:4), then head of the Department of 

Journalism and Media Studies at Rhodes University, in "A Critical Appraisal" called the report 

"seriously flawed". He criticised the lack of real facts and apparent ignorance of the real workings of 
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journalism. He even criticised the "extensive use of metaphor" and quoted the purple prose of the 

paragraph "Survival Strategy" on page 102 of the report: 

"The requirements for survival and ultimate victory over the aggressors dictate that South 

Africa gird its loins and marshal! all forces at its disposal, as such an onslaught demands a 

total manning of the ramparts and mustering at the sallyports. Such manning and mustering 

have not yet been effected in South Africa despite the availability of the forces necessary 

therefor." 

Thinus Prinsloo of Rapport (1982-06-13: 21) wrote "Regslui loop Steyn plat oar persverslag" 

mentioning that more than 800 advocates, attorneys and academics of the Lawyers for Human 

Rights sharply cricitised the report: 

"Hulle wys daarop dat daar behalwe die pers se eie maatreels meer as honderd wette is om 

die media te beperk. Die gevolgtrekking word gemaak dat daar min persvryheid oorbly om te 

beskerm." 

John Allen, president of the Southern African Society of Journalists (Rand Daily Mail, 1982-02-02: 

2), called the threat of a register of journalists 

"a threat to the public even more than it is a threat to the joumalists ... it is not journalists who 

are being shackled, but society itself." 

Peter Galliner, director of the International Press Institute (IPI), sent a condemnatory message 

regarding the Steyn report to the Prime Minister, PW Botha (Beeld, 1982-02-03: 2). 

The Rand Daily Mail (1982-02-02) (INEG, no page number given) said that although all 

"top editors say no to statutory controls ... Witnesses in favour of statutory control and 

registration included most representatives of State departments, a number of National Party 

MPs and NP supporters, the leader of the New Republic Party Mr Vause Raw, and lnkatha." 

The Lawyers for Human Rights commented on the report in a publication titled "Distrust in 

Democracy" (1982). WHB Dean (1982: 58) wrote: 

"Within the context of the South African constitutional system with its strongly authoritarian 

bias and within the context of the Commission's analysis of the 'total onslaught', the inevitable 
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result is a combination of authoritarian power and an almost blind trust in those who exercise 

it. II 

Durbach (1982: 101) pointed out that press freedom in South Africa was all but destroyed, that in 

fact only a "very tenuous freedom" remained. He said : 

"Press restriction is an indispensable part of the armory of repressive laws which permeate 

South Africa. Given this situation, even 'objective' reporting is heavily constrained, seemingly 

because it mirrors the reality of South African society and is thus too unpalatable for the 

South African state to swallow. Restrictions upon South Africa's elusive press freedom will 

continue as long as apartheid is projected as a scheme devised for the national good." 

OM Davis and WHB Dean (1982: 113) pointed out in their evaluation of the Steyn Commission 

report that it had a convoluted style and dealt with a wide range of "disparate topics". In fact the style 

was such that it was "difficult to treat it seriously ". 

They regarded it as inadequate and too subjective. Yet it had to be taken seriously because they 

were of the opinion that 

"the government intends to use the Report to legitimate the idea of the 'total onslaught', both 

to rally (particularly White) South Africans to its cause and to provide legitimation for its 

attempts to concentrate additional power in its own hands to meet what can only be 

described ... as a semi-war situation ... " 

They(1982: 12)added: 

"Were the Commission's views to become generally accepted, its deep distrust of the 

democratic process could well destroy what little chance is left of achieving stable multi-racial 

democratic government in South Africa." 

8.5.4.3 Reactions of Politicians 

Prime Minister PW Botha (Die Transvaler, 1982-02-02: 1) reacted cautiously to the Steyn 

Commission report. Anne-Marie Mischke reported: 

"Die Regering gaan eers wyd met die media samesprekings voer voordat hy besluit oar 

moontlike wetgewing oar die media .. . Mnr Botha het gese die Regering is hoegenaamd nie 
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verbind tot die besondere konsep vir 'n nuwe media-bedeling wat die Steyn-kommissie in die 

vorm van wetgewing neergele het nie." 

Botha (Rand Daily Mail, 1982-02-02: 2) proposed 

"a special parliamentary debate on the reports of two commissions of inquiry - into the mass 

media and security legislation .... ln a statement in the Assembly, Mr Botha said the two issues 

were linked because the Rabie Report, due to be tabled soon, would have direct relevance to 

important aspects of the Steyn Report on the Mass Media.• 

To the government the link was obvious and unmistakable. Press manipulation was akin to security 

control. Again McQuail's (1983: 85-86) explanation of authoritarian media systems perfectly fits the 

South African situation. 

The view of political opposition was put in the Assembly by Alex Boraine (The Argus, 1982-02-03: 

13) of the Progressive Federal Party (PFP) when he said that the total onslaught meant 

concentrating power in the hands of the white Afrikaner Nationalists: 

"'Everything is determined by this obsession. The total onslaught is really a total onslaught 

against the tribe' ... As long as the Government continued with its obsession and put party and 

tribe before country, the powerful forces of hope would be eroded. Referring to the report of 

the Steyn Commission, Dr Boraine said: 'It is clear that the bottom line is 'gag your 

opponent' ... When we muzzle the Press ... it is the voice of dissent that is muted.'" 

Dave Dailing of the PFP (Sandton) was scathing in his attacks on the Steyn Commission report. The 

Rand Daily Mail (1992-02-16: 5) reported that "Dailing damns the Steyn report". He warned that 

what remained of democracy could be strangled and suffocated. 

8.5.5 The South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) 

The Steyn Commission recommended that radio and television had to be less dependent on the 

government (SARRS, 1982: 271): 

"To ensure the SABC's autonomy and impartiality the commission recommended that the 

SABC be elevated to a status equivalent to that of the "Crown Office' in the United Kingdom. 

However, it made no effective recommendations of any kind to end government control of the 

SABC-TV (Eastern Province Herald, 1982-06-26)." 
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The Argus (1982-02-01 : 15) reported that the Steyn Commission had also recommended that the 

SABC be removed from the control of a single Minister. Greater autonomy would 

"ensure impartiality in its television and radio services ... The commission suggested that the 

SABC board be expanded to include representatives of all major races and interest groups." 

Various commentators (for instance Prof Sampie Terreblanche of the University of Stellenbosch and 

Carel Visser of Die Vader/and) believed that the SABC would become politicised rather than 

depoliticised if it were to be made independent (INEG, 1982: 418-419) as it would still be influenced 

by interest groups. 

Hachten & Giffard (1984: 200-201) pointed out that the SABC had always been 

"controlled by the Afrikaner elites who rule South Africa ... The SABC does not reflect the 

cultural diversity and pluralism of South African society .. . the ruling National Party has adroitly 

used the SABC as a tool with which to dominate its political opposition and to reassure its 

own followers. To its critics, the SABC is the 'propaganda arm of the National Party ... Urban 

blacks and the English-speaking opposition especially resent the SABC projection of a 

Nationalist Party view of the world and South Africa in particular that reassures the Afrikaner 

elite."' 

Jan Schutte (The Star, 1981-02-25: 3), the Director-General of the SABC, testified before the Steyn 

Commission: 

"'The SABC is neutral towards party politics but committed to the general national interest. We 

are not neutral concerning South Africa and seek to serve the community in its diversification.' 

Schutte admitted it was difficult to decide what was National Party policy and what was 

government policy." 

As long ago as the seventies, sociologist Heribert Adam (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 220) wrote a 

chapter in a book (Robertson & Whitten (Eds.), 1978: 47) titled "The Political Sociology of South 

Africa: A Pragmatic Race Oligarchy" in which he alleged that Radio Bantu was 

"one of the most powerful tools of social control over the urban African." 

In the eighties, Frederick van Zyl Slabbert (Rand Daily Mail, 1981-02-04: 3), leader of the opposition 

Progressive Federal Party, said: 
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"What is becoming a farce is the way in which the government-controlled media are 

manipulated to promote the image and interests of the National Party while its opponents are 

not allowed the same privilege." 

Transnational shortwave broadcasting also served to "improve and enhance" South Africa's image 

abroad, the propaganda subtle and mixed with "interesting programming" (Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 

224). 

8.5.6 Consequences of the Second Steyn Commission Report 

8.5.6.1 Secrecy 

The Protection of Information Act 84 of 1982, replaced and tightened the Official Secrets Act 65 of 

1965. It was to (SARRS, 1982: 269) 

"restrict reporting of the Terrorism Act and other detentions by newspapers without official 

clearance, unless the news of the detention is widely known." 

8.5.6.2 Registration of Newspapers Amendment Act 98of1982 

There were five months of meetings with Chris Heunis, Minister of the Interior. The NPU decided to 

set up a new media council. Then Heunis suddenly acted and introduced another press law 

(Hachten & Giffard, 1984: 85) 

"to make the new media council a statutory body and force all newspapers to submit to it by 

joining the Newspaper Press Union." 

The Argus ( 1982-06-11 : 7) reported from Parliament that there had been a "Call for Discipline" and 

that the Minister of the Interior had introduced a Bill to discipline the media. Heunis had referred to 

the Steyn report's statement 

"that the media contributed to the development of the intensity of the total onslaught on South 

Africa and to political polarisation, and often encouraged the revolutionary powers at work in 

the country." 

The newspaper report continued: 

"The NPU and editors had suggested the establishment of a 'Media Council' on which 

representatives of the NPU, editors and journalists would serve. The council would hear 
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complaints and take disciplinary action ... The Government...tried to find a solution whereby the 

media would be able to discipline themselves while a minimum of statutory measures would 

attempt to ensure as far as possible that all newspapers would take part in the process. 

These measures were embodied in the Bill now before the House." 

Die Afrikaner and Die Patriot, which were not members of the NPU, were the mouthpieces of 

Afrikaner factions which had broken away from the National Party in this turbulent time. The 

government feared their influence among right-wing elements. 

There was another storm of protest from the media and opposition politicians (except from Vause 

Raw of the New Republic Party), as well as pressure from the Afrikaans press. 

Alex Boraine, PFP MP (The Argus, 1982-06-18: 16) voiced the warning: 

"Are we not prepared to learn from what happened in Zimbabwe, where information was 

deliberately suppressed, where censorship was imposed, where facts were deliberately 

withheld from the community, so that the end came with devastating suddenness to a people 

ill-prepared?" 

He mentioned the enormous body of restrictive legislation: 

"Yet this is not enough for a power-hungry Government. Its tentacles have to reach out 

everywhere, seeking to stifle protest and dissent." 

The Star reported "Newspapermen condemn bid to gag Press" (1982-06-10: 3) and "NPU's last

ditch bid to amend Press Bill" (1982-06-11: 1). 

Again respected academics and lawyers, including Kelsey Stuart, author of the definitive work on 

media law in South Africa, warned that South Africa would regret the Press Bill. It was called 

"insidious" and "ominous", a "Rubicon for the Press" (Rand Daily Mail 1982-06-10: 8) and, referring 

to Die Patriot and Die Afrikaner, "A law to gag Afrikaners" (Sunday Express 1982-06-13: 22). 

Die Vader/and warned "Oink weer!" (1982-06-08: 12) and "Los tog die perswet" (1982-06-14: 8). 

Heunis was forced by the opposition to withdraw the clause that made the media council a statutory 

body. The law that was passed was the Registration of Newspapers Amendment Act 84 of 1982. 

The act provided (SARRS, 1982: 269) 

"that the Minister of Internal Affairs may cancel the registration of newspapers registered in 

terms of the Newspaper and Imprint Registration Act (and thus stop the newspapers from 
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publishing) if the publishers of such newspapers do not subject themselves for disciplinary 

purposes to a body concerned with journalistic standards. It provides for the recognition by 

the minister of such a body, which has to be 'an independent and voluntary body (none of 

whose members shall be appointed by the government)' ... " 

Die Burger ( 1982-06-12: 1) was optimistic and reported "Regering kom pers tegemoet". Oosterlig 

(1982-06-14: 6) hailed the "Welkome kompromis" while Die Volksblad (1982-06-14: 8) called it a 

"Beter bedeling". 

The Rand Daily Mail (1982-06-12: 1) spoke of "Govt's tum-about on Newspaper Bill" and "Weaker 

Press Bill still a step towards Govt curbs" (1982-06-14: 2). The Star (1982-06-12: 3) remarked 

"Press Bill is given 'cosmetic changes'". Ivor Wilkens of the Sunday Times (1982-06-13: 2) 

commented "NPU still condemns Bill". The Argus (1982-06-14: 12) said "No reason to cheer" and 

The Citizen (1982-06-14: 6) said "Still bad". The Daily News (1982-06-14: 6) echoed "Still bad". 

The way was being paved for the new Media Council and the Registration of Newspapers 

Amendment Act was not promulgated. In 1983 John Battersby, political correspondent of the Rand 

Daily Mail (1983-02-19: 4), could report that the act would remain "dormant" in order for the 

government to 

"give the Newspaper Press Union's media council a chance of 'proving itself." 

8.5.6.3 Creation of a Media Council 

The most important consequence of the Steyn Commission II report was the creation of the South 

African Media Council which replaced the Press Council but virtually retained the code of conduct 

and the power to reprimand and fine. This was a body representative of the newspaper industry. 

Paragraph D of the preamble to the Constitution of the Council states the following (Stuart, 1986: 

21 , 22): 

"All members of the NPU and the Conference of Editors (the 'founding bodies') believing that: 

(1) the press, radio and television services (the 'media') which have as their primary 

function the duty to inform the public accurately and where appropriate to comment 

fairly on matters of public interest, without fear or favour, are fundamental to the 

existence of any democratic state, and 
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(2) the freedom of all the media can be protected best by ensuring that proprietors, editors, 

journalists, directors, producers, broadcasters and others involved in any media, 

maintain the highest possible standards of professional conduct" 

consider it desirable: 

(a) to continue voluntarily to apply a code of conduct and to set up a new machinery to 

ensure that such code is respected and complied with, and to that end to adopt the 

rules of procedure (the 'rules') and the code of conduct (the 'code') annexed hereto, 

and 

(b) to create a South African· Media Council (the 'council') which will operate according to 

the rules .. . " 

The Council intended to "uphold and maintain the freedom of the media in South Africa". 

The Council had 30 elected members, fourteen of whom were representatives of the media and 14 

of whom were representatives of the public who had to come from all sectors of society. They were 

appointed by a panel of three senior judges and upon varied recommendations from the Consumer 

Council of South Africa, the Association of Law Societies and the National African Federated 

Chamber of Commerce. The representatives appointed a chairman and an alternative chairman. 

Du Plessis and Olivier (1987: 127) commented : 

"Dit is opvallend dat die staat uitgesluit is van die aanwysingsproses en dat daar oak nie 

spesifieke voorsiening gemaak word vir verteenwoordigers van die staat nie ... Die Mediaraad 

het dan oak 'n gedragskode soortgelyk aan die van die NPU opgestel." 

(The Code of Conduct is given in Appendix A and the Rules of Procedure in Appendix B.) 

The Cape Times (1983-02-22: 8) reported in an editorial: 

"To be successful and credible in South African conditions, a media council must be clearly 

independent of government." 

What this all amounted to, was that the South African press was increasing self-censorship to 

forestall Government censorship. The theory of Siebert et al (McQuail, 1983: 92) of social 

responsibility ("media should be self-regulating within the framework of law and established 

institutions") became a matter of survival for a free South African press. 
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8.5.6.4 Appointment of Minister 

Barend du Plessis, National Party MP for Florida, was appointed Deputy Minister of Information with 

the brief to liaise with the media. 

Frans Scheepers reported in Die Transvaler(1982-07-07: 1): 

"Die aanstelling ... spruit uit die kritiek wat die Steyn-kommissie van Ondersoek op die 

Regering se verhouding met die media gehad het." 

The Prime Minister, PW Botha, reportedly hoped that this new portfolio would "solve the problem". 

The Star (1982-07-12: 7) reported that Minister Barend du Plessis saw himself as a "mediator" who 

would bring about a "more centralised flow of news" and "one door on which to knock". He was not 

intended to be a "policing officer". 

The Weekend Argus (1982-07-10: 8) was critical of the appointment in its "Politics: Van Hunks" 

column. Under "Barend will be hard pressed to make it", the columnist warned: 

"According to the Government's electronic mouthpiece, the SABC, he is to create effective 

machinery to give the media immediate access to information about the Government's day-to

day decision-making process and its handling of problems ... he ... has some harsh discoveries 

to make about the true nature of an authoritarian regime. 

"The first is that governments hooked on power rarely require improvement in the lines of 

communication they have with the media they control..." 

The Rand Daily Mail (1982-07-13: 10) reported under "Time to tone down": 

"Unhappily, however, Mr Du Plessis is hardly a free agent. He has no choice but to give effect 

to the Government's policies, and that among other things currently means the concept of 

'total onslaught' and its 'total strategy' response. In practice, if Mr Du Plessis is to remain true 

to his party and its idee fixe, he cannot help but seek to bring the Press into line to serve the 

purposes of the National Party." 

8.6 CONCLUSION 

It was shown in this chapter that under the authoritarian government there was no real 

independence for journalists. Besides being prescribed to and even coerced by legislation and 

persecution not to oppose government policy they were also forced to apply self-censorship as seen 
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in the need to establish a new Media Council. Government control was seen in the appointment of 

commissions of inquiry to establish to what extent the media supported, opposed or harmed the 

state and its ideology, as well as in the appointment of a minister to pay special attention to the 

activities of the media. All of the foregoing had "clear ideological implications." The forms of 

enforcement included "legislation, enforceable codes of conduct...controlled import of foreign 

media." In addition, in this repressive "pre-democratic society" it was seen that "press freedom" often 

conflicted with state interests, also under the prevailing South African conditions of "terrorist 

insurgency and threat of war" (McQuail, 1983: 86). 

It was also shown that the perceived attempts to overthrow the state were regarded as treason. The 

publishers of anything that attacked the government were seen as seeking to "overthrow the state" 

(Siebert et al, 1956: 22). 

The First Steyn Commission report concluded that "wilful misconduct by the media" had to be 

restrained by statutory sanctions. Such wilful misconduct, which could jeopardise the security of the 

state, showed that they had a "faulty perception• of how the state had to be run. The issue of 

relations between the races was raised once again. It could even be dangerous as it could 

"seriously prejudice" good relations. Consequently only an irresponsible authority would permit this. 

Another conclusion was (Steyn I, 1980: 216) that as the image of "operational efficiency" and 

"fighting spirit" of the South African fighting forces had to be maintained, the authorities, the forces, 

the politicians, the media and the public all had to ensure that the correct attitudes prevailed. Here 

the media and press reporting played a crucial role. They had to ensure that matters affecting the 

security forces were handled with "circumspection", in other words, that reporters had to avoid being 

negative. 

Certain acts were to be amended or revised and a press card system was suggested. The result 

was that some newspapers appointed accredited correspondents, but others, such as The Star, did 

not. 

The subsequent commissions of inquiry took the control of the media even further. 

Prime Minister PW Botha said that the Rabie Report would have direct relevance to important 

aspects of the Steyn Report on the Mass Media. 

The government went to great lengths and incurred enormous costs in its self-preservation 

commissions. The parliamentary staff of The Argus (1982-02-08: 9) revealed that the Steyn 

Commission probe of the media had cost the taxpayer R320 000 which made it 

"the most expensive commission reported on in the latest report of the Auditor-General." 
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At the same time The Argus parliamentary staff revealed that the Rabie Commission of Inquiry into 

Security Legislation had cost R257 682. 

As early as the mid-sixties, the unrest in southern Africa entered a new phase when soldiers of the 

South-West Africa People's Organization (SWAPO) infiltrated South-West Africa from the north. For 

the first time there was a terrorist/guerrilla attack at Oshikango during the night of 27 September 

1967. The Government expected infiltration of this kind across the Republic's borders. It also 

expected this action mainly by supporters of the banned African National Congress. A period of 

sabotage and, in due course, also acts of terrorism, ensued. 

The authorities had access to the mouthpieces and broadcasts of the liberation movements and 

were aware that a movement such as the ANC boasted that its "military machine" was in top gear 

and that urban terrorism would shortly be considerably expanded. 

State and military intelligence were also of the opinion that the ANC was trying to recruit young white 

men who had undergone military training in the Republic and to get ANC supporters to join the 

Defence Force and the South African Police with the express purpose of subversion and to obtain 

information useful to the ANC. 

The government envisaged drastic measures against what it termed the domestic onslaughts made 

against law and order since 1960. 

The Rabie Commission report proposed a tightening of terrorism laws. There would be longer 

sentences and the division of security legislation into terrorism, sabotage and subversion offences. 

The government intended to prevent the media from publishing sensitive information. For instance, 

the Police had to be permitted to carry out certain extremely sensitive operations and duties without 

the particulars being disclosed. One of the prohibitions imposed would be on the disclosure of the 

identity of any person detained under statutory provisions. The result was that the Press would not 

be able to inform the public about the detention of a person, which caused the press to object that 

this could give rise to malpractices by the Police. Detainees could then simply disappear without 

trace. 

The press feared prohibitions that would effectively prevent them from investigating and reporting on 

police and security matters, and made this clear. 

The Steyn Commission on the Mass Media was regarded by some as PW Botha's attempt to control 

the press while not actually being seen to exercise complete censorship. The duties, rights and role 

of the press came under severe scrutiny and the government expressed its dissatisfaction with the 

press, at the same time laying the groundwork for further legal restraint. It was a form of harassment 

and intimidation by the Nationalist government. 
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The black press came under fire and some members were regarded as especially "dangerous". The 

commissioners (and the authorities) maintained that some of MWASA's members held positions with 

newspapers that catered for black readers, which enabled them to influence opinion in the black 

communities. 

What disturbed the National Party government the most was the fact that "leading figures in the 

Black community" made anti-government statements in the newspapers catering mainly for Black 

readers. They also deeply resented the fact that editorial comment in these newspapers constantly 

harped on the fact that time was running out and that the black people could no longer be restrained 

from violence. 

It was constantly stated as urgent that a start be made to introduce "meaningful" changes with 

regard to the political rights of population groups other than white. "White intransigence" would, it 

was warned, lead to bloodshed. Expressions such as bloodbath, slaughter, and revolution were 

used. 

The government regarded this trend as ominous. It affected security in all its facets. This kind of 

language was even used by so-called "moderate" leaders, making it seem as if violence were the 

only alternative. Such statements were to be seen in the white press as well. English and Afrikaans 

language newspapers were said to be politicised, group-oriented and propagators of irreconcilable 

and divergent ideologies which saw reality from different perspectives. 

From the Steyn Commission's side came the proposals that all practising journalists in South Africa, 

including foreign journalists, be registered and that a council to control the enrolment of journalists 

be established by the government. Basically the Commission saw the role of the press as one of 

reassuring whites who baulked at the idea of change and they were to be compelled to do this. 

There were 26 security-related acts involved and nine more with certain provisions, to counter the 

threat. The findings of two statutory commissions did lead to new controls and more stringent laws in 

both areas covered by the inquiries - the mass media and security legislation. 

The commissioners appointed by the government were themselves victims, expected to toe the 

government line, to "prove" that its policies were correct and that its preservation was the only safe 

course. The commissioners of all the commissions never deviated from the same "total onslaught" 

message. 

There was no evidence that the submissions of the various departments had been orchestrated, yet 

they had all followed the official line enunciated by the Nationalist government representatives. 
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Merrett (1995: 85) aptly described the conflict of interests between the Commission and even 

relatively moderate sections of the commercial press as "a struggle over the right to reflect 

perceived reality". 
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CHAPTER 9 

FROM REFORM. TO RUBICON 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

During the "securocracy" era, the powers of the State President were greater than ever. PW Botha 

took over the duties of prime minister as well and the combination of presidential and ministerial 

duties made him head of both state and government. The Constitution was amended in 1983 to 

make this possible. 

In terms of the Republic of South Africa Constitution Act, No 110 of 1983, the basis of the 

functioning of Parliament's three houses was divided into "own" and "general" affairs, but the State 

President decided what constituted own or general affairs. State security, defence and law and order 

were "general affairs", and his word was final (SARRS, 1983: 71): 

"Neither his decision nor the issues he took into consideration in reaching it, can be 

questioned in any court of law." 

Botha made promises of reform, which caused many people to assume that a better dispensation 

lay ahead. These hopes were dispelled when he made his "Rubicon" speech, which showed that no 

radical change in policy was really envisaged. The promises of reform from government side had 

been intended to placate and pacify, as part of the total strategy. 

Although on the one hand the government policy was to win over hostile elements in the country, on 

the other hand military and security intervention inside and outside the country had a strangling 

effect on both the country and the media. 

The rightwing parties rejected the idea that other-than-white people could share power with the 

whites. Africans were still excluded from parliamentary franchise because they were supposed to 

have their own administrations and governments in African homelands. The constitution was flawed 

as it still entrenched apartheid. The United Democratic Front (UDF), among others, declared that 

this would inevitably lead to enormous conflict. 

During this time, unfortunate political incidents occurred and the unrest escalated until the point of 

emergency was reached . Concealment went hand-in-hand with control and consequently the 

government required news to be filtered by various bodies before reaching the media for publication, 

causing much resentment and drawing strong criticism. 

The ninth anniversary of "Soweto '76" took place on 16 June 1985. The riots against the new 

constitution were such that the editor of The Star, Harvey Tyson (1993: 272), remarked that 
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"the police simply refused the press access to the townships. They turned reporters away, 

and issued the 'news' themselves. Foreign correpondents and the Opposition press were 

shocked, and said so ... We were indeed very concerned at the arbitrary and probably illegal 

action of the Commissioner of Police." 

The riots could not be quelled. During 1985 the Internal Security Act, No 74 of 1982, and especially 

section 46, was applied rigorously. Gatherings could be banned or restricted by the Minister of Law 

and Order, Louis le Grange, or a magistrate, in terms of the act. This was supposed to prevent the 

rising of the masses. The rising tide of discontent and militancy faced the considerable powers of the 

State President. His next step was to impose emergency control. 

Despite all this the government stressed the "necessity for reform to be the product of negotiation" 

(SARRS, 1985: xxvi). 

Discriminatory legislation was phased out by the government in an effort to win hearts and minds. 

Influx control, which had further harmed relations between black and white, had failed. The pass 

laws were to be abolished by 1986. On 19 June 1985 the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act of 1949 

and the section of the Immorality Act of 1957 "which prohibited inter-racial sex were repealed". A 

special cabinet committee was formed to investigate the "constitutional position of the Africans". A 

number of cinemas countrywide were declared open to all races (SARRS, 1985: xxvi). 

Forced removals from black areas and townships were suspended until the government could 

"review its policy" (SARRS, 1985: xxxi). 

Nevertheless, the struggle waged against the government escalated. Sparks (1994: 68-69) 

described it thus: 

"All this required courage, yet the reforms were piecemeal and Botha appeared to have no 

clear vision of where he was leading South Africa. He perceived the need for reform but could 

not bring himself to contemplate ending Afrikaner hegemony ... So his programme became an 

exercise in limited reform, changes that would give blacks the vote without giving them power 

- a token vote in some new restrictive constitutional structure. The result was that, while the 

economic and social circumstances of blacks improved, Botha's political changes amounted 

to little more than a reformulation of the old system of racial domination ... Instead of mollifying 

the black population, this inflamed them ... Whites regarded the reforms as major concessions, 

but blacks saw them as an insult to their aspirations. As they watched Botha's tortuous 

attempts to conjure up the illusions of political rights without the reality of power, they 

denounced him as a confidence trickster. The result, to the surprise and dismay of the whites, 
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was that Botha's reform policy unleashed the most furious and sustained black uprising in 

South Africa." 

PW Botha at first imposed a "normalising" state of emergency. The worse things became, the more 

intractable and outraged he became, determined to resist the meddling of the West. He 

demonstrated his outrage in the infamous so-called "Rubicon" speech which he made in Durban in 

August 1985 and which will be elaborated upon later in this chapter. 

Chris Heunis (SARRS, 1983: 11, Rand Daily Mail 1983-09-04), Minister of Constitutional 

Development and Planning, maintained that "national unity" could be achieved with white, Indian 

and Coloured people sharing in decision-making. He warned that 

"the NP was not prepared to 'walk the path of Africa' with all groups sitting in one 

parliament .. . he did not apologise for drafting a constitution that would maintain the security of 

the whites." 

Despite this stated maintenance of white security there was talk of a right-wing backlash because of 

the whites' fear of the reform programme (The Sunday Star 1985-09-15: 5). 

The African National Congress, which was destined to become the majority party in South Africa, 

vehemently rejected the National Party government's "reforms" and determination to stay in power 

against all odds (see 9.4.2). While the political situation deteriorated, the National Party government 

and security apparatus monitored the opinions of the banned liberation movement. 

This chapter deals, inter a/ia, with the failure of "reform", the government's efforts to conceal the 

extent of the deterioration of the situation from the general public and media and their reactions to 

these efforts. 

9.2 STATE OF EMERGENCY 

On 20 July 1985 State President PW Botha declared a state of emergency ( SARRS, 1985: 455, 

Sunday Times 1985-07-21): 

"Every responsible South African has, with growing concern, taken note of conditions of 

violence and lawlessness, which in recent times, have increased and have become more 

cruel and more severe in certain parts of the country, especially in black townships. These 

acts of violence are mainly directed at the property and persons of law-abiding black people, 

and take the form of incitement, intimidation, arson, inhuman forms of assault, and even 

murder. This state of affairs can no longer be tolerated . Thus far the government has shown 
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the utmost patience. However, I cannot ignore the insistence of all responsible South 

Africans, especially of the majority of black communities, who are that conditions are 

normalised and that they are granted the full protection of the law to continue their normal 

way of life ... The life and property of all people must be protected, and law and order must be 

maintained. In view of the prevailing conditions, it is essential that the situation be normalised 

in such a way that the climate for continued dialogue in the interest of all people in the 

constitutional, economic, and social fields is ensured. Against this background, the 

government has ... decided to proclaim a state of emergency." 

The state of emergency was declared in 36 magisterial districts on 21 July 1985 under the Public 

Safety Act, No 3 of 1953, and by Proclamation No 120, 1985, in Government Gazette No 9876. In 

this Proclamatiom Botha (SARRS, 1985: 456) said: 

"Whereas in my opinion it appears that circumstances have arisen in the areas mentioned in 

the schedule which seriously threaten the safety of the public and the maintenance of public 

order; and the ordinary law of this land is inadequate to enable the government to ensure the 

safety of the public and to maintain public order. Therefore, I, in terms of section 2(1) of the 

Public Safety Act, 1953 (Act 3 of 1953) hereby declare that as from 21 July 1985 a state of 

emergency exists within the areas mentioned in the schedule." 

This amounted to an admission of loss of control because of a violent groundswell of discontent, but 

he refused to admit defeat. Next he proclaimed Emergency Regulations by Proclamation R.121 of 

21July1985, in Government Gazette No 9877. 

Stuart (1986: 290) noted that this granted 

"wide powers ... to restrict access to particular places, to order people out of places and to 

detain people. Also of importance are the restrictions placed on photography and 

sketching ... reporting the names of persons detained .. ." 

The Regulations were amended by Proclamation Nos R.199 of 24 October 1985, R.207 of 31 

October 1985 and R.208 of 2 November 1985 ( SARRS, 1985: xxv): 

"On 25 October the state of emergency was lifted in six magisterial districts, but on 26 

October it was extended to eight other districts, including the Cape Peninsula, to which 

violence had in the meantime spread. On 3 December and 7 February 1986 the emergency 

regulations were lifted in eight and six magisterial districts respectively. On 7 March the 
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emergency was lifted completely. A second state of emergency, this time embracing the 

entire country under the jurisdiction of the state president (i.e. including the four 'independent' 

homelands), was imposed on 12 June 1986." 

This entailed restrictions on the media that went far beyond anything experienced before. Tyson 

(1993: 272) called it a "legislative black-out". 

Kelsey Stuart provided a summary of the 1985 emergency regulations for use by reporters in 

Appendix D to his A Newspaperman's Guide to the Law (1986: 290-294). He set out the wide 

powers granted to the security forces, which consisted of the South African Police, the South African 

Railways Police and the South African Defence Force. 

"Commissioned, warrant or non-commissioned officers" could issue orders and if these were 

not obeyed, they could apply "force". Warrants of arrest were no longer needed. No "threats" 

could be reported by the media. The forces had "wide powers of search and seizure". A 

member of a force could interrogate anybody and search or seize anybody or anything 

suspected to be associated with an offence, at any time. Certain "films, representations and 

sound recordings were prohibited. Any "instrument" used to achieve this, was subject to 

"forfeiture". 

He also noted that the orders which were most likely to affect the media (Stuart, 1986: 294, 

Government Notice No 1850 of 15 August 1985, issued in Government Gazette No 9897) were: 

"No person who is not resident in an area as described in Schedule 'A', or who cannot prove 

to the satisfaction of a member of a force that he is so resident, may enter or be in such area 

without the written permission of a member of a force and subject to such conditions as such 

a member may deem necessary or expedient, as specified in such written permission." 

Stuart ( 1986: 293) observed that this placed the press in the invidious position of having to "rely 

entirely on official police releases." 

Thousands of detainees were held under the emergency regulations. Indoor and outdoor meetings 

were banned, including gatherings and marches, resulting in confrontation with security forces. On 

the other hand, members of the SAP and their homes came under increasing attack (SARRS, 1985: 

xxxiii). 

Frederik van Zyl Slabbert, leader of the Progressive Federal Party, pointed out in parliament, and it 

was not reported in the press, that the state of emergency was in fact ( SARRS, 1985: 462, Hansard 

(A) 4 q col 1280) 
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"a failure of government and a 'devastating comment' on the outcome of the November 1983 

referendum result. 'What was supposed to herald an era of negotiation and consensus politics 

has precipitated a state of siege' ... " 

PW Botha's reaction (also not reported in the press) was simply that the matter could not be 

debated and that it was time for action to control the unrest ( SARRS, 1985: 462, Hansard (A) 8 q 

cols 772-774). 

The publicity secretary of the United Democratic Front (UDF), Murphy Morobe (SARRS, 1985: 463, 

Eastern Province Herald, 1985-08-29) said that the emergency was 

"admission by the government that its fraudulent 'reform' scheme had failed ... Apartheid, for as 

long as it exists, can only be maintained by sheer brute force." 

Overseas governments declared it oppressive and were disturbed. The French government, for 

instance, reacted by recalling its ambassador, P Boyer, and suspending new investment in the 

country (SARRS, 1985: 463). 

9.3 CROSSING THE RUBICON (15AUGUST1985) 

The public and the world at large had expected to hear the State President announce significant 

reforms in the speech he made at the Natal NP congress in Durban on 15 August 1985. Instead, he 

took a hard line which (SARRS, 1985: xxxvii) 

"increased dissatisfaction with the government internationally and in business and opposition 

circles in South Africa." 

Allister Sparks (1994: 5) called the speech 

"a damp squib that disillusioned South Africa's few remaining friends in the world and 

triggered the start of serious international sanctions." 

The message in Botha's (SARRS, 1985: 60, The Sunday Star 1985-05-25) speech was that 

"even if announcements about reform were made they would not fulfil expectations. He added 

that any future constitutional dispensation providing for participation by all South Africans 

should be negotiated. He rejected the issuing of a statement of intent and the placing of a 

time limit on negotiations on the grounds that such actions would be prescriptive. Mr Botha 

said that homelands would not be pressurized into taking 'independence', and that Africans 
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living there would be regarded as South African citizens and be accommodated within South 

African political institutions. 'This does not exclude the fact...that provision should be made for 

participation in institutions on a regional and/orgroup basis,' he said. Mr Botha reiterated an 

offer made in January to release the jailed African National Congress (ANC) leader, Mr 

Nelson Mandela, if he renounced violence." 

Tomaselli & Lauw (1991: 83-84) had the following to say about this speech after Botha had 

promised to "cross the Rubicon": 

"In this intentionally televised speech, he made it clear that the government was not going to 

moderate its policies or negotiate a political compromise on any but its own terms. This was to 

remain government policy until late 1989 after PW Botha had been replaced by FW de Klerk 

as State President." 

Rapport ( 1985-08-18: 14) commented that enormous expectations had been raised with the result 

that after people in the country and overseas had tried to prompt Botha to say certain things and 

after 

"waarskuwinge dat die dik pap gaan aanbrand, vind jy oak by naaste mense teleurstelling. 

Hulle het meer verwag, iets dramaties, iets skuddend .. . Newsweek, onder vele meer, het 

byvoorbeeld 'besonderhede van Botha se waagmoedige plan' op grand van 'lekkasies' 

saamgeflans. 'n Gesamentlik burgerskap vir SA se 36 miljoen mense, die uitskakeling van die 

10 tuislande .. . oplaas verteenwoordigers van alle rasse na 'n indaba om 'n nuwe grondwet te 

skryf .. .Dis darem nie die tafereel op die P.W.-tafel nie." 

Die Burger (1985-09-26: 2) came out in support of Botha, calling him a peacemaker because he had 

stated his willingness to negotiate with black leaders who foreswore violence. It was his life's task 

"om die rassevraagstuk langs die weg van evolusionere hervorming sander geweld op te las.• 

What of all the reforms, it asked, and why was the West applying sanctions? 

Die Patriot (1985-09-30: 3), expressing the rightwing view, called the speech a "masterpiece of 

deception" and said it was "dangerously misleading" to call it a "damp squib". Botha had merely 

allayed fears, telling people that the economy was not really in a bad state. The fact that he assured 

whites that he was not about to "drop" them, was the deception, for in fact, the mess in the country 

proved that he had already done so. 
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Finansies & Tegniek (1985-09-06: 39) discussed the reports by newspapers from inside and outside 

South Africa and said that just about every publication quoted Botha's words: 

"Ek is nie bereid om blanke Suid-Afrikaners en ander minderheidsgroepe op 'n pad van 

abdikasie en selfmoord te lei nie ... Don't push us too far." 

Gary van Staden of The Star (1985-08-21: 21) reported on the Conservative Party's reaction to the 

Rubicon speech as expressed at a congress in the Pretoria City Hall. One delegate said "to roars of 

approval" that 

"PW Botha's Rubicon speech proved that the National Party has finally rejected separate 

development as a policy. It has turned its back on white South Africans." 

Botha was walking a tightrope between left and right, failing to satisfy either. He had known 

beforehand how high expectations were, as these had been stated in no uncertain terms by the 

English and foreign press. In particular Prof JH Coetzee wrote in Oenskou (1985-09-30: 293) that 

the prophecies of the English and Afrikaans media differed in that the latter lacked "kwaadwillige 

motiewe". 

Karin Brynard, formerly of Rapport, wrote an article in Rapport (1995-08-13: 21) with hindsight, ten 

years after the event, under the heading "Rubicon-toespraak 10 jaar gelede begin van lang pad: 

N6g die NP n6g ANC was in 1985 gereed vir hervorming". She posed the question whether the 

repercussions would have been less serious had Botha delivered the "right" speech. Her opinion 

was that it put the National Party and the African National Congress on the "Damascus Road", 

although nobody expected this at the time. Instead of the reform announcements, Botha let down 

the whole eagerly waiting Western world. Instead 

"vingerswaaiend en in 'n bedonste bui (het hy) ... die wereld in sy peetjie gestuur en die pers 

hardhandig vir die gemors blameer. • 

Brynard reported that the speech had been written by a cabinet committee chaired by Chris Heunis, 

Minister of Constitutional Development, and every cabinet minister could make an input. Senior 

officials in Heunis's department wrote the speech, mentioning a fourth chamber in Parliament for 

blacks and the release of Nelson Mandela. Pik Botha, then Minister of Foreign Affairs, thought that 

the speech would go through unchanged 

"en dit is wat hy aan joemaliste en buitelandse leiers oorgedra het." 

Another version which Brynard mentions, is that provincial leaders chaired by FW de Klerk, objected 

to the "daring verligtheid" of the speech. Some senior officials realised that Botha was losing 
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momentum in his leadership. In addition, there was hostility, for personal reasons, between Botha 

and Heunis. 

Brynard maintained that Botha had lost his reform enthusiasm "en het al hoe swaarder op die 

sekurokrate geleun". She thought that Botha had probably been infuriated by the expectations 

created by the press and abroad as he had become increasingly annoyed by foreign interference 

and prescription with regard to the pace of reform. Then Botha and the officials nearest to him, 

rewrote the speech. 

Pik Botha told Brynard that when he returned from overseas, he was confronted by this new reality, 

which he called "een van die pynlikste ervarings van my lewe". 

Brynard alleged that PW Botha and Heunis believed in evolutionary rather than revolutionary 

change. They wanted to co-opt blacks· in race-based structures, while maintaining white dominance. 

Botha had been seen as a reformer, the man who was turning around the ship of apartheid, who 

was ridding the country of petty apartheid and who gave the franchise to Coloureds and Indians. He 

was also the first man to mention releasing Mandela. He had given people hope, and then, the 

Rubicon brought the great disillusionment. South Africa's few overseas friends, such as Margaret 

Thatcher, the then Prime Minister of Britain, felt stabbed in the back. 

In the wake of "Rubicon", came an even greater economic crisis than the one under which the 

country already laboured. Chase Manhattan Bank refused to make new loans or renew outstanding 

ones. Other foreign banks called up debts. The foreign exchange was under strain and the 

government was forced to freeze repayment of debts and to introduce a financial rand. On the day 

after the Rubicon speech the rand fell dangerously, the way of the international community to show 

their dissatisfaction. 

Foreign companies were under pressure to disinvest and the American president, Ronald Reagan, 

imposed limited sanctions on South Africa, followed by the European Economic Community. 

The New Zealand Rugby Football Union (NZRFU) cancelled a tour of the All Blacks to South Africa, 

followed by the British Lions. Sport boycotts were applied stringently ( SARRS, 1985: xxxiv). 

9.4 THE MEDIA AND REFORM 

9.4.1 Freedom of the Press 

Minister of Defence Magnus Malan had stated that South Africa was in a "state of war". The State 

President had told the country to "adapt or die". They equated stability and prosperity with the 
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National Party. Therefore those who opposed them, stood for "chaos and revolution". The carping 

press and broadcast media had to have their freedom curtailed (Ruth Tomaselli, 1987: 19). 

The debacle of the Rubicon speech showed that there was too little co-operation between 

government, its spokesmen, and the domestic press. It also showed that there was (Ruth Tomaselli, 

1987: 19) 

"a perception on the part of the government that the almost daily coverage of 'unrest' by 

foreign journalists acted as a spark, or catalyst, for further violence on the part of activists who 

'played up for the cameras' ... sensationalised the crisis in the country." 

The government attempted to "manage the media" when a Forum was established in 1984 under 

chairmanship of Louis Nel, then Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs and Information (Ruth Tomaselli, 

1987: 19) 

"to co-ordinate the activities of the state's numerous public relations and press liaison officials 

and press." 

It was not successful and would be replaced by a new Bureau for Information, also under Louis Nel, 

who became to "portical head". 

The freedom of the press was increasingly besieged in this period of "reform". The New York-based 

Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ) released a report that there was no press freedom in South 

Africa. David Bleazard (SARRS, 1983: 213, Cape Times and Diamond Fields Advertiser 1993-04-

29), president of the South African Society of Journalists (SASJ), told an SASJ congress 

"that pressures on journalists were becoming intolerable because of legislation which inhibited 

the free flow of information." 

Harvey Tyson ( SARRS, 1983: 211, Rand Daily Mail 1983-05-19), editor of The Star, told the 

International Press Institute general assembly that 

"harassment and petty bureaucracy were becoming a major threat to press freedom in SA in 

spite of promises of reform." 

Chris Heunis, Minister of Constitutional Development and Planning, set out the role of the press in 

the new South African political dispensation in an article that appeared in Ecquid Novi (1984 5(2): 

107-112). The latest research in Communication Science, he said, differed from that done in the 

past. People had come to realize that the media did have an important effect on individual political 
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attitudes because of the effect that mass media communication had on how society perceived and 

understood reality. Consequently, the role of the press in the new dispensation could not be ignored. 

He admitted that the press had a watchdog function, an important one in a democracy, to keep 

leaders on their toes and to prevent them from acting in self-interest. The free flow of information 

prevented dictatorial government. 

The British Westminster model of government which South Africa had had previously, with its 

conflict-inducing majority democracy, made politics competitive. The press had also become 

competitive. They all believed that the one's loss was the other's gain (Heunis, 1984: 109). 

This applied in homogeneous societies, but in societies with ethnic conflict, majority democracy 

brought political instability. Relating this to the media, he (Heunis, 1984: 109) said that there was a 

clear connection 

"tussen die uitbreiding of verspreiding van die 'rnoderne' massamedia en die toename in inter

etniese konflik en demokratiese onstabiliteit in moderniserende multi-etniese samelewings. 

Hieruit kan afgelei word dat die Westerse model van die pers met sy beklemtoning van konflik 

in 'n etnies-verdeelde samelewing eerder konflik as konsensus en samewerking 

bevorder ... sou die pers vanwee joernalistieke praktyk en struktuur, konflik beklemtoon en 

verskille en geskille tussen groepe as die beste 'nuus' beskou, dan dra hulle eerder by tot 

konflik as tot samewerking." 

The press had to adapt in order to help maintain the new consensus democracy that had replaced 

the Westminster system in South Africa, emphasising common ground and co-operation rather than 

conflict (Heunis, 1984: 110). 

A change in political style had therefore taken place. So there had to be a new media style. The 

press had the important role to introduce the various groups to each another, not in "konflik

generende stereotipes" but as fellow men, with human desires, needs and fears. Employing 

reporters from the various population groups, helped to break down misconceptions and prejudices. 

A sound press was therefore a diversified press, willing to innovate. A variety of media brought 

about a balanced flow of information. Community reporters could be trained in all regions (Heunis, 

1984: 111). 

The development media theory (McQuail, 1983: 94-95) was clearly Heunis's idea of the media's role 

in the South Africa of the eighties. 
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At a conference held by the Student Press Union at the Rand Afrikaans University in July 1984, 

Heunis (SARRS, 1984: 885, Rand Daily Mail 1984-07-20) reiterated what he had said before, 

namely 

"that the government expected the media to play a leading role in promoting political 

'consensus' under the new constitution. The 'new deal' would require a media style that would 

highlight 'consensus opportunities' rather than concentrating on problems causing conflict... Mr 

Heunis' remarks followed a statement in July by Mr Hendrik Schoeman, leader of the house of 

assembly and minister of transport affairs, who confirmed that standing committee meetings 

in the new parliament would generally exclude the media. Concern was expressed by most of 

the media, with the exception of the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) that this 

would prevent reporting differences between participants in the new system ... The Star 

commented: 'We believe that constitutional reform does not call for a basic role change of the 

press - or of parliament...Any attempts in a tricameral parliament to govern by secrecy are 

doomed to fail'." 

Pat Sidley (SARRS, 1984: 885), president of the SASJ, said in The Journalist of August 1984 that 

journalists would report both consensus and conflict. 

Heunis was adamant that the media were to report on the issues only after the reports of the 

standing committees had been tabled in parliament, in other words, after consensus had been 

reached (SARRS, 1984: 885, Sunday Times 1984-08-26). 

On 30 April 1985 the final issue of the Rand Daily Mail appeared, closed by SAAN because of its 

"poor performance". It had been a vociferous critic of the National Party for many years and 

therefore a particular thorn in its flesh. In this year SAAN's Sunday Express merged with the Argus 

Group's The Sunday Star. The Argus closed The Friend (Bloemfontein) and the Sowetan Sunday 

Mirror (SARRS, 1985: xxix). 

Paratus, the monthly magazine of the South African Defence Force, of October 1985 ( SARRS, 

1985: 460) gave the following exposition of the restrictions imposed on the media: 

"On 2 November, in terms of powers vested in him by section 3 (1)(a) of the Public Safety Act, 

Mr Botha issued a proclamation prohibiting any person from photographing, filming, or 

recording, as well as broadcasting or distributing within or outside South Africa any film, 

photograph, drawing, or sound recording, of any public disturbance, disorder, riot, public 

violence, strike, or boycott; or any damaging of any property; or any assault on or killing of a 
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person; or any preson present at or involved in any of these activities; or any conduct of a 

force or member of a force with regard to the maintenance of the safety of the public or the 

public order or with regard to the termination of the state of emergency, unless the permission 

of the commissioner of the SAP or a commissioned officer authorised by the commission was 

given." 

On 4 November 1985 the Cape Times would remark that now the police attempted 

"to usurp the newspaper editor's function of deciding who shall report the news for the reader 

of the newspaper." 

In addition, the Minister of Law and Order, Louis le Grange (SARRS, 1985: 460, Hansard (A) 16 q 

col 1595), expressed government concern over "the presence of television and other camera crews 

in unrest situations which proved to be a catalyst to further violence" and suggested that 

accreditation cards be provided to journalists by the SAP and the Department of Foreign Affairs. 

W du Plessis and NJJ Olivier (1987: 121) remarked in an article titled ''Persvryheid - quo vadis?": 

"Op 21 Julie 1985 is 'n noodtoestand in bepaalde landdrosdistrikte in Suid-Afrika afgekondig. 

Aanvanklik was daar geen beperkings wat uitsluitlik op die pers van toepassing gemaak is 

nie .. . Skriftelike berigte kon wel oor die noodtoestand versprei word. Daar mag egter geen 

inligting oor persone wat kragtens die noodtoestand gearresteer is, sander die toestemming 

van die Minister van Wet en Orde weergegee word nie. As gevolg van die feit dat die 

buitelandse media beeldmateriaal opgeneem het wat Suid-Afrika oorsee in 'n ernstige 

verleentheid gestel het, is alle media later in November 1985 verbied om beeld- of 

klankopnames te maak of weer te gee (Lane 1986: 290-294)." 

Peter Younghusband of Newsweek ( 1985-11-10: 28) reacted to this restriction of the foreign 

correspondents: 

"The Bird of Press Freedom has had its wings clipped and its feet tied, now there's a hand 

squeezing its neck." 

He called this a "serious confrontation" between foreign correspondents and the South African 

government, as there had been no hard evidence that riots were instigated or people actually paid 

"to perform acts of violence". He alleged that it had been orchestrated by Louis Nel, "the Deputy 

Minister in charge of the new so-called Information Bureau" who had, on his own, created a dossier 

detailing alleged instigation of incidents of unrest. 
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Younghusband maintained that the correspondents came from countries more democratic than 

South Africa, that they were professional and principled and that they reported according to those 

standards. A free press was the mirror of society and the South African one reflected "ugliness." 

The government's main complaint against the foreign media involved television. The antagonism 

was explained by Louis Nel when he delivered an address to the Pretoria Press Club on 15 August 

1986 and which was adapted for Ecquid Novi (1987 8(1): 73-77). He bemoaned the bad influence 

that television had on the world's perceptions of South Africa. People tended to believe what they 

saw on television, because they actually saw something happening. It took place before their eyes, 

so to speak. What they saw of South Africa was (Nel, 1986: 76) 

"flames ... endless violence ... shooting - of course nearly always perpetrated by the South 

African Police alone. And so the world believes that this (TV version) is South Africa's true, 

and only, situation .... Yet that is .. . not the whole truth. The peaceful side, reflecting perhaps 

95% of our national life, is simply not aired - to say nothing of the positive aspects of our 

present development." 

The unfortunate result was that foreign television had (Nel, 1986: 77) 

"to a remarkable degree ... succeeded in pushing governments to take steps against South 

Africa." 

South Africa was committed to "broaden democracy" and the foreign media needed to reflect 

"normality" and the "sound relations that existed between the great majority of Black and White" 

(Nel, 1986: 77). 

Beeld (1985-11-07: 15) reported that America had raised official objections to the restriction of 

media coverage of the unrest. 

Student publications were targeted as they sought to address issues about which the government 

was sensitive. These included resistance to military conscription and together with this, the support 

of resistance, as well as criticism of the military and security forces. They were in a sense precursors 

of the alternative press. (Merrett, 1995: 83) 

The Argus (1982-05-07: 19) reported that, due to the increased censorship of works 

"of a political nature, the censors' hatchet falls frequently on student publications ... Seventeen 

student publications were distribution banned under the 'political' clauses and one under a 

'moral' clause (of the Publications Act) during March and April. Two student publications were 
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possession banned. All future editions of two periodicals aimed at students or academics, 

SASPU National and Work in Progress, were found politically undesirable and banned in 

terms of Section 9(1 )(a) .. . a spokesman for the SRC at UCT said student publications were 

banned as soon as they contained strong criticism of Government policy." 

The Star(1993-09-21 : 5) reported that the student newspaper SASPU National had had at least 18 

of its 20 issues seized and/or banned "for being prejudicial to the safety of the Statew. 

The newspaper was also said to be accused of "poisoning the minds of the less sophisticated 

inhabitants of this c;:ountry. • 

State action took place against those persistent critics, the members of MWASA. Eight journalists 

were detained in 1982, viz Joe Thloloe_ of the Sowetan (banned former MWASA president), M Tsedu 

(president of MWASA) and five other MWASA members, Quairish Patel, Vas Soni, A Abrahams, 

Zwelakhe Sisulu (banned former MWASA secretary and editor of Post) and Thami Mazwai 

(assistant-editor of the Sowetan and national secretary of MWASA). M Omar (a journalism student) 

was also detained (SARRS, 1982: 248). 

The foreign correspondents were on the defensive. One incident that demonstrated the hostility 

directed at them, occurred when the Department of Internal Affairs expelled a foreign journalist, 

Gerard Jacobs, without giving a reason. As he was a member of the Foreign Correspondents' 

Association( FCA), the chairperson, Bob Chancellor (SARRS, 1982: 273, Natal Witness 1982-10-20) 

lodged a protest, saying that: 

"The SA government... was trying to influence the reporting of foreign correspondents." 

Eight journalists were in detention in December 1983. In 1984 the directorate of security legislation 

of the Department of Justice (as distinct from the Department of Law and Order of the South African 

Police) scrutinised special laws applying to political opponents of the government. The publicly 

known 1984 detentions of journalists amounted to four, out of the 1 129 people from all walks of life 

detained in 1984 (SARRS, 1984: 760). 

The total number of detentions was by now the highest since the number detained in 1976. Pupils, 

students and teachers accounted for most of the detentions. Reporting on these was effectively 

prevented when the South African Police ( SARRS, 1984: 884, Rand Daily Mail 1984-06-13, 21, 27) 

"invoked section 4 of the Protection of Information Act of 1982 to prevent publication of 

information about the detentions ... a telex from the SAP to the Rand Daily Mail said that the 

publication of the detentions could have a 'detrimental effect on certain investigations that 
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were at a delicate stage ... the invocation of section 4 was criticised as the 'ominous use' of 

legislation to block information which the government did not wish the public to know." 

9.4.2 Resistance to Reform Expressed by the ANC Press 

In the mouthpiece of the African National Congress (ANC), Sechaba of January 1983 (p 12), 

Anthony Holiday, former Rand Daily Mail political editor who was released after a six-year sentence 

for furthering the aims of the ANC, gave the assessment that 

"the structures of White political power in South Africa are being subjected to internal stress 

and strains, more potentially damaging to the White colonists' interests than anything they 

have known since ... 1948. Botha's cosmetic 'reforms' forced on him by burgeoning social 

forces that make up the complex reality of South Africa, have placed him in a position where 

to move forward is as dangerous as to move back. He is committed now to installing by 1984 

a complex and entirely unfamiliar system of political decision-making ... with an Executive State 

President attempting to manipulate the whole unwieldy machine .. . these changes, which have 

already caused the historic split in the Nationalist ranks and the formation of Andries 

Treurnicht's Conservative Party, have gained the White Prime Minister little or 

nothing .. . Clearly all these tensions, stretching across the whole range of White Establishment 

politics, creates all sorts of opportunities for the National Liberation Movement. " 

In Sechaba's May 1984 issue (p 16) there was an extract from the UN Special Committee Against 

Apartheid's response to the recent developments in southern Africa: 

"There can be no stable peace and security in the region unless apartheid is totally eliminated 

and the people of South Africa as a whole are enabled to establish a non-racial democratic 

state." 

The July 1984 issue, (p 2), wrote: 

"The real leaders of our people are incarcerated in the prisons of the Pretoria regime, or are in 

exile. It is Nelson Mandela, it is Oliver Tambo and their colleagues who are the real leaders of 

the people of South Africa." 

In an Editorial in the September 1984 issue (p 2), Aziz Pahad said that Coloureds and Indians 

rejected the "racist elections": 
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"Racist Botha and his ilk refuse to accept the reality that the results clearly show that the 

Coloureds and Indians are not interested in 'exercising political rights' in sham elections, but 

that they are committed to and will continue to fight for genuine political rights in a unitary, 

non-racial, democratic South Africa." 

The media were also criticised (p 4): 

"The South African mass media (those controlled by the regime and others), supported by all 

other sections of the state apparatus and advertising and public relations, spent millians (sic) 

of pounds to convince the Coloureds and Indians that a new dawn was breaking for them. 

Collaborators were given maximum coverage on TV and in the newspapers." 

Criticism went further (pp 6-7): 

"It is clear that the struggle against the constitution was concretely linked to the whole 

struggle against the apartheid system, especially the racist education system, the general 

sales tax, the Bantustan policy and mass removals. 

"As the struggle intensifies the regime will increasingly take repressive action against its 

opponents. Bannings, harassment, intimidation and arrests will increase. Already the regime 

is laying the ground for the banning of the UDF. The enemy has gone to great lengths to 

distort and falsify information to try to show that the UDF is a front of the ANC." 

No matter what the government of South Africa did, there was no possibility of appeasement. They 

knew about the intractability of the liberation front but still maintained to the public that South Africa 

could survive. Sechaba refuted this (September 1984 (p 8)): 

"The struggle to destroy apartheid is growing in scope and intensity every day. This involves 

all forms of struggle - legal, semi-legal and illegal, both political and military. The political and 

military aspects of our struggle are dialectically linked. For the successful development of a 

genuine people's war, the political organisation and mobilisation of the oppressed is an urgent 

task." 

Sechaba of November 1984 clearly rejected the tricameral parliament and its attempt to win over at 

least part of the other-than-white population. An editorial on page 1 titled "Rooted in the People" 

stated 
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"faced with the double insult of the tricameral parliament and the new local government 

legislation, faced with the corruption of those traitors who took places on town councils and in 

the House of Representatives and House of Delegates, young and old resisted ... general 

protest continues .. . The activities of Umkhonto we Sizwe are an expression of the wishes and 

aspirations of the people of South Africa, as well as of their rage and their determination, their 

spirit and their courage. Power to the People! Victory is certain!" 

On p 27 there was an interview with Chris Hani and Mac Maharaj on the fighting of this "people's 

war", based on extracts from a Radio Freedom interview that squarely rejected PW Botha's 

overtures to Mozambique: 

"The signing of the Nkomati Accord between the People's Republic of Mozambique and racist 

South Africa does constitute a setback for the struggle for national liberation of our people, 

the struggle for social justice and freedom. But we don't hold the view that the accord is a 

severe blow for the armed struggle in our country .. . the armed struggle in our country did not 

begin with the independence of Mozambique." 

There was a world campaign for the release of Nelson Mandela and in the issue of December 1984 

(p 20) it was reported: 

"Half a million signatures to the international petition for the release of Nelson Mandela were 

presented to the Secretary General of the United Nations on 11 October, the United Nations 

Day of Solidarity with South African Political Prisoners." 

Resistance to the South African regime was stepped up. Incitement to rebellion and propaganda 

never faltered. In the issue of August 1985 (p 1), it was said in an editorial titled "We are 

Revolutionaries, Internationalists and Africans": 

"Pres Oliver Tambo said ... at the Second National Consultative Conference of the ANC 16-22 

June in Zambia: ' ... all spoke the same language; Forward to war' ." 

The intentions were stated unequivocally and categorically and the South African intelligence 

services took note. 

9.5 THE BUREAU FOR INFORMATION 
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The Bureau for Information headed by Louis Nel was established on 17 September 1985 as an 

adjunct to the Office of the State President. Nel was Deputy Minister of Information and reported 

directly to the head of state (SAR RS, 1985: 53, The Star 1985-09-17). 

The Bureau, David Braun of The Star(1985-09-17: 17) wrote, was 

"designed to clean up South Africa's image at home and abroad.• 

It consisted of three directorates, viz Internal Liaison, SA Media Liaison and Foreign Media Liaison. 

In The Bureau for Information published in 1985 by the Government Printer in Pretoria (Tomaselli & 

Louw, 1991: 183) it was stated: 

"The directorate promotes an official news culture through which news is transmitted from the 

political system to the media and the Government is informed of the activities and problems of 

the media .. . it was concerned with media research, the propagation of government 

propaganda, and the 'co-ordination' of communication coming out of various pronouncements 

of State agencies." 

Tomaselli and Louw (1991: 184) (quoting from Tomaselli, RE: 1987) remarked that the Bureau, like 

the National Management System consisting of the State Security Council and the Joint 

Management Centres, dealt mainly with "intelligence, strategy and communication". They inferred 

that this suggested 

"close links between the Bureau and the State's 'total strategy' machinery (at both the national 

and regional levels). However, the Bureau tried to steer clear of overt censorship." 

Dave Steward (Tomaselli & Louw, 1991: 184 and 1989: 84), the Bureau chief, said in a TV interview 

in December 1986 that newspapers which were subversive, formed an "alternative" press. Their 

intention was not to inform but to be partisan as "they are part of the struggle and they have chosen 

sides." 

He made it clear that "oppositional information" was "unacceptable" (Tomaselli & Louw, 1987: 184). 

The media, and especially the foreign media were blamed for inciting the ongoing violence, but they 

hoped that Louis Nel would be more accommodating. Nevertheless they were harassed, detained, 

threatened with arrest and even assaulted (Tomaselli, 1987: 20) and the 

"lobby for media repression, under the leadership of the Minister of Police, Louis le Grange 

and the Minister of Home Affairs, Stoffel Botha, soon resumed ascendancy." 
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In November 1985 the State President warned foreign journalists in parliament "not to go too far" in 

reporting on the unrest situation. They were also required to be accredited to the police or the 

Bureau for Information. Cameras were banned (Tomaselli, 1987: 20, 21): 

"Louis Nel now endorsed Le Grange's earlier assertions that 'the mere presence of television 

and camera crews makes actors out of demonstrators often leading to atrocities especially to 

the advantage of film recordings (Natal Mercury 4/11/85)." 

Relations with the media became increasingly soured. During the state of emergency the media 

could only obtain news from the Bureau and other filtering bodies. This is dealt with in Chapter 10. 

9.6 SECURITY FORCES 

Pacheco (1989: 46) pointed out that it had to be "noted" that 

"South African security forces, particularly the police, have studied the counterinsurgency 

situations of Kenya, Malaya, Northern Ireland and Namibia, which have spotlighted the need 

for the distinction between police protection from ordinary criminal elements and the use of 

specialised and quasi-military units against insurrectionist forces." 

In South Africa the police could not cope with the deteriorating security situation. Therefore, in 

October 1984 it was announced (SARRS, 1984: xxi) that 

"the defence force would play a greater role in supporting the police. At the same time troops 

were deployed in Soweto, Joza (Grahamstown), and Port Elizabeth during unrest there. On 

23 October a 7 000-strong police and army force was deployed in the Vaal Triangle townships 

of Sebokeng, Sharpeville, and Boipatong. Increased township unrest was marked by an 

intensified military presence, which drew criticism from many quarters ... According to the 

minister of law and order 530 people were detained in terms of security legislation in 1984." 

The security police began to monitor detainees in their cells by means of closed circuit television 

(SARRS, 1984: xxi). 

South Africa tried to pressurise its neighbours into expelling the ANC insurgents they harboured. 

The Nkomati Accord was signed with Samora Machel of Mocambique. In 1984 the SA government 

had supported the counter-revolutionary group there, the Resistencia Nacional Mocambique 

(RENAMO), which refused to abandon its fight against Machel's Frelimo. The South African 

government had mounted a tiger. 
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Louis le Grange, Minister of Law and Order, played down the harm that the ANC insurgents were 

doing to South Africa and claimed that they were being worsted by the security forces. 

The South African Defence Force (SADF) continued to be used in support of the police in 1985. The 

number increased in 1985 (SARRS, 1985: xxxii) to 

"a total of 35 372 members of the SADF .. . deployed in 96 African townships countrywide." 

The police conduct was said to be "excessive, callous and provocative" in the townships (SARRS, 

1985: xxxiii). The SADF was also accused of misconduct of troops in the townships. On account of 

the co-operation between the SADF and police, they were inevitably viewed as an entity. An 

"unnamed serviceman" of the SADF (SARRS, 1985: 424, Sunday Tribune 1985-09-08) described 

the predicament of the South African Defence Force: 

"For the black population there has been no opportunity to differentiate between the two 

forces, and the SADF almost immediately inherited the lack of credibility and bad reputation of 

the police." 

Cross-border raids also continued, to pre-empt attacks by insurgents from the ANC and other 

liberation movements. There were accusations that South Africa was destabilising its neighbours, 

but Gen Magnus Malan, Minister of Defence, (SARRS, 1985: 428, Hansard (A) 17 q vol 6378) said 

in May 

"that it was South Africa's policy 'to defend and safeguard itself offensively with all the might 

at its disposal against any form of foreign aggression or internal revolution'. 'In addition', he 

said, 'it is our policy to prevent the build-up of any hostile terrorists - or of conventional forces 

in neighbouring states which may pose a threat'. Mr Malan denied that destabilisation of 

neighbouring states was an aim of the SADF. " 

Magnus Malan (SARRS, 1985: 422, Hansard (A) 17 col 6428) spoke during the defence vote in the 

House of Assembly in May 1985 and said that the SADF had for many years been neutral, not 

involved in party politics, but that political reforms, pressure from abroad and the "onslaught" by 

insurgents made it 

"increasingly difficult to elevate security interests above the interests of party politics." 

In the same month, John Kane-Berman (SARRS, 1985: 426, SA Institute of Race Relations Press 

Release PR 7/85, 1985-05-02), director of the SA Institute of Race Relations, said 
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"that the use of young white conscripts to help maintain civil order in black areas led to 

greater racial polarisation, cast the army in a political role, created the impression that the 

State was at war in the townships, and implied that the police were out of their depth." 

Despite calls from all sides that troops and riot police had to be withdrawn from the townships, PW 

Botha insisted that they were there to protect law-abiding citizens. 

The media could not report on their activities and the forces could seize and search or interrogate 

any reporter. They could also confiscate the press equipment. The actions of police were simply 

protected from disclosure by the emergency regulations. 

Merrett ( 1995: 113) maintained that the most important feature of the emergency regulations was 

"the lifting of curbs on police conduct: in Anton Harber's chilling phrase, the security forces 

could now remove their balaclavas. With or without them, they continued to dispose of their 

opponents by violent means ... There were no specific controls over the flow of information, 

except those implied by threat, which encouraged self-censorship. Widened powers of 

detention did, however, include curbs on the reporting of actions taken by the police in this 

regard." 

Pottinger (1988: 323) alleged that the government was, in fact, planning some far greater crackdown 

while seeming to impose a first emergency and then lifting it, 

"a far more co-ordinated and comprehensive response to the insurrection through the use of 

the Joint Management Centres and largely through the offices of the military." 

9.7 CONCLUSION 

It was shown in this chapter how far the government was prepared to go to maintain the status quo 

and its power, to the point to imposing states of emergency. It was only through "constant 

surveillance and control" that the state could hope to bring about any "unity of thought" or a news 

black-out where it was better to publish nothing about South Africa than anything unfavourable 

(Siebert et al, 1956: 11 ). The mass media could not be permitted to "interfere irresponsibly" with the 

state's notions of "reform" or its fight for survival (Siebert et al, 1956: 29). 

In keeping with authoritarian principles, the government set up "official units" to supervise and 

censor the flow of information (Siebert et al, 1956: 34). 
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The media were expected to change their style, because the government under PW Botha had 

supposedly changed its style and assumed a "reformist" stance. 

The ANC simply viewed the "reform" as "fraudulent". In their mouthpiece Sechaba they consistently 

called for war, referring to themselves as "revolutionaries". The intelligence services in the country 

were aware of this obstinate opposition. While "reform" was supposedly taking place, the unrest 

situation was deteriorating so rapidly that only brute force could contain the forces of opposition. The 

ANC knew this and said as much. 

Discriminatory legislation had been phased out. The State President also signed the Nkomati Peace 

Accord with the president of Mocambique, Samora Machel. These were positive achievements of 

the new dispensation but they were not enough. 

The total strategy machinery that was to manipulate the media consisted of a huge bureaucracy. 

News filtering bodies which dealt with intelligence, strategy and communication included a Forum, 

which was replaced by the Bureau for Information, and the National Management System (State 

Security Council and Joint Management Centres). News was transmitted from the political system to 

the media as the Government saw fit. Journalists were severely hampered by officialdom serving an 

autocratic government. The South African Police, Railway Police and Defence Force were given 

wide powers which the media decried as ominous. Journalists were prevented from entering unrest 

areas. In addition, they were required to be accredited with the Police or the Bureau for Information 

to prevent subversive reporting, which soured government-media relations even more. When 

emergency regulations were promulgated, the media experienced a virtual legislative black-out. 

The government was convinced that the Western model of the press emphasised conflict and ethnic 

divisions rather than consensus and co-operation as the best "news". The media were expected to 

promote political "consensus" under the new constitution. 

The foreign media hoped that Louis Nel, Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs, would be more 

accommodating when he became chief of the Bureau for Information, but they were soon 

disillusioned. In addition, it was clear that the Minister of Police, Louis le Grange, and the Minister of 

Internal Affairs, Stoffel Botha, were in the ascendancy. 

The "new deal" did not want the kind of reporting that favoured scenes of violence and conflict on 

the TV screens of the world . The government persisted in believing that the almost daily coverage of 

"unrest" by foreign journalists acted as a catalyst for further riots staged by activists for the sake of 

the cameras and to sensationalise the crisis in the country. The State President warned journalists 

not to go too far. 

Louis le Grange played down the harm which was being done to the country but the Police could not 

cope with the rising dissent. Conscripts of the Defence Force were compelled to do police duty in 
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the townships. Men in uniform were anathema there and the members of the Defence Force, like the 

Police, lost credibility and acquired an evil reputation. Nevertheless, PW Botha insisted that they 

were there to to protect the life and property of law-abiding citizens of all races. In fact the country 

was becoming difficult to govern but the government did not want this to be known. 

The "Rubicon" speech which PW Botha delivered in 1985 brought the government to the brink of 

downfall. The original version had been written by a cabinet committee chaired by Chris Heunis, 

Minister of Constitutional Development. Expectations had been raised among the media, the outside 

world and in South Africa that changes for the better were going to be announced. But Botha 

surprised everybody, including the cabinet, by not making that speech. 

When Botha's actual speech was televised, he said emphatically that the government was not going 

to change its policies or compromise except on its own terms. The result was the tightening of a vice 

of sanctions of all kinds, the devaluation of the currency and disinvestment by foreign companies. 

To FW de Klerk and other ministers the Rubicon speech was too "verlig". Media reaction ranged 

from calling it a "damp squib" to "dangerously misleading". The Afrikaans press was mostly cautious, 

Die Burger still calling Botha a "peacemaker" and "reformer". In general, however, the media reacted 

with extreme disappointment after having their expectations deflated. This made Botha and the 

authorities even more defensive. 

In the wake of "Rubicon", the supposedly new era of negotiation and consensus politics deteriorated 

into a siege as discontent grew. It became so bad that the "ordinary law of the land" became 

inadequate to ensure the safety of the public and the maintenance of law and order. The powers of 

the State President were so considerable that he was able to declare a state of emergency when 

the rising tide of discontent and militancy defied control. 

The country lived under emergency for some time. It was only on 7 March 1986 that the emergency 

could be lifted completely, but this was not the end of the crisis management. The "onslaught" did 

not abate. 

The Minister of Defence, Magnus Malan, found it necessary to state that insurrection would be 

controlled and that South Africa had to defend itself against foreign and internal aggression. Cross

border raids continued and the country's neighbours were destabilised. 

The government of South Africa was not, in the words of PW Botha, prepared to abdicate and 

commit suicide. The fact is that the National Party was not ready for true reform. It was not prepared 

to bring the blacks into the political dispensation because it was a minority party which could be 

swamped. 
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The vehicle for the expression of opposition, dissent and subversion was the press. It could not be 

allowed to aggravate an already precarious political situation. The National Party government knew 

only too well that it was walking a tightrope between white fears and oppositional demands. 
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CHAPTER 10 

LIVING UNDER AN EMERGENCY 

10.1 INTRODUCTION 

The states of emergency which commenced in 1985 and which were discussed in Chapter 9, were 

the start of the most severe repression of the media during the two decades under review. 

Subsequent to 1985, more emergency regulations were promulgated every year until the end of the 

PW Botha and securocrat era. This chapter will discuss these regulations as well as the extent to 

which media and publications were controlled. 

The emergency measures were not considered sufficient to muzzle the media. News filtering bodies 

proliferated, seeking to close any loophole not yet stopped by legislation. In Chapter 9 the Bureau 

for Information was introduced. This chapter continues the discussion of its gatekeeping activities. 

Detentions proliferated and dissident voices were so effectively stifled that anti-apartheid activists 

were virtually silenced. The Bureau for Information became practically the only official commentator 

on the South African political situation. It published a booklet called Talking with the ANG which 

contained selected and therefore distorted quotes from ANC leaders and Radio Freedom. There 

could be no proper debate on this basis (Pottinger, 1988: 333). 

In addition to the Bureau, public relations directorates of the Department of Home Affairs under 

Stoffel Botha, the Police and the Defence Force also filtered news until the media were only 

provided with information approved by the securocracy. Unpalatable truths were not to be published. 

The most comprensive, with the most tentacles, was the National Security Management System 

which communicated on behalf of the State Security Council Secretariat. 

The media retaliated as best they could. The Star held a Centennial Conference in 1987 where the 

embattled and objecting media tried to reason with the authorities. All areas of the media, including 

foreign correspondents and the alternative press, ran risks to publish what was really happening in 

South Africa. 

The control became so extreme that members of the press started a "Save the Press" campaign 

and an Anti-Censorship Action Group (ACAG). These were indeed the darkest days of censorship 

and manipulation of the press. While a "press freedom crisis" prevailed, the ANC remained as 

"menacing" as ever. The restrictions were, as National Party politicians stated, intended to minimise 

the possibility of having any pro-ANC "revolutionary propaganda" published. 
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The alternative press, which was considered revolutionary and devilish in its "political devastation" 

(Tomaselli & Louw, 1991: 177) could not be silenced. The Media Council refused to collude with the 

government to "punish" it. Enterprising foreign correspondents also managed to relay some news to 

the outside world despite persecution by the authorities that ranged from being called in for 

"discussions" by the Bureau for Information to simply being deported. 

Despite the drastic steps taken by the government, events showed the deterioration of the regime 

even while it was at its most coercive. These events preceding the demise of white rule discussed in 

Chapter 11, are enumerated under 10.2. 

10.2 DETERIORATION OF THE REGIME 

The "total onslaught" rhetoric of post-1979 underwent a slight change after the 1985 state of 

emergency, when there was increasing reference to the "revolutionary onslaught". The Bureau for 

Information which used the new terminology, first used the word "struggle" on the SABC's network 

on 12 December 1986. It was an admission that the radical forces were inside the country and that 

there was no longer an onslaught from external forces only (Tomaselli & Louw, 1991: 176). 

The 1986-1990 emergency first declared on 12 June 1986 was aimed at minimising adverse 

publicity with regard to unrest. It was not debated in Parliament, but simply announced and gave 

ministers and security forces so much extra-parliamentary power that this virtually amounted to a 

parallel government. 

The state of emergency was really aimed at bodies, individuals and members of the media who 

were outside the parliamentary system (Slabbert, 1989: 96). In fact, there was a cleavage between 

extra-parliamentary and parliamentary politics. In the same way a cleavage existed between the 

mainstream media and the progressive/alternative press outside the main stream. 

The control was social, economic, political and communication-related, and so the white minority 

held to ransom a vast majority. The disparity in numbers alone, made it seem impossible for this 

white minority domination to endure but the black-out of information lulled the minority into a false 

sense of security, and was intended to do so. "Reform" was intended to delude them into thinking 

that they could somehow share power without having to relinquish it. 

Merrett stated ( 1995: 114): 

"The prevailing climate was of uncertainty, and even fear: apartheid society, already fractured 

along racial lines, proved highly susceptible to a disruption of the flow of information." 
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The troops in the townships only caused more polarisation. Frederik van Zyl Slabbert (1989: 89), 

then leader of the opposition Progressive Federal Party (PFP), maintained that this 

"dealt a severe blow to all attempts at moderation and fundamentally eroded the middle 

ground of South African politics." 

The people who remained neutral in the struggle, were all too often branded as "sellouts". 

In October 1986 the Eminent Persons Group was sent by the Commonwealth Heads of 

Governments to facilitate a settlement in South Africa. They visited government officials and also 

Nelson Mandela, leader of the ANG, who was in Pollsmoor Prison at the time. Negotiation with the 

black resistance was on the cards and for some time it seemed as if a breakthrough had come or an 

impasse had been eliminated (Potting~r. 1988: 331). 

This euphoria would not last. In May 1986 the South African Defence Force attacked three "alleged 

ANG targets" in Zambia, Zimbabwe and Mozambique. Pottinger (1988: 332) declared that it was 

seen as an indication that 

"the shadow-boxing was past. Security, power, was now the first priority of his (Botha's) 

administration. The decision to launch the raids had been taken at Botha's own direction and 

in consultation with his military chiefs. It had not been a decision of the State Security Council 

and his Foreign Minister was not even informed of the attacks until after they had taken place. 

The raids, of course, killed the EPG initiative stone dead and with it any slight prospect of 

negotiating with the ANG." 

There had, as Pottinger (1988: 332) said , been "a shift from the conciliatory to recalcitrant mode." 

The National Security Management System (NSMS), collectively known as the securocracy, 

controlled communication. As Merret (1995: 18) stated, the strategies which the securocracy applied 

were "little more than crisis management designed to defend state power." 

In fact, Pottinger (1988: 324) remarked: 

"The apartheid issue had become so deeply embedded in the domestic political processes of 

many countries, most of all the United States, that there was little Botha or his administration 

could do to salvage the situation by 1986." 

During this time a general election took place in May 1987, which once again put the National Party 

back in power with an overwhelming majority and which caused the Conservative Party to replace 
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the liberal Progressive Federal Party (PFP) as the official opposition. Meanwhile, international 

pressure against South Africa intensified (SARRS, 1987/88: xxxi). 

Pottinger (1989: 409) described the deterioration of the South African regime towards the end of PW 

Botha's term as president. The economy was in a desperate state and isolation from the world 

almost complete, which resulted in disaffection within Botha's own party so that by 

"1988 the resentment of rank-and-file National Party members was intense enough for them 

to talk openly of the 'Botha-factor'." 

On 8 March 1989 The Argus reminded its readers that the state of emergency had by then lasted 1 

000 days. Divisions were becoming marked in the National Party. President Botha's health had 

deteriorated and although he tried to cling to office, the time inevitably arrived when he had to step 

down. FW de Klerk was announced leader of the National Party in February 1989. The "Crocodile" 

was on his way out. De Klerk became Acting President on 15 August 1989, but not before Botha 

fought with his own party in public for the last time, using public television to attack his enemies. 

On 6 September 1989 the next general election took place. (See 11.1.) De Klerk and his party were 

to fight the election on a "reformist ticket" . They declared their intentions of power-sharing, which 

would fundamentally change the face of South Africa. Much repression and media restriction would 

be experienced before this envisaged improvement could take place (SA Observer, 1989-06-30: 1). 

In August 1989 De Klerk (SARRS, 1989/90: 217) was adamant that whites "would not enter into 

power sharing if it involved majority rule". In February 1990, Minister of Constitutional Development, 

Gerrit Viljoen ( SARRS, 1989/90: 217), said that 

"the insistence of certain political organisations on a unitary system with a black majority was 

simply unacceptable to the NP .. .'The practical realities of our country require an effective form 

of protection for minorities as a component of any new power dispensation'." 

Mangosuthu Buthelezi of Kwazulu and leader of the lnkatha Freedom Party (IFP) refused to 

negotiate unless Nelson Mandela and other political prisoners were freed (SARRS, 1989/90: xxxv). 

Changes in central and eastern Europe had a profound effect on South Africa. In 1989 and 1990 

communist governments fell. In November 1989 the Berlin Wall which divided Germany into east 

and west crumbled. This encouraged De Klerk to announce far-reaching reforms in his opening 

speech in Parliament on 2 February 1990 as he believed that the liberation movements no longer 

had the backing of the "Stalinist communism" of the USSR ( SARRS, 1989/90: xi). 
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10.3 EMERGENCY MEASURES 

The following declarations of emergency were made (also see Appendices D, E, F and G): In 

Government Gazette 10279 vol 252, Proclamation R.108, 12 June 1986; Government Gazette 

10770 vol 264 Proclamation R.95, 11 June 1987; Government Gazette 10771 vol 264 Proclamation 

R.96, 11 June 1987; Government Gazette 113339 vol 276 Proclamation R.96, 10 June 1988; and 

Government Gazette 11945 vol 288 Proclamation R.85, 9 June 1989 (Bums, 1990: 91 ). 

Security regulations also pertain to the media as arrest and detention, the "right to be heard" and the 

"powers of search and entry" are restrictive measures which curtail the freedom of speech not only 

of the individual, but of the media too. Journalists and editors could be arrested and "printing 

premises" raided (Bums, 1990: 91) . 

10.3.1 1986 Regulations 

The state of emergency regulations as from 1986, namely Proclamations R.109 of 12 June 1986 

and R.224 of 11 December 1986, issued in terms of the Public Safety Act 3 of 1953, increased the 

volume of legislation controlling the media. 

In January 1987 advertisements were placed in 16 newspapers jointly by the United Democratic 

Front (UDF), the National Education Crisis Committee (NECC) and the South African Council of 

Churches (SACC), calling for the ban on the ANC to be lifted as it was the commemoration of its 

75th anniversary. The response from the government, and General Johan Coetzee, commissioner 

of police, was the gazetting of regulations (Government Notices nos 101 and 102) on 8 January 

1987. In terms of the definition of "subversive statement" in Proclamation R.224 of 1986 (SARRS, 

1987/88: 817) this 

"gave the commissioner of police the power to ban the publication of reports or 

advertisements 'calculated to improve or promote the public image or esteem' of outlawed 

organisations." 

When the Argus group and South African Associated Newspapers (SAAN) successfully challenged 

Government Notices 101 and 102 in court as exceeding emergency powers, and although the 

Witwatersrand Local Division of the Supreme Court overturned these, the authorities ~ere not 

daunted. The commissioner of police promulgated legislation in Government Gazette 19~01-29 ) 

authorising him (Ruth Tomaselli, 1987: 21) 

"to impose publication control in respect of any matter he may determine." 
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When two judges (NS Page and B Galgut) in the Natal Provincial Division of the Supreme Court set 

aside regulations 3(1)a, b and c of Proclamation R.224 issued on 11 December 1986, the State 

President reimposed the state of emergency on 11 June 1987. 

10.3.2 1987 Regulations 

As from 11 June 1987 all the restrictions not set aside by the courts were reimposed in terms of 

section 3 of the Public Safety Act 3of1953. New amendments circumvented those set aside, as set 

out by Proclamation R.97. In August 1987 there were further amendments (SARRS, 1987/88: 818) 

"empowering the minister of home affairs to close down a newspaper, or appoint a censor, for 

three months, if in his opinion, the newspaper was a threat to public safety, or the 

maintenance of public order or would delay the termination of the state of emergency." 

In terms of regulation 1 of Proclamation R.97, definitions were given of a "subversive statement", 

"restricted gathering", "security action" and "unrest". "Security action" included (SARRS, 1987/88: 

820) 

"any action involving the arrest of a person on a charge of having committed an offence under 

the media regulations .. ." 

Regulation 2 prohibited media workers to be present when there was unrest or security action of any 

kind (SARRS, 1987/88: 822): 

"According to regulation 2(1) no journalist, news reporter, news commentator, news 

correspondent, newspaper of magazine photographer, operator of any television or other 

camera or of any television, sound, film or other recording equipment, person carrying or 

assisting in the conveyance or operation of such camera or equipment, or other person 

covering events for the purpose of gathering news material for the distributon or publication 

within or outside South Africa, could, without the prior consent of the commissioner of police 

or a commissioned officer in the security force, be at the scene of any unrest, restricted 

gathering or security action or at a place from which any unrest, restricted gathering or 

security action was within sight." 

Regulation 3 governed the publication of "news, comments or advertisements" in connection with 

that quoted above. All was prohibited unless (SARRS, 1987/88: 823) 
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"disclosed, announced, released or authorised for publication by a member of the cabinet or 

of a ministers' council, a deputy minister or a spokesman of the government" 

or if this appeared in proceedings of Parliament and the President's Council, or in judicial 

proceedings, and a final verdict had not yet been given. 

Regulation 4 governed the recording of any visual material, regulation 5 the publication of 

"subversive statements", 6 the seizure of publications and recordings and 7 the "production, 

importation or publication of certain periodicals". Regulation 8 provided for the maximum fine of R20 

000 and/or ten years' imprisonment for transgressing the above. Regulation 9 provided that 

prosecution for such offences had to be instituted by an "attorney-general having jurisdiction in 

respect of that prosecution" (SARRS, 1987/88: 825). 

The August 1987 amendments were made in terms of Proclamation R.123, which inserted 

regulations 7 A and 78 into regulation 7 and on 15 January 1988 Proclamation R. 7 was issued to 

amend regulation 7 A. 

The Minister of Home Affairs, Stoffel Botha, was given increasingly awesome powers to silence the 

media, which allegedly could, if not prevented, fan revolution, cause the breaking ·dawn of law and 

order, foment feelings of hatred and hostility, promote boycott actions and the esteem of banned 

organisations, and so forth. 

The Minister told Parliament on 27 August 1987, that the new regulations were (SARRS, 1987/88: 

827) 

"necessary to curb the present flood of revolutionary propaganda' which existing legislation 

could not achieve." 

10.3.3 1988 Regulations 

The June 1988 state of emergency regulations made arbitrary action possible. A state official had 

the power to act if he/she "perceived" that a person or organisation did or intended to do something 

"subversive". Tomaselli & Lauw (1991: 185) remarked: 

"The laxity on the part of the government to prosecute in terms of proper law had both 

advantages and disadvantages for it. Seizure of papers and detention of journalists produced 

quicker results than laborious and expensive court actions." 
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10.3.4 Publications Control 

The Directorate of Publications fell under the portfolio of Minister Stoffel Botha, Minister of Home 

Affairs. He was far more conservative than Kobus van Rooyen, chairman of the Publications Appeal 

Board, the highest censorship body of the Directorate. When Van Rooyen unbanned the film Cry 

F1eedom which told the story of the martyred activist, Steve Biko, and his friend Donald Woods, the 

Daily Dispatch ( 1988-08-02: 8) pointed out: 

"The decision to ban the film revealed a division between the Publications Appeal Board, the 

government and the police." 

Stoffel van der Merwe, Minister of Information, maintained that it would disturb race relations, but 

Van Rooyen, with his "verligte and sensible policy" denied that it presented a risk to race relations 

(Daily Dispatch, 1988-08-02: 8). 

Between 1 July 1986 and 31 December 1987, a total of 1 177 publications were submitted to the 

various publications committees of the Directorate of Publications. Of these, 729 were "possibly 

prejudicial to the security of the state". Those found undesirable numbered 355 and 675 were not 

undesirable. The Publications Appeal Board was seen to have become "more liberal" (SARRS, 

1987/88: 830). 

In February 1987 the student publications SASPU National and Free Azania were ordered to submit 

all future editions for review before publication. In 1987 all four editions of the publication Azanian 

Focus were banned. In August 1987 two editions of South were banned because they had proposed 

a new order in South Africa. By November the Publications Appeal Board upheld the appeal against 

the bannings. 

In September the New Nation had one edition banned as the publication was alleged to be (SARRS, 

1987/88: 831) 

"prejudicial to the safety of the state and to the maintenance of good order and public safety." 

The December issue was also banned. 

In 1988'a number of alternative publications were warned or prohibited. South was prohibited under 

GN 954 in Government Gazette 11305 of 9 May 1988. The Weekly Mail was warned, then 

prohibited. 

All films had to be approved first by a publications committee. From 1 July 1986 to 31 December 

1987, 1 065 were submitted, 91 of which were banned "outright", 490 approved unconditionally and 

478 approved conditionally. (SARRS, 1987/88: 832). 
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Clippings of Anant Singh's anti-apartheid film A Place of Weeping could not be screened on SABC 

during an interview with him. A documentary by Elaine Proctor, The Sharpeville Spirit, was banned 

for "endangering state security" (SARRS, 1987/88: 832). 

The fact that the Publications Appeal Board had decided to allow the screening of Cry Freedom 

uncut, evoked the wrath of the Conservative Party, the Herstigte Nasionale Party and the Blanke 

Bevrydingsbeweging. However (SARRS, 1987/88: 832) 

"in January 1988 the attorney general of the Witwatersrand, Mr Klaus van Lieres und Wilkau, 

threatened to prosecute newspapers which carried advertisements for 'Cry Freedom'. The 

warning said that it was an offence to publish anything by a banned person." 

In effect, the film was banned as it could in no way be advertised. In March 1988 the president and 

chief executive of United International Pictures, Michael Williams-Jones, said that the film would not 

be released before approval was granted by the South African government and in fact the banning 

came into effect on the day when it was to be screened in mid-1988, and copies of the film were 

seized (SARRS, 1987/88: 833). 

The writer Andre P Brink (The Star,,_.1987-07-18: 8) alleged in a speech at the Standard Bank Arts 

Festival in Graharnstown that the so-called liberalisation of censorship was a ploy. He said: 

"South Africans are living with a Third Reich Syndrome' in which the real target is the 

journalist...What is feared is the dissemination of factual information by the media .. . lf the 

Press is curtailed, it is easier to relax in the belief that unpleasant events happen only when 

they are reported to have happened .. . By appearing to allow artists more freedom - and these 

include black artists, some of them unequivocally radical - the South African government was 

trying to gain credibility for its reform programme in the country, whose commercial support 

was most urgently required - Britain, Germany and the United States (sic)." 

The Weekly Mail (1988-06-09: 21) maintained that Stoffel Botha was waging a new war, state vs 

stage. It mentioned that the Publications Appeal Board had banned Marthinus Basson's play Quartet 

and Chris Pretorius' Sunrise City. The bans would be lifted, but subject to restrictions. The reasons 

for these actions were provided by the then Minister of Education, FW de Klerk, who 

"warned against the threat of 'people's art' and the role of groups that propagated the 'total 

onslaught'." 

William Pretorius wrote in Rapport (1989-01-15: 13) that South Africa was becoming culturally 

impoverished by the latest censorship which banned or cut more and more films from abroad. 

.., 
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Eminent writer, Nadine Gordimer, wrote an article about "Censorship and the Artist" in Staffrider 

(1988, vol 2, no 2, p 13) in which she said: 

"It was the novelists, poets and essayists who were the main victims of censorship ... But we 

are also ordinary citizens, men and women living and working under the laws that restrict and 

inhibit and mentally impoverish South Africa. The State of Emergency is the culmination of 

many laws that have been steadily taking over and extending the functions of censorship for 

some years, sending out tentacles far beyond the reach of a censorship board, in response to 

situations that dwarf the problem of keeping more writers and artists in line .. .There is not 

much time to bother about the small minority of creative people - always an obstreperous, 

iconoclastic lot - when the urgency is to control what influences the masses: the mass media." 

The chairman of the Publications Appeal Board, Kobus van Rooyen (SARRS, 1989/90: 174), 

admitted in September 1989 that 

"South Africa had the strictest form of censorship in the western world. However, the 

censorship authorities did their utmost to ensure the system was tolerant of 'works of merit', 

the 'standards of adults' and of the interest of likely readers and viewers ... He acknowledged 

that freedom of speech and choice were principles which deserved to be guarded." 

10.4 NEWS FILTERS 

As seen in Chapter 2 (2.3) the media in South Africa were subject to authoritarian control, in other 

words, subordinated by the state or authorities. There was a lack of true independence for 

journalists and they were even subordinated by force. This brought about self-censorship and 

punishment if they deviated from the National Party's ideological guidelines. 

Forms of enforcement included legislation, codes of conduct and control of foreign media (McQuail, 

1983: 84-85). 

10.4.1 The Bureau for Information 

The Bureau took over media control in the public service in 1986. It became the only official news 

source through which the media could get information daily. At first the Bureau held "news 

conferences" and subsequently it issued daily "unrest reports" (Ruth Tomaselli, 1987: 21). 

The Bureau's reports were brief and no opportunity was given to verify reports. Press queries were 

delayed until the news had turned stale. Meanwhile, the Bureau refused to admit that it was playing 
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the role of censor while it allowed only one version of South African affairs to be publicised (Ruth 

Tomaselli, 1987: 22). 

The Bureau's spokesperson, David Steward, appeared regularly on television and warned 

journalists to tone down their language. As from 24 June 1986 questions were only answered if they 

had been submitted four hours before briefings. From 25 September 1986 the Pretoria media centre 

closed and "only responded to telexes" (Merrett, 1994: 116). 

The Bureau issued daily unrest reports in "a carefully sanitised and truncated form" (Daily News 

editorial 86-06-19) which were telexed to Sapa. Daily briefings stopped when the Bureau said that 

news from unrest-related incidents was no longer worthwhile (press release from Bureau quoted in 

Natal Mercury 86-06-26). Editors remonstrated with Deputy Minister Louis Nel. The briefings were 

resumed, only to be terminated in September "in the interests of accuracy" (Bureau press release, 

quoted in Daily News 86-09-26) (Ruth Tomaselli, 1987: 22). 

Telephone responses to queries were minimal and in response to an inquiry David Steward (Daily 

News 1986-06-19) said: 

"We are still perfecting the flow of information." 

The Commissioner of Police had given the Bureau the responsibility to report on police action and 

yet the Bureau was not prepared to act as a censor (Natal Mercury 1986-07-03) (R Tomaselli, 1987: 

22). 

Pakendorf (1987: 24) maintained that, since the introduction of emergency regulations 

"the public have received filtered information. To a large extent, the news is now managed in 

such a way that it is simply not possible to get even an approximate view of what is 

happening inside South Africa by reading newspapers, and certainly not by listening to the 

SABC." 

The aspirations and radicalisation of the blacks barely reached the whites. 

Under Louis Nel the Bureau caused a "peace song" titled "Together we'll build a brighter future" to 

be recorded, costing the taxpayer more than R1,5 million. The Afrikaans press promptly dubbed Nel 

"Louis Liedjie". He was soon replaced by Stoffel van der Merwe in a cabinet shuffle. The latter was 

compelled to apologise to Parliament for the incorrect cost statistics submitted with regard to the 

Bureau's communication programme. This included the song, translated into Afrikaans and seven 

African languages by Adveraid and the linguistic bureau of the SABC. The cost had been R8,7 

million instead of R7,4 million as previously stated (SAR RS, 1987 /88: 841 ). 
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Pakendorf (1987: 23) quipped that the government had moved "from Louis Liedjie to a Soft-Shoe 

Stoffel." 

Merrett (1994: 260, Note 19) maintained: 

"By 1988 the Bureau had 697 employees, 14 offices and a budget of R33 million. It 

underwrote 10 regional newspapers and magazines and 90 newsletters for black 

municipalities, as well as producing videos and films. It was shown to be an integral part of 

the National Security Management System; and its officials often chaired Komkoms, the 

committees controlling communication matters" (Harber, A. "The flip side of censorship". 

Weekly Mail 5(25), 1989-06-30: 13). 

10.4.2 Directorate of Media Relations, Department of Home Affairs 

Stoffel Botha, as Minister of Home Affairs, met newspaper editors in September 1987 and 

announced that a directorate of media relations had been set up in his department to co-ordinate the 

new regulations. 

The head would be Andries Engelbrecht, who held a master's degree in "human motivation" from 

the University of Pretoria. His colleagues would be Botha's legal adviser, Attie Tredoux, and a state 

legal adviser, Koos de Vries. There would be an advisory panel of lawyers, journalists, sociologists, 

psychologists and political scientists (SARRS, 1987/88: 828). 

Bruce Cameron, political correspondent of The Daily News (1986-12-11), commented: 

"In what are probably the most stringent censorship measures yet seen in South Africa the 

media will have to relay any reports or comment on listed issues to a special censorship panel 

in Pretoria ... on which various Government departments would be represented. The panel 

would vet reports and decide on prosecutions .. . The Government was particularly upset with 

the so-called alternative Press, which .. .'helped radical elements'." 

On 18 September 1987 The Weekly Mail reported that there was another government committee, 

viz the interdepartmental media monitoring committee (IPLC) which had existed since 1985 under 

the jurisdiction of the Department of Home Affairs. Andries Engelbrecht called it an ad hoc 

committee for state departments with monitoring functions. 

Tomaselli & Lauw (1989: 79), on the other hand, said that it was set up on 12December1986 
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"for the voluntary clearance of reports written by newspapers ... as a counter-propaganda 

mechanism, the IPLC did not last long. Newspapers were referred to the Centre for 

information and the threat value of the Centre declined (Dison 1988)." 

Ruth Tomaselli (1987: 22) said it was 

"manned on a 24-hour basis by representatives of government departments who work on a 

rotational basis .. . Of the 201 inquiries received between the 11th and 22nd of December, 19 

were authorised .. . The increased bureaucratization functions as a further gatekeeping 

mechanism, since it increases the number of stories which are not verified." 

The publishing of news was effectively limited to a minimum. 

The Natal Witness (1986-12-12: 1) observed: 

"The Government has set up a censorship panel to vet unrest stories before publication, and 

to decide on possible prosecutions under the new regulations on media coverage ... The 

publication of blank spaces or deletions to indicate censorship is forbidden." 

The Star(1986-12-12: 16) explained to its readers that suddenly things were different, because as it 

had feared 

"a batch of news items that you, the reader, ought to know about have come back from the 

censors after the first 24 hours of censorship with notations saying : 'Permission to publish 

refused'. .. It starts to convey the real import of the new emergency regulations." 

An example of the IPLC's censorship is the refusal in January 1988 to grant the Cape Times 

permission to publish an "academic report" on the psychological problems developed by detainees 

and township children, that had been delivered at the national congress of the Society of 

Psychiatrists of South Africa in Cape Town (SARRS, 1987/88: 842). 

In fact, Minister of Law and Order, Adriaan Vlok, admitted to David Dailing of the Progressive 

Federal Party (PFP) in Parliament that 75 out of 246 articles on matters covered by the emergency 

regulations had been banned (SARRS, 1987/88: 842). 

Engelbrecht, head of the Directorate of Media Relations, stated the case of the government in an 

article in Ecquid Novi (1989: 60): 
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"People who suggest that existing media legislation, which was enacted with normal 

circumstances in mind, should be utilised to curb subversive statements and propaganda, do 

not keep track of the realities involved." 

He referred to the circumstances stated by PW Botha in June 1988 (Engelbrecht, 1989: 61): 

"In recent times, the Government has achieved considerable success in curtailing the 

incidence of violence and unrest in the Republic. It is, however, evident that there still exists a 

notable revolutionary and terrorist threat against our society which remains a reality." 

Engelbrecht gave results of the media applications between 28 August 1987 and May 1989 and said 

that only 12 publishers were informed that the Minister had examined their publications and 11 of 

these had been warned in the Government Gazette. Of these, three were suspended for three 

months each and two 'for lesser periods" (Engelbrecht, 1989: 63). 

Engelbrecht stated that attempts to "create a Marxist-Leninist revolution in South Africa" were being 

curtailed by government. He added that the Minister of Home Affairs denied relishing this control 

and looked forward to a time when the Emergency Media Regulations could be lifted. Meanwhile 

these had to check the "subversive reportage" which the SA Media Council was not able to stop. 

What was needed, was (Engelbrecht, 1989: 67): 

"More and better understanding and less 'soap box' swipes at all and sundry; more purposeful 

motivation towards making the best of the present and to negotiate further advancement ... " 

There had to be - he echoed the refrain - "responsible journalism". 

10.4.3 The South African Police Public Relations Directorate 

An agreement had been concluded between the NPU and the Commissioner of the South African 

Police on 12 August 1981 and it was amended on 14 July 1983 (see Appendix C). By May ~ 

inquiries about the unrest were channelled to the public relations directorate of the SAP. The daily 

reports were compiled here once again. 

10.4.4 The National Security Management System: Strategic Communications Branch of 

the State Security Council Secretariat 

Selfe (1987: 152) quoted from a briefing to the press held by the secretary of the State Security 

Council (General AJ van Deventer) on 21 September 1983, in which it was stated that a Strategic 
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Communications Branch existed in the State Security Council Secretariat of the National Security 

Management System (NSMS) to devise strategies to counteract what was called 

"the battle of words or, to call it by its name, the propaganda campaign against the RSA. 

There is no question but that the vanguard of modem warfare is psychological. It is therefore 

also necessary that this matter also be addressed in joint planning and co-ordination ... the 

Strategic Communications Branch is responsible for advice and co-ordination with regard to 

the departmental efforts in combating the war of words." 

The tight bureaucratic political control had to ensure that the ruling party would be able to manage 

the dissemination and interpretation of news. 

In November 1989, after the fall of PW Botha, the NSMS was dismantled and the Joint Management 

Centres replaced by Joint Co-ordination Committees. The State Security Council was "downgraded" 

to the status of cabinet committee (SARRS, 1989/90: Ii). 

10.4.5 SA Defence Force Media Liaison 

Col Riaan Lauw of the South African Defence Force (SADF) said in an unpublished and unfinished 

thesis (1984-1990, no page numbers), that the South African defence Force liaised with the media 

through military correspondents in times of peace and through war correspondents in times of 

conflict. They only liaised with foreign journalists who were accredited by the Bureau for Information. 

In this way they ensured that liaison took place with journalists "favourably disposed" towards South 

Africa and they could control the reporting of military affairs. 

The senior staff officer Media Liaison followed certain guidelines and military correspondents were 

security cleared from confidential up to top secret. A list of these correspondents was provided to 

staff and support services. Orientation courses and informal briefings were also offered to the 

correspondents. Military correspondents were briefed about the military situation in Southern Africa 

in coordination with Operations and Military Intelligence. 

Accreditation of a nominated correspondent took place after he had completed a standard security 

questionnaire (DD 1057) and a statement (DD 1112) submitted to the senior staff officer Media 

Liaison. After this a security clearance was done. The Minister of Defence could withdraw this at any 

time. 

A directive provided that senior Defence Force members had to liaise with accredited 

correspondents only. News editors or senior journalists who liaised about sensitive issues were 

usually regarded as accredited but unfortunately most of these were immigrants or traditionally anti

government at the English-language papers. 
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Information was on record, off the record (i.e. not for publication), not attributable (the source may 

not be revealed) or background and inside information ("leaked" to a reporter, so that he/she could 

follow it up). In practice, many of these directives were ignored by media and SADF (Rolt, Colonel 

JCS : Working Document, undated). 

The war correspondent system was set out in SADF,\liaison directive (Addendum G to Chief of 

Defence Force Directive 0/7, 1988, p g-1 ). This system resulted from the conflict in South-West 

Africa/Namibia. 

Journalists were thought to be able to use modem means of communication to establish contact in 

military areas even if access had been restricted. Therefore they had to be carefully controlled. 

The Chief of Staff Operations was responsible for the co-ordination of the war correspondent 

system, but in the operational area the correspondent was responsible to the commanding officer. 

Senior liaison officers censored what 'the correspondents wrote. 

Applications were forwarded by the Newspaper Press Union (NPU) to the Directorate of Public 

Relations of the SADF. All applicants had to be South African citizens and the NPU or editor had to 

vouch for the integrity or discretion of the correspondent. He had the status of major, without 

command authority (directive pG-4). He had to obtain a uniform but was not armed. Under no 

circumstances could he wear civilian clothes in an operational area. He wore an identification 

armband bearing the letters K/C and an identity card. 

Press releases were issued in co-operation with intelligence and operational staff. Nothing was to be 

said about the deployment of own forces. Reports were subject to immediate censorship and sent 

through approved SADF channels. 

Foreign journalists had access to the military and it was an accepted fact that the outside world was 

interested in the role of the SADF in South African society. The journalists were regarded with 

suspicion but also with respect as experienced, intelligent and highly critical. Some had covered 

conflict in Vietnam, Rhodesia, Lebanon, Israel and Afghanistan. Most of them, unfortunately, were 

hostile to the SADF, yet it was believed that a good working relationship existed between them and 

the Media Liaison section of the SADF (Chief of the Defence Force Policy Directive 0/7 : Addendum 

16 to Annexure B, p816-1). 

The senior staff officer Media Liaison handled all foreign journalists who had contact with the SADF. 

They had to be accredited with the Bureau for Information. They were generally only interested in 

matters of international import, such as cross-border operations (Addendum 16 to Annexure B to SA 

Army Order GS2/30/89 : Public Relations in the SA Army, May 1989, pB 16-1 ). 
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The Chief of the Defence Force Policy Directive 0/7 provided that with regard to the foreign 

journalists, "off the record" information was to be limited to a minimum. 

Requests from foreign journalists to South African military attaches for assistance during visits to 

South Africa, had to be channelled through the Department of Foreign Affairs. If the journalist was 

not accredited by the Bureau for Information, the senior staff officer Media Liaison had to refer the 

request to Military Intelligence. 

The Department of Foreign Affairs had to monitor the reportage through the embassies and report to 

the Chief of the Defence Force. Copies were sent to the senior staff officer Media Liaison. 

As the media reflected the propaganda against South Africa (Document CSADF/DOB/511/2/1/4 

dated 2 February 1987) and the news could affect the image of the SADF, the media had to be 

"managed" and monitored. 

It was not only the Directorate of Public Relations which was responsible for the monitoring of daily 

publications, but also the various commanding officers of staff and support sections. They were to 

report back to the Chief of the Defence Force with regard to negative coverage in dailies, weeklies, 

Sunday newspapers, radio and television and concerning anything that could bring about negative 

publicity. 

The ideal situation would have been to have all media monitored by senior commanding officers on 

a daily basis. Pro-active planning was also required to "defuse" and prevent coverage of negative 

incidents. 

Clippings of negative reports with draft answers to inquiries and readers' letters, had to be sent to 

the Chief of the Defence Force, with copies sent to the Directorate of Public Relations. All those 

involved had to contact the Directorate to propose a plan of action to rectify media impressions. The 

Media Liaison section would then forward this directly to the media. 

As far as the alternative media were concerned, monitoring would be done by Military Intelligence 

which would look at the legal implications of certain kinds of reporting and which would point out 

negative reporting to the Directorate of Public Relations. The Defence Act 44 of 1957, Media 

Regulations and the Media Council's code of conduct were taken into account. Infringements were 

reported through command channels and in consultation with the Directorate of Public Relations to 

the legal department of the SADF (Adjutant General) or to the Media Monitoring Work Group. 

Even the most trivial incidents were monitored. 

Col Lauw furthermore supplied information with regard to media liaison and the conflict in South

west Africa/Namibia and Southern Angola. Commandant Bill Murray dealt with the media in 
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Windhoek on an ad hoc basis after the Angolan civil war on behalf of the commanding officer of 

South-West Africa Command. After General Jannie Geldenhuys became chief of the Defence Force, 

he appointed an official press liaison officer in Windhoek in September 1977, namely Captain John 

Rolt of the Directorate of Public Relations. He remained there as a permanent liaison officer for the 

region. In 1978 Major Marius Kleynhans was appointed to the position, with Captain Rolt as his 

assistant. 

Captain Rolt was transferred to Oshakati in Ovamboland in November 1978 to handle the media in 2 

Military Territory. 

In December 1978 Captain Zorrow Kariko, a Herera member of the Directorate of Public Relations, 

took over this job until the force disbanded. He had been assisted by Lt Commander Andre Brink, 

then Commandant Bill Murray and Major Jeff Hill and, eventually, Commandant Fanie Krige. (Col 

Louw obtained these facts from an interview with Commandant Z.D. Kariko, November 1989). 

The authorities consistently prevented journalists from visiting certain areas. A permit system and 

accreditation were never enforced, however. 

Col Louw referred to an editorial in the Pretoria News after the election for independence in 

November 1989 as saying that peace had returned to Southern Africa and specifically South Africa 

(Pretoria News, 1989-11-17: "Matters military"): 

"The 'war' in Namibia is over. The battle for peace has already begun." 

South Africa suddenly lost its main external threat. For the first time in two decades no South African 

forces were deployed outside South Africa. 

The "border war" which had become a way of life to South Africans was over after 23 years. The 

Cape Times (1989-11-22: "On Parade - Simplistic to ask who won the war for Namibia"), for 

instance, questioned whether either side had prevailed militarily. The SADF insisted that it had won. 

This had made it possible to have a free and fair election (Die Transvaler, 1989-11-20 : "SA 

Weermag het bosoorlog gewen", Die Transvaler, 1989-11-21: editorial "Ereskuld", and The Citizen, 

1989-11-21: editorial "Proud of you"). 

It was reported in Business Day (1989-07-27): "Castro explains why Angola lost battle against the 

SADF". 

The Minister of Defence, Gen Magnus Malan, was quoted in Beeld (1989-12-4): "Uithou in Namibie 

was moeite werd", as saying that this was "'n oorwinning vir gematigdheid, realisme en die 

demokrasie." 
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This signalled the end of the attempts by the Directorate of Public Relations to explain and justify the 

role of the SADF, which had been so severely criticised over the years, especially by the English

language and alternative press. 

Examples were as follows: The Pretoria News, 21 December 1983, editorial: "It's our war too"; The 

Star, 20 December 1983 : "The Secret war"; The Star, 5 January 1987, editorial: "The hidden 

enemy", Weekly Mail, 8 April 1987 : "Those Rambo surgeons, who too often strike at innocents"; 

Business Day, 18 February 1988, editorial: "Deceived - again"; Business Day, 7 June 1988, 

editorial: "War clouds in Angola"; Bee/d, 12 July 1988, reader's letter: "Is Suid-Afrika regtig so 

sterk?"; and The Star, 13 July 1988 : "Govt lying to public about Angola - Slabbert"). 

Organisations such as the End Conscription Campaign (ECC) also used the anti-government press 

to object to conscription and the SADF operations in general and to harm its credibility. 

As far as the SADF's involvement in south-western Angola in defence of Unita was concerned, there 

was a genuine fear that should Unita be beaten, south-western Angola north of the Kavango and 

western Caprivi would be helpless before a Swapo onslaught. Unita's traditional enemy, Fapla, 

supported by Cubans and Russians, was feared to constitute a threat to SWA/Namibia. 

The SWA Regional Force which had come into being on 1 August 1980 under the control of the 

Administrator-General, was disbanded in May 1989. 

The SADF did not deny involvement in Angola. The media had briefing sessions but were requested 

not to divulge facts. Certain information was supplied to military correspondents. Senior members of 

the media were briefed at an NPU/SADF meeting on 24 March 1988 (Document CSADF/

DOB/511/2/1/1 dated 25 March 1988 : "Suggested plan of action for the release of information about 

the situation in South East Angola"). 

In May 1988 negotiations commenced between South Africa, Angola and Cuba in London which led 

to the settlement plan around UN Resolution 435, eventually resulting in the election. The last South 

African forces were withdrawn from Namibia on 16 November 1989. 

According to Brigadier Cyrus Smith, one of the official spokespersons of the SADF, they bowed to 

political decisions and adhered to decisions not to supply information. (Smith, Brigadier Cyrus : 

Interview with Col Riaan Lauw, October 1989). 

10.5 THE MEDIA 

10.5.1 Effects of the Emergency Regulations 
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The media complained bitterly and vociferously. There were manifold examples, but a selection will 

have to suffice. 

The emergency clampdown was severe, as Merrett (1994: 114) stated: 

"On 12 June 1986, Grassroots and New Nation were raided; the Weekly Mail and Sowetan of 

Friday, 13 June were seized from news vendors, after attempted seizure of the former at the 

printers; and on 14 June, Sunday Tribune and City Press were visited by police. All anti

apartheid newspapers were in disarray.• 

Newspapers had black lines to indicate censored articles. Blank spaces appeared in newspapers 

such as Sowetan, l/anga, Weekly Mail and The Star. Then the blanks and lines were also prohibited. 

The emergency regulations also made it possible to place censors at newspaper offices, but this 

was not done. 

Slabbert (1989: 129, 130) pointed out: 

"The manner in which the State of Emergency was implemented and incidents of unrest, mob 

violence and massive funerals made South Africa prime time viewing on most of the television 

stations of the world. As a news item, South Africa was rated one of the ten most popular 

news items of 1985 and 1986, according to the World Press Review. The state soon put a 

stop to this by forbidding entry into townships to (particularly foreign) television crews and 

laying down stringent conditions for reportage on unrest. It set up its own unrest information 

liaison structure which carefully monitored news on the events of every day." 

The strategy worked. In foreign newspapers South Africa stopped being front-page or even editorial 

material and a delusion of control and normality prevailed. 

The Sunday Times (1986-06-15: 28), under the heading "Censorship", told its readers: 

"This issue of the Sunday Times does not contain all the information we would have wished to 

publish ... The news, comment and photographs you are reading in this paper today have been 

filtered through a definition of subversion that is so wide ... We protest against these 

restrictions but - within a reasonable reading of an unreasonable law - the Sunday Times will 

give its readers as much information as possible." 

The Sowetan (1986-07-02: 4) said "no comment" under the "Comment" column, stating that the 

facts spoke for themselves. The "clampdown" was 21 days old and the following had taken place: 
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"In the House of Assembly ... Mrs Helen Suzman ... listed about 1 800 detainees .. . a newspaper 

editor, journalists, scholars, teachers, clergymen, political activists, lawyers, doctors and trade 

unionists." 

In addition, the media had not been able to publish unrest information, except that supplied by the 

Bureau for Information and four journalists had been "ordered out of South Africa". Meanwhile, 

eleven blasts had rocked Johannesburg, Durban and Queenstown and there was considerable 

labour unrest with 183 trade union leaders and 740 workers detained, and "many union officials and 

leaders hiding to escape detention" (The Sowetan, 1986-07-02: 4) . 

By September Die Vaderland (1986-09-16: 5) reported that an Omnichek survey undertaken by 

Research Surveys had shown that only 46% Afrikaans-speaking and 37% English-speaking people 

thought that an early election was ne.cessary ("Minder as die helfte wil stembus toe"). This inferred 

that the majority of the voters actually supported the government's actions and policy. 

Lacob (1986: 13) pointed out in an article titled "South Africa: battling the ban" that although the 

South African authorities had succeeded in causing "scenes of violent confrontations between 

young blacks and South African military and police" to disappear from television screens in the USA 

and "dramatic" material to slow "to a trickle" in newspapers and magazines, they had not succeeded 

in dampening international interest: 

"South Africa still receives substantially more coverage in the United States than almost any 

other international story. 

"That the story is still getting out owes much to the ingenuity of South African-based journalists." 

The government negotiated with the Newspaper Press Union (NPU) which represented the four 

major newspaper groups and comprised the NPU and Conference of Editors, with the intention of 

applying more discipline to the press. So in November and December of 1986 newspaper 

executives, the Minister of Constitutional Development, Chris Heunis, and the co-chairs of the Media 

Council held meetings which were (Ruth Tomaselli, 1987: 21) 

"a two-pronged attempt to force the media into a more subservient role ... a 'pepped-up' Media 

Council. .. (had) to control the 'commercial press', particularly the mainstream English-language 

newspapers." 

The government, with a view to isolating the alternative press, offered to exempt the NPU 

newspapers from new restrictions if they submitted to stricter censorship under the South African 

Media Council. The papers which did not fall under the NPU, in other words, the alternative press, 

would be subject to stricter regulations .. The NPU refused the exemption offer on 9 December 1986 
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as it felt that all newspapers had to be treated equally. The State President then issued 

Proclamation R.224 in the Government Gazette 10541 dated 11 December 1986 (SAR RS, 1987 /88: 

813). (See Appendix F). It provides, inter alia, that · 

"2. (1) Subject to subregulation (2) no journalist, news reporter, news commentator, news 

correspondent, newspaper or magazine photographer, operator of any television or other 

camera or of any television, sound, film, or other recording equipment, person carrying or 

assisting in the conveyance or operation of such camera or equipment, or other person 

covering events for the purpose of gathering newsmaterial for the distribution or publication 

thereof in the Republic or elsewhere, shall, without the prior consent of the Commissioner or 

of any member of a security force who serves as a commissioned officer in that force, be on 

the scene, or at a place within sight, of any unrest, restricted gathering or security action." 

Dominique Gilbert of Business Day (1986-12-11 : 1) remarked that the press had rejected the "govt's 

secret censor deal" and announced: 

"Government will today go ahead with sweeping new media curbs after the National 

Newspaper Union (NPU) (sic) rejected its attempted secret deal aimed at gagging the 

alternative Press ... Government officials have confirmed that a total black-out on unrest 

reporting , except for statements cleared officially, will be imposed today on the media in terms 

of the revised media regulations ... The Southern African Society of Journalists' council 

slammed the media curbs as 'pre-publication censorship and the final resort of the world's 

worst dictatorships'." 

The then editor of the Cape Times (1986-12-11: 1 ), Tony Heard, remarked that 

"the South African government is embarking on the final road to a police state ... Pretoria has 

worked itself into a lather of nervousness over African National Congress seasonal 

intentions ... the government, threatened by self-induced sanctions and unrest, has decided to 

cross its real Rubicon and extinguish free expression .. .The only uplifting thought is that the 

nervous men with tidy minds in Pretoria who dare launch this outrageous onslaught against 

their fellow South Africans are as temporary and fallible as other mortals. Their militaristic rule 

will pass away." 

Times Media Limited (TML), formerly SA Associated Newspapers (SAAN), dismissed Tony Heard, 

the editor of the Cape Times, in August 1987. The reason given was that "after 16 years as editor, it 
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was felt that the time had come for a successor to be appointed". He had always been a vociferous 

critic of the goverment and allegedly supported the ANC. In November 1985 he had been 

courageous or reckless enough to publish an interview with the President of the ANC, Oliver Tambo 

(SARRS, 1987/88: 813), 

"which resulted in charges being brought against the Cape Times." 

His dismissal in 1987 was criticised by media organisations and Pat Sidley, president of the 

Southern African Society of Journalists (SASJ), confirmed that there had been "incidents around the 

Cape Times" for some years, which included the prosecution and detention of various reporters of 

the newspaper (SARRS, 1987/88: 813). 

The new editor, JC (Koos) Viviers, was the former editor-in-chief of Eastern Province Newspapers, a 

subdivision of TML which published tlie Eastern Province Herald, Evening Post and Weekend Post 

(SARRS, 1987/88: 813). He was not unfamiliar with persecution as he and two reporters, Jo-Ann 

Bekker and Debbie March, had been charged under Section 27(b) of the Police Act of 1958 for 

being involved (SARRS, 1987/88) 

"in publishing statements in relation to police action in Cradock during February 1985, without 

reasonable grounds for believing them to be true." 

The Afrikaans papers also voiced criticism, e.g. Gert Kotze of Die Vader/and (1986-12-17: 14): 

"Waarom is dit dan so dat nuwe probleme n6u uitslaan, terwyl die Buro van lnligting in sy 

daaglikse verslae oar die veiligheidstoestand die indruk laat posvat het sake is onder beheer? 

'n Paar keer is trouens duidelik gese statistiek bewys die noodmaatreels het 'n positiewe 

uitwerking op gebeurtenisse in die swart woongebiede. En toe kom die groat omwenteling 

skielik." 

Kotze also said that it was a matter for concern that the ANC seemed, judging from documents 

which the State President possessed, "springlewendig en vol gesofistikeerde planne". The security 

police could not enforce law and order forever. Nor could the disease be cured by simply treating the 

symptoms. An alternative had to be found . 

Die Burger(1986-12-18: 11) reported that Sir Geoffrey Howe, British Foreign Minister, had said that 

the new media curbs would widen the gulf between communities and reduce the possibility of a 

peaceful solution. Bill Hayden, Australian Foreign Minister, also condemned the curbs as they 

concealed black resistance to apartheid . 

Post Natal (1986-12-20: 12) alleged that the curbs merely created 
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"an illusion of peace and tranquillity ... (and) a false sense of security ... ignorance and 

uncertainty." 

Barry Streek of the Cape Times ( 1986-12-20: 3) reported: 

"Pressure against the emergency restrictions, particularly those on the press, mounted 

yesterday as the 12 European Economic Community nations delivered a strong protest to 

Pretoria, and the SAAN and Argus newspaper groups announced they were to challenge the 

regulations in court. n 

The Interdepartmental Press Liaison Centre (IPLC) was a thorn in the flesh of the media, many of 

which displayed outright defiance. Thelma Tuch of Business Day (1986-12-23: 5) reported: 

"Following legal advice, many newspapers have gone ahead and published certain articles 

which government censors staffing the Interdepartmental Press Liaison Centre (IPLC) have 

refused to authorise." 

She mentioned examples such as the detention of New Nation editor, Zwelakhe Sisulu, and the 

Soweto residents' "Christmas against the Emergency" campaign and added: 

"The proclamation of liaising with the IPLC is arduous and largely unsuccessful." 

A grim Christmas lay ahead. Dr Willem Nicol wrote in "Godsdiens-aktueel" in Bee/d (1986-12-23: 8) 

that a Christian needed to start the day with the Bible and the newspaper. The fonner filled one with 

the peace of God and the newspaper helped you to see how you could achieve this. He said: 

"Die Regering het seker sy moeilikheid met moedswillige massamedia, maar nou is die 

probleem dat die burgers grotendeels in die duister gelaat word oar die hartklop van Suid

Afrika. As die ANC se steun byvoorbeeld al magtiger sou word, of as die regering die stryd op 

'n wyse sou voer wat die Kommunisme op die lang duur bevoordeel, sal die burgers dit 
-

nouliks kan vasstel. Gaan blankes nie nou swakker ingelig wees as swartes oar wat werklik 

aangaan nie? Hoe sinryk kan verkiesings nou nag wees as die regerende party die 

beslissende inligting self kan manipuleer?" 

This was harsh comment from an Afrikaans establishment predikant and by implication from 

Nasionale Pers. 

The Lea.der (1986-12-10: 6), which called itself a "rare independent Black-owned weekly", had come 

to the conclusion. that it was very difficult to operate under the emergency without becoming its own 
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censor. It called for a "strong stand" from the Newspaper Press Union and the Media Council and 

said that the Press would no longer be made "scapegoats" if apartheid were dismantled. 

Stoffel van der Merwe, Deputy Minister of Information, explained that it was necessary to "deprive" 

the ANC (SARRS, 1987/88: 819) 

"of the kind of publicity that assisted them to spread their message of violence and Marxism." 

The Weekly Mail (1987-12-17: 49) published 'a long list of 100 "media workers" under the heading 

"Defend Our Right to Know". It was reported to be sponsored by the South African Catholic Bishops 

Conference, the South African Council of Churches, the United Democratic Front, the Congress of 

South African Trade Unions, the Release Mandela Campaign, the South African Council on Sport 

and the Association of Democratic Journalists. Thirty-three media organisations were involved, 11 

leading citizens, 10 other organisations and 11 sport organisations. 

The year 1987 ended with even poorer prospects and Linda Ensor wrote in Business Day (1987-12-

21 : 5) that 

"an air of trepidation and gloom greets the coming of the New Year and the new attacks it 

might bring against the Press in SA." 

In March 1988 the alternative newspaper, New Nation, was the first to be closed temporarily and six 

other publications were threatened. Security police seized material. 

By the end of 1988 The Argus (1988-11-25: 8) was talking of a "Press freedom crisis for SA" and 

said: 

"Successive waves of censorship in the last three years have dulled the senses of 

readers .. . Amended regulations forbid newspapers even to tell their readers what has been 

censored ." 

On 19 October 1989 National Press Day was commemorated as usual. This was the date of the 

banning in 1977 of the newspapers World and Weekend World. Journalism organisations appealed 

to the government to repeal restrictive media regulations, the state of emergency and all apartheid 

laws. The South African Media Council expressed the hope at the end of 1989 that the new 

president, FW de Klerk, would lift restrictions on the media and in the same month journalists 

marched to the Department of Home Affairs with a pe.tition demanding the lifting of media 

restrictions. De Klerk promised to pay the matter urgent attention (SARRS, 1989/90: 233). 
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10.5.2 The Stars Centennial Conference (1987) 

The Star held its centennial conference from 7 to 9October1987. The government was called upon 

to justify its severe restrictions on the media. 

Stoffel van der Merwe (Tyson (Ed.), 1987: 47), then Deputy Minister of Constitutional Development 

and Planning, stated the government's case and said that 

"on the subject of the public's right to know, when one deals with a situation as emotive as 

that in South Africa, for a variety of reasons, when there are elements on all sides of 

'promotive' journalism rather than 'reportive' journalism, then the public's right to know very 

often becomes indistinguishable from the public's right to be indoctrinated." 

Rex Gibson (Tyson (Ed.), 1987: 57), then Deputy Editor of The Star, remarked that during the period 

of the states of emergency, press control was such that 

"We are ... barred from publishing anything that someone else may regard as enhancing the 

image of a banned organisation." 

Stoffel van der Merwe (Tyson (Ed.), 1987: 73) admitted: 

"What we want to stifle - and I say that unashamedly - is revolutionary propaganda." 

In his address on Securfty vs Information, Stoffel Botha (Tyson (Ed.), 1987: 136), Minister of Home 

Affairs and Communications, presented the following justification: 

"In South Africa's situation we have to deal with a deliberate attempt by declared aggressors 

to overthrow the present system, including the government, by violent means. 

"In this country freedom in general, and press freedom in particular, must be looked at in the 

context of an attempted revolution by such violent organisations as the ANC and its mentor, 

the South African Communist Party. When the leaders of these organisations themselves 

blatantly admit that they collaborate with the mass media to further their violent struggle for 

the takeover of South Africa, it should be clear to everyone that the role of sections of the 

local and the international press in this revolutionary proclamation is no flight of the 

imagination on the part of the government. 

"The editor of the official publication of one of these revolutionary movements has said: 'The 

one who is wielding the gun is playing the same role as the one who is holding the pen.' 
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"My government will not allow the South African press to be used to such extent that it fosters 

chaos, murder, confusion and revolt in South Africa." 

Botha also claimed that there had, since 1'985, been a "sustained propaganda campaign" against 

the government (Tyson (Ed.), 1987: 144). 

Katharine Graham (Engelbrecht, 1989: 65), publisher of the Washington Post, pointed out at the 

conference that: 

"The (South African) government has changed the political reality and put journalists on a 

shorter leash. Nonetheless, our reporters have managed to report what is taking place. Bill 

Claiborne, The Post's correspondent, here says he cannot think of an instance so far in which 

a major news story with a compelling need to be told, has been denied to our readers 

because he felt he could not file it. 

"True, he and Spencer Reiss of Newsweek have not had access to every scene of violence, 

nor have they been able to write as descriptively or graphically as the story deserved, but the 

basic news itself has come through." 

Graham's statement reiterated the fact that the truth cannot be totally suppressed. 

Prof Johannes Grosskopf (The Star, 1987-10-09: 15), then head of the Departement of Journalism 

at the University of Stellenbosch, pointed out that the government was insecure when he spoke on 

"Conflict and the Press". The government had the right to have military secrets, he admitted, but it 

still concealed the fact from its own people that the country was involved in a war. The Sunday 

Telegraph of London had reported on an incursion into Angola, which was only confirmed a week 

later by the South African government. He said: 

"Our Defence Act in effect bans all reporting on military matters except in specific cases 

sanctioned by the military establishment...The more power a government has, the easier it 

can enforce its own will to keep something secret. Lesser mortals can then only wonder 

whether it is indeed national security or only the ruling party's political interests that would be 

endangered." 

Although the Minister of Home Affairs and Communications, Stoffel Botha, had told the audience at 

the conference that there was a cordial relationship between government and press, Colin Adcock, 

managing director of Toyota (Sunday Star, 1989-03-26: 13) 
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"expressed the thoughts of many when he said ... that his impression was that the relationship 

between Government and the media was anything but cordial." 

10.5.3 The South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) 

It was common knowledge that the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) was a pro

government and government-controlled institution. When Stoffel van der Merwe became Minister of 

Information, (which included broadcasting services and the film industry) in the office of the State 

President, this meant that he controlled whatever was featured by the SABC. 

A letter by "Worried Parent" in the Sunday Tribune (1986-01-05: 11) mentioned that Professor John 

van Zyl had said in his book "Total Onslaught - the SA Press under Attack" (sic) that the SABC's 

"radio news bulletins 'give a weird picture of South Africa as a badly misunderstood and 

. wrongly persecuted little country that is a bastion of Christian democracy. They report nothing 

that denigrates or tarnishes the SA image and emphasise any news, however trivial, that 

enhances Nationalist policies'." 

The SABC was reported by The Argus (1986-12-08: 5) and The Star (1986-12-08: 3) to have 

banned four of David Kramer's songs about District Six because they were political. 

The .then Director-General of the SABC, Riaan Eksteen (The Citizen, 1987-09-04: 5), stated at the 

South African Com'munication Association's annual congress in Johann~sburg that the · 

"corporation had identified for itself an 'unmistakable' anti-revolutionary role ... The SABC 

would continue to oppose negotiations with leaders who support violence ... Asked what 

instructions were issued to the SABC's 'gatekeepers' or news selectors, Mr Eksteen said, 'The 

only instruction comes from me and and that is to do it on news value as it comes to them.'" 

The Pretoria News (1987-12-23: 10) echoed general opinion when it alleged: 

"The Government has already subverted the SABC into an obedient servant of political 

masters, so newspapers are the last source of real information left to a public which grows 

increasingly ignorant of what is happening, both physically and politically, in circles which find 

this government's philosophy repugnant." 
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10.5.4 Foreign Journalists 

In June 1986, when the first of three states of emergency were declared, all newspapers had to 

submit lists of employees with foreign citizenship (Tomaselli & Lauw, 1991: 84): 

"Expulsion orders were subsequently served on some foreign riews personnel.• 

The Foreign Correspondents' Association · regarded the South African emergency censorship as the 

worst in the world. Journalists were involved in the conflict because they were detained. They were 

also attacked. There was an increasing (Merrett, 1994: 115) 

"tendency to subpoena journalists to appear before magistrates to disclose sources of 

stories." 

Foreign journalists were called in by the Bureau for Information to discuss the "problems" of "biased 

reporting". The implications were intimidation. Tomaselli and Lauw (1991 : 84) quoted A. Tortia's 

remark in The Journalist of August 1986, page 2, who said 

"when you are called in by a govern~ent official it's an intimidatory gesture. It's an attempt by 

the government to control what is being written ." 

Miriam Lacob (1986: 14-15), formerly a journalist in South Africa and editor of the newsletter of the 

Committee to Protect Journalists, remarked: 

"A new source of concern is that the authorities will attempt to limit international coverage by 
. . 

cutting back on the number of foreign journalists allowed in the country. So far, two reporters 

(including Newsweek's Ray Wilkinson) have been expelled in the past year and one was 

denied his accreditation. Those applying for visas find that the proclamation, usually 

excruciatingly slow, appears to have almost ground to a halt...Fears are widespread that 

authorities will not renew visas and work permits for foreign journalists whose reporting they 

dislike .. . Many foreign news organizations employ local journalists and technicians who do not 

need visas or work permits ... So far, authorities have not prohibited this, but local 

correspondents say they fear a crackdown may be imminent." 

In fact, Stoffel Botha admitted that between 1July1986 and 31 May 1987 (SARRS, 1987/88: 838) 

"a total of 238 foreign journalists had been refused new or renewed visas for South Africa." 

David Steward of the Bureau for Information (SARRS, 1987/88: 840) maintained that 
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"the foreign media had seriously undermined international, political and financial confidence in 

South Africa." 

Pik Botha (SARRS, 1988/89: 551), Minister of Foreign Affairs, told the Foreign Correspondents' 

Association that The Weekly Mail was one of the most "vicious" newspapers in South Africa and that 

it contributed to more violence in the country. His intention was to warn them not to lend out their 

ears to anti-South African propaganda. 

George Claassen, then lecturer in the Department of Journalism and Broadcast Journalism at the 

Technikon Pretoria, undertook a study on "The Perception of South Africa as Reflected in the Media 

of the U.S.A." which was published as one of a bulletin series in 1992. He concentrated on the "elite 

newspapers" such as The New York Times, The Washington Post, Miami Herald, Chicago Tribune 

and The Los Angeles Times and on the four main national television networks, NBC, CBS, ABC and 

CNN, the regional television stations of Madison, Wisconsin (where he was based), and some local 

radio stations. 

Claassen ( 1992: 8) said with regard to the foreign press corps working inside South Africa that they 

were 

"most of the time fairly free to move around in black townships before the state of emergency 

was announced. It was here that the horrific visual material of necklacing and black-on-black 

violence they sent home began making headlines in the US, Europe and other countries. 

These visuals helped the cause of the anti-South African lobby more than anything else to 

bring about a stringent sanctions policy against the country. The terrible violence beamed 

across to US television networks by foreign news crews in South Africa began setting the 

agenda of the news." 

Claassen (1992: 13, 14) pointed out that, as a result of the stringent regulations and blanket ban 

during the emergency years, South Africa shifted "from limelight to backstage" as its news value 

"dwindled". This was due to the news black-out, the arrest of journalists and the self-censorship of 

foreign media who were "setting up their own gates about reports from and on South Africa". 

Claassen (1992: 17) concluded: 

"Before the state of emergency was instituted, the U.S. media reported widely on South 

Africa. The number of reports dwindled radically after 20 July 1985 and even more after the 

first set of regulations against the media were introduced in November 1985 and later 

extended to the printed press in June 1986 ... (the) usage of the media to their own advantage, 
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kept South Africa on the American news agendas during 1984 and 1985. When the cameras 

disappeared after the institution of a state of emergency, the rioters' only means of telling the 

world about their plight, also disappeared. And South Africa dropped as a news item on 

American news agenda just as quickly from the top to near non-existence, at least until the 

state of emergency was lifted by President de Klerk in February 1990." 

10.5.5 The ANC Press 

The United Democratic Front (UDF) was not a monolithic organisation but a front consisting of about 

600 organisations. In the absence of ANC power and opposition in South Africa, the UDF was the 

front which succeeded in mobilising mass opposition to the tricameral parliament and constitution 

and which emphasised the relevance of black participation. 

The ANC was understandably dismayed when it drew the ire of the South African government. In 

the November 1986 issue of Sechaba the editorial on p 1 quoted from the London Guardian of 10 

October: 

"The South African government yesterday declared the anti-apartheid United Democratic 

Front an 'affected organisation' thus forbidding it from receiving foreign money and striking a 

blow at its outspoken adversary ... the Affected Organisations Act was passed in the early 

1970s to enable the government to take action against 'un-South African' organisations which 

are largely funded from overseas. Several government ministers have charged that the UDF 

is a front for the outlawed ANC." 

In the January 1987 issue the p 1 editorial dealt with the fact that the ANC was 75 years old, but 

"younger than ever". On p 3 the ANC claimed that it, 

"while struggling to solve the national question, did not neglect or overlook its international 

responsibilities. This is the essence of the ANC's internationalism: its far-sightedness. Today 

the ANC is making preparations for the final onslaught of the citadel of racism, colonialism 

and imperialism." 

At this time, Pretoria's security network was formidable and the ANC was much concerned with the 

National Security Management System (NSMS) of the "racist regime", calling it 

"a structure that exists in parallel to the traditional state structures of the racist regime ... " 
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In the January 1987 edition, p 31, under "Pretoria Tells Lies, Unchallenged", Allan Boesak was 

reported to have said to the British press: 

"In a situation where we do not even have the opportunity to protest peacefully any more, we 

have to depend on the willingness of those working for the Press to try to continue to tell the 

story of South Africa's struggling people. You can't do that if you don't go to extraordinary 

lengths to find out what is happening, what are the human realities behind the cold figures 

that you get from the Bureau of Information, which almost always have to be lies because 

that's the reason why we have a Bureau of Information, that is the reason why journalists are 

not allowed to go into the areas, and that is the reason for the restrictions on the Press - so 

that the South African government can lie, unchallenged, about what is happening to our 

people .... We have a civil war, in which our people are systematically eliminated. Yet so many 

of the people who write in the Western Press are so easily impressed with what the South 

African government does ... all Black newspapers belong to White companies ... Many or all 

foreign journalists in South Africa are White. Many of them are very fine journalists. The 

problem is that in that situation where it is so difficult for White people to even enter Black 

townships, how are they reporting?" 

Sechaba ( 1987-04-05: 1) predicted that the democratic forces would, despite the efforts of the SADF 

generals and the so-called left wing, succeed in "smashing the white laager": 

"The news media. .. engages in a great speculating game of who is verkrampt and who is 

verlig ... But this time, to the shock and dismay of Pieter Botha, it is the Blacks who are really 

voting in genuine elections of democracy over fascism. It is the liberation movement, led by 

the ANC, who are voting in strikes by their trade unions, rent boycotts, school boycotts, in 

their civic associations, street committees and in other forms of struggle. It is the democratic 

movement which is determining the mood, the direction and the final outcome of the real 

political contest between the oppressor and the oppressed. What then is one to make of the 

baloohuhaa about Dennis Worrall, the Stellenbosch academics, the restive Afrikaner business 

people and the declaration that Afrikanerdom has got a left wing? Is the long-predicted 

cracking of Afrikanerdom and the laager in general finally taking place? ... We and we alone, 

the democratic forces, are the only force which can smash the White laager of apartheid." 

In the same edition (Sechaba, 1987-04-05: 7), Tony Holiday criticised the South African legal press 

for its self-censorship and bias and its submission to legislation. The regulations promulgated on 11 
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December had succeeded in forcing all sections of the media to seek ministerial permission before 

reporting on unrest anywhere in the country. 

He added that newspapers were even forbidden to leave blank spaces on their pages to indicate 

that a report had been censored. Then this was followed on 19 December by orders issued under 

the emergency by Major-General CA Swart, divisional commissioner of police for the Western Cape, 

banning activities which could encourage support for the release of detainees, the unbanning o~ the 

ANC or any other banned organisation or the withdrawal of troops or police from any area. Holiday 

remarked that 

"the very fact that they have been imposed means that the legal opposition press, as White 

liberalism conceived of it, will never be the same again. From now on the barons of the 

Newspaper Press Union and the ·shadowy giants that lurk behind them in the form of the 

mining house and banking conglomerates, will be aware that what was done to the media 

before can be done again; that the rightest political forces they once sought to control, or at 

least keep in check, have outgrown them ... lnevitably and even if the emergency is lifted 

before this article is published, what has happened is that the legal press will practise a 

degree of self-censorship undreamed of even a few years ago ... Given the powers the army 

and police already possess, it is hard to see how further ravaging of the right to free 

expression could assist the regime ... They have everything to do with masking the genocidal 

acts whereby Botha and his henchmen - particularly the Defence Minister, Magnus Malan, 

and the Police Commissioner and former head of the Security Police, Johann Coetzee, - hope 

to crush further resistance to apartheid ... " 

On p 8 Holiday remarked that the NPU had been reduced to censoring itself and he asked: 

"Must the silence of the liberal and semi-liberal press mean that no dissenting media is to 

exist in our country: that South Africans are to be deprived of all objective reportage, 

comment and analysis? ... Battles with the authorities have always been a feature of the life of 

the South African press ... the racism of most white South Africans was whipped up further by 

National Party mouthpieces like Die Burger and Die Transvaler and by radio and television 

controlled by the regime. It is also true that many journalists and editors on opposition 

newspapers bravely resisted and continue to resist these tendencies." 

The clamps on the Press were set out on p 9 of the same issue of Sechaba as: 
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"No pictures or drawings of unrest, stikes and boycotts; 

No pictures or drawings of the conduct of security forces in the maintenance of public order; 

Detention without a warrant for 14 days is legal. This period can be renewed by the Minister of 

Law and order; 

Detainees may be held incommunicado; 

Detainees may be subjected to dietary or corporal punishment by prison officers or a 

magistrate; 

No publication of the names of detainees without official permission; 

The Minister of Law and Order may ban newspapers; 

Fines of R20 000 or 10 years for infringement of the clamps; 

The courts may not challenge any of the clamps; 

Journalists may be banned from any area; 

News reports on the conduct of the security forces may be banned; 

Dissemination or publication of a wide range of activities defined as 'subversive' may be 

banned." 

On p 10 it was said that the South African regime had, by undermining press freedom to such an 

extent, 

"also undermined the credibility of all legalised media in South Africa, not least its own 

mouthpieces, the Afrikaans press and the South African Broadcasting Corporation. People 

are rapidly ceasing to believe what they read in the legal newspapers, hear on the radio or 

see on television, especially when it relates to politics, the economy, foreign affairs, 'unrest' in 

the townships and rural areas and the operations of Umkhonto we Sizwe. The regime itself 

has told them that it can no longer afford to let them hear, read or see anything other than its 

own version of events." 
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The ANC decided to step up the volume of its news-sheets, "whispering campaigns and calls to 

action", and its "agitational work" and to make videos of "visual instruction in arms-making and 

street-fighting techniques". 

In the September 1987 issue, an editorial on p 1 discussed the meeting in Dakar between a group of 

South Africans and the ANC, saying that this had 

"revealed the Whites' ignorance, brainwashing and sense of guilt and fear for the future. The 

Whites are afraid of the coming revolution, they are afraid of the Blacks, whom they don't 

know. They are vulnerable to right-wing pressure, and insulated by apartheid from 

progressive measures." 

In Volume 22 no 8 of August 1988, Alex Mashinini reported that Joe Slovo had said in an interview 

given to the UK Observer of 2 March 1967 (sic): 

"I believe that the transition in South Africa is going to come through negotiations. In fact, I 

venture to guess that within six months of mandatory international sanctions being introduced, 

Botha or his successor will be sitting around the table." 

On the front page of Sechaba of November 1989, vol 23 No 11, p 1, was the call "Let them unban 

the ANC". 

The December issue (vol 23, No 12, p 1) urged the continuation of the struggle in "Press on to 

Victory": 

"In Namibia, SWAPO has gained a majority, in spite of the intimidation and the electoral tricks 

of the Pretoria regime ... We know De Klerk is trying to defuse our struggle, and that these 

absurd little 'reforms' can never get anywhere near solving the problems of our country. Our 

people are struggling now for real democracy, for one person one vote and will not be content 

with anything less than political power. However, the very fact that De Klerk finds it necessary 

to make these gestures and so risk alienating the White right wing, shows he is acting under 

great pressure .. .from the liberation movement." 

Any relaxation or compromise on the part of the National Party government, was interpreted as 

another chink in the armour that was cracking. 

10.5.6 The Progressive/Alternative Press 

(See Chapter 3, paragraph 3.6.) 
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Harvey Tyson (1993: 325, 326), former editor of The Star, maintained that the Rand Daily Mail which 

closed in 1983 had set the pace of anti-apartheid protest as opposed to the lower toned general 

liberal press, so that when it closed, this caused a vacuum which the alternative press filled. 

There was "a rush", he said, led by the Weekly Mail and New Nation. Work in Progress, a "platform 

for labour issues", had existed since 1980. Saamstaan was "a co-operative community effort" 

created in 1983 in the southern Cape. Two journalists of the defunct Rand Daily Mail and Sunday 

Express, Anton Harber and Irwin Manoim, founded Weekly Mail, which became a big thorn in the 

flesh of the government. . 

Vf}'e Weekblad was founded in 1988. It appeared in Afrikaans and the editor was Max du Preez, an 

Afrikaner who seriously challenged Afrikanerdom and the bureaucracy. His dissident views were 

akin to betrayal of his kind and so the newspaper was the target of much persecution from the 

establishment. Du Preez (Tyson, 1993: 336) admitted: 

"We are more subversive in the eyes of the SA government than any other newspaper, 

because we come from where they come." 

In June 1989 the Johannesburg magistrate's court found Vf}'e Weekblad guilty of contravening the 

Internal Security Act 44 of 1950 as amended in 1982, as it had published the views expressed by 

banned SACP secretary-general Joe Slovo at a conference held in Leverkusen, Germany. Du 

Preez, was given a suspended sentence of six months and the publisher fined R1 000 (SARRS, 

1989/90: 173). 

By 1989 it had exposed a number of corruption scandals and had written extensively about the dirty 

tricks of the Civil· Cooperation Bureau (CCB). Vf}'e Weekblad had found a so-called "deep throat" 

who revealed all. In its four years' existence, the newspaper was subjected to 47 prosecutions, and 

was eventually forced to close down after losing a lengthy libel suit brought against it by a former 

police general, .Lothar Neethling (Tyson, 1993: 327). 

South was founded by three reporters of The Argus in Cape Town in 1967 but did not last long 

(Merrett, 1995: 126). Grassroots was also small but it reached a wide readership (Tyson, 1993: 

327). 

The state response to the progressive/alternative press was, Tomaselli and Louw (1991 : 175) 

maintained, 

"based on the assumption that the press causes revolutionary social movements." 

The National Party MP of Springs and a former Afrikaans press journalist, Piet Coetser (Business 

Day, 1987-08-19: 4), was reported to have said in the House of Assembly that: 
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"There was no doubt revolutionaries used the alternative press for their own goals, as the 

ANC had said in 1985 the 'democratic media' in SA had to develop parallel to the armed 
\ 

struggle so the people could be mobilised." 

The altern.ative media continued on their course because there was opposition to the existing order. 

among much of the population and there was a de.mand for (Tomaselli & Lauw, 1991 : 177) 

"publications making space for a social dialogue, and giving ne~ of the views and 

experiences of the growing anti-apartheid popular-movement. The capitalist press and SABC 

failed to satisfy this demand." 

President Botha's (Tomaselli & Lauw, 1991 : 177) opinion of the alternative press was: 

"It was as if a devil of political devastation had taken hold of sections of our journalism." 

He (Tomaselli & Lauw, 1991: 177) accused the holders of leftist radical views of furthering 

"the revolutionary climate under the pretext of journalism .. " 

The government declared its intention to crush the alternative press although the Media Council 

refused to comply. When new regulations-were gazetted on 28 August 1987, these were aimed not 

only at the commercial press, but also against what Stoffel Botha, Minister of Home Affairs, 

(Tomaselli & Lauw, 1991: 177, Hansard, 1987-08-27, col 4679) called the "revolution-supportive 

press". 

The Directorate of Media Relations, another body to control the flow of information, was set up 

within the Department of Home Affairs on 2 September 1987 (in addition to the Directorate of 

Publications, the police, the military, the Interdepartmental Press Liaison Centre and the Bureau for 

Information). It soon issued warnings to the "subversives", The Weekly Mail, New Nation, South, the 

Sowetan and Work in Progress. 

The state did not define the alternative press, except to lump together all left-wing extra

parliamentary opposition which was P?tentially "subversive". In other words, it was out to discredit all 

its opponents (Comment, 1987-08-31, Tomaselli & Lauw, 1989: 79). 

Stoffel Botha (Daily News, 1987-09-28: 4) said that 

"attempted revolution cannot be successful without supportive propaganda.- .. the masses have 

to perceive the violence of the revolutionaries as useful and morally just." 

Tomaselli & Lauw,( 1991 : 181) remarked that for the government_ 
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"communication meant a one-way, top-down flow of politically pre-packaged interpretations 

from its agencies to the public." 

The government used the third state of emergency to force certain news agencies to register, with 

the exception of the "capitalist media". Many journalists and newspapers were affected. By this time 

many organisations that had been sources of news critical of the government, e.g. the Detainees' 

Support Committee, the Detainees' Parents Support Committee, the UDF, the End Conscription 

Campaign and the Azanian People's Organisation, were banned. 

Stoffel Botha (Tomaselli & Lauw, 1991: 181) required the following: 

"All news agencies had until 30 July to register (or shut down). 

The .Minister had to accept all registrations. 

BUT 

The Minister could register (close) any such agency if he later deemed it to be 'subversive'. 

No right of appeal would be granted. 

A de-registered journalist, or anyone 'involved' with a de-registered agency, could be refused 

further registration. 

The Minister could order agencies to submit copies of their work to him within one month of 

his notification. n 

An "agency" was defined in the June 1988 regulations as anyone who (Tomaselli & Lauw, 1991 : 86) 

"gathers, prepares, compiles, records, processes or produces news of events inside the RSA 

for dissemination outside or inside the RSA." 

"Agency" was so vague that The Star and The Argus complained that as they syndicated their copy 

to sister papers, would reporters have to be persecuted because of this? The Chief Director of 

Media Relations said they did, with the result that the NPU asked for an interview with Stoffel Botha. 

He backed down and suspended the regulations. In addition, alternative agencies were refusing to 

register and foreign governments also voiced objections (Tomaselli & Lauw, 1991: 87). 

The alternative press was by no means crushed. Anton Harber, co-editor of the Weekly Mail, stated 

at a conference held at the University of Natal in Durban in November 1988, with the theme "The 

Right to Speak" (Tomaselli & Lauw, 1991 : 89): 
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"We have to show up the notion that we are alternative and therefore fringe and 

unimportant... we represent views much closer to the majority of this country than the so-called 

mainstream press ... it is they who are becoming a fringe, not us." 
, .• 

The Pretoria News (1987-12-23: 10), with the alternative press in mind, alleged that the 

government's censorship motives involved hiding from the public what was actually taking place: 

"Because it fears the truth, the government tries to stop it being published ... to stop certain 

newspapers from publishing at all because it does not like their political views. 

"New Nation, The Weekly Mail, South, Die Stem, the Sowetan: all have been legally 

threatened. There was nothing inaccurate about the reports they carried. They are being 

condemned for writing the truth." 

Joyce Harris of the Black Sash wrote in The Star ( 1987-12-29: 12) that by its press curbs the 

government had also cut itself off from information. This was a threat to a peaceful future, she said, 

as 

"the Government is stamping out the last possible access people may have to the thinking of 

others through its threatened destruction of the 'alternative press'." 

The New African, a Natal weekly, was required by the Department of Home Affairs to pay R20 000 

deposit when it wanted to register in March 1989. It was a member of the Durban Newspaper Group 

and was accused by the Minister of Justice of supporting the liberation movement ( SARRS, 

1989/90: 173). As mentioned previously, in Chapter 3, Vtye Weekblad, had to pay R30 000 to 

register. 

By 1988 the press feared that it was at risk in its entirety. the Cape Times (1988-03-23: 10) said in 

an editorial: J.., 

"Following the closure of New Nation, the rest of the press - weekly and daily, establishment 

or so-called alternative papers alike - are squarely in the firing line .... it is plain that the 

government has grown impatient of the judicial proclamation and Western ideas of freedom 

and democracy. Pretoria is determined to impose its own narrow vision, whatever the cost to 

the rest of the country." 

The Star (1988-12-01: 6) published a "letter" by Philip Spender, Director and Managing Editor of 

Index on Censorship, on behalf of "leading editors, writers and professionals around the world" to 
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President Botha, citing the month-by-month examples of the poor treatment of South African media 

during 1988. These were mostly alternative press publications. 

10.5.7 "Save the Press" Campaign and Acag 

The "Save the Press" Campaign took place between July 1988 and the end of 1989. Participants 

were the English conservative-liberal press, the progressive press, the media trade unions MWASA, 

SASJ and ADJ. 

At a press rally in Durban on 27 July 1988, Sbu Mngadi remarked that (Tomaselli & Lauw, 1991: 

182) 

"only Stoffel Botha could have created the conditions for such a momentous occasion when 

such a divergent set of interests could come together like that.• 

The Cape Times (1988-08-02: 2) reported that Denis Davis, then a UCT law professor, predicted at 

a Save the Press meeting at the St George's Cathedral in Cape Town that 

"any society which allowed a government to pass press censorship laws similar to those of 

Nazi Germany was heading for disaster." 

In the same article, John Scott, columnist and freelance journalist, was reported to have said that 

professional journalists were in the unenviable position that their fate was 

"entirely in the hands of tinpot politicians with a party axe to grind." 

The Anti-Censorship Action Group (Acag) was formed in 1986 after several public meetings. The 

group launched a newsletter in 1988. Its members were (Sunday Times, 1988-03-20: 2) 

"journalists, publishers and other public representatives - drawn from across the political 

spectrum. Its function will be to 'report detentions, bannings, listings and other human abuses 

in South Africa, as they are all attempts to silence the people of this country'." 

In September 1989 ACAG reported a steady increase in censorship and pointed out that over 100 

journalists had been arrested at scenes of unrest during August and September. 

10.6 CONCLUSION 

It was shown in this chapter that in the case of South Africa, systems of social control had become 

increasingly well developed. The "relations of individuals and institutions .. . were adjusted." In this 
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increased system of media control "functions and operations were organised through the institution 

of government" (Siebert et al, 1956: 10). The media were "assigned a specific role and were 

subjected to controls in order not to interfere with the achievement of ultimate ends through the 

state" (Siebert et al, 1956: 17). 

It was also shown that the "major problem" of authoritarian societies to establish "effective restraints 

and controls" over the media, could only be successfully achieved by the ultimate forms of news 

filtering, an emergency black-out and a whole national security system (including government, 

military and police bodies) to censor and manipulate the flow of information (Siebert et al, 1956: 19). 

This causes a media rebellion, which necessitated such measures as a "Save the Press" campaign, 

the Anti-Censorship Action Group and the Star Centennial Conference to make a stand against the 

state media manipulation. The success of the government was not complete, however, as the media 

refused to give up or even temper · their opposition. It was also shown that the . media were 

"inextricably connected with questions of social control and order, and with processes of social 

change" (McQuail, 1983: 218). 

During the states of emergency the securocrats were at the height of their power. They attempted to 

force the mainstream press to publish their bland, watered-down official versions of news with 

regard to unrest and security matters, including boycotts, detentions, strikes, demonstrations, 

funerals, or any illegal protest gatherings. Media resentment knew no bounds. 

With the advent of Namibian independence, the triumph of Swapo at the polls and the withdrawal of 

South African troops, the censorship of the Directorate of Public Relations of the SADF also came to 

an end. External problems and conflict shrank back across the borders and were overtaken by 

internal ones. 

The media had to apply self-censorship or expose themselves to state punishment for subversive 

reporting. Recourse to the courts became extremely limited. Media regulations were utilised to 

enforce punitive measures, especially against the "devilish" alternative press. Yet this press 

flourished, because it served a public that sought the truth. 

Nevertheless, the mainstream media were more malleable to state control than the alternative 

media, causing the mostly white constituency which read them, to be largely ignorant of the true 

state of dissent. 

Despite the clampdowns and the persecution of the foreign journalists, people in and outside South 

Africa maintained that all these efforts at concealment had not succeeded in keeping the truth from 

the world, despite the efforts of the formidable number of government-controlled filtering agents 

which were well-staffed and managed from the State President downwards. 
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As a result of the efforts of the news filters and the application of emergency regulations and news 

black-out, violence disappeared for a while from overseas television screens. Adverse news was 

watered down to a thin gruel by the SABC and South African media, yet it still reached the outside 

world. South Africa had moved "backstage" but it was hardly forgotten. 
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CHAPTER 11 

THE LAST DOMINO 

11.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter shows how the last two presidents of the white regime negotiated with Nelson 

Mandela, president of the African National Congress, as the chief representative of a liberation 

movement that had become, in the jargon of the day, "unstoppable". This amounted to an admission 

that the white rule was in ultimate decline and that he had to act as mediator for peace. 

The last days of white-ruled South Africa will be described, as well as the ostensible re

establishment of freedom of speech, overshadowed by the fact that the opposition would also prove 

to be intolerant of the media and the truth. 

Although the end of the emergency brought some respite to the media, the black press found itself 

being "Mau-Maued" by members of liberation movements and political activists in the townships, in 

other words forced to give them only positive publicity or suffer the consequences . 

. National Party intolerance of criticism was mirrored in the intolerance of criticism shown by the 

liberation movements which were to become political parties now that they were unbanned. This 

also reflected the desperate power struggle as the end of white domination loomed. 

11.2 TALKING TO THE ANC 

Divisions had become marked in the National Party. President Botha's health had deteriorated and 

although he tried to cling to office, he was forced out. FW de Klerk was announced leader of the 

National Party in February 1989 and became Acting President on 15 August 1989. 

South Africa moved out of isolation as some economic sanctions were lifted. Apartheid was eroded 

in the more tolerant De Klerk era. It became apparent that the National Party was weakening, 

attracting the waiting predators. Political violence increased. 

President Botha regarded communication with the African National Congress as tantamount to 

treason. Neverthless, the ANC leaders began to "put out feelers" after having met academics, 

business leaders and opposition politicians outside South Africa on a number of occasions. ANC 

contact with reformist South Africans increased. 

The frustration levels were rising among many leading Afrikaners as the need for reform became 

crucial. Some government representatives were convinced that a secret deal did not necessarily 
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mean the demise of white rule. Intellectuals in the Broederbond, secret think-tank of the Afrikaners, 

tried to find a way out of the dilemma which was (Sparks, 1994: 72) 

"how to abandon apartheid and come to terms with the black majority without losing control of 

the country and ultimately the national identity of the Afrikaner volk." 

Pieter de Lange, who became chair of the Broederbond in 1983, told Thabo Mbeki of the ANC when 

he met him at a Ford Foundation conference in New York in 1986, that South Africa had to undergo 

political change or face serious trouble if its racial conflict could not be resolved by 1990 (Sparks, 

1994: 72, 73). 

The liberation movements were not winning the guerrilla war. During the states of emergency, the 

internal insurrection was contained . Also, the previously supportive Soviet Union had undergone a 

complete change, losing its former power. It encouraged the ANC to negotiate with the South 

African government. What happened, as pointed out in The Long Journey (Friedman (Ed.), 1993: 

13), was that: 

"As reports began to reach South Africa that some Soviet analysts were advocating a 

settlement which would offer the white minority safeguards which even western opinion had 

seemed unwilling to entertain, the prospect that a negotiated settlement with the ANC might 

not entail 'surrender' to majority rule seemed far more realistic than it had ever been." 

Pressure had built up tremendously from all quarters to release Nelson Mandela to make negotiation 

possible. In fact, the release of this key figure, president-to-be of the ANC and future President of 

South Africa, was facilitated before 11 February 1990 by his two predecessors, Presidents Botha 

and De Klerk. 

The process began when Mandela called on the government in a letter sent from prison in 1988 to 

"negotiate a political settlement". Mandela expressed the desire to visit President Botha and was 

duly invited to Tuynhuys. An editorial in the Cape Times of 10 July 1989 called this (Breytenbach, 

1991: 124) 

"a watershed event in South African politics ... (between) the head of the South African state 

and the acknowledged head of the African National Congress ... after nearly 30 years of civil 

conflict." 

It was seen to have great symbolic significance and to herald a peaceful political settlement. 

The director of the National Intelligence Service, Niel Barnard, apparently had a change of heart and 

began to encourage informal contact with the ANC. The contacts were mainly organised by Willie 
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Esterhuyse of Stellenbosch University and one of the Afrikaners whom he involved, was Willem de 

Klerk, former academic and editor of Die Transvaler, FW de Klerk's "leftist" brother. Brother reported 

to brother. 

On 14 July 1989 the Cape Times reported that Mandela called himself a "facilitator". On 17 July 

1989 it wrote that the "politics of negotiation" had begun (Breytenbach, 1991: 125). 

FW de Klerk led 15 of the foremost politicians to see Botha at Tuynhuys on 14 August 1989. He was 

requested to step down, but did not go without hurling recriminations at the men who were forcing 

him from office. He warned that the politicians who were "playing with the ANG" were heading for 

trouble. De Klerk was appointed acting president the next day (Sparks, 1994: 90). 

On 13 December 1989 Mandela visited Tuynhuys again, this time at the invitation of President de 

Klerk. Although this was a rapprochement between the leaders of the government and the 

government-to-be, the Cape Times reported that the ANC's request for an interim government was 

"wholly unacceptable to President de Klerk" (Breytenbach, 1991 : 126). 

Advocate George Bizos visited Mandela in prison and reported his secret meetings to the ANG. Die 

Burger - representing the mainstream Afrikaans press - saw this move by the leader of the ANC as 

discomfiting the radicals and causing the ANG to be "cornered". Mandela had supposedly caused 

the earth to quake under the feet of his own movement (Breytenbach, 1991 : 130, 131). He was 

compelled to reassure them. 

After his release, Mandela loomed large in the political landscape, helping to bring about what 

Sparks (1994) termed South Africa's negotiated revolution. He was (Friedman (Ed.), 1993: 13) 

"feted by blacks but was also hailed by white decision-makers as the guarantor of a 

negotiated future." 

11 .3 THE DEMISE OF WHITE RULE 

In August 1989 De Klerk (SARRS, 1989/90: 217) was adamant that whites "would not enter into 

power sharing if it involved majority rule". In February 1990, Minister of Constitutional Development, 

Gerrit Viljoen (SARRS, 1989/90: 217) said that 

"the insistence of certain political organisations on a unitary system with a black majority was 

simply unacceptable to the NP ... 'The practical realities of our country require an effective form 

of protection for minorities as a component of any new power dispensation'." 
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A number of highly significant developments took place. A process started whereby Africans would 

be admitted to Parliament together with the whites, Indians and coloured people. Namibia became 

independent. The African National Congress (ANC) could enter into the political arena after having 

been unbanned (SARRS, 1989/90: xxxv). 

Chief Mangosuthu Buthelezi of Kwazulu and leader of the lnkatha Freedom Party (IFP), had 

consistently refused to negotiate with the National Party unless Nelson Mandela and other political 

prisoners were freed (SARRS, 1989/90: xxxv). 

Changes in central and eastern Europe had a profound effect on South Africa. In 1989 and 1990 

communist governments fell. In November 1989 the Berlin Wall which divided Germany into east 

and west, came down. This encouraged De Klerk to announce far-reaching reforms in his opening 

speech in Parliament on 2 February 1990 as he believed that the liberation movements no longer 

had the backing of the "Stalinist communism" of the USSR ( SARRS, 1989/90: xi). 

Merrett (1995: 157) wrote that ''February 1990 ushered in an era of glasnost" and that President de 

Klerk's speech announced the 

"Government's declared intention to normalise the political process in South Africa without 

jeopardising the maintenance of good order." 

In this speech, De Klerk also announced that Nelson Mandela was to be released and that the ANC 

and 35 other organisations were unbanned. In fact, nine days after he was released, some of the 

emergency media regulations were lifted (Tyson 1993: 341 ). 

Merrett (1995: 157) wrote that the 

"State of Emergency was significantly amended, most notably in the sphere of the media, 

allowing publication of news about unrest, although controls were maintained over publication 

(but not taking) of photographs." 

De Klerk's actions had taken many people by surprise and many regarded this about-tum as nothing 

short of miraculous, a so-called "Damascus" revelation. In fact, De Klerk (Sparks, 1994: 95) admitted 

that the National Party had accepted in 1986 that South Africa had to be a "single" nation and that 

this had set him thinking : 

"Once we had gone through the process of reassessment I took a leap in my own mind, more 

decisively than many other National Party politicians, that power-sharing with blacks was the 

right course for a new political dispensation." 
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This gradual conversion took place while PW Botha and the securocrat system were fighting tooth 

and nail for survival, using the worst repression, including silencing the voices of truth that tried to 

speak out in the media. At the same time they tried to plan complicated structures to keep the 

system afloat and to appease their opponents. 

Willem de Klerk, FWs brother, believed that when the latter was forced to stand up against the hard

line conservatives of the right-wing parties, he began to realise that their defensiveness derived, not 

from a fear of losing their identity, but from racism (Sparks, 1994: 95). 

Another influence had been that of Minister of Constitutional Development, Chris Heunis, and his 

"party think tank" in which FW de Klerk was involved. Willem de Klerk said (Sparks 1994: 96): 

"For the first time, De Klerk was confronted with the problem of how to accommodate the 

black majority in the political system ... he was brought face-to-face with the realities of a failing 

ideology." 

There were outside influences from leaders of other countries. The Gorbachev reforms changed the 

erstwhile USSR into less threatening parts of a formerly powerful whole. 

Botha had inherited from his predecessor United Nations Resolution 436, which was a blueprint for 

a settlement in South-West Africa/Namibia. Negotiations dragged on for years, but independence 

would arrive in the De Klerk era. Namibia gained independence in October 1989. This was peaceful 

and the country did not fall apart. South Africa was on its own and in bad shape with racial conflict 

and an economic crisis. There was a feeling, Sparks (1994: 99) said, that the country could not "go 

on like this". 

The press reacted with a great deal of astonishment to De Klerk's announcements on 2 February 

1990. Max du Preez, then editor of Vrye Weekblad (1990-02-9: 9), talked of '"n verstommende 

politieke week" and "'n week in vet letters ... Ons eie Berlynse muur" (1990-02-9: 12). 

The Weekly Mail had a special edition on 12 February 1990, after Nelson Mandela had been 

released. In it Gavin Evans (1990-02-12: 5) said that it was 

"a symbolic moment that can change our history. If the government believes it can control the 

reform process it has begun, it is fooling itself...Mandela is the man who has come to embody 

South Africa's fight against minority rule and and (sic) for non-racial democracy. To have him 

walk the streets is the most visible evidence so far that years of stagnant minority rule have 

given way to a situation of flux and dynamism." · 
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The Weekly Mail predicted that Mandela would "eclipse" De Klerk. It also displayed a photograph of 

a significant right-wing event with the caption "An AWB coffin for a white SA" ( 1990-02-12: 7). 

The reaction of the ANC was seen in an editorial in Sechaba of March 1990, Vol 24 No 3: 1 ): 

"When it came, even the most optimistic of the media, even those loyal supporters of the 

regime who have consistently presented De Klerk as a reformer who is prepared to go all the 

way, had to admit that while announcements were dramatic and went further than those made 

by any other apartheid leader before, they still left his administrative, judicial and armed 

instruments of rule intact. It was no watershed .... for our own part we remain committed to 

doing everything in our power to end the apartheid system as quickly as possible, including 

negotiations ... we must not let up that pressure." 

The Weekend Argus of 3 February 1990 had on its front page "It is a Breakthrough - the dawn of a 

new era". 

Tos Wentzel reported in The Argus (1990-02-06: 4) that the Conservative Party warned that these 

developments, so perilous to white domination, had caused the "Afrikaner tiger" to awake. 

Mandela (The Argus, 1990-02-12: 1) greeted his first audience in Cape Town in the name of peace 

but he still called for an intensification of the struggle. On the following day, at the residence of 

Archbiship Desmond Tutu in Bishopscourt, he tried to allay the fears of the whites who realised that 

their power was on the wane, undercut by the emerging uncontrollable majority. So he told a press 

conference (The Argus, 1990-02-13: 13) "We want whites to feel safe". 

On 6 February 1990 Gerrit Viljoen (SARRS, 1989/90: xi), Minister of Constitutional Development 

after Chris Heunis, "predicted the end of the National Party's monopoly of power in South Africa". 

His successor, Roelf Meyer ( SARRS, 1989/90: xiii), Minister of Constitutional Development and 

Planning, said in July 1990 that 

"the government was committed to a pluralist concept of democracy not based on simplistic 

majoritarian principles. He said that the government rejected the winner-takes-all Westminster 

system, and advocated proportional representation ... there had to be some structural provision 

in any future constitution for the protection of minorities." 

De Klerk was removing the apartheid albatross from his neck. He began to open the door to 

freedom of expression. Censorship was no longer seen as necessary to ensure the survival of the 

state. Meanwhile, a political solution was being sought, a dispensation with checks and balances, 
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that would secure the privileges enjoyed by a minority. Antipathy to Nationalist and apartheid-driven 

dominance could henceforth be expressed with fewer constraints. 

The Publications Act 42 of 197 4 remained on the statute book and even after Nelson Mandela's 

freedom speech on the Grand Parade in Cape Town, his book No easy walk to freedom remained 

banned. In May the "blanket prohibition on the import of publications of the ANC ... was lifted". 

Louis Pienaar, former Administrator-General of Namibia became chair of the Publications Appeal 

Board in April 1990. And in 1990 there were no convictions "for the possession of banned literature" 

(Merrett, 1995: 170). 

The Publications Amendment Act 90 of 1992 provided for a quicker appeal process. Merrett (1995: 

171) stated that during the 

"four years between de Klerk's February 1990 speech and democratic elections, few books 

were banned for their political content and many hundreds were unbanned. The effect of the 

Publications Act on film was still severe, however . ..ln June 1993, Kobus van Rooyen, former 

chair of the Publications Appeal Board, called for an end to state involvement in 

censorship ... as a result of the constitutional negotiations of 1993, the Abolition of Restrictions 

on Free Political Activity Act amended the Publications Act by repealing sections 47(2)(c), (d) 

and (e). This effectively ended political censorship in South Africa and left the Publications Act 

to deal with obscenity and blasphemy." 

In May 1990 Parliament passed the Indemnity Act with regard to jailed and trial-awaiting political 

prisoners and exiles. Many exiles returned to South Africa to take part in negotiations. A Further 

Indemnity Act 151of1992 was "rejected by Parliament and steamrollered through by the President's 

Council" (Merrett 1995: 193) as a result of growing suspicions that high politicians and military 

officers had been involved in the assassinations of enemies of the system in the 1980s. As Merrett 

(1995: 193) pointed out, this had "major censorship implications" as "the ruling clique" were trying, 

for a last time, to ensure that crimes committed in the name of apartheid would "never emerge and 

not be properly documented". 

The sessions of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 1996 would affirm much of the 

suspicion about police and defence force dirty tricks during the seventies and eighties. 

Two formal agreements were reached between the government and the ANG, the Groote Schuur 

Minute of 2 May and the Pretoria Minute of August, in which the ANG renounced the "armed 

struggle" ( SARRS, 1989/90: xxxv). Mass action continued throughout 1989 and 1990, however. 
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The Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC) was invited to join the negotiations and the National Party 

announced that it was open to all races. This process of "liberalisation" only led to increased 

violence, the worst of which was the lnkatha/ANC conflict in Natal, which spread to the Reef. A 

number of areas were declared unrest areas in which security forces had emergency powers. A total 

of 801 people had been killed by the barbarous "necklace" method alone by the end of 1989 

(SARRS, 1989/90: xxxviii). 

In July 1990 the SA Communist Party (SACP) was relaunched and was supported by the ANC as 

fellow defender of and fighter for democracy in South Africa (SAR RS, 1989/90: xliii). 

In May 1990 De Klerk visited nine European countries and convinced them that a new constitutional 

dispensation was in the offing (SAR RS, 1989/90: xliii). 

In February 1990 De Klerk also announced that the "apartheid laws - the Group Areas Act, the Land 

Act, the Population Registration Act and others - were to go". As Tyson (1993: 342) remarked, the 

media would now play a new role after an ugly era had ended, by helping to create a new future 

under a constitution that "guaranteed freedom". In June 1990 the state of emergency ended, except 

in strife-tom Natal. 

Major apartheid laws were repealed in 1991. Multiracial constitutional negotiations began in 

December 1991 and continued throughout 1992. Some economic sanctions against South Africa 

were lifted. During 1992 (SARRS, 1991/92: xxix, The Citizen, 1991-12-22) 

"the country took major strides towards the elimination of detention without trial and the 

restoration of habeas corpus and the rule of law: the Internal Security Act, which had provided 

for indefinite detention without trial on the say-so of the police, was amended to limit detention 

to two days." 

During 1991 three agreements were signed, the first between the ANC and the IFP in Durban, the 

second between the government and the ANC at OF Malan Airport in Cape Town and a third on 14 

September between all three. The latter was called the National Peace Accord which "contained 

codes of conduct for security forces as well as for political organisations" (SARRS, 1991/92: xxxiv). 

De Klerk accused the ANC of being the "common denominator" in the country's violence (SARRS, 

1991/92: xxxvi, Sowetan, 1991-10-18). 

In February 1990 there were revelations about the existence of a covert SADF body operating under 

the name of the Civil Co-operation Bureau (CCB). It was said to be involved in the political 

assassination of government opponents (SARRS, 1989/90: xiv). There was also an increase in right

wing violence and in fact, according to Wim Booyse, political and labour analyst, there were 45 

extremist right-wing terrorist units operating in South Africa ( SARRS, 1989/90: xliv) . 
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In 1991 there were increasing allegations of "third force" and "hit squad" activities. The former was 

alleged to be used by the government to "destabilise its opponents, particularly the ANC" and to be 

part of the SADF and controlled by military intelligence (SARRS, 1991/92: xxxvii, New Era, Summer 

1991 , Saturday Star, 1991-10-29). 

These allegations became more and more substantiated through police admissions, at hearings of 

the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in 1996, as well as the trial of Col Eugene de Kock 

The Human Rights Commission alleged that there was a conspiracy between the police, the SADF, 

the municipal police, the government, "hit squads", vigilantes and homeland police and armies which 

it called "the new total strategy" and which was intended to destabilise the liberation movements. 

The third force and hit squads carried out executions and massacres of individuals and groups 

hostile to the government (SARRS, 1991/92: xxxvii, The Citizen, 1991-11-30, Cape Times, 1991-11-

29). 

These allegations were all denied by the government. 

The defence budget had been cut and Roelf Meyer, who replaced General Magnus Malan as 

Minister of Defence, said that there would be further cuts in 1992 (SARRS, 1991/92: xiv, Business 

Day, 1991-12-20). 

In September 1992 De Klerk promised that South Africans of all races would vote in the next general 

election. In October he (SAR RS, 1992/93: 25, The Citizen, 1992-10-10) apologised for apartheid 

when he spoke at a function in Winburg in the Orange Free State. In October 1992 he (SARRS, 

1992/93: 26, Business Day, The Citizen, The Star, 1992-10-14) told Parliament that 

"he would not form a multiparty government with the ANC unless the organisation became a 

political party ... the onus was on the ANC to abolish Umkhonto we Sizwe and to commit itself 

to 'democratic rules of conduct'." 

In April 1992 the Goldstone Commission published a second interim report, refuting denials of the 

police of third force involvement in violence (SARRS, 1992/3: 28, The Star, 1992-07-07). De Klerk 

( SARRS, 1992/93: 31, The Citizen, 1992-11-18) said that the security forces "had no mandate to 

undermine the ANC" but he nevertheless appointed Lt Gen Pierre Steyn of the SADF as the new 

head of military intelligence (Ml) and gave him the brief to investigate the security forces. 

The ANC accused the government of attempting to discredit it by pursuing a "vicious campaign of 

misinformation and propaganda" ( SARRS, 1992/93: 32, The Citizen, 1992-11-07). 

The negotiations of the Convention for a Democratic South Africa (Codesa) which had commenced 

in December 1991 finally broke down in June 1992. Some "significant agreements" were reached 
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before Codesa dissolved. These were an indication of the further erosion of white rule. There would 

be an "interim government", with a national assembly and senate. A multiparty transitional executive 

council would consist of subcouncils for defence, elections, finance, foreign affairs, law and order, 

and regional and local government. An independent electoral commission would ensure free and fair 

elections (SARRS, 1992/93: 34). An independent body was to be established "to regulate the 

telecommunications media" (SARRS, 1992/93: 34). 

The government also held talks with organisations outside Codesa such as the Azanian People's 

Organisation (Azapo), the Conservative Party (CP) and the Pan-Africanist Congress (PAC). 

On 26 September 1992 a government delegation led by FW de Klerk and the ANC under the 

leadership of Nelson Mandela, held a meeting to resolve their differences. They agreed on an 

elected constitution-making body which would draft a new constitution within a given time. This body 

would "act as an interim government of national unity" (SARRS, 1992/93: 35, ). 

In October 1992 the Constitution Amendment Bill was passed. It was opposed by the Conservative 

Party as an instrument for bringing the "Mandelas and Hanis" into Parliament. In this same month 

De Klerk (SARRS, 1992/93: 36, The Citizen, 1992-10-16) 

"undertook to see that South Africans of all races would have the opportunity to take part in a 

general election within the following two years." 

In November 1992 the ANC's national executive committee stated that it would consider sharing 

power (SAR RS, 1992/93: 38, Business Day and The Citizen 1992-11-26) 

"provided that it does not delay or obstruct the process of orderly transition to majority rule 

and that the parties which have lost the elections will not be able to paralyse the functioning of 

government." 

As De Klerk had published a timetable of the "transition to a new political dispensation" in which 

elections for a "democratic government of national unity" were to be held by April 1994 at the latest, 

he had effectively limited the existence of white rule to 1994 (SARRS, 1992/93: 38, Business Day, 

The Star, 1992-11-27). 

Thirty-two years after after having been obliged to leave the Commonwealth, South Africa was 

invited back by the 1993 Commonwealth conference. The Commonwealth leaders "agreed that a 

nonracial and democratic South Africa should be welcomed back 'at the earliest opportunity' after 

the elections scheduled for 27 April 1994". South Africa was also promised assistance with police 

relations, the Independent Electoral Commission, the Independent Media Commission and the 

Independent Broadcasting Authority (SARRS, 1993/94: 26, 27). 
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Although the ANC said in 1993 that it was disbanding Umkhonto we Sizwe, military intelligence 

reported that 12 000 members were still undergoing training in camps in other African countries 

such as Uganda, Zambia, Tanzania, Ghana and Libya, and also overseas in Cuba and India. On the 

other hand, the Internal Stability Unit (ISU) of the SAP was still operating in the townships and there 

were calls for its withdrawal (SARRS, 1993/94: 27, 28, The Star, 1993-12-02). This took place while 

the National Peace Accord was in force. 

In August 1993 compulsory military service for white South African males was abolished and in 

November a "complete overhaul of the police and defence forces" was agreed upon, with the idea of 

establishing a single police and a single defence force ( SARRS, 1993/94: 30, The Star, 1993-11-

17). 

Constitutional negotiations resumed in March 1993 after Codesa talks had failed in June 1992. More 

parties took part, from conservative white to radical black. In July 1993 the IFP, CP and 

representatives of Bophuthatswana, Ciskei and KwaZulu "walked out of the multiparty negotiations", 

but the process was not halted (SARRS, 1993/94: 30). 

On 26 November 1993 De Klerk signed a proclamation to establish the Transitional Executive 

Council (SARRS, 1993/94: 33, The Citizen, 1993-11-30). At its opening, Roelf Meyer, Minister of 

Constitutional Development and Planning, stressed that the TEC was not "an alternative 

government". It was there to "level the political playing field" (SARRS, 1993/94: 34, The Citizen, 

1993-12-08). The president of the ANC, Nelson Mandela, called this a "victory for all South Africans 

without exception" ( SARRS, 1993/94: 34, The Citizen 1993-11-30). 

The right-wing parties did not agree. White hegemony was lost. 

The TEC held its inaugural meeting on 8 December 1993. It consisted of 16 political parties and 

organisations (SARRS, 1993/94: 498). 

The independent homelands were to be reincorporated into South Africa. The government and the 

ANC held talks with the Afrikaner Vryheidsfront (A VF) about the possibility of an Afrikaner homeland 

(SARRS, 1993/94: 35). This would not be resolved in the period under review. 

The Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) was established in December 1993. It was headed by 

Justice Johann Kriegler and had to oversee the elections. The election dates were announced as 27 

to 29 April but changed to 26 to 28 April 1994 ( SARRS, 1993/94: 40, The Citizen, 1994-02-1, 2). 

The National Party lost its grip on absolute power when the ANC achieved a majority in the election. 

Nelson Mandela became President. Thabo Mbeki and FW de Klerk became Deputy Presidents. 

There was a new and democratically elected government. 
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11.4 THE MEDIA 

11.4.1 Freedom of Speech Ostensibly Re-Established 

In February 1990 the state lifted most of the emergency regulations and unbanned a number of 

"affected" organisations, the ANC, PAC, SACP and internal organisations. Tomaselli & Louw (1990: 

91) maintained: 

"In spite of the changes wrought by the unbannings, an enormous barrage of restrictive press 

laws remained in place. For a short time after February 1990, instances were reported of 

police harassment of journalists, who quoted emergency regulations as their justification. The 

securocrats had yet to be buried. However, after mid-1990 there were very few instances of 

even the Parliamentary media legislation being invoked against newspapers." 

In February 1993 the Minister of Home Affairs, Louis Pienaar, introduced the second reading of the 

Registration of Newspapers Amendment Bill and said that the act would be repealed except for "one 

provision relating to films". It was passed in March 1993, with the result that newspapers no longer 

had to register with the government. Danie Schutte, Deputy Minister of Justice (SARRS, 1993/94: 

649, The Citizen 1993-02-02), said that 

"the media would play an important role in the establishment of a democracy in South Africa." 

An independent member of the ANC, Jan van Eck (SARRS, 1993/94: 649, The Star, 1993-02-09), 

alleged that the mainstream press had mostly supported the 

"'minority dispensation' and its interests ... Eighty percent of existing newspapers suppported 

the National Party slavishly or implicitly and, with a few exceptions, most were anti-ANG and 

did 'everything possible' to reflect the ANC in a bad light." 

Merrett (1995: 176) pointed out that as South Africa approached its first truly democratic election, it 

was still "one of the world's most secretive societies". Nevertheless, information on "state policy and 

methods" appeared in the press although the laws forbidding this were still in force. The newspapers 

simply took a calculated risk and published. 

11.4.2 "Mau-Mauing" the Media 

In the new era another form of intimidation emerged. Black journalists found that the liberation 

movements expected them to write favourably and uncritically about them. No awkward questions 
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were to be asked. Ironically, only white journalists could question leaders such as Nelson Mandela 

without fear of reprisals ( SARRS, 1989/90: I-Ii). 

At a conference organised by the Institute of Race Relations in June 1990, Thami Mazwai, senior 

assistant-editor of the Sowetan said that 

"the battle for the control of the media continues. Because the government succeeded in 

getting sectors of the press as its apologists, it has become commonplace for all 

organisations to try and do the same." 

Reporters were expected to ignore certain organisations and to favour others. Atrocities of one side 

were to be ignored and those of the other side highlighted. It was "taboo" to criticise class boycotts 

and the infamous "necklace" murders. The Sowetan had even been boycotted for sowing discord. 

The result was that self-censorship was forced upon them (SARRS, 1989/90: Ii). 

Arthur Konigkramer (SARRS, 1989/90: Ii), managing director of an lnkatha-owned newspaper, 

llanga, maintained that a 

"well-orchestrated campaign of intimidation had caused the paper's circulation to 

drop ... Distribution trucks had been held up, while gangs of 'faceless people' had threatened to 

bum down shops that sold the newspapers ... people who had bought the newspaper in 

defiance of the campaign against it, had been forced to eat it." 

In July 1991 the South African Institute of Race Relations published a book on unofficial censorship 

in South Africa. The title was Mau-Mauing the Media: New Censorship for the New South Africa. It 

contained transcripts of discussions with African journalists Thami Mazwai, Connie Molusi, Kaizer 

Nyatsumba, Nomavenda Mathiane and Joe Thloloe, and with Dawn Lindberg, Arthur Konigkramer, 

Lionel Abrahams and John Kane-Berman and revealed the extent of the harassment of reporters by 

political activists as well as the harm done to the arts and schools by prejudice and prescription. 

Mazwai ( 1991: 17) remarked that censorship was not only evil when applied by the government, but 

also when applied by black organisations. 

De Beer (1991: 10) also mentioned that in South Africa, where "black-on-black violence" became 

acute in the 1990s (quoting John Kane-Berman, Executive Director of the South African Institute of 

Race Relations) 
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"the press displays an inability 'to expose intimidation and violence in black residential areas' 

(and it seems) 'that liberal newspapers are far more concerned about extreme right-winged 

murder gangs than people who are being sentenced to death with the so-called necklace'." 

De Beer (1991: 14) maintained that a new form of censorship had arisen, namely "the censorship of 

terror". He also said that much of this censorship that took place in 1989/90 was "directed against 

the black press or black journalists working for so-called white newspapers·. 

Another form of censorship was what De Beer (1991 : 21) called "coercive news evasion", where 

journalists resigned out of fear or were afraid to report negative things such as the "summary 

executions of inhabitants of black areas suspected of being police informants" (cf. Newsweek, 1990-

10-22: 27). 

11 .4.3 ANC Media Policy 

The ANC published its draft media policy in January 1992. It said that political censorship should no 

longer apply, but that "affirmative action" had to ensure "an equitable distribution of media 

resources". Censorship laws had to be repealed. A "simple declaration of media freedom was not 

enough". This had to be "underpinned by an equitable distribution of media resources, development 

programmes and a deliberate effort to engender the culture of open debate" (SARRS, 1992/93: 447, 

Business Day, The Star, 1992-01-14). 

The ANC document criticised the print media, the former Bureau for Information which had become 

the South African Communications Service, the film industry and the SABC Board. The SABC had 

to be "placed under multi party control" even before the elections (SAR RS, 1992/93: 44 7, Business 

Day, The Star, 1992-01-14). 

The "democratisation of the media" had to be achieved and the "diversity of ownership of the media 

production and distribution facilities" ensured. Journalists had to be protected from having to 

disclose sources of information and media institutions had to be compelled to train workers (SARRS, 

1992/93: 447, Business Day, The Star, 1992-01-14). 

In July 1992 copies of the Eastern Province Herald and Evening Post were burnt in Port Elizabeth 

outside Newspaper House as the ANC had declared a boycott of three newspapers. This prompted 

the chairman of the Campaign for Open Media, Raymond Lauw, to point out that such behaviour 

was not in keeping with the AN C's stated support of freedom of speech ( SARRS, 1992/93: 448, The 

Star, 1992-3-06). 

The Natal Mercury was condemnatory in an editorial in January 1993, saying (SARRS 1993/94: 

649): 
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"When it comes to the great issues of liberty, the so-called democratic movements show an 

astonishing lack of understanding and respect for freedom of speech. Thus, for the second 

time in the past 12 months, political activists have rounded on an eastern Cape newspaper 

because of what they perceive to be politically incorrect reporting ... Political organisations 

must make a fundamental choice: either they stand for democracy or they don't. There is no 

such thing as only a little bit of democracy.," 

11 .4.4 Impartial Regulation of Telecommunications Industry 

The ANC's view of restructured and privatised broadcasting in South Africa was expressed by 

Solomon Kotane in Sechaba (December 1990, Vol 24 No 12: 6) who said that it was 

"a hidden agenda of the SA regime .. . The prevailing climate of uncertainty and distrust 

emanates from a long history of media clampdowns and manipulation by the successive white 

governments." 

Nevertheless, change was on the way. Piet Welgemoed, Minister of Posts and Telecommunications 

and of Transport, said in Parliament in February 1992 that a body "with a permanent administrative 

and professional infrastructure" was needed to impartially regulate the telecommunications industry 

and that a report to this effect received from foreign consultants had been tabled (SAR RS, 1992/93: 

446, Business Day, 1992-02-27). 

In March 1992, Gene Louw, Minister of Home Affairs, announced that legislation would be 

formulated in order to establish a "neutral regulatory commission". Such legislation would "not 

directly affect the SABC's management, but will introduce negotiated standards, norms and codes" 

(SARRS, 1992/93: 447, Sowetan, The Star, 1992-03-03). 

Saki Macozoma of the ANC said that the SABC could not change under the government in power, 

as the staff were appointed by government "to further the purposes of the NP" (SAR RS, 1992/93: 

447, Sowetan, The Star, 1992-03-03). 

Business Day (1992-03-04) said in an editorial that the government increasingly advocated 

independent broadcasting as "it faces a loss of power". It had "abused the SABC and fears that the 

ANC will do the same" (SARRS, 1992/93: 448). 

Kobie Coetsee, Minister of Justice (SARRS, 1992/93: 448, The Citizen 1992-03-02), remarked that 

"the SABC was already as 'independent and neutral' as any public broadcasting organisation 

could be." 
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FW de Klerk (SARRS, 1993/94: 650, Business Day 1993-03-08) said at an annual banquet of the 

SABC Board in Cape Town in March 1993 that it had to be "depoliticised" because it possessed the 

power to influence opinion. It had a "responsibility" to play a "neutral and objective role". 

In early 1993 he appointed a panel of eight jurists under Mr Justice Ismail Mahomed and Mr Justice 

Piet Schabert to nominate the new SABC board of 25 members. The list was submitted to De Klerk, 

who rejected the first list and suggested changes as he would not appoint Professor Njabulo 

Ndebele, chancellor of the University of the North, as chair. There was a furore about De Klerk's 

rejection. He then suggested Dr Frederik van Zyl Slabbert as chair, with Dr Ivy Matsepe-Casaburri, 

executive director of the Education Development Trust, as vice chair. Dr Slabbert withdrew and Dr 

Matsepe-Casaburri became chair (SARRS, 1993/94: 651). 

On 21 September 1993 the Independent Broadcasting Authority Bill which was to ensure equal 

allocation of time to all political parties was tabled and eventually passed as the Independent 

broadcasting authority act of 1993 (SARRS, 1993/94: 652, Business Day, 1993-09-22). 

The Independent Media Commission Bill which was intended to monitor broadcasting and state 

communications services until the democratic election took place, was passed by Parliament in 

September 1993 as the Independent Media Commission Act of 1993 (SARRS, 1993/94: 652, The 

Citizen, 1993-09-24). 

In fact, the Independent Media Commission Bill , the Independent Electoral Commission Bill and the 

Independent Broadcasting Authority Bill, were passed in Parliament as "a package of legislation for 

the transitional period" ( SARRS, 1993/94: 497). 

The Broadcasting Complaints Commission of South Africa (BCCSA) would be established in March 

1994, with Kobus van Rooyen, a previous chair of the Publications Appeal Board, as first chair. 

11 .5 THE CONSTITUTION OF 1993 AND FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS 

Before 1993, the constitutional order in South Africa was characterised by the fact that Parliament 

was deemed to be sovereign (Carpenter, 1987, Chapter 6). This meant that Acts of Parliament were 

supreme and could be tested for validity by courts of law. This gave the majority party (the National 

Party) wide powers of enactment. For instance, Section 59 (2) of the Republic of South Africa 

Constitution Act 32 of 1961 stated that no court of law would be competent to test the validity of an 

Act of Parliament, except in certain cases which are not relevant here. However, this development 

made no substantial difference to the sovereignty of Parliament. What was important, was that this 

included the making of security and censorship laws. 
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These legislative powers also extended to the executive under the previous constitution. Executive 

and administrative actions by the State President, exercised with the co-operation of the Executive, 

as well as administrative actions by state departments (Wiechers, 1985: 248), gave the government 

of the day equally wide discretionary powers. These powers also extended to matters pertaining to 

security and censorship. This includes issues such as the National Security Mangement System and 

the various states of emergency referred to in the study. It is important to note that these acts and 

actions were legal under the pre-1993 constitutional order. 

All this changed when the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa Act 209 of 1993 came into 

force. Parliamentary sovereignty was replaced by constitutional sovereignty, which means that the 

Constitution became the highest law in the land, linked to the introduction of a justiciable Bill of 

Rights (Du Plessis, 1994: 20-24). This means that legislation and executive actions at all levels of 

government (Section 4(2) and 7(1) of the Constitution) may now be tested for validity against the 

contents of the Chapter on Fundamental Rights. On such procedures, the courts in South Africa, 

especially the Constitutional Court, have the final say (Du Plessis, 1994: 21 ). 

Chapter 3 of the Constitution of 1993 contains 25 such justiciable rights. Those rights relevant to this 

study include the right to privacy (Section 13), freedom of expression (Section 15), assembly, 

demonstration and petition (Section 16), freedom of association (Section 17), political rights (Section 

21 ), access to courts (Section 22), access to information (Section 23), detained, arrested and 

accused persons (Section 25), state of emergency and suspension (Section 34) and the limitation 

clause (Section 33) which may only be exercised in the manner prescibed by the Constitution itself. 

In the context of this study, Sections 15 and 34 are particularly relevant. 

Although Section 15 does not refer to prohibitions on censorship, it states that every person shall 

have the right to freedom of speech and expression, which shall include freedom of the press and 

other media, and the freedom of artistic creativity and scientific research. Sasson (1994: 28) 

mainatins that this is not an absolute right and cane be limited, but "only if there is compliance with 

the strict test of such limitation also being necessary." 

Section 34( 1) states that a state of emergency shall be proclaimed prospectively under an Act of 

Parliament and shall only be declared if the security of the Republic is threatened by war, invasion, 

general insurrection or disorder at a time of national disaster, and if the declaration of a state of 

emergency is necessary to restore peace or order. In such an event, any superior court shall be 

competent to enquire into the validity of such a declaration. Fundamental rights may still, as in the 

past, be suspended during such emergency, "but any action taken under such state of emergency 

can be judicially controlled and tested" (Sasson, 1994: 29). 
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In the past, civil rights were easily suspendable under the various states of emergency in South 

Africa. Although such suspensions are still permitted under the Constitution of 1993, this is more 

difficult to achieve as it requires an endorsement by a two-thirds majority in the National Assembly. 

On 6 September 1996 the Constitutional Court found that nine sections of the 1993 Interim 

Constitution needed to be revised and so referred these back to the Constitutional Assembly for 

reconsideration (Institute for Futures Research, Strategy Insights, Vol 6 No 9, October 1996, p 1 ). 

The suspension of civil rights, a sign of an authoritarian regime, would not be achieved as easily as 

in the past. 

Patrick Bulger of The Star(1996-10-16) wrote: 

"The most far-reaching of the court's findings was that relating to the powers of the nine 

provincial legislatures as opposed to the powers of the central government and Parliament. 

In keeping with the court's orders, the negotiators increased the powers of the provinces ... the 

negotiators narrowed the scope of the "overrides", a technical decription of the power Parliament 

has to veto legislation coming from a provincial legislature ... Having enlarged the scope of provincial 

legislative jurisdiction, the negotiators went further to substantially add to provincial powers in one 

specific area of government, namely policing ... to make the police in a province more accountable to 

a provincial government." 

This new dispensation would make it almost impossible for government to repeat the acts and 

actions of the past. In a nutshell, the state's discretionary powers became limited quite significantly 

and although such discretions were still possible after 1993, new legal checks and balances were 

introduced. 

The system was run according to the rules made by the white minority to legally protect its 

domination, but this came to an end in 1993. It came to an end not because the feared seizure of 

power took place, but by a negotiated settlement which followed the transition made possible by FW 

de Klerk. His speech of 1990 led to the dismantling of virtually all those acts and actions that were 

once seen as imperative to preserve white power.The result of the democratisation of South Africa 

was that all the citizens of the country, whites included, came to possess the same fundamental 

rights. 

11.6 CONCLUSION 

It was shown in this chapter how authoritarianism in South Africa was apparently transferred to 

libertarianism when FW de Klerk ushered in a new dispensation. Rights, formerly denied, were 

reinstated, "of which freedom of...speech and press became a part" (Siebert et al, 1956:44). The 
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individual was to be protected from "arbitrary power" (Siebert et al, 1956:47). There could now be a 

"competitive exposure of alternative viewpoints" (McQuail, 1983: 88). The following principles could 

now apply: Freedom from censorship; publication and distribution ''without permit or licence", attacks 

on any political party permitted without fear of punishment, no "compulsion to publish anything", no 

restriction on the collection of information and no restrictions on information crossing "national 

frontiers" (McQuail, 1983: 89-90). 

This was a new press freedom, except that the many media found themselves being "mau-maued" 

by the liberation movements, an unfortunate occurrence which was also criticised and fought by 

members of the media. 

It was generally accepted that the PW Botha era, and especially the time of emergency, was the 

most repressive time for the press. Manipulation of news by an authoritarian government had 

become so comprehensive, that only filtered news reached the world. Media practitioners said as 

much. This made the new dawn of the far less repressive De Klerk era seem miraculous to a country 

and media used to the heel of authoritarian oppression in virtually all walks of life. 

Some media practitioners denied that the communist threat had even been so great or that there 

had really been a total onslaught. Others acknowledged the existence of a communist threat which 

had caused the growing dominance of the military, but pointed out that De Klerk had managed to 

timeously defuse a ticking time-bomb. Had the De Klerk era not arrived, the resistance to National 

Party rule may, in time, have turned into a war of attrition. 

The respite which came to the media in 1990 did not, however, include the black press. When the 

liberation movements were unbanned and given a voice, the township activists "Mau-Maued" the 

black journalists, demanding positive publicity for themselves and negative publicity for whoever 

opposed them. They were simply following the example set by the authoritarian government and 

were no less tyrannical themselves. 

As the National Party was in turmoil and frustrations proliferated, De Klerk was seen on the one 

hand as the one who was breaking the logjam. On the other hand the right-wing Afrikaners felt sold 

out In fact, the erosion of apartheid was greatly expedited. Nevertheless, those in power professed 

to believe that a secret deal with the ANC and Mandela would not necessarily bring about the 

demise of white rule. 

The pressure on the government to release Nelson Mandela was so great that Presidents Botha and 

De Klerk actually capitulated, facilitating his release by degrees. 

In 1989 De Klerk still maintained that whites would not share power if this meant opting for majority 

rule. The Minister of Constitutional Development, Gerrit Viljoen, reiterated this. De Klerk believed, 

after the fall of communism and the Berlin wall, that it was "safe" to announce far-reaching reforms. 
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He did, after all, face the dreaded prospect of accommodating the black majority in the political 

system in the face of the National Party's failing apartheid ideology. 

The South African responsibility for Namibia was sloughed off in October 1989. South Africa now 

stood exposed as the last white-ruled country in Africa, convulsed by racial conflict and an economic 

crisis. The general feeling was that the country could not continue in this condition. There was a 

sense of imminent change - and to many a sense of foreboding. 

De Klerk rode the tide of media approval after his cataclysmic changes. He and Mandela emerged 

at once as the two major role players in the country, with Mandela a major contender for ultimate 

power. Mandela, though, was virtually deified by publicity (Breytenbach, 1991 ). 

However, the barrage of restrictive press legislation was so great that even after February 1990, 

police still harassed journalists. The securocrats did not disappear immediately, but after mid-1990 

media legislation against newspapers was no longer applied. 

As the curtains of secrecy opened, antipathy to National Party domination was expressed far more 

freely while it sought a political solution with checks and balances to ensure that it would not be 

swamped. 

As from 1991 major apartheid laws were repealed and multiracial constitutional negotiations took 

their course. 

The ANC published its draft media policy in 1992, promising to abolish censorship and to distribute 

media resources equitably. The media had to be democratised. Despite this, the liberation 

movement activists showed extreme and even violent intolerance of any newspapers that criticised 

or opposed them. Many black reporters felt compelled to provide the desired pro-ANC copy and to 

defy the government. There could be no doubt about where their loyalty lay. 

De Klerk promised free and fair elections to South Africans of all races and apologised for apartheid . 

Nevertheless, although he seemed to capitulate, he still assured Parliament that he would not form a 

multiparty government with the ANC unless it became another political party, dropped the liberation 

movement stance and adhered to democratic rules of conduct. 

Now that the playing fields were shown to be levelled and the previously silenced opponents of the 

government were finding their voice, De Klerk suggested in 1993 that the SABC be "depoliticised" 

and turned neutral as it "influenced public opinion". Subsequently the Independent Media 

Commission Bill, Independent Electoral Commission Bill and the Independent Broadcasting 

Authority Bill were passed by Parliament. The SABC would no longer be a National Party 

mouthpiece alone. Thus fell one of the bastions of an authoritarian regime which had required 

unquestioned loyalty from its broadcasting body, the SABC. 
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The enforcers of National Party control, the police and defence force, underwent radical change. An 

interim government of national unity with a national assembly and senate came into being and a 

multiparty transitional executive council governed the country. Then an independent electoral 

commission oversaw the elections. 

As expected all along, the National Party lost and the ANC achieved a majority. An elected 

constitution-making body was to draft a new constitution within a given time. 

A long-awaited black president took over. There had never been any doubt that this would be 

Nelson Mandela. De Klerk became Deputy President along with Thabo Mbeki. The new South Africa 

had a democratically elected government, one that included all races. De Klerk had merely brought 

a long process to its conclusion, causing the last domino of white rule in Africa to fall. 

People are deeply affected by the politics of the day, to the very core of their existence. Nobody -

not even those who profess to be ignorant or unaffected - escapes this influence. Censorship, 

prohibitive legislation and emergency regulations affected all South Africans, to a greater or lesser 

extent. But ultimately the media were irrepressible, the pen being mightier than the sword. 
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CONCLUSION 

12.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter sets out the conclusions to this study which dealt with certain phenomena in South 

Africa, viz. authoritarianism, political thought manipulation, public opinion, propaganda, censorship, 

democracy and press freedom, the media and mass communication. 

The mass communication function of the media was investigated and it was shown how thi_s function 

was regarded by the message senders, the message receivers or audience, and how the 

government perceived the effects of the communication process. To achieve this, aspects of a 

qualitative analysis were studied, as this has a less formalised categorisation. This type of analysis 

deals with the effects of communication on the audience, the intentions behind the communication 

process, and the reflection of underlying phenomena. 

12.2 AUTHORITARIAN CONTROL OF THE MASS MEDIA 

South Africa had an authoritarian government throughout the period under review. 

The view expressed by Mathews ( 1978: 8) that autocratic, authoritarian or totalitarian systems were 

the ones that denied the "popular right to information", was shown to apply to South Africa where the 

media were required not to oppose the government and if they did, they found themselves being 

increasingly subordinated and silenced by an authoritarian system. 

Certain normative theories of mass media in society first postulated by Siebert et al (1956) were 

applied to the South African situation (1974-1994), viz. the "social responsibility" media theory, the 

"authoritarian" media theory, and the "development" media theory. These were shown to all be 

applicable to a greater or lesser extent, but the authoritarian theory appeared to be the most 

applicable. 

It was concluded that the authoritarian South African government believed, to quote Tan (1981: 

281), that on the positive side, media contents may lead to "political trust, efficacy, support, and 

political activity" and that on the negative side, media contents may lead to "distrust, political 

cynicism, and erosion of support." 

The institution of government in South Africa was shown to have applied social control which 

included the control of the press. The government's system for organising society as seen in Siebert 

et al (1956: 17) therefore subjected the mass media to controls that were intended to prevent them 

from interfering with the achievement of ultimate objectives relating to security and survival of the 

white regime. 
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The government did its utmost to deal with what Siebert et al (1956: 19) called the "major problem in 

most authoritarian societies" which was the ability to effectively control the "privately operated 

media" by the manipulation of thought and public opinion, by coercion and legislation. In order to be 

successful, the state also had to have unity in order to operate successfully for what it, through 

various means including propaganda, described as "the good of all". It was also shown how the 

government attempted to attain this unity by applying "constant surveillance and control." In fact no 

method of control was "successful over any period of time" (Siebert et al, 1956: 11 ). 

It was shown that the South African government firmly believed that it had the right to maintain law 

and order, and that it therefore had a right to prohibit the propagation of opinions which it considered 

dangerous to its survival. The government also obviously regarded the press, as Severin & Tankard 

( 1992: 285) said, as "an instrument for furthering government policy" whether publicly or privately 

owned. Muzzling the press was shown to be part of this. The media could have only as much 

freedom as the national leadership allowed. 

The very survival of the media was shown to be challenged. The government intended to control the 

flow of information, to shape public opinion and political interpretations. Such an authoritarian 

society needed the media to "maintain the compliance and support" of its population, as DeFleur 

and Ball-Rockeach ( 1989: 126) put it. The government had the support of the Afrikaans press and 

the South African . Broadcasting Corporation but not that of the English-language, black and 

alternative press. 

It was found that the government tried to assimilate the news media to its purposes, despite the 

"notional and valued independence of the media and their commitment to disinterested reporting" 

(McQuail, 1983: 114) because reporters were increasingly forced to depend on sources such as 

politicians, officials, the police, and so forth . This meant that information was suppressed and 

manipulated. In fact, with reference to Gamble & Gamble (1989: 396), public officials concentrated 

on manipulating the press because they could not regulate it outright. 

It was also shown that what applied to the American situation which Gamble & Gamble (1989: 398) 

described, applied to South Africa as well. The media, which were "assumed to be so crucial to 

political life and death" were influenced by public officials as they had the perception that the press 

was powerful in influencing opinion. Therefore the South African Defence Force, Police Force and 

state departments liaised with the media through public relations departments which operated in 

such a way that the publication of news was manipulated. What Gamble & Gamble (1989: 409) 

pointed out, did in fact happen in South Africa. The bureaucratic agencies needed to manage the 

news. They did not want to be considered corrupt or inefficient, as public condemnation and 

dissatisfaction could result in pressure being brought to bear for changes to be effected. This 

necessitated press offices, briefings, supplied press releases, pre-arranged and guided press tours, 

all intended to induce reporters to write favourable reports. Prime examples here were the secrecy 
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surrounding the covert activities of the Department of Information and the South African Defence 

Force, Police and Prisons Department. 

12.3 POLITICAL THOUGHT MANIPULATION AND PUBLIC OPINION 

The mass media and public opinion are inseparably linked and no government can afford to be 

indifferent to public opinion. Group affiliations influence attitudes. In South Africa a minority created 

an ideology but this was rejected by an articulate section and in fact by the majority of the 

population. 

As Meehan et al (1966: 91) wrote, the newspapers are the main opinion formers in democracies and 

authoritarian societies. The free press is regarded as democracy's life-blood as it informs and 

criticises. Radio and television both play a significant part in opinion forming, but in South Africa 

these facilities were for many years only available to the National Party government, leading to a 

false sense of security among government supporters who were not exposed to the level of 

dissidence that prevailed in the printed press. Television increased the political importance of those 

in office who received publicity. In South Africa the South African Broadcasting Corporation was 

government-controlled and dominated until virtually the end of National Party rule. 

It was shown that the government was aware that the cinema could have political purposes and that 

a powerful novel could evoke certain responses, as Meehan (1966: 104) wrote, hence the severity 

of censorship in South Africa as imposed in terms of the Publications Act 42 of 1974. Printed media 

also influenced the thinking of opinion formers, including editors and political figures, in addition to 

influencing public opinion. 

One may apply to South Africa what Littlejohn (1989: 260) said of the media, that they were 

perceived as potential tools of the dominant ideology. They were seen as having the potential to 

bring issues such as power and domination to the attention of the public. Also, in South Africa the 

"dominant ideology" was "involved in a hegemony against that of powerless groups." 

It is concluded in this study, as De Beer ( 1993: 16) reiterates, that National Party rule from its 

inception in 1948 up to the De Klerk-induced political reforms of 1990 and after, "had a tremendous 

influence in shaping the media system of the country. n 

How tenuous the National Party government's hold on power actually became, and how it was 

phased out and undercut, was also illustrated in the study. Despite all its efforts to prevent this and 

to create the illusion of stability, the white regime of South Africa faced its final demise in 1994. 

12.4 STATEMENTS CONFIRMED 

Certain statements made in Chapter 1 were confirmed: 
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• Censorship in South Africa during the period 197 4-1994 was ultimately futile as the truth could 

not be suppressed indefinitely, no matter how authoritarian the state might have been in its 

control of communication. 

• No amount of prohibitive legislation, filtering of news or coercion of the media could ultimately 

silence enterprising and investigative media practitioners who were determined to ferret out 

what the South African authorities sought to hide. 

12.4.1 The Ultimate Futility of Censorship 

Censorship, and all the other practices and devices applied by an authoritarian regime in order to 

stay in power, were shown in this study to be ultimately futile for South Africa 

Censorship was applied through the Publications Act and self-censorship through the Press and 

Media Councils' codes of conduct. Mostly it was enforced through an ever growing and vast network 

of prohibitive legislation that touched all walks of life. The few signs of true democracy were slowly 

killed as press freedom, its "life-blood", was stopped. 

The authoritarian theory as described by McQuail (1983: 85) applied here as "the press was 

subordinated to state power and the interests of a ruling class. (A)uthoritarian theory justifies 

advance censorship and punishment for deviation from externally set guidelines which are 

especially likely to apply to political subject matter or any with clear ideological implications." 

In the South African situation the development media theory also applied as the state believed that, 

in the interests of development - in this case driven by the vehicle of apartheid - it had "the right to 

intervene in, or restrict, media operations" and that "devices of censorship, subsidy and direct 

control. .. (could) be justified" (McQuail, 1983: 96). 

The South African government obviously believed, as Clutterbuck (1983: 159) put it, that racial 

conflict was easy to exploit but that the media had to show responsibility to avoid aggravating such 

conflict. However, Clutterbuck also stressed that the public had a right to know about dissatisfaction 

and unrest and this view was shared by the media. In South Africa where the apartheid policy 

prevailed, everything revolved around race and preventing hostility between the races. Although the 

state went to great lengths to avoid racial conflict and to force the media to report "responsibly", the 

wrongs perpetrated in the name of apartheid and racial tensions were too newsworthy to suppress, 

too easy for dissident media to exploit. 

McQuail ( 1983: 189) believed that the power of the press should not be overestimated and Martin 

(Nimmo & Sanders 1981 : 461) stressed that "the power of the press to persuade people to take a 

particular stand in political matters has never been illustrated". In South Africa different sections of 
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the media, pro-government Afrikaans, independent English, critical alternative and dissident black, 

by their divergent reportage, did appeal to certain sectors of the public and so the media from 

extreme left to extreme right-wing , who propagated different political views or opinions, had certain 

adherents. 

Brown (1963: 317) said that the media were simply a tool and provided news determined by 

audiences with "changing tastes". It was shown that the changing tastes in South Africa caused the 

proliferation of the alternative media through which dissent was aired. Brown (1963: 23) was also of 

the opinion that propaganda could merely stimulate attitudes already existing in an audience. It was 

shown that in South Africa the public were meant to absorb the propaganda, that there was a "total 

onslaught" by evil forces and revolutionaries against the government of the country. 

Opinion is often influenced in democracies and in authoritarian societies by the purposes of a 

government. The government may choose to enlighten the public in a certain way, using mass 

media. It may inform, or it may impose authoritarian control. The South African government imposed 

authoritarian control on its Broadcasting Service before this body became independent. Complete 

control of the media did not take place in the early seventies, but the tide of protest and dissent was 

already rising. 

By 1977 it was clear to the government that Black Consciousness (BC) had played a role in the 

Soweto riots of 1976 and the subsequent unrest. BC was banned but continued underground. The 

BC leader, Steve Biko, personified the persecution of black liberationists by the white regime when 

he died in detention. Although attempts were made to censor these facts, they emerged to horrify 

the world and to cause South Africa severe embarrassment. The state became increasingly 

defensive. It was shown how legislation began to be tightened, for instance regarding inquests and 

political prisoners. 

The clampdown on "subversive reporting" also began early when World and Weekend World, the 

largest and most influential newspapers speaking to blacks, were closed down in 1977 by John 

Vorster's government in terms of the Internal Security Amendment Act 79 of 1976. 

Certain occurrences towards the beginning of the period under review induced the government to be 

secretive. Two important ones were the Angolan war (Chapter 6) and the Information Department 

scandal (Chapter 4). 

The Information saga revealed a great deal of malpractice in a public service department and 

misuse of public funds, all with the purpose of countering the "propaganda onslaught" against South 

Africa in the world's press and to present a positive picture of South Africa to the world. The 

aggressive probing of the press revealed the extent of the irregularities and this caused a scandal. 
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The power struggle between Nasionale Pers, which supported PW Botha, the Cape leader, and 

Perskor, which supported Connie Mulder, the Transvaal leader, also became apparent in the 

newspaper reports. Colin Eglin, leader of the Opposition, predicted that the press and Mostert 

Commission had exposed what the government thought to conceal and that they would suffer 

unfortunate consequences, which they did. 

It could be argued, with regard to the Information scandal, that the authoritarians held the opinion 

that "the press should not be permitted to degrade the culture of a nation" and that the mass media 

should not be permitted to "interfere irresponsibly" with the achievement of the state's objectives 

(Siebert et al, .1956: 29). In fact, it was shown that the authoritarian control system of the 

government caused units of communication to "support and advance the policies of the government 

in power so that this government...(could) achieve its objectives" (Siebert et al, 1956: 18). 

Unfortunately the efforts to obtain support for the government and its policies were so extreme that 

corruption ensued and the media ferreted out the unsavoury details. 

It was seen that the Advocate-General Bill of 1979 which the press called the "Press Gag" Bill, was 

a supreme example of the state's coercion of the media so that they would not assume "a duty 

which is reserved for the central authority" (Siebert et al, 1956: 29) by deciding for themselves what 

to reveal to the public, without prior permission from the authorities. The intention was to force 

journalists to obtain the Advocate-General's permission to publish anything that reflected badly on 

the state. In this way they could also coerce the previously loyal and subsequently questioning 

Afrikaans press. 

A storm of protest came from the Afrikaans and English press. Although the most contentious 

clauses were dropped, investigative journalism received a severe setback. Henceforth, the 

government would be more careful to guard its secrets. As far as radio and television coverage 

went, the state held the monopoly, as the case invariably is in authoritarian or totalitarian societies, 

hence their careful handling of the Information affair and their silencing of dissenting voices such as 

that of Pat Rogers, President of the Staff Association of the SABC. 

Involvement in the Angolan War (Chapter 6), which received coverage overseas even though the 

local media were silenced, was far more damaging to South African prestige than the government 

had envisaged. This brought John Vorster's "detente" initiative vis-a-vis Africa to a grinding halt in 

the seventies. As the government feared a public backlash, the crucial impact and outcome were not 

revealed until long after the fact, so as not to cause a breakdown of morale in the white population 

who provided most of the men for military service. 

Chapter 6 shows how, as Siebert et al (1956: 18) postulated, all units of communication, which 

included the Defence Force of South Africa were expected to "support and advance the policies of 
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the government in power so that this government can achieve its objectives." By revealing anything 

about the war, the media risked interfering with or opposing government policies. 

The total strategy developed as a response to threats to white rule. The military would fight but then 

the country had to stand behind them. An authoritarian government and pro-government media 

regarded this as essential for the survival of the white minority in control. The result was an 

increasing militarisation of society which progressively developed a threat psychosis. The state 

obviously believed, as Johnson said (Siebert et al, 1956: 36) that it had "the right to preserve public 

peace and order" and that this justified anything that threatened white hegemony and control, which 

included revealing anything that was damaging to the forces defending the state. 

It is also shown, as seen in Gamble & Gamble (1989: 409), that in an attempt to "manage" the news, 

bureaucratic agencies, such as the South African Defence Force public relations department, 

provided their own press releases and arranged briefings and press tours, and set up a system of 

military correspondents so as to convince reporters to report favourably, and to prevent them from 

disclosing sensitive issues or being alarmist. 

Bok's (1982: 198) view applied, namely that military secrecy was a power tool and that such a 

government which felt its survival threatened, would increase its internal and external secrecy so 

that foreign as well as internal enemies could be dealt with. A critical press, whether local or foreign, 

were seen as conspiring with enemies. This threat assumed the proportions of a "total onslaught" 

and caused the emergence of the securocracy. 

The principal aim of secrecy with regard to the military, was to prevent the citizens of the country 

from getting the impression that the military were not in full control and to nip any defeatism in the 

bud. Ultimately, the South African government and the military practised surface propaganda, using 

the state machinery to obtain support, defending themselves against criticism by maintaining 

throughout two decades that South Africa was in a state of war, of low-key intensity, and that this 

amounted to a "total onslaught". Since the 1970s, South Africa had been subjected to a growing 

threat psychosis as the considerable military power of South Africa was harnessed to defend the 

country after the independence of the Portuguese colonies of Angola and Mocambique and 

subsequently Rhodesia-Zimbabwe. This African liberation from colonial rule had a disturbing 

psychological impact on white South Africa but the South African authorities hoped to manage the 

change and to live in peace with their neighbours. 

The Defence Act 44 of 1957 and its amendments, and the SADF-NPU Agreements of 1967 and 

after, ensured a great deal of secrecy. It was only when the USSR collapsed and the Berlin Wall fell , 

that these blanket prohibitions were lifted. 
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It was shown how foreign correspondents obtained and published facts about military manoeuvres 

in Angola in overseas newspapers. While South Africa was already involved and its own men were 

being killed or injured, the South African media could not report this. However, it was shown how 

some employed subterfuge to get the facts to the public, English-language newspapers calling the 

South African troops "guerillas" or "mercenaries" and Afrikaans papers calling them "allies". The 

South African Broadcasting Corporation submitted to the government demands and took no risks. 

South Africa's media system had clearly developed towards strong authoritarianism. In Chapter 5 it 

was shown to what extent control was exercised over free expression. In the words of Siebert et al 

(1956: 28) the "entire philosophical basis for a free exchange of ideas is foreign to authoritarian 

thinking." Radio and television were under state control, laws restricted publishing of information. 

Under authoritarian principles, as Siebert et al (1956: 34) set out, books, magazines, newspapers, 

the motion picture all had to reflect the objectives of the state and should in fact, contribute to same. 

Authoritarian governments set up official bodies to supervise and censor these forms of 

communication . Even communication from across the borders, by radio, television, books, 

newspapers and films, were intercepted and "inspected for objectionable content" (Siebert et al, 

1956: 36). The "restraints and controls" over the media mentioned by Siebert et al (1956: 19) were 

made as effective as possible, covering all areas of society, from the military to the production of 

fiction. 

Writers such as Gordimer and Driver (see Chapter 5) equated the censorship of literature with 

apartheid rule. If the latter, with its repression and need to maintain a racist regime, disappeared, 

then censorship would no longer be necessary. A more enlightened approach to censorship dawned 

when Kobus van Rooyen became the chairman of the Publications Appeal Board (PAB) in 1980. Yet 

the eighties would become the era of the worst repression. Van Rooyen clearly stated that relations 

between black and white were at the basis of South African politics and that the legislature enacted 

over a number of years, made it an offence to "harm" these relations, or create animosity between 

black and white. 

A publication only posed a "real threat" if it made readers predisposed to violence. Frustrations that 

were pent up, needed to be aired. This was a safety valve. The likely effect on the reader had to be 

judged. Afrikaans dissenters were the greatest threat to the "monolithic structure of power politics" 

according to Andre P Brink (Rand Daily Mail, 1980-07-31 : 3). Black writers were feared because 

they inspired their people, were critical and protesting and therefore inflammatory. 

When PW Botha took over from BJ Vorster, the era of the securocrats dawned with its dire warnings 

of a "total onslaught" against South Africa and the "total strategy" needed to combat this ongoing 

threat (Chapter 7). Although many reporters and writers warned against the exaggeration of the "red 

peril", the liberation movements did have the means to spread propaganda and logistical support 

and this is clearly seen in their mouthpiece, Sechaba, which has been quoted extensively in this 
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study. The authoritarian press principle clearly applied as censorship could "be justified to enforce 

these principles" (McQuail, 1983: 86), which made it easy for the government to ban Sechaba. 

The government's propaganda campaign which told the country that it faced a "total onslaught", was 

applied very thoroughly as the government did its utmost to control the information and 

communication related industry. Yet alternative and foreign publications managed to publish some 

news that was embarrassing to the state. 

South Africa's English-language newspapers were regarded by some as more influential than the 

pro-government Afrikaans newspapers. Their criticisms caused the government to regard them as 

responsible for black resistance to white authority and apartheid in the world at large. So the 

English-language sector, and especially the black press, were targeted with what amounted to 

paranoia. Even routine reporting, not particularly seditious, was closely scrutinised by the South 

African government. Black journalists and their publications were more vulnerable than white 

publications to the clampdown on free expression. So were student publications, many of which 

were seized and prohibited. 

The government perceived the Union of Black Journalists as a black consciousness movement and 

therefore subversive. The Writers' Association of South Africa (WASA) which changed its name to 

the Media Workers' Association of South Africa (MWASA), suffered great persecution. Zwelakhe 

Sisulu, sometime president of MWASA and eminent black journalist (who was to become the South 

African Broadcasting Corporation's Chief Executive) admitted in 1986 that the black press could not 

be neutral towards the freedom struggle, and in 1996 he further admitted that his own activism had 

begun with his journalism (see 7.1 and 7.2 of Appendix H). 

The government became paranoid in the eyes of the media, making themselves and the people of 

South Africa captives of the fears and suspicions of the security sector. Believing as they did in the 

power of the media to sway opinions, they persecuted the dissident, adversarial press mercilessly. 

In the 1980s the "alternative press" began to convey the harsh realities of the political situation in 

South Africa to the general public. This press, which did not belong to the established newspaper 

groups, was not subject to the Newspaper Press Union and the Media Council's Code of Conduct. 

However, it was possible to get at them through the Publications Act 42 of 1976. The government 

expected the NPU to side with it against the alternative press, but this met with indignant refusal. 

It was shown that the alternative press assumed a role within the resistance movement by issuing a 

wide range of publications that were "advocacy" journals which proposed explicit or implicit political, 

social and economic alternatives to the status quo. To the government this was a diabolical press 

and it was accused of subversion by officials and politicians serving the National Party. 
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The Vrye Weekblad, for instance, being an Afrikaans paper, was too much of a maverick and traitor 

to the cause. After it had disclosed too many sensitive issues, it was forced by litigation to close 

down. 

There were 170 accredited foreign media representatives in January 1987, including correspondents 

for the major news agencies, newspapers, news magazines and TV networks. South African 

journalists also served as stringers for overseas media. Foreign correspondents could not all be kept 

out or expelled and it was futile to try to control what they reported. Obviously they were after the 

dramatic and sensational news, of which South Africa provided more than enough over the two 

decades under review. 

In a study of the American media, Claassen proved that South Africa did, for a time, almost manage 

to completely "black out" news about its internal affairs, so that it was out of the "limelight" of the 

American media. Yet the news trickled through to the outside world. This was shown in Chapter 10 

to be confirmed by the statements of foreign press representatives at the Centennial Conference 

· held by The Star in 1987. 

12.4.2 Prohibitive Legislation, News Filtering and Media Coercion Could not Silence the 

Media 

The journalists, Afrikaans, black, English-speaking and alternative, were supposed to be the 

gatekeepers who selected and evaluated news according to their loyalties. White (1950: 386) 

commented that gatekeepers could be biased or subjective and in South Africa they were. It was 

shown how the authoritarian South African system, especially after the Information and Angolan 

debacles, turned the media gatekeepers into secondary gatekeepers, who were obliged to receive 

news from official sources to protect the authorities from unwelcome exposure. 

A constant awareness of world disapproval and insurrection already existed and influenced people's 

thinking . South Africans knew that their country was the polecat of the world, and this was 

psychologically disturbing. It caused introspection and suspicion. The government explained this 

unfortunate state of affairs by alleging that it was caused by revolutionary propaganda, double 

standards and by the world's desire to see the white government disappear. Hence the efforts, 

among others those of the erstwhile Department of Information, to present a whitewashed image 

and semblance of solidarity to the world. 

People tend to interpret what they read , see or hear in the media according to personal experience 

and the race or section of the population they belong to. Nevertheless, a population has a great 

cross-section of gullible, apolitical people who will want to believe that their survival can be assured. 
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The Newspaper Press Union (NPU) established in 1882 was an organisation of employers in the 

press industry to which most of the major newspapers belonged. It was shown how the members of 

the NPU were compelled by reprimands from the government over the years to apply voluntary 

internal control by means of a Press Council. The Council was known as the South African Press 

Board of Reference until the name was changed to the South African Press Council. It aimed at 

achieving the highest standards of conduct in the newspaper industry. 

Most of the pro-government Afrikaans press also began to feel the screws when the government 

published a Newspaper Bill in March 1977 which intended to oblige newspapers to be members of 

the Newspaper Press Union (NPU) and abide by the Press Council's Code of Conduct. Refusal 

could cause the cancellation of their registration, which in effect meant being banned. This made a 

voluntary press council powerless to withstand statutory control. Consequently the Afrikaans papers 

joined the English-language press in denouncing it. 

The Newspaper Press Union, South African Press Council and subsequent Media Council were 

formed to keep the media in line and to act in self-defence, because by controlling media 

practitioners to a certain degree, they could keep interference and censure by an authoritarian 

government at bay. 

The social responsibility theory also applied here, as codes of "journalistic practice", "establishment 

of press councils" and "codes or statutes to protect editorial and journalistic freedom" were 

introduced as a result of "legal and fiscal intervention" to "achieve positive social aims or to limit the 

effects of market pressures and trends". Media had to be "self-regulating" within legal confines and 

avoid reportage that could lead to disorder. The public also had a right to "expect high standards of 

performance" (McQuail, 1983: 91-92). 

Chapter 5 showed the enormous body of legislation that acquired tentacles and closed loopholes 

over twenty years, as well as censorship and control of publications through the Publications Appeal 

Board. Publications that were outside the control of the Press and Media Councils and the Code of 

Conduct of the Newspaper Press Union, such as works of fiction, were controlled by means of the 

Publications Act 42 of 197 4. Privately generated as well as official information was censored, so that 

all factual material was under control. 

As early as March 1979, the government introduced its Police Amendment Bill which required 

newspapers to clear all reports concerning the police with a press-liaison unit before publication (see 

Appendix C). The penalty was heavy- five years in jail or a R10 000 fine. 

By 1979 press freedom was already severely handicapped and the interests of the entire press, 

English and Afrikaans, were imperilled. The Advocate-General ("Press Gag") Bill had barely been 

avoided, but the Police Act and Inquest Act had not. The Police Act enabled them to operate free 
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from public scrutiny or surveillance. It was the kind of thing typically encountered in a totalitarian 

state and drew fierce objections from the media. 

Good investigative journalists will manage to establish the facts. They work from the premise that 

the people have a right to know. The revelations of the Information scandal proved this. The media 

are the gatekeepers who determine what news will appear and they are normally intent on ferreting 

out facts, especially exposure of irregularities, even if information is withheld by government officials. 

Newspapers such as the Sunday Express and Rand Daily Mail and investigative journalists such as 

Kitt Katzin, Chris Day and Mervyn Rees ferreted out the details and revealed them to the people of 

South Africa. The Afrikaans press also played a significant role in the probing and exposure, 

showing that they felt betrayed by the government which they had always supported. 

The military, the security and police forces, were supposed to act under a cloak of secrecy, as they 

were primarily used to keep the government in power. Foreign and domestic enemies had to be kept 

in the dark, which is characteristic of a beleaguered government. Internal enemies of the regime 

were assumed to be conspiring with foreign enemies. Dissident - especially black - journalists posed 

a threat to security as they were expected to influence the public. The print media provided the 

vehicle for expressing political opposition and dissent. Hence the coercion with regard to what the 

media could publish or not. 

Chapter 8 showed how state security, security reportage and the mass media in general were 

examined by successive commissions of inquiry, mainly with the aim of tightening still more the 

myriad laws that restricted access to information and underpinned white power in South Africa. 

Although there was no real independence for journalists, government control was taken a step 

further to establish to what extent the media supported, opposed or harmed the state and its 

ideology. It also showed how a minister was appointed to pay special attention to the activities of 

the media. This, as McQuail (1983: 86) put it, had ideological implications and was in keeping with 

forms of authoritarian control such as "legislation, enforceable codes of conduct...controlled import 

of foreign media." Press freedom conflicted with state interests and in South Africa there was 

"terrorist insurgency and threat of war" (McQuail, 1983: 86). 

The commission reports clearly showed that the publishers of anything that attacked the government 

were seen as seeking to "overthrow the state" (Siebert et al, 1956: 22). 

The first Steyn Commission and the subsequent Rabie Commission were appointed to close 

loopholes for internal security's sake and to improve the means whereby the security machinery 

could control the flow of information. The Rabie Commission proposed a tightening of terrorism laws. 

The intention was to prevent the media from publishing sensitive information such as the names of 

detainees under the security and anti-terrorism laws. The press expressed the fear that malpractices 

could then occur. 
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The media protests against proposals of the Rabie and first Steyn Commission reports were shown, 

especially the enormous amount of indignation and fear of losing all right to free speech, after the 

comprehensive second Steyn Commission. PW Botha and the National Party government were 

interfering in and thoroughly examining the duties, rights and role of the press and were trying to 

force them to account for what they wrote. 

The consequences shown were the promulgation of the Protection of Information Act 84 of 1982 

and the Registration of Newspapers Amendment Act 98 of 1982. There was a threat that the media 

could be placed under statutory control by means of a register of journalists. The media attempted to 

defend themselves by creating a Media Council to replace the Press Council, which amounted to 

self-censorship to forestall government censorship. 

Critics of the commissions who ranged from lawyers to journalists to academics, regarded the 

commissioners as parrots of the regime, themselves victims of the "total onslaught" propaganda, 

who were expected to toe the government line and propagate its policies. The study shows that the 

commissions spoke in unison and were products of their time and loyalties. 

The threats perceived by the authorities were well documented. One commission report echoed the 

other as far as descriptiveness and warnings against the onslaught by liberation movements and 

"terrorists" were concerned. All the reports contained quotations from Sechaba and other anti

government publications to confirm their allegations and perceived reality. 

It was shown how, in keeping with the authoritarian theory, South Africa turned into an "openly 

dictatorial or repressive" society as "conditions of military occupation or martial law" began to be 

implemented. There were also "conditions of terrorist insurgency or threat of war" throughout the 

period under review, which brought press freedom into conflict with the interests of the state 

(McQuail, 1983: 86). 

It was shown in Chapters 9 and 10 how far the government was prepared to go to maintain the 

status quo and its power, to the point to imposing states of emergency. It was only through "constant 

surveillance and control" that the state could hope to bring about any "unity of thought" or a news 

black-out where it was better to publish nothing about South Africa than anything unfavourable 

(Siebert et al, 1956: 11 ). The mass media could not be permitted to "interfere irresponsibly" with the 

state's notions of "reform" or its fight for survival (Siebert et al, 1956: 29). 

In keeping with authoritarian principles, the government set up "official units" to supervise and 

censor the flow of information (Siebert et al, 1956: 34). 

It was shown in Chapter 10, how numerous the media regulations gazetted in terms of the Public 

Safety Act 3 of 1953, from 1985 to 1989 had become. Press freedom had reached such a nadir that 

The Star held a Centennial Conference to question and confront government representatives. Two 
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of these, the Minister of Home Affairs (Stoffel Botha) and the Deputy Minister of Constitutional 

Planning and Development (Stoffel van der Merwe), argued that they were fighting against 

revolutionary propaganda and known aggressors intent on overthrowing the white-ruled state. Most 

of the media were accused of being in league with these enemy forces, who fostered chaos, revolt 

and confusion. 

As mentioned previously, publishers and representatives of the foreign media confirmed at the 

conference that they still managed to published South African news despite all the precautions and 

tyrannies to which the National Party government resorted. 

Protest could not be smothered, as media representatives hit back with a "Save the Press" 

campaign and an Anti-Censorship Action Group (ACAG) to preserve some shreds of press freedom. 

The media refused to give up or even temper their opposition. It was also shown that the media 

were "inextricably connected with questions of social control and order, and with processes of social 

change" (McQuail, 1983: 218). 

Examples of coercion and suppression are manifold and have been dealt with so as to prove 

escalating repression. Legislation proliferated and "negative" news was withheld or filtered through 

to the media after being sanitised by bodies set up for this purpose, such as the various liaison 

bureaux of the military and police and the Bureau for Information (Chapter 10). The Bureau for 

Information operated under Minister of the Interior, Stoffel Botha, during the last part of the PW 

Botha era when the power of the "securocracy" was at its height and the presidency was "imperial". 

Its main purpose was to create the illusion that all was firmly under control. 

During the securocracy-controlled era even apparently innocuous military news was officially 

censored by military and police media and public relations directorates as well as the strategic 

communications branch of the National Security Management System. Furthermore, the Bureau for 

Information also filtered and sanitised news until it was no longer newsworthy. 

Prison conditions could not be exposed. Those who were banned could not be quoted. Nothing that 

might cause friction between the races could be written. General Magnus Malan, Chief of the 

Defence Force and subsequently Minister of Defence, emphasised that South Africa could not afford 

certain principles of democracy while it was beleaguered and pointed out that the country was 

changing from a prosperous society into one of survival, where there was a "total war of low 

intensity." Certain strategies had to be developed to enable South Africa to live indefinitely in this 

situation and the media had to be careful not to abet the enemy. 

The social responsibility theory also applied here, as the media were told that they had an obligation 

to society not to foment trouble (McQuail, 1983: 91 ). 
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The various bureaucracies of the state had almost perfected news management, by dint of forcing 

the media to rely on officially filtered information, "unofficial" briefings and "leaks". Controlling the 

information did enable the government to promote its policies for some time and among a sector of 

the population, because it could enforce secrecy about some things, and because some people 

were convinced that its demise spelled chaos. Yet these efforts could not silence the voices of 

protest, especially in the alternative media which emerged in the eighties. 

The appeal to national security was handy because it made scrutiny of neglect, mistakes and 

abuses difficult. The bureaucracies and executives protected themselves, although they professed 

to protect the nation. 

In a democracy the press should act as a safety valve. A free press is said to be a right, in fact the 

life-blood of a democracy. The law regulates the citizen's freedom. The press may publish 

authorised information or publish freely with due regard for restrictions imposed by law. It was shown 

how the press in South Africa could for many years not publish freely, because of the approximately 

100 pieces of restrictive legislation, the emergency regulations, the censorship of publications and 

the news "filtering" agencies, all intended to stifle free speech in a country that could not be called a 

democracy. 

12.4.3 The Impossibility of Averting Democracy 

In South Africa, to quote the words of historian/journalist Paul Johnson (1987: 480), "a ruling class 

manipulated history to perpetuate its own needs, illusions and deceits". The country was called a 

democracy by the government, but in fact it was merely pre-democratic and authoritarian. Despite its 

defensiveness, enormous pressure was applied externally and internally, to compel it to 

democratise. 

While the colonial "dominoes" fell, South Africa's white government consistently fought to shore up 

the morale of the whites and to counter the impression that the end of white rule could be foreseen 

in South Africa. Nevertheless, those in authority, who were aware of the extent of the threat, must 

have realised that their deliberate machinations, extensive and ever-increasing legislation and 

concealment of unpalatable truths, were ultimately futile. 

The media indicated the amount of support for the government by trying their utmost, despite 

restrictions, to report and criticise objectively. Hostile media were perceived as a threat by a 

government which already knew, and concluded from media reports, that it did not have the support 

of the majority of the people. The South African government was shown to have deliberately 

manipulated the media with the intention of compelling them to reflect tolerance and peaceful co

existence between the races during the apartheid era. The main aim was to ensure the survival of 

the last white government in Africa. 
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Although, as Hiebert et al (1979: 251) maintained, the media recorded rather than caused news, 

they judged what was newsworthy, thereby playing a key role in "shaping the course of events". It 

was shown how the pro-government, mainly Afrikaans press, supported the government policies, 

the military and other authorities and the National Party leaders, which kept the ideology of 

apartheid going. Media support and propaganda sustained the National Party government and 

convinced sections of the population that its demise would spell chaos and war. Part of the political 

thought manipulation consisted of making sections of the population believe that apartheid and the 

exclusion of the black majority from Parliament could somehow ensure white hegemony, even while 

the tide of discontent rose ominously. 

Chapter 9 describes how the true reform expected of the Botha government, the new Tricameral 

Parliament and the Constitution of 1983, fell short of expectation, which made the disenfranchised 

masses even more rebellious. A vehicle for expressing this rebellion, was the United Democratic 

Front, which consisted of about 600 organisations opposing the regime. They made South Africa 

ungovernable in certain areas. The banned African National Congress waited and as seen in its 

mouthpiece, Sechaba, it never relaxed its anti-South African government and revolutionary 

propaganda, or its determination to take over power. 

How great the threat was and how severe the anti-South African actions would become, were shown 

when PW Botha made his Rubicon speech in 1985. After having raised enormous expectations of 

reform, Botha disillusioned everybody by warning that the government was adamant about staying 

in power and that it would not capitulate to demands, despite internal and external pressure. The 

media clearly showed to what extent this attitude was deplored. Some of the Afrikaans media 

persisted in defending Botha and his reforms but most of the media expressed severe criticism of 

his government. 

It was shown to what extent the government intended to retain control. It declared a first state of 

emergency in certain magisterial districts in July 1985 and subsequently Botha imposed successive 

states of emergency, as crisis management, after admitting that the "ordinary law of the land" could 

no longer contain the violence. 

The pressures, international isolation, internal unrest and sheer force of numbers undermined the 

National Party system to such an extent that the slow but inevitable dismantling of the government 

and apartheid took place until it was clear towards the end of the 1980s that the writing was on the 

wall. Dictatorial rule by successive National Party governments proved to be futile against the rising 

tide of political change in Africa and in the world. 

In Chapter 11 the enforced retirement of PW Botha was discussed. Disillusioned and more liberal

minded members of the government knew that the apartheid ideology had failed and that the truth 

was catching up with them. The government was in fact tottering towards its demise, helped along 
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by the release of Nelson Mandela and the unbannings announced by FW de Klerk. This brought the 

liberation movements back into circulation and confirmed that the ANC was a force to be reckoned 

with. It was shown how authoritarianism in South Africa was relaxed and the government 

"liberalised" when FW de Klerk introduced changes in 1990 that led to a new dispensation. 

Rights, formerly denied, were reinstated, "of which freedom of...speech and press became a part" 

(Siebert et al, 1956:44). The individual was to be protected from "arbitrary power" (Siebert et al, 

1956:47). There could now be a "competitive exposure of alternative viewpoints" (McQuail, 1983: 

88). The principles of freedom from censorship; publication and distribution "without permit or 

licence" could apply, attacks on any political party were permitted without fear of punishment, there 

was no "compulsion to publish anything", no restriction on the collection of information and no 

restrictions on information crossing "national frontiers" (McQuail, 1983: 89-90). 

Unfortunately those intent on the "liberation" of the country from white rule began to "Mau-Mau" or 

intimidate black journalists to force them to report in their favour - and unfavourably with regard to 

the government. The ANC issued a draft media policy which sounded democratic and tolerant, but in 

practice they were far from tolerant, burning issues of newspapers which criticised them and causing 

or threatening to cause harm to journalists. Members of the press across the board expressed shock 

and disillusionment. 

When FW de Klerk lifted the restrictions, there were reactions of disbelief at first, and then relief from 

the media. They saw the new dawn of a less repressive era as miraculous after having been 

muzzled to the point of silence. On the one hand, some media practitioners had denied the 

existence of a total onslaught. Others believed that De Klerk had defused a ticking time-bomb. 

The National Party rule had deteriorated into a state of turmoil, with some people feeling betrayed 

while others saw him as a liberator. It was a fact, however, that state security had led to the 

militarisation of South African society and that resistance to white rule could have led to civil war. 

A negotiated transition was the best and safest option for the old order, therefore the Constitution of 

the Republic of South Africa Act 209 of 1993 was enacted. After that, the fundamental rights of all 

citizens were the same. In 1993, when the new constitutional order replaced the repressive old 

order, the government could no longer legally protect the rules which it had designed to dominate 

others and to ensure that it stayed in power. There was a new approach to security and censorship, 

which contributed to the dismantling of white rule. As the Constitution became the highest law in the 

land, ending the old system where civil rights could easily be suspended, certain rights were seen to 

be restored. These included freedom of expression and association, the right to assembly, 

demonstration and petition, access to courts and information and the rights of detainees or accused. 

The final step on the road of democratisation was the 1994 general election. 
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It was shown that artistic creativity and scientific research were included in the new freedom of 

expression. Publications and films which had been sensitive and therefore banned, could be 

unbanned by the Publications Appeal Board. Prominent writers such as Nadine Gordimer reacted 

with relief and renewed hope. 

The conclusions are borne out by the viewpoints of a cross-section of journalists and opinion makers 

set out in Appendix A. They had suffered persecution and news deprivation, but had simply been 

irrepressible, waiting for the tide to tum. 
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APPENDIX A: CONCLUSIONS OF MEDIA PRACTITIONERS AND OPINION MAKERS 

The conclusions drawn by a number of media practitioners from a wide spectrum illustrate the 

struggle which they waged, the beliefs which they held and, in some cases, the relief which they felt 

when the old regime's strict control was ended. 

1. Prof HJ Grosskopf (Ex-Editor of Beeld and Former Head of the Department of 

Journalism, University of Stellenbosch) 

(Interview 14 June 1994) 

Professor Johannes Grosskopf, who had been employed by Nasionale Pers before becoming an 

academic, maintained the following: 

"The final emergency of 1987 was the most difficult clampdown for journalists from the political 

censorship point of view. There was an election, but how could one report on the election if 

everything was forbidden? Yet it was dangerous to withhold information from the people in a country 

that had to change, so that they were compelled to make decisions in ignorance. 

"As far as military censorship was concerned, it was very strict, particularly during the Angolan war. 

Some military leaders and correspondents were less strict that others, but it was a risk to antagonise 

them. The police tended not to comment and the police commissioners were strict about publishing 

anything about banned persons. 

"Too much control was exercised with regard to internal media. The English-language media were 

not traitors, as the government alleged, they merely did their duty within the restrictions imposed and 

which told people what they ought to think. 

"Censorship and pro-government propaganda were futile in the end, because ultimately complete 

concealment of the true state of affairs was impossible." 

"There were times when I despaired, but in the end the truth emerged." 

2. Ebbe Dommisse (Editor of Die Burger) 

(Interview 14 July 1994) 

Ebbe Dommisse had for years been employed by Nasionale Pers and eventually became editor of 

Die Burger. At the time of this interview, he said that he had been involved in media for 35 years. He 

voiced the following opinions: 
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"There were two periods in the time 197 4 to 1994 which were the most difficult from the point of view 

of political censorship. Firstly, we could not report properly on the Angolan war and its troop 

movements. Secondly, the state of emergency was a hard time for the press. When Louis Nel was 

Deputy Minister of Information during the state of emergency, one read in the Government Gazette 

what you could and could not publish, and this was terrible. He assured us that it was not as bad as 

it seemed and told us not to take it so seriously. Willie Burger, our attorney, advised us to read the 

acts and there were many things we could not publish because of the emergency regulations. 

"At that time we had to consult our legal advisers on a daily basis. You could say you would not 

submit to the law and publish, which was what some papers did, but we were told not to publish and 

to respect the law. I became more than normally sceptical. 

"The most 'dangerous' legislation was the emergency legislation and the Internal Security Act, but a 

number of other acts caused problems, such as the Defence Act. Schalk Pienaar once wrote 

something about recruits and he was accused in terms of the act of 'spreading alarm and 

despondency'. The ministers often said in Parliament that it was not in the national interest to 

disclose information, but actually it was not in their interest! The Defence Act was strict and bad, 

also the Police Act, also the fact that the onus was on the press to prove that they were writing the 

truth about the police. The Terrorism Act also forced a journalist to reveal his source in court. The 

worst I remember is that they wanted to institute a statutory press council. This possibility loomed 

until the 90s, but the act was never promulgated. 

"The attempts by the Newspaper Press Union, the Press Council and the Media Council to prevent 

direct government control were fairly successful in the end, as well as the separation of the Press 

Council from the Electronic Media Council. It was argued that the SABC was a state monopoly and it 

changed from a National Party mouthpiece to an ANC mouthpiece. 

"The Broederbond never attempted, during my career, to influence the press, but there were 

attempts by politicians from all sides, to control. Of course, during the Angolan war, there were 

attempts to control and conceal all news and to pretend that we were not in Angola. I think there 

were all kinds of negotiations with the American government. They were not directly involved but 

encouraged us to go in clandestinely. We took Angola and Schalk Pienaar called it "n ligte mistykie'. 

Maybe it was. We skirted the Defence Act by describing what happened but calling the SADF the 

'allied forces'. 

"During the period of the total onslaught we did obtain news of a certain interest, the role of the 

Soviet Union. 

"PW Botha did say in 1986 that the blacks must be part of government. It was possible for De Klerk 

to ring the changes because the Berlin wall fell and worldwide fear of communism disappeared 
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dramatically. The Cubans were in Angola. If the USSR could control its own minerals and those of 

the USA, it would have controlled the world quite effectively. 

"The South African government has many laws, but is lax in applying them. In high government 

circles it was said that overseas TV might as well show what they wanted to, but this had a 

devastating effect on South Africa and probably caused Chase Manhattan Bank to stop loans, which 

was the most successful sanction measure of all. 

"We could not quote listed people. There were ways to get past this, because you could say that 

'sources' in the ANC said something and it was important to know what was going on in the ANC. 

Later, there was direct contact with the ANC, such as the Dakar visit. There was no direct control, no 

policeman behind a desk with a red pen. It was that provision which said that you had to remove 

yourself from a scene of unrest which is a drastic deprival of freedom and which I cannot condone. 

"The whole Conference of Editors voted to retain press freedom. The English-language press was 

not unpatriotic. 

"I do not think that propaganda which is based on the truth, is futile, because there definitely was a 

communist threat. The emergency regulations were a failure in the end, but one could say a few 

things about democracy approaching inexorably. You could see that numbers were overwhelming 

and a black dictatorship seemed to be a great danger. De Klerk's great value was that he read 

history correctly. He persuaded the ANC to negotiate. Their position was very simple, they wanted 

capitulation, which is a totally arrogant assumption. And then they were pulled into negotiations." 

3. Jonathan Hobday (Editor of the Weekend Argus) 

(Interview 11 August 1994) 

Jonathan Hobday has been with the Argus Company since 1967 and previously served as a 

reporter for The Pretoria News, The Daily News, The Tribune, The Star and The Argus. He said the 

following : 

"When the total onslaught was at its height, the advent of the military role in security brought about 

the most stressful period. That is not to say that the heyday of BOSS and Vorster was not difficult. 

But I don't think the paranoia, if you like, had reached the same level. Sure, there was press bashing 

and there was UN bashing and there was American bashing, but I think you'll recall that after '77 the 

whole Afrikaner isolationist attitude and whole total onslaught thing reached a pitch. 

"So I would say that from our premises there were two types of threat. The threat to take action is 

not really serious, it's a bit of a bluff. If the threat to take action is serious and in fact does involve 

action, there is harassment and it was there during Vorster's and Botha's heyday. Both threatened 
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the press but I would say Botha was worse because by nature he was more dictatorial, and in fact, 

he was more militaristic. 

"The political pressures, the isolation, had grown and with it the paranoia, the anger and the lashing 

back had grown. I think PW was much more unpredictable. He was a very powerful force, with much 

more hands-on power. His style of operation was evident in the way he handled the SABC, himself 

personally phoning up and certainly I think, as newspapermen, we used to joke that a tank would roll 

down Sauer Street and pull up at the front door to close down The Star. Because it happens in other 

countries where governments send the tanks down to close newspapers. Vorster thought it was a 

joke but in the era of, say, real military dominance, it became a little less of a joke and a little bit 

more of a potential reality. Not that I think it would ever have happened, although it wasn't PW Botha 

who closed down the World, it was Vorster and Jimmy Kruger who took that action. Because of his 

nature and character, Botha caused the most difficult period. 

"The domino effect...yes, you could go right back to Ghana to the winds of change in Rhodesia, to 

Namibia. It was like a domino effect. It was the noose tightening, so to speak. There is definitely that 

context and feeling. We are now talking as white people caught in the sense that somehow we are 

encircled by black Africa. 

"I think we should also recall that Vorster was among the first people to say that we are part of Africa 

and it was Botha who signed the Nkomati Peace Accord. Yes, it was a domino effect. Uhuru was on 

the way and even if we weren't a colony, we were a bastion of non-democracy, colonial style of 

democracy, a relic of another time. It did seem inevitable that things had to change. 

"As far as the MarxisUcommunist takeover was concerned, there was a 'Reds under the bed' 

mentality. It was quite a cynical mentality because there were the 'swart' and the 'rooi gevaar'. The 

threat of a takeover was fatuous. I don't think there ever was a real threat, say Umkhonto marching 

down Church Street to the Union Buildings and into the seat of government. In many people's minds 

it was built up to be a looming threat for political reasons. 

"Frankly, I did not expect a bloody revolution. Most of us might have been apprehensive about the 

looming confrontation between what one would call black nationalism and white nationalism, but we 

remained optimistic because to those who said 'Look what's happening in the rest of Africa' most of 

us in the editorial circles argued that it was not a legitimate comparison, that the differences were so 

great that to have expected a revolution, by which one means Bolsheviks marching in the street, 

bloodshed, etc, was overplaying the situation. 

"The South African historical infrastructure, the reservoir of goodwill that existed in a number of 

people, who were not committed to the extremes, gave us hope. We believed there was a peacful 

democratic tradition. I don't think any of us believed it could be achieved as fluently and effectively 
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as it has been achieved. It was easy to say we were going down the shute, but to be optimistic was 

naive in many people's eyes. In fact as it turned out, to be optimistic was quite a realistic attitude to 

adopt and I can honestly say that we genuinely believed that a solution would be found. 

"I myself some time ago wrote a piece and basically what I said was that the Afrikaner is a very 

conservative type of person, but he's also a very radical kind of person and when change comes, he 

will be at the forefront of change. I believed that in the context of our being part of Africa, there was 

no-one more African than the Afrikaner. 

"We didn't expect a war of independence and Vorster didn't either; he said it was 'too ghastly to 

contemplate'. 

"Although the institutions of democracy, things like the rule of law, were abused, a basic inherent 

concern and commitment to individual freedom still existed. It is in the Afrikaner psyche to be 

independent and committed to individual freedom. I would like to think that the stronger force above 

forces of dictatorship, was democracy. We voted because we thought democracy was a force that 

would triumph. 

"At the time of the Angolan war censorship and totalitarian control stopped the free flow of 

information. We spoke in our very superficial reports, very skimpy, of people dying in the operational 

area. By any definition, the operational area would be something like the border of South-West 

Africa and Angola. At the time we were writing, it was 30 km from Luanda. So the South African 

public reading the South African newspapers had absolutely no idea basically of what was going on. 

If they read the English newspapers or followed the Yugoslav press agency, then they knew what 

was going on. Some of the information did come out. We were censored to the point where we were 

perverting the truth. In the case of the Angolan war, censorship and the totalitarian setup was almost 

complete. Such were the Defence regulations, the political conspiracy not to speak. It was only 

years later that they began telling us about 'Brug 14'. Some of the information began to leak out and 

the true picture began to be told in the English-language or South African press, but that was years 

later. At the time it was very successfully withheld from the South African public. 

"The whole evolution of the total onslaught, the advent of things like the joint military councils, the 

various mechanisms by which the total onslaught machinery was put in place, was, I think, reported 

fairly accurately, either through Parliament or because it was semi-public and justified in terms of the 

security of the state, and so forth . Imposition of tighter controls was not that secret. We were pretty 

much aware of the kinds of action that were being taken to tighten the hold on the country. 

"But, in the case of the Information Scandal, things were done that should have been public 

knowledge but were not, because they were done in a secret way. In other words, bureaucratic 

obstruction prevented information getting through and abuse was able to take place through lack of 
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transparency (the buzz word these days). Finally, when we did lift the veil, reporting was fairly 

extensive, but political circumstances have changed. 

"The press played a very vigorous role in the events surrounding the Information scandal. It was that 

exposure that put PW Botha in power. Were it not for that exposure in the newspapers and the role 

that Connie Mulder played in the Information business - he was shown to have been deeply involved 

in irregularities - Mulder might have won the election. PW Botha had not been a foregone conclusion 

as the next Prime Minister. Press exposure put him where he was. In many ways PW Botha was 

deeply involved. A lot of money that came to Information, came through Defence. For him to argue 

that he had not been involved, is a little bit odd. 

"I think the culture of secrecy within government was as much a part of Vorster's regime as it was a 

part of Botha's regime. In many ways, initially of De Klerk's regime. One hopes that, in the new era 

of transparency and democracy, there will be less of a culture of secrecy. If you serve the public, 

you are accountable to them. 

"One of the problems that the press had, was that the Public Service saw it as their duty and 

obligation and task to keep information from the public or the press, which is the same thing. In fact 

in a democratic society the duty, task and responsibility of the public service is to be accountable to 

the public. 

"As far as the unrest situation and Soweto riots are concerned, of course there were great 

difficulties. It was difficult to get into various townships. For many years the police were secretive. It 

was extremely difficult to get information about matters like unrest. Certainly, for the English

language press, whom they knew and felt were going to write unglowing reports. So it was difficult, 

not only from a personal safety point of view to get in, but there was obstruction by the authorities. 

There were deliberate attempts to keep the press from trouble spots. You went through back doors. 

"Concerning the death of Steve Biko, he could not have been killed in the way he was, had there 

been proper accountability. Because of the culture of secrecy that extended from the security police 

to the police to the district surgeons to magistrates it was possible for two or three policemen to 

abuse power and kill and maim in custody. The big difference with Biko was that maybe they did not 

know who he was or didn't appreciate the enormity. Certainly the reaction of the Minister of Justice 

(Jimmy Kruger) indicated that they didn't understand it. It was just a black guy who got killed . 

Because of his high profile, very powerful forces came into play and the inquest into his death did an 

enormous amount to cast the spotlight on what actually happened. Of course the newspapers 

played a huge role in focussing attention and bringing to light that activity. So the Biko case was 

very widely reported. Kentridge cross-examined people and brought out many facts. 
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"If PW Botha had not left office, the advent of February 2 1990 would have been delayed because it 

seemed that PW did not have the mental or political capacity to accept the kind of leap of change 

that De Klerk was prepared to accept. 

"Sanctions played a very big part in the whole question of isolation. Economic factors were a major 

factor and sports sanctions were a dripping tap. They had an effect. 

"The English-language and black press were hounded unfairly. The establishment Afrikaans press 

did not have such a hard time because they were pro-government and were not going to publish 

anything highly critical. But one must be fair and say that in later years papers such as Beeld and 

Rapport were flexing muscles and being critical of government. We were critics and such black 

press as existed, Jim Bailey's press, the World, and a fairly embryonic press, were targeted to a 

point in which World and Post were closed down. There were actual newspaper closures. We were 

hounded unfairly, undemocratically and in fact our lives were made a misery by a government 

attempting to stem criticism. 

"To ask which legislation was more troublesome or dangerous, is like asking which gun was more 

dangerous, a 38, 32 or 303. The answer is - the bullet is going to be just as painful. There were 

several bits of legislation that were troublesome and that we constantly brushed up against, 

particularly the security legislation. These were tools that many journalists fell foul of because they 

were perceived to be involved in actual acts of terrorism or things like distributing pamphlets and so 

forth. But in terms of day-to-day running of a newspaper, in terms of censorship and the free flow of 

information being perverted, things like the Defence, Prisons, Police, Atomic Energy Acts and the 

fuel legislation were the ones that were constant pressures on actual reportage. In other words, 

information that was available to us, but which we could not publish because it would have been an 

offence against the law. Fuel legislation, for instance, the whole question of oil supplies, was an 

extraordinarily sensitive area for the government. Atomic energy was another one. Only recently 

they were reported to have a bomb. 

"Information was known but we could not even speculate on it and of course the whole Angolan 

thing was covered by the Defence Act. The fact that our troops were within 40 km of Luanda was 

never reported at the time because it would have been an offence. When we reported very briefly, 

quoting from the major circulation Israel newspaper Ma'ariv, that two of our submarines had left 

Haifa, we were threatened with prosecution for contravening the Defence Act. Ask yourself logically, 

how could the government attempt to suppress something that was so widely known because it had 

already been published? It was like trying to catch a bird that was already in the sky. 

"As far as the filtering of news was concerned, the military held 'get to know you' sessions. People 

were taken on trips to the operational area. I went, and was shown vast fields of captured armoury, 

but this was not for publication. There were attempts to get a working relationship going between 
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defence correspondents but it was a very controlled environment to the point at which, if you were to 

take healthy reporting that is unbiased and independent, defence correspondents became (sic) very 

much in the pockets of the generals. The danger was that they became tools. There were leaks, 

there were people who didn't agree entirely with the way things were being done, so a certain 

normal functioning of the newspapers did go on, but it was very tightly controlled. 

"There were briefings. A lot of it was deep background stuff that could not be reported or it was 

laundered, sanitised, certainly not eyewitness stuff, and it went through various military screens 

before it reached us. We emerged undefeated. We lost a couple of battles. I think that certainly 

towards the end the realisation militarily that reached us, was that we could win the war temporarily, 

but at what cost? Lives? Economy? To march into Luanda would have brought the Russians into the 

war. 

"In many ways I don't think it was a question of winning the war. It was a question of drawing new 

lines, new parameters, fear of the domino effect, defending Namibia because it you defend Namibia 

you've got a buffer zone and so on. I think it was Malan who said at the height of the total onslaught 

that there is no military solution, only a political solution. It battle-hardened our troops but I doubt 

that it was worth it. Facts have since shown that it was a fairly wasted exercise. 

"We totally disapproved of silencing Nelson Mandela and the ANC. In fact the English-language 

newspapers throughout called for his release, to the point at which it became counter-productive to 

do so because in those days if the English-language press made a good point, they destroyed the 

chance of having that good point implemented. There was no way the government would have 

responded to a suggestion made by the English-language press. It obviously was totally inimical to 

our points of view for Mandela to be jailed and for people like Tambo to be banned. We couldn't 

quote Tambo. There was this huge banned list of people who could not be quoted. We could write 

about what they did, Tambo did this or that but we couldn't say what he said. 

"As far as personal experience of persecution is concerned, the people who have been harassed 

were either reporters who were questioned and editors. I, as an editor, received letters threatening 

prosecution and I had to consult attorneys and then a certain debate took place with litigation 

threatened. But by the time I became editor of the Tribune in '89, that kind of activity had been 

eradicated a great deal. The person who took the pressure at The Star was my editor, Harvey 

Tyson, who was constantly faced with litigation. In fact, he recounts this in the book he's written. 

"The effect of this on us working journalists was much more, having a story in your hands and not 

being able to put it in the paper, · knowing that in fact it was relevant, important information to the 

public. You have a sense of persecution if you think you cannot do your job properly. Sitting there as 

a night editor, wondering whether in fact this story should be published, whether one should take 

this word out, put that one in, rewrite a headline. A lot of the tricks of the trade were in fact to word 
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the story in such a way that you got as much of the message across as possible, to be read 

between the lines, so you thought, in legal terms. Could they get you if you used this word instead of 

that one? 

"The public became resourceful. I think they learned that there was a certain code, e.g. operational 

area. They knew operational area didn't mean the border. They knew it meant 500 km inside. We 

couldn't say 'Angola', but the public weren't fooled. They are not that stupid. How did they know? 

Because their and their friends' sons told them where they were. 

"I think we broke the law every day. If you were to push it to its technicality. You looked at it. You did 

your very best to publish. Our lawyers looked at it and said, what can we publish? One of the 

problems with the law was that (a) the wording was very vague and (b) it had never been tested in 

court. These were laws without precedent, so no judge had ever ruled on them. They were statutes 

that existed that were being interpreted by bureaucrats and didn't have the clarity that comes from 

precedent. 

"We did regard the laws as draconian and we said so over and over again whenever they were 

published in Parliament. We railed against it. I think the attitude of many editors was that it's no good 

being the best newspaper not on the streets, and so there was a cautiousness. You tried not to be 

so provocative that it would bring the force of the law down on you. You first looked for a softer 

route. 

"Eventually some editors went the whole hog, like Tony Heard the The Cape Times. He interviewed 

Tambo and chose to publish that interview. He knew he was breaking the law. The man was 

banned, and what he did, quoting him directly, was to break the law. It was a decision he took. It did 

not lead to the closure of his newspaper, but it might have. In many smaller ways, that risk was 

taken all the time by all the editors, with varying degrees of response, including harassment from a 

telephone warning to legal action to closure of the newspaper, as in the case of the World. 

"If you take a daily newspaper and analyse what portion was subjected to censorship, it isn't the 

majority portion. Newspapers are more than simply political pamphlets. Human interest, 

entertainment, business, life went on. As professional newspapermen we did the job. 

"That we found the imposition of these non-democratic statutes on our industry irksome is no doubt. 

Not just in terms of professional capacity but in terms of our ethical, bounden duty as journalists to 

tell the truth, the whole truth and as far as possible, to enhance the free flow of information. I think 

that for those who were harassed and those who did suffer at the hands directly of the security 

apparatus and the totalitarian apparatus, it was very depressing and you had a sense of being 

malingered. 
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"We were the dominant press in terms of numbers. Constantly we called for the National Party 

government to be thrown out and at every election they got even greater support. And we believed 

we were right. That would be inclined to make you a bit cynical if not a bit depressed. But you are 

driven by ideals and professionalism. We were battered but unbowed. 

"The problems were alleviated when FW de Klerk came to power. The personal style of De Klerk 

was so different from that of PW Botha, that it was like waving a magic wand. Things began to 

change. While many of the laws remained on the statute book the fact is that the wind of change 

was felt instantly. Things changed dramatically, radically. Even by world standards, in the way we 

operate now, certainly in the '90s. As soon as we became convinced that the man was sincere, it 

changed radically. It was very refreshing and in fact I don't think any of us have experienced 

anything except normality by Western democratic standards since that time. 

"I read the Steyn Commission reports. You must put them in context. The attempts by government 

to either control the press or to get the press to submit voluntarily to some kind of control of its own, 

go right back to the early '70s. Connie Mulder was one of the great perpetrators of the whole idea of 

a statutory administration of the press, registered journalists and so on. That whole mentality of 

ordering the way the press operated was inherent. I would not like to be too critical of the Steyn 

Commissions. They were victims of the time in which they operated. I think they were part of a 

fatuous exercise, which is to try and control the press. 

"The problem with the Press Council and Media Council was that they were seen by the government 

as the step before statutory intervention. In fact, such councils should be consumer bodies, 

designed not to satisfy the government but the readers. They should genuinely and justifiably have 

been initiated by newspapers in conjunction with consumers to meet consumer objections and 

needs. Unfortunately, a lot of the Steyn Commission stuff and all that about the Media and Press 

Council , was fraught with government interference. The government intended to try to regularise the 

press (read control) . I think it is fair to say that in a democratic society, one of the keys to democracy 

is an unencumbered, uncluttered and independent press. While press may choose to set up a media 

council to consult with its customers, that is legitimate, fine and good. If the government has got its 

filthy hands into the act, that's not good. We censor ourselves all the time. We don't use four-letter 

words, certain pictures we censor as too brutal or too bloody. That is self-censorship. People say it 

can be a bad thing if it is under pressure from someone who should not be applying pressure. In 

matters of taste and good judgement, there should be self-censorship because it's libellous - we 

self-censor all the time (sic). Other laws are perfectly legitimate such as in defamation. But self

censorship is manipulation. In other words, where we try to act independently and are told what we 

should say, or may or may not say, then obviously the free flow of information is dependent on 

reporting and credible reporting is seriously jeopardised." 
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4. Harald Pakendorf (Political Commentator and Ex-Editor of Die Vaderland) 

Harald Pakendorf supplied the following information in answer to a questionnaire (12 June 1995): 

He had worked as radio news reporter for the SABC in 1962. Then he was involved with News 

Check which tried to publish SA Time. From 1964 to 1986 he worked for Perskor. Meanwhile he also 

studied at Harvard University in the USA as a Nieman Fellow (1968/69). He rose in the reporting 

ranks at Die Vader/and and was sent to the former Salisbury in Rhodesia in 1970 to publish the 

weekly Rhodesian Financial Gazette. In 1972 he was recalled to start Oggendblad and was editor 

until 1977. Then he became editor of Die Vader/and. In May 1986 he was asked to resign because 

liis politics became too "bad". 

He had predicted that the government could not last if all races were not accommodated and 

reported neutrally and strongly on the ANC as well as the erstwhile USSR's views on South Africa. 

There had been columns in the paper calling for the inclusion of the ANC in the political process. 

He wrote some columns in the Sunday Times after having been compelled to resign from Perskor's 

service without a "golden handshake". Then he appeared on radio and television, in and outside 

South Africa. 

He wrote: "The most difficult period, as far as political censorship was concerned, was in the mid

eighties and it became progressively worse. There was a strong feeling that whites could only 

survive if the government was kept in power. This was not to be accompanied by injustice but to 

make it work, people had to be involved in the political process as soon as possible. 

"It took me until the early eighties to realise that the vague words meant that blacks would take over 

power, that this must be accepted and that it was right. But it had to be done quickly. 

"We believed what political leaders told us. Everybody believed it, no matter what they say now. The 

difference lay in how you opposed the threat. I did not really believe that somebody sat in the 

Kremlin, exclusively planning our demise. But I did believe that the USSR considered it part of the 

cold war to drag the USA into Southern Africa and to disrupt things here. 

"But we were all anti-Red. It took me until the eighties, and personal discussions with Russians, 

before I realised that they had a much more balanced view of us than we had been led to believe. I 

even wanted to bring Russians to South Africa to de-demonise them and to show them the realities 

of South Africa, but this was prevented. 

"When we began Oggendblad, we fought for open parks, open schools, open restaurants, and so 

forth. The rest of the struggle between Perskor and Nasionale Pers was too big for us. 
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"I don't think that anybody who worked with me can say that I said we cannot or dare not publish 

something. I said get the story and we'll see whether we can get it into the newspaper. To the 

attorneys I said: 'I know what the law says about not publishing something, your work is to tell us 

how we can get in into the newspaper anyway.' 

"I am convinced that Oggendblad and Die Vader/and reached foreign correspondents. All opinion 

articles reached them, because they were translated and they read them regularly. We did not 

attempt to 'influence' them. They are colleagues, after all. 

"The secrecy in general was so bad that later we no longer believed anything. The newspaper 

managers were actually conservative. 

"I was never persecuted but my family and I were harassed by unknown individuals who telephoned 

to threaten us. This only stopped just before the election in 1994. Well, once I was threatened 

personally and directly by a police general about our reportage, but nothing ever happened. My 

friends in official places assured me that I had been under surveillance and my telephone bugged 

for years. 

"We tried to publish what we could, but we risked antagonising Nasionale Pers and Perskor rather 

than risking possible security action and court cases. Self-censorship was the worst thing to happen 

to us." 

5. Andrew Drysdale (Ex-Editor of The Argus) 

(Interview 4 December 1994) 

Andrew Drysdale, editor of The Argus at the time of the interview, started his career at the Eastern 

Province Herald. He was with Argus Africa and The Argus in Fleet Street, London, The Pretoria 

News and finally The Argus. 

He said the following: 

"I was in Salisbury, the capital of Rhodesia, when the Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland broke 

up in 1963. The colonies had turned out disappointing. They blamed their problems on colonialism, 

while in South Africa problems were blamed on apartheid . The whites did not want the same to 

happen in South Africa, but I never doubted that the majority would prevail. The sum of the 

population was such that South Africa was bound to democratise eventually. 

"The most difficult time in the period under review was the states of emergency when you could 

hardly publish anything. But we had ways of getting around it. Good journalists can. People can 

read between the lines. You can't fool them indefinitely. 
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"There was no real threat of Marxism or communism. Most African countries have socialist systems 

anyway, which are not so different. 

"Economic pressure and sanctions definitely forced the government to its knees, but those who 

suffered most were the blacks who lost jobs, not prosperous middle-of-the-road whites. The Argus 

ran a feeding scheme in the townships. Humanitarian readers gave generously. There were long 

queues for help. 

"The total onslaught was something that PW Botha thought of. The English and black press were 

persecuted the most. The worst legislation was the emergency regulations. 

"As far as the military were concerned, we knew what was going on but we couldn't publish, which 

was frustrating. Obituaries appeared in newspapers for sons, so people knew. Soldiers were called 

'men in uniform with South African accents'. When the government wanted to come clean, it had lost 

its credibility. 

"We had to break the law and were always contacting legal advisers. This cost a lot. The Argus was 

in the forefront of anti-apartheid action, rather than anti-government action. One could not cause the 

newspaper to be closed down. Jobs would be lost and this was not responsible. Post and World 

were not foolhardy, but had to write for their constituencies. It gave them enhanced and heroic 

status when they reopened. 

"The Information scandal - how could they have been so naive as to think that they would get away 

with it? We wrote, regardless, and hoped for the best. We had facts we had to write, defying the 

authorities. The Erasmus report was even better than news reports. But it was really nothing 

compared to the later emergency. 

"The police -you trust them and call them when you're in trouble, but they become politicised. BOSS 

did." 

6. Interview with Black Journalists on Good Morning South Africa (SA TV), 19 

October 1994 

David Hall-Green was the presenter wh·o spoke to various media people on Freedom Day, 19 

October 1994. 

Aggrey Klaaste, editor of the Sowetan, was with the World in the seventies, and said that when 

Steve Biko died, "editorially we came out with all guns blazing against Jimmy Kruger". 

He added: 
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"There was a fighting spirit in that newspaper which was quite commendable. Percy (Qoboza) had 

this fight against the government. Blacks felt they had to hit in terms of the media. This was the first 

time a paper (World) had been banned, really, in this country ... even despite the fact that the 

company which was the Argus Company replaced the title with the Post, there was a definite 

emptiness. The issues of the day had been kind of wiped off. MPs don't enjoy being attacked. They 

are angry with press people for attacking them or exposing certain things and they come back very 

angrily at what the press does. The new plans about the new South Africa include an unscrambling 

of a very messy situation." 

Thami Mazwai was chief reporter of World in 1977: 

"On this day, there was some eeriness around it, and the first thing I noticed was that there was no 

World on the streets. I was told the newspaper was banned. Joe just said, 'Come back to the 

office'." 

Joe Latakgomo, who had been assistant-editor of World, said on the programme: 

"The shock, the trauma of it all, the disgust, the anger - and I had to control it all, put it all together 

and tell the staff: 'Let's go ahead like the old soldier, let's go on'." 

Brian Sekutu, former deputy editor of The Sunday Times: 

"If there's anything that we have learnt from that period and which I think the present government of 

President Nelson Mandela would certainly not want to repeat (sic), the freedom of the press and the 

freedom of expression is the cornerstone of any democracy and it's something that one cannot 

muzzle. So I think that's actually one of the things that people had to learn." 

Joe Latakgomo: 

"I think one has to see this whole event of October 1977 in the context of the political situation of the 

time. One has to look back at the days and the run-up to 1976. One has to look at the people who 

had engaged in news gathering and a lot of them were pretty hard people who were committed to 

journalism, who were committed to exposing the truth, and a lot of them actually got quite angry 

because of the frustrations that they ran into. I don't think a lot of people know, for example, that the 

present head of the SA Defence Force, Sipho Nyanda, was in fact a journalist who worked at the 

World newspaper, who walked out in anger one day and never came back. Now we know where he 

went to. That is the kind of exposure that journalists got to the realities of life out there. 

"Black journalists in particular, the fights that they had to conduct on behalf of voiceless people, I 

think those are the kinds of things that people often overlook. And while we might feel, I guess 

rightly feel, that we can sit back and say 'We were there', I think the important thing for us is to 
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recognise that there are lessons for all of us to learn, that this government of today has to learn, how 

we respond to the press, how we respond to democracy." 

Brian Sokutu: 

"Journalists had to be there to report on the events, people like myself, for example. The Eastern 

Cape, where my journalism career began in the 1980s, was one of the hardest hit areas by state 

repression. In 1985 and 1986 there were the states of emergency in our country. There were what 

was called unrest areas. You were not allowed to go to those areas, but because we, as black 

journalists, were part of the story, and we lived in those communities, we had to expose and write 

about what was happening, what the security forces were doing in areas like Langa and Uitenhage. 

So it actually meant facing the security forces and you had to expect to be detained, like myself. I 

spent almost two years in detention from 1986 to 1989." 

Thami Mazwai: 

"We were exposed to, we saw, the brutality of the police when they were trying to repress the 1976 

riots. It affected us. You were filled with anger. You wanted to run towards the police shooting the 

people and hit them with your fists, but knew it was futile. And when their bannings came, there was 

just that quiet resolve, we are just going to continue doing our job without any fear or favour and 

then Joe headed Post at the time. We went out of our way to make sure that we maintained editions 

of the World newspaper. Then the gauntlet had been thrown. We, as black journalists, knew that. At 

the end of the day we were the only people who could tell the story. 

"White journalists were staying in the town and we were staying in the townships. People would 

come to our homes, students, student leaders, with press statements, just to give us the latest 

update on who had been arrested, what was happening and so on. Then I would go and publish. My 

home was another office for the newspaper. There was this quiet determination amongst all of 

us ... there is a very thin line between being a journalist and an activist and a lot of us used to cross 

the line .. ." 

7. Extracts from Published Interviews with Zwelakhe Sisulu (Chief Executive of 

SABC) 

7.1 "In gesprek met Zwelakhe Sisulu": Die Suid-Afrikaan, 1986 

At the time of the interview, 1986 autumn edition, conducted by Riaan de Villiers, Sisulu was the 

editor of New Nation, a newspaper of the Catholic Bishops' Conference. Some of his views are the 

following: 
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He believed in moving away from objective reporting into "people's journalism" which would reflect 

the views of the majority. He did not believe that the press could remain neutral. When newspapers 

claimed neutrality in South Africa, they meant that they were serving the interests of the ruling class. 

The press could not be neutral towards the freedom struggle. For papers to be acceptable to 

people, he said, they had to reflect social reality. 

7.2 "SA's most powerful media boss": Mail & Guardian 1996 

In the Mark Gevisser profile (Mail & Guardian, 1996-02-16-22: 14) the interview was held with Sisulu 

shortly after he had become chief executive of the SABC. He had been in detention for two years, 

had been a Nieman Fellow at Harvard, journalist at SAAN, news editor of Sunday Post, president of 

MWASA and editor of New Nation. 

He said: "I did not set out to be an activist. My activism began with my journalism." 

Gevisser (1996-02-16-22: 14) stated: 

"Sisulu's record - partly loyalist or free expression warrior - is ambivalent. Launching WASA at a 

conference in 1980, he maintained that all journalists were 'propagandists' - the question was simply 

whether 'one is a collaborationist propagandist or a revolutionary propagandist...if expressing the 

aspirations of the people is propagandist. .. then surely we are propagandists."' 

"His role at the New Nation was unmistakably one of publicising the ANC; not inappropriate, given 

the ANC's banning ... Certainly at the moment of the ANC's unbanning, Sisulu - also unbanned -

connected immediately with his mother movement; working as Mandela's first press attache ... " 

8. Tuesday Agenda (SATV) with Max du Preez: 7November1995 

The programme "Tuesday Agenda" of 7 November 1995 presented by Max du Preez, former editor 

of Vrye Weekblad, dealt with the "total onslaught" culture and the panellists were Gerrie Hugo, 

formerly a colonel in Military Intelligence, Dr Jakkie Cilliers of the Institute of Defence Policy and 

Julian Knight, a lawyer. 

Du Preez asked the panellists when the new mentality of "total onslaught" had started and what it 

was. 

Hugo said: "This country was effectively under military rule. The military was in command of all 

walks of life. All of a sudden (1985) there was no dividing line between concerned citizens, Black 

Sash, End Conscription Campaign .. . concerned individuals that opposed these people politically." 
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Du Preez: "People were identified as enemies who never carried guns, who never belonged to the 

military .. ." 

Hugo: "Exactly." 

Cilliers: "In the period following the tricameral proposals, the United Democratic Front drove popular 

resistance against PW Botha. It became a massive social movement together with the Free 

Mandela Campaign, something that built up in the aftermath of the Soweto Riots. The country was 

caught up in the violence since 1976 .. waves ebbing and flowing ... By 1983 in effect, with the 

tricameral constitution, the National Party found itself in a total impasse, rejected by the vast majority 

of South Africans. Having no political alternative, in a sense it had to rely increasingly on security 

structures because there was no vision. It painted itself into this comer of the total onslaught era, 

communism and black nationalism .. . it was only really when communism fell, the Berlin wall fell and 

we had the change in presidents from PW Botha to FW de Klerk, that the opportunity arose to break 

that impasse. I don't think the State Security Council really ran the country. In a sense they were 

drawn in by the securocrats, by PW Botha and Magnus Malan. Then the military partly abrogated 

additional functions for itself.. .. found itself operating in a terrain where it did not have the expertise to 

deal with a counter-insurgency type campaign ... State President De Klerk had a fundamentally 

different vision of the role of the security agency inside the country." 

Hugo: "Concerned citizens were the enemy - Dullah Omar, David Webster . ..ln 1990 FW 

unbanned ... suddenly there was no more enemy ... " 
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APPENDIX B 

Code of Conduct of The South African 
Media Council 

1. Preamble 

The freedom of the media is indivisible from , and subject to the same legal 
and moral restraints as that of the individual and rests on the public's fun
damental right to be informed. 

2. Reporting of news 

2.1 The media shall be obliged to report news truthfull y, accura1ely and ob
jectively. 

2.2 News shall be presented in the correct context and in a balanced manner, 
without intentional or negligent departure from the facts whether by: 

2.3 

2.4 

2.2 . I distortion, exaggeration or misrepresentation; 

2.2.2 material omissions; or 

2.2 .3 summarisation . 

Only what may reasonably be true having regard to the source of the news, 
may be presented as facts, and such facts shall be published fairly with 
due regard to context and importance. Where a report is not based on 
facts or is founded on opinion , allegation, rumour or supposition, it shall 
be presented in such manner as to indicate this clearly. 

Where there is reason to doubt the correctness of a report and it is prac
ticable to verify the correctness thereof, it shall be verified . Where it has 
not been practicable to verify the correctness of a report, this shall be 
mentioned in such report. 

2.5 Where it subsequently appears that a published or broadcast report was 
incorrect in a material respect, it shall be rectified spontaneously and 
without reservation or delay. The correction shall be presented with a 
degree of prominence which is adequate and fair so as readily to attract 
attention. 

2.6 Reports , photograpi1s or sketches relative to matters involving indecency 
or obscenity shall be presented with due sensitivity towards the prevailing 
moral climate . In particular, the press and television services shall avoid 
the publication of obscene and lascivious matter. 

2.7 The ident ity of rape victi ms and other victims of sexual violence shall not 
be published or broadcast without the consent of the victi m. 

3. Comment 

3.1 The media shall be entitled to comment upon or criticise any actions or 
events of public imponance provided such comments or criticisms are fairly 
and honestly made. 

3.2 Comment shall be presented in such manner that it appears clearly that 
it is comment, and shall be me.de on facts truly stated or fairly indicated 
and referred to. 

3.3 Comment shall be an honest expression of opinion, without malice or dis
honest motives, and shall take fair account of all available facts which 
are material to the matter commented upon . 

4. 

4. I 
Special provisions relating to the Press 

Headlines and captions to pictures shall give a reasonable reflection of 
the contents of the report or picture in question . 

4.2 Posters shall not exaggerate and shall give a reasonable reflection of the 
contents of the reports in question . 

5. 
5. I 

6. 

Privacy 

In so far as both news and comment are concerned, the media shall exer
cise exceptional care and consideration in matters involving the private 
lives and concerns of individuals, bearing in mind that the right to priva
cy may be overriden by a legitimate public interest. 

Payment for articles 

6. I No payment shall be made for feature articles or programmes to persons 
engaged in crime or other notorious misbehaviour . 

7. 

7. 1 

General 

Due care and responsibility shall be exercised by the media with regard to: 

7. I. J subjects that may cause enmity or give offence in racial , ethnic, re
ligious or cultural matters , or incite persons to contravene the law; 

7.1.2 matters that may detrimentally affect the peace and good order, 
the safety and defence of the Republic and its people; 

7.1.3 the presentation of brutality, violence and atrocities. 

-P'" 
f'J 
~ 
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APPENDIX C 

Rules of Procedure of The South Africa11 
Media Council 

It shall bi; the essence of the council's proceedings: 

- that complaints be considered and adjudicated upon within the shortest 
possible time after the publication or the broadcast of the matter giving rise 
to the complaint; 
- that complaints be considered and adjudicated upon in an informal 

manner; 
- that whenever possible the council and the parties will strive for a speedy 
and friendly settlement. 

1. Complaints 
I. I "Complainant" shall include any person who or any association, body, 

corporation, institution, newspaper, organisation, society or union , which 
lodges a complaint or any office-bearer duly nominated in writing to 
represent such association, body, corporation, institution, newspaper, or
ganisation, society or union for the purposes of pursuing the complaint. 

1.2 Subject to rule 1.6, a complaint shall be made as soon as possible, but 
not later than ten days after the date of the publication, broadcast, or 
other alleged breach of the code giving rise 10 the complaint. 

1.2. l The complaint shall be made to the registrar of the council who 
shall transmit it to the conciliator immediately . The complaint shall 
be made either in person, or by telephone or in writing. "Writing" 
shall include cable, telegram and telex communication message . 
Where a complaint is made other than in writing it shall be con
firmed forthwith in writing. 

1.3 "Respondent" shall include any person against whom or any association, 
body, corporation, newspaper or other medium against which a complaint 
is made. 
1.3 . l The respondent in respect of a complaint relating to the press shall 

be the proprietor of that newspaper which shall delegate the editor 
or in his absence, an assistant editor or other suitable editorial 
representative of the publication concerned, to act and appear in 
its stead in respect of any complaints dealt with either by the con
ciliator or the council. 

1.3 .2 Any association, body, corporation or medium other than the press 
against which a complaint is made, may delegate any office bearer 

--'----·---·---- -··- ---

to act and appear in its stead in respect of any complaint dealt will 
either by the conciliator or the council. 

1.3.3 Such representative shall, mutatis mutandis, hold the position, 
equivalent to that of the person delegated in terms of rule I .3 . 1. 

1.4 The conciliator shall not accept any complaint: 

1.4. I which is anonymous, or in his opinion fraudulent, frivolous, mali
cious or vexatious; 

1.4.2 where legal action has been threatened or is considered by the con
ciliator to be a possibility, unless the complainant waives or has un
dertaken to waive any right to claim civil relief. 

1.5 The waiver referred to in rule 1.4 .2 shall be in writing in a form accept
able to the conciliator and shall be lodged with a time determined by him. 

1.6 The conciliator may in his discretion accept late complaints if in his opin
ion there is good and satisfactory explanation for the delay . 

1.7 Where the conciliator has accepted a complaint and the respondent offers 
to settle the matter complained about by way of publication or otherwise 
which in the opinion of the conciliator/registrar constitutes a reasonable 
and sufficient offer of settlement of the complaint and the complainant 
refuses to accept such offer, the conciliator may withdraw his acceptance 
of the complaint. 

I. 7. I Where the conciliator declines to accept a complaint on any of the 
grounds specified in rules 1.4. I and 1.6 or withdraws his acceptance 
of a complaint under rule 1.7, the complainant may request the 
chairman of the council to review the conciliator's decision. .f'"

t>J
I. 8 In the event of the chairman overruling the conciliator's decision, the mat- 0 

ter shall proceed in terms of rule 2. 

2. Conciliation Procedure 

2.1 Upon acceptance of a complaint by the conciliator, the registrar shall im
mediately transmit it to the respondent. 

2.2 The conciliator shall forthwith endeavour to achieve a settlement in tenm 
of the constitution . 

2.3 The conciliator shall hold discussions with the parties upon an informal 
basis with the object of achieving a speedy settlement. The parties shall 
not be entitled to legal or any other representation (including an adviser) 
at such proceedings, save where the conciliator deems it necessary and 
desirable in order to achieve a settlement. 

2.4 If the complaint is not settled within 7 days of its transmission to the 
respondent, or within such longer period as the conciliator in his absolute 
discretion may direct, the discussions before the conciliator shall be deemed 
to have been concluded and the matter shall be referred immediately to 
the council for adjudication. 
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3. Proceedings Before the Council 

3.1 Where the discussions before the conciliator have been concluded and a 
settlement not achieved the complainant shall within seven days of his 
being informed thereof submit a written statement to the registrar. 

3 .2 The written statement by the complainant shall contain: 

3.2. l full particulars of the complaint; 

3.3 

3.4 

3.2.2 copies of relevant correspondence; 

3.2.3 a copy of the publication containing the matter complained of and 
whenever possible in the case of a television or radio broadcast, a 
video or tape recording or transcript of the broadcast giving rise 
to the complaint; 

3.2.4 names and addresses of witnesses, if applicable; 

3.2.5 any other evidence, including affidavits in support of the complaint. 

The registrar shall submit a copy of the complainant's statement to the 
respondent. The respondent shall within seven days of the receipt of such 
statement submit a written statement to the registrar which shall set out 
fully his defence to the complaint together with reference to supporting 
evidence, where necessary, including the names and addresses of witnesses, 
if applicable. The registrar shall submit a copy of respondent's statement 
and supporting documents to the complainant. 

The conciliator shall, within 7 days of the conclusion of discussions be
fore him, submit to the registrar a written report on the dispute . 

3.5 On receipt of the written statements from the complainant and respon
dent and report of the conciliator, the registrar shall forthwith transmit 
the documents to the chairman of the council. 

3.6 Deleted. 
3.7 The chairman of the council shall determine a date, time and venue for 

the hearing of the dispute which shall be within fourteen days after receipt 
by him of the documents referred to in rule 3.5 . 

3.8 The chairman of the council may, if satisfied that no injustice will result, 
and upon such conditions as he may impose: 

3.8. l extend any time period contemplated in these rules; 

3.8.2 at any stage before the hearing, require any allegation of fact in 
the statements filed in terms of rule 3.1 to be verified on oath; 

3.8.3 call upon the parties to the dispute to furnish such further infor
mation as he may consider necessary. 

4. Variation of Procedure 

Ir satisfied that no injustice will result, the chairman shall have power to dis
pense with the usual forms and procedures (including reference to the concili
ator) and to give such directions for the adjudication of a complaint as he 
deems fit. 

o. rn!a"r'ing Of L;omplaints by the Council 
5.1 The registrar shall notify the complainant and respondent of the date, 

time and venue of the hearing at which the complaint shall be adjudicat
ed upon. 

5.2 It shall not be obligatory for either the complainant or the respondent 
to appear personally at the hearing of a complaint before the council. 
However, the chairman may request the complainant or the respondent 
or both to appear personally at a hearing if he considers it necessary un
der the circumstances, and if he considers that the non appearance of either , 
party may be prejudicial to the other. 

5.2.1 The chairman shall advise the parties requested to appear personally 
at the hearing that an adverse inference may be drawn from a failure 
to appear without good cause and, in the case of a respondent, that 
costs might be awarded against him. 

5.3 The complainant and respondent shall not be entitled to legal representa
tion at the hearing, but may, when appearing personally, be assisted by 
an adviser. The adviser shall not be allowed to address the council or exa
mine or cross-examine witnesses, except in special circumstances in the 
absolute discretion of the chairman. 

5.4 Prior to the hearing the parties to the dispute may agree upon a written 
statement of facts for adjudication by the council. 
5.4. l Such statement shall set forth the facts agreed upon, the issues in 

dispute between the parties and their contentions thereon. 
5.4.2 The chairman may in such event dispense with oral testimony, in 

whole or in part, subject to such conditions as he may impose con
cerning the presentation of f~cts to the council. 

5 .5 If it appears to the chairman or on application by either party to the dis
pute that there is any question which it would be convenient to decide 
before any evidence is led or separately from any other question, the chair
man may make an order directing the adjudication of such question in 
such manner as he may deem fit and may order that all further proceed
ings be stayed until such question is disposed of. 

5.6 The chairman shall, in his absolute discretion, having regard to the issues 
and the explanations furnished by the parties, determine whether any oral 
evidence tendered is relevant or necessary and whether such evidence may 
be presented. He shall also determine the order in which the evidence is 
to be presented. 

5.7 Any witness who gives oral evidence may be cross-examined, questioned 
by the members of the council and re-examined, questioned by the mem
bers of the council and re-examined in accordance with the procedure or
dinarily applied in South African courts of law. 

5 .8 No journalist or reporter shall be obliged to answer any questions which 
might tend to disclose confidential sources of information: Provided that 
the chairman may ask the editor or producer concerned whether he is satis
fied as to the reliability and authenticity of the source of such information . 

5. 9 The council may call upon any person who has submitted a written state
ment in a case to be adjudicated upon to appear before the council to 

..f" 
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be examined . In such an event the provisions or rule 5.7 shall apply 11111tatis 
mutandis. 

5 .9 . I Where, in the opinion or the council it is desirable so to do , it may 
call upon other persons to appear and to be examined . 

5.10 Whether or not the parties give evidence, the council shall be entitled 
to require either party to answer questions on any matter arising out or 
the complaint, and when so doing, to request them to take an oath ·or 
make an affirmation . 

5. I I All oral evidence shall be recorded. Every person who testifies before 
the council shall be requested to take an oath or make an arfirmation 
in prescribed form which shall be administered by the chairman . 

5.12 Arter all the evidence has been given or where evidence is dispensed with, 
both parties shall be entitled to address the council in the order deter
mined by the chairman. 

5. 13 Subject to rule 5.6, if the council finds against a respondent who is 
present, the respondent shall be given an opportunity to address the coun
cil and/or to lead evidence in mitigation of any penalty to be imposed 
in terms of article IO of the constitution. 

5.14 If it appears convenient so to do, the chairman, acting on the recom
mendation of the council, may make an y order with regard to the con
duct of the hearing and thereby vary the procedure laid down in these 
rules. 

5. 15 The council may from time to time adjourn an y of its deliberations and 
continue at a venue and on a date and time determined by the chair
man, where in his opinion it is necessary to reach a just decision . 

5.16 Proceedings before the council shall be open to the public save that the 
chairman may himself , or on application by either of the parties to the 
dispute, order the proceedings or any part thereof to be heard in camera 
where he deems it necessary in the interests of the general public, the 
security of the state or lo protect innocent persons or minors: Provided 
further that if in the light of the evidence furnished, the application for 
a hearing in camera proves to be unfounded, the evidence shall be made 
available to the public. 

5. 17 Upon the conclusion of the evidence and addresses, if any, the council 
shall deliberate theron in camera. 

5. 18 In the case of an enquiry held in terms of article 1.5 read with article 
I 0.2 of the constitution, these rules shall mutatis 111111andis apply, provid
ed that the chairman may, in his discretion, vary and adapt the proce
dure to take account of the particular circumstances of such an enquiry. 

6. Costs 

The part ies lo a dispute shall in general bear their own costs, provided that 
the council may order the respondent to pay a specified amount as costs to 
a successful complainant. 

, 

7. Adjudication on Agreement Between Founding Bodies and 
the Government 

7. I The council shall adjudicate upon any dispute arising out of an agree
ment between a governmental department and the NPU, provided that 
the parties have consented in writing to be bound by such adjudication. 

7 .2 Such dispute shall be adjudicated upon in the manner provided by these 
rules . 

8. Findings of the Council 

8. 1 Tne registrar shall cause any finding, reason for a finding and/ or require
ments of the council to be sent to the complainant and to the respon
dent who shall carry out the council's directions to put into effect any 
decision which the council may have taken in terms of article 10 of the 
constitution. 

8.2 The registrar shall keep on record all findings and reasons for findings 
by the council. 

8.3 Save where the chairman has otherwise directed, the records referred to 
in rule 8.2 shall be public documents. 

of"" 
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APPENDIX D 
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can Police . 
Agreement between the Minister or Defence and the NPU 
Armaments Corporation of South Africa Limited . 
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12.1 Introduction 

By the very nature of their work, reporters and photographers have frequent
ly to come into close contact with the police and the military authorities. While 
it is true that pressmen depend a good deal upon information and co-operation 
from policemen and soldiers, the reverse is in many instances also true . 
Moreover, the police and the military authorities recognise that journalists have 
a function to perform, a du_ty to discharge and a contribution to make in rur
theriig the administration or justice and in the publication of inrormation 

"'to which the public is entitled . It is desirable, therefore, that there should ex
ist between the police, the military and the press as good a relationship as 
pos~ible. 

To these ends, the Newspaper Press Union of South Africa has concluded 
agreements with the Commissioner of the South African Police and the 
Minister or Defence . The full tenns of the written agreements that have been 
entered into will be set out below. It should be noted, however, that, from 
time to time, representatives of the NPU or the editors have made oral ar
rangements with the authorities in order to cope with new contingencies . 

12.2 Agreement between the NPU and the Commissioner of 
the South African Police 

This agreement was concluded on 12 August J 98 I and was amended on J 4 
July I 983. 1 t provides: 

I . [(a) Deleted.) 

(b) The Newspaper Press Union undertakes to supply new press cards to mem
ber publications with effect from 1981 09 01. They will be issued by the 
editors concerned. The press cards will be numbered in sequence and the 
Newspaper Press Union shall keep a proper record of them. 

(c) These press cards will be laminated in plastic cover~ and will bear the 
holder 's photograph and signature as well as the signature of his editor. 
The cards will be renewed annually and the year for which they are valid 
will be printed in large figures across the front of the card. 

(d) Each editor shall decide at his own discretion lo whom such press card 
shall be issued and he may withdraw such press card at any time. He shall 
keep a record of all press cards issued . 

(e) Each editor undertakes to issue press cards only to persons for whose in
tegrity he is personally prepared to vouch. 

2. Members of the Newspaper Press Union may submit a reasonable number of 
names of the senior journalists to the Commissioner for accreditation. 

(a) These accredited journalists will have access to officers designated by the 
Commissioner of the SA Police to discuss confidential or sensitive infor
mation . 

(b) The Commissioner shall issue to accredited journalists numbered press 
cards similar to those supplied to editors of member publications by the 
Newspaper Press Union. These cards will be overprinted on one corner 
in the Police colours of blue and gold. 

(c) These press cards will bear the photograph and signature of the holder 
as well as the signat1Jre of his editor and of the Commissioner or an officer 
acting on his behalf. 

(d) Press cards will be issued to accredited journalists subject to the follow
ing conditions: 

(l) An editor may at any time withdraw such a card . Thereafter he shall 
immediately inform the Commissioner of such withdrawal and return 
the card concerned to him for cancellation . 

(2) If the Commissioner should instruct that such press card be withdrawn, 
reasons will, where possible, be given to the editor on a personal and 
confidential basis, upon wrillen request from the editor. 

(3) Press cards of accredited reporters who leave the employ of a 
newspaper shall be returned to the Commissioner for cancellation ... 

4 . The holder of any valid press card may interview the senior officer or station 
commander in a particular area. He may also contact such an officer by telephone 
to obtain information from him on such mailers as may be divulged without refe
rence to the Police Directorate of Public Relations. Such an officer may nominate 
any member of the Police to act on his behalf in a permanent or temporary ca
pacity. Information may be published, provided that-

(a) the provisions of an act are not contravened; 

(b) it does not hamper the investigation of a particular case or obstruct the 
Police in the execution of their duty; or 

(c) it does not obstruct or interfere with the administration of justice. 

5. The holder of any valid press card may, for the purposes of his professional 
work and with the permission of the Police, enter and remain in an area which 
is under Police control and from which the general public are excluded, provided 
that-

(a) he enters such area at his own risk; 

(b) if accompanied by a photographer who does not have a valid card, he 
accepts full responsibility for the conduct of such photographer; 

(c) this agreement shall not prejudice the rights of any person regarding en
lry to his property; 

,, 
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(d) ir the presence and/or conduct of the holder or the press card in any w::iy 
hinders or obstructs the Police in the exectflion of their duties, the holder 
may be ordered to leave the area. However, since both parties accept the 
principle that the object of this agreement is the free now of informa
tion, the exclusion of the holder of a press card will not lightly be ordered 
by the Police. The holder of a press card may appeal to a senior officer 
against such an order by one of his subordinates . 

6. A journalist who is not in physical possession of a valid press card shall have 
no claim to any information. 
7. Each holder of a press card undertakes not to publish and/or to disseminate . 
to other media than to those in the group employing him any information about 
crime or national security which he has obtained independently of the Police be
fore he has consulted the senior officer of the area concerned or an officer desig
nated by the latter. 

(a) Where such information relates to a serious crime, national security or 
the combating of terrorism in or outside the Republic of South Africa, 
or when the publication thereof could obstruct !he course of justice or 
hinder or impede the police in the execution of their duty, any senior officer 
specially authorised by officers in paragraph (b) may request that the in
formation not be published or that publication be delayed . 

(b) A request regarding publication made by another senior officer may be 
altered by the Commissioner or a chief deputy commissioner or senior 
deputy commissioner or deputy commissioner. 

8. Each editor undertakes to instruct his staff not lo approach members of the 
Force exC'ept those who have been specially authorised, for information . 
9. All editors undertake to emphasise and promote the necessity of cordial co
operation between members of their staff and the Police . If any statement or com
ment in a report is attributed to a member of the Force without mentioning the 
name of such member in the report, the Commissioner may requ~t that the name 
of such member be furnished . 
I 0. The conditions of this agreement shall be observed scrupulously. but in a spirit 
of mutual co-operation. The Police Force realises that the press has an obliga
tion to inform the public rutly, accurately and as rapidly as possible about news
worthy events . The press appreciates that in the execution of its task it may not 
obstruct the administration or justice or hamper the Police in their investigations. 
11. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 4 or this agreement, a station 
commander or other senior member of the Force who is on duty may supply in
formation relating to accidents and fires to the holder or a valid press card. In
formation that may be requested and supplied includes the name, age, address 
and .occupation of a deceased or injured person, (provided the next-of-kin have 
already been informed) as well as the time and place of the incident. 
12. Any problem arising from the implementation of this agreement or the pub
lication of a matter which the Commissioner regards as of a purely internal na
ture, the revelation of which would serve no good purpose, must immediately 
be brought to the attention of the Commissioner and/ or the NPU in writing. It 
may then be referred to the Liaison Committee for investigation and report, if 
necessary. 

12.3 Agreement between the Minister of Defence and the NPU 
This agreement was concluded on 11 January I 967 and was amended from 
time to time to 17 September 1980. It provides: 

I. WHEREAS it was felt desirable that steps be taken to improve the means 
of contact and liaison between the South African Defence Force, hereinafter 
referred to as the SADF, and the Press; 

2. AND WHEREAS the parties to this Agreement accept, in principle, inter
action between the SADF and the Press; 

3. AND WHEREAS it is in the national interest that the main objective to be 
pursued in such liaison should be the release to the Press of as much information 
as can be released within the security framework and that this should be done 
with the least possible delay; 

4. AND WHEREAS there should be frequent and regular contact between the 
SADF and the Press where representatives of the Press could discuss problems 
which may have arisen and/ or be briered by the SADF; 

5. AND WHEREAS there exists within the SADF a Directorate of Public Re
lations which is accessible to the Press at all times and which Directorate could 
be improved and expanded from time to time; 

6. NOW THEREFORE it is agreed that-

6. l A joint NPU/SADF Liaison Committee, hereinafter referred to as the Com
mittee , be established and that this Committee should meet on a regular basis 
as frequently as necessary but at least once a month to consider matters of policy 
and principle including amendment of this agreement. 

6. 1. 1 The NPU will nominate six senior persons, three in a managerial capacity 
and three editors , to meet with representatives of the Department. 

6. 1.2 The NPU representat ives on the Committee will be empowered to give im
metliate decisions on matters which will be raised and will, immediately after each 
meeting, report to member editors who may in turn and in their discretion brief 
their military correspondents . 

6.1.3 The Minister will similarly nomi~te not more than six senior SADF officers 
and members of Armscor of wlrom not less than four shall be members of the 
SADF. 

6.2 News liaison between the SADF and the NPU will be based on the follow
ing guidelines : 

6.2. 1 News liaison between the SADF and the Press will take place through the 
SAD F's Media Liaison Section and accredited military correspondents as defined. 

6.2.2 The NPU will endeavour to ensure that such reporters will be knowledge
able, able and well-equipped persons. 

6.2.3 The SADF shall call regular news conferences for accredited military cor
respondents and editors as agreed by the Liaison Committee. 

6.3 All etlitors will be requested to refer matters of policy or principle of the NPU 
representatives on the Committee who will on their behaJr raise these matters with 
the SADF, specific items of detail being referred directly to the full-time liaison 
officers . 

6.4 Dissemination of news and directives via SAP A and other normal news chan
nels will continue. The NPU will be sent copies of news items and directives so 
issuetl. Where wider dissemination may be required, as, for instance, to provin
cial newspapers, the NPU will assist the SADF. 

6.5 Decisions of the Liaison Committee shall be binding on all members and the 
panies. 

7. IN TERMS of the authority conferred upon him by the Defence Act 44 of 
1957, as amended, and the Armements Development and Production Act, 57 of 
1968, as amended, the Minister and the NPU have agreed that, subject to the 
conditions set out below, the following general or specific matters may be report
ed on-

7. I Internal Reports 

& 
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7. I . I News on internal military matters can be obt;:ii11ctl from the I\ lctlia Liaison 
Section or the Directorate or Public Relations or from the Public Relations Officers 
or the Arms of the Service . Members or the NPU will be allowed to contact the 
Minister personally on matters already discussed with the liaison officers . 

7.1.2 Statements on policy matters , internal or external, will, however, be dealt 
with by the Minister and the Chief or the South African Defence force via the 
Media Liaison Officers of the Directorate or · Public Relations . 

7 .1.3 The Minister will release as soon as possible news on defence matters that 
can be released; if he is approached, he will : comment or issue a statement, or 
say that he has no comment to make, or request that no mention be made or 
the fact that he had been approached and refused to comment as even a "no 
comment" reply could embarrass him . The Press must ab ide by this . 

7 .1.4 Reporters should understand that there are to be no arguments with the 
Minister or the abovementioned officers on matters that have leaked out some
where and their publication. A request that a report or comment should not ap
pear is to be accepted as such. 

7 .2 Reports Originating Abroad 

7 .2. 1 A public statement by an official and responsible person, such as the Prime 
Minister of another country, a member of the Cabinet or the Leader or the Op
position of that country on defence matters affecting South Africa, may be pub
lished provided the newspaper is convinced that it is an authoritative and 
responsible person who made the statement in public, in which case the person 
must be named and the source of the news supplied. 

i .2. 2 Any other reports published or broadcast abroad ma y be published 
provided-

7.2.2. 1 the sourc.,;. of the report is clearly indicated ; 

7 .2.2.2 the Minister of Defence or his representative has been given the prior op
portunity to commenr thereon; and 

7 .2.2.3 the report does not deal with South African military weapons or the sup
ply of arms to the Republic . All such reports must, in terms of the Defence Act , 
be submitted for clearance. 

7 .2.3 If the repon emanates from the newspaper ' s own bureau/ office/ source 
abroad, the standing procedure relating to military repom must be followed . 

CONCLUDED IN PRETORIA ON THE 17th DAY OF SEPTEMBER. 1980. 

(Sgd) H. J. Comee 

MINISTER OF DEFENCE 

(Sgd) R. W.J. Opperman 

PRESIDENT: 
NEWSPAPER PRESS UNION OF 

SOUTH AFRICA 

12.4 Armaments Corporation of South Africa Limited 
By letter of 8 October 1980 from the Executive Vice-Chairman of the Arma
ments Corporation of South Africa Limited to the Chairman of the Joint South 
African Defence Force/Newspaper Press Union Liaison Committee, the Cor
poration accepted the agreement between the Minister of Defence and the NPU . 

The letter reads: 

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MINISTER OF DEFENCE AND THE 
NEWSPAPER PRESS UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA. 

I . It is hereby accepted that the Agreement between the Minister of Defence 
and the Newspaper Press Union of South Africa also applies to the Armaments 
Corporation of South Africa Limited on the understanding that in all references 
to the Defence Act, reference is also made to the Armaments Development and 
Production Act. 

2. It must also be understood that news statements about Armscor, concerning 
policy matters in the RSA or abroad, will be issued by the Minister or the Chair
man of Armscor through the SADF's Media Liaison Section. 

J . Regarding sensitive matters or policy matters, we expect that liaison with Ann
scor will take place through the SADF's Media Liaison Section as is the case with 
the Minister of Defence and the Chief of the SA Defence Force . 

4. We wish to point out that clause 7 .2.2.3 should be seen in its wide:st context 
and is understood to cover, inter alia, all information in connection with the ac
quisition, supply, marketing, importation, export, development, manufacture, 
maintenance or repair of or research in connection with armaments by, for, on 
behalf of or for the benefit of the corporation or a subsidiary company, as well 
as :he movements of persons in connection with any of the above actions . 

5. This liaison is of course not applicable to purely internal aspects, but in cases 
where it is not applicable , the media liaison officers concerned will be able to as
sist you with the channels to follow to avoid causing confusion among Military 
Correspondents . 

6. A member of Armscor will also from now onwards represent the corpora
tion at meetings of the Liaison Commiuee . 

...- ~. ' '} <. 
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APPENDIX E 
REPUOLIEK 

VAN 
SUID-AFRIKA 
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' 

' 

REPUBLIC r--u.~-:.~~ ~ ---= -
OF I u ~ 1 : . ~ .: -1 Jil i ··,·:. , ;'. H e., . - . .. 

SOUTH AFRIC~-··-- ~ - · ··------! 1985 - i 1-2 0 1--·· .... ,, .. _____ ,_ 

Staats k o er ant ..__~_'.N_,~-E-R~-'~_~,c-~K~T~~~~~ ·~~.'.! ;-~ 

Government Gazette 
Verkoopprys •Selling price 

(AVB uitgesluiVGST excluded) 
Plaaslik 45c Local 

Bu itelJnds 60c Other countries 
Posvry •Post free 

Regulasiekoerant 
Regulation Gazette 

As 'n Nuusblad by die 
Poskantoor geregistreer 

Registered at the Post O ffice 
as d Newspaper No. 3896 

Vol. 245 PRETORIA, 2 NOVEMBER 1985 No. 10004 

PROKLAMASIE 

van clic 

Staatspresidcnt van die Rcpu/Jlick 1•n11 S11i<l-Afrika 

No. R. 208, 1985 

WYSIGING VAN REGULASI ES KRAGTENS DIE WET 
OP OPENUARE VEIL!GllE!D, 1953 

Kragtens die bevoegdheid my verlccn by artikcl 3 ( 1) (a) 
v;rn die Wet op Openbare Veiligheid, 1953 (Wet 3 van 
1953), vaardig ek hierby die regulasie vervat in die l1ylae 
uit. 

Gegee onder my Hand en die Seel van die Rerubliek van 
Suid-Afrika te Pretoria, op bet.le die Twcedc clag van 
November Eenduisend Negehonderd Vyf-cn-tagrig . 

P. W. BOTHA, 
Staatspresident. 

Op las van die Staatspresidcnt-in-Kabinet : 

L. LE GRANGE, 
Minister van die Kabinet. 

BYLAE 
I . Die Regulasies kragtens die Wet op Openbare Veilig

heid, 1953 (Wet 3 van 1953), afgekondig by Proklamasie 
R. 12 l van 21 Julie l 985, soos gewysig deur Proklamasie 
R. 199 van 24 Oktober 1985 en Proklamasie R. 207 van 31 
Oktober 1985,. en die Regulasies kragtens genoemde Wet, 
afgekondig by Proklamasie R. 20 I van 26 Oktober 1985, 
soos gewysig deur Proklamasie R. 207 van 31 Oktobcr 
1985, word hierby gewysig deur die volgende regulasie na 
regulasie 7 in le voeg: 

"VERilOD TEN OPS I GTE VAN SEK ERE ROLPRENTE, 
UITBEELDINGS EN KLANKOPNAMES 

7 A. ( 1) Niemand mag sonder die toeslemming van die 
Kommissaris van die Suid-Afrikaanse Polisie, of van 'n 
offisier, soos omskryf in artikel 1 van die Polisiewet, 1958 
(Wet 7 van 1958), deur die Kommissaris daarloe gemagtig . 
op enige wyse enige rolprent soos omskryf in art ikd 4 7 (I) 

705-A 

PROCLAMATION 

/Jy tile 

State I'residenl of t/Je Rcpuhlic of Sout/J 1\frica 

No. IL 208, 1985 

AMENDMENT OF REGULATIONS UNDER THE 
PUf3LIC SAFETY ACT, 1953 

Ily virtue of !he powers vested in me by section 3 (I) (a) 
of !he Public Safety Act, 1953 (Act 3 of 1953), I he reby 
make the regulation contained in the Schedule . 

Given under my Hand and the Seal of the Republic of 
South Africa at Pretoria 1his Second day of November, 
One thousand Nine hundred and Eighty-five . 

P. W. BOTllA, 
Stale President. 

By Order of the Stale President -i n-Cahinel : 

L. LE GRANGE, 
Minisler of the Cabinet. 

SCHEDULE 
I . The Regulations under the Public Safety Ac!, 1953 

(Act 3of1 953), promulgated by Proclamation R. 121 of21 
July 1985, as amended by Proclamation R. 199 of 24 Oclo
ber 1985 and Proclamation R. 207 of 31 October 1985, and 
the Regulations under !he said Act, promulgated by Procla
mation R. 201 of 26 October 1985, as amended by Procla
mation R. 207 of 31October1985, are hereby amended by 
the insertion of 1he following regulation after regulation 7: 

"PROllIB!TION IN RESPECT OF CERTAIN FILMS, 
REPRESENTATIONS AND SOUND RECORDrNGS 
7A . (1) No person shall, without the pem1ission of the 

Commissioner of the South ·African Police, or of a commis-
sioned officer, as defined in section I of the Police Act , 
1958 (Act 7 of 1958), aulhorized thereto by !he Commis-

1 

sioner, in any manner make, take , record, manufacture. 
reproduce, publish, broadcast or uistribule, or take or send 
to any rlace within or out side the Republic . :iny film :i s 
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van die Wet op Publikasics, 1974 (\Vet -H van 1974), of 
enige foto, tekening of ander uitbcelding,

1
of enige klankop

name, van-
(i) enige openbare rusverstoring, wanordelikhede, 

oproer, openbare geweldpleging, staking of boikot, 
of enige beskadiging van enige eiendom, of enige 
aanranding op of doding van 'n pcrsoon; 

(ii) enige persoon aanwesig of betrokke by enige open
bare rusverstoring, wanordelikhede, oproer, openbare 
geweldpleging, staking of boikot, of enige beskadi
ging van enige eiendorn, of enige aanranding op of 
doding van 'n persoon; of 

(iii) enige o~trede van 'n Mag of enige lid van 'n Mag met 
betrekkmg tot die handhawing van die veilighei<l van 
die publiek of die openbare orde of ter beeindiging 
van die noodtoestan<l, 

maak, neem, vasle, vervaardig, reproduseer, publiseer, uit
saai of uitdeel, of na enige plek binne of buite die Republiek 
neem of stuur, of laat maak, neem, vasle, vervaardig, 
reproduseer, publiseer, uitsaai of uitdeel, of na enige soda
nige plek laat neem of stuur nie, of poog om enige sodanige 
handeling te verrig nie. 

(2) Iemand wat 'n bepaling van subregulasie (I) oortree, 
is aan 'n misdryf skuldig ." . 

INIIOUO 

No . 

PROKl.Ai\IASIE 

R. 208 Wet op Opcnbare Veiligheid (311953) : Wy-

fl/,u/.'-'· 
No . 

SuwtJ · 
kocrant 

No . 

defined in section 47 (1) of the Publications Act, 1974 ("M 
42 of 1974), or any photograph, drawing or other reprc 
talion, or any sound recording, of-

(i) any public disturbance, disorder, riot, pubii; ' ~1 
lence, strike or boycott, or any damaging of any "·' 
perty, or any assault on or killing of a person; 

. ' 
(ii) any person present at or involved in any public dis.: 

turbance, disorder, riot, public violence, strike !).. 
boycott, or a~y. damaging of any property. or a~ 
assault on or kill mg of any person; or ~.1 

(iii) any conduct of a Force or any member of a Force wi~1 

regard to the maintenance of the safety of the public 
or the public order or for the termination of the state 
of emergency, .. n 

or cause it to be made, taken, recorded, manufacture} 
reproduced, published, broadcast or distributed, or to ~· 
taken or sent to any such place, or attempt lo commit any 
such act. 

(2) Any person who contravenes a provision of subregu: 
lat ion (I) shall be guilty of an offence.''. , 

CONTENTS ' .. 
I 

) 
l'uge Guutu 
No . Nu . I 

; No. 

1·1 
PROCLAMATION 

R. 208 Public Safety Act (3/1953): Amendment of 
siging van rcgulasies . .. . ........... .... ......... . IO<X)4 regul3tions ........ ............... ........... .... .. 10004 

Gcdn1k deur en vcrkrygbaar by die S1aa1sdru kker. 
Oosrna11"raa1. Privaatsak X85 . l'rc11Hia . O<Xll 

Pri111cd by and ob1ainahlc from the Government Prin1er, 
Oosman S1reet, Privale Dog X85, Pretoria, 0001 

.; 
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APPENDIX F 

RE PU BLIEK 
Vl'.N 

SUID-1'.FRIKI'. 

~

~ 
REPUBLIC 1 

OF 
SOUTH l'.FRldl'. 

Staatskoerant 
Gov·ernment Gazette 

v.,~ooppry1 • S.,lling prier 
IAVO u i1 g.sluivGS T ocludedl 

r1u1l il<.. 4Sc locol 
Bu itel•nd1 60c Other countri.s 

Po1vry • Po1l frtt 

Regulasiekoerant 
Reg11l.1tion Gazette 

lls 'n Nuusbl•d by die 
rosk4nloor s~regist~r 

Res<1re1ed •t I~ Post Office 
., • New>p•per i:'/o. 3964 

Vol. 2.52 PRETORIA 12 JUNIE 1986 
' JUNE 

No . 10280 

PROKLAIYIASIE 
1·an die 

St 11 11lspresiclc11l 1·.111 die Re)il1/1/ick 1·:111 S11id -1\frik11 

No. R. 109, 1986 

REGULASIES KR AGTENS DIE WET OP OPEN13ARE 
VEILIGHEID, 1953 

Krag tens die bevoegdheid my verlccn by artikcl 3 (I) (a) 
van die Wet op OpcnbMe Ye iligheid, 1953 (Wet J van 
1953), vaardig ck h1erby met ingang van 12 Junie 1986 die 
regul~ies verval in die Bylae uit. 

Gegee onder my llanq en die Seel van die Republiek van 
Su id-Afrika le Kaapstad . op hede die Elfde dag van Junie 
Eenduisend Negehonderd Scs-en -tagrig . 

P.W. BOTHA. 
Sraatspresidenl, 

Op las van die Slaatspresidenl-in -Kabinet : 

L. LE GRANGE, . 
Minister van die Kabincl. 

BYLl\E 

lYoordomskrywing 

1. In hierdie Regulasies, lensy uit die samchang anders 
blyk, beteken-

(i) "druk " om deur druk . tik of op enige andcr wyse 
van rcproduksie voort le bring: 

(ii) "geskrir· ook enige metode waarvolgens lellers . 
syfers . le kens of simbole in sigbare vorm voorges1el 
of weergegee word : · 

(iii) "gevangenis" ·n gevangenis bedoel in an~kel 20 ( l l 
van die Wet op Gevangcnisse. 1959 (Wet 8 van 
1959) , met inbegrip van ·n polisie~el of -opsluitplck: 

(iv) "Mag" die Suid-Afrikaanse Polisie bedoel in die 
omskrywing van " die Mag " in anikcl 1 van die 
Polisiewet. 1958 (Wei 7 van 1958) . die Suid
A frikaansc Spoorwcgpolisiemag ingestel krJglens 
artikel 43 v;in die Suid-Afrikaansc Vcrvoerdiens1e 
wet. 1981 (Wei 65 van 1981 l. tlie Suid -Mrikaanse 
WeermJg bedocl 1n anikel 5 van die 

955-A 

PROCLAIYIA TION 
bytlie 

Stnte l'rcslclc11t o( tile Rc[111/Jllc o( So11tli 1Urlca 

No . R. 109, 1986 

REGULATIONS IN TERMS OF TIIE PUl3UC SAFETY 
ACT, 19.53 

13y vinuc of the powers vested in me by section 3 ( 1) (a) 
of the Public Sare1y Act. ·1953 (Act 3 of 1953). l hereby 
make wi1h effect from 12 June 1986 the rc!gulations con-
1ained in the Schedule . 

Given under my !land and 1he Seal of the Republic or 
So111h Africa at Ca pe Town this Elevenlh day of June . One 
thousand Nine hundred and Eighty -six . 

P. W. BOTHA, 
S1a1e President. 
I 
By Order of the Stale President-in-Cabinet: 

L. LE"GRANGE, 
Minister of the Cabinet. 

SCHEDULE 

Definitions 
I. In the se Regu!Jtions . unless the conte:i.t otherwise in

dica1es-
(i) "Ac!'' means the Public Sarety Act, 1953 (Act 3 of 

1953) : 
(ii) "Force" means the Sou1h African Police referred to 

in the definiti on of " the Force ·· in ~ec1ion I of the 
Police Act. 1958 (Act 7 of 19.58), the Sou1h African 
Railways Police Force es1ablished under section 43 
of the South African Transport Services Act. 1981 
(Act 65 of 1981 ). the South African Defence Force 
referred to in sec1ion 5 of 1he Defence Act, 1957 
(Ac1 .l4 of 1957) . or 1he Prisons Service established 
by sec1ion 2 (I) of lhe Prisons Act, 1959 (Act.8 or 
1959); 

(iii) "Minis1er" means the Minis1er of Law and Order: 
(iv) "print " means to prnduce by printing . typing or by 

any 01her method of reproduction : 
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Verdedigingswet, 1957 (Wet 44 van 1957), of die 
Gevangenisdiens ingestel by artikel 2 (I) van die 
Wet op Gevangenisse, 1959 (Wet 8 van 1959); 

(v) "Minister·· die Minister van Wet en Orde; 
(vi) "ondermync:nde verklaring" 'n verklaring wat enig

iets bevat wat daarop bereken is om die uitwerking 
te he of wat waarskynlik die ui1werking sal hc-

(a) om enige oogmerk van enige organisasie wat 
kra!:!lens die een of ander wet tot 'n onwet1ige 
orgjnisasie verklaar is, le bevorder; -

(b) om die publiek .of enige persoon of kategorie 
persone aan le hits om-

(i) aan enige onwettige staking dee! te 
neem; ' 

(ii) aan enige boikotaksie dee I le neem of dit 
te ondersteun; 

(iii) aan enige onwettige betoging, byeen
koms of protesoptog dee I te nccm; 

(iv) aan enige optrede van burgerlike onge
hoorsaamhc1d dee! le necm; of 

(v) die slclsel van verpligte militcre diens in 
diskrediel te bring of te ondermyn; 

(c) om die publiek of enige dee! van die publiek 
of enige persoon of kategorie persone aan le 
hits om wecrsland of vcrsel le bied teen die 
Regering of eni~e Minister of beample van die 
Republiek of enige lid van 'n Mag, in verband 
met enige maatreet ingevolge enigeen van 
hierdic Rcgulasies getrcf of in verband met 
enigc ander maatreel betrcffende die veilig
hcid van die publick of die handhawing van 
die openbare orde of in verband met die regs-
adminislfasic; · 

(d) om by die publiek of enige dee! van die pu
bliek of enige persoon of kategorie persone 'n 
gevoel van vyandigheid teenoor enige dee! 
van die publiek of persoon of kategorie per
sone le verwek of te vererger; 

(e) om die publiek of eni$e deel van die publiek 
se vertroue in die beemdiging van die nood
toestand te verswak of te ondermyn, of om die 
publiek of eni11e dee! van die publiek aan te 
moedig om 'n l1andcling of versuim te begaan 
wal die veiligheid van die publiek, die open
bare orde of die beeindiging van die noodtoe
stand in gevaar stel of in gevaar kan stel; of 

(f) om disinvestering of die toepassing van sank
sies of buitelandse optrede teen die Republiek 
aan le moedig of te bevorder; 

en het die uitdrukking "ondermynende aard" 'n 
ooreenstemmende betekenis; 

(vii) "publikasie" enige koerant, bock. tydskrif. pam
net. Strooi- of aanplakbiljct, gcskrif, byskrif. prcnt. 
foto, afdruk. gravure. litografie. skildery. tekening 
of ander soortgclyke voorstelling, enige plaal of 
ander v0orwerp waarin of waarop klank v1r weer
gawe op~eneem is. en ook enige rolprent soos 
omskryf m artikel 47 (I) van die Wet op Publika
sies, 1974(Wet42van 1974); 

(viii) "verklaring" ook enige publikasie; 
(ix) "Wet" die Wet op Openbare Veiligheid. 1953 (Wet 

3 van 1953). 

Handliawing 1·an orde 
2. (I) \Vanneer 'n offisier. adjudant-offisier of 'n onder-

offisier in 'n Mag van oordeel is dat die aanwesi11heid of 
gedrag van · n persoon of persone by enige plek in die Repu
bliek die veiligheid van die publiek of die handhawing van 
die openbare orde in gevaar stel of in gevaar mag stel. of 
lewc of eiendom aan gevaar blootstel of mag blootslel, moel 

(v) "prison" means a prison referred lo in section 20 
(I) of the Prisons Act. 1959 (Act 8 of 1959), includ
ing a police cell or lock-up; 

(vi) "publication" means any newspaper, book, maga
zine. pamphlet, hand-bill or poster, writing, letter
press, picture, photo. print, engraving, lithograph, 
painting, drawing or other similar representation, 
any record or other object in or on which sound has 
been recorded for reproduction, and also any film as 
defined in section 4 7 ( 1) of the Publications Act, 
1974 (Act 42of1974); 

(vii) "statement" means also any publication; 

(viii) "subversive statement" means a statement which 
contains anything which is calculated to have the 
effect or is likely to have the effecl-

(a) of promoting any object of any organisation 
which has, under any law, been declared to be 
an unlawful organisation; 

(b) of inciting the public or any person or cate
gory of persons to-

(i) take part in any unlawful strike; 

(ii) take part in or to support any boycott 
action; 

(iii) take part in any unlawful demonstration, 
gathering or protest procession; 

(iv) take part in any acts of civil disobe
dience; or 

(v) discredit or undermine the system of 
compulsory military service; 

(c) of inciting the public or any section of the 
public or any person or category of persons lo 
resist or oppose the Government or any Minis
ter or official of the Republic or any member 
of a Force, in connection with any measure 
adopted in terms of any of these Regulations 
or in connection with any other measure relat
ing lo the safety of the public or lhe mainte
nance of public order or in connection with the 
administration of justice; 

(d) of engendering or aggravating feelings of hos
tility m the public or any section of the public 
or any person or category of persons towards 
any section of the public or person or category 
of persons; 

(e) of weakening or undermining the confidence 
of the public or any section of the public in the 
termination of the stale of emergency, or of 
encouraging the public or any section of the 
public to commit any act or omission which 
endangers or may endanger the safety of the 
public, the public order or the termination of 
the stale of emergency; or 

(f) of encouraging or promoting disinvestment or 
the application of sanctions or foreign action 
against the Republic: 

and the expression "subversive nature" shall have a 
corresponding meaning; 

(ix) "writing·· includes any mode of representing or re
producing letters, figures, signs or symbols in 
visible form . 

Maintenance of order 

2. (I) Whenever any commissioned, warrant or non-com
missioned officer in a Force is of the opinion that the pre
~ence or conduct of any person or persons at any place in the 
Republic endangers or may endanger the safety of the 
public or the maintenance of public order. or exposes or 
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hy mcl luide slem in elkeen van die arnptelike tale daardie 
pcrsoon of pcrsone bcveel om na 'n pick in die bevel aange
dui, te gaan of om daardie gedrag te staak, en moet hy 
daardie persoon of persone waarsku dat geweld aangewend 
sal word indien die bevel nie onmiddellik gehoorsaam word 
nie. 

(2) Jndien so 'n bevel nie onmiddellik gehoorsaam word 
nie. kan die offisier, adjudant-offisier of ondcroffisicr. na 
gelang van die geval, die geweld toepas, of die toepassing 
daarvan beveel, wat hy ondcr die omstandiohede nodig ag, 
!en einde die vermeende gevaar af te weer ofte voorkom. 

Arrcs en aanhouding 1·;in personc 
3. (I) 'n Lid van 'n Mag kan enige persoon wie sc aan

houding na die oordeel van daardie lid nodig is vir die 
handhawing van die openbare orde, of die vellighcid van 
die publiek of daardie persoon self, ofter beeindiging van 
die noodloestand, sonder lasbrief arresteer of laat arresteer, 
en kan so 'n persoon by wyse van 'n skriftclike bevel deur 
enige lid van 'n Mag onderteken, in bewaring in 'n 
gevangenis aanhou, of laat aanhou. 

(2) Niemand word ingevolge subregulasie (I) vir 'n tyd
perk van (anger as veertien dae vanaf Jie datum van sy 
aa~h.ouding aangehou nie,_ t_ensy daardie tydpcrk deur die 
M1n1stcr kragtens subregulas1e (3) verleng word . 

(3) Die Minister kan, sander kennisgewing aan enig
iemand en sonder om enigiemand aan te hoor, by wyse van 
'n skriftelike kennisgewing deur horn onderteken en gerig 
aan die hoof van 'n gevangenis, gelas dat 'n pcrsoon wat 
ingevolge subregulasie (I) ~earresteer is en aangehou word, 
verder in daardie gevangems aangehou word vir die tydperk 
in die kennis~ewing vermeld, of vir solank hierdie Regula
sies van krag IS, 

(4) 'n Persoon wat uit hoofde van 'n bevel bedoel in 
subregulasie (I), of 'n kennisgcwing bedoel in subregulasic 
(3). in 'n gevangenis aangehou word. kan, indien die Minis
ter of iemand deur horn gemagtig skriftelik aldus gelas, uit 
daardie gevangenis in hegtenis verwyder word vir aanhou
ding in enige ander gevangenis, of vir enige am.ler doel
eindes in sodanige lasgewing vermeld .. 

(5) 'n Lid van 'n Mag kan enige persoon wat ingevolge 
hierdie regulasie gearresteer is of aangehou word, met die 
oog op die handhawing van die opcnbare orde, die veilig
heid van die publiek of die beeindiging van die noodtoe
stand, ondervra. 

(6) Die Minister kan te eniger tyd by wyse van 'n ~krifte
like kennisgewing deur horn onderteken, gelas <lat 'n per
soon wat ingevolge hierdie regulasie aangehou word' vry~ 
gelaat word op die voorwaarde of die voorwaardes. as daar 
is, wat die Minister na goeddunke in sodanige kennisge
wing bepaal. 

(7) Die Minister moet 'n afskrif van 'n kennisgewing in 
subregulasie (6) bedoel en waarin voorwaardes in daardie 
subregulasie beoog, bepaal is, aan die betrokke persoon Jaat 
oorhandig. 

(8) lemand wat 'n voorwaarde ingevolge subregulasie (6) 
bepaal, oonree of versuim om daaraan te voldoen, is aan 'n 
misdryf skuldig . 

(9) (a) Die Minister van Justisie kan reels uitvaardig 
om die aanhouding van persone kragtcns hier
die regulasie te reel, of betreffende die behan
deling van sodanige persone. 

(b) In die geval van 'n botsing tusscn so 'n reel en 
'n bepaling v;m die Wet op Gevangenisse, 1959 
(Wet 8 van 1959). of van 'n regulasie of 'n 
Gevangenisdiensorder kragtens genoemde Wet 
uitgevaardig, of enige amptelike op<lrag, bevel 
of andc:r handelinl! van of deur die Kornmissaris 
van Gevangenisse~ gc:ld gc:noc:mde reel. 

may expose life or property to danger, he shall in a loud · 
voice in each of the official languages order such person or 
persons to proceed to a place indicated in the order, or to 
desist from such conduct, and shall warn such person or 
persons that force will be used if the order is not obeyed 
forthwith. 

(2) If any such order is not obeyed forthwith, the com
missioned, warrant or non-commissioned officer, as the 
case may be, may apply or order the application of such 
force as he under the circumstances may deem necessary in 
order to ward off or prevent the suspected danger. 

Arrest and detention of persons 

3. (I) A member of a Force may, without warrant of 
arrest, arrest or cause to be arrested any person whose de
tention is, in the opinion of such member, necessary for the 
maintenance of public order or the safety of the public or 
that person himself, or for the termination of the state of 
emergency, and may, under a written order signed by any 
member of a Force, detain, or cause to be detained, any 
such person in custody in a prison. 

(2) No person shall be detained in terms of subregulation 
(I) for a period exceeding fourteen days from the date of his 
detention, unless that period is extended by the Minister in 
tenns of subregulation (3). 

(3) The Minister may, without notice to any person and 
without hearing any person, by written notice signed by him 
and addressed to the head of a prison, order that any person 
arrested and detained in terms of subregulation (I), be fur
ther detained in that prison for the period mentioned in the 
notice, or for as long as these Regulations remain in force. 

( 4) A person detained in a prison pursuant to an order 
referred to in subregulation (I), or a notice referred to in 
subregulation (3), may be removed in custody, if the Minis
ter or a person authorized by him in writing so directs, from 
that prison for detention in any other prison, or for any other 
purposes mentioned in such direction . 

(5) A member of a Force may, with a view to the mainte
nance of public order, the safety of the public or the termi
nation of the state of emergency, interrogate any person 
arrested or detained in tenns of this regulation. 

(6) The Minister may at any time by a notice in writing 
signed by him order that a person detained in terms of ~his 
regulation, be released on such condition or conditions, if 
any, as may in his discretion be detennined by the Minister 
in such notice. ' 

(7) The Minister shall cause to be delivered to the person 
concerned a copy of a notice referred to in subregulation 
(6), in which conditions contemplated in that subregulati0n 
have been determined. 

(8) Any person who contravenes or fails to comply with 
any condition determined in terms of subregulation (6), 
shall be guilty of an offence. 

(9) (a) The Minister of Justice may make rules to regu
late the detention of persons in terms of this 
regulation, or relating to the treatment of such 
persons. 

(b) In case of a conflict between any such rule and 
any provision of the Prisons Act, 1959 (Act 8 of 
1959), or of a regulation or a Prisons Service 
Order made in terms of the said Act, or ailY 
official instruction, order or other act of or by 
the Commissioner of Prisons, the said rule shall 
apply . 
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(c) (i) Jemand wat 'n reel kragtens paragraaf (a) 
uitgevaardig, oortree of versuim om daar
aan te voldoen, is aan 'n misdryf skuldig . 

(ii) Die bepalings van paragraaf (a) van artikel 
52, en van artikel 54, van die Wet op 
Gevangenisse, 1959 (Wet 8 van 1959), met 
betrekking tot onderskeidelik 'n misdryf, 
en 'n oortreding van of 'n versuim om aan 
'n regulasie daarin bedoel te voldoen, is 
n!uraris mz~rand~s van .toepassing 1en op
s1gte van n m1sdryf in subparagraaf (i) 
bedoel. 

(10) Niemand, behalwe die Minister of iemand wat uit 
hoof de van sy betrekking in diens van die Sta at optree-

(a) ~et toe gang t.ot '.n persoon. wat ingevolge die bepa
hngs van h1erd1e regulas1e aangehou word nie, 
behalwe met die toestemming van en op die voor
waardes bepaal deur die Minister of iemand deur horn 
daartoe gemagtig; of 

(b) is op enige amptelike inligting met betrekking tot so 
'n persoon, of op enige ander inligtin3 van we Ike aard 
ook al. ve~kry van of ten opsigte van so 'n persoon, 
geregt1g nie . 

Dreigemente rnn ska de, Jetse/ of rerlics 

4. Jemand wat regstreeks of onregstreeks--

(a) mondelings of deur ~nige ander handeling dreig om 'n 
ander persoon, of enige van so 'n persoon se familie
betrekkinge of afhanklikes, skade, letsel of verlies toe 
te bring, hetsy aan sy of hulle persoon of eiendom of 
op enige ander wyse; of 

(b) enige geskrif wat die toediening van enige skade, 
!etsel of verlies aan · ~ .ander pe~soon of enige van so 
n persoon se fam1liebetrekkm11.e of afhanklikes 

bedreig. hetsy aan sy of hulle persoon of eiendom of 
op enige ander wyse, voorberei, saamstel, druk, uit
gee, versend, bes It of versprei, of wat by die voorbe
reiding, samestelling. druk. uitgee, versending of 
verspreid ing daarvan hulp verleen. 

is aan ' n misdryf skuldig. 

Reg van betreding, l'isentering en beslaglegging 

5. (I) 'n Lid van 'n Ma~ kan by die verrigting van sy 
w~rksaamhede ingevolge h1erdie R~gulasies te eniger tyd 
emge perseel of gebou sonder lasbnef betree en die stappe 
daar doen wat sodanige lid nodig ag vir die handhawing van· 
die openbare orde of die veiligheid van die publiek ofter 
beeindiging van die noodtoescand . 

q) · n Lid van 'n Mag kan te eniger tyd sonder lasbrief 
emge persoon, ge~ou, perseel ?f plek, of enige voertuig, 
vaartu1g, lugvaartu1g of houer v1senteer en tydens sodanige 
visentering beslag le op- · 

(a) enige voertuig, vaartuig. lugvaartuig . houer, voor
werp of anikel wat betrokke is of bestem is om 
gebruik te word. of vermoed word betrokke le wees 
of bestem is om gebruik te word, by die pleging of 
vermeende pleging van 'n misdryf. of wat gebruik 
kan word by openbare rusverstoring, wanordelikheid, 
oproer of openbare geweldpleging; of 

(b) e0ige voorwerp of anikel wat tot bewys van die pie-· 
grng of vermeende pleging van 'n misdryf kan strek. 

en daardie .lid .van 'n Mag r:ioet met enigiets waarop hy 
kragtens h1erd1e subregufas1c beslag gele het, handel 
ooreenkomstig opdra11.1e wat van tyd tot tyd, in die alge
m~e~ of m;t verwyslng na 'n bepaalde geval, deur die 
Mm1ster of 1emand wat op sy gesag handel, uitgereik word. 

(c) (i) Any person who contravenes or fails to 
comply with any rule made in terms of 
paragraph (a), shall be guilty of an offence . 

(ii) The provisions .of paragraph (a) of se~tion 
5 2, and of sernon 54, of the Prisons Act 
1959 (Act 8 of 1959), with reference to a~ 
offence, and a contravention of or failure 10 
comply \\'ith a regulation referred to there
in, respectively, shall 111111aris m11ra11dis ap
ply with respect to an offence referred tom 
subparagraph (i). 

<.IO) No. person'. Ether t~an the ~inister or a person 
acting by virtue of his office in the service of the State- · 

(a) shall have access to any person detained in terms of 
the provisions of this regulation , except with the con
se~t of and subje.ct. to such conditions as may be deter
mmed by the Minister or a person authorized thereto 
by him; or 

(b) shall be entitled to any official information relating to 
such person, or to any other information of whatever 
nature obtained from or in respect of such person. 

Threats of harm, hurt or Joss 

4. Any person who directly or indirectly-
(a) verbally or by any other act threatens to inflict upo~ 

a.ny other person, or upon any of such person's rela
tives or dependants, any harm, hurt or loss whether 
to his or their person or property or in any oiher way; 
or 

(b) prepares, c?mpil~s. prints, pu~lishes, transmits, pos
sesse~ or. d1sse~m~tes, or a~sts~s in the preparatton, . 
compilat1on, pnntmg, publicat1on, transmission or 
dissemination of any writing which threatens the in
fliction upon any other person, or upon any of such 
person's relatives or dependants, of any harm, hurt or 
loss, whether to his or their person or property or in 
any other way, 

shall be guilty of an offence. 

Power of entry, search and seizure 
5. ~I) A. member of a Force may in the performance of his 

functions tn tem1s of these Regulations at any time without 
a warrant enter any premises or building and there take such 
steps as such member may deem necessary for the mainte
nance of public order or the safety of the public or for the 
termination of the state of emergency. 

(2) A member of a Force may at an/' time without warrant 
sear.ch any perso.n, building, premises or place, or any 
vehicle, ~essel, aircraft or receptacle and may during such 
search se12e-

(a) any vehicle, vessel, aircraft, receptacle. object or arti
cle which is concerned or intended to be used. or 
believed to be concerned or intended to be used. in 
the commission or suspected commission of an of
fence, or which can be used in public disturbance, 
disorder, riot or public violence; or 

(b) any object or article which may afford evidence of the 
commission or suspected commission of an offence, 

and that member of a Force shall deal with anything seized 
by him under this subregulation in accordance with direc
tions issued from time to time, either eenerally or with 
reference to any panicular case, by the Minister or a person 
acting on his authority . 
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(3) Die bepalings van anikels 27 en 29 van die Strafpro
seswet. 1977 (Wet 51 van 1977), met betrekkino tot die 
deursoeking of betredinl! van persele en die deu~soeking 
van persone deur 'n pofisiebeampte, is 111111aris murandis 
v~n l?epassing. op en~ge .visentering of betreding kragtens 
h1erd1e regulas1e deur n lid van 'n Mag. 

\'ersoek om naam en adres rnn 'n pcrsoo11 
6. 'n Lid van 'n Mag bn by die uitoefenino van cnige 

bc:vo.cgdheid of die ui.1vo~ring van enige plig de~r. kragtens 
of_ uu hoof de van h1erd1e Regulasies verleen of opgele, 
en1ge persoon versoek om sy voile naam en adrcs aan soda
nige lid te verstrek. 

BeYC/e 
7. (I) Die Kommissaris van die Suid-Afrikaanse Polisie 

of iemand deur horn daart?e. gemagtig, kan, sonder opgaaf 
van redes en sonder om en1g1emand aan te hoor bevele wat 
nie met hierdie Regulasies o-nbestaanbaar is nie, 

0

uitreik-
(a) met betrekking tot-

(i) die afbakening van gebiede ; 
(ii) die afsluiting van 'n bepaalde gebied of dee! 

van so 'n gc:bied ten einde toegang tot of vertrek 
uit so 'n gebied of dee I daarvan te behcer; 

(iii) die beheer van toegang tot of vertrek uit 'n bc
paalde gebied of dee! van so 'n gcbied ; 

(iv) die bcheer van verkeer; 
(v) die tydelike sluiting van enigc opc11b;ire of pri

vate plek .of enige besigheids- of ny werhe1ds
ondernemmg; of 

(vi) die beheer van noodsaaklike dicnstc en die be
warinl! en veiliS?hcid van eni11e inst;il lasie en 
Werke~ Wat daamJce in vcrband Sta an; 

(b) waarby enige persoon verbied word om-
(i) ~nife voorwerp of artikel in die bevel gcnocrn 

m n bepaalde gebied in le bring of in so ' n 
gebied in besit daarvan te wees; 

(ii) enige handeling of 'n bedrywigheid in die bevel 
genoem in 'n bepaalde gebied te verrig of te 
beoefen; 

(iii) te eniger tyd buite die grense van sy woonpcr
scel in 'n bepaalde gebied te wees; 

(iv) te eniger tyd in 'n bepaalde gebied 'n vocrtuig 
in beweging te bring of le besiuur of in of op 'n 
bewegenc!e vocrtuig te wees; of 

(v) 
0

1) bcpaalde gebied of dee! daarvan binne tc 
gaan indien hy nie sy gewone verblyfplek m 
daardie gebied of dee! daarvan het nie ; 

(c) met betrekking tot die beheer, reeling of verbieding 
van die bekendmaking, verspreiding, uitdeel, ncem 
of stuu.r van eniee kommentaar op of nuus in verband 
met enige optrecfe van 'n Mag bf enige lid van 'n Mag 
met betrekking tot die handhawing van die veiligheid 
van die publiek of die openbare orde of ter beeindi-
ging van die noodtoestand; en · 

(d) met ~etrekking tot enige ander aangeleentheid waar-. 
van die reel. beheer of verbieding na sy oordeel nood
saaklik. of dienstig is met die oog op die veiligheid 
v~n entge I.id of lede van die fubliek of die handha
wing van die openbare orde, o ten einde die noodtoe
st.and te becindig, sonder dat die algemeenheid van 
die bevoegdhede war deur hierdie paragraaf verleen 
word deur die bepalings van die voorafgaande para
grawe beperk word. 

(2) 'n Bevel kragtens subre;;ulasie (I) uitgereik-
(a) kan betrekking he op 'n persoon in die bevel genoem, 

of op ~nige kategorie persone in die bevel genoem, of 
op enig_e pers_oon of persone wat nie tot 'n bepaalde 
kategorie in die bevel genoem, behoort nie; c:n 

(3) The provisions of sections 27 and 29 or'the Criminal 
Procedure Act, 1977 (Act 51 of 1977). with reference to the 
search or entry of l remises and the search of persons by a 
police official, shal apply m111aris 11111ra11dis to any search or 
entry under this regulation by a member of a Force. 

Request for name and nddress of a person 

6. A member of a Force may. in the exercise of any 
power or the carrying out of any duty conferred or imposed 
by, under or pursuant to these Re~ul;Jt~ons. request any 
person to furnish such member wuh his full name and 
address . 

Orders 

7. (I) The Commissioner of the South African Police or 
any person author_ized there!? by him may, ~ithout fumish
ino reasons and without heanng any person, issue orders·not 
in~onsistent with these Regulations-

(a) relating to-
(i) the demarcation of areas; 

(ii) the closing off of any particular area or part of 
such area in order to control entrance to or 
departure from such area or part thereof; 

(iii) the control of entrance to or departure from any 
particular area or part of such area; 

(iv) the control of traffic; 

(v) the temporary closing of any public or private 
place or any business undertaking or industrial 
undertaking; or 

(vi) the control of essential services and the security 
and safety of any installation and works con
nected therewith; 

(b) whereby any person is prohibited from-
(i) bringing into any particular arka any object or 

article specified in the order oroeing in posses
sion thereof in such an area; 

\ (ii) performing any act or carrying on any activity 
specified in the order in any particular area; 

(i ii) being outside the boundaries of his residential 
premises in any particular area, at any time; 

(iv) putting in motion or drivine or being in or upon 
any vehicle that is in motion in any particular 
area, at any time; or 

(v) entering any particular area or part thereof if he 
is not normally resident in that area or part 
thereof; 

(c) relating to the control. regulation or prohibition of the 
announcement, dissemination, distribution, taking or 
sending of any comment on or news in connection 
with any conduct of a Force or any member of a Force 
regarding the maintenance of the safety of the public 
or the public order or the termination of the state of 
emergency; and 

(d) relatin~ to any other matter the regulating, control or 
prohibition of which in his opinion is necessary or 
expedient with a view to the safety of any member or 
rncmbers of the public or the maintenance of the pub
lic order, or in order to terminate the state of emer
gency, the generality of the powers conferred by this 
yaragraph not being restricted by the provisions of the 
preceding paragraphs. 

(2) An order issued under subr::gu!ation (! }-
(a) may relate to any person mentioned in the order, or to 

any category of persons mentioned in the order. or to 
any person or persons not belonging to a particular 
-:aiegory men1ioncd in the order; and 
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(b) is van krag gedurende 'n tydperk in die bevel genoern 
of, indien 'n tydperk nie aldus genoern word nie, 
totdat die bevel ingetrek word of totdat die verklaring 
van 'n noodtoestand in die betrokke gebied ingetrek 
word of verval, wat ook al die eerste gebeur. 

(3) 'n Lid van 'n Mag kan, sender opgaaf van redes en 
sonder om enigiemand aan te hoor, enige persoon wat horn 
in 'n bepaalde gebied bevind en wat nie sy gewone ver
blyfplek daar h:t ni~, bev.eel om. da~rdie gebi.!d. te verlaa.t, 
indien daard1e lid di! nod1g ag v1r die handhawmg van die 
openbare orde of die veiligheld van daardie persoon of van 
die publiek of vir ·die beeindig~ng van die n.oodto~stand, en 
indien bedoelde persoon versu1m om daard1e geb1ed onver
wyld te verlaat, kan die betrokke lid sodanige pcrsoon 
arrestcer of laat arresteer en uit daardie gebied verwyder of 
aldus laat verwyder. 

(4) By enige gedi~g voor :n ge~egsho_f waarby di~ t.er sa~e 
is of die Kommtssans van die Su1d-Afnkaanse Pol1s1e of n 
pcrsoon deur hcim daart~e gemagt~g 'n bepaalde b~vel uit
gevaardig het, al. dan. me, w?rd ~ afsk.nf van die. ~eve! 
ender die Komm1ssans van die Su1d-Afnkaanse Polls1e of 
sodanige persoon se handtekening gewaarmerk, as af
doende bewys van die uitvaardiging en inhoud van die be
trokke bevel aanvaar. 

Afkondiging vnn bevc/c 

8. Enige bevel kragtens regulasie 7 uitgereik, word afge
kondig deur daardie bevel-

( a) by kennisgewing in die S1aa1skoe;a111 te publisee r; 

(b) in 'n koerant te publiseer wat in omloop is in die 
~ebied ten opsigte waarvan die bevel van toepassing 
1s; 

(c) deur middel van radio of televisie bekend te rnaak; 

(d) in die betrokke gebied in 'n skriftelike vorm tussen 
lede van die publiek te versprei en op openbare ~e
boue of op opvallende openbare plekke in die geb1ed 

· aan te bring; of 

(e) deur mondelinge aankondigin$ aan 'n bepaalde per
soon, of aan lede van die publlek in die algemeen, in 
die betrokke gebied bekend te maak op 'n wyse wat 
die Kommissaris van Polisie of iemand wat op sy 
gesag handel, dienlik ag, wanneer dit, na die oordeel 
van die Kommissaris of so 'n persoon, vanwce die 
dringendheid daarvan of om enige and er rede ook al, 
nie ooreenkornstig die bepalings van paragraaf (a), 
(b), (c) of (d) gepubliseer, bekend gemaak, versprci 
of aangekondig kan word nie. 

Verbod ten opsigte van sekere rolprente, uitbee/dings en 
k/ankopnumes 

9. (I) Niemand mag sander die toestemming van die 
Kommissaris van die Suid-Afrikaanse Polisie, of van 'n 
offisier, soos omskryf in artikel 1 van die Polisiewet, 19.58 
(Wet 7 van 1958), deur die Kommissaris daartoe gemagug, 
op enige wyse enige rolprent soos ornskryf in artikel 47 {I) 
van die Wet op Publikasies, 1974 (Wet 42 van 1974), of 
enige foto, tekening of ander uitbeelding, of enige klankop-
name, van-

(i) enige openbare rusverstoring, wanordelikheid, 
oproer, openbar: geweldpleg\ng, ~taking of boik.ot. 
of enig: beskad1gm~ van e~1ge e1endom, of enige 
aanrandmg op of dodmg van n persoon; 

(ii) enige persoon aanwesig of betrokke by enige open
bare rusverstoring, wanordelikheid, oproer, openbare 
geweldplegi~g. s~aking of boik?I, of enige. beskadi
ging van enige e1endom, of emge aanrandmg op of 
doding van 'n persoon; of 

(b) shall be of force during a period mentioned in the 
order or, if no period is so mentioned, until the order 
is withdrawn or until the declaration of a sfate of 
emergency in the area concerned is withdrawn or ·ex
pires, whichever occurs first. 

(3) A member of a Force may, without furnishing reasons 
and without hearing any person, order any person present in 
a particular area and who is not normally resident therein. to 
leave that area, if that member deems it necessary for the 
maintenance of public order or the safety of that person or 
of the public or for the termination of the state of emer
gency, and if the said person fails to leave that area forth
with, the member concerned may arrest such person or 
cause him to be arrested and may remove him from that area 
or cause him to be so removed. 

(4) In any proceedings before a court of law in which it is 
relevant whether or not the Commissioner of the South 
African Police or a person authorized thereto by him has 
issued a particular order, a copy of the order certified under 
the Commissioner's or such person's hand shall be accepted 
as conclusive proof of the issuing and contents of the order 
con_cerned. 

Promulgation of orders 

8. Any order issued under regulation 7, shall be promul
gated by-

(a) publication of the order by notice in the Government 
Gazelle; 

(b) publication of the order in a newspaper circulating in 
the area in respect of which the order applies; . 

(c) making the order known by means of radio or tele
vision; 

(d) distribution of the order in writing amongst members 
of the public and by affixing it upon public buildings 
or prominent public places in the area concerned; or · 

(e) oral announcement to any particular person, or ·to 
members of the public in general. in the ar~a _con
cerned in a manner deemed fit by the Comrn1ss1oner 
of Police or a person acting on his authority, when
ever, due to the urgency thereof or for any other rea
son whatsoever, it can. in the opinion of the Commis
sioner or any such person, not b~ published, ma.ke 
known, distributed or announced m accordance with 
the provisions of paragraph (a), (b), (c) or (d). 

I'roliibition in respect of certain films, representations 
and sound recordings 

9. (I) No person shall, without the permission of t~e 
Commissioner of the South African Police. or of a commis
sioned officer, as defined in .section 1 of the Police A~t. 
1958 (Act 7 of 1958). authomed thereto by the Comm1s
sionc:r, in any manner make, take, record, manufacture, 
reproduce. publish, broadcast or distribute. or take or send 
to any p'3ce within or outside the Republic. any film as 
defined in section 47 (I) of the Publications Act. 1974 (Act 
42 of 1974), or any photograph, drawing or other represen
tation, or any sound recording, of-

(i) any public disturbance, disorder, riot. public vio
lence. strike or boycott, or any damaging of any pro
per:y, or any assault or, or killing of a person; 

(ii) any person present at or involved in any pu.blic distur
bance, disorder, riot, public violence. stnke or boy
cott. or any damaging of any property, or any assault 
on or killing of any person: or 
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(iii) enige optrede van 'n Mag of enige lid van 'n Mag met 
betrekking tot die handhawing van die veiligheid van 
die publiek of die opcnbare orde of ler beeindiging 
van die noodtoestand, 

maak, neem, vasle, vervaardig, reproduseer, publiseer. uil
saai of uicdeel, of na enige plek binne of bu ice die Republiek 
neem of sruur, of laat maak, neem, vasle. vervaardi!!. re
produseer I publiseer I uicsaai of uitdeel 0 of na enige soda
nige plek laat neem of stuur nie, of poog om enige sodanige 
handeling te verrig nie. 

(2) lemand war 'n bepaling van subregulasie (I) oomee, 
is aan 'n misdryf skuldig . 

Maak, besit of verspreiding 1·an onderm_rnende 
~·erk/a rings 

JO. Iemand wat-
(a) 'n onderrnynende verklaring maak, skryf, druk of op

neem of laat maak, skryf, druk of opneem; 
(b) 'n ondermynende verklaring besil; 
(c) 'n onderrnynende verklaring ondcr die publiek of 

enige dee! van die publiek versprei, uicdeel of 
rondstuur of laac versprei, uicdeel of rondstuur of wat, 
hetsy teen vergoeding al dan nie , 'n onderrnynende 
verklaring aan enige persoon versend, verskaf of aan
bied of laat versend, verskaf of aanbied; 

(d) 'n onderrnynende verklaring in so 'n posisie vertoon 
of laat vertoon dat die sigbaar is vanaf n plek waartoe 
die publiek toegang hcc; of 

(e) 'n onderrnynende verklaring ten aanhore van iemand 
anders maak of deur middel van enige apparaal speel 
of laat speel len aanhore van iemand anders , 

is aan 'n misdryf skuldig . 

Bes/aglegging op publikasies 

11 . Die Minister of iemand deur horn daartoe gemagcig, 
Ii.an by bevel onder sy handcekenin9 magciging ver!een toe 
die beslaglegging op een of meer or alle eksemplare van 'n 
publikasie in die bevel verrneld wat na sy oordeel 'n onder
mynende verklaring of enige ander inligcing wat nadelig is 
of kan wees vir die veiligheid van die publiek. die handha
wing van die openbare orde of die beeindiging van die 
noodtoestand bevat. 

Beslaglegging op en 1·erbe11rd1·erklnring van publikasics 
van 'n ondermyncnde aard 

12. (I) lndien die tvlinister by ondersock van enige publi
kasie wat dcur enige persoon gepubliseer is daarvan oortuig 
is dat daar in bedoe!de publikasie scof gepubliseer is wat na 
sy oordeel van 'n ondermynende aard is. Ii.an hy by kennis
gewing in die Sraatskoerant verklaar dat die bepalings van 
hierdie regulasie vir die tydperk in die kennisgewing ver
meld op daardie bepaalde publikasie of op enige of alle 
publikasies wat deur daardie persoon gepubliseer word, van 
toepassing is . 

(2) Iemand wat 'n publikasie waarop hierdie regulasie 
ingevolge subregulasie (I) van coepassing verklaar is, 
maak, skryf, invoer, druk, publiseer. versprei. uicdeel, 
rondstuur of besit, of op enige wyse by die maak, skryf. 
invoer, druk, publisering, verspreiding. uitdeling of 
rondstuur van so ·n publikasie betrokke is, is aan 'n misdryf 
skuldig. · 

(3) lndien in 'n subregulasie (I) bedoelde kennisgewing 
'n publikasie by naam genocm word wal ' n kocranc, cyd
sknf of ander periodicke publikasie is, is daardie kennis
gewing ook van coepassing, gedurc:nde die tydptrk in die 
kennisgewing verrneld-

(a) ten opsigte van alle daaropvolgende uitgawes van be
doelde koeranc. tydskrif of ander periodieke publika
sie; en 

(iii) any conduct of a Force or any member of a Force with · 
regard to the maintenance of the safety of the public 
or the public order or for the termination of the stale 
of emergency, 

or caus: it to be made. taken. recorded. manufactured. 
reproduced. published. broadcast or distributed. or to be 
taken or sent to any such place. or attempt to commit any 
such act. · 

(2) Any person who contravenes a provision of subregu
lation (I) shall be guilty of an offence . 

Making, possession or dissemination ofsubversii·e 
statements 

10. Any person who--

(a) makes. writes, prints or records or causes to be made, 
written, printed or recorded any subversive statement; 

(b) possesses any subversive statement; 
(c) disseminates, distributes or circulates or causes to be 

disseminated . distributed or circulated any subversive 
statement among the public or any section of the pub
lic or who, whether for a consideration or not, dis
patches, supplies or offers or causes to be dispatched, 
supplied or offered any subversive statement to any 
person; 

(d) displays or causes to be displayed any subversive 
statement in such a position that it is visible from any 
place to which the public has access; or 

(e) utters, or by means of any apparatus plays or causes 
to be played, any subversive statement within the 
hearing of any other person, 

shall be guilty of an offence . 

Seizure of publications 

I I. The tvtiniscer or a person authorized thereto by him 
may by order under his hand authorize the seizure of one or 
more or all copies of any publication specified in the order 
which in his opinion contains a subversive statement or any 
other information which is or may be detrimental to the 
safety of the public, the maintenance of the public order or 
the termination of the state of emergency. 

Seizure and confiscation of publications of a subversil'e 
· nature 

12. (I) If the Minister is satisfied, on examination of any 
publication published by any person. that any matter is 
published in the said publication which is, in his opinion, of 
a subversive nature. he may by notice in the Gazette declare 
that the provisions of this regulation shall apply . for the 
period mentioned in the notice, lo that particular publication 
or lo any publications or all publications published by that 
person . 

(2) Any person who makes, writes. imports. prints, pub
lishes. disseminates. distributes. circulates or possesses any 
publication to which chis regulation has in terms of subregu
lat ion (I) been declared applicable. or is in any way con
cerned in the making. writing. importation. printing, pub
lishing, dissemination , distribution or circulation of such a 
publication . shall he guilty of an offence. 

(3) If a notice referred to in subregulation (I) specifies by 
name a publication which is a newspaper, macazine or ether 
periodical publication. such notice shall. for the period 
mentioned in the notice. apply also--

(a) in re spect of all subsequent issues of such newspaper. 
magazine or other periodical publication; and 
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(b) !en opsigte van enige publikasie onder 'n ander naam 
gepubliseer !er voortseuing van of in die pick van die 
publikasie in die bevel genoem. 

(4) (a) Die Minisier of iemanc..1 deur horn daartoc gemag
ti2. kan by bevel onder sy hand1ekening beveel dat daar op 
alle eksemplare van enige publikasie ten opsigte waarvan ·n 
kcnnisgewmg kragtens subregulasie (I) van toepassing is, 
be slag gele word. 

(b) Die Minister of iemand deur horn daartoe gemagtig. 
kan enige eksemplare waarop ingevolge paragraaf (a) be
slag gele is, aan die Staat verbeurd verklaar en gelas dat 
daaroor beskik word op die wyse wat hy bepaal. 

JHisdryll'e 

13 . Iemand wat-

(a) versuim ·om aan enige bevel, op<lrag of versoek krag
tens hierdie Regulasies uitgevaardig of gcrig, te vol-
doen; · 

(b) iemand anders in die uitvoering van enige plig of die 
uitoefening van enige bevoegdheid of die verrigting 
van enige werksaamheid dcur, kragtens of uil hoofde 
van 'n bepaling van hierdie Regulasies opgele o{ ver
leen, belemmer; 

(c) 'n kennisgewing of ander geskrif wat kragtens hiixdie 
Regulasies uitgcreik is of daarkragtens beet uitgereik 
te wees, vemietig, skend of vcrvals; of 

(d) sander die skriftelike toestemming van die Minister of 
iemand deur horn daartoe gemagtig, die naam of iden
titeit van enige persoon wat kragtens 'n bepaling van 
hierdie Regulas1es gearresteer is of kragtens 'n bepa
ling van die Wet of hierdie Regulasies aangehou 
word, op enige wyse bekend maak, tensy die Minister 
of 'n persoon deur horn daartoe gemagtig reeds die 
naam of identiteit van daardie persoon bekend ge
maak het, 

is aan 'n misdryf skuldig . 

Stralbepalings 

14. lemand wat skuldig bevind word aan 'n misdryfkrag
tens hierdie Regulasies, uitgesonderd regulasie 3 (9) (c) (i), 
is strafbaar met 'n boete van hoogstens R20 000 of gevan
genisstraf vir 'n tydperk van hoogstens tien jaar of met 
daardie gevangenisstraf sander die keuse van 'n boete, en 
die hof wat horn skuldig bevind kan enige goed. eiendorn of 
instrumen! waannee of in verband waarmee die misdryf 
gepleeg is, aan die Staat verbeurd verklaar. 

Opdrag \'an prokureur-generaa/ l'ereis rir vervolging 

15. Geen vervolging weens 'n misdryf ingevolge hierdie 
Regulasies, uitgesonderd regulasie 3 (9) (c) (i) , word inge
stel nie behalwe ingevolge die uitdruklike opdrag van ·n 
prokureur-generaal of iemand deur horn gemagtig. 

Beperking l'an nanspreek/ik/Jeid 

16. (I) Geen siviele of strafregtelike geding word in 

enige geregshof ingestel of voortgcsit nie teen-

( a) die Staat; 

(b) die Staatspresident; 

(c) ·n lid van die Kabinet van die Republiek; 

(d) 'n lid van 'n Mag; 

(e) iemand wat in <liens van die Staat is; of 

(f) iemand wat op las of met die goedkeuring van 'n in 
die voorgaande paragrawe van hicrdie subregulasie 
bedoelde lid of persoon handel, 

(b) in respec! of any publication published· under any 
other name in continuation of or in substitution for the 
publication named in the order. 

(4) (a) The Minister or a person authorized thereto by him 
may by order under his hand direct the seizure of all copies 
of any publication in respect of which a notice under subre
gulation (I) applies. 

(b) The Minister or a person authorized thereto by him 
may declare any copies seized in terms of paragraph (a) 
forfeit to the State and may direct that it be disposed of in 
such manner as he may determine. 

Offences 

13 . Any person who--

(a) fails to comply with any order, direction or request 
issued or made under these Regulations; 

(b) hinders any other person in the carrying out of any 
duty or the exercise of any power or the performance 
of any function imr~sed or conferred by, under or 
pursuant to any prov1s1on of these Regulations; · 

(c) destroys, defaces or falsifies any notice or other writ
ing issued or purporting to have been issued under 
these Regulations; or 

(d) without the written consent of the Minister or a person 
authorized thereto by him, in any manner discloses 
the name or ic..lentity of any person arrested in terms of 
any provision of these Regulations or detained under 
any provision of the Act or of these Regulations, un
less the Minister or a person authorized thereto by 
him has already disclosed the name or identity of that 
person, 

shall be guilty of an offence . 

Penalties 

14 . Any person convic1ed of an offence under these 
Regulations, except regulation 3 (9) (c) (i), shall be liable.to 
a fine not exceeding R20 000 or imprisonment for a p~riod 
not exceeding ten years or to such imprisonmen! without the 
option of a fine, and the court convicting him may declare 
any goods, property or instrument by means of which or in 
connection with which the offence has been committed, to 
be forfeited to the State . 

Direction of attorney-genera/ required for prosecution 

15. No prosecution for an offence under these Regula
tions, except regulation 3 (9) (c) (i), shall be instituted 
except by the express direction of an attorney-general or a 
person authorized by him. ·· 

Limitation of liability 

16. (I) No civil or criminal proceedings shall be insti-
tuted or continued in any coun of law against- · 

(a) the Stale; 

(b) the State President; 

(c) any member· of the Cabinet of the Republic; 

(d) any member of a Force; 

(e) any person in the service of the State; or 

(f) any person acting by direction or with the app~oval of 
any member or person referred to in the preceding 
paragraphs of this subregulati~n. . . -
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op grond van 'n handcling wat deur iemand by die uitvoe
ring van sy pligte of die uitodening van sy bevoegdhede of 
die verrigting van sy werksaamhedc ingevolge hierdie 
Reeulasies, te coeder trou aaneeraai . !!ebied. bevee:l . !!elas 
of -verrig is, m-et die bedoeling om die veiligheid van die 
publiek, die handhawing van die openbare orde of die 
beeindiging van die noodtoestand in enige gebied waar die 
bestaan van 'n nood tocstand kractens artikel 2 (I) van die 
\Vet verklaar is, te verseker, of om met omst;indichede te 
handcl wat as gevolg van voornoemde nooJrQcstand 
ontstaan het of waarskynlik sal ontstaan. 

(2) (a) Wanneer die hof waarin 'n geding ingestel i6, van 
mening is dat die gcding uit hoof de van subregulasie ( 1) nie 
voortgesit mag word nie, moet die hof 'n bevinding in dier 
voege maak. 

(b) Wanneer die hof so 'n bevinding gemaak het , verval 
sodanige geding en word dit geag nietig te wees. 

(3) Geen interdik of ander prosesstuk word uitgereik vir 
die opskorting of niet igverklaring van 'n bevel, red of ken
nisgewing kragtens hierdie Regulasies uitgevaardig of enige 
voorwaarde daarkragtens beraal nie, en geen sodanige 
bevel, reel, kennisgewing o voorwaarde word op g.rond 
van 'n appcl teen 'n skuldigbevinding kragtens h1erdie 
Regulasies opgeskort nie. 

>. 
(4) lndien by 'n geding ingestel teen 'n in subregulasie 

(I) vem1elde persoon of lid, of die Sta at, die vraag onlslaan 
of 'n handcling wat dcur iemand aangcr;iai, gebicd, bevcel, 
gelas of vcrrig is. deur horn le goeJer trou aangeraai, gc
bied, bevecl, gel as of verrig is, word vermocd, totdat die 
leenJeel bewys word, dat daardie handeling dcur horn te 
goeder trou aangeraai, gebicd, beveel, gclas of verrig is . 
. · (5) Die bepalings van hierdie regulasie is ook van toepas
sing ten aansien van enige versuim dcur 'n in subregulasie 
(I) vermelde persoon of lid om in verband met die aanraai, · 
gebied, beved, gelas of verrig van 'n voormelde handeling 
'n voorskrif van 'n wet na tc kom. 

PHYTOPHYLACTICA 

Hierdie publikasie bevat artikels oor plantpatolo
gie, mikologie, mikrobiologie, entomologie, nemato
logie en ander dierkundige plantplae . Vier dele van 
die tydskrif word per jaar gepubliseer. 

Verdienstelike landboukundige bydraes van oor
spronklike wetenskaplike navorsing word vir plasing 
in hierdie tydskrif verwelkom. Voorskrifte vir die 
opstel van sulke bydraes is verkrygbaar van die Di
rekteur, Landbou-inligting, Privaatsak X144, Preto
ria, aan wie ook alle navrae in verband met die 
tydskrif gerig moet word. 

Die tydskrif is verkrygbaar van bogenoemde 
adres teen RS plus AVB per eksemp!aar of R20 per 
jaar, posvry (Buitelands R6,25 per eksemplaar of 

. R25 per jaar). 

by reason of any act in good faith advised. commanded, 
ordered, directed or performed by any person in the carr)'
ing out of his duties or the exercise of his powers or the 
performance of his functions in terms of these Regulations. 
with intent to ensure the safety of the public. the mainte
nance of public order or the termination of the state of 
emergency in any area where the existence of a state of 
emergency has been declared in pursuance of section 2 ( 1) 
of the Act, or in order to deal with circumstances which 
have arisen or are likely to arise as a result of the afore
mentioned state of emergency. 

(2) (a) Whenever the court in which any proceedings 
have been instituted. is of the opinion that by virtue of 
subregulation ( 1) the proceedings may not be continued. the 
court shall make a finding to that effect. 

(b) Whenever the court has made such a finding, such 
proceedings shall lapse and be deemed to be void. 

(3) No interdict or other process shall issue for the staying 
or setting aside of any order, rule or notice issued under 
these Regulations or any condition determined thereunder, 
and no such order, rule. notice or condition shall be stayed 
on the grounds of an appeal against a conviction under these 
Regulations . 

( 4) If in any proceedings instituted against any member or 
person referred to in subregulation (I), or the State, the 
question arises whether any act advised, comm:mded. 
ordered, directed or performed by any person was advised, 
commanded, ordered, directed or performed by him in good 
faith. it shall be presumed, until the contrary is proved, that 
such act was advised, commanded, ordered, directed or 
performed by him in good faith . 

(5) The provisions of this regulation shall apply also in 
respect of any default by any person or member referred to 
in subregulat1on (I) in complying with any provision of any 
law in connection with advising, commanding, ordering, 
directing or doing any such act aforesaid. 

PHYTOPHYLACTICA 

This publication deals with plant pathology, myco
logy, microbiology, entomology, nematology, and 
other zoological plant pests. Four parts of the jour
nal are published annually. 

Contributions of scientific merit on agricultural re
search are invited for publication in this journal. Di
rections for the preparation of such contributions are 
obtainable from the Director. Agricultural Informa
tion, Private Bag X144, Pretoria, to whom all com
munications in connection with the journal should 
be addressed. 

The journal is obtainable from the above-men
tioned address at RS plus GST per copy or R20 per 
annum, post free (Other countries R6,25 per copy or 
R25 per annum). 

1-====================================================================================I-
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DES EMBER No. 10541 

PROCLAIVIA TION 
by the 

Swte President oft/Jc Rep11/Jlic of South Africa 
No.R.224,1986 

REGULATIONS UNDER THE PUBLIC 
SAFETY ACT, 1953 

Under the powers vested in me by section J (I) (a) of the 
Public Safery Act, 1953 (Act 3 of 1953), I hereby make the 
regulations cont.ained in the Schedule . 

Given under my Hanc..I and 1hc Seal of the Republic of 
South Africa at George this Tenth day of December, One 
thousand Nine hundred and Eighty-six. 

P. W. BOTiiA, 
State President. 

By Order of the State President -in-Cabinet: 

A. L. SCHLEBUSCH, 
Minister of the Cabinet. 

SCHEDULE 

Dilinitions nnd interpretation 
I. (I) In these regulations, unless the context otherwise 

indicates-

PROKLAlVl~.\SIE 
rnn die 

St.111tspresidc11t r11n die Republick rnn Suid-Afrika 
No. R. 224, 1986 

REGULASIES KRAGlENS DIE WET OP OPENI3ARE 
VEIL!GHEID, 1953 

Kr.i~tens die bevoegdheid my verleen by anikel 3 (I) (a) 
van die Wet op Openbare Veiligheid, 1953 (Wet 3 van 
1953). vaa.rdig ck htcrby die regulasies vervat in die Bylae 
uit. 

Gegee onc..ler my Hand en die Seel van die Republiek van 
Suid-Afrika 1e George, op hede die Tiende . dag van 
Descmbcr Eenduisend Negehonderc..I Ses-en-tag1ig. 

P. W. BOH!A, 
St.aa1spresident. 

Op las van die S1aa1spresident-in-Kabinet: 

A.. L. SCHLEBUSCll. 
Minister van die Kabinet. 

IlYLAE 
Woordomskry1ring en uitleg 

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner of lhe South I. (I) In hierdic regulasics, terisy uit c..lie samehang anders 
African Police, anc..I for the purposes of the application . blyk, bc1eken
of a provision of these regulations in or in respect of-
(a) a division as defined in section I of 1he Police Act, 

1958 (Act 7 of 1958), the said Commissioner or 
the Divisional Corrunissioner designated under that 
Ace for chat division; or 

(b) a self-governing territory, the said Commissio.ner _,.. 
or the Commissioner or other officer in charge of 
the police force of the government of thal self
governing territory; 

"furn recording" mems any substance, film, magnetic 
tape or any other material on which lhe visual images 
(with or without any associated sound track) of a film 
as deftned in sec;tion 47 of the Publications Act, 1974 
(Act 42of1974). are recorded; 

191--A 

"beperkte byeenkoms" enige. byeenkoms ten opsigte 
waarvan 'n voorwaarde kragtens anil:el 46 ( l) (i1) van 
die Wet op Binnelandse Veiligheid, 1982 (Wet 74 van 
1982), bepaal is of ten opsigte waa.rvan ' n voorwaarde, 
verbod of vcrcis1e kr.lgtens regulasie 7 (I) (bB) van die 
Veiligheic..lsregulasies opgele of van krag is; 

"bycenkoms" enige byee~oms, toeloop of op1og van 
enige getal persone; 

"fi.rma" oak 'n openbare ondememing; 

"klankopname': · n skyf, kasset, band, geperforeerde r?I 
of ander uttvtndsel waann of waarop klanke op so n 
wyse vasgele word dat die daarvan voo11gebnng kan 
word; 

10541-1 
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· "firm" includes a public undertaking; 

. .::· · · ; ··gfe~~~~g;; :ye~~·~i~f~~~~~· co~cou~e or __ P~-
:· .. 

"local authority" means- : ···- --- ·· ·· 

a local authority as defined in section 1 of the 
Black Local Authoritj(!S . A_ct,_ 1982 (Act 102_ of 
1982); · . ·_;- . · 1 '~ ·~ :~ . ~ . . ' 

, "Kommissaris", die Kommissaris van die Suid
. : :. Afrik.aanse Polisie, en by die toepassing van 'n bepa

ling van hierdie regulasies binne of ten opsigte van-- :: 
(a) 'n afdeling soos omskryf in artikel 1 van die Poll-

. - i · · siewet, 1958 (Wet 7 van 1958), bedoelde Kom-
missaris of die Afdelingskommissaris wat kragt.ens 
daardie Wet vir daardie afdeling a.angewys is; of . 

(b) 'n selfregerende gebied, bedoelde Kommissaris of 
die Kommissaris of ander offisier in bevel van die 

· polisiema~ van die _regering van daardie selfrege-
. ,, . . . . rende geb1ed;_ , i · ( )": ?< . • . . • : 

.. · "Minister" die Minister van Binnelandse Sake; 
(c) a re~ional services council. established under the '_'onderrnynende verklaring'' . 'n verklaring- .. 

R19e. ~So)~. ~- '·Services_c0u __ n_ci .... ~.f; t.c·t··:· .. 1.·.9·.· 8.-·.5 (A,: ~ .. t .·~.?(._ ~ .• ·f . (a) waarin lede van die publiek ci.angehits of aange~ 
.. _ moedig word of wat daarop bereken is om die uit-

( d) a local · government body established or deemed io werking te he om lede van die publiek aan te hits of 
. . ~ ~stabl_ished under section 30 of the Black Adi . ·:, :.::.. aan te moedig- ,: ; ·. ;;: : ~, . 1 • .. · ·: .,., :. ; . 

.. mintstraqon f\ct, 1927 (Act 38 of 1927); . : .. ~ ~ i ._ (i) om dee! te neern aan 'n bedrywigheid of om 
"Minister" .cieans the Minist~r of Home Affai~; "~ ' ~ · :--:- ~·,.; _ · . 'n _daad te _pleeg wat venneld word in para-

., · · ' · ! ···· · ~ ' ... · · ' ....... _.. · '-'" · · p;-aaf (a~, h(b~d~~,<~t.~~ _die .. ~.~krywing van 
"periodical" means a publication issued either at regular oproeng e1 , . . 

Or irregular intervals; _.:: .". ~ ·;, .. c, ~ . ;:.:.•! :·. ; .'. . .,-,· ;.. .~'·' .: :· ::',"-i-'0 .j"' "u ·": " .. ,.-·: ,• ' : ·· (ii) ' Om Weerstand "ofvcrset te bied teen''n lid Vall 
' I 

"publkation·~ ·means nny newspaper, book magazine, die Kabinet of 'ri Ministemaad of 'n ander 
; pamphlet, brochure, poster, hand -bill or part thereof or · . · . : '. : . lid van die Regering of 'n beampte van die 
· addendum thereto· · 1 . · . . : · • . • - ·· ··· · - 1· Rekbliek of 'n lid van die Kabinet van 'n 

... . , ·; P~·bff~'pi'~z~;,!,fud~<l;i~·~.~~·~ "j_~·.'~~~· '. -'" .,._ ,, . ~ -~~ ·'. -:, ·-. 7:· ·~· ·' _:.:: - . ~lrrel~~~~~~ gt~~:i ~f~~: ?:li~t\:~n :~ 
. (a) anv p~~i·~~{··~~:u'p~,;·~J~~Yt (t~~;,.:;t1te, a local aut~- ·. veilig eidsma~ y' die uitoefening of verrig-

1 ting deur s9., n.. lid of beampte van 'n be-
onty or an educational institution or the controlling .:. voegdheid of \l,i'erkS3.amheid ingevolge 'n be-
body of an educational in_stitution; . .. . ' -... ' .. . .. paling van .'n regulasie uit~evaardig kragtens 

(b) ·ap· ~u: y-l .P1:c. ~o·. inr· di.1sn~ans •. oly~ .oplr~act~s· lpeo'c-~1·fih1cict~1 mme' ~s mhbcav ... e~s a' oc. cfeths_se,· die Wet op Open bare V eili gheid,. 19 5 3 , of 
b van._'n wetter reeling van die veiligheid van 

. lITCspective of whether or not the right of aclmis-. .. . die publiek of die handhawing· van die open-
. sion to s·uch premises · br place is reserved and bare orde; · : ·~': '.··:: . · · . 

whether or not payment for such admission is re- (iii) om dee! te neem aan 'n boikotaksio--.: 
quired; ·_.' ·· ." _.: :. ::-'.' , ' _·· . . . (a~)'teen 'n bepaii.Ide fuffia of teen finnas 

"publish", in relatio.n to a publication, television record- : van ' n bepaalde aard, klas of soort, 
ing, film recording or sound recording, means any act · · ·~=; .; :: . deur Of nie irikope te doen ~y of ander 
whereby the . publication or , the television, film or · . · sake te doen met of gebruik te maak 
sound recording- · · • ·: ' · · · -· ·· · ' · ·· '· · . . .· van dienste gelewer deur daardie be-

.· · · · · · · · '· · · · , · · · paalde fuma of enige finnas van daar-
(a) is sold or leased, or is provided or made available'. · die bepaa!de aard, klas of soort nie Of 

free of charge, to a member of lhe public or .is ; · l nk t d b f d ak 
offered for sale, for hire or free of charge to s'uch. a s egs 1 ope e oen Y. 0 an er 5 e 

. te doen met of gebruik te maak van 
member; · · · · ··· ··· · . dienste gel ewer deur and er fumas as 

(b) is sent thiough the rosi to a member of the public · daardie bepaa!de finna of as firmas 
irrespective of whethe~ or not __ that . member has, van daard1e bepaa!de aard, klas of 
subscribed thereto; or · :·. -' ·- :. · · · - .: · . soort;. - ..... . 

(c) is taken pe~onally or is s~nt by·ro~t or courier out (bb) te~ri ··n ~'pa~de p~uk of artilcel of 
of the Republic or is transmitted or sent from the · · · · · teen produlcte of artikels van 'n be-
Republic by whatever means of telccommunica- ; ;····.: ·· ·.: paa!de aard, klas of soort, deur nie 
tion, ~· :,· · .. ·: · :· · .:.· ·:.'..'.'· ,_. ·; · daardie bepaa!de produk of artikel of 

and further includes, in relation t~ ·· :. ··· · 

(i) a publication, any act whereby such publication is . 
posted up, exhibited, handed out or scattered at or 
in a publtc place or is displayed in such a way as to 
be visible from _a public place; · . ·. · · .. 

(ii) a television or sound recording, any act whereby 
the television or sound recording- · 

(aa) 

(bb) 

. . . . . .. . . . 
is shown or ·played at or in a public place or 
is shown or played in such a way as to be 
visible or audible from a public place; or 

is broadcast . io a way which enables a . 
member of the public to receive it by means 
of a radio or television set; · 

': · 

... ~ .. 

enige produkte of artikels van daardie 
' , ; ·'

1
· ' :; bepaalde aard; klas of soort te koop 

nie; of . : · · · : · 
' (cc) teen 'n bepaa!de onde~sinrigting of 

onderwysinrigtings van 'n bepaalde 
aard, klas of soort, deur te we1er om 

· :.: .:: :-: ·•· : kJasse byte WOOD of aan ander werk-
saamhede dee! te neem by daardie be-

.· : paalde inrigting of enige inrigtings van 
· ·. daardie bepaalde aard, kl as of soort; 

(iv) om dee! le ·neem aiin . .'ri aksie'"_van bt:q;erlike 
ongehoo~aamheid....:..:.. ·· · · ·· · · ·:· · · · · · .... 

: (aa) deur te weier om te : v·oldoen. aan 'n 
· bepaling van, of .'n voo~krif kraptcns, 

die een of ander wet of deur so n be
paling of voo~krif le 0011ree; of 
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.. ·· (iii) a film recording, any act whereby a film recording 
is shown at or in a public place or is shown in such 
a way as to ~.visi.ble from a public place; . . 

"restricted gathering" means any gathering in respect of 
which a condition has been detennined under section 
46 (!)(ii) of the Internal Security Act, 1982 (Act 74 of. 
1982), or in respect of which a condition, prohibition 
or requirement has been imposed or is of force under 
regulation 7 (l) (bB) of the Security Regulations;" 

. . 
"security action" means any action by a security foroe or 

a member of a security force which to a reasonable 
bystander would appear to be any of the following 
actions, namely-, .· ·.: -.: .. - .- . · . ." .. , . : .. · 

(a) any action to terminate any unrest;. 
.. . . , ... ··. : . . . : , , ... . . , ... i· 

(b) any action to protect life or property in con
sequ~nce of_ any unrest; '· :. :_·; .. . , .. .. ." '.: ··-: . . .. . ; . .. .. . . ... . - . . .. 

(c) any follow-up action after any unrest has been ter-
. minated or bas ended; .• : .. .. ·. .. . . 

• • • . • • • .• •' - ·: • I • ··' • I ' ' 

(d) any acti?n laken under regulation 2 of the Security 
. Regulau~ns;or · !;.; ~,: · .. ::1·: :. ··:'. . . · 

-· (e) any a~tion ~hereby· ~ rers~n i~ ~~te~ 
I. - ·' ) . ·· ·1 • .. ' ·' •' ' · ' . . . 

'. . .: ; . ' .· (i): 0°n a .charge for an offence under these regu
. . .. •'· · · .. lations or any other regulations made under 
· · · · _-· . ~ the Public Safety Act, 1953; . 

! . . - · . ... : . '. : ' , . . , : . . . : ·. ."' : : ~ I · ... : . . ; ' .. • 

. (ii) on a charge for an offence mentioned in the 
· definition of "unrest" or committed in the 

.. , . ~curse of any unrest or of any inci~ent aris
. · · . ~g fro.~n .unrest or connect~d ~e.~w1th; or 

(iii) under regulation 3 (1) of the Security Regu
lations; 

"security force" means-

(a) the South African Police referred · to in the defi
nition of "the Force" in section 1 of the Police 
Act, 1958 (Act 7 of 1958); 

. . 
(b) any part of the said South African Police of which 

the control, organisation and administration have 
been transferred to the government of a self
governing territory; · 

(c) any police ~orce e~tablished by or under a law of a 
· self-governmg temtory; · · · 

(d) the South African Defence Force referred to in 
section 5 of the Defence Act, 1957 (Act 44 of 
1957); : I . . ' . . 

(e) the Prisons Service established by section 2 of the 
Priso_ns Act, 1959 (Act 8 of 1959); or 

(f) a police force under the control of a local autho-
rity. .. . .. . ·. . . . 

and also any part of any such force or any ·combination of 
two or more pf such forces or of parts of such forces; 

"Security Regulations" means the regulations published 
by Proclamation R. 109of12 June 1986, as amended; 

"self-governing territory" means a territory declared 
under section 26 of the National States Constitution 

· Act, 1971 (Act 21 of 1971), to be a self-governing 
te'rritory within the Republic; : '. · · . · .. -, 

"sound recording" means any di~c·, cassette, tape, per
forated roll or other device in or on which sounds are 
embodied so as to be capable of being reproduced 
therefrom; 

(bb) deur te weier om te voldoen aan 'n 
verpligting tecnoor 'o plaaslike ower
beid ten opsigte van buisbuur of 'n 
munisipale diens; . · _ . : ,_ . 

(v) om van die werk af weg te bly of anders as 
ooreenkomstig die voorskrifte van die Wet 
op Arbeidsverhoudinge, 1956 \Net 28 van 
1956), of enige antler toepaslike wet wat ar
beidsverhoudmge reel, te staak of so 'n 
wegbly-aksie of staking te ondersteun; 

(vi) om 'n beperl"te byecolcoms byte wooo of om 
daaraan dee! te oeem; . _ 

(vii) om by wyse van strulcture wat plaaslike 
owerheidstrukture beet te wees en op 'n 

· onwettige wyse as sodanig optree, mag en 
·:::. · ... : --·-·· : gesag in bcpaalde gebiede uit te oef en, ·of om 

· · - · :·. - · sodanige struk'ture tot stand te bring, of om 
··· sodanige strukture te ondersteun, of om bul

self a.an die gesag van sodanige strukturc te 
· · onderwerp, of om betalings verskuldig aan . 

· ' · · plaaslike owerhede aan sodanige strukture te 
doen;-·.; :; . :; ··1 ::,•. , : : · 

(viii) om by "wySC. v~ onwettige strukture, p~se
- <lures of metodes wat geregteli.k:e strukture, 

· , · prosedures of metodes heel te wees, persone 
... . te vervolg, te verhoor of te straf, of om soda

nige strukture, : prosedures of metodes te 
.. . . .· .. ., ondersteun, of om hulself aan die gesag van · 
: ~ ;, .. , · .. sodanige. strukture, prosedures of metodes te 

onderwerp; of...: :i . ; 1 .•• , ; 

(ix) om 'n ander bandeling of versuim te begaan 
wat deur die Komrnissaris by kennisgewing 
in die Staatskoerant geidentifiseer is as 'n 
bandeling of versuim wat die uitwerking bet 
om · die veiligbeid van die publiek of die 
bandhawing van die openbare · orde te 
bedreig of die beeindiging van die noodtoe
stand te vertraag; of 

, (b) waardeur die stelsel van verpligte militere <liens in 
diskrediet gebring of onderrnyn word; 

"oproerigbeid" enige bedrywigheid of gedrag wat vir 'n 
redelike omstander sou blyk enige een of meer van die 
volgcnde be<lrywighede of wyses van gedrag te wees, 
naamlik- • 

(a) enige byeenkoms in stryd met 'n bevel kragtens 
regulasie 7 van die Veiligheidsregulasies of met 'n 
bepaling van 'n ander wet of met die een of antler 
verbod, lasgewing of antler voorskrif kragtens so 
'n ~paling; 

(b) enige fisiese" aanval op 'n veiligheidsmag of op 'n 
lid van 'n veiligheidsmag of op 'n lid van 'n plaas
like owerheid of op die bu is of huisgesin van 'n lid 
van 'n veiligheidsmag of plaaslike owerheid deur 
'n groep persone; of · 

(c) enige gedrag wat oproer, openbare geweldpleging 
· · of · n oortreding van artikel l (1) (a) van die Wet op 

lntimidasie, 1982 f'Net 72 van 1982), daarstel; 
"periodieke publikasie" 'n publi.k:asie wat betsy met 
. gereelde of ongercclde tussenpose uitgegee word; 

''plaaslike owerbeid''-
(n) 'n instelling of liggaam beoog in artikel 84 (l) (f) 

.. · _ van die Wet op Provinsiale Bes:Uur, 1961(Wet32 
· van 1961); 

(b) 'n plaaslike «)werheid soos omskryf in arti.k:el 1 van 
die Wet op Swart Plaasli.k:e Owerbede, 1982 f'Net 
102 van 1982); 
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"subversive statement" means a statement-

(a) in which members of lhe public are incited or en
couraged or which is calculated to have the effect 
of inciting or encouraging members of the pub-
lic- · . 

(i) to take part in any activity or to commit any 
act mentioned in paragraph (a), (b) or (c) of 
the definition of "unrest' ; 

(ii) to resist or oppose any member of the Cabi
net or a M1rusters' Council or any other 
member of the Government or any official of 
the Republic or any member of the Cabinet 
of a self-governing territory or any official of 
a self-governing territory or any member of a 
security force in the exercise or performance 
by any such member or official of a power or 
function in terms of a provision of a regula
tion made under the Public Safety Act, 1953, 
or of a law regulating the safety of the public 
or the maintenance of public order; 

(iii) to take part in a boycott action-

(aa) against any particular fim1 or against 
fim1s of any particular nature, class or 
kind, either by not making any pur
chases at or doing other business with 

· .. or making use of services rendered by 
that particular firm or any firms of that · 
particular nature, class or kind or by 
making purchases o~ly at or. doing 
other busmess only with or makmg use 
only of services rendered by firms 
other than that particular firm or other 
than fums of that particular nature, 
class or kind; 

(bb) against any particular product or 
article or against products or articles of 
any particular nature, class or kind, by 
not purchasing that particular pro~uct 
or article or any products or articles of 
that particular nature, class or kind; br 

(cc) against any particular educational 
institution or against educational insti
tutions of any particular nature, class 
or kind, by refusing to attend classes 
or to participate in other activities at 
that particular institution or at any 
institutions of that particular nature, 
class or kind. 

(iv) to take part in an act of civil disobedience-

(aa) by refusing to comply with a provision 
of, or requirement under, any law or 
by contravening any such provision or 
requirement; or 

(bb) by refusing to comply with an obliga
tion towards a local authority in 
respect of rent or a municipal service; 

(v) to stay away from work or to strike otherwise 
than m accordance with the provisions of the 
Labour Relations Act, 1956 (Act 28 of 
1956), or any other appropriate law regulat
ing labour relations or to support any such 
stayaway action or strike; 

(c) 'n streeksdiensteraad ingestel krarens die Wet op 
Streeksdiensterade, 1985 ('Net !OY van 1985); of 

(d) 'n · plaaslike besh;~figgw wat· in.gestel is of 
- geag word ingestel te wees kragtens artikel 30 van 

die Swart Administrasie Wet, 1927 (Wet 38 van 
1927); . 

"publieke p!ek" ook- . . 
(a) 'n perseel wat deur die Staat, 'n plaaslike ower

heid, 'n onderwysinrigting of die beheerliggaam 
van 'n onderwysinrigting geokkupeer word; 

(b) 'n perseel of p!ek waartOe iede van die publiek 
gewoonlik of op bepaalde tye toegang het, ongeag 
of die reg van toe~ang tot so 'o perseel of plek 
voorbehou is of 01e en of betaling vir sodanige 
toegang vereis word of nie; 

"publikasie"' . 'o koe~( ~k. tYdskrif, pamflet, 
brosjure, aanplak- of strooibiljet of deel daarvao of 
byvoegsel daarby; . ,. ; "'": : ·. ,·!: ·' .. 

"publiseer", met betrekking· tot 'n publik:asie, televisie
opname, rolprentopnaroe of" klankopoaroe, enige 
handeling waardeur die publikasie of die televisie-, 
rolprent- of klankopnam()- i 

. . ·,1; . 

(a) aan 'n lid van die publiek verkoop, verhuur of 
fratis verskaf of beskikbaar gestel word of aao so 
o lid te koop, te bu~r .of gr~tis aangebied word; 

(b) oor die pos aan 'n lid van die publiek ver.;end 
word, betsy daardie lid daarop ingeteken bet of 
nie; of . · , - · • · 

.• ; . .. 
(c) uit die Republiek persoonlik geoeern of per pas of 

koerier versend word of deur watter telekornmuni
kasiemiddel ook al vanuit die Republiek oorgeseod 
of gestuur word, 

en voorts, met betrekkiog tot~ :: 

(i) 'n publikasie, ook enige handeling waardeur die 
publikasie op of in 'n publieke plek opgeplak, uit

-gestal, uitgedeel of u1tgestrooi word of op so 'o 
wyse vertoon word dat dit vanaf 'n publieke plek 
sigbaar is; · · 

(ii) 'o televisie- of kJankopnam~ , ook enige handeling 
waardeur die televisie- of klankopnamo--

(aa) op of in 'n publieke plek vertooo of gespeel 
word of op so wyse vertoon of gespeel word 
dat <lit vanaf 'n publieke plek s1gbaar of 
hoorbaar is; of .. 

(bb) uitgesaai word op 'n wyse wat"n lid van di~ 
publiek in staat stel om dit by wyse van 'n 
radio of televisiestel te ontvang; 

(iii) 'n rolprentopnarne, ook enige handeling waardeur 
'n rolpreotopname op of in'n publieke plek vertoon 
word of op so 'o wyse vertoon word dat dit vanaf 
'n publieke plek sigbaar is; 

"rolprentopnarne" enige stof, film; magnetiese band of 
eruge ander rnateriaal waarop die visuele beelde (met 
of sonder 'n gepaardgaande klankbaan) van 'n rolprent 
soos omslayf in artikel 47 van die Wet op Publikasies, 
1974 (Wet 42 van 1974), vasgele is; 

"selfregereode gebied" 'n gebied wat kragtens artikel 
26 van die Grondwet van die Nasionale State, 1971 

· (Wet 21 van 1971), tot 'n selfregerende gebied binne 
die Republiek verklaar is; 

"televisie-opname" 'n kasset, band of aoder uitviodsel 
waarin of waarop visuele beelde (met of sender 'n 
gepaardgaande klankbaan) op so 'n wyse vasgele word 
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t vi) to attend or to take part in any restricted 
gathering; 

(vii) 

(viii) 

(i.x) 

to e;l:.ert power and authority in specific areas 
by way of structures purporting to be struc
tures of local government and acting as such 
in a unlawful manner, or to establisr\ such 
strucrurc:s, or to support such s~crures, or 
to subject themselves to the authority of\such 
structures, or to make payments due to local 
authorities to such structures; 

to prosecute, to try or to punish persons by 
way of unlawful structures, procedures or 
methods purporting to be judicial structures, 
procedures or methods, or to support such 
structures, procedures or methods, or to sub
ject themselves to the authority of such struc
tures, procedures or methods; or 

to commit any other act or omission identi
fied by the Commissioner by notice in the 
Gazerre as an act or omission which has the 
effect of threatening the safety of the public 
or the maintenance of public order or of 
delaying the termination of the state of emer
gency; or 

(b) by which the system of compulsory military ser
vice is discredited or undermined; . 

. "televisio·n··~cordi~g" means any cassette, tape or other 
device in or on which visual images (with or without 
an associated sound track) are embodied in such a way 
so as to be capable of being reproduced on a television 
set and, in so far as a film recording is capable of being 
used for television broadcasts, also a film recording; 

"unrest" means any activity or conduct which to a rea
sonable bystander would appear to be any one or more 
of the following activities or forms of conduct, 
namely-

(a) any gathering in contravention of an order under 
regulation 7 of the Security Regulations or of a 
provision of any other law or of any prohibition, 
direction or other requirement under any such pro-
vision; · 

(b) any physical attack on a security force or on 
member of a security force or on a member of a 
local authority or on the house or family of a 
member of a security force or local authority by a 

. group of persons; or 

(c) any conduct which constitutes riot, public violence 
or a contravention of section l ( l) (a) of the Inti
midation Act, 1982 (Act 72 of 1982). 

' (2) A provision of these regulations which does not 
already by itself limit the application, effect or scope there
of to matters counected with the purposes referred to in 
section 3 (1) (a) of the Act, shall, notwithstanding the fact 
that the words of that provision may literally have a wider 
meaning, be construed in such a manner as to limit the 
application, effect or scope thereof to the said matters. 

Presence of journalists etc., nt unrest or security actions 

2. (1) Subject to· subregulation (2) no journalist, news 
reporter, news commentator, news correspondent, news
paper or magazine photographer, operator of any television 

<lat dit op 'n televisiestel voortgebring kan word en, vir 
saver 'n rolprentopname v1r televisie-uitsendings 
gebruik kan word, ook 'o rolprentopname; 

''veiligheidsmag''-
(a) die Suid-Afrikaanse Polisie bedoel in die om

skrywing van "die Mag" in artikel I van die Poli
siewet, 1958 (Wet 7 van 1958); 

(b) enige dee! van genoemde Suid-Afrikaanse Polisie 
waarvan die beheer, organisasie en adrninistrasie 
aan die regering van 'n sclfregerende gebied oor
gedra is; 

(c) 'n polisiemag by of kragtens 'n wet van 'n self-
regerende gebied ingestel; . 

(d) die Suid-Afrikaanse Weermag bedoel in artikel 5 
van die Verdedigingswet, 1957 (Wet 44 van 
1957); 

(e) die Gevangenisdiens ingestel by artikel 2 van die 
Wet op Gevangenisse, 1959 (Wet 8 van 1959); of 

(f) 'n polisiemag onder die beheer van 'n plaaslike 
owerheid, · . 

. en ook enige dee! van so 'o mag of enige samestelling 
van twee of meer van sodanige magte of van dele van 
sodanige magte; 
"veiligheidsoptrede" enige optrede deur ... o vcili~

heidsmag of 'n lid van 'n veilighcidsmag wat vir n 
rcdelike omstander sou blyk enige een of meer van die 
volgende optredes te wees, naarnlik-
(a) enige optrcde ter beeindiging van enige oproerig

heid; 
(b) enige optrede ter beskerrning van !ewe of eiendom 

na aanleiding van enige oproerigheid; , 
(c) en~ge opvolgoptt:ede na beeindiging of atloop van 

emge oproenghe1d; 
(d) enige optrede kragtens regulasie 2 · van die 

Veilighe1dsregulasies; of 
(e) enige optrede waarby 'n persoon gearresteer 

word-
(i) op aanklag weens 'n misdryf ingevolge hier

d1e regulasies of enige ander regulasics uit
gevaardi~ kragtens die Wet op Openbare 
Veilighe1d, 1953; 

(ii) op aanklag weens 'n misdryf vermeld in die 
omsh)"':'ing van "oproerigheid" of wat ge
pleeg 1s in die loop van enige oproerigheid of 
van enige voorval wat uit oproerigheid 
voortspruit of daarmee in verbancf staan; of 

(iii) kragtens re$Ulasie 3 (1) van die Veilig
heidsregulas1es; 

"Veiligheidsregulasies" die regulasies afgekondig by 
Proklamasie R. 109 van 12 Junie 1986, soos gewysig. 

(2) 'n Bepaling van hierdie regulasies wat nie reeds self 
die toepassing, uitwerking of bestek daarvan beperk tot 
aangeleenthede wat verband hou met die doeleindes ver
meld in artikel 3 (1) (a) van die Wet op Openbare Veilig
heid, 1953 (Wet 3 van 1953), nie, word, ondanks die feit 
<lat die woorde van daardie bepaling lctterlik 'n wyer strek
king mag he, uitgele op 'n wyse wat die toepassing, uit
werking of bestek daarvan beperk tot bedoelde aangclcent
hede. 

Annwcsighcid vnn joernnliste ens. by oproerigheid of 
veiligheidsoptredes 

2. (1) Behoudens subregulasie (2) mag geen joemalis. 
·nuusverslaggewer, nuuskommentator, nuuskorrespondent. 
koerant- of tydskriffotograaf, operateur van 'n tclevisie- of 
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or other camera or of any television, sound, film or other 
recording equipment, person carrying or assisting in the 
conveyance or operation of such camera or equipment, or 
other person covering events for the purpose of gathering 
news material for the distribution or publication thereof in 
the Republic or elsewhere, shall, without the prior consent 
of the Commissioner or of any member of a security force 
who serves as a commissioned officer in that force , be on 
the scene, or at a place within sight, of any unrest, restricted 
gathering or security action. 

(2) The provisions of subregulation (1}-

(a) shall not apply to any person mentioned therein 
who---

(i) at the commencement of any unrest, restricted 
gathering or security action happens to be on 
the scene, or at a place within sight, of that 
unrest, gathering or action; or 

(ii) after · the commencement of any unrest, 
restricted gathering or security action happ<:ns 
to arrive on the scene, or at a place within sight, 
of that unrest, gathering or action for a reason 
other than to cover that unrest, gathering or 
action for the gathering of news material, 

provided such a person immediately leaves the scene 
of that unrest, gathering or action or removes himself 
within such time as is reasonably required under the 
circur:ista_nces to a .Pla~e where that unrest, gathering 
or action is out of his sight; 

(b) shall not prevent a person mentioned therein from 
being in his residence or on the premises where he 
ordinarily works or on his way to or from his resi
dence or any such premises. 

Publicntion control 

3. (1) Subject to subregulatioo (4) no person shall publish 
or cause to be published any publication, television record
ing, film recording or sound recording containing news or 
comment on or in connection with--

. (a) any security action; 

(b) any deployment of a security force, or of vehicles, 
armaments, equipment or other appliances, which to 
a reasonable bystander would appear to be for the 
purposes of security actio.n; 

(c) any restricted gathering, in so far as such news or 
comment discloses at any time before the gathering 
takes place the time, date, place and purpose of such 
gathenng, or gives an account of any speech, state
ment or remark of any speaker who perfonned at the 
gathering in contravention of a condition, prohibition 
or requirement detennined or imposed under a law 
mentioned in the definition of'' restricted gathering''; 

(d) any action or boycott by members of the public which 
is an action or boycott referred to in para~ph (a) 
(iii), (iv) or (v) of the definition of "subversive state
ment", in .so far as such news or comment discloses 
particulars of the extent to which such action or boy
cott is successful or of the manner in which members 
of the public are intimidated, incited or encouraged to 
take part in or to support such action or boycott or 
gives an account of any incidents in connection with 
such intimidation, incitement or encouragement; 

(e) any structures referred to in para,graph (a) (vii) or 
(viii) of the definition of "subversive statement", in 
so far as such news or comment discloses particulars 
of the manner in which members of the public are 

ander kamera of van eoige televisie-, klank-, rolpreot- of 
ander opnarnetoerusting, persoon wat so 'n kamera of toe
rusting dra of met die vervoer of aanwending daarvao be
bulpsaam is, of ander persoon wat gebeure dek met die doe! 
om nuusmateriaal in te win vir die verspreiding of publika
sie daarvan in die Republiek of elders, sander die vooraf
verkreC toesternming van die Kommissaris of van 'n lid van 
·~ veiligheidsma& wat as '!1 offi~ier in daru:die mag d!en, op 
die tone.el, of op n pick bmne s1g, van e01ge oproengheid, 
beperl1e byeenkoms of veiligheidsoptrede wees nie. 

(2) Die bepalings van subregulasie (!}-

(a) is. nie op 'n daarinvermelde persoon van toepassing 
rue wat-

(i) by aanvang van enige oproerigheid, beperkte 
byeen.koms of veiligheidsoptrede horn op die 
toneel, of op 'o pick binne sig, van daardie 
oproerigheid, byeenkoms of optrede bevind; of 

(ii) na aanvang van enige oproerigheid, beperk."1e 
byeenkorns of veiligheidsoptrede op die toneel, 
of op 'n plek binne sig, van daardie oproeri?
heid, byeenkoms of optrede aankom weens n 
ander rede as om daardie oproerigheid, byeen
koms of optrede vir die inwin van nuusmate
riaal te dek, ... 

mits so 'n p<?rsoon onmiddclli.k: die toneel van daardie 
oproerighe1d, byeenkoms of optrede verlaat of bom
self binne 'n tydsbestek wat redeli.k:erwyse in die 
omstandighe<le no<lig is na 'n pick verwyder waar 
daardie oproerigheid, byeenkoms of optrede buite sy 
sig is; 

(b) belet nie 'n daarinvennelde persoon om in sy wooing 
of op die perseel waar by gewoonli.k werk of op pad 
na of van sy woning of so 'n perseel te wees nie. 

Publilrnsiebeheer 
3. (1) Behoudens subregulasie (4) mag geen persoon 

enige pub!ikasie, televisie-opname, rolprentopoame of 
lclan.kopname publiseer of laat publiseer nie wat ouus of 
kommentaar bevat oor of in verband met-

(a) enige veiligheidsoptrede; 
(b) enige ontplooiiog van 'n veiligheidsrnag, of van voer

tuie, wapentuig, toerusting of ander hulpmiddels, wat 
vir 'n redelike omstander vir die doe! van veiligheids
optrede sou blyk te wees; 

(c) enige beperk.'te byeenkoms, in soverre sodanige nuus 
of kornmeotaar die tyd, datum, plek of doe! van die 
byeenkoms te eniger tyd voordat die byeenkorns 
plaasvind, openbaar, of 'n relaas gee van 'n toe
spraa.k:, verklaring of uitlating van enige spreker wat 
by die byeen.koms in stryd met 'n voorwaarde, verbod 
of vereiste bepaal of opgele kragtens 'n wet venneld 
in die omsk:rywing van "beperkte byeenkoms" opge
tree bet; 

(d) enise aksie of boikot deur lede van die publiek wat 'n 
aks1e of boikot bedoel in para~ (a) (iii), (iv) of (v) 
van die omskrywing van ' oodermyneode verkla
ring" is, in soverre sodanige nuus of kommentaar 
besonderbede openbaar van die mate waarin die aksie 
of boikot suksesvol is of van die v:1se waarop lede 
van die publiek geintimideer, aangeh1ts of aangemoe
dig word om aan die aksie of boikot dee! te neern of 
dit te ondersteuo of 'n relaas Bee van enige voorva!le 
in verband met sodanige inumidasie, aanhitsing of 
afillil1 oedi gin g; 

(e) enige strul.1Ure bedoel in paragraaf (a) (vii) of (vi.ii) 
van die omskrywing van "ondennyoende. verkla
riog", in soverre sodanige nuus of komrnentaar 
besonderhede opcnbaar van die wyse waarop lede van 
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intimidated, incited or encouraged to suppon such 
strucrures or to subject themselves to the authority oi 
such structures; 

(f) any speech, statement or remark of a person in respect 
of whom steps under a provision of Cl~apter 3 of the 
Internal Security Act, 1982, or a cond1t1on under re
~lation 3 (6) of the Security Regulations are in force, 
tn so f_:u is l!'.'_' ;1 .: ..:~. >~eec:h . ~:..J.:!:::ct _:r :~:::_.i:\ ':.t:; 
:.::~ ~:::::.-. :.i: .. ; ::;..J:-.~~~ ·~: :.~\ · : :.:1: ::::-:=::: .:( :_-.:-::.=.-
ening the saiety of the public or the maintenance oi 
the public ord:: r o~ of dd c:,· inr tk t:: :n:!:;J ti:1r c•c ! .. b~ 

,=. ) .: • .! . #: ;c:.; 1 ~ .:;.~ :~~ :: .• . .. : :.:~ ~:-:::!: ~ .~ .. ..::::: :~:...:~i . ~ 
pe:;on who is .:ir w:is ,iet:i. ir:d ur:.2er r~~ubticn 3 0[ 

·:::: ~~:.::..:....-::-: \.::_;~:l: ~:-:~: :: 

(h) the release of a person who is detained under the said 
regulation 3. 

f'2. 1 S:...:. : ::..:~ :~ ;_:,:-!z-.... ~::.: i ..:.:-. (~ ) :-• .J ~~:-s 2 .-. 5:-;:;.:.; ::-J.::~.:-1s~ 
any news or comment on or in c.:innection with a matter spe
cified in subregulation (1) live on any television or radio 
service. 

(3) No person shall publish any publication in which any 
blank space or any obliteration or deletion of part of the text 
of a report or of a photograp~ or part of a ph~tograph ap
pears if th::1t bl::1nk space, obhtcr::1t10n or dclct1on, a~ may 
appear from an express statem.ent or a sign or ~ymb~l m that 
publication or from the parttcu~ar context 1~ y;h1ch that 
blank space, obliteration or delet10n appears, ts rntc.n?ed to 
be understood as a reference to the effect of a prov1s1on of 
these regulations . 

(4) The provisions of tliis regulation shall not prevent

(a) any person from publishing ~ publicat~o~ or a televi
sion, fllm or sound recordtng contarnmg news ~r 
comment on or in connection with any matter speci
fied in subregulation (1) in so far as particulars of any 
such matter-

(i) are disclosed, announced or released, or autho
rized for publication, by a member of the ~a.b
inet or of a Ministers' Council, a Deputy Minis
ter or a spokesman of the Government; 

(ii) appear from debates, documents or proceedings 
of Parliament or the President's Council; or 

(iii) appear from judicial proceedings, excluding 
proceedings in which evidence was submitted 
or given either by way of affidavit of viva voce 
relating to the circumstances or manner of arr~st 
or the circumstances of, or the treatment m, 
detention of a person who is or was detained 
under regulation 3 of the Security Regulations 
and in which the court concerned has not yet 
given a final judgment; or 

(b) a bona fide library from lending to a member of the 
public in the normal course of its activities .any publi
cation containing news or comment on or rn connec
tion with any such matter. 

(5) The Minister may make rules prescribing the proce
dure by which and the authority or person through whom 
any authorization referred to in subregulation (4) (a) (i) may 
be obtained .. 

die publiek gemtimideer. aangehits of ungemoedig 
word om soda.nige stru'...-rure te onderstwn of hulself 
aan die gesag van soda.nige struhure te onderwerp; 

(f) enige toespraak, verklaring of uitlating van 'n per
soon ten opsigte van wie stappe kragtens 'n bepaling 
van Hoofstuk 3 van die Wet op Binnelandse Veilig
heid, 1982, of 'n voorw~de kragtens regul:isie 3 (6) 
.... ~ ::\! '.. ! ~:: ;-:c:~~~~~1! i:::l!~~ '£"1,!: · ~--,. . ~ :; ·:: :::.,: •":'_-:--: 

~~· : -~~x:.a, v::-u~1r. ~ ui u1;i.>t1ni! die u1rwcrk.mg 
~et of .9aarop berek.en is ~m die uirwerl:..ing te he om 
'"' .~ \' !:':...: ~~=!= ::- '·'J:!: .:~ :;~: !~~ : ~ -: ._ .:....:..:...:::.: =-- ~ 

~· ~ --

\ s ) j1e omsll..t1'21gheJe v:io, of beha.nJding in, lilnhou-
:.: : .. :; ' ..!..!.: -: ·~...;~,,~·~ ... .!'.. :--!(f.: 1:~ ~ ~ -:~~ .. . . ~ ~ ~: . .. 1.~ ~ . .. 

,· ,:;11g1-..:1C:5r.::gulc;s1~~ aangchol: worn oi" i:., Oi 

(h) die vrylating van 'o persoon wat kragtens genoemde 
regulasie 3 aangehou word .. 

t2) Schou.Jens subn:gulasic (-t) mag gccn pen;oon cnigc 
nuus of kommentaar oor of in verband met n aangeleent
heid in subregulasie (1) venneld, regstreeks oor 'n televisic
of radio-diens uitsaai nie. 

(3) Geen persoon mag 'n publikasie publiseer waarin 'n 
blanko spas1e of enige uitdowing of deurhaling van 'n 
gedeelte van die teks van 'n berig of van 'n foto of gedeelte 
van 'n foto verskyn nie indien daardie blanko spasie, uit
dowing of deurhalin~. soos blyk uit 'n uitdruklike verkla
ring of 'n teken of stmbool in daardie publikasie of uit die 
besondere samehang waarin daardie blanko spasie, uitdo
wing of deurhaling verskyn, bedoel is om verstaan te word 
as 'n verwysing na die uitwerking van 'n bepaling van hier
die regulasies. 

(4) Die bcpalings van hierdie regulasie belet nie--

(a) 'n persoon om 'n publikasie of 'n televisie-, rolprent
of klankopname wat nu us of kommentaar bevat oor of 
in verband met 'n aangeleentheid in subregulasie (I) 
verrneld, te publiseer me in soverre besonderhede van 
so 'n aangeleentheid-

(i) deur 'n lid van die Kabinet of van 'n Mini
stersraad, 'n Adjunk-minister of 'n woord
voerder van die Regering geopenbaar, aange
kondig of vrygestel of vir publikasie gemagtig 
word; 

(ii) blyk uit debatte, srukke of verrigtinge van die 
Parlement of die Presidentsraad; of 

(iii) blyk uit geregtelike verri$tinge, uitgesonderd 
verrigtinge waarin getuiems hetsy by wyse van 
eedsverklaring of viva voe~ voorgele of afgele 
is betreffende die omstandighede of wyse van 
arrestasie of die omstandighede van, ot behan
deling in, aanhouding van 'n persoon wat krag
tens regulasie 3 van die Veiligheidsregulasies 
aangehou word of is en waarin die betrokke hof 
nog nie 'n finale uitspraak gegee het nie; of 

(b) 'n bona jide-biblioteek om 'n publikasie wat nuus of 
kommentaar oor of in verband met so 'n aangeleent
hcid bevat, aan 'n lid van die publiek in die gewone 
loop van sy werksaamhede uit te leen nie. 

(5) Die Miillster kan reels uitvaardig wat die ?rosedure 
waarop en die gesag of persoon deur bemiddeling van wie 
'n magtigin~ bedoel in subregulasie (4) (a) (i) verkxy kan 
word, voorskryf. · 
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TBkiiig of photographs, etc., of unrest or security 
· . .-._ . . · actions ~ . · _ _ -.· 

4. (1) No person shall without the prior consent of the 
Commissioner or of a member of a security force serving as 
a commissioned officer in that force take any photograph or 
make or produce any television record ing, film recording, 
drawing or other depiction-- - . 

(a) of any -u~rest or security action or of any incident 
occurring in the course thereof, includin~ the damag
ing or destruction of property or the injunng or killing 
of persons; or _ 

(b) of any dam:iged or destroyed property or injured or 
dead persons or other visible signs of violence on the 
scene where unrest or security action is taking or has 
!-aken pl~ce or of any injuri_es sus_tained by any person 
ID or dunng unrest or secunty action. 

(2) No person shall without the prior consent of the Com
missioner or qf a member of a security force serving as a 
commissioned officer in that force make any sound record
ing of any unrest or security action or of any incident occur
ring in the course. thereof, including the damaging or de
struction of property or the injuring or killing of persons. 

. Mn king, publishing, etc., of subrersfre stntements 

5. No person shall-
(a) whether oralJy or in writing make any subversi ve 

statement or cause such a statement to be made; · 
(b) produce a p~blication in which a subversive statement 

appears or cause such a publ ication to be produced; 
(c) 

0

produ~-e a television, film or sound recording in 
which a subversive statement is recorded or cause 
such a television, film or sound recording to be pro
duced; or . 

(d) publish or import into the Republ ic a publication or a 
television, film or sound recording containing a sub
versive statement or cause such a publication or such 
a television, film or sound recording to be published 
or imported into the Republic. 

Seizure of certain publications or recordings 

6. (1) If a publication or a television, film or sound 
recording is produced, published or imported into the 
Republ ic in contravention of a provision of regulation 5 (b). 
(c) or (d) or 3 (1) the Minister or the Commissioner may, 
without prior notice to any person and without hearing any 
person, issue an order under his hand ordering the seiz.ure of 
that publication or television, film or sound recording. 

(2) An order under subregulation (1), shall, unless other
wise specified in the order, be carried out in respect of all 
copies or reproductions of the publication or te levision, film 
or sound recording which have been so produced, published 
or imported into the Republic in contravention of the said 
provision. · · · · 

(3) An order under subregulation (!) shall be carried out 
by a member of a security force in possession of a document 
bein~ or purporting to be such an order or a copy or repro
duction thereof, and any such member may for the purposes 
of such seizure- · 

(a) enter any vehicle or premises in or on which the 
publication or recording , or copy or reproduction 
thereof, to which the order relates, is or is suspected 
to be found; and 

(b) in or on that vehicle or those premises do all such 
things as are reasonably necessary to carry out the 
order. 

(4) A document referred to in subregulation (3) shall be 
produced to a person affected thereby at his request. 

Neem ma foto's, ens. ma oproerigbeid o(Yeiligbeids
optredes 

4. (I) Geen persoon mag sander die voorafverkree toe· 
stemming van die Komrnissaris of van 'n lid van 'n veilig
heidsmag wat as 'n offisier in daardie mag dien, enige foto 
neem of enige televisie-opname, rolprentopname, tekening 
of ander uitbeelding maak of vervaardig nie-

(a) van enige oproerigheid of veiligheidsoptrede of van 
enige voorval wat in die loop daarvan plaasvind, met 
inbegrip van die beskadiging of vemiet1ging van eien
dorn of die besering of doding van persone; of 

(b) van enige beskadigde of vernieti~de eiendom of 
beseerde of dooie persone of ander s1gbare tekens van 
geweld op die toneel waar enige oproerigheid of vei
ligheidsoptrede plaasvind of plaasgevind het of van 
enige beserings deur enige persoon opgedoen in of 
tydens oproerigheid of veiligheidsoptrede. . 

(2) Geen persoon mag sender die voorafverkree toestem
ming van die Kommissaris of van 'n lid van 'n veiligheids
mag wat as 'n offisier in daardie mag dien, eni~e kJank:op
name maak nie van enige oproerigheid of ve1ligheidsop
trede of van enige voorval wat in die loop daarvan plaas
vind, met inbegnp van die beskadiging of vemietiging van 
eiendom of die besering of doding yan pers~ne . 

iHnak, publiscring, ens. l'llU ondermynende l'erklarings 
5. Geen persoon mag-
( a) 'n ondermynende verklarin~ hetsy monde!ing of 

skriftelik maak of laat maak me; 
(b) 'n publikasie voortbring of laat voortbring waarin 'n 

ondermynende verklaring verskyn nie; · 
(c) 'n televisie-, rolprent- of kJankopname maak of laat 

maak waarin 'n ondermynende verklaring opgeneem 
is nie; of · 

(d) 'n publikasie of 'n televisie-, rolprent- of klankop
name wat 'n ondennynende verklarina bevat, publi
seer of laat publiseer of in die Republiek invoer of laat 
invoer nie. 

Besfaglegging op sekere publiknsies of opnames 
6. (!) Indien 'n publikasie of 'n televisie-, rolprent- of 

klankopname in stryd met 'n bepaling van regulasie 5 (b), 
(c) of (d) of 3 (1) voort~ebring, gemaak, gepubliseer of in 
die Republiek ingevoer 1s, kan die Minister of die Kommis
saris, sander vooraf kennisgewing aan enige persoon en 
sander om enige persoon aan te hoar, 'n bevel onder sy 
handtekening uitreik waarby die beslaglegging daardie 
publikasie of televisie-, rolprent- of kJankopname beveel 
word. 

(2) 'n Bevel kragtens subregulasie (I) moet, tensy in die 
bevel anders vermeld, ten uitvoer gele word ten ops1gte van 
alle kopiee, eksemplare of reproduksies van die publi.kasie 
of televisie-, rolprent· of klankopname wat a!dus in stryd 
met bedoelde bepaling voortgebring, gemaak:, gepubliseer 
of in die Republiek ingevoer is. _ 

(3) 'n Bevel kragtens subregulasie (1) word ten uitvoer 
ge!e deur 'n lid van 'n veiligheidsmag in besit van 'n geskrif 
wat so 'n bevel of 'n afskrif of reproduksie daarvan is of 
heet te wees, en so 'n lid kan vir die doeleindes van die 
beslaglegging-

(a) enige voertuig of perseel betree waarin of waarop die 
publikasie of opname, of 'n kopie, eksemplaar of 
reproduksie daarvan , waarop die bevel betrekking 
het, is of vennoed word te wees; en 

(b) op of in daardie voertuig of persee! alles doen wat 
redelikerwyse nodig is om die &eve! ten uitvoer te le. 

(4) 'n Geskrif in subregulasie (3) bedoel, moet aan 'n 
persoon wat daardeur geraak word, op sy versoek getoon 
word. 
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(5) A publication or recording or any copies or reproduc
tions thereof which have been seized under this regulation 
shall be dealt with in accordance with the direction issued 
by the Minister generally or with reference to a particular 
case. 

(6) The provisions of this regulation nuy be applied irre
spective of whether any person is prosecuted rn conse
quence of the production, publication or importation of a 
publication or a television, film or sound recording in con
travention of a provision ref erred to in subregulation (1). 

Prohibition of production, importntion or publicntion of 
cert.Bia periodicals 

7. ( 1) If the Minister deems it necessary in the interest of 
the safety of the public, the maintenance of public order or 
the termrnation of the state of emergency, he may, subject 
to subregulation (2), issue an order by notice in the Gazelle 
prohibiting for such period as may be specified in the order, 
but not exceeding three months al a time, the production, 
importation into the Republic or publication of all issues of 
a periodical likewise specified . 

(2) No order under subrcgulation (1) shall be issued in 
respect of any panicular periodical unless--

(a) an issue of that periodical was produced, imported 
into the Rerublic or published in contravention of a 
provision o regulation 5 (b) or (d) or 3 (!);and 

(b) the Minister has by notice in the Gazette requested all 
persons concerned in the production, importation or 
publication of that periodical to ensure that no further 
issue of that periodical is produced, imported or 
published in contravention of any such provision; and 

(c) a further issue of that periodical was produced, 
imported or published in contravention of any such 
provision after the publication of the notice referred to 
tn paragraph (b); and 

(d) the Minister, after a further issue referred to in 
para~ph (c) has been so produced, imported or 
published in contravention of any such provision--

(i) has given notice in writing to the publisher or 
importer of th;i t pe riodical of the fact that action 
under subregulation (I) is to be considered, 
stating the grounds of the proposed action ; and 

(ii) has given that l?ublisher or importer an oppar
tunity to submit to him in writing, withm a 
period of two weeks, representations in con
nection with the proposed action. 

(3) The provisions of subregulations (I) and (2) may be 
applied irrespective of whether an issue referred to in para
graph (a) or (c) of the said subregularion (2) has been seized 
under regulation 6 and irrespective of whether any person is 
prosecuted in consequence of the production, importation or 
publication of any such issue. 

(4) The provisions of regulation 6 shall m111a1is mutandis 
apply in respect of an issue of a periodical which is pro
duced, imported or published in contravention of an order 
under subregulation ( 1) of this regulation. 

(5) Compliance with an order issued under subregulation 
(l) shall not affect the continuation of the registration (if 
any) of the periodical concerned as a newspaper in terms of 
the Newspaper and Imprint Registration Act, 1971 (Act 63 
of 1971) . 

(5) Met 'n publ~asie of opname of enige kopiet, eksem
pla.re o~ reproduksi~s .daarvan waarop da.ar kragtens hierdie 
r~gulas1e beslag sele .ts, word daar gehandel ooreen.komstig 
die opdrag wat Ill die al$emeen of met verwysing na 'n 
bepaalde geval deur die Minister uitgereik word. 

(6) Die bepalin~s van hierdie regu_la.sie kan toegepss 
word ongeag of emge persoon na aanleidmg van die voort- . 
b_renging, publikasie of invoer va~ 'n publikasie of 'n televi
s1e-, rolprent- of klankopname tn stryd met 'n bepalino 
vermeld m subregulasie (! ), vervolg word of nie. :o 

''erbod op roortbrea~in¥, im·oer of publlkasfe ran 
sekcre penod1eke publlkasies 

7. (!) Indien die Minister dit in die belang van die veilig
heid van die publiek, die bandhawing van die opel)bare orde 
of die beeindiging va~ die no?<1toestand nodig .ag, k~n hy, 
~houdens subregu!as1~ (2), n be.vel by keuru~gewrng in 
die Staatskoerant u1treik waarby die voortbrengrng, invoer 
in die Republiek of publikasie van alle uit$awes van 'n 
periodieke publikasie in die bevel vermeld vir die tydperk 
mgel_yks vermeld, maar hoogstens drie maande op 'n keer, 
verb1ed word . . . 

(2) Geen bevel k:ragtens subregulasie (!) word ten opsigte 
van 'n bepaalde periodieke publikasie uitgereik nie tensy-

(a) 'n uitgawe van daardie periodieke publikasie in stryd 
met ' n bepaling van regulasie 5 (b) of (d) of 3 (I) 
voortgebring, in die Republiek ingevoer of gepubli
seer is; en 

(b) die Minister by kennisgewing in die Staatskoerant 
alle rersone betrokke by die voortbrenging, invoer of 
pubhkasie van daardie periodieke publikasie versoek 
het om toe te sien dat geen verdere uitgawe van daar
die periodieke publikasie in stryd met so 'n bepaling 
voortgebring, ingevoer of gepubliseer word nie; en 

(c) 'n verdere uitgawe van daardie pcriodieke publik:l.s ie 
na aflrnndiging van die kennisgewing bedoel in pa.ra
~af (b) in stryd met so 'n bepaling voortgebring. 
rngevoer of gepubliseer is; en 

(d) die rvfinister, nad:i.t 'n verdere uitgawe in paragraa 
(c) bedoel aldus in stryd met so 'n bepaling voort 
gebring, ingevoer of gepubliseer is--

(i) die uitgewer of invoerder van daardie pen<!· 
dieke publikasie skriftelik kennis gegee het var 
die feit dal optn:de kragtens subregulasie (1) te· 
opsigte van daa.rdie periodieke publikasie oor 
weeg word, met verrnelding van die gronde v: 
die voorgestelde optrede; en 

(ii) daardie uitgewer of invoerder die geleenthei 
gebied het om binne 'n tydperk van twee we!. 
skrifteli.ke vertoe in verband met die voorg1 

stelde optrede tot horn te rig. 

(3) Die bepalings van subregulasies (!) en (2) kan toeg· 
pas word ongeag of daar kragtens regulasie 6 op 'n uit~a, .. 
bedoel in paragraaf (a) of (c) van geooemde subregulas1e ( 
beslag gele is en onseag of enige persoon na aanleiding v:. 
die voortbrenging, rnvoer of publi.kasie van so 'n uitga\' 
vervolg word . 

(4) Die bepalings van regulasie 6 is mutatis mutaruiis v: 
toepassing ten opsigte van 'n uitgawe van 'n periodie : 
publikasie wat in stryd met 'n bevel kragtens subregul:i. ~ 
(I) van hierdie regulasie voortgebring, ingevoer of gepu t 
seer word. 

(5) Voldoening aan 'n bevel uitgereik kragtens subres 
lasie (I) raak nie die voortsetting van die registrasie (as c;. 
is) van die betrokke periodieke publikasie as 'n nuusb : 
ingevolge die Wet 02 die Registrasie van NuusbL:laie 
Drukkersname, 1971 (Wet 63 van 1971 ), nie. 
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(5) A publication or recording or any copies or reproduc
tions thereof which have been seized under this regulation 
shall be dealt with in accord:J.nce with the direction issued 
by the lv1inister generally or with reference to a particular 
case. 

(6) The provisions of this regulation m3y be a pr lied irre
spective of whether any person is prosecuted ID conse
quence oi the production, publication or importation of a 
publication or a television, film or sound recording in con
travention of a provision referred to in subregubtion (1 ). 

Prohibition of production, importation or publiCBtion of 
certllin periodicals 

7. (I) If the Minister deems it necessary in the.: interest of 
the safety of the public, the maintenance of public order or 
the !errmnatioo of the state of emergency, he may, subject 
to subregulation (2), issue an order by notice in the Gazette 
prohibiting for such period as may be specified in the order, 
bu! not exceeding three months at 3 !lme, the production, 
importation into the Republic or publication of all issues of 
a periodical likewise specified. 

(2) No order under subrcgulation (I) sh:ill be issued in 
respect of any particular periodic:il unless-

( a) an issue of that periodical was produced, imported 
into the Republic or published in contravention of a 
provision of regulation 5 (b) or (d) or 3 (l); and 

(b) the Minister has by notice in the Gazerte requested all 
persons concerned in the production, importation or 
publication of !hat periodical 10 ensure that no further 
issue of that periodical is produced, imported or 
published in contravention of any such provision; and 

(c) a further issue of that periodical w3s produced, 
imported or published in contr:J.vention of any such 
provision after the publication of the notice referred lo 
in paragraph (b); and 

(d) the Minister, after a further issue referred to in 
paragraph (c) has been so produced, imported or 
published in contravention of any such provision--

(i) has given notice in writing to the publisher or 
importer of that periodical of the fact that action 
under subregulation ( l) is to be considered, 
staling the grounds of the proposed action; and 

(ii) has. given that (lublish~r o'. imP?rter 3n .oppar
turu!y to subrrut to him ID wnt1Dg, wnhm a 
period of two weeks, representations in con
nection with the proposed action. 

(3) The provisions of subregulations ( l) and (2) may be 
applied irrespective of whether an issue referred to in para
graph (a) or (c) of the said subregulation (2) has been seized 
under regulation 6 and irrespective of whether any person is 
prosecuted in consequence of the production, importation or 
publication of any such issue. 

(4) The provisions of regulation 6 shall mwatis mutandis 
apply in respect of an issue of a periodical which is pro
duced, imported or published in contravention of an order 
under subregulation (1) of this regulation. 

(5) Compliance with an order issued under subregulation 
(1) shall not affect the continuation of the registration (if 
any) of the periodical concerned as a newspaper in terms of 
the Newspaper and Imprint Registration Act, 1971 (Act 63 
of 1971) . 

(5) Met 'n publikasie of opname of enige kopiee, eksem
plare of reproduksies daarvan waarop daar krag1ens hierdie 
regulasie beslag gc:le is, word daar gehandel ooreenkomstig 
die opdrag wat lil die algerneen of mel verwysing na 'n 
bepaalde geval deur die Mmister uitgerei.k word. 

(6) Die bepalin~s van hierdie re~la.sie kan toegcpas 
word ongeag of entge persoon na aa.nleidmg van die voort- . 
b_renging, publikasie of invoer van. 'n publibsie of ' n televi
Sle-, rolprent- of klankopname m stryd mcl 'n bepaling 
vermeld m subregulasie (I), \'ervolg word ofnie. 

Verbod op Yoortbrenliin~, inYoer ofpubllkasie Yan 
sekere penod1eke pubUkasies 

7. (1) Indien die Minister dit in die belang van die veilig
heid van die publiek, die bandhawing van die Opel']barc _orde 
of die beeindiging van die noodtoestand nodig ag, kan hy, 
behoudens subregulasie (2), 'n bevel by kenn.isgewing in 
die Staatskoerant uitreik waarby die voortbrenging, invoer 
in die Republiek of publikasie van alle uitgawes van 'n 
periodieke publikasie in die bevel vermeld Vil' die tydperk 
mgelyks vermeld, maar hoogstens d.rie rnaande op 'n keer, 
verbied word. 

(2) Geen bevel kragtens subregulasie (1) word ten opsigte 
van 'n bepaalde periodieke publikasie uitgereik nie tensy-

(3) 'n uitgawe van daardie periodieke publikasie in stryd 
met 'o bepaling van regulasie 5 (b) of (d) of 3 (!) 
voortgebring, in die Republiek ingevoer of gepubli
seer is; en 

(b) die Minister by kennisgewing in die Staatskoerant 
alle rersone betrokke by die voortbrenging, invoer of 
publikasie van daardie periodieke publikasie versoek 
het om toe te sien dat geen verdere uitgawe van daar
die periodieke publikasie in stryd met so 'n bepaling 
voortgebring, ingevoer of gepubliseer word nie; en 

(c) 'n verdere uitgawe van daardie periodieke publikasie: 
na afk:ondiging van die kennisgewing bedoel in para· 
~af (b) in stryd met so 'n bepaling voortgebring . 
1Dgevoer of gepubliseer is; en 

(d) die Minister, nadat 'n verdere uitgawe in paragraa · 
(c) bedoel aldus in stryd met so 'n bepaling voon
gebring, ingevoer of gepubliseer is--

(i) die uitgewer of invoerder van duardie perio 
dieke publikasie skriftelik kennis gegee het var 
die feit dat optrede kragtens subregulasie ( l) le 
opsigte van daardie periodieke publikasie oor 
weeg word, met vermelding van die gronde v; 
die voorgestelde optrede; en 

(ii) daardie uitgewer of invoerder die geleenthci 
gebied het om binne 'n tydperk van twee wd. 
skrifteli.ke vertoe in verband met die voorg< 
stelde optrede tot horn te rig. 

(3) Die bepalings van subregulasies (1) en (2) kan toeg•. 
pas word ongeag of daar krag!ens regulasie 6 op 'n uit~31 .. 
bedoel in paragraaf (a) of (c) van genoemde subregulas1e { 
beslag gele is en ongeag of enige persoon na aanleiding v:_ 
die voortbrenging, mvoer of publikasie van so 'n uitga11 
vervolg word. 

(4) Die bepalings van regulasie 6 is mutatis mutandis v: 
toepassing ten opsigte van 'n uitgawe van 'n periodie : 
publikasie wat in stryd met 'n bevel lngtens subregula' 
( 1) van hierdie regulasie voortgebring, ingevoer of geput 
seer word. 

(5) Voldoening aan 'n bevel uitgereik kragtens subrc::
!asie (1) raak. nie die voortsctting van die registrasic (as c;. 
is) van die betrok:ke periodieke publikasie as 'n nuusb: 
ingevolge die Wet oe die Registrasie van Nuusbl.aaic 
Drukkersname, 1971 (Wet 63 van 1971), nie. 
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(6) If the Minister is convinced that any periodical, 
whether or not under another name, is a continuation of or 
substicmion for any periodical the production, importation 
into the Republic or publication of which h:i.s been pro
hibited under subrcgul:i.tion (I), he may, without prior 
notice to any person and without he:i.ring any person, issue 
an order by notice in the Gazerre prohibiting the production, 
imponation or publication of all issues of the fonner 
periodical for such period as m:iy be specified in the order. 
but not exceeding a period equ:i.l to the rcm:i.ining ponion of 
the period for wluch the latter periodical was prohibited . 

Offences and penalties 

8. Any person who-

(a) contravenes a provision of regulation 2 (I), 3 (I), (2) 
or (3), 4 (1) or (2) or 5 or an order under regulation 7 
(1) or (6); or 

(b) hinders or obstructs a member of a security force in 
performing h\s functions in terms of regulation 6 (3), 

shall be guilty of an offence and on conviction be liable to a 
fine not exceeding R20 000 or imprisonment for a period 
not exceeding 10 yea.rs or to that imprisonment without the 
option of a fine. · 

Direction of Attorney-Gcncrnl 

9. No prosecution for an offence under these regulations 
shall be msticuted except by the express direction of the 
Attorney-General h:i.ving jurisdiction in respect of th:i.t pro
secution. 

A.mendment of Sernrity Regulations · 

IO. The Security Regulations are hereby amended-

(a) b.Y the deletion in regulation I of the definitions of 
' subversive statement", "publication" and "state-
ment"; and · 

(b) by the deletion of paragraph (c) of subregulation (!) 
of regulation 7 and of regulations 9, 10 11 and 12. 

PHYTOPHYLACTICA 

This publication deals with plant pathology, myco
logy, microbiology, entomology, nematology, and 
other zoological plant pests. Four parts of the jour
nal are published annually. 

Contributions of scientific merit on agricultural re· 
search are invited for publication in this journal. Di
rections for the preparation of such contributions are 
obtainable from the Director, Agricultural Informa
tion, Private Bag X144, Pretoria, to whom all com
munications in connection with the journal should 
be addressed. 

The journal is obtainable from the above-men
tioned address at R5 plus GST per copy or R20 per 
annum, post free (Other countries R6,25 per copy or 
R25 per annum). 

(~) !ndien die ~1inistcr oonuif is .<lat 'n p:.:riodieke publi
l:as1e n voonsettmg of vervangmg 1s, hetsy onder 'n ander 
naam al dan nie, van 'n perioJieke publikasie waarvan die 
voortbrcnging, invoer in die Re~ub!iek of publikasie inge
volgc subrcgulasic (I) vcrbied 1s, kan hy, sonder vooraf 
kenn.isgewing aan enige persoon en sondcr om enige per
soon aan te hoor, 'n bevel by kennisgewing in die Scaars
koeranl uitreik waarby die voortbrenging, invoer of 
publikasie van alle uitg:i.wes van eersgenoemde periodieke 
publikasie verbied word vir die tvdperk in die bevel ver
meld, rnaar hoogstens 'n tydperk gelyk aan die oorbly
wcnde gedeelte van die tydperk waarvoor laasgenoemde 
periodieke publikasie verbied is. 

Misdrywe en strn1rwe 
8. 'n Persoon wat-
(a) 'n bepaling van regulasie 2 (!), 3 (!), (2) of (3), 4 (I) 

of (2) of 5 of 'n bevel kragtens regul:i.sie 7 (1) of (6) 
oortrce; of 

(b) 'n lid van 'n veiligheidsmag by die verrigtin~ van sy 
werksaanlhede ingevolge regulasie 6 (3) hinder of 
belemmer, 

is aan 'n misdryf skuldig en by sk.-ul<li9bevinding strafbaar 
met 'n boete van hoogstens R20 000 or gevangcnisstraf vir 
'n tydpcrk van hoogstens I 0 jaar of met daardie gevangenis
str.if sondcr die keuse van 'n boete . 

Opdrug van Prokureur-generaal 
. 9. Geen vcrvolging weens 'n misdryf ingevolge hicrdie 
regulasies word ingestel nie behalwe ingevolge die uitdruk
like opdrag van die Prokurcur-generaal wat regsbevoegd
heid ten opsigte van daardie vervolging bes it. 

. Wysiging rnn die Veiligheidsrcgulusies 
10. Die Yeiligheidsregulasies word hierby gewysig-

(a) deur in regulasie I die omskrywings van "ondermy
nende verklaring", "publikasie" en "verklaring" te 

·: skrap; en 
(b) deur parngraaf (c) van subre~ulasie (1) van regulasie 

7 en regulasies 9, 10, 11 en L te skrap. . 

PHYTOPHYLACTICA 

Hierdie publikasie bevat artikels oor plantpatolo
gie, mikologie, mikrobiologie, entomologie. nemato
logie en ander dierkundige plantplae. Vier dele van 
die tydskrif word per jaar gepubliseer. 

Verdienstelike landboukundige bydraes van oor
spronklike wetenskaplike navorsing word vir plasing 
in hierdie t'fdskrif verwelkom. Voorskritte vir die 
opstel van sulke bydraes is verkrygbaar van die Di
rekteur, Landbou-inligting, Privaatsak X144, Preto
ria, aan wie ook alle navrae in verband met die 
tydskrif gerig moet word. 

Die tydskrif is verkrygbaar van bogenoemde 
adres teen R5 plus AVB per eksemplaar of R20 per 
jaar, posvry (Buitelands R6 .25 per eksemplaar of 
R25 per jaar). 

i 

I 
I 
' l 
f 
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APPENDIX H 

REruouc 
OF 

SOUTH AFRICA 

REPUBLIEK 
VAN 

SUIO-AFRIKA 

Government Gazette 
Staatskoerant 

Selling price • Verkooppry1 
(CST excludcd)t(I\ VB ui1g~1lu il l 

Local 5 0 C Pla.11lil< 
Other count • it:s · 70c Oliitelands 

Po11 Free • Po1vry 

Regul.ition C.1zelle 
R egulasiekoerant 

No. 409J 

Re8;,,,,.d., rhe l'o!f Office 
~' ~ N~wspJpref 

t<1 ·n Nuuibl•d by die 
Poslc~tl(OQI c~1ea1J11~er 

Vol. 264 JUNE 
PRETORJA, II JUNlEl987 No. 10772 

PROCLAl\lJ\. TION 
by the 

Stnle J'rc~idc111 of tire Rc1111/,ffc of Svuth 1lli ·/C11 

No. R . 97, 1987 

REGULATIOMS UNDER TI!E PUOL!C SAFTrY ACT, 
!95) 

. Under tl1e powers vested in me by section J of tl1e Public 
Safcry Acl. 1953 (/\ct J o f 1953), ! hereby make lhe reS'Jl•
lions contained in the Schedule with dfccl from 11 June 
1987 . 

Given under my !land and lhe Seal of tl1e Republic of 
South Africa al Cape Town this Tenth day of June... One 
thousand Nine hundred and-Eighty-seven . 

P. W. BOTHA, 

Stale President. 

Dy Order of !he Stale Prcsidenl ·i n-Cabinel : 

J.C. G. DOTI-iA, . 

Minisler of :he Cabinet. 

SCirEDULE 
lknnitions 

I . In lhcse regulations unless !hi: context otherwi se indi
cates--

"Commissioner" means the Commissioner of the South 
African Police, and for the pufTXJses of !he application 
of a provision of these regulations in or in respect of-

(a) a division as defined in section ! of the Police Act, 
1958 (Act 7 of 1958), the said Commissioner or 
the: Divisional Corrunissioner designated under that 
Act for !hat division; or 

(b) a ~if-governing territory , the said Commissioner 
or the: Commissioner or other orriccr in ch<trge of 
the: police force of the e0vemment of that ~1r
goveming temlory; 

. "lilm recording" means any substance , lilm , magnetic 
' Lape or any other material on which the visual images 

(with or without any associated sound lr.lck) of a lilm 
as defined in section 47 of the Publications Act, 1974 

· (Act 42 of 1974), an:: n:cordcd ; 

437-A 
'! - • 

PH.OKLAIVIASIE 
un die 

Stnnlsp1-eslclc11t 1·nn die n~publfek ran Suld-Afrlk• 

Nn. Tl.. 97, 1987 

REGULASIES KRAGTENS DIE WET OP OPENilARE 
VEIL!GltElD, 1953 

Kr:iglcns die bcvoegdheid my vedecn by artikc! 3 van die 
Wet op Opcnb:m: Veiligheid, 19.5 3 (Wet 3 van 19.SJ), valU
dig ck hic1by die n:S'Jlnsies vcrval in die: Dylae met ingang 
van 11 Junie [ 987 uit. • 

Gegce ondcr my Hand en die Sec[ van die Republiek van 
Suid -Afrika le Ka;ipst.ad, op hede die Tiende dag van Junie 
Ecndui~end Negcho ndcrd Sewe~n- tagtig . 

P .W. Il011!A, 

Slaalspn:sidcnl. 

Op- las van die SLiatsprcsidcnl·in -Kabinel: 

J.C. G. OOTI!A, 

Minister van die Kabinel. 

IJYLAE 

\ l'C>Or 1/o111skry1~ing 

1, In hierdie n:gulasies, lensy uit die sameh~g anders 
bly~ . bctckm--

"bcpcrkle bycenkoms" cnige byocnkoms len opsigte 
· waarvan · n voorwaade rngtens artikel 46 (I) (i1) van 

die Wet op £linnclandse Veiligheid, 1982 (Wet 74 van 
1982), bcpaaJ is of lcn opsigte waarvan 'n voorwaarde, 
vcrbod of vcrcisle rngtens regulasie 7 (!) (d) van die 
Ve ilighcidsrc:gulasics opgele of van mg is; 

"b r eenkoms" enige byeenkoms , loeloop of oplog van 
cnige get.al pcrsone; 

"finna" ook 'n Slaatsbchcerde of -gefi nansienle of ander 
opcnbarc ondcmcming; · 

"klankopname" 'n skyf, kassct, band , gepcrfo~rde rol 
of andcr uit·1indscl waarin of waarop le.Janke op so 'n 
wyse vasgele word dal dit daarvan voortgc:bring kan 
word; 

10772-1 
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"furn" ·includef·a State controlled or financed or other 
· public undertaking; . . . 

"gathering" means any gathering, concourse or pro
cession of any number of persons; 

.;iocaf a~ih~~rY>:Pfi\lF~ 
(a) any ·institution or body conrcmplated in section 84 

(I) (f) of the Provincial Government Act, 1961 
(Act 32 of 1961); 

(b) a local authority as defined in section I of the 
Black Local Authorities Act, 1982 (Act 102 of 
1982); 

(c) a regional services council established under the 
Regional Services Councils Act, 1985 (Act l~ of 
1985); or 

(d) . ' a local government body established or deemed to 
be: established under section 30 of the Dlack 
Administration Act, 1927 (Act 38 of 1927); 

''Minister" means the Minister of Home Affairs; 

"periodical" means a publication issued either at regular 
or irregular intervals; 

"previous security regulations" means the regulations 
which were published by Proclamation R. 109 of 
1986, as amended; 

"publication" means any newspaper, book, magazine, 
pamphlet, brochure, poster, hand-bill or part thereof or 
addendum thereto; 

"public place" includes--

(a) any premises occupied by the State, a local auth
ority or an educational institution or the controlling 
body of an educational institution; 

(b) any premises or place to which members of the 
public ordinarily or at specific times have access, 
irrespective of whether or not the right of admis
sion to such premises or place is reserved and 
whether or not payment for such admission is re
quired; 

"publish", in relation to a publication, television record
ing, film recording or sound recording, means any act 
whereby the publication or the television, film or 
sound recording-
(a) is sold or leased, or is provided or made available 

free of charge, to a member of the public or is 
offered for sale, for hire or free of charge to such a 
member; 

(b) is sent through the post to a member of the public 
irrespective of whether or not that member has 
subscribed thereto; or 

(c) is taken personally or is sent by post or courier out 
of the Republic or is transmincd or sent from the 
Republic by whatever means of telecommunica
tion, 

and further includes, in relation to--
(i) a publication, any act whereby such publication is 

posted up, exhibited, handed out or scattered at or 
in a public place or is displayed in such a way as to 
be: visible from a public place; 

(ii) a television or sound recording, any act whereby 
the television or sound recording-
(aa) is shown or played at or in a public place or 

is shown or played in such a way as to be: 
visible or audible from a public place; or 

(bb) is broadcast in a way which enables a 
member of the public to receive it by means 
of a radio or television set; 

"Kommissaris" die Kommissaris van die · Suid-Afri
kaanse Polisie, en by die toepassing van 'n bc:paling 
van hierdie regulasies binne of ten opsigte van- . 

(a) 'n afdeling soos omskryf in artikel 1 van die Poli
siewet , 1958 (Wet 7 van 1958), bedoelde Kom
missaris of die Afdelingskommissaris wat kragtens 
daardie Wet vir daardie afdcling aangewys is; of 

(b) ' n selfregcrende gebied, bc:doelde Korrunissaris of 
die Kommissaris of ander offisier in bevel van die 
polisicmag van die regering van daardie selfrege
rende gebied; 

"Minister" die Minister van Binnelandse Sake; 

"ondermynende verklaring" 'n verklaring-

(a) waarin lede van die publiek aangehits of aange
moedig word of wat daarop bc:reken is om die uit
werking te he om lede van die publiek aan te hits of 
aan te moedig-

(i) om dee! te neem aan 'n bedrywigheid of 
om 'n daad le pleeg wat verrneld word in 
paragraaf (a), (b) of (c) van die omskry
wing van "oproerigheid"; 

(ii) om weerstand of verse! te bied teen 'n lid 
van die Kabinet of 'n Ministersraad of 'n 
ander lid van die Regering of 'n bc:ampte 
van die Republiek of 'n lid van die Kabinet 
van 'n selfregerende gebied of 'n bc:ampte 
van 'n selfregerende gebied of 'n lid van 'n 
·veiligheidsmag by die uitoefening of ver
rigting deur so 'n lid of bc:arnpte van 'n 
bc:voegdheid of werksaamheid ingevolge 'n 
bc:paling van 'n regulasie uitgevaardig 
kragtens die Wet op Openbare Veiligheid, 
1953, of van 'nwetterreelingvandievei
ligheid van die publiek of die handhawing 
van die openbare orde; 

(iii) om dee! te neem aan 'n boikotaksie-

(aa) teen 'n bc:paalde f1.ITI1a of teen f1.ITI1as 
van 'n bc:paalde aard, klas of soort, 
deur Of nie inkope te doen by of 
ander sake te doen met of gebruik te 
maak van dienste gelewer deur daar
die bc:paalde f1.ITI1a of enige firmas 
van daardie bc:paalde aard , klas of 
soort nie Of slegs inkope·te doen by 
of ander sake te doen met of gebruik 
te maak van dienste gelewer deur 
ander f1.ITI1as as daardie bc:paalde 
firma of as f1.ITI1as van daardie be
paalde aard, klas of soort; 

(bb) teen 'n bc:paalde produk of artikel of 
teen produkte of artike Is van · n be
paalde aard, klas of soort, deur nie 
daardie bc:paalde produk of artikel of 
enige produkte of artikels van daardie 
bc:paalde aard, klas of soort te koop 
nie; of 

(cc) teen 'n bc:paalde onderwysinrigting 
of onderwysinrigtings van 'n bc:
paa!de aard, klas of soort, deur te 
weier om klasse by te woon of aan 
ander wc:rksaamhede dee! te neem by 
daardie bc:paalde inrigting of enige 
inrigtings van daardie bepaalde aard, 
klas of soort; · 
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(iii) a film recording, any act whereby a film recording 
is shown ac or in a public place or is shown in such 
a way as to be visible from a public place; 

" restricced gactiering" means any gathering in respecl of 
which a condition has been determined under section 
46 (I) (ii) of the Incernal Securicy Act, 1982 (Ace 74 of 
1982), or in respect of which a condilion, prohibition 
or requirement has been imposed or is in force under 
regulation 7 (I) (d) of the Security Regulacions; 

"security action" means any of the following actions by 
a security force or a member of a security force, name
ly-

(a) any action lo terminate any unrest; 

(b) any action to protect life or property m conse
quence of any unrest; 

(c) any follow-up action afcer any unresl has been ter
minated or has ended; 

(d) any action taken under regulation 2 of the Security 
Regulations; or 

(e) any action whereby a person is arrested-

(i) on a charge for an offence under these regu
lations or any other regulations made under 
the Public Safety Act, 1953; 

(ii) on a charge for an offence mentioned in the 
definition of "unrest" or committed in the 
course of any unrest or of any incident aris
ing from unrest or connected therewith; or 

(iii) under regulation 3 (I) of the Security Regu
lations; 

" security force" means-

(a) the South African Police referred to in the defi
nition of "the Force" in section I of the Police 
Act, 1958 (Act 7of1958); 

(b) any part of the said South African Police of which 
the control, organisation and admini stration have 
been ~ansfer:ed to the . government of a sci~ 
governing terntory; 

(c) any police force established by or under a law of a' 
self-governing territory; 

(d) the South African Defence Force referred to in 
section 5 of the Defence Act, 1957 (Act 44 of 
1957); 

(e) the Prisons Service established by section 2 of the 
Prisons Act, 1959 (Act 8 of 1959); or 

(f) a police fon.:e under the control of a local auth-
ority, 

and also any part of any such force or any combination of 
two or more of such forces or of parts of such forces; 

"Security Regulations" means the regulations published 
by Proclamation R. 96 of 1987; 

"self-governing territory" means a territory declared 
under section 26 of the National States ConstiMion 
Act, 1971 (Act 21 of 1971 ), to be a self-governing 
territory within the Republic; 

(iv) om deel te neem aan 'n aksie van burger-
like ongehoorsaamheid- -

(aa) deur te weier om te voldoen aan 'n 
bepaling van, of 'n voorskrif krag
tens, die een of ander wet of deur so 
'n be paling of voorskrif te oortree; of 

(bb) dcur te weier om te voldoen aan 'n 
verpligting teenoor 'n plaaslike ower
heid ten opsigte van huishuur of 'n 
munisipale diens; 

(v) om van die werk af weg te bly of in slryd 
met die voorsk.rifte van enige wet te st.aak 
of om so 'n wegbly-aksie of staking te 
ondersteun; 

(vi) om 'n beperkte byeenkoms by te woon of 
om daaraan dee! te neem; 

(vii) om dee! te neem aan enige bedrywighede 
van 'n organisasie wat 'n onwettige organi
sasie ingevolge die Wet op Binnelandse 
Yeiligheid, 1982, is, of om by so 'n organi
sasie aan te sluit of <lit te ondersteun, of om 
deel te neem aan enige van so 'n organisa
sie se kampanjes, projekte, programme of 
aksies van geweld of verse! teen, of onder
myning van, die Staatsgesag of enige 
plaaslike owerhede, of van geweld teen, of 
intimidasie van, enige persone of persone 
wat tot 'n bepaalde kategorie van persone 
behoort, of om enige sodanige kampanjes, 
projekte, programme of aksies te 
onder.>teun; 

(viii) om by wyse van strukture wat plaaslike 
owerheidstruJ...--iure heet te wees en op 'n 
onwettige wyse as sodanig optree, mag en 
gesag in bepaalde gebiede uit te oefen, of 
om sodanige strukture tot stand te bring, of 
om sodanige strukture te ondersteun, of om 
hu!self aan die gesag van sodanige struk
ture te onderwerp, of om betalings wat 
ver.;kuldig is aan plaaslike owerhede aan 
sodanige strukrure te doen; 

(ix) om by wyse van onwettige strnkture, pro
sedures of metodes wat geregtelike struk
ture, prosedures of metodes heet te wees, 
persone te vervolg, te verhoor of te straf, of 
om sodanige struk."ttlre, prosedures of · 
metodes te ondersteun, of om hulself aan 
die gesag van sodanige struJ..."ttlre, prose
dures of metodes te onderwerp ; of 

(x) om 'n ander handeling of versuim te be
gaan wat deur die Kommissaris by kennis
gewing in die Sraatskoerant geidentifiseer 
is as ' n handeling of versuim wat die uit
werking het om die veiligheid van die pu
bliek of die handhawing van die openbare 
orde te bedreig of die beeindiging van die 
noodtoestand te vertraag; of 

(b) waardeur die stelsel van verpligte militere diens in 
diskrediet gebring of onderrnyn word; 

'' oproeri ghe id'' -

(a) enige byeenkoms in stryd met 'n bevel kragtens 
regulasie 7 (I) van die Yeiligheidsregulasies of 
met 'n bepaling van 'n ander wet o.f met die een of 
ander verbod, lasgewing of ander voorskrif krag
lens so 'n bepaling; 
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"sound recording" m!ans any disc, cassette, tape, per
forated roll or other device in or on which sounds a.re 
embodied so as to be capable of being repro<luced 
therefrom; 

"subversive statement" means a statement-

(a) in which members of the public are incited or en
couraged or which is calculated to have the effect 
of inciting or encouraging members of the pub-
lic- \ . 

(i) to take part in any activity or to commit any 
act mentioned in paragraph (a), (b) or (c)'bf 
the definition of "unrest"; 

(ii) 10 resist or oppose any member of the Cabi-
. net or a Minister's Council or any other 

member of the Government or any official 
of the Republic or any member of !he Cabi
net of a self-governing territory or any offi
cial of a self-governing territory or any 
member of a security force in the exercise 
or p<:rformance bi any such member or of
ficial of a power or function in terms of a 
provision of a regulation made under the 
Public Safety Act, 1953, or of a law regu
lating the safety of the public or !he mainte
nance of public order; 

(iii) to take part in a boycott action-

(iv) 

(v) 

(aa) against any particular firm or against 
fim1S of any particular nature, class 
or kind, either by not making any 
purchases at or doing other business 
with or making use of services ren
dered by that particular firm or any 
firms of that particular nature, class 
or kind or by making purchases only 
at or doing other business only with 
or making use only of services ren
dered by firms other than that parti
cular firm or other than firms of that 
panicular nature, class or kind; 

(bb) against any particular product or arti
cle or against pro<lucts or articles of 
any particular nature, class or kind, 
by not purchasing that particular pro
duct or article or any products or arti
cles of that particular nature, class or 
kind; or · 

(cc) against any particular educational 
institution or against educational 
institutions of any particular nature, 
class or kind, by refusing to attend 
classes or to participate in other ac
tivities at that particular institution or 
at any institutions of that particular 
nature, class or kind; 

to take part in an act of civil disobe
dience-

(aa) by refusing to comply with a provi
sion of, or requirement under, any 
law or by contravening any such pro
vision or requirement; or 

(bb) by refusing to comply with an obliga
tion towards a local authority in re
spect of rem or a municipal service; 

10 s!Ay away from work or to strike in con
travention of the provisions of any law, or 
to support any such stayaway action or 
strike; 

(b) enige fisiese aanval op 'n veiligheidsmag of op 'n 
lid van 'n veiligheidsmag of op 'n lid van 'n plaas
like owerheid of op die huis of huisgesin van 'n lid 
van 'n veiligheidsmag of plaaslike owerheid deur 
'n groep persone; of 

(c) enige gedrag wa! oproer, openba.re geweldpleging 
of 'n oortreding van artikel 1 (I) (a) van die Wet op 
Intimidasie, 1982 (We! 72 van 1982), daarstel; 

"pcriodieke publikasie" 'n publikasie wa! hetsy met ge
reelde of ongereelde tussenpose uitgegee word; 

"plaaslike owerheid"-
(a) 'n instelling of liggaam beoog in artikel 84 (!) (f) 

van die Wet op Provinsiale Bestuur, 1961(Wet32 
van 1961); 

(b) 'n plaaslike owerheid soos omskryf in artikel 1 van 
die Wet op Swart Plaaslike Owerhede, 1982 (Viet 
I 02 van 1982); 

(c) 'n streekdiensteraad ingestel kragtens die Wet op 
Streekdiensterade, 1985 (Viet 109 van 1985); of 

(d) 'n plaaslike bestuursliggaam wat ingestel is of 
geag word ingestel te wees kragtens artikel 30 van 
die Swart Administrasie Wet, 1927 (Viet 38 van 
1927); 

"publieke pick" ook-
(a) 'n perseel wat deur die Staat, 'n plaaslike ower

heid, 'n onderwysinrigting of die beheerliggaam 
van 'n onderwysinrigting geold.llpeer word; 

(b) 'n persecl of pick waartoe lede van die publiek 
gewoonlik of op bepaalde tye toegang het, ongeag 
of die reg van toegang tot so 'n perseel of pick 
voorbehou is of nie en of betaling vir sodanige 
toe gang vereis word of nie; 

"publikasie" 'n koerant, boek, tydskrif, pamflet, bros
jure, aanplak- of strooibiljet of dee! daarvan of by
voegsel daarby; 

"publiseer", met betrckking lot 'n publikasie, televisie
opname, rolprentopname of klankopname, enige han
de!ing waardeur die pub!ikasie of die !elevisie-, rol
pren!- of klankopname-
(a) aan 'n lid van die publiek verkoop, verhuur of 

gratis vcrskaf of beskikbaar gestel word of aan so 
'n lid le koop, le huur of gratis aangebied word; 

(b) oor die pos aan 'n lid van die publiek versend 
word, hetsy daardie lid daarop ingeteken he! of 
nie; of 

(c) uit die Republiek persoonlik geneem of per pos of 
koerier versend word of deur watter telekommuni
kasiemiddel ook al vanuit die Republiek oorgesend 
of gestuur word, 

en voorts, met betrekking tot-
(i) 'n publikasie, ook enige handeling waardeur die 

publikasie op of in 'n pub!ieke plek opgeplak, uit
gestal, uitgedeel of uitgestrooi word of op so 'n 
wyse vertoon word dat dit vanaf 'n publieke plek 
sigbaar is; 

(ii) 'n !elevisie- of klankopname, ook enige handeling 
waardeur die televisie- of klankopname-
(aa) op of in 'n publieke plek vertoon of gespeel 

word of op so 'n wyse vertoon of gespeel 
word dat dit vanaf 'n publieke plek sigbaar 
of hoorbaar is; of 

(bb) uitgesaai word op 'n wyse wat 'n lid van die 
publiek in st11at stet om <lit by wy~e van 'n 
radio of televisiestel te ontvang; 

(iii) 'n rolprentopname, ook enige handeling waardeur 
'n rolprentopname op of in 'n publieke plek ver
toon word of op so 'n wyse vertoon word dat di! 
vanaf 'n publieke plek sigbaar is; 
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(vi) to attend or to take part in any resuicted 
gathering; 

(vii) to take part in any activities of or to join or 
to support an organization which is an un
lawful organization in terms of the Internal 
Security Act, 1982, or to take part in, or to 
support, any of any such organization's 
campaigns, projects, programmes or ac
tions of violence or resistance against, or 
subversion of, the authority of the State or 
any local authorities, or of violence 
against, or intimidation of, any persons or 
persons belonging to any particular cate
gory of persons; 

(viii) to exert power and authority in specific 
areas by way of structures purporting to be 
structures of local government and acting 
a5 such in an unlawful manner, or to estab
lish such structures, or to support such 
structures, or to subject themselves to the 
authority of such structures, or to make 
payments which are due to local authorities 
to such structures; 

(ix) to prosecute, to try or to punish persons by 
way of unlawful structures, procedures or 
methods purporting to be judicial struc
tures, procedures or methods, or to support 
such structures, procedures or methods, or 
to subject themselves to the authority of 
such structures, procedures or methods ; or 

(x) to commit any other act or omission identi
fied by the Commissioner by notice in the 
Gazelle as an act or omission which has the 
effect of threatening the safety of the public 
or the maintenance of public order or of 
delaying the termination of the state of 
emergency; or 

(b) by which the system of compulsory military ser
vice is discredited or undem1ined; 

"television recording" means any cassette, tape or other 
device in or on which visual images (with or without 
an associated sound track) are embodied in such a way 
so as to be capable of being reproduced on a television 
set and, in so far as a film recording is capable of being 
used for television broadcasts, also a film recording; 

"unrest" means-

(a) any gathering in contravention of an order under 
regulation 7 ( 1) of the Security Regulations or of a 
provision of any other law or of any prohibition, 
direction or other requirement under any such pro
vision; 

(b) any physical attack on a security force or on a 
member of a security force or on a member of a 
local authority or on the house or family of a 
member of a security force or local authority by a 
group of per.mns; or 

(c) any conduct which constitutes riot, public violence 
or a contravention of section 1 ( 1) (a) of the Intim
idation Act, 1982 (Act 72 of 1982). 

"rolprentopname" enige stof, film, magnetiese band of 
enige ander materiaa.! waarop die visuele beelde (met 
of sonder 'n gepaardgaande klankbaan) van 'n rolprcnt 
soos omskryf in artikel 47 van die Wet op Publikasies, 
1974 (Wet 42 van 1974), vasgele is; 

"selfregerende gcbied" 'n gebied wat kragtens artikel 26 
van die Grondwet van die Nasionale State, 1971 (Wet 
21 van 1971), tot 'n selfregerende gebied binne die 
Republiek verklaar is; 

"televisie-opname" 'n kasset, band of ander uitvindsel 
wa<!.rin of waarop visuele beelde (met of sander 'n 
gepaardgaandeklankbaan) op so 'n wyse vasgele word 
dat dit op 'n televisiestel voortgebring kan word en, vir 
sover 'n rolprentopname vir televisie-uitsendings ge~ 
bruik kan word, ook 'n rolprentopname; 

''veiligheidsmag''-
(a) die Suid-Afri.kaanse Polisie bedoel in die om

skrywing van "die Mag" in artikel 1 van die Poli
siewet, 1958 (Wet 7 van 1958); 

(b) enige dee) van genoemde Suid-Afrikaanse Polisie 
waarvan die beheer, organisasie en administrasie 
aan die regering van 'n selfregerende gebied oor
gedra is; 

(c) 'n polisiemag by of kragtens 'n wet van 'n selfre
gerende gebied ingestel; 

(d) die Suid-Afrikaanse Weennag bedoel in artikel 5 
van die Verdedigingswet, 1957 (Wet 44 van 
1957); 

(e) die Gevangenisdiens ingestel by artikel 2 van die 
Wet op Gevangenisse, 1959 (Wet 8 van 1959); of 

(f) 'n polisiemag onder die beheer van 'n plaaslike 
owerheid, 

en ook enigc dee! van so 'n mag of enige samestelling 
van twee of meer van sodanige magte of van dele van 
sodanige magte; 

"veiligheidsoptrede" enige van die volgende optredes 
deur 'n veiligheidsmag of 'n lid van 'n veiligheidsrriag, 
naamlik-

(a) enige optrede ter beeindiging van enige oproerig
heid; 

(b) enige optrede ter beskenning van !ewe of eiendom 
na aanleiding van enige oproerigheid; 

(c) enige opvolgoptrede na beeindiging of afloop van 
enige oproerigheid; 

(d) enige optrede kragtens regulasie 2 van die 
Veiligheidsregulasies; of 

(e) enige optrede waarby 'n persoon gearresteer 
word--

(i) op aanklag weens 'n rnisdryf ingevolge hier
die rcgulasies of enige antler regulasies uit
gevaardig kragtens die Wet op Openbare 
Veiligheid, 1953; 

(ii) op aanklag weens 'n rnisdryf venneld in die 
omskrywing van "oproerigheid" of wat ge
pleeg is in die loop van enige oproerigheid of 
van enige voorval wat uit oproerigheid 
voortspruit of daarmee in verband strul.!1; of 

(iii) k:ragtens regulasie 3 (1) van die Veilig-
heidsregulasies; · 

"Vciligheidsregulasies" die regulasies afgekondig 
by Proklamasie R. 96 van 1987; 

"vorige veiligheidsregulasies" die regulasies wat afge
kondi~ was by ProkJamasie R. 109 van 1986, soos 
gewys1g. 
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Presence of jnrirnnlists etc., nt unrest or security nctions 

2. (I) Subject to subrcgulacion (2) no j0umalisc, news 
reporter, nc:ws commenrator, news corrc:spontlenc, news
paper or magazine photogr.ipher, operator of any tc:lc:vision 
or other camera or of any television, sound, film or other 
recording equipment, person carrying or assisting ~n the 
conveyance or operation of such camera or equipment, or 
other person covering events for the purpose of gach'cring 
news material for the distribution or publication thereof in 
the Republic or elsewhere, shall, without the prior consent 
of the Commissioner or of any member of a security force 
who serves as a commissioned officer in that force, be on 
the scene of any unrest, restricted gathering or security 
:icrion or at :i place from where any unrest, restricted gather
ing or security action is within sight. 

(2) The provisions of subregulation (l)-

(a) shall not aprly co any person mentioned therein 
who-

(i) at the commencement of any unrest, restricted 
gathering or security action happens lo be on 
the scene of that unrest, gathering or action or at 
a place from where that unrest, gathering or 
action is within sight; or 

(ii) after the commericemcnt of any unrest, re
stricted gathering or security action happens to 
arrive on the scene of that unrest, gathering or 
action, or at a place from where that unrest, 
gathering or action is within sight, for a reason 
other than to cover that unrest, gathering or 
action for the gathering of news material, 

provided such a person immediately leaves the scene 
of that unrest, gathering or action or removes himself 
within such time as is reasonably required under the 
circumstances to a place where that unresc, gathering 
or action is ouc of sight; 

lb) shall not prevent a person mentioned therein from 
being in his residence or on the premises where he 
ordinarily works or on his way to or from his resi
dence or any such premises . 

I'11blicntion control 

3. (I) Subject to subrcgulation (6) no person shall publish 
or cause co be published any publication, television record
ing, film recording or sound recording containing any news, 
comment or atlvcrtiscmcnl on or in connection with--

(a) any security action, including any security action 
within che meaning of the regulations published by 
Proclamation R. 224 of 1986, as amended, which 
occurred during the period 11 December 1986 co 11 
June 1987; 

(b) any deployment of a security force, or of vehicles, 
arrnamencs, equipment or other appliances, for the 
purposes of security action; 

(c) any restricted gathering, in so far as such news, com
ment or advertisement discloses ac any time before the 
gathering takes place the time, date, place and pur
pose of such gathering, or gives an account of any 
speech, statement or remark of any speaker who pcr
fom1e<l at the gathering in conrravention of a condi
tion, prohibition or requirement determined or im
posed under a law mentioned in the definition of 
· · rcrnictcd gathering''; 

' 

Annircsigheid rnn jocrnnliste ens. liy oproeriglicid of 
rcilighcidsopt rcclcs 

2. (I) Bchoudens subregulasic (2) mag geen jocmalis, 
nuusverslaggcwer._ nuuskomrnenta.tor, nuuskorrespondenl, 
kocrant- of cyLlsknffotograaf, operateur van 'n lelcvisic- of 
antler kamera of van enige telcvisie-, !<lank-, rolprenc- of 
ander opnametoen.rsling, pcrsoon wac so 'n kam::ra of coe
rnsting dra of met die vervoer of aanwending dairvan be
hulpsaam is, of antler pcrsoon wat gebcure dck met die doe! 
orn nuusmatcriaal in le win vir die verspreiding of publika
sic daarvan in die Republiek of elders, sonder die vooraf
verkrce toescemming van die Kommissaris of van 'n lid van 
'n veiligheidsmag wat as 'n offisicr in daardie mag <lien, op 
die toneel van enige oproerigheid, beperkte byecnkoms of 
veiligheidsoptredc of op 'n pick waarvandaan enige oproe
righcid, bepcrktc byeenkoms of veiligheidsoptrede binnc 
sig is, wees nic. 

(2) Die bepalings van subregulasic (I)-

(a) is nie op 'n daarinvcrrneldc pcrsoon van locpassing 
nie wac-

(i) by aanvang van cnige oproerigheid, bepcrkte 
byeenkoms of veilighcidsoptrcde horn op die 
toneel van daardic oprocrighcid, byeenkoms of 
optrede of op 'n pick waarvandaan daardie 
oprocrigheid, bycenkoms of optrede binnc sig 
is, bevind; of 

(ii) na aanvang van enige oprocrigheitl, bcperkte 
byeenkoms of veiligheidsoptrede op die loneel 
van daardie oproerighcid, byeenkoms of op
trede of op 'n plek waarvandaan daardie oproe
righcid, byeenkoms of optrede binne sig is, 
aankom weens 'n ander rede as om daardie 
oprocrigheid, bycenkoms of optredc vir die in
win van nuusmateriaal te dek, 

mils so 'n ~rsoon onmiddellik die toneel van daardic 
oproerighe1d, byecnkoms of optrede verlaat of hom
self binne 'n tydsbestek wac redelikerwyse in die 
omstandighede nodig is na 'n plek vef\vyder waar 
daardic oproerighcid, bycenkoms of optrede buitc sig 
1s; 

(b) belet nic 'n tlaarinvemielde pcrsoon om in sy woning 
of op die perseel waar hy gcwoonlik wcrk of op pad 
na of van sy woning of so 'n perseel te wees nie. 

I'11 lJ liknsicl>ehccr 

3 . . (1) Behoudens subrcgulasie (6) mag gcen pcrsoon 
enige publikasie, Cclcvisic-opname, rolprencopname of 
klankopnamc publiseer of laac publisecr nie wat cnige nuus, 
ko111111cntaar of aLlvcr1cnsic bevac oor of in vcrband met-

( a) cnigc vciligheidsopcredc, met inbegrip van enige vci
lighcidsoptrede oorcenkomscig die bedoeling van die 
rcgulasies wat afgekondig was by Proklamasic R. 224 
van 1986, soos gewysig, wac gcdurende die tydperk 
11 Descmbcr 1986 tot 11 Junie 1987 plaasgevind hcc; 

(b) cnigc ontplooiing van 'n vcilighcidsmag, of van voer
tuie, wapcnmig, toen.rscing of ander hulpmiddcls, vir 
die doc! van veiligheidsoptrcde; 

(c) enigc bepcrkcc byeenl:oms, in soverrc so<lanige nu us, 
kommentaar of advertcnsic die tyd, datum, pick of 
tlocl van die bycenkoms cc enigcr tyd voordat die 
byeenkoms plaasvinc.l, openbaar, of 'n relaas gee van 
'n tocsrraak, vcrklaring of uitlating van cnige sprekcr 
wat by die byecnkoms in styd met 'n voorwaarde, 
vcrbod of vercistc be pa al of opgele kragtens 'n wee 
venncltl in die omskrywing van "bepcrkte byecn
koms" opgetrec het; 
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(d) any action or boycott by members of the public which 
is an action or boycott referred to in paragraph (a) 
(iii), (iv) or (v) of the definition of "subversive state
ment", in so far as such news, comment or advertise
ment discloses particulars of the extent to which such 
action or boycon is successful or of the manner in 
which members of the public are intimidated, incited 
or encouraged to take part in or to support such action 
or boycott or gives an account of any incidents in 
connection with such intimidation, incitement or en
couragement; 

(e) any structures referred to in paragraph (a) (viii) or (ix) 
of the definition of "subversive statement", in so far 
as such news, comment or advertisement discloses 
particulars of the manner in which members of the 
public are intimidated, incited or encouraged to sup
port such strucrures or to subject themselves to the 
authoriry of such strucrures; 

(f) any speech, statement or remark of a person in respect 
of whom steps under a provision of Chapter 3 of the 
Internal Securiry Act, 1982, or a condition under re
gulation 3 (9) of the Securiry Regulations is in force, 
in so far as any such speech, statement or remark has 
the effect or is calculated to have the effect of threat
ening the safery of the public or the maintenance of 
the public order or of delaying the termination of the 
state of emergency; 

(g) the circumstances of, or treatment in, detention of a 
person who is or was detained under regulation 3 of 
the Security Regulations or who was detained under 
regulation 3 of the previous security regulations; or 

(h) the release of a person who is detained under the said 
regulation 3 of the Security Regulations. 

(2) No person shall publish or cause to be published any 
publication containing an advertisement on or in connection 
with an organiz.ation which is an unlawful organiz.ation in 
terms of the Internal Securiry Act, 1982, defending, prais
ing or endeavouring to justify any of such organiz.ation 's 
campaigns, projects, programmes, actions or policies of 
violence or resistance against, or of subversion of, the auth
ority of the State or any local authorities, or of violence 
against, or of intimidation of, any persons or persons be
longing to any particular category of persons . 

. (3) (a) The Commissioner may, for the purpose of the 
safery of the public, the maintenance of public order or the 
termination of the state of emergency, and without prior 
notice to any person and without hearing any person, issue 
an order not inconsistent with a provision of these regula
tions, prohibiting any publication, television recording, 
film recording or sound recording containing any news, 
comment or advertisement on or in connection with any 
matter specified in the order to be published. 

(b) For the purposes of paragraph (a) the provisions of 
regulations 7 (2) and (4) and 8 of the Security Regulations 
shall mwaris mutandis apply. 

(4) Subject to subregulation (6) no person shall broadcast 
any news, comment or advertisement on or in connection 
with a matter specified in subregulation ( 1) live on any 
television or radio service. 

(5) No person shall publish or cause to be published any 
publication in which any blank space or any obliteration or 
deletion of part of the text of a report or of a photograph or 
part of a photograph appears if that blank space, obliteration 
or deletion, as may appear from an express statement or a 

(d) enige aksie of boi.kot deur lede van die publiek wat 'n 
aksle of boikot bedoel in paragraaf (a) (iii), (iv) of (v) 
van die omskrywing van "ondcrmynende verkla
ring" is, in soverre soaanige nuus, komment.a.ar of 
advertensie besonderhede openbaar van die mare 
wa.arin die aksie of boikot suksesvol is of van die 
wyse waarop lede van die publiek geintimideer, aan
gehits of aangemoedig word om aan die aksie of boi
kot dee! te neem of dit te ondersteun of 'n relaas gee 
van enige voorvalle in verband met sodanige inti
midasie, aanhitsing of aanmoediging; 

(e) enige srul..1ure bedoel in paragraaf (a) (viii) of (ix) van 
die omskrywing van "ondermynende verklaring", in 
sov~rre sodanige nuus, kommentaar of advertensie 
besonderhede openbaar van die wyse waarop lede van 
die publiek ge·intimideer, aangehits of aangemoedig 
word om sodanige strukrure te ondersteun of hulself 
aan die gesag van sodanige strukture te onderwerp; 

(f) enige toespraak, verklaring of uitlating van 'n per
soon ten opsigte van wie stappe lcragtens 'n bepaling 
van Hoofsruk 3 van die Wet op Binnelandse Veilig
heid, 1982, of 'n voorwaarde kragtens regulasie 3 (9) 
van die Veiligheidsregulasies van krag is, in soverre 
so 'n toespraak, verkJaring of uitlating die uitwerking 
het of daarop bereken is om die uitwerk.ing te he om 
die veiligheid van die publiek of die handhawing van 
die openbare orde te bedreig of om die beeindiging 
van die noodtoestand te vertraag; 

(g) die omstandighede van, of behandeling in, aanhou
ding van 'n persoon wat kragtens regulasie 3 van die 
Veiligheidsregulasies aangehou word of is of wat 
kragtens regulasie 3 van die vorige veiligheidsregula
sies aangehou is; of 

(h) die vrylating van 'n persoon wat kragtens genoemde 
regulasie 3 van die Veiligheidsregulasies aangehou 
word. 

(2) Geen per.;oon mag 'n publikasie publiseer of laat 
publiseer nie wat 'n advertensie bevat oor of in verband met 
n organisasie wat 'n onwettige organisasie ingevolge die 

Wet op Binnelandse Veiligheid, 1982, is en wat enige van 
SO 'n organisasic Sc kampanjes, projektc, programme, ak
sies of beleid van geweld of verset teen, of van ondermy
ning van, die Staatsgesag of enige plaaslike owerhede, of 
van geweld teen, of van intimidasie van, enige persone of 
persone wat behoort tot 'n bepaalde kategorie van persone, 
verdedig, aanprys of probeer rcgverdig. 

(3) (a) Die Kommissaris kan, vir die doe! van die veilig
heid van die publiek, die han~hawing van die openbare orde 
of die beeindiging van. die noodtoestand, en sonder vooraf 
kennisgewing aan enige per.;oon en sonder om enige per
soon aan te hoor, 'n bevel, wat nie met 'n bepaling van 
hierdie regulasies onbestaanbaar is nie, uitreik wat verbied 
dat 'n publikasie, televisie-opname, rolprentopname of 
klankopname wat enige nuus, kommentaar of adve11ensie 
bevat oor of in verband met enige aangeleentheid in die 
bevel vermeld, gepubliseer word. 

(b) By die toepassing van paragraaf (a) is die bepalings 
van regulasies 7 (2) en (4) en 8 van die Veiligheidsregula
sies muraris mwandis van toepassing. 

(4) Behoudens subrcgulasie (6) mag geen persoon enige 
nuus, kommentaar of advcrtensie oor of in verband met 'n 
aangeleentheid in subregulsie (I) vermeld, regs tree ks oor 'n 
televisie- of radiodiens uitsaai nie. 

(5) Geen persoon mag 'n publikasie publiseer of laat 
publiseer waarin 'n blanko spasie of enige uitdowing of 
deurhaling van 'n gedeelte van die teks van 'n berig of van 
'n foto of gedeelte van 'n foto verskyn nie indien da.ardie 
blanko spasie, uitdowing of deurhaling, soos blyk uit 'n 
uitdruk.like verklaring of 'n teken of simbool in daardie 
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sign or symbol in that publication or from the pMicular 
context in which that blank space, obliteration or deletion 
appears, is intended to be understood as a referenco. to the 
effa:t of a provision of these regulations. 

(6) The provisions of this regulation shall not prevent

(a) any person from publishing a publication or a televi
sion, film or sound recording concaining any news, 
comment or advertisement on or in connection with 
any matter specified in subregulation (1) in so far as 
particulars of any such matter-

(i) are disclosed, announced or released, or auth
orized for publication, by a member of the 
Cabinet or of a Ministers' Council, a Deputy 
t-.1inister or a spokesman of the Government; 

(ii) appear from debates, documents or proceedings 
of Parliament or the President's Council; or 

(iii) appear from judicial proceedings, e;r;cluding 
proceedings in which evidence was submitted 
or given either by way of affidavit or viva voce 
relating to the circumstances or manner of arrest 
or the circumstances of. or the treatment in, 
detention of a person who i3 or was detained 
under regulation 3 of the Security Regulations, 
or who was detained under regulation 3 of the 
previous security regulations, and in which the 
court concerned has not yet given a final 
judgment; or 

(b) a bona fide library from lending to a member of the 
public in the normal course of its activities any publi
cation containing any news, comment or advertise
ment on or in connection with any such matter. 

(7) The Minister may make rules prescribing the proce
dure by which and the authority or person through whom 
any authorization referred to in subregulation (6) (a) (i) may 
be obtained. 

(8) For the purposes of subregulations ( 4) and (6) a refer
ence therein to a matter specified in subregulation (1) shall 
be construed as a reference also to a matter specified in an 
order under subregulation (3) (a) . 

Taking of photogrnplis, etc., of unrest or security nc
tions 

4 . (1) No person shall without the prior consent of the 
Commissioner or of a member of a security force serving as 
a commissioned officer in that force take any photograph or 
make or produce any television recording, film recording, 
drawing or other depiction--

(a) of any unrest or security action or of any incident 
occurring in the course thereof, including the damag
ing or destruction of property or the injuring or killing 
of persons; or 

(b) of any damaged or destroyed property or injured or 
dead persons or other visible signs of violence on the 
scene where unrest or sa:urity action is taking or has 
taken place or of any injuries sustained by any person 
in or during unrest or security action. 

(2) No person shall without the prior consent of the Com
missioner or of a member of a security force serving as a 
commissioner officer in that force make any sound record
ing of any unrest or security action or of any incident occur
ring in the course thereof, including the damaging or de
struction of property or the injuring or killing of persons. 

(3) No person shall publish-

(a) any publication containing any photograp\i, drawing 
or other depiction; or 

\ . 

publikasie of uit die besondere samehang waarin daardie 
blanko spasie, uitdowing of deurhaling verskyn, bedoel is 
om verstaan te word as 'n verwysing na die uirwerking van 
'n b=paling van hierdie regulasies. . 

(6) Die bepalings van hierdie regulasie belet nie-
(a) 'n persoon om 'n publikasie of 'n televisie-, rolprent

of klankopname wat enige nuus, korrunentaar of ad
vertensie be vat oor of in verband met 'n aangeleent
heid in subregulasie (1) vermeld, te publiseer nie in 
soverre besonderhede van so 'n aangeleetheid--

(i) deur 'n lid van die Kabinet of van 'n 
Ministersraad, 'n Adjunk-minister of 'n woord
voerder van die Regering geopenbaar, amge
kondig of vrygestel of vir publikasie gemagtig 
word; 

(ii) blyk uit debatte, stukke of verrigtinge van die 
Parlement of die Presidentsraad; of 

(iii) blyk uit geregtelike verrigtinge, uitgesonderd 
verrigtinge waarin getuienis hetsy by wyse van 
eedsverk.lring of viva voce voorgele of afgele is 
betrefende die omstandighede of wyse van 
arrestasie of die omstandighede van, of 
behandeling in, aanhouding van 'n persoon wat 
kragtens regulasie 3 van die Veiligheidsregula
sies aangehou word of is, of wat kragtens regu
lasie 3 van die vorige veiligheidsregulasies aan
gehou is, en waarin die betrokke hof nog nie 'n 
finale uitspraak gegee het nie; of 

(b) 'n bona jide-biblioteek om 'n publilcasie wat enige 
nuus, kommentaar of advertensie oor of in verband 
met so 'n aangelcentheid bevat, aan 'n lid van die 
publiek in die gewone loop van sy werksaarnhede uit 
te leen nie. 

(7) Die Minister kan reels uitvaardig wat die prosedure 
waarop en die gesag of persoon deur bemiddeling van wie 
'n magtiging bedoel in subregulasie (6) (a) (i) verkry kan 
word, voorskryf. 

(8) By die toepassing van subregulasies (4) en (6) word 'n 
verwysing daarin na 'n aangeleentheid in subregulasie (1) 
vermeld, uitgele as 'n verwysing ook na 'n aangelccntheid 
wat in 'n bevel kragtens subregulasie (3) (a) vermeld word. 

Neem rnn foto 's, ens. l'Rn oproerigheid of Yeiligheidsop
tredes 

4. (l) Geen persoon mag sonder die voorafverkree toe
stcmming van die Kommissaris of van 'n lid van ' n 
veiligheidsmag wat as 'n offisier in daardie mag di en, enige 
foto neem , of enige televisie-opname, rolprentopname, 
tekening of ander uitbeelding maak of vervaardig nie--

(a) van enige oproerigheid of veiligheidsoptrede of van 
enige voorval wat in die loop daarvan plaasvind, met 
inbegrip van die beskadiging of vemiet1ging van cien
dom of die besering of doding van persone; of 

(b) van enige beskadigde of vemietigde eiendom of be
seerde of dooie persone of ander sigbare tekens van 
geweld op die toneel wa.ar enige oproerigheid of vei
ligheidsoptrede plaasvind of plaasgevind het of van 
enige beserings deur enige persoon opgedoen in of 
tydens oproerigheid of veiligheidsoptrede. 

(2) Geen persoon mag sonder die voorafverkree toestem
ming van die Kommissaris of van 'n lid van 'n 
veiligheidsmag wat as 'n offisier in daa.rdie mag <lien, enig~ 
klankopname maak nie van enige oproerigheid of veilig
heidsoptrede of van enige voorval wat in die loop daarva[ 
plaasvind, met inbegrip van die beskadiging of vemietiginf 
van eiendom of die besering of doding van persone. 

(3) Geen persoon mag-
(a) 'n publikasie wat 'n foto, tekening of ander uitbeel 

ding bevat; of 
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(b) any television, film or sound recording, 
taken, made or produced in contravention of a provision of 
subregulation (I) or (2) of this regulation or of a provision 
of a regulation made under the Public Safety Act, 1953 (Act 
3 of 1953), which was of force at any time during the period 
12 June 1986 to 11June1987. 

Mn king, publishing, etc., of subYers!Ye stntemcnts 

5 . No person shall-
(a) whether orally or in writing make any subversive 

statement or cause such a statement to be made; 

(b) produce a publication in which a subversive statement 
appears or cause such a publication to be produced; 

(c) produce a television, film or sound recording in 
which a subversive statement is recorded or cause 
such a television, film or sound recording to be pro
duced; or 

(d) publish or import into the Republic a publication or a 
television, film or sound recording containing a sub
versive statement or cause such a publication or such 
a television, film or sound recording to be published 
or imported into the Republic. 

Seizure of cert.Bin publicntions or recordings 

6. ( l) If a publication or a television, film or sound re
cording is produced, published or imported into the Repub
lic in contravention of a provision of regulation 5 (h), (c) or 
(d) or 3 ( l) or (2) or 4 (3), or of a provision of an order 
under regulation 3 (3), the Minister or the Commissioner 
may, without prior notice to any person and without hearing 
any person, issue an order under his hand ordering the sei
zure of that publication or television, film or sound record
ing. 

(2) An order under subrcgulation ( l ), shall, unless o~er
wise specified in the order, be carried out in re spect of all 
copies or reproductions of the publication or television, fllm 
or sound recording which have been so produced, published 
or imported into the Republic in contravention of the said 
provision . 

(3) An order under subregulation (!)shall be carried out 
by a member of a security force in possession of a document 
being or purporting to be such an order or a copy or repro
duction thereof, and any such member may for the purposes 
of such seizure-

(a) enter any vehicle or premises in or on which the pub
lication of recording, or copy or reproduction thereof, 
to which the order relates, is or is suspected to be 
found; and 

(b) in or on . that vehicle or those premises do all such 
things as arc reasonably necessary to carry out the 
order. . 

(4) A document referred to in subrcgulation (3) shall be 
produced to a person affected thereby, at his request. 

. (5) A publication or recording or any copies or reproduc
t10ns thereof which have been seiz.cd under this regulation 
shall be dealt with in accordance with the dinx:tion issued 
by the Minister generally or with reference to a particular 
case. 

(6)_ The provisions of this regulation may be applied irre
spective of whether any person is prosecuted in conse
quence of the production, publication or importation of a 
publication or a television, film or sound recording in con
travention of a provision referred to in subrcgulation (I) . 

Prohibition of production, Importation or publicnllou of 
cert.Bin pcriodicn.ls 

7 . ( 1) If the Minister deems it neccssruy in the interest of . 
the safety of the public, the maintenance of public order or 
the terrnrnation of the state of emergency, he may, subject 
to subrcgulation (2), issue an order by notice in the Gazettt 

(b) 'n televisie-, rolprcnl- ofklankopname, 
wai genecm of gc:maak is in stryd met 'n bepaling van 
subrcgulasie ( l) of (2) van hicrdie rcgulasie of met 'n bepa
ling van 'n regulasie uitgeva.ardig kragt.ens die Wet op 
Openbare Veiligheid, 1953 (Wet 3 van 1953), wat van krag 
was te eniger tyd gedurende die tydperk 12 Junie 1986 tot 
11 Junie 1987, publisccr nie . 

.Mank, publisering, ens. YRn ondermyneadc Yerklnrlngs 
5 . Geen persoon mag-
(a) 'n ondennynende verklaring hetsy mondeling of 

skriftclik. maak of laat ma.ak nie; 
(b) 'n publikasie voortbring of laat voortbring waarin 'n 

ondennynende verklaring verskyn nie; 
(c) 'n televisie-, rolprent- of klankopname maak of laat 

maak waarin 'n ondennynende verklaring opgeneem 
is nie; of 

(d) 'n publikasie of 'n tclevisie-, rolprcnt- of klankop
namc wat 'n ondermynende verklaring bevat, publi
seer of laat publisccr of in die Republiek invoer of laat 
invoer nie. 

llcsluglcgging op ~kere publikHSies of opnames 
6. (l) Indien 'n publikasie of 'n televisie-, rolprent- of 

klankopname in stryd met 'n bepaling van rcgulasie 5 (b), 
(c) of (d) of 3 (!)of (2) of 4 (3), of met 'n bepaling van 'n 
bevel kragtens regulasie 3 (3), voortgebring, gemaak, ge
publisecr of in die Republiek ingevocr is, kan die Minister 
of die Kommissaris, sander vooraf kennisgewing aan enige 
pcrsoon en sander om enige persoon aan te boor, 'n bevel 
onder sy handtekening uitrcik waarby die beslag!egging van 
daardie publikasie of televisie-, rolprent- of klankopname 
beveel word . 

(2) 'n Bevel kragtens subrcgulasie ( l) moct, tensy in die 
bevel anders vcrmeld, ten uitvoer gele word ten opsigte van 
al!e kopicc, eksemplare of reproduksies van die publikasie 
of tclevisie-, rolprent- of klankopname wat aldus in stryd 
met bedoclde bepaling voortgebring, gemaak, gepubliseer 
of in die Republiek ingevocr is. 

(3) 'n Bevel kragtens subregulasie (!) word ten uitvocr 
gele deur 'n lid van 'n veiligheidsmag in besit van 'n gesk:rif 
wat so 'n bevel of 'n afsk:rif of reproduk.sie da.arvan is of 
beet te wees, en so 'n lid kan vir die docleindes van die 
beslaglegging-

(a) enige vocrtuig of perseel betree wa.arin of waarop die 
publikasie of opname, of 'n kopie, eksemplaar of 
rcproduksie daarvan, waarop die bevc:l betrckking 
hel, is of vennocd word le wees; en 

(b) op of in daardie vocrtuig of persecl alles docn wat 
redelikerwysc nodig is om die bevc:l ten uitvocr te le . 

(4) 'n Geskrif in subrcgulasie (3) bcdocl,' moct aan 'n 
per.;oon wat daardeur geraak word, op sy versoek getoon 
word . 

(5) Met 'n publikasie of op name of enige kopiee, ek.scm
plarc of repro<luksies daarvan waarop daar kragtens hierdie 
rcgulasie beslag gc:le is, word daar gehandel oorcenkomstig 
die op<lrag wat in die algemeen of met verwysing n.a · n 
bepaalde geval deur die Minister uitgercik word. 

(6) Die bepalings van hicrdie regulasie kan toegepas 
word ongeag of enige persoon na aanleiding van die voon
brenging, publikasie of invocr van 'n publibsie of 'n telc·,.i
sie-, rolprcnt- of 1-Jankopname in stryd met 'n bepalin 1.: 
vermeld in subrcgulasie ( 1 ), vervolg word of nie. 

l'crbod op l'CXJrtbrengfng, lnvocr of publlknsle rn. 
sekere pcriodlcke publlkn.sies 

7. (!) Indic:n die Minister dit in die belang van die veili1;
heid.van ~!e pu?liek, die ~andhawing van die opcnbare ord, 
of die beemd1gmg van die noodtocstand nodig ag, kan hy . 
behoudens subrcgulasie (2), 'n bevel by kennisgewing ir. 
die Staatskm:ranr uicrcik waarby die voortbrenging, invoc. 
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prohibiting for such period as may be specified in the or?er, 
but not exceeding three months al a lime, the production, 
imponation into the Republic or publication of all issues of 
a periodical likewise specified. 

(2) No order under subregulation (I) shall be issued in 
respect of any panicular periodical unless-

(a) an issue of that periodical was produced, i~1portcd 
into the Republic or published in contravention of a 
provision of regulation 5 (b) or (d) or 3 (I) or (2~ or 4 
(3) or of a provision of an order under regulation 3 
(3); and 

(b) the Minister has by notice in the Cauue requested all 
persons concerned in the production, importation or 
publication of that periodical to ensure that no further 
issue of that periodical is produced, imported or pub
lished in contravention of any such provision; and 

(c) a further issue of that periodical was produced, im
ported or published in contra vcntion of any such pro-
vision after the publication of the notice referred to in 
paragraph (b); and 

(d) the Minister, after a further issue referred to in para
graph (c) has been so produced, imported or pub
lished in contravention of any such provision--

(i) has given notice in writing to the publisher or 
importer of that periodical of the fact that action 
under subregulation (!) is to be considered, 
stating the grounds of the proposed action; and 

(ii) has given that publisher or importer an opportu
nity to submit to h im in writing, within a period 
of two weeks, represe ntations in connection 
with the proposed action. 

(3) Tl1e provisions of subregulations (I) and (2) may be 
applied irrespective of whether an issue referred to in para
graph (a) or (c) of the said subregubtion (2) has been seiu:d 
under regulation 6 and irrespective of whether any person is 
prosecuted in consequence of the production, importation or 
publication of any such issue . 

(4) The provisions of regulation 6 shall mwacis m11ta11dis 
apply in respect of an issue of a periodical which is pro
duced, imported or published in contravention of an order 
under subregulation (I) of this regulation. 

(5) Compliance with an order issued under subregulation 
(1) shall not affect the continuation of the registration (if 
any) of the periodical concerned as a newspaper in tenns of 
the Newspaper and Imprint Registration Act, 1971 (Act 63 
of 1971). 

(6) If the Minister is convinced that any periodical, 
whether or not under another name, is a continuation of or 
substitution for any periodical the production, importation 
into the Republic or publication of which has been prohi
bited under subregulation (I), he may, without prior notice 
to any person and without hearing any person, issue an 
order by notice in the Gazerre prohibiting the production, 
impon;ition or publication of all issues of the fonner period
ical for such period as may be specified in the order, but not 
exceeding a period equal to the remaining portion of the 
period for which the latter periodical was prohibited. 

OffenCC? nnd pcnnltics 

8. Any person who ' 
(a) contravenes a provision of regulation 2 (!), 3 (4)'or 

(5), 4 ( 1) or (2) or 5 or a provision of an order under 
regulation 7 (I) or (6); 

in die Republiek of publibsie van alle uitsawes van 'n 
pcriodieke publikasie in die bevel verme\d vi.r die tydperk 
ingelyks vem1eld, ma.ar hoogstens drie maande op 'n keer, 
verbied word. 

(2) Geen bevel kragtens subregulasie (I) word ten opsigte 
van 'n bepaalde periodieke publikasie uitgereik nie tensy-

(a) 'n uitgawe van daardie periodieke publikasie in stryd 
met 'n bepaling van regulasie 5 (b) of (d) of 3 ( 1) of 
(2) of 4 (3), of met 'n bepaling van 'n bevel kragtens 
rcgulasie 3 (3), voortgcbring, in die Republiek inge
voer of gepubliseer is; en 

(b) die Minister by kennisgewing in die Staatskouant 
alle pcrsone bctrokke by die voortbrenging, invoer of 
publikasie van daardie periodieke publikasie versoek 
het om toe te sicn dat geen vertlere uitgawe van daar
die periodieke publi.kasie in stryd met so 'n bepaling 
voortgebring, ingevoer of gepubliseer word nie; en 

(c) 'n vertlere uitgawe van daardie periodicke publika.sie 
na afkondiging van die kennisgewing bedoel in para.
graaf (b) in stryd met so 'n bepaling voortgebring, 
ingevoer of gepubliseer is; en 

(d) die Minister, nadat 'n verderc uitgawe in paragraaf (c) 
bedoel aid us in stryd met so 'n bepaling voortgebring, 
ingevoer of gepubliseer is-

(i) die uitgewer of invoerder van daardie perio
dieke publikasie skriftelik kennis gegee het van 
die feit dat optrede kragtens subregulasie ( 1) ten 
opsigte van daardie periodieke publikasie oor
wceg wortl, met vermclding van die gronde vir 
die voorgestelde optre<le; en 

(ii) daardic uitgewer of invoerder die geleentheid 
gebicd hct om binne 'n tydperk van twee weke 
skriftelike vertoe in vcrband met die voorge
stelde optrede tot horn te rig. 

(3) Die bepalings van subregulasies (I) en (2) kan toege
pas word ongeag of daar kragtcns regulasie 6 op 'n uitgawe 
b-:doel in paragraaf (a) of (c) van genocmde subregulasie (2) 
beslag gclc is en ongeag of enige persoon na aanleiding van 
die voortbrenging, invocr of publikasie van so 'n uitgawe 
vervolg word. 

(4) Die bepalings van regulasie 6 is m111a1is murandis van 
tocpassing ten opsigte van 'n uitgawe van 'n periodieke 
publikasic wat in stryd met 'n bevel kragtens subregulasie 
( l) van hierdie rcgulasie voortgebring, ingevoer of gepubli
secr word. 

(5) Voldocning aan 'n bevel uitgereik kragtens subregula
sie (1) raak nie die voortsctting van die registrasie (as daar 
is) van die betrok.kc periodieke publikasie as 'n nuusblad 
ingevolge die Wet op die Registra.sie van Nuusblaaie en 
Druk.kersnamc, 1971(Wet63 van 1971), nie. 

(6) lndien die Minister oortuig is dat 'n perio<lieke publi
kasie 'n voortsetting of vervanging is, hetsy onder 'n ander 
naam al dan nie, van 'n periodieke publikasie waarvan die 
voortbrenging, invocr in die Republick of publikasie inge
volge subrcgulasie (I) vcrbied is, kan hy, sonder vooraf 
kennisgewing aan enige persoon en sonder om enige per
soon aan te hoor, 'n bevel by kennisgewing in die Staats
koerant uitrcik waarby die voortbrenging, invoer of publi
kasie van alle uitgawes van cersgenoemde perio<lieke publi
kasie verbied word vir die tydperk in die bevel vermeld, 
maar hoogstcns 'n tydperk gelyk aan die oorblywende ge 
LJ.:eltc van die tydperk waarvoor laasgenoemde periodieke 
publikasie verbied is. 

iHisdrywe en stnnrwe 
8. 'n Persoon wat-

(a) 'n bepaling van rc:gulasie 2 (I), 3 (4) of (5), 4 (I) of 
(2) of 5 of 'n bepaling van 'n bevel kragtens rc:gulasie 
7 (!) of(6) oortrc:e; 
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(b) either wilfully or negligently contravenes a provision 
of regulation 3 (I) or (2) or 4 (3) or a provision of an 
order under regulation 3 (3); or 

(c) hinders or obstructs a member of a security force in 
the pcrfom1ance of his functions in tem1s of rcgula
tion 6 (3), 

shall be guilty of an offence and on conviction be liable to a 
fine not exceeding R20 000 or to imprisonment for a period 
not exceeding 10 years or co th:it imprisonment without the 
option of a fine . 

Dircction of A ttorncy-Gencrnl 
9. No prosecution for an offence under lhese regulations 

sh<tll be instiruted except by the exprcss direction of the 
Attorney-General having jurisdiction in respect of that pro
secution. 

(b) hetsy opsetlik of nalatig 'n bepaling van regulasie 3 
(I) of (2) of 4 (3) of 'n bepaling van 'n bevel lcr.igtens 
regulasie 3 (3) oortrce; of 

(c) 'n lid van 'n veiligheidsmag by die venigting van sy 
werksaamhede ingevolge regulasie 6 (3) hinder of 
bclemmer, 

is aan 'n misclryf skuldig en by skuldigbevinding strafba:ir 
met 'n boete van hoogstens R20 000 of met gevangenisstraf · 
vir 'n tydpcrk van hoogstens 10 jaar of met daardie gevan
genisstraf sander die kc use van 'n boete . 

Op<lrng 1·an I'rolwrcur-genenrnl 
9. Geen vervolging weens 'n misdryf ingevolge hierdie 

regulasies word ingestcl nie behalwe ingevolge die uitdruk
likc opdrag van die Prokureur-generaal wat regsbcvocgd
heid ten opsigte van daardie vervolging bcsit. 

--------------·-- ----- ------

Use it. \ Werk mooi daarmee. 

6 
Don't abuse ~ it . 

() 
Ons leef ~~ daaNan. 

walor Is for everybody wator Is kosboar 

------------ - - - -- ---- -- -- - - -·-· -· - ------ · -·- - - -----

Please, cicqu0int yourself thoroughly with the 
"Co n cl i ti o n s for· Pu b I i c 2 ti on " of I e g a I notices i n 

the Covernrnent Cazette1 as well as the new tariffs in 
conneG.tion therewith 

Maak use If cissebl ief deegl i k vertroud n1et cl ie "Voor
w0zu·cles vi r Pu bl i kasie" van well i ke kenn isgewi ngs 

1n die Staatskoerant asook n1et die nuwe tariewe 
\-vat daarmee in verband staan 
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166 Ecquld Novi - Addendum 

Press Council of South Africa 

(PCSA) 

Code of Conduct 

Preamble 

The basic principle to be upheld is that the freedom of the press is indivisi
ble from and subject to the same restraints as that of the individual and rests 
on the publics fundamental right to be informed and freely to receive and to 
disseminate opinions. 

1. Reporting of news 

I. I 

1.2 

1.3 

1.4 

The p:-ess shall be obliged to report news truthfully, accu
rately and objectively. 

News shall be presented in the correct context and in a ba
lanced !llanner, without an intentional or negligent depar
ture from the facts whether by: 

1.2. I distortion, exaggeration or misrepresentation; 

1.2.2 material omissions; or 

1.2.3 summarisation. 

Only what may reasonably be true having regard to the 
source of the news, may be presented as facts, and such 
facts shall be published fairly with due regard to context 
and importance. Where a report is not based on facts or is 
founded on opinion, allegation, rumor or supposition, it 
shall be presented in such manner as to indicate this clear
ly. 

Where there is reason to doubt the correctness of a report 
and it is practicable to verify the correctness thereof, it 
shall be verified. Where it has not been practicable to ve-

APPENDIX I 

2. 

3. 

1.5 

1.6 

Media codes in South Africa 167 

rify the"correctness of a report, this shall be mentioned in 
such report. 

Where it subsequently appears that a published report was 
incorrect in a material respect, it shall be rectified sponta
neously and without reservation or delay. The correction 
shall be presented· with a degree of prominence which is 
adequate and fair so as readily to attract attention. 

Reports, photographs or sketches relative to matters in
volving indecency or obscenity shall be presented with 
due sensitivity towards the prevailing moral climate. In 
particular, the press shall avoid the publication of obscene 
and lascivious matter. 

1.7 The identity of rape victims and other victims of sexual 
violence shall not be published without the consent of the 
victim. , 

Comment 

2.1 The press shall be entitled to comment upon or criticize 
any actions or events of public importance provided such 
comments or criticisms are fairly and honestly made. 

2.2 Comment shall be presented in such manner that it 
appears clearly that it is comment, and shall be made on 
facts truly stated or fairly indicated and referred to. 

2.3 Comment shall be an honest expression of opinion, with
out malice or dishonest motives, and shall talce fair 
account of all available facts which are material to the 
matter commented upon. 

Special provisions 

3.1 Headlines and captions to pictures shall give a reasonable 
reflection of the contents of the report or picture in ques
tion. 

.p
()' 
..c 
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3.2 

Ecquid Novi - Addendum 

·Posters shall not exaggerate and shall give a reasonable 
reflection of the contents of the reports in question. 

4. Privacy 

5. 

6. 

4.1 In so far as both news and comment are concerned, the 
press shall exercise exceptional care and consideration in 
matters involving the private lives and concerns of indivi
duals, bearing in mind that the right to privacy may be 
overridden by a legitimate public interest. 

Payment for articles 

5.1 No payment shall be made for feature articles to persons 
engaged in crime or other notorious misbehavior, 

or to convicted persons or to 

their associates , including family , 

friends , neighbours and colleagues 

except where the material concerned 

ought to be published in the public 

interest and the payment is necessary 

for this to be done . 

General · 

6.1 Due care and responsibility sh.all bt'exercised by the press 
with regard to: 

6.1.1 subjects that may cause enmity or give offence in 
racial, ethnic, religious or cultural matters, or in
cite persons to contravene the law: 

6.1.2 

6.1.3 

matters that may detrimentally affect the peace 
and good order, the safety and defence of the Re
public and its people; 

the presentation of brutality, violence and atroci
ties. 

Media codes in South Africa 169 

The Star 

Code of ethics 

Responsibilities 

l. In its reporting and comment. The Star should be accurate, fair, 
honest and frank. 

2. · The Star should aim to give all sides of an issue, by means of ba-

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

lanced presentation without bias, distortion, undue emphasis or 
orn1ss1on. 

771e Star should be independent of government, commerce or any 
other vested interest. 

The Star should expose wrongdoing, the misuse of power and un
necessary secrecy. 

The Star should encourage racial co-operation and pursue a policy 
aimed at enhancin.i, the welfare and progress of all sections of the 
population. 

The Star should endeavor to be positive and reconstructive but not 
misleadingly optimistic of bland. 

The Star should not pander to personal sectional interests, but be 
solely concerned with the public interest. 

The public's right to know about matters of importance is para
mount. The Star should therefore fight vigorously any measure to 
conceal facts of public interest, any attempt to prevent public ac
cess to the news and any effort further to curtail freedom of 
speech. 

The Star respects the individual's right to privacy, except where it 
conflicts clearly with the public interest. 

f" 
-1 
0 
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APPENDIX J 

CODE OF THE BCCSA 
f. 1'1C'.l111 lile 

The fulldament.11 prilldplc 10 hr upheld is th.it the frrrdorn of the clrctrollic mcdiJ Is indivisible 

from, .111c1 subject to thr s.11ne COllStr.1illts as th.11 of the indivicluJI an<l rests on the indivl<lu.il's 
fund.11nellt.1I right to be lllforn1rd .1nd freely to receive and to dissr111ill .1 te opllllolls. 

2. Report i11p, of news 

2.1 The rlrc trollic 1nrdi.i sh.ill he obliged to rrpo1 t llrws truthfully, .icrn1·.itrly .ind with due 
i111p.lrt i.ilit y. 

2.2 News sh.ill be prrsrll!rd ill the correc t context .11ld ill .1 bJl.111ccd 111.111ller, without .111y 
ill!cnrioll.il or ncg li gem dep.irture from the f.icts whether by: 

2.2.1 distortion, ex.iggcr.i1ion or misreprcse llt .Hion; 

2.2.2 111.11 c1 i.i l 0111issioll; or 

2.2J SllllUH.i1 is.i i/on. 

2.1 011ly wh.11 111.1y 1r.ison.ihl y hr 1111e h.whi[l 1q1.i1d to thr snurce of th r 11rws, 111.1 y hr 

prrsr11r ed .is f.ic ts, .111d such f.ic ts sh.ill be bro.idc.ist f.1 /1 ly with dur rrg.ird to co11rext 
.111d i111port.111cc. Where .1 report is not lusecl on f.ic rs or is founded 011 opinion, 
.illep. .11io11, ru111our or su pposi1ion, it slull be presented In such 111.inner JS to ind ic.it e 
this cle.11/y. 

2.4 Whe1r !here is rr.i ~n 11 10 doubr the C01H·c r11 rss of .1 report .111d it is rr.ic ric.1ble to 
ve1 ify !he correcrness I hereof, it sh.ill br verified. Where it Ii.is 11ot been pr.icticJble ro 
vrriry rhr corTeCli1ess of .i report, rhis sh.ill he 1n c1 11io11cd in such reron. 

2.5 WhNe ir suhse<J 11r 111/y .ippe.1 rs rh.l! .1 hro.1dc.1st w.1s incorrect ill .1 m.llrri.11 rrsr ec t, it 
sh.i ll hr rrcr irird spoi11 .111cously .11ld wirhou r rcsrr v.Hioll or clel.iy. The correctioll sh.ill 

he p1 esell !rd with .i degree or prnmillrllce which is .idr<J u.it e .illd f.ii r so JS rc.idily to 
.l!!r.K! .111c111ioll . 

2.6 Reports, pl wrop.r.iphs or vidro rn.11eri.il rd.i ring to 111 .l!ters illvolvlllg illdece llcy or 

ohscrriiry sh.ill br p1rsr111rd wirh due Sr ll si ri vil y 1mv.1rd~ 1he prev.iiling mor.il cli111.11c. Jn 
p.11 r lu1l.11, 1 hr dct 11 n1 1ic 1111" li.1 ; 11 .1 /1 .wni< I 1 lw />1 n. i. k.1s1 t1 f i111 irce111 or obscene 111.11 1er. 

2.7 The idr·r11 i1y of r.1pe vic1ir11s .111d Oilier vicrims <'r srxu.il violence sh.i ll not he brn.1dc.isr 
wirho111 1he conse1 11 of 1he vicrim. 

3. Co111111e11t 

11 The clrcrrollic mrdi.i sh.ill be entitle<l to co111 1nrr11 upon or ci iri rise .111 y .Kr ions or rvellts 

of p11hl ic i111rort.111ce prov ided such co111 111enr s or u iricisms .i re f.iirly .ind honesrly 
111.ide. 

1 2 Com111ellt sh.ill i>e prrse11t r.d in 1uth rn.lll ller th.ir it .1 ppe.irs clr.irly th .11 it is comment, 
.in<l sir.ill be rnadr on f.icts .i.i·uly st .lied or fairl y indica ted .ind referred to. 

3.3 Comment sh.ill he .i11 honest ex rressioll of opillion, without malice or dishollest 
morives, .1lld sh.ill rake f.iir .i~d ti.ii.meed .iccou111 or all .w.iil.ihle fa cts which are materi.il 
to the rn.111er co111nirnred 11po11. 

~ . Elec1io11s .1 11d rcfere11d.1 

~ . I Where during .in election period or'referendu1n period a sigll.l!ory gra 1irs .iccess to irs 

services to .1 politil.11 p.irry, org.111isatio11 or movernr ll! or .1 c.indid.ire t.1klng p.11 t ill a 

11.11ioll .1 I, reeion.il or i>y·rlruio11, or refr 1e11d11111, or Ii.is ltsrlf durlllg .ill elrc tlon period 
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or referendum period criticised a politi ca l party, organisation or movement or a 

candidate taking part in such an election or referendum it is under a duty to grant an 

opposing or criticised [as the case may be) political party, organisation or movement or 

a candidate an equal opponunity to its services to state its policy or respond to the 

criticism of the signatory or the political party, org.111isation or movement or candidate 

to whom the signatory has gra nted access: provided that th is clause does not in any 

way detract from the duties which .1 sigr1 .11ory has in accord.rnce with the other clauses 

of th is Code. 

4.2 For pu rposes of this clause, "elec tion perb1" ~"'.1 "ref Er c11dur11 period" me.ms J pel"iod 

which commences when the State President promulgates an election or by-election for 

Parl i.1merH or referendum in the Governrnerlt Ga;ette and l.1pses when polling closes 011 

the [last) election day, or referendum d.1y, .is the c.1se m.1y be. 

S. Privacy 

The electronlc media shall exercise exceptional ca re and consider.Hion In m.mers involvi ng 

the private lives and dignity of Individua ls, bearing In mind that the right to privacy and 

dignity may be overridden by a leg itimate public interest. 

6. Paymem for i11 forn1ati o11 from a cri111i11.1l 

No p.1yment shall be m.rdc to persons eng.1ged in crime or other notorious misbeh.wiour, 

or to persons who have been cng .1ged in crime or otlrer notorious rnisbchaviour in order 

to obtain information conce rning such beh.1viour, unless co111pelli1 1g socie t.11 interests 

lrrdlcate the contrary. 

7. General 

7.1 The electronic mrdi.1 sh.ill: 
\ 

7.1. I not pr csen t rnJtcr ia l which is indettrll or obscene or h.mnful or· offer1sive to public 

morals, which is of fensive to reli gious convic tions or fee li ngs or .1 section or the 

population, which is likely to hmn relations between sectio11S or tile popul.H ion or is 

likely to prejudice the s.1fcty of the state or the public order; 

7.1.2 not, without due care and sensitivity, pr·eserlt 111.Heri.11 which cont.1ins brutality, 

violence or atrocities; 

7.1.3 exercise due care and responsibility in the present.llion of programmes where J 

large number of children are likely to be part of the aud ience. 

7.2 CONTROVERSIAL ISSUES OF l'LJOLIC IMPORTANCE 

7.2.I in presenting J programme in which controversi.11 issues of public impomnce are 

discussed a broadcasting licensee shall m.1ke re.1sonable efforts to fair ly present 

significan t points of view either In the same programme or in a subsequent programme 

forming part of the same series of programmes presen ted within a re.1so 11.1ble period of 

time and in substa111i.1lly the same time slot. 

7.2.2 A person whose views have been criticised in a bro.1dcasting programme on .1 

controversial issue of public i111por1.111ce, shall be give11 re.1sor1Jble opponunity by the 

broadc.1sting li ce11See to reply to such criticism, should that perso11 so request. 

---- --- - - - ---  
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